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FOREWORD 
Most of the criticism written by A.G. Stephens is 
contained in his writings for The Bulletin between 1894 
and 1906, and these writings appeared on what is usually 
referred to as 111rhe Red Page". In fact this description 
is not quite accurate in that the front covers of the 
issues of The Bulletin for that period, on the verso of 
which 11The Red Page" appeared, have faded to dull pink and 
it seems unlikely that they were ever nearer to red than 
bright pink at the time they were issued. Furthermore 
11The Red Page 11 was not so-called until 29 August 1896 
although, under other titles, Stephens' work began appearing 
on the verso of the front cover of The Bulletin on 
1 September 1894. In later years several variations of 
title were introduced, sometimes representing changes in 
the function of the page, at other times reflecting no more 
than the editor's whim. For the purposes of this study I 
have used the Red Page as a generic term to cover the whole 
period of Stephens' editorship, while attempting to indicate 
clearly the periods in which other titles were in use. The 
title, "The Red Page" was certainly the most enduring once 
Stephens began to use it in August 1896. 
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Problems of Access to the Red Page 
In preparing this thesis I have been encouraged by 
the conviction that detailed vmrk on his Red Page vl}'ritings 
in The Bulletin had to precede any serious attempt to 
evaluate the contribution of A.G. Stephens to Australian 
literature. Almost as constantly I have been daunted by 
the amount of material to be sifte~ in surveying the Red 
Page, the range of topics covered and the physical barrier 
presented by its thin typefaces, ranging in size from small 
to minute, on poor-quality shiny paper, faded to dull pink 
and rapidly crumbling. Access to a particular item on any 
Red Page is made difficult by the amount of material with 
which it is surrounded and by Stephens' habit of using few 
sub-headings, presumably in order to conserve space. Access 
to the Red Page in general is made difficult by the fact 
that in the dark B~es of Australian book-collecting and 
librarianship, "Remove covers" must have been a standard 
instruction to the binder. I have encountered several bound 
sets of The Bulletin from which the Red Page has disappeared. 
Again access to the Red Page i,., becoming increasingly 
difficult as the major Australian libraries become aware 
of the deteriorating physical condition of their copies 
and of the damage done to them by copying machines. 
I 
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In view of all these problems of access I have 
deliberately quoted generously in my thesis and in citing 
items I have mentioned, wherever they apply, the headings 
o of the articles or columns in which the items appear. I 
have also thought it important to place the passages I 
have quoted in their Red Page context, even at the risk of 
having the context distract both my readers and me from the 
point being made. 
Sources 
In some respects my study has been hampered by th~ lack 
of complete and reliable historical data not only on the 
life of A.G. Stephens but on the history of The Bulletin 
generally and particularly on the lives of the major 
figures on it between 1894 and 1906, J.F. Archibald, 
William Macleod and James Edmond. The events of Stephens2 
life are only sketchily revealed in published works and in 
the manuscripts to which I have had access. Of some 
significant events I have learnt in conversation and can 
cite no documentary evidence. The outstanding example is 
the murder of one of his brothers by another, which I 
mention in Note 4 of Chapter 4 on p. 124. I learnt of 
tLis happening in conversat~on with Mr W.R. Maidment of 
the University of Sydney and I understood it to have 
iv. 
occurred during Stephens' boyhood in Toowoomba, Queensland, 
but I am unable to cite either date or document. 
Style 
In general I have followed the conventions sugg~sted 
by The M.L.A. Style Sheet, 2nd ed. (New York, Modern 
Language Association of America, 1970). In quotations I 
have tried to keep the use of [sic] to a minimum, adding it 
neither to obvious abbreviations like "Eng." for "English" 
nor to the rows of three or four periods without spacing 
which Stephens used to indicate either ellipses or long 
pauses. Where the ellipsis is mine I have used the three 
spaced periods recommended by The M.L.A. Style Sheet. In 
cases where I have already cited the imprint for a 
bibliographical item within a chapter I have not repeated 
the citation when it is mentioned again, unless the later 
reference is connected with Stephens' major discussion of 
it in a Red Page review. For the sake of brevity in foot-
notes I have sometimes used the abbreviation BRP followed 
by the date to indicate that the item is on the Red Page in 
a particular issue of The Bulletin. For readability I 
have shortened the possibly more correct but certainly more 
cumbersome "Stephens's" to rrstephens'"· Stephens' own 
practice was punctiliously the reverse and he defended his 
j 
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usage forcefully in argument with George Black on the Red 
Page for 5 February 1898. 
It is quite impossible in typescript to match The 
Bulletin's typographical sophistication of small and large 
capitals, occasional use of bold face and frequent use of 
italics. In quotations I have therefore used upper case 
letters for both small and large capitals and bold face 
type in the original, and I have used underlining to 
indicate italics. Because in some cases it has been quite 
impossible to convey an adequate impression of the Red Page 
by description and quotation I have included a selection 
of illustrations. 
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Chapter One 
11 An Independent Organism: an Empire in an Empire": 
the Relationship of the Red Page to The Bulletin 1894-1906 
Neither the population, the level of general education, 
nor the cultural milieu in Australia in the 1890s gave 
promise that the regular and serious discussion of 
literature could flourish in a weekly newspaper. The 
Bulletin was, to be sure, by the time Alfred George Stephens 
joined its staff in 1894 not only "The Bushman's Bible" but 
also widely read in Australian cities and towns where at 
least half of Australia's population of over three million 
people lived.1 By mid-1886 The Bulletin enjoyed sales in 
all the colonies; more than 10,000 copies of each issue 
were sold in Melbourne~ The total circulation was probably 
in the vicinity of 80,000 copies.2 The Bulletin's 
1 
2 
According to the 1.891 Census, Australia's total 
population was 3,177,823, of whom almost exactly 
half lived in cities and towns with more than 5,000 
inhabitants. See T.A. Coghlan, A Statistical 
Account of the Seven Colonies of-Australasia 
(Sydney, Government Printer, 1892), pp. 333-353. 
For this information as for much other background 
information on the history of The Bulletin I am 
indebted to Miss Sylvia Lawson whose course of 
lectures on 11The Early Sydney Bulletin" I attended 
bet"t'Veen March and August 1971. The lectures were 
presented at Sydney University under the auspices 
of the \'lorkers' Educational Association and the 
Sydney University Extension Board. 
2. 
comments covered events all o~.·dr the country, usually by 
quoting from metropolitan and provincial newspapers and 
many of these parag:aphs together with verse, prose 
sketches and short stories were provided by its readers. 
It could therefore be argued that The Bulletin was a truly 
national newspaper, at least a decade before Australia was 
formally one nation. 
Despite the extent of The Bulletin's audience and the 
involvement of many of them in its making, an acute 
contemporary observar was in no doubt at the cultural 
limitations of the milieu in which the paper operated. In 
1892 Francis Adams recorded his impressions of Austr~lia 
gathered in his years of residence between 1884 and 1890. 
In The Australians at the outset of his chapter on 
11 'Culture' and 'Society' 11 , Adams warned his readers that 
11To treat of tCulture' and 'Society' in Australia, in the 
sense that one does of the greater European capitals, would 
be like treating of the snakes in Iceland".3 
Before examining the particular characteristics of 
The Bulletin which led to its appeal to a wide and almost 
entirely unlettered audience, I should like to discuss 
briefly the important position of the new~paper in society 
3 Francis Adams, The Australians {London, Fisher 
Unwin, 1893), p.39. 
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in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
especially in developing societies like the United States, 
Canada and Australia. The local newspaper was the most 
important forum for discussion of local issues v..ithin a 
cowmunity. And few towns were too small to boast a~ least 
a weekly when becoming a newspaper proprietor required no 
more than the will and capital or credit enough to buy a 
second-hand press and second-hand type. In Australia many 
of the early journalists began their careers in the 
printing trade as apprentices on newspapers. For example, 
this was the background shared by A.G. Stephens and 
J.F. Archibald, the founding editor of The Bulletin.4 
If need existed the editors of small nineteenth century 
newspapers could often set type and ope:r.•ate presses 
themselves, as well as write copy.5 The nineteenth 
4 Archibald was from 1871 to 1874 apprenticed as a 
compositor to William Fairfax and Henry Laurie 
(who later became Professor of Logic at the 
University of Melbourne) on the Warrnambool 
Standard. Stephens, whose father was part-owner 
of the Darling Downs Gazette in Toowoomba, Queensland, 
began at fifteen an apprent~ceship to the printing 
trade on the Toowoomba Chronicle. 
5 At least one example has survived. The Broadford 
Courier, a four-page sheet, is publishsd in the 
town of Broadford on the Hume Highway forty miles 
from Melbourne, by Mr Eric H. McDonald, who writes 
the copy, sets che type and operates the press. 
4. 
century provincial editors also tended to be itinerants 
a and so they took new ideas and tew attitudes into isolated 
communities. The newspapers were the channel through 
which almost all news of outside events was brought into 
the locality, and the editors also tended to become 
leaders in cultural activities. In this role they were 
often influential in bringing into their communities 
newspapers of wider than local interest. For example, 
A.G. Stephens recorded in The Gympie Miner6 for 5 April 
1889, in reporting a meeting of the School of Arts 
Committee of which he was secretary, that "It was resolved 
that the Boomerang and Bulletin be added to the papers 
supplied to the reading room". 
l) v 
There can be no doubt that Australia supported a 
flourishing newspaper industry by the end of the 1880s, 
and Francis Adams found Australian newspapers not only 
powerful but gratifyingly independent in outlook and 
progressive in spirit. He wrote: 
6 Stephens edited The Gympie Mj~, a four-page sheet, 
publi~hed three times a week, on internal evidence 
probably from November 1888 until he joined The 
Boomerang in 1891. There is, thanks to the efforts 
of Mr Cecil Hadgraft, a microfilm copy of The 
Gympie Miner for 1881-1889 in the University of 
QUeensland Library. 
5. 
The power of the press is a very 
considerable fact everywhere; but in 
Australia, where 'Soci.ety' is impotent 
and wealth not yet fully organised, the 
newspaper is the best if not the greatest 
institution in the country. 
Its legitimate profits have so far been 
large enough to keep it pure. 
The principal proprietors. in all but the 
big metropolitan dailies are journalists 
themselves. 
Many have 11made " their own papers, or even 
where the editor is merely an employee, he 
is left a free hand in the formulation of 
his "policy" to a degree unknown in England 
and in the central and eastern American 
States. 
There are no Conservative newspapers in 
Australia in the English sense: the choice 
is between Liberalism and Radicalism.? 
In his enthusiasm Adams seems to have overlooked the 
fact that a newspaper had to reflect, or at least not 
grossly offend the sensibilities of its rea.ders, in order 
to sell enough copies to survive. At the level of the 
local newspaper, wh:i.le forthright criticism of local 
political issues was countenanced, the editor had to tread 
7 Francis Adams, The Australians, p.48. 
6. 
carefully on the reputations of citizens. 8 When a 
newspaper was aimed at a much larger population 
representing diversity·of taste, beliefs, attitudes, 
- . 
'educati '1f.L p.nd culture. ::: tlia't ·i~ ,''once a newspaper became 
a vehicle of mass communication - it was subject to the 
levelling effect of its readers' tastes. It is well 
understood today that in order to prosper newspapers, 
along with other media of mass communication, have to aim 
the bulk of their messages at the level of understanding 
8 There was an amusing example in The Gympie Miner 
for 28 November 1888 in which A.G. Stephens 
reported: "The extract from Figaro re the 'Gympie 
Skating Carnival', which appeared in our last 
issue, was published in good faith, under the 
impression that it was an unmalicious and rather 
laughable skit on the reports which appeared in 
the local papers. We are now informed that the 
names of many ladies and gentlemen who were not 
present were included, and that some of the most 
respected townspeople are placed side by side 
with others quite the reverse. We hasten to 
assure them that, had we known the real character 
of the report, we would never have reprinted it; 
and we regret to have unintentionally pained 
innocent and respectable people". 
0 
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slightly below that of the average reader.9 But the 
process was already beginning to be understood by the 
early twentieth century when an American sociologist 
identified the tendency of the newspaper to subsist 
mainly by the "enlargement of gossip". Exarnining the 
nature of the newspaper as a medium of mass communication, 
Charles H. Cooley wrote: 
There is a better and a worse side to this 
enlargement of gossip. On the former we 
may reckon the fact that it promotes a 
widespread sociability and sense of 
community; we know that people all over 
the country are laughing at the same jokes 
or thrilling with the same mild excitement 
over the foot-ball game, and we absorb a 
conviction that they are good fellows much 
like ourselves. It also tends powerfully 
9 "Whereas the individual communicator is dealing with 
individuals and able to watch the way his message 
is received and modify it if necessary, the 
organization is dealing only with averages and 
classes. It must pitch its reading level somewhere 
below the estimated average of its audience, in 
order not to cut off too many of the lower half of 
the audience. It must choose its content according 
to the best estimate it can make of what the 
broadest classes of receivers want and need. 
Whereas the individual communicator is free to 
experiment because he can instantly correct any 
m~ke, the organization is loathe to experiment. 
When it finds an apparently successful formula, 
it keeps on that way." Wilbur Schramm, 11How 
Communication Works" in his Process and Effects of 
Mass Communication (Urbana, University of Illinois 
Press, 1955), p.21. 
J 
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through the fear of publicity, to enforce 
a popular, somewhat vulgar, but sound 
and human standard of morality. On the 
other hand it fosters superficiality and 
cowmon-place in every sphere of thought and 
feeling, and is, of course, the antithesis 
of literature and of all high or fin'a 
spiritual achievement. It stands for 
diffusion as opposed to distinction.~O 
These generalizations apply to The Bulletin in the 
period in which A.G. Stephens edited the Red Page, perhaps 
the more so because The Bulletin set out to be different 
from existing colonial newspapers. The first item in the 
first number on 31 January 1880 was entitled "A Matter 
of Public Concern" and it read: 
To-day we send broadcast throughout the 
colonies the first number of The Bulletin. 
That it goes to an appreciative public we 
have no doubt. Excellence is the passport 
to success in colonial life, and The 
Bulletin bids to win. The aim of the 
proprietors is to establish a journal which 
cannot be beaten - excellent in the 
illustrations which embellish its pages 
and unsurpassed in the vigor, freshness, 
and geniality of its literary contributions. 
To this end the services of the best men of 
the realm of pen and pencil in the colony 
have been secured and, fair support conceded, 
1° Charles H. Cooley, 11The Significance of 
Communication," Social Organization, 1909, 
pp. 61-65; 80-103. Reprinted in Reader in Public 
Opinion. Edited by Bernard Berelson and Morris 
Janowitz, 2nd ed. (New York, Free Press, 1966). 
0 
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The Bulletin will assuredly become the 
very best and most interesting newspaper 
published in Australia. With our first 
issue begins a new departure in journalism. 
We give to the public what is dictated by 
the result of twenty years' experience on 
the colonial Press. The substance of the 
ordinary daily and weekly newspaper is 
gathered by the average reader in a few 
moments. The public eye rejects as 
uninteresting more than half of what is 
printed in the publications of the day. It 
is only the other half which will be found 
in The Bulletin. 
According to an article entitled 11The Firstborn of 'The 
Bulletin' 11 published on page 45 in the Jubilee Number of 
The Bulletin on 29 January 1930, John Haynes wrote the 
early part of this editorial and Archibald's contribution 
began with the sentence 11With our first issue begins a new 
departure in journalism". The article in the Jubilee 
Number also pointed out that "Thereafter for many years 
the last two sentences were used for advertising purposes; 
in fact, they are sometimes still used". 
The Bulletin therefore set out not to give a 
dispassionate account of the Australian scene but to 
emphasize the interesting half of the news. At first 
respectable elements in colonial society found scandalous 
what The Bulletin found interesting. Arthur Jose later 
referred to 11The Bulletin as I first knew it, when 
10. 
respectable newspaper shops in Melbourne refused to stock 
it" .11 In its first two years, 1880 and 1881, The 
Bulletin's irreverence about established institutions, 
people and values earned it eviction from two Catholic 
printeries and two libel suits. Ironically the second of 
these was occasioned by an attempt to uphold the prevailing 
standards of decorum. In a leader publi.shed on 8 January 
1881 W.H. Tratll described an outing of young people to 
the Clontarf Picnic Ground on Sydney Harbour. In Traill's 
view 11It was not an excursion - it was an orgy". Traill 
not only took a firm if somewhat hypocritical stand on 
sexual morals12 , he also broadened the base of The 
Bulletin's appeal by taking a serious interest in economic 
matters and in local and international politics. The 
greater irony in the 11Clontarf Case" was that Traill' s 
leader not only earned Archibald and his co-founder Haynes 
a term in Darlinghurst Gaol while supporters raised enough 
11 ( A.W. Jose, The Romantic Nineties Sydney, Angus 
and Robertson, 1933), p.53. 
12 Stephens later recorded in a diary that 
"W.H. Traill lunched with me at Dawes Point 
this day week • • • Talk essentially dirty -
dirty books - dirty lives - dirty pictures". 
A.G. Stephens, Diary, entry for 11 September 
1896, p.27, in the Hayes Collection of the 
University of Queensland Library. 
----------------·'-
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money to pay the court costs, but also earned Traill 
the editorship of the paper. This was the arrangement 
insisted upon by The Bulletin's nervous printer. When 
Traill left the paper in 1886 Archibald again took over 
as editor, and despite the new seriousness which Traill 
pad brought to the paper's editorial matter Francis Adams 
was -n no doubt ahout to whom The Bulletin's success was 
due. He referred to Archibald as 11the one journalist of 
genius in Australia" and described "his restless, 
discontented craving to reach to his own ideal of what 
his paper should be 11 • 13 Obviously too the broadening 
of The Bulletin's scope achieved by Traill's l~aders and 
those of James Edmond who succeeded him had not affected 
the paper's essential irreverence. Edmond, in fact, 
proved to be a well-informed iconoclast, and in 1892 Adams 
also reported that 11The Bulletin is the terror of the 
nascent classes of Australia who profess to ignore it, 
but its nicknames are part of the every-day speech of 
every one, and in the atmosphere created by its ceaseless 
ridicule, solemn impostures find it difficult to 
flourish 11 • 14. 
13 Francis Adams, The Australians, p.54. 
14 Fr.ancis Adams, The Australians, pp.54-55. 
12. 
The spirit of The Bulletin's writing was reinforced 
by its illustrations. Before Traill left the paper in 
April 1886 he had r~ought to it the artistic talents of 
Livingston Hopkins from the United St~~es and Phil May 
from England. Vane Lindesay, writing of the time of 
May's departure from The Bulletin in 1889, remarked that: 
Already at this stage two developments in 
Australian pictorial satire w·ere evident. 
Firstly, irreverence was a dominant and 
definable characteristic of the Bulletin 
graphic humour. Royalty, the Church, the 
Salvation Army, with politicians and society 
matrons, the wowsers, and even the humble 
bush parson - in fact all and any pedlars 
of cant or humbug - were targets for the 
brisk wit of the Hopkins-May combination. 
Secondly, the joke caption had been pruned 
of its one-act play qualities to a more 
simplified and terse form. Many of 
Phil May's jokes had a simple two-line 
caption, an innovation that was to persist 
in this field everywhere for fifty years 
into the present century.l5 
By the time Stephens joined The Bulletin in 1894 its 
appeal to the Australian public was firmly established. 
This appeal was based mainly on its lively impertinence 
and fearless refusal to refrain from conunent on any issue 
or person wherein it descried cant, pomposity or corruption. 
A prime source of its impertinence was in the collections 
l5 Vane Lindesay, The Inked-in Image (Melbourne, 
Heinemann, 1970), p.ll. 
13. 
of paragraphs which Archibald wrote or sub-edited and 
i'Thich were published under headings such as "Society", 
"Personal Items" and "Political Points". Archibald had 
also since the middle of the 1880s in his "Answers to 
Correspondents" given precise instructions to contributors 
on the qualities they were to cultjvate in their essays 
into literature in order to earn publication in The 
Bulletin. His advice was often facetious, written as much 
with an eye to the entertainment of the general reader as 
for the enlightenment of aspiring writers. But the paper's 
sarcasm did not all emanate from Archibald. In the guise 
of polite reporting on the activities of Sydney society 
Ina Wildman as 11Sappho Smith" wrote the urbane and 
satirical "Woman's Letter". Furthermore iconoclasm 
pervaded The Bulletin's editorials and the collection of 
Gub-leaders published under the heading 11Plain English". 
Many of these were the work of James Erunond whom Archibald 
and William Macleod, an artist who became the paper's 
business manager, had recruited to the sta.t'f in mid-1886 
from the Rockhampton Bulletin. Edmond argued lucidly, at 
length, with erudition and humour. Sylvia Lawson considers 
that he was an excellent complement to Archibald, 
contributing irony and sequential argument as an addition 
14. 
to Archibald's unsinkable mischief and emotional human 
16 
values. 
The promise of the first editorial that The Bulletin 
would be "unsurpassed in the vigor, freshness, and 
geniality of its literary contributions" proved 
extravagant. However, it is possible to trace a thread 
of literary interest dating from The Bulletin's second 
year. It consisted not so much in the literary content of 
the paper as in the fact that in its early years J!he 
Bulletin took literature, writere and writing seriously. 
In this context it is important to note that The Bulletin 
paid more attention to the death of Marcus Clarke than 
any other Australian newspaper. ;. t1. Clarke's obituary 
~~ published on pages 1 and 2 of The Bulletin for 
0 
13 August 1881 it was confidently asserted that 11Australia 
has undoubtedly lost the brightest star in her literary 
firmam3nt 11 • The Bulletin also published a long 
appreciation of Kendall on 22 January 1881. At least from 
1883 literary news and anecdote appeared from time to time 
in Archibald's collection of paragraphs headed 11Pel:"sonal 
Items". Critics have commented that the literary 
contributions to The Bulletin in its early years were 
16 Sylvia Lawson, Lecture on James Edmond in the 
series "The Early Sydney Bulletin" delivered on 
3 June 1971. 
0 
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both few in number and poor in quality17 but this fact 
does not affect the proposition that The Bulletin took 
literature seriously. It is also significant that during 
the 1880s The Bulletin's content of local verse and prose 
increased. Victor Daley's first contribution appeared in 
1883, A.B. Paterson as 11The Banjo" first appeared in 1886, 
and Henry Lawson's first story, 11His Father's Mate 11 , was 
published in the Christmas Number on 22 December 1888. 
The Bulletin commissioned William Astley's "Tales of the 
Convict System" which appeared in it under his pseudonym 
11 Price Warung 11 in 1888 and 1889. Astley's work had a 
non-literary purpose. It was intended as an antidote to 
the romanticizing of the convict past which was taking 
place in the euphoria of the colony's centenary celebrations. 
Edmond surely wrote for the paper as a whole when he 
suggested in his editorial entitled "The Day We Were Laggedtt 
in The Bulletin for 21 January 1886 that Eureka would have 
been a more fitting day to celebrate as the anniversary of 
Australia's birth than the day on which the first convicts 
landed. 
17 See for example G.A. \'lilkes, "The Eighteen 
Nineties", Arts vol. l (l95S) pp.l7-26 and 
K. Levis, "TiieRole of the Bulletin in Indigenous 
Short-Story Writing During the Eighties and 
Nineties", Southerly vol.ll (1950) pp.220-228. 
16. 
The £act that the literary side o£ The Bulletin was 
slow to gather impetus re£lected Archibald's essential 
pragmatism. He published what came to hand, rather 
shaping the results o£ his readers' motivation to contribute 
to the making o£ the newspaper than setting out to create 
an Australian literature. When Archibald invited 
contributions in 11To Our Readers" as early as 1 January 
1881, he told them that: 
The Editor o£ The Bulletin will at all times 
be glad to receive in£ormation £rom 
correspondents living in town or country 
or the other colonies on subjects o£ general 
interest, more especially on matters 
connected with sport, the drama and £ashion. 
Communications £rom ladies will be 
especially welcome. 
Archibald also pointed out in this notice that there was 
11Great pressure on our space 11 • Since, however, his own 
writing away £rom his pointed paragraphs was anything but 
compressed, his demand £or conciseness £rom The Bulletin 
contributors was also pragmatic. Brevity became a 
necessity because so many o£ them availed themselves o£ 
the opportunities he o££ered £or publication. From early 
in 1889 there was a real upsurge o£ £iction in ?'he Bulletin 
and prose sketches, short stories and bush ballads were 
established features by the time Stephens joined the sta£f 
in 1894. 
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By the early 1890s The Bulletin had not only published 
a considerable amount o£ Australian writing but had also 
given to some o£ that writing the permanence and prestige 
of publication in book form. A Golden Shanty: Australian 
,, Stories and Sketches in Prose and Verse was published by 
The Bulletin in 1890, Price Warung's Tales o£ the Convict 
System in 1892, and Ernest Favenc's The Last o£ ·Six: 
Tales o£ the Austral Tropics in 1893. The Bulletin~s 
literary criticism however was embryonic. Even a determined 
admirer, Adams, wrote in 1892: 
The Bulletin is the one really talented 
and original outcome of the Austre.lian 
press, but its literary criticism is that 
o£ clever, sixth-£orm schoolboys and 
imper£ectly-educated pressmen, and all it 
knows about cultu1•e is to perpetually 
spell it "culchaw".l8 
A.G. Stephens adopted neither this spelling nor the attitude 
which underlay it. In 11Correspondence 11 on the Red Page 
18 Francis Adams, The Australians, p.47. 
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for 7 February 1903 he reproved a contributor thus: 
11H.G. Strikes us as lop-sided. There's no sense in 
despising true culture: it's the abomination of culture 
falsely so-called that disgusts us. 11 However, it seems 
unlikely that Archibald could have known of Stephens' 
regard for cultural values when he invited him to join 
The Bulletin at the end uf 1893 or the beginning of 1894. 
Archibald was probably attracted by the liveliness of 
Stephens' general editorial work on The Boomerangl9 
and by the effective political satire of his pamphlet 
The Griffilwraith20 lampooning Sir Samuel Griffith 
r.nd Premier Mcilwraith of Queensland. 
19 See Appendix 1. 
20 A.G. Stephens, The Griffilwra.ith: being an 
Independent Criticism of the Methods and 
Manoeuvres of the Queensland Coalition 
Government, 1890-1893 (Brisbane, Edwards,.Dunlop, 
1893). 
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From The Boomerang and from hearsay Archibald might have 
been aware of Stephens' literary interests. Such an 
awareness of a journalist with talents which could be put 
to good use on The Bulletin would have been in keeping 
with the aptitude Archibald demonstrated for choosing 
appropriate staff, an aptitude which was acknowledged i.n 
contemporary sources as well as in later reminiscence and 
comment. For example, when Francis Adams sought to account 
for The Bulletin's achievements he wrote: 
What has been the reason of this 
astonishing success? 
Primarily the genius of Archibald, the 
man who made it, who knew not only how to 
give it the priceless contribution of his 
own Voltairian personality, but who knew 
also how to enlist in its behal:;.1 all the 
f~a~h!i~:~af~n~~~1artistic talent available 
Forty years later Arthur Jose reported that: 
• • . Archibald was no solitary worker. I 
prefer to say that he obtained control of 
a concertina and by sheer blazing energy 
converted it into a full orchestra, utterly 
responsive to his conductorship .•. 
It was as conductor of that orchestra 
that I knew him. Always recruiting new 
players, he had an unerring judgment in 
allotting them their instruments and teaching 
them the nuances of each. He was the perfect 
sub-editor.22 
21 Francis Adams, The Australians, p.55. 
22 A.W. Jose, The Romantic Nineties, p.53~ 
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Sylvia Lawson has written that: 
Archibald's work in the next sixteen years 
[i.e. after Traill left The Bulletin in 
18861 is not easy to define, for it merged 
seamlessly with that of others, particularly 
his two lieutenants, Edmond and 
A.G. Stephens •.. The achieYements of 
Edmond and Stephens were their own, but also 
part of Archibald's; it was one aspect of 
his many-sided journalistic genius that he 
could see talent in obscure places.23 
However and whenever Archibald discerned Stephens' 
literary interests and talents, he lost little time in 
giving him responsibility for a literary page in The 
Bulletin in 1894, even though Vance Palmer claims that 
11It was only after long argument that A.G. Stephens, one 
of his discoveries, persuaded him that a critical Red 
Page would be an advantage to the paper". 24 There can 
be no questton that Stephens was happy in his association 
with Archibald. It is interesting to note in the accm .t. 
which follows that Stephens grew restless as editor o~ 
the Red Page when Archibald ceded the editorship of The 
Bulletin to James Edmond in 1903 and that Stephens 
resigned from the paper when mental illness temporarily 
23 Sylvia Lawson, "Archibald, Jules Francois 
(1856-1919) 11 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
vol. 3, 1851-IB90, A-0 (Melbourne~ Melbourne 
University Press, 1969), pp.45-46. 
24 Vance Palmer, National Portraits (Sydney, Angus 
and Robertson, 1940)~ p.l31. 
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removed Archibald from The Bulletin scene in 1906. As 
a member of Archibald's orchestra Stephens felt under 
no sub-editorial constraints. I~ his monograph on 
Christopher Brennan, published shortly before Stephens 
died in 1933, he wrote about his inclusion in The 
Bo0kfellow25 and on the Red Page in 1899 of Brennan's 
writings on the French symbolists, especially 
Stephane Mallarme. Stephens boasted: 
Mallarm~ had an astonishing run in 
"Bookfellow" and 11Bulletin 11 • Brennan 
heaved and I pushed Brennan. The "Bulletin" 
e~itor looked askance; he frankly "never 
I'ead the stuff". Hut the Red Page was an 
independen'G organism; an empire in an 
empire; I supplied or bought the copy, 
sent it straight to the compositors, and 
submitted the page in proof to the editor 
who had never seen the copy. Two editorial 
25 The Bookfellow: a Monthl* Magazinelet for Book-
buyers and Book-readers o. 1-5 (January - May 
1899}. Edited by A.G. Stephens. {Sydney, The 
Bulletin Newspaper Company, 1899). 
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cuts in 12 years. "Anyway, old man, I 
had the sense to leave you alone 11 , 
commented Archibald long afterwards.26 
No other evidence, external to or ~n the Red Page, 
suggests that Stephens was not tellirg the truth about 
Archibald's lack of interference in his editorship. 
However his claim that the Red Page was 11an independent 
organism" cannot be accepted. Stephens was constrained 
in his writings both because they occurred wlthin a 
popular newspaper with a l~ge circulation, if not a mass 
circulation in today's terms, and because that newspaper 
was The Bulletin. He had also been predisposed to accept 
The Bulletin's influences by his own training as a 
journalist. 
26 A.G. Stephens, Chris. Brennan (Sydney, The 
Bookfellow, 1933), pp. 22-23. One of the two 
editorial cuts was mentioned by Stephens in a 
diary entry. 11Becke 's 'Pacific Tales' poor in 
comparison with his early books - for want of judicious cutting & compression mainly. I wrote 
short notice to that effect - Archibald struck 
out, reasonably enough, considering Becke's 
former close alliance with 'Bulletin'"· 
(A.G. Stephens, Diary, entry for 9 August 1897, 
p.61, in the Hayes Collection of the University 
of Queensland Library). According to S.E. Lee 
("The Bulletin - J.F. Archibald and A.G. Stephens" 
in The Literature of Australia, ed. by 
Geoffrey Dutton, Harmmncworth, Penguin Books, 
1964, p.277), the other was a bitter personal 
attack on Stephens by Henry Lawson in 1899 which 
Stephens wanted to print. Unfortunately Lee does 
not cite the source of this reference. 
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Stephens was already an experienced and accomplished 
journalist when he began work on The Bulletin in 1894. 
He was well aware, as he was to express it on the Red Page 
for 28 November 1896, that 11The structure of' successful. 
journalism is built on the proverb that a living doll will 
sell ten times as many papers as a dead lion". He also 
appreciated that a weekly publication could permit neither 
the detailed discussion of' topics nor contributions of' the 
length possible in a monthly. In his "Magazine Rifle" 
column in The Boomerang for 17 January 1891 after 
discussing current issues of' Harper's, Scribner's and The 
Century he went on to ask 11Who will start an Australian 
magazine that shall take as undisputed a place against all 
monthly comers native and foreign as the Bulletin does 
against all weeklies?" On the staff' of' The Bulletin 
Stephens continued to be aware of' the constraint on length 
of' contributions and depth of' discussion imposed on the 
contents of' a weekly newspaper. On the Red Page on 
18 October 1896 he admitted that had Poe's story "Fall of' 
the House of' Usher" been offered, The Bulletin would 
probably have rejected it on account of' its length. 11But 11 
' 
he asked, "what would you have? The Bulletin is The 
nulletin - that is to say, it is not a magazine. It cannot 
do everything; it does what it can. (Wanted: an 
23. 
Australian magazine)". 
Despite this early admission of The Bulletin's literary 
limitations in consequence of its being a newspaper, 
Stephens usually complained of restrictions of time, space 
and scope on the Red Page only when under attack from 
critical contributors. Several examples appear in the 
chapters which follow. 27 Red Page readers did not always 
accept his excuses. In defending two articles he had 
written disparaging Robert Burns, Stephens entered on the 
Red Page for 19 February 1898 the special plea that 11The 
object of the R.P. is to give rather stimulus than 
statement. For the attempt (even) at presentation of 
wholes, four curtailed columns and one hurried newspaper-
person don't suffice". He wao well answered by 
George Black, journalist and radical politician, Scots by 
birth, who on the Red Page for 26 March 1898 added to 
several other objections the observation that "Nor can the 
writer of the Red Page evade reproach by his specious plea 
that the meagre space afforded by eight columns necessitated 
a recourse to generalities which led to misconceptions as 
to his true meaning. The writer who cannot make himself 
understood in 148 inches of solid matter has mistaken his 
vocation". 
27 See, for example, pages 152, 167-168 and 176-177 
below. 
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Working to a weekly deadline, Stephens was no doubt 
pressed for time in the preparation of copy, and pressed 
in the allocation of space to competing authors and 
topics. Yet there was jus·tice in Black's suggestion 
that Stephens enjoyed on the Red Page ample space in which 
to make clear his meaning and to give a balanced view of 
subjects under discussion. Indeed when Stephens achieved 
editorship of a magazine in The Bookfellow in 1899 his 
,:J views tended to be more idiosyncratic, his whimsies less 
disciplined and his ideas more fragmented than ever they 
were on the Red Page. However, Stephens had not mistaken 
'""-,?"'~ his vocation. He was an excellent journalist, as 
incapable of writing a dull sentence as of avoiding 
controversy when it made good copy. Some of what he wrote 
of Archibald's editorship was true of his own: 
Archibald, like a Governor's secretary who 
decided the entr~e of nobs and snobs long 
ago, said "Let 'em all come!" His zeal for 
everything interesting in any aspect made 
The Bulletin a paper of delightful surprises. 
Its editorial whereabouts was [si~ not 
always clear; but it never lived in a rut. 
Vigorous or venomous assailants could assail 
Bulletin personalities and policies as they 
chose if they were but lively and 
entertaining. 2 8 
28 A.G. Stephens, "'The Bulletin' & Australian Verse" 
The Bulletin, Jubilee Number 1880-1930, 
29 January 1930, p.49. 
<) 
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What was not true of Stephens in that passage was 
that he always made his editorial position very clear. 
When he shifted his position temporarily he was careful 
to point out that he was doing so. For example on the 
Red Page for 24 January 1903 he added to forthright 
condemnation of John Liddell Kelly's verses29 the following 
remark, 11This by way of putting things where they belong 
in the interests of those Standards Which Must Be Kept 
Up". He then offered the further explanation that "Often 
one has to hurl stones at vocal dogs; but we would not have 
one dog dumb. Let 'em all sing! - or if they cannot sing, 
let them howl: Australia has ample Space and Silence for 
a retreat in extremity". Yet Stephens' "editorial 
whereabouts" could not allow this expression of Archibald-
like sentiment to stand. He felt constrained to add the 
fu!'ther explanation that 11People are not all fitted to 
apprehend the high delights of Poesy; and there is a very 
large clacs of readers who will find excellent inspiration, 
and an air as rare as they can breathe, while they ramble 
with K. about Parnassus' lower slopes". Stephens could 
hardly have made it plainer that he was not prepared ·co 
29 John Liddell Kelly, Heather and Fern: Songs of 
Scotland and Maoriland (Wellington, printed for 
the author by New Zealand Times Co. Ltd., 1902). 
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have either Archibald's hospitality to contributors or 
the tastes of ~he Bulletin's readers obscure his literary 
standards. 
In many matters, however, The Bulletin's enforcement' 
of popular and somewhat vulgar standards suited Stephens' 
temperament very well. Iconoclasm pervaded A Queenslander's 
Travel Notes3°, Stephens' account of the nlne months of 
1893 which he spent travelling in America and Europe 
written before he joined The Bulletin. Like Archibald, 
Stephens was largely self-educated and he mistrusted many 
of those who having been formally educated themselves 
spent their lives in formally educating others. Again, in 
the period of Stephens' editorship of the Red Page, The 
Bulletin owed allegiance to no political party and us~d 
its independence to comment freely on people and events. 
In this atmosphere Stephens developed the tendency which 
John Shaw Neilson was later to characterize as to 11hit hard 
when folks might think he should have been a little more 
merciful 11 • 31 The Bulletin was particularly severe on 
30 A.G. Stephens, A Queenslander's Trav~l Notes 
(Sydney, Edwards, Dunlop, 1894). 
3l J.S. Neilson Letter to Miss Ritchie, dated 
· 26 April 1936. A.G. Stephens Memorial, National 
Library of Australia MS 592. 
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politicians, academics and all pretentious public 
figures; so was Stephens. And his treatment of aspiring 
authors was sometimes similar to The Bulletin's general 
editorial treatment of aspirants to public office. 
Stephens also gave needless offence to public men because 
he could not forbear from comment on current non-literary 
issues. Dr Maclaurin, Chancellor of Sydney University, 
for example, could hardly have relished finding himself 
described by Stephens on the Red Page for 25 January 1906 
as a "conscientious pig" because the University had 
purchased a block of land in Martin Place. For The 
Bulletin's circulation the fact that its literary editor 
shared the vituperative vigour of its leader writers might 
have been an advantage. For Stephens, the literary 
journalist, intemperance in expression earned separation 
and hostility from sources from which he might have gained 
literary enrichment and over which he might otherwise have 
exercised influence. Stephens, however, remained content 
to accept assurances like the following that he had lost 
nothing by the hostility he had aroused in the universities. 
Louis Esson wrote to him from Melbourne in 1902 that 11I 
may say that in certain quarters, not so very far distant 
from the University Wilson Hall, you are decidedly 
28. 
unpopular. I have had many an argument at the 'Shop' 
regarding the R. Page. This is meant to be taken as a 
compliment for there is even less literature at the 
University than anywhere elsen.32 
His position as literary editor on a successful 
\ 
newspaper probably also influenced Stephens to exaggerate 
the importance of the personality of the literary critic.33 
It is certainly obvious that a newspaper ~)lumnist 
working with a sympathetic editor must become prone to 
egocentricity. His reign over his territory is absolute 
and few of his readers are qualified to dispute his 
judgments. When they do, he can reserve for himself the 
final editorial word. Stephens never hesitated to have 
the last word in controversy and it is revealing to note 
in Chapter 5 of this study that Stephens could not argu·~ 
urbanely with Christopher Brennan and John Le Gay Brereton 
who were among the few Red Page readers who enjoyed 
knowledge of literature at least equal to his own. 
Obviously some sound and readable literary criticism has 
appeared in newspapers while some that is unsound and 
unreadable has appeared in scholarly journals. Nevertheless 
32 Louis Esson, Letter to A.G. Stephens, dated 
22 February 1902. Letters to and Stories by 
A.G. Stephens, Mitchell Library MS Al926. 
33 See pages 134-135 and 409 below. 
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the conditions of discipline necessary for scholarship 
can only prevail when the critic's work is subjected 
constantly to the judgment of his peers in a milieu in 
which he enjoys no special editorial privileges. 
In contrast to the rest of The Bulletin's editorial 
writing, the identity of the editor of the Red Page was 
not long cloaked in anonymity. Even before Stephens began 
in 1899 to sign the page as 11The Bookfellow" or with his 
initials, his personality was stamped upon it, and his 
identity was widely known. Henry Lawson wrote an angry 
letter to his publisher George Robertson after Stephens 
had reviewed While The Billy Boils34 on the Red Page. 
Lawson's letter indicates not only that the identity of 
the reviewer was no secret but that Stephens as critic 
concentrated on the ideal, ignoring practical details 
like The Bulletin's copyright negotiations even when he 
might have been party to prior discussions about them in 
the course of his general work on the paper. Lawson wrote 
in part: 
~4 Henry Lawson, While The Billy Boi~ (Sydney, 
Ang,·us and Robert son, 1896) • 
0 
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Don't take any notice of Stephen's [sic] 
complaints in Bulletin review. It was 
I who suggested to him the order of 
selection whicr, he now suggests as his 
own. He and the Bulletin know that we had 
to abandon our original plan of selection 
because the Bulletin held the sketches 
which were to complete series and would not 
put them through. I notice with astonishment 
that I am accused of imitating Bulletin 
humourists! Stephens has only been there 
two years. I have written for them for 
ten. Am writing to Bulletin and other 
papers about this.35 
While some allowance must be made for Lawson's extreme 
sensitivity to adverse criticism, Stephens' attempt to 
separate Red Page criticism from The Bulletin's business 
and professional dealings with an author was hardly a 
success. Stephens' attempt to stand aloof as critic, 
which L~wson saw as hypocrisy, also served to alienate 
other writers. The Bulletin published original works 
within its covers and in book form. Stephens' double 
assignment as editor of the Red Page and of The Bulletin 
books meant that he often had to serve at once as advocate 
and judge of the same works. The analysis of the Red Page 
which follows indicates that he often accomplished this 
35 Henry Lawson, Letter to George Robertson, dated 
9 September 1896. In Henry Lawson, Letters 
1890-1922. Edited by Colin Rod~rick (Sydney, 
Angus and Robertson, 1970), p.6J. 
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difficult task with considerable skill. However, it is 
another factor which makes untenable his claim that the 
Red Page was 11an independent organism". 
Employment on The Bulletin involved Stephens with 
artists as well as writers, and there can be little doubt 
that The Bulletin's interest in art stimulated Stephens' 
interest. I have not discussed his Red Page art criticism 
in this study because I do not consider his writings on 
the subject a significant part of his critical achievement. 
The subjectivity of his judgments and his lack of technical 
competence were well indicated in his first serious attempt 
at art criticism in the Red Page entitled "Chiefly About 
Books" on 15 August 1896. In a review of a collection of 
cartoons by "Cynicusrr36 he wrote: 
36 
•.. a picture, to be Art even in the 
painter's limj_ted sense, must make the same 
appeal as Literature or Music. It must move 
you, grip you, thrill you - either 
intellectually or emotionally. (The emotional 
appeal is the lower of the two, and the 
intellectual appeal at its best includes 
the emotional appeal.) .•• 
Cynicus, Cartoons, Social and Political, by 
Cynicus [i.e. Martin Anderson] (London, Cynicus 
Publishing Co., 1892). 
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The claque and chatter of artists - there 
never were such formalists - has surrounded 
the standards of their art wit·h a mist 
through which it is hardly possible to see 
clearly. But surely the criterion of a 
perfect picture should be that of a perfect 
poem - it should unite highest conception 
with highest expression; the central idea 
should be paramount over all the intricacies 
of detail, which yet should, to the least of 
the~, be necessary to its development and 
fulfilment; and the final effect upon the 
mind should be an inspiration, an exaltation, 
a nerving to strain on and up for the 
realisation of the ideal thus artistically 
portrayed. 
Literary analogies pervaded his Red Page writing on art, 
much of which deserved Norman Lindsay's later censure of 
Stephens as art critic. Lindsay claimed: 
Some people are born tone deaf, but A.G. was 
born form blind. He was incapable of 
understanding the constructive principles 
of pictorial art, or its technical problems, 
and suffered from the fatuous illusion that 
a drawing could be sub-edited like a piece 
of writing • .37 
It must be remembered that Stephens knew enough about the 
art of typography to have been capable of designing 
competently The Bulletin books he edited, that several of 
them were illustrated by artists Stephens chose, and that 
.37 Norman Lindsay, Bohemians of The Bulletin 
(Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1965), p.J2. 
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they included art books.38 Therefore the effect on 
Stephens of The Bulletin's involvement in pictorial art 
was not without benefit. Yet it is fair to conclude that 
the main influence of his own art criticism was the 
alienation of Norman Lindsay and the artists and writers 
whom Lindsay influenced. 
There can be no doubt that Stephens' position on The 
Bulletin, as well as his own journalistic sense, made it 
impossible for him to confine himself to literary topics 
on the Red Page. While not aligned with any political 
party, The Bulletin took the liveliest interest in every 
aspect of the operation of the political process. The 
Bulletin office must have been alive with discussion on 
the topics which filled the paper, for example, Australia's 
relationships with Great Britain and other countries, 
conflicts ranging from the Boer War to altercations in and 
among Australian legislatures and the clash of interests 
between city and country. Conflict makes good newspaper 
copy and none was overlooked by The Bulletin, even at the 
level of the two Sydney societies of artists vying for 
38 Phil May in Australia (Sydney, The Bulletin 
Newspaper Company, 1904); and On the Hop: a 
Selection from the Australian Drawings of 
Livingston Hopkins (Sydney, The Bulletin 
Newspaper Company, 1904). 
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government subsidy.39 Like The Bulletin Stephens also 
interested himself in Australian language and bush lore 
and for a time in 1897 the discussion of "Notes and 
Queries" mainly on these topics seemed l:Lkely to obscure 
the literary function of the Red Page.4° · 
In one sense however the Red Page was an isolated 
organism within The Bulletin because Stephens never attained 
any influence in its management or on it.s overall policy. 
Likewise he had no share in the paper's financial 
) prosperity. It is interesting to note t.hat though he 
contributed an article to its Jubilee ~unber in 1930, none 
of the other articles made any mention of him.41 His 
contribution of maturity to The Bulleti:r!' s literary 
judgments was overlooked. Stephens was more generous in 
acknowledging the debt he owed The Bulletin. He wrote in 
a note to Percival Serle in 1925: 
C) 
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39 See Note 90 on page 395 below. 
40 See pages 121-122 below. 
4l The articles in The Bulletin Jubilee Number 1880-
1930, 29 January 1930 were: "'The Bulletin' and 
Australia" by John Dalley; "Forty Years in the 
Manager's Chair", compiled from notes by William 
Macleod; "The Art of 'The Bulletin'", by 
M.G. Skipper, "Forty nine years a 'Bulletin' 
Printer", by W .H. East; 11The Firstborn on 'The 
Bulletin'" [unsigned] ; "'The Bulletin t & Australian 
Verse", by A. G. Stephens; and "'The Bulletin' and 
the Short Storr", by H.M. Green. 
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- tell you how I learned taste - by loving 
literature from boyhood & then by handling 
up to 100 tales & poems daily with Bulletin 
Co. a dozen years - most of the time I 
picked most of the verse & much of the prose 
& had contacts with Daley, [word illegible], 
and other adepts to brighten judgment -
perseverance does it.42 
Some of Stephens' friends rejoiced that he did not 
persevere in The Bulletin's employment after 1906. 
Jessie Mackay wrote to him from New Zealand in 1907 that 
"The 'Bookfellowt43 is exactly what I always wished, and 
doubtless many another, a Red Page without the unspeakable 
'Bulletin' tacked on. I am so glad that Australasian 
literature is really here and going to get the greasy 
thumb-mark of the 'Bulletin' off it at last 11 .44 However, 
it was extremely unlikely that Stephens shared her view 
of the rest of The Bulletin, whatever his dissatisfactions 
42 A.G. Stephens, Letter to Percival Serle, dated 
27 April 1925. LaTrobe Library of the State 
Library of Victoria MS 8486 folio 7. 
43 Jessie Mackay was referring to The Bookfellow 
[2nd series] v.l no.l - v.2 no.? {3 January 1907 -
15 August 1907), which from v.l no. 18 until 
publication was suspended with v.2 no.? was called 
Australia. 
44 Jessie Mackay, Letter to A.G. Stephens, dated 
26 January 1907. Papers of A.G. Stephens, volume 
5, Mitchell Library MS A2301. 
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with its management once Archibald's influence had been 
removed. Throughout his Red Page writings there was no 
hint of anything but pride in the rest of the paper. He 
was a loyal employee, because whatever his personal 
resentments were against some of the staff he shared the 
extreme nationalism and unwavering belief in the glorious 
future of an independent and isolationist Australia which 
were the essence of The Bulletin's editorial faith 
throughout the period of his Red Page editorship. 
Like The Bulletin Stephens put Australia always first, 
not because he was on The Bulletin staff but because it 
was in Australia that he believed. The Red Page was not 
an independent organism, not because of overbearing 
editorial direction but because Stephens shared The 
Bulletin ethos, which was essentially composed of 
Archibald's humanism and hatred of cant, augmented by the 
political and economic theories of Edmond, and enlivened 
by impertinent rejection of any attitudes or actions which 
sought to confine Australia to the status of a British 
colony. 
Stephens worked on the Red Page to lay a sound basis 
for Australian literature, perhaps rather for the sake of 
Australia's cultural growth than for the sake of literature. 
37-
As a working journalist he was immune neither from the 
pressures which apply to all who participate in the making 
of a newspaper nor from the particular influences and 
demands to which The Bulletin environment subjected him. 
But he was predisposed to accept The Bulletin's influence 
by his temperament, background, training and convictions. 
The Bulletin gave Stephens an audience, an authority, and 
an opportunity to influence Australian writing which he 
could have attained nowhere else in Australia at that time 
and which he was never to regain after he left the 
newspaper's service. 
The Red Page was very much a part of The Bulletin: 
and the part was not independent of the whole. However, 
the editor of the Red Page was given freedom to develop 
and express his ideas. He probably enjoyed this freedom 
because his views usually accorded so well in the literary 
field with the ideas expressed elsewhere in the newspaper 
on political, economic and social questions. Stephens' 
claim that the Red Page was "an empire within an empire" 
in my view survives the scrutiny of the following chapters. 
The Red Page was no more independent than Roman Gaul was 
of the Roman Empire, but within the framework of the 
newspaper as a whole tm Red Page grew, developed its own 
\ 
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special qualities, and pursued its own interests. At 
least while ~4rchibald remained the guiding spirit of 
The Bulletin, it was not an empire of which Stephens had 
any desire to renounce citizenship. 
0 
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Chapter Two 
11The Bulletin" Book Exchange Period, 
September 1894 to February 1896 
On 1 September H~94 the inside front page of The 
Bulletin's bright pink cover was headed 11Books of the Day", 
and beneath the heading appeared the announcement that non 
receipt at Box 659 G.P.O., Sydney, of Postal Order, Postal 
Notes, or Stamps equal to the price stated, any book in the 
subjoined list will be forwarded to any Australian address". 
Book announcements had appeared before on the inside of 
The Bulletin's covers. The earliest seems to have appeared 
on 4 January 1890, and from 29 July 1893 to 11 November 1893 
the inside back cover was devoted to a one column statement 
of The Bulletin's editorial policy along with some book 
advertisements and a note about the newspaper's 11Missing 
\'lord Competition". Some of the advertisements in this period 
included quite lengthy descriptions of the books. In the 
issue for 18 November 1893 the statement of editorial policy 
was moved to the inside front cover, which henceforward 
carried occasional advertisements for books, especially 
books published by The Bulletin, and sometimes a cartoon. 
It seems then that from July 1893 someone on The Bulletin's 
editorial staff had been experimenting with the idea of 
~--------------~--~----~---~---=--~-=-=··=· ====~~--~~~ 
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devoting one page on the inside of' the covers to literary 
matters. Presumably the idea was that of' the editor, 
J.F. Archibald, and he might well have had a literary page 
in mind, as well as general sub-editorial work, when, 
·'' either late in 1893 or early in 1894, he invited 
A.G. Stephens to join The Bulletin staff. Stephens had lef't 
Australia on a world tour early in 1893 and was in London 
working on the Daily Chronicle when Archibald's of'f'er 
reached him. Two overseas despatches f'rom Stephens were 
o printed in The Bulletin in 1893. One, on page 13 of' the 
~ esue f'or ;z2 July 1893 was headed 11Wanted, an Australian 
Geary" and signed 11 A.G.S., San Francisco". It suggested 
Australian emulation of' the Geary Law designed to exclude 
Chinese f'rom the United States which had just been declared 
valid by the Supreme Court. The other was published in the 
"Plain English" section on page 5 of' 'l'he Bulletin f'or 
16 September 1893, headed 11The Fight in the House of' Commons" 
and signed 11A.G. Stephens, London". It reported the 
~ disorderly behaviour of' Members observed by him on a visit 
to Westminster. Stephens had had cont:r-ibutions p:r-inted in 
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The Bulletin before he went abroad, 1 and on 22 April 1893 
a sub-leader, noticing his political pamphlet, The 
Griffilwraith, 2 remarked that 11The volume is simply a 
succinct history of tale& which The Bulletin has often 
told in detail" and that the name was a Bulletin invention. 
Vance Palmer claims that 11There would probably have been a 
bright future for Stephens in Fleet Street; he had good 
prospects with the Daily Chronicle. Luckily for Australia 
he was not left to exploit them. The sharp eyes of 
J.F. Archibald •.. ware upon him; an offer at the end of 
1 A letter from Mary Hannay Foott thanks Stephens on 
10 I~rch 1893 for sending her a copy of The Bulletin 
with his 11Strawstralia 11 article. I have not been able 
to identify any such article in the newspaper from 
January to March 1893. Mary Hannay Foott, Letter to 
A.G. Stephens, 10 March 1893, Letters to and Stories 
by A.G. Stephens 1892-1922, Mitchell Library MS Al926. 
However in The Bulletin for 18 February 1893 on 
2 
page 22 there appeared 11A School-Teacher's Idyl [si~/ 
The Slapping of Saunders" by 11S.rr. In its 
sentimentality and its Queensland setting it sounded 
like the work of A. G. Stephens. In the 11Society11 
section on page 12 of The Bulletin for 20 May 1893 
the following paragraph appeared: 11A.G. Stephens, 
a Bananaland journalist, says that he met old men 
who were deserters from the Liverpool (N.S.W.) Poor 
Asylum, every half-mile or so, recently on the road 
between Mount Victoria and \'/entworth Falls. They 
admitted having been well treated as to tuoker and 
tobacco. 'Then why did you leave ?t t\'lell, Y' see, 
they make us wash ourselves every morning'·" 
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the year [i.e. 189~ brought him home to the Sydney 
Bulletin". 3 Good prospects Stephens might have had but 
he was also nostalgic for ''sweet wattles", "swamp-oaks" 
and "grey gums" in a piece of verse entitled "In Absence" 
written in London in 1893 and published in The Bulletin on 
14 July 1894. 4 Although at least one of his friends was 
apprehensive, 5 there seems to have been as little danger 
of his not returning to Australia as there was of Archibald's 
failing to be attracted by the liveliness of his 
contributions to The Bulletin, even if such an astute editor 
could have been unaware of Stephenst earlier career, 
especially his literary work on The Boomerang. 6 
3 Palmer 
p.l4 • 
4 Other verses by Stephens appeared in The Bulletin in 
1894 before the beginning of his work on the Red Page : 
"~Jhen My Hair Goes Up" was published on page 19 of 
the issue for 28 April 18941 and "On a Clerical Clown" 
on page 19 of the issue for 18 August 1894. There is 
also a letter from Mary Hannay Foott, in Mitchell 
Library MS A1924, saying she likes his 11Matabe1e 
poem", and in The Bulletin for 21 July 1894 appeared 
verses entitled 11J. Bull to the Matabele rr by 11The 
Wombat". This was not one of the pseudonyms to which 
Stephens admitted in his 11Austrazealand pen-names 
1890-1925", Mitchell Library Typescript, 014. 9/S. 
5 The tone of a letter from Mary Hannay Foott to Stephens 
in London suggests that she at least feared that he 
would not return and she was angry that us." "was 
not thought worth securing for our clever:y-conducted 
Brisbane dailies - even as foreign correspondent". 
Mary Hannay Foott, Letter to A.G. Stephens. 
3 November 1893, Letters to and Stories by~A.G. Stephens 
1892-1922, Mitchell Library MS Al926. 
6 Sea Appendix 1. 
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There can be no doubt that The Bulletin of 
1 September 1894 marked the entry of A.G. Stephens on to 
the page he was to make famous as "The Red Page". This 
issue is the first on Stephens' own file of the Red Page 
housed in the Mitchell Library.? On that date the page 
headed 11Books of the Day" consisted of an annotated list 
of six works, five of them novels. 8 For the first of the 
novels which was listed as The Yellow Aster, it was pointed 
out that " • . . as the germ of 11A Yellow Aster" was found 
in Australia, and the authors were for some time residents 
of Melbourne, the book has special interest for Australian 
readers 11 • "i'he title of the work was A Yellow Aster and 
there was only one author, Mrs. Kathleen Oaffyn, writing 
under the pseudonym "Iota".9 These inaccuracies perhaps 
7 The Bulletin Red Page, 1 September 1894, 
15 September 1894 - 12 April 1902 (Sydney, 1894-
1902) Mitchell Library MS MDQ079/4o. The issue for 
1 September 1894 is marked in Stephens' handwriting 
and in his characteristic purple ink with a couple 
of crosses and at the bottom of the book list with 
an encircled "144~". This number may have been a 
measure of the space occupied by the it~m, or may 
have been an index number for his daughter Constance 
who in later life spoke of her work in cutting and 
pasting clippings of his work into a series of over 
four hundred scrap books. The scrap books have been 
scattered and only a i'e\'1 survive in the l'-Iitchell 
Library and in the Hayes Collection of the University 
of Queensland Library. 
8 The \sic) Yellow Aster by "Iota"; The Last S&ntence 
oy Maxwell Gray; The Prisoner of Zenda by Anthony Hope ; 
The Rubicon by E.S..Henson; Tess of the DtUrbervilles 
by Thomas Hardy; and Reminiscences of the Great 
Nutiny by \'l. Forbes MI'tchell. -
9 Kathleen Ca££yn1 A Yellow Aster by 1[ota" (London, Hutchinson, l89tr)7 
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indicated that Stephens was interested only in the 
novel's Australian associ~tSons. The three inches of 
the page which remained below the annotated list of books 
were filled with an advertisement for a book published by 
Bulletin, Ernest Favenc's The Last of Six: Tales of 
Austral Tropics, 10 which was commended to readers by 
means of favourable extracts quoted from revie"Vrs in four 
The 
the 
Australian newspapers. 
On the following week, 8 September 1894, the inside page 
of the front cover reverted to what had most often been its 
earlier role; it carried encouraging messages on the benefits 
to be obtained from the purchase of a variety of medicines 
and machines. But on 15 September literature returned. The 
page was headed "'The Bulletin' Book Exchange" and beneath 
the heading appeared the same note on availability of books 
as had appeared on 1 September. The heading remained 
unchanged until 22 February 1896. For convenience and 
brevity, I shall in future refer to the whole of the period 
from 1 September 1894 to 22 February 1896 as the BBE period. 
With the issue of 24 November 1894, the page~s format was 
altered from two to four columns, the size of the type was 
reduced and closer setting used. Occasionally from then on 
and regularly towards the end of the BBE period, much smaller 
10 Ernest Favenc, The Last of Six: Tales of the 
Austral Tropics (Sydney, The Bulletin Newspaper 
Company, 1893 ) . 
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typefaces were used. Reading from the shiny coloured · 
page of poor quality, h:i.ghly calende:<ad paper offers to 
the modern reader, as it must have offered to the 
contemporary reader, an unpleasant physical experience. 
But the Red Page was Stephens' province and he packed it 
to carry as much as possible of what he wanted to present 
to his readers. The content of the BBE pages is naturally 
of much more interest than the format, but in the develop-
ment of both it is pussible to discern Scephens' shaping 
of the vehicle of his criticism. 
While evidence does not seem to be available from the 
surviving records, 11 the continuation of the BBE for 
eighteen. months suggests that it was not unprofitable as a 
bookselling venture. Only four weeks after its introduction, 
on 29 September 1894, the scope of the BBE service was 
broadened to include supply of books to any Australasian 
address. From its second appearance on 15 September, th·e 
11 None of The Bulleti~'s detailed financial records 
appears to have survived. It is well known that 
Archibald left a large fortune, endowing the City 
of Sydney with the· Archib:ald Fountain in Hyde Park 
and the nation with a valu.~ble art prize. On 
p. 119 of a Diary kept by A.G. Stephens which is 
now· in the Hayes Collecti.on at the University of 
Queensland there is an entry dated 22 August 1929 
which begins: "Abstract of W. Macleod's will 
printed in SMH. Estate £2.31,064." William Macleod 
was the business manager of The Bulletin during 
the BBE period and he was well known for his acute 
business sense and Scots Parsimony. 
I 
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BBE had included a warning to impatient bookbuyers that 
11As most of the books recommended are in strong demand, 
some may be temporarily out of stock. In such case, orders 
will be filed, and the books forwarded immediately on 
;, arrival of next shipment". This may of course have been 
' 
not so much evidence of strong demand as a let-out clause to 
protect the book vendor with severely limited stocks or even 
no stocks at all, but the service was expanded from 
27 October 1894. From that date there was an addition to 
the note quoted above to the effect that "Any book not in 
this list will be forwarded on receipt of price, particulars 
of which will be given to enquirers 11 • 
Besides its survival for eighteen months in a profitable 
newspaper, an increase in the BEE's following seems likely 
from the gradual build-up in length and frequency of 
appearance of an "Answers to Correspondents" section. The 
appearance of this section also indicated that Stephens was 
being allowed to give the inside front cover page an identity 
of' i'ts own. Stephens' answers were quite independent of 
the "Answers to Correspondents" columns which Archibald 
continued to run in another part of the paper. The range 
of advice Stephens offered to his correspondents was quite 
broad. In addition to the regula~ pattern of replies to 
inquiries about prices and availability of particular books, 
there were occasionally replies to those who had apparently 
I 
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written for books on particular subjects. On 18 May 1895, 
for example, Stephens told 11E.F.N. 11 that he could not 
locate a cheap book on alluvial mining. Advice also went 
beyond bibliographical guidance. On 21 December 1895, 
"W.M.W. 11 was instructed to 11Learn French from a teacher if 
possible. If not, get an Ollendorff (5s.6d.), a dictionary 
(2s.8d.), and any easy annotated classic (ls.3d.); and peg 
away. When you~re through Ollendorf take up another book 
~ of exercises, and a novel like tLes Trois Mousquetairesr, 
and then go through Ollendorf again. He's absurd and 
antiquated, but he hammers the language in". However 
assiduously 11W.M. W. 11 followed this advice he could hardly 
have been ready to participate in the first of Stephens' 
translation competitions which he announced in the BEE on 
8 February 1896. The set piece was Maurice Maeterlinck's 
"Et s r il revenait", which Stephens acknowledged to its 
source in a contemporary periodical, The Pageant. The 
announcement of the competition was brief; beneath the 
poem was an invitation which read: 11Readers may send 
English versions. The best will be printed". Obviously 
no reward other than the promise of publication was needed 
to attract contestants. 
On six occasions the BEE remained unchanged, or very 
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nearly so, over two weeks.12 On £ive occasions the 
page was occupied wholly by advertisements, usually with 
the centre piece reserved £or the announcement o£ Bulletin 
books.13 Throughout the period the advertisements ebbed 
and £lowed around the articles and lists o£ books; 
sometimes they were banished completely, while in other 
issues they occupied hal£ tbe page. Towards the end o£ the 
BBE period there were less £requently advertisements other 
than publishers' and booksellers' announcements oll the page. 
Perhaps the £irst page actually headed "'The Bulletin' 
Book Exchange" on 15 September 1894 £airly indicated 
Stephens' intentions in originating the £eature. Across 
the £irst column appeared in bold-£ace type the caption 
trWickedness o£ Woman", and there £ollowed an essay on the 
mystery o£ womanhood and particularly on the nnew woman", 
in which evidence was called £rom Richard Le Gallienne, 
Goethe, Jane Eyre, and Dostoevsky. The essay was by way o£ 
introduction to reviews o£ several books written by and 
and about "new" women. 14 Stephens soon made it clear that 
12 20 September and 6 October 1894; 13 October and 
20 October 1894; 10 November and 17 November 1894; 
8 December and 15 December 1894; 5 January and 
12 January 1895; 9 February and 16 February 1895. 
13 13 April 1895; 1 June 1895; 8 June 1895; 
29 June 1895; 3 August 1895. 
14 The books were A Super£luous Woman, whose author 
Stephens did not name; Our Manifold Nature, The 
Heavenly Twins and Ideala by Sarah Grand; The=}si~ 
Yellow Aster by "Iota rr;-Dodo and The Rubicon by E.S. Benson. --
... ! 
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his interests were engaged far more by the topic than by 
the books he was to review: 
""I 
I 
Woman is now moved by the Zeitgeist to 
explain herself; and it behoves Man to listen 
attentively, for such an opportunity may not 
occur again. She declares that her Wickedness 
coils round the root of sex, as might have 
been presaged physiologically, historically, 
and philosophically. Physiologically, since 
sex is to woman what the tides are to the 
ocean, ebbing and flowing in eternal rhythm, 
and perhaps owning the same original cause. 
Historically, since throughout the ages the 
weaker vessel has been primarily a vessel of k~ 
passion, a love-lute with the loosened girdle 
of Venus for her single string. Philosophically, I 
since the discussion of sex-questions has 
hitherto been tabooed to women, and women 
yearn for the tabooed. 
Now they have broken the taboo, and proceed 
to defile the temples of conventionality while 
110uida" and Mrs. Lynn Linton shriek vainly in 
agonised protest. The new woman does not care 
for "0uida" and Mrs. Lynn Linton. Her mission 
is to set Man to rights in fifteen editions, 
and she is fulfilling it successfully if not 
artistically. From a classical standpoint, 
the books mentioned below are mere ephemerae, 
which today are all the rage and to-morrow are 
cast into the dust-bin. From a sociological 
standpoint, as already affirmed, they have 
considerable importance • From the standpoint 
of the world which amuses itself they have 
novelty, interest, and some are of prurient 
piquancy. 
Some of the reviews which followed were obviously derisive; 
in others it is difficult to discern whether the intention 
was ridicule or whether the views Stephens expressed were 
revelations of an extraordinarily romantic outlook on life 
and art. For example, of A Superfluous Woman Stephens wrote 
50. 
that 11It is a direct appeal to the barbaric passion of' 
Woman". 
In a f'inal paragraph in this section Stephens gave, at 
least by implication, his view of' what women ought to have 
been aiming to achieve: 
When all reservations have been made it 
is plain that the vogue and celebrity which 
these writers have so speedily attained imply 
that, to some extent, they interpret existing 
social tendencies. Is the 11revolt" a revolt 
in the direction of' healthy blood and a healthy 
race? an instinctive revulsion f'rom modern 
cant and disease to primeval purity and 
natural passion? If' so, we can easily pardon 
its errors and exaggerations. 
The remainder of' this issue of' the BBE was f'illed by a list 
of' six works, briefly annotated, under the heading "Weighed, 
and Found Worthy 11 • 15 
Thus in the f'irst issue of' 11 'The Bulletin' Book Exchange" 
Stephens used the literary emanations of' a movement in 
contemporary society as a lead into his views on the nature 
and purpose of' woman, views which were probably daring in 
his time but which were not at odds with The Bulletin's 
15 Listed were Memoirs of' Sherlock Holmes and 
Adventures of' Sherlock Holmes by Conan Doyle; 
National Life and Character by Charles H. Pearson; 
The Woman in White by Wilkie Collins; It's Never 
Too Late to Mend and The Cloister and the Hearth 
by Charles Reade. 
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outlook and reputation. 16 Stephens also ably pointed to 
the literary deficiencies of the books under review, and his 
ending of the page with a list of works he had "Weighed, and 
Found Worthy" was evidence of his didactic intent. In fact 
Stephens' purpose in beginning the BBE seems to have been 
twofold: to use occasional essays to discuss interesting 
contemporary issues from any aspect and to separate the worthy 
/ from the worthless in literature for the guidance of his 
I 
« 
readers. 
In the BBE period Stephens wrote many essays on many 
topics, and I shall refer to the most noteworthy of them 
16 The Bulletin's attitudes to women were varied but 
not conventional. Misogyny, ranging from puckish 
to waspish, permeated Archibald's paragraphs. 
James Edmond's leader, 11The Great Woman Question" 
on 9 March 1889 announced with some humour the 
paper's turnabout to support women's suffrage. 
But on another aspect of the treatment of women 
in contemporary society The Bulletin was very 
serious indeed. In a series of cases where men 
were convicted of rape on the unsupported evidence 
of a woman without investigation of her character, 
The Bulletin campaigned vigourously in protesting 
the injustice of the law. On the Mt. Rennie Case, 
for exrunple, when four boys were hanged for the 
rape of a girl in Moore Park, Sydney, The Bulletin 
poured forth its rage over many issues, includ~ng 
a leader on 8 January 1887, 11The Priests Pass By", 
which must have contrasted sharply with the views 
prevailing in the community on the unquestionable 
innocence of womanhood in such cases and its right 
to society's protection. Stephens was himself the 
author of The Suffield Case, Bulletin Pamphlet no. 2 
(Sydney, The Bulletin Newspaper Company, 1897), an 
advertisement for which on the Red Page for 
11 December 1897 began: 11Suffield was found guilty 
on the sole and uncorroborated evidence of a woman 
who contradicted, not only herself, but at least 
f'our other witnesses on her own side". 
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shortly. But the page often consisted of book lists 
classified under recurring headings, with short 
annotations on some titles. The lengths of the lists 
under the headings varied as new arrivals, depletion of 
stocks and considerations of space dictated. The 
characteristics Stephens used to classify his lists may be 
categorized as follows:-
- subject: as in such headings as "Wickedness of Woman 
Books", "Contemporary Science", and "Mining Books"; 
-merit: as in "Weighed, and Found Worthy", 11The 
Permanent Force", and rrsome Books Worth Reading"; 
- author: as in 1'M:ax QtRell's Books" and 11Tolstoi's 
Works"; 
publishers' series: as in "Canterbury Poets" and 
'r.rvlinerva Library" ; 
literary genre : as in 11Short Stories 11 and 11Essays"; 
- nation of origin: as in 11American Authors" and 
"Australian Books". 
The heading 11Australian Books" was first used on 
29 September 1B9l,., and under it For the Term of His Natural 
Life was described as 11the best Australian novel", and 
Robbery Under Arms as "the second-best Australian novel". 
The other items in the list were the poems of Adam Lind~ay 
Gordon, Henry Clarence Kendall and James Brunton Stephens. 
"Australian Books" proved to be one of the most persistent 
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and enduring o£ the BBE headings; Stephens' own name 
£irst appeared on the page in the list under it on 
rr 
27 October 1894 as the author o£ A Queenslander's Travel 
Notes.17 When the "Australian Booksn list last appeared 
in the BBE on 1 February 1896 it ncluded £ifteen titles.18 
From 1 December 1894 Stephens o£ten used the heading 
"Some New Books" to cover reviews of newly received works, 
ranging in length £rom less than £our to as many as £i£ty 
lines. The average length was between twelve and fi£teen 
lines, and by early in 1895 Stephens had become adept at 
packing information into these one paragraph reviews. 
The following examples are both taken £rom the BBE o£ 
23 March 1895: 
l? A.G. Stephens, A Queenslander's Travel Notes (Sydney, 
Edwards, Dunlop, 1894). 
18 The books listed were: For the Term o£ His Natural 
Life by Marcus Clarke; Robbery Under Arms by 
Rolf Boldrewood; Poems by Henry Clarence Kendall; 
Poems by Adam Lindsay Gordon; Poems by 
James Brunton Stephens; The Godolphin Arabian 
by James Brunton Stephens; foems by Sydney Jephcott; 
Poems by George Essex Evans; -x-Golden Shanty by 
Bulletin writers; Tales o£ the Convict System by 
Price Warung; The Last o£ Six by Ernest Favenc ; 
A Queenslanderrs Travel Notes by A.G. Stephens; 
By Ree£ and Palm by Louis Becke; Seven Little 
Australians by Ethel Turner; and Poems by 
F::-ancis Kenna. 
! 
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The Sphinx of Eaglehawk, by Rolf Boldrewood (cloth limp, 2s.3d.), is a short tale of 
life on old Bendigo bowdlerised to suit 
respectable English families. The episodes 
are familiar, and the authox.• has described 
them better before. By the way, London 
Daily Chronicle's notice of' 11A Modern 
Buccaneer" - the best thin!~ Rolf Boldrewood 
has done, &c - is repeated in an advertisement 
at the end of the volume. No reference to the 
fact that Louis Becke's brains created that 
best thing. Rolf Boldrewood is the Bayard 
of literature. 
The Yellow Book, Vol. IV. (cloth, 6s.9d.), 
has considerably more blue than green in its 
composition. Almost every story deals with 
sex-relationships, and ther~ is nothing so 
simply unabashed as 11Theodora 11 j.n recent 
English literature. You read it hurriedly 
with delightful little frissons, and when you 
get to the end you sigh a little, and smile 
a little, and read it carefully ov~r again. 
Next day you read it once more, to make sure. 
Of course it is good. Conventional people 
say it is immoral; but it i.s neither moral 
nor immoral, it is merely natural. The rest 
of the number is written with brains - which 
is a great comfort in these days of dullness. 
Space unfortunately forbids quotation of 
many interesti.ng fragments. (Vols. I., II., 
and III. can also be had, 6s.9d. each). 
Throughout 1895 the book lists continued. One of the 
qualitative headings, "\'leighed, and Found Worthy 11 was 
replaced on 22 December 1894 by "Some Books Worth Reading 11 • 
Another, "The Permanent Force", persisted until 9 November 
1895, with its rather pompous introduction which stated 
that 11These books are deserving, in Bacon's phrase, tto be 
read and digested' - books which every thoughtful or 
cultur•ed man should own and study". But the book lists 
tl 
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became shorter and the headings fewer as 1895 neared its 
end. Certainly from 23 November 1895 the bookselling 
function of the BBE was clearly on the wane. Lists of 
books had largely been displaced by reviews of recent 
publications, paragraphs of literary news and essays on 
writers which included lengthy quotations from their works. 
In these early days of his literary editorship, Stephens 
began to move from self-consciousness to self-awareness as 
a critic. His most significant contributions in the BBE 
period are easily separated from the total. In them 
~~~ overseas and Australian authors were introduced to his 
Cl ··~ 
readers and their work assessed; in them his theory of 
literature began to emerge; and in them may be traced the 
maturing confidence and style of the man. For these reasons 
I shall discuss the most significant of the BBE writings at 
some length. 
One of the notable features of the Red Page throughout 
its history was the wide range of its literary view. Not 
only English and Australian literature was brought to the 
notice of readers of The Bulletin. On 10 November 1894 
Stephens wrote the following passage headed 11American 
Authors" as an introduction to a listing of the 11David Douglas' 
Series of American Authors" which included works by 
W.D. Howells and Oliver Wendell Holmes: 
I 
I 
I 
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One does not forget Coo;per and Hawthorne, 
Bret Harte and Howells, in wondering when 
America is going to produ~e a first-rank 
novalist. Poets she has ~ essayists, 
scientists, orators, historians - who may 
compare with all but the highest names in 
old-world literature; but her Thackeray, 
her Balzac, her Tolstoi, are still to seek. 
There seems to be something lacking in the 
American brain or the American environment, 
though with such a mingling of rich blood, 
such a variety of climate, and such a teeming 
panorama of effort and incident, their chances 
would appear rather in favor of a fuller, 
stronger intellectual life than is found 
elsewhere. So far, American culture tends to 
width rather than depth. Interest in books and 
writers is more widely diffused in America 
than in England, for example; and the humblest 
American newspapers exhibit a literary agility 
and originality which, however ridiculous in 
extremes, are yet preferable to the comatose 
parochialism of most English journals outside 
the centres of population. But the power of 
specialisation and concentration seems wanting 
to American writers of fiction. They have no 
back ·to their heads. They soar high for short 
flights, but lack the strength of pinion for 
sustained struggle. ConcP.iVe what memorable 
fruit might be borne were the method of Zola 
applied in a study of American life and 
character - its miseries, its splendours, its 
industrial strifes, its ferocious whirl of 
politics, its stern subjugation of natural 
forces! But where is the American Zola - gifted 
not only with the mind to plan such a task, but 
also with the tenacity and industry to complete 
it? West, east, centre, north and south, one 
calls vainly for an answer. Yet American 
fictionists have their field of special merit, 
though it be not on the highest plane of genius. 
They are beautiful bellettrists, masters of 
the short story, which they have lifted to a 
pitch of dainty delightfulness only reached in 
France beside. Their critical novelists of the 
nee-realistic school, like Ho\'lells and James, 
if refined to the point of weakness, are \ I 
l 
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invariably graceful and witty. Most of 
the authors collected below are artists 
in words whose ~tyle has the delicate 
savour of a hothouse flower, and who treat 
their themes with the sympathy and 
imagination of a poet. 
This lengthy preface to the advertisement of the series 
was repeated the following week, 17 November 1894. The 
discussion would surely have served for most of the BBE's 
readers as an introduction to any consideration of American 
fiction as a whole. The Bulletin had from time to time 
printed American short stories, by Bret Harte and others, 
but they were stories of pioneer life presented as models 
or at least as hints for The Bulletin's reader-contributors. 
As an attempt to sum up the achievements of American fiction 
to that date, Stephens' paragraph was inadequate. His 
misreading of the subtleties of James as Wdakness suggests 
that he was unable to perceive that James was seeking for 
tho novel new directions in the exploration of the human 
mind. The passage h0\1aver represented Stephens' first 
attempt to summarize the qualities and suggest the 
woaknasses of an important corpus or literature. It showed 
livoly appl"eci<ro.tion of the national background of the 
novolioto ani it contained no hint of apology £or the 
discuss:· (J l of a ttcolonial" literature. lV'ith this piece 
Stephen~ identified himself with the struggle o£ young 
(' civilizationo to produce literature which could be measured 
r !~ 
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against the products of "the highest names in old-world 
literature". The merits of' the old were to be used as a 
touchstone for the efforts of the new, but reverence for 
old achievements was not to be allowed obscure the peculiar 
qualities of new aspirations. 
Meanwhile in the BBE period Stephens was quick to point 
the shortcomings of the contemporary literary productions 
of the old world. On 27 July 1895 he wrote in 11Concerning 
English Critics": 
Eriglish literary criticism often seems to 
Australians singularly bad. For one thing, 
it is coloured by the loves and jealousies 
of literary cliques. Hath not one of their 
own writers recently said that "the bardlets 
of Bodley Head sit in a row, and have pomatum 
rubbed into their heads, week after week, by 
the assiduous Mr. Le Gallienne, who will 
presently skip up beside them again and expect 
to have pomatum rubbed into him?" The 
Le Gallienne coterie makes a good deal of 
current-literature criticism for the Daily 
Chronicle and Weekly Sun - if that can be 
called criticism which is mainly a chorus of 
undiscriminating praise. T.P. O'Connor's 
criticism in the Sun is a bolus of' long 
extracts washed down with superficial epithets. 
The Literary World is weak and commonplace. 
The Bookman is good, as far as it goes; and 
the Academy is also good, though tame. The 
ablest English literary criticism, generally 
speaking, is found in the Athenaeum and the 
Saturday Review - the former being more 
thorough 1 the latter brighter. Quiller-Couch, in the Speaker, is a good taster and chronicler, 
but hardly ·a good critic. The Spectator would 
be good if' it could get rid of its "respectable" 
bias; the National Observer .runs too much to 
smartness and flippancy. 
J 
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The last-mentioned qualities were hardly those on which 
adverse criticism was to be expected in the pages of The 
Bulletin. But far from any embarrassment about his milieu, 
Ster 'lens was in fact prepared to argue that he had the 
advantage over Engli~h critics of contemporary literature. 
A-ver citing conflicting judgments by the National Observer 
and t: "' Sr .ctator of \1illiam Watson's "Hymn to the Sea", he 
:.sserted: 
Now, the trutt, to an Australian mind, 
1eems to lie abo• midway between these extremes 
Jf blan:tJ and prr ...:e • And the Australian mind 
is so pec'·liarly-situg,ted that its judgments 
in such a :nat..:;er fl:"') nuch more Jikely to be 
sound t11a~ those pLmed in the heated 
literary ~ ..;mosp. ~re of' London. For its 
attitude is imperscnal, almost incurious: 
it has the same high standards to refer to; 
and tho dividing se" has almost the force of 
dividing time, and . 1,ps to lift its dicta 
above tl;,0 mists of c ~1temporary pre judice, 
into the clear upp81'·~l!.ir which strengthens 
:md l"'<afiLuc the verdict of .. >sterity. 
These sentiments were p1:•obably sincere. There is no 
~vidence at thic timo that Stepli.ons yearned for a more 
populotu and cosmopolitan r::11iou. He had sampled London's 
newspaper 1-l fe while v.rorking o~~ tho Dail.y Chronicle and 
apparently felt no great paino i~:. lu. 1 ~ 
months when he accepted Archibald's u.f.t'8!' of a post on The 
Bulletin in 1894. Stephens was influenced in his attitudes 
to contemporary English critics by his own patriotism which 
was at this period a new feeling for a nation whose birth 
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had yet to be foJ.•mally registered. And in his essay 
11Concernir1g English Critics" he came finally to the 
deficiency in them which he found least tolerable, namely 
their failure to distinguish between the authentic and the 
spurious in writings about Australia~ 
As examples of incompetent English 
criticism take almost E!Very word penned 
regarding tales by English authors with an 
Australian milieu - and there is no English 
author so poor nowadays that he cannot sport 
a bushranger or a sundowner. Here critics 
and authors generally browse in the same 
fields of ignorance, with results satisfactory 
to both classes. The ,saturday Review, for 
instance, says of one of Marriott Watson's 
recently-published stories, 11The Last of 
Blackbeard 11 , 11an Australian bush-ranger" 
that it "would be a striking story anywhere"· 
Anywhere - but in Australia, where its 
exotic unreality kills j~t at once. A 
bushranger sticks up a station. The fa.rnily 
are at evening dinner; and 11beef or mutton 
or pork" are mentioned as their "three 
staples". An English jackeroo has his meals 
with the squatter, and is referred to by the 
writer (and the bushranger) as "the cadet". 
The squatter resides on t;he station and 
his manager. The mutton is "half'-bred 
Leicester". The bushranger entDrs and says 
all hands are "in a corra.l". "A station-hand, 
hot and du~ty ,nth travel, broke into the 
room" whilE. dinner was proceeding - as is 
apparently the habit of station-hands. The 
bushranger takes the squatter's arm with one 
hand, and the manager's with the other, and 
marches them out to the st;ables. He is alone 
at the time; both his hand!s are occupied; 
and they submitt The bushranger fires twice 
point-blank without doing any harm; and 
eventually he and a mate a~e shot - thanks 
mostly to "the cadet" (of c curse ) • And so on. 
Perhaps one or two of these ·things would pass 
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singly; but together, to an Australian 
eye, they make the tale ridiculous. 
But the Saturday Review doesn't know 
that. 
Stephens' patriotism was a motivating force behind 
other BBE pieces. His regard for the records of Australia's 
history was obvious in his notice of Volume III of the 
Historical Records of New South Wales. 19 The review ran 
to two columns on 11 January 1896. Typically he could not 
forego castigation of those whom he suspected of having 
deliberately destroyed evidence of his country's early 
history: 
The new volume deals with the period of 
Gov. Hunter (1796-'99). Not till 1800 do 
the local records begin to be of value; 
the papers dealing with the province's 
infancy, which might be expected to be 
preserved in Sydney, have apparently been 
carefully destroyed by interested parties. 
Those 11first families 11 t Probably when 
Wm. Sikes, jun., became a man of importance 
in the new colony, the possessor of many hogs 
and goats and convicts, he saw no necessity 
for the publication of scandalous details 
regarding his lamented progenitor. And so, 
one conjectures, the Sikes Union for the 
Suppression of State Papers was formed. 
Held each son a lighted brand 
In a bold, determined hand -
and - pufi'l - the awkward little lot of 
documents collected by Govs. Philip and 
Hunter, and Lieut.-Govs. Grose and Paterson, 
made a momentary black cloud on the Australian 
zenith. 
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For the remainder of the review Stephens concentrated on 
a mixture of quotation and paraphrase, lightly strung 
together, but his banter did not obscure his appreciation 
of the importance of the publication as source material 
for the study of his country's origins. 
There was always the danger that Stephens' patriotism 
would overwhelm his literary judgment. Strident nationalism 
occasionally took over. 11Austra1La's Coming War", a review 
of Kenneth Mackay's The Yellow Wave, 20 which covered two 
BBE columns on 4 January 1896, was a good example of the 
lengths to which Stephens was prepared to stretch his 
literary standards tb accommodate a polemical book which 
accorded with his political views: 
In writing 11The Yellow Wave" ( 6s. 6d. ) 
Kenneth Mackay has done something very like 
a national service. From the un~versal 
standpoint his book has not much literary 
or fictional value. There is life and 
movement; there are several strong passages; 
a good level of interest is maintained 
throughout. But the characterisation is not 
equal to the description: the women are 
dummies; the love-plot is always ineffective, 
and ends grotesquely rather than impressively. 
The style is clumsy . . . 
20 Kenneth Mackay, The Yellow Wave: a Romance of the 
Asiatic Invasion of Australia (London, 
Richard Bentley & Co., 1895). 
From the Australian standpoint these 
literary defects sink into comparative 
insignificance, and the book becomes a 
valuable, memorable book; a book which 
crystallises into vivid language the hazy 
impressions dormant in many minds; a book 
for which the heart and head of every 
democrat should give the author thanks. 
Mr Mackay has had a fine idea. He has 
projected his imagination into the future, 
and realised what we are all forecasting -
the future of North Queensland when the 
colored-labour policy and the land-grant-
railway policy and the country-for-the-coolie-
syndicates policy are pushed to their probable 
limits. The execution is not so good as 
the idea, but it is still admirable. 
In this piece Stephens was not critic but political 
pamphleteer, distracted from literary pursuits by a 
subject on which he had already been moved in 1893 to write 
his pamphlet, The Griffilwraith, lampooning the efforts of 
Sir Samuel Griffith and Premier Mcilwraith to develop the 
north of Queensland. His political convictions, 
patriotically based, sometimes chained Stephens to his 
place and time, leaving him at one with the average 
politician-hating, white foreigner-distrusting, yellow-
foreigner-detesting Australian, towards whom much of The 
Bulletin's reporting and comment were slanted. 
Other influences 'were also at work on Stephens, driving 
him into the corner of the average, the plebeian, the 
philistine in literature. Whether on account of his lack 
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of formal tertiary education, 21 or his long-held 
conviction that religion provided no answers to life, 
Stephens was \~nerable to philosophical nostrums clothed 
in pseudo-scientific jargon. His review of Max Nordau?s 
Degeneration22 on 21 December 1895 sounded in part 
admirably sceptical: 
The text fo~ the author's whole sermon 
is Gueri.nsen' s apothegm: "Genius is a 
disease of the nerves" (though, says Nordau, 
11science does not assert that every genius 
is a lunatic"). The sermon itself is an 
encyclopaedia of dissertations upon physiology, 
criminology, insanity, hypnotism, literary, 
musical and artistic expression - its modes 
and significations, and a hundred branches 
of science which Nordau cleverly connects 
with his radical idea. Wagner, Zola, Ibsen~ 
Tolstoi, the Pre-Raphaelites, are exhaustively 
treated. Nietzsche, Maeterlinck, Verlaine, 
Walt Whitman, Oscar Wilde, and a score more 
are less elaborately discussed. Gleanings 
from a thousand books are added to the mass -
which, it is not wonderful, leaves an 
impression of runorphous crudeness. The whole 
is more admirable than convincing ~ it has 
enormous weight and comparatively small 
penetrative power. And Nordau continually 
strains the interpretatiort of his fccts. 
Doubtless, modern degeneracy being given, it 
21 Palmer refers to a period in the late 1880s in 
which Stephens was working for a Sydney printer 
and writes that "Meantimei in addition to his 
daily work he attended c asses at the Sydney 
Technical College, where he gained certificates for 
proficiency, especially in French and German". 
A.G. Stephens: His Life and Wo~, ed. Vance Palmer, 
p. 4· 
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22 Max Nordau, Degeneration, tr. from the second ~.· 
edition of the German work (London, Heinemann, 1895). 
must and does exhibit itself in modern 
art and literature. That is almost an 
a priori certainty: but, of Nordau's 
a posteriori proofs, almost as many weaken 
the conclusion as enforce it. His judgment 
seems to drift on the current of his 
prodigious fertility. 
The last paragraph of the review, however, betrayed the 
c lingering impression which Nordau's writings left in 
Stephens' mind, since he asserted that 11Few books published 
have held such a wealth of ideas, and facts for alert minds 
on the literary scientific plane: there is dynamic suggestion 
' ;=- and stimulus on every page"· The ideas of i•;Ol"dau were later 
to be brought forth by Stephens in argument with men of 
greater academic training, men like Christopher Brennan ru1d 
John Le Gay Brereton, whimsically at first, and then when 
under strong and lucidly logical attack, Stephens was 
sometimes foolish enough to try to use them to prop up a 
hasty or capricious literary judgment. Unfortun~tely, too, 
these ideas of the important. influence of physiology upon 
literature fitted in with some of Stephens' personal beliefs, D 
on the role of women for example, and Vrith his pride in being 
"modern". They noul:'ished and were nourished by his 
mistl:'ust of university men. They also intermingled with 
his "fair-go" patl:'iotism which was of course well suited 
by The Bulletin's democratic and anti-intellectual tone. 
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On 7 December 1895, two weeks before the review of 
Nordau's work, Stephens had included under the heading 
11Chris·tmas Numbers rr the following defence of them against 
charges that they catered for unlettered tastes: 
But discount the Christmas Number as you 
will, there remains a substantial balance to 
its credit. It disseminates a wonderful 
amount of decent literature for its price, 
and a very reasonable quantity of art. It 
is not all Philistinish, and if it were it 
would not be wholly to blame • For mark 
this: whilst the neurotic Bohemian refines 
gross spirits, it is the Philistine who 
provides the race with healthy bodies, 
"Jin'yust Jin'yusf 
Tak' care o' your carkusf" · 
is the vital maxim which the Philistine 
consistently enforces. Give him credit 
for his most essential role in the world's 
drama. Man does not live by bread alone -
but he wants it with his wine. And, in 
effect, who drives the engine if it isn't 
the stoker? 
And yet so determined a champion of the common man 
sometimes aspired to write a gracefulliterary essay. In 
"George Eliot at Sea", which occupied one column of the 
BBE on 23 February 1895, he mocked the novelist's 
predilection for disposing of her characvers by drowning. 
A srunpling of the essay may indicate its irony and 
Stephens' attempt at a guileless simplicity of style: 
I have read somewhere that George Eliot 
was na fiery soul". Perhaps that is the 
reason she was never at home in the water. 
I suspect she could not swim; and when the 
characters in her novels go boating she is 
alwa~rs at sea - even if they are only 
sculling on a river. 
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This is a pity, for she drowns heroes 
and heroines with as little compunction as 
if they were kittens. I complain that they 
do not drown naturally. One does not object 
to Dunstan Cass, in 11Silas Marner", walking 
into the stone-pit to perish; although you 
think that he, a boy bred in the neighbourhood, 
shoulcl have had m.ore sense. Nor do I care to 
dispute about probabilities when Adam Bede 
finds his father in the Willow Brook. But 
these are simple cases, which it would be hard 
to bungle if one tried. It is when she attempts 
complex drownings that we feel George Eliot's 
deficiencies • • .. One thing is plain: 
we should, for the sake of future lady 
novelists, teach all our girls to swim. The 
only alternative is to insist that doomed 
personages be removed by po:ison or the cord. 
A little later, in the BBE for 18 May 1B95, Stephens 
attempted a serious summary of the qualities of a novelist, 
under the heading "Conan Doyle's Novels". Stephens handled 
his topic with assurance. Having noted Doyle's popularity 
and his fertility, Stephens confidently assigned him his 
place in literature: 
Doyle, indeed, rarely fails in interest. 
He has little originality of imagination: 
but give him a foundation and he displays 
considerable originality of workmanship. 
The keynote of his work is conscientiousness; 
he chooses his incidents well, and strains 
hard to pound out of each its last atom of 
literary efficiency. Some of Sherlock Holmes' 
outre conclusions may seem to conflict with 
this estimate; but '\ihey are none of them 
imaginative leaps - all solid results of 
masculine re<~soning, built up step by step 
like a theorE~m in me1thematics. Doyle is 
essentially a short-story writer. His novels 
are a mere succession of episodes through 
which stalk characters without. individuality 
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or intrinsic interest • • • Doyle, in 
fact, is generally worth reading and 
rarely worth remembering. One accompanies 
him with pleasure, and leaves him without 
very much regret. 
In this essay Stephens took pains to measure Doyle's 
achievement fairly, letting neither his popular success 
nor his readability become in themselves grounds for adverse 
criticism. The opinions expressed in Stephens' essay were 
not when he wrote them the commonplace view of Doyle which 
they have since become. 
G In another field Stephens was beginning to make original 
judgments. On 28 September 1895, the publication of a 
complete edition of the works of Henry Kingsley was the 
occasion for Stephens' review of Geoffry Hamlyn. 23 Perhaps 
it is an overstatement to suggest that this review represented 
a turning point in his criticism but it may be considered 
at least one of the decisive points at which Stephens began . u 
to study analytically the qualities which for him were to 
distinguish Australian from other literature. I quot~ the 
revi·aw in full: 
Henry Kingsley is fortunate in his 
publishers; or2 rather, his fame is. The complete edit~on of his works now being 
issued by Ward, Lock and Bowden is one of 
the prettiest series an~~here to be seen. 
23 Henry Kingsley, The Recollections of Geoffry Hamlyn 
(Cambridge, Macmillan, 1859). 
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Marcus Clarke is said to have dubbed 
"Geof'fry Hamlyn" "the best Australian novel 
that has ever been written, or probably will 
be written" - or words to that effect. 
The exact authority for the quotation is 
not given by the quoters, and Clarke li: -as 
by no means as good a c~itic as he was a 
writer. Anyhow, if he ;;.~elid such a thing he was 
decidedly wrong. 
11Geoffry Hamlyn 11 is not an Austalian novel, 
but a novel about Australia - a very different 
thing. The point of view is English; the 
characters are all English (Australians are 
only introduced as stupid, leggy youths like 
the spitting Hawbucks); and the story ends with 
a triumphal return to England where Sam, it 
is to be hoped, makes a suitable Shallow, and 
Alice duly dispenses old gowns to the village 
clothing club. There is nothing Australian 
in the book but the scenery; and that, one 
admits, is lovingly and well described. 
No wonder Englishmen admire 11Geoffry Hamlyn 11 , 
which flatters their foibles so naturally and 
continually. And 11Geoffry Hamlyn" is an 
excellent romance, with a perfect right to 
admiration. But when it is called "Australian" -
Australia must protest warmly. 
"Geoffry Hamlyn" is a pleasant, rambling 
story of the old school, patchy in interest, 
and very patchy in merit. It is never quite 
dull enough to bore, and rarely bright enough 
to excite. You put it down without difficulty, 
and take it up without anticipation. There is 
one good "lift" when the bushrangers come, and 
Sam starts for his ride on Widderin: this 
gives the same exaltation as (~.)the death 
of Porthos, when 1the giant slept the eternal 
sleep, in the sepulchre that God had made to 
his measure". .~· 
The pictures of the old-fashioned squatters 
of 40 years ago are enjoyable; and the author 
has a peculiarly vivid phrase-eloquence that 
is very effective. (Note commencement of 
chap. xvii, p.l46; the bush fire, p.l98; or 
~ 
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the lost child, p.279 - how superior to 
Marcus Clarke's laboured Dickensy versiont) 
There is no style or the semblance of 
it: Kingsley just prattled with his pen as 
he would have with his tongue, and the story 
comes less from his head than his heart. 
He is simple, manly, unaffected; and his 
John Bull prejudices in favour of "Grand 
Seigniors" and against the independent 
Australians (perhaps they earned them when the 
convict leaven leavened the whole lump, 40 
years ago?) are the natural prejudices of 
his day and generation, birth and breeding. 
They jar on us now; but Kingsley can't help 
that. His work has no particular intellectual 
merit, but it will always have a kind of 
value as a picture (from one point of view) 
of a bygone Australian time. Good ol.d Toryt 
Maybe he lived better according to his lights 
than we to ours, though we have (or think we 
have) the better lights. 
Stephens was prepared to give the English writers of novels 
about Australia their due. The review was a fair assessment 
of Geoffry Hamlyn, and Stephens' preparedness to accept 
Kingsley in terms of his background and time was almost 
gracious. However, the review showed Stephens continuing 
to move towards his own definition of what was Australian 
literature by cutting adrift the works he considered were 
not. 
Stephens' interest in the literature being produced 
around him amounted in 1895 to excitement. He saw in the 
'ttritE~rn who had reached the maturity of their first books 
the beginnings o£ a literature which was truly o£ the 
count:ry and its people. \'lith the publication o£ 
1:;.::.' 
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A.B. Paterson's first book of verse, The Man From Snowy 
River, 24 Stephens enter.ed the field in which his criticism 
was to have most influence, assessing the work of 
contemporary Australian ~~iters and relating their 
achievements in literature to their own environment and 
to the great works of other literatures, ancient and modern. 
On 26 October 1895 Stephens devoted all of the first column 
and part of the second of the BBE to his review of The Man 
From Snowy River, unde:r- the heading "'The Banjo? s 'l Book". 
In it he was first at pains to establish that Paterson was 
an authentic balladist, in contrast to Adam Lindsay Gordon. 
He pointed out that "The essence of the ballad is simplicity, 
and simplicity is the last thing Gordon dreamt of achieving. 
't'lhen he is natural, it is because he has written too lazily 
or too hurriedly to be artful: all his efforts are in the 
J.irection of elaboration". Stephens placed Paterson in an 
altogether different category: 
"The Banjo" is just the ordinary bush 
bard sublimated - raised to the nth power, 
as it we.re. He is not akin to tho bush 
"poet", for his work is not, and does not 
profess to be, all poetry, though it is 
sometimes highly poetic, w'hen (as in "Kiley's 
Run") the subject suggests pathos. But "The 
Banjo's'' sense o£ pathos is no more than any 
healthy male may possess without feeling his 
24 A.B. Paterson, The lvtan .from Snowy River and Other 
Verse~ (Sydney, Angus and Robe.rtson, 1895}. 
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appetite a bit the worse - no more than 
any average bushman has when he comes 
across a deserted selection, or his girl of 
yore who married somebody else. With such 
an invitation nine bushmen out of ten will 
sit down, if they are by themselves, to 
compose doggerel which they call "poetry". 
But it isn't poetry. 
Stephens then indicated what he considered poetry was. He 
wrote that "Poetry is generally more or less of an unhealthy 
growth, a morbid secretion; and doesn't come naturally to 
the man who thinks nothing of riding 70 or 80 miles, or 
shearing seven or eight score sheep, every day for a week 
together. That man doesn't write poetry; his liver is too 
good; but if he is in the mood, and has a reading turn, he 
may compose very decent verse 11 • 
Stephens thus began to reveal his romantic view of 
poetry and in these remarks his later preference for the 
pure lyrists among Australian poets was clearly prefigured. 
At the same time the perspective in which he viewed the bush 
balladists, the Bulletin bards, was made clear. The review 
ended ~dth the following summary of Paterson's qualities 
and e stima.te of his importance to Australians : 
"The Banjo's" verse is more than decent: 
it is good, and is strongly leavened with 
the divine gift of humor. It isnrt very deep, 
and the deeper it aims at being the less it 
succeeds; but it is stirring, manly stuff; 
which rejoices one to read and remember. 
r~ Paterson, indeed, like the old Cavalier 
lyrists, is able to combine the powe~ to do 
and the power to write. Wolfe could only 
take Quebec, he couldn tt l'.rrite Gl"ay' s 11Elegy": 
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but "The Banjo" rides and wins his 
steeplechases, and then, one may believe, 
sits down with a still tingling pulse and 
conveys the tingle to the pulses of his 
readers. Yet, though his horse-poems, such 
as the splendid "Old Pardon'', may please 
most readers, he is perhaps at his best 
wnen, without too obvious labor, he touches 
the humorous or sentimental side of some 
commonplace bush scene or incident, as in 
17The Two Devines", or the first part of 
"Kiley's Run", or a dozen other pieces in 
his new volume. He is at his worst in pieces 
like "Lost" and "Only a Jockey", and one or 
two others injudiciously admitted. He has 
~ome verbal faults and a few lines of which 
the "merits indeed are but slight" {as he 
says in the weak prelude whose place should 
have been taken by "Daylight is Dying"). 
But withal he is "The Banjo" of whose verse 
every Australian already knows at least some 
snatches, and we love him. 
Here was no exaggeration of Paterson's abilities. His 
reference to ''Lost" and "Only a Jockey" isolated the worst 
pieces in the collection, in which maudlin sentiment was 
evoked in jerh.; doggerel. The best of Paterson's ballads 
~~this collection are crude, without literary app3al, but 
stirring, as Stephens dubbed them, and they have :remained 
capable of appealing to a wide variety of Australian~ over 
the years. 
In his :review of The Story of a Baby25 on 9 November 
1S95, Stephens showed that he had needed only two of 
25 Ethel Tu:rne:r, The Story of a Baby (London, Ward, 
Lock, 1S9.5}. 
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Ethel Turner's books to make the decision that her 
cont.ribution to Australian literature was not to be 
weighty. He suggested that "Add 'The Story of a Baby' to 
rseven Little Australians', and one feels pretty sure in 
saying that Miss Turner's chief literary characteristic will 
prove to be, not power, but charm. 'The Story of a Baby' 
is an extremely charming book, with any amount of intuition 
and sympathy, and a good deal of careful observation, but 
falling short in the matter of insight and reality". In 
comparing Turner?s hero aud heroine, Larrie and Dot, to 
Dickens' David and Dora, Stephens was gentle, even indulgent 
to the young Australian writer, and yet he left no doubt of 
his judgment of the measure of Ethel Turner's stature 
against that of Dickens, whose work by the way had much 
less personal appeal for Stephens than that of other 
novelists, notably Thackeray.26 Steph~ns assigned 
Ethel Turner her place in the progress of Australian writing 
towards solid literary achievement in writing that 
'~iss Turner owes a good half of her success to her talent 
26 In the paper "On Thackeray" which he read to the 
Gympie Literary Circle on 24 J~y 1889, Stephens 
described Thackeray as possessing rra range as wide 
as Scott, and an eye for detail infinitely keener, 
more truthful, more intellectual, and consequently 
more powerful than Dickens; rivalling Bulwer in 
fancy, and far surpassing him in force; with as 
quick perception of character as George Eliot, and 
with a much greater knowledge of the world". 
A.G. Stephens, Early Critical Work, Gympie, Q., 
1889-1890. Mitchell Library MS A7000. ··~ 
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for language, her sense of words, her capacity to picture 
moods and tensions with the living glow which they have 
in her mind's eye. No other Australian storyteller has 
ever prattled so pleasantly 11 • 
A fortnight later, on 23 Nov~mber 1895, he reviewed 
The Famil;y: at Misrule . 27 The tone of the review was ve-:t·y 
good-humoured, the quotations aptly illustrated the points 
he wanted to make, and his opinion of Turner was obviously 
unchanged. More important was the glimpse given in the 
second paragraph o£ the review of the exciting environment 
in which Stephens saw himself operating at the end of 1895: 
It looks, indeed, as i£ we were i§ic] on 
the eve o£ a renascence of Australian literat· 
art. Since the era when our major bards and ' 
prophets sang and saw - the era of Kendall, 
and Gordon, a~d Stephens, and Clarke - few 
o£ our writers have been able to give us body 
as well as bouquet in their vintage. 
rrRolf Boldrewood 11 , beginning nobly, has 
become a mechanical grinder of books £or 
the publishers. Mrs Ward, Miss "Keynotes 11 Dunne, 
and Marriott Watson, are of us, but not with 
us, either in heart or books. Mrs Campbell Praed, 
11 Ada Cambridge", and "Tasma"- the first much 
the most capable - merely weave Australian 
scenery into the romances of sentimental 
commonplace penned for their feminine public. 
In "P.cice Warung", Ernest Favenc, Sydney 
Jephcott, Francis Kenna, and two or three 
others, we have had gleams of the fire that 
should light our literary way. But not until 
quite lately - perhaps not even yet - have 
we accumulated a body of work which begins to 
compare with that achieved by our early giants. 
Now, with Louis Becke, Ethel Turner, and 
27 Ethel Turner, The Famil;y: at Misrule (London, Ward, 
Lock, 1895}. 
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"The Banjo" well "arrived"; wi·th Lawson, 
and D,-aley, and Montgomery approaching the 
goal; with many other Bulletin w.r·iters well 
started in the race; it would really seem 
that 1900 will be able to cull for a favorite 
book-shelf a dozen new books of permanent 
value to take their place beside the favorite 
old ones. The Bulletin counts it indeed a 
sweet thing and honorable that it has been 
·permitted to assist in securing this happy 
consummation. 
Four years later Furphy wrote to Stephens: "Honestly, I am 
conscious of a sort of subterranean conviction that there 
is a Deus ex the Bulletin Co. moving in a mysterious way 
towards an Australian literature" .28 There can be little 
doubt that such was the role Stephens already saw himself 
playing in 1895. 
Henry Lawson's In the Days When the World Was Wide was 
published early in 1896.29 Stephens' review occupied one 
column in the BBE on 15 February 1896, under the heading 
"Henry Lawson's Poems". Stephens immediately linked Lawson 
with Paterson and went on to distinguish their achievement 
0 
from that of previous Australian poets: 
Henry Lawson joins "The Banjo" in Angus 
and Robertson's admirable Australian series. 
In these two writers, with all their 
imperfections, we see something like the 
beginnings of a national school of poetry. In 
them, for the first time, Australia has found 
audible voice and characteristic expression. 
28 Joseph Furphy, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 21 December 
1899, The Letters of Joseph Furphy, Mitchell Library 
MS Al964. 
29 Henry Lawson, In the Days When the World Was Wid%96 ) and Other Verses (Sydney, Angus and Robertson, I • I 
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Passing a few verses scattered over our 
literature's single century, the name of 
Kendall is'the only one to be cited in 
opposition to this view. Domett and Gordon 
were aliens j,n birth and thought. The same 
is true of St.ephens, happily still with us. 
Their poems are not Australian poems, but 
poems about Australia - or Australasia, if it 
be objected that Domett's epic deals wholly 
with Maoriland (though the literary limitation 
of "Australia" to the continent has doubtful 
validity). Naturally, they reflect their 
accidental environment. Domett, feeling the 
poetic impulse, apostrophises the Maoris just as he would have apostrophised Red Indians 
had his lot been cast in America. Gordon's 
11Sick Stockrider 11 might easily have been a 
11Sick Gaucho"; he could have ridden "From the 
Wreck" without leaving England, and with a 
few verbal changes he ~ould have written it 
there. Take away the title 11Convict; Once" 
and the constellations, and Stephens's 
masterpiece is cosmopolitan. 
But Kendall? Kendall comes closer to the 
heart of Australian things, yet does not quite 
reach it. For h~ preserves always his 
individuality: not Australia, but Kendall, 
strikes the dominant note in Kendall's verses. 
So susceptible a soul could not, indeed, fail 
to be influenced by the voices sweet and stern 
which called him on every hand. But though 
these thrilled, th~y did not fill him. 
Australia colored, beautified, sometimes 
inspired his poems, but never swayed, mastered, 
wholly posses~ed the poet. 
Stephens then sought to establish in the best work of 
Peterson and Lawson a curious combination of assimilation 
of the environment and exclusion of the writer's personality: 
With Paterson and Lawson it is different. 
The men are subordinate to their themes. In 
Kendall's best verses -the sonnets: "To a 
Mountain"; the personal lyrics - the interest 
is subjective, it is brou~ht by Kendall himself. 
Even in his descriptive p~eces - "Mooni", 
,, 
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"0rara", "Coogee 11 -we are less concerned 
with the scenery than with the poet's 
relation to the scenery. But Paterson's 
and Lawson's best verses are objective, 
impersonal~ The interest is in the poem, 
not in the poet. Kendall, Paterson and 
Lawson have each held a mirror to their 
native land. Kendall's reflects his own 
image and Australia's; Paterson's and Lawson's 
reflect Australia's. · 
Moreover Stephens found it nece~sary to castigate Lawson 
because i.n his latest work he had begun to show signs of 
self-pity and resentment at his deprivations. 
This is true of both, but it is more true 
of Paterson's. Yet, though Lawson's later 
verses are largely colored by his own thoughts 
and emotions, the bulk of his book is 
Australian, and it is when he is most 
Australian that he is most happy. This amounts 
to saying - what is perfectly ·true - that 
his earlier poems are among his best. It is 
curious to note the contrast be·Gween Lawson's 
optimism of seven years ago and his pessimism 
of to-day •.• 
The change of note from Hope to Discontent, 
the change of view from impersonal to personal, 
have not improved Lawson's poetry. The less 
he broods the better he writes. It was 
before he soured that he wrote 11Andyts Gone 
With Cattlen {1888}, "The Glass on the Bar 11 (1890) , 11When the Children Come Home" (1890) 
and "The Drover's Sweetheart" (1890) , and 
there is nothing in his book superior to these. 
"The Vagabond", which may be taken as typical 
of Lawson's later attitude, is a fine piece, 
with sotne splendi.dly sonorous stanzas, but -
there are so many sucking Byrons busy at 
monotonous variations of the bitter old theme. 
And the Lawson who wrote 11The Drover's 
Sweetheart" is un:tque. 
Less than four months before, on 26 October 1895, in his 
review of Paterson's verse, Stephens had proclaimed that 
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11 Poetry is generally more or less an unhealthy growth, 
a morbid secretion". Yet Lawson was bidden to free himself 
of subjectivity and pessimism. Apparently the emotion 
permissible in Australian poetry was to be generalized not 
individualized, looking outward not inward, and outward 
into a stmlit landscape. Stephens seemed to be offering 
Lawson conflicting directions. 
The final paragraphs of this review of In the Days ~fuen 
the World Was Wide offered a good example of Stephens' 
ability to reach sound judgments on the merits of individual 
writers from a disjointed not to say confused basis of 
literary theory: 
Lawson's shortcomings are obvious enough. 
His mental scope is narrow; he is comparatively 
uncultured; he iterates the same notes, and 
rarely improves his thought by elaboration; 
he wants harmony and variety of metre; his 
work is burdened with many weak lines and 
careless tags. But how graphic he is, how 
natural, how true, how strongt How he feels, 
and makes his readers feel, in poems like 
110ut Backt" when phrase by phrase is painted 
an imperishable bush picture. Lawson's 
shortcomings are obvious; but, for Australians, 
they are es nothing beside his merits. And 
it must b6 remembered that his verse represents 
only half of his work, and perhaps not the 
finer half. His prose, brimming with humor 
and pathos, is of the best produced in 
Australia. 
Lawson's keen sympathy, his knack of 
observation, are characteristically feminine. 
His sense of humor, his talent for vivid 
port.rayal, are as characteristically masculine • 
Yet it is the woman in him, as in others, 
w ttwn ·znzr an s tO 7 
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that makes his talent glow to the white 
he~t of genius. Intellect is great; emotion 
is great; but, for a poet, the greater of 
them is emotion. This it is which fires 
dull words, turns ore into gold, and, 
Pygmalion-like, draws with passionate a~dor 
from cold stone warm, pulsating life~ This 
••. adds the gleam, 
The light that never was, on sea or land, 
The consecration, and the Poet's dream. 
His capacity for emotion is Lawson's best 
gift. It is because he feels so deeply that 
he writes so strongly. His life has been a 
struggle and it is a struggle still; but , 
mayhap, had fortune been easier, his work 
would have failed so to move us. For the 
oases of literature are watered with tears 
and blood, and a people preys upon its 
poets' vitals. 
There were at least three unsatisfactory features of this 
review. Firstly, Stephens was never able to come to terms 
v;ith Lawson r s personality in spite of, or perhaps because 
of, their association going back to their days working 
together on The Boomerang. Secondly, in attempting to 
exhort Lawson to rise to the universal and transcend the 
personal in his work, Stephens fell back on an absurdly 
emotional view of the purpose of poetry and the role of the 
poet in society. Thirdly, in this review Stephens relied 
on assertion and substituted emotional special pleading 
for critical analysis. 
More hints of Stephens' developing ideas on the nature 
of poetry were given jn ~nether BBE piece. In an essay on 
!he Yellow Book on 6 July 1895, he described most of the 
:::1. 
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verse published in it as "the kind of poetry easily 
compassed at a certain pitch of culture - smart, correct 
and barren". Expanding this view he delivered the following 
pronouncement on the nature of poetry: 
Poetry, as a whole, may be divided into 
think-things and pretty-things; kernel·-'V'erse 
and husk-verse; the class which draws us by 
its truth and strength, and the class which 
interests us by its glitter and melody. The 
poets of the day, the poets of The Yellow 
Book, are chiefly manufacturers of pretty-
things. They are deft phrasemongers, and juggle marvallously with jewelled verbiage; 
but the divine fire of the elder bards is 
not theirs. The note of the superficial, 
the ephemeral, is struck hy nearly all. 
Here were intimations that Stephens in asserting the 
supremacy of emotion in poetry did not excludP. from the 
11emotion" the manifestations of intellect. Again Stephens 
asserted without explaining the gulf which separated clever 
v~rse from great poetry. "Inarticulate rr seems an 
inappropriate term to apply to Stephens at any point in his 
career, but there is no doubt that in the BBE period he could 
not analyze and explain the meaning of his intuitions, 
whether by defining well Ethel Turner's "charm", 
Henry Lawson's "strength" or what he meant by "emotion" in 
poetry. On several occasions in th¢ 1BE period - in his 
essay on The Yellow Book discUP-~u above, in the review of 
Nordau cited on pages 64-65 above, and in his review of 
Quiller Couch's Wandering Heath3° on 22 February 1896, for 
30 Arthur Quiller Couch, \'landerin§ Heath: Stories, 
Studies and Sketches (London, assell, 1S9$). 
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example - Stephens expressed a general dissatisfaction 
with the efforts of contemporary writers. Perhaps his 
dissatisfaction was aggravated by his own inability as a 
critic to pin down the causes of the writers' shortcomings. 
In his review of Wandering Heath, Stephens expressed 
his disappointment in Quiller Couch and he remarked "But 
this incompetency for great efforts seems to mark all the 
promising young men of our time". Kipling, Gilbert Parker, 
J.M. Barrie, Barry Pain, Olive Schreiner were discussed and 
dismissed, and he continued: 
Half-a-dozen other names suggest themselvt>s -
brilliant in promise, woefully disappoir.t~i::: .. ;:; 
in final performance. When one counts-up 
in this fashion the permanent results ac.hit:-: W:Ht 
by the fiction-writers at work in our time, 
one sees how great the early Victorian gia1ros 
really were. What vitality, what depth, 
what fertility, had Scott, and Dickens, and 
Thackeray, and George Eliot, to go on 
producing book after book with fresh plot, 
and fresh characters, and fresh scenery which 
compelled admiration, often enthusiasm. The 
generalisation must not be taken too closely, 
but the idea is right. The authors of 
to-day, like the racehorses, are sprint e .. ·s, 
who do their six-furlong short stories at a 
marvellous pace, but never see the end of a 
three-mile encounter. Meredith is the last 
of the Titans. It seems the srune in France. 
How massive, how strong, Hugo and Dumas look 
beside Maupassant and Daudett Literature 
too may echo the cry - Vlhere are the builders 
of ·the Pyr8J.11ids? 
There was no suggestion in this review that Stephens saw the 
builders of literary pyramids lurking behind Australian 
eucalypts, nor would he allow Australian writers to be 
i 
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identified with overseas writers beside whom they did 
not in his opinion measure up. On 11 January 1896, in 
discussing Jennings Carmichael's ?oems,31 he disapproved 
firmly of Brunton Stephens' attempt to rate her more 
highly than she deserved: 
Perhaps it is Miss Carmichael's talent 
for hunting the tame moral from its lair 
which made Brunton Stephens dub her rrthe 
Australian Jean Ingelow 11 • But the comparison 
isn't over happy. Jean Ingelow had a little 
rrimaginative power" and some capacity for 
subjective thought: Jennings Carmichael has 
neither. She wants even Ingelow's knack 
of melody; a line like 
Grand is the leisure of the earthl 
is quite beyond her. Miss Carmichael's 
talent, in fact, lies in her power to put 
into more or less monotonous rhymes the 
emotions which passing moods and objects stir 
in her. Generally, the motions are sha~,:::..ow, 
feminine, and commonplace enough. When 
Miss Carmichael strikes the personal note 
keenly, she is effective - if your own mood 
io in sympathy; but her effect is neither 
powerful nor permanen~. 
Though he was unable at this stage to abstract and 
analyze the qualities which ~ake literature powerful and 
permanent, the criticism of the BBE period leaves the 
impression that Stephens was working on a basis of firm 
31 Jennings Carmichael~ Poems (London, Longmans, 
Green, 1895). 
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standards for literature, and that these standards were 
based on a sound knowledge of the classics of English 
literature together with at least an acquaintance with 
the masterpieces of European literature. One can also 
gather that he was aware of how far Australian writers fell 
short of universal standards and that he was yet determined 
to nurture them as of special interest and value to 
Australia at that time. On their individual merits he was 
not confused. There was confusion in his literary theory 
and lack of perception in his generalized discussions of 
the nature of poetry as well as of the nature of excellence 
in literature generally. In his judgment of individual works 
however he was able to apply his standards aptly to identify 
the qualities which he admired, particularly that vigour 
which he would have called "masculine", and that sensitivity 
'\-vhich he would have called "feminine", and to judge the 
appropriateness of the style of the work to its literary 
form. 
0 
Chapter Three 
"Literary Notes" and the Transition to "The Red Page" 
February to August 1896 
On 29 February 1896 the heading of. the f~rst column of 
the inside front cover of The Bulletin was "L~,terary Notes" 
printed in large capitals, while above it 11The Bullet,in" 
(' was centred on the page in a rather ornate cursive typeface. 
The new title, 11Li'terary Notes", was certainly a mol"e 
accurate description of what the page had already become. 
The bookselling activity through "'The Bulletin' Book 
r~xchange 11 had lost impetus and only the "Australian Books" 
feature cont~.nued to appear. "Literary Notes" continued to 
· be the overall title of the page until 4 July 1896. 
Throughout the period to August 1896 the amount of liturary 
me:tter on the page, as distinct from advertioing matter, 
varied. The amount of advertisement varied from none, on 
21 March and 27 June for example, to half or nearly half the 
page in the four issues for July 1896. And yet the page 
!overall was gaining weight. The articlea tended to be 
longer and whe:r•e sevl:lral themes were introduced Stephens 
made more effort to link them. 
Between 27 June and 18 July 1896 there was a mood of 
transition in the content of the page and impressions of 
uncertainty of direction. The nature of the content seemed 
v 
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however to have settled be£cre 29 August 1896 when the 
title was stabilized as 11The Red Page". Just why this 
title was chosen is not known. It could well have been 
suggested by the colour of The Bulletints cover. It might 
have come from a caption 11For the Red Page" which, 
Vance Palmer seems to suggest, 1 J .F. Millington added to 
his contribution published on 8 August 1896. The pun on 
"read" would probably have appealed to Stephens, and he may 
well have been influenced in his final choice by the fact 
th.at 11The Red Page 11 was noncommittal about the content. 
Whatever £actors determined the choice, the changes of title 
ov~r the period are indications that Stephens was actively 
searching for a banner under which to send forth his 
criticism. The titles used £or the page between February 
and August 1896 and the dates on which they appeared are set 
out below: 
1 ~.G. Stephens: His Life and Work, ed. Vance Palmer, 
p. 14. 
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Literary Not.es 29 February to 4 July2 
Items 11 July 
Literary Notes 18 July 
A Page of Letters 25 July 
Literary Notes 1 August 
For the Red Page 8 August 
Chiefly About Books 1) August 
For the Red Page 22 August 
The Red Page 29 August 
For convenience I shall in future refer to this period of 
"Literary Notes" and the transitional titles between that 
and "The Red Page" as the LNT period. 
In this period Stephens began to be much more involved 
with his readers. They were invited to participate in 
translation and occasional verse-w.riting competitions, and 
judging from the nurrber of their efforts dissected on the 
page after each competition response was good. One may well 
2 On 14 March 1896 the heading of the page, "Battle 
Pictures", referred to the discussion of 
Stephen Crane's Red Badge of Courage with which the 
page began, and there was no overall title. This 
was probably an attempt to conserve space of a very 
full page rather than a change in editorial policy. 
On·9 May 1896 the page consisted wholly of 
advartisements. 
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wonder why they persevered. Stephe:'ls was .~1paring indeed 
in his praise of their efforts and f.!'equently ridiculed 
them. For example, in the 11To Corre-.,pondents" paragraph 
on 2 5 April 1896, np .M. 11 was told that "Translation sheep 
gets through the fence, but badly marked by the wire". 
Articles from contributors were also given space on the 
page. In the first issue titled "Literary Notes" on 
29 February 1896 Stephens allowed more than one column to 
a contributor, 11 J.H.G. 113, The title under which the essay 
was published, 110ver the Coals",, was characteristic of 
Stephens as was the fact that he introduced it with a note 
remarking that 11This paper demurs to some of the data, as 
well as some of the conclusions which follow. But it has 
lectured contributors so often that it rather enjoys being 
lectured by a contributor". 
11J .H. G." criticized The Bulletin's demands for brevity 
and originality which he alleged accounted for the 
shallowness of ita stories. He went on to criticize the 
short story as a literary genre, expressed his irritation 
r n ,...,.,/ 
3 rrJ.H.G." was J.H. Greene, according to 
Bruce Henderson Nesbitt, Aspects of Literary Nationalism 
in Australia and New Zealand with Special Reference 
to The Bullet·.n, 18'80-1900 (Canberra, ~968) 2 P· 283. 
Thesis - M.A. - Australian National Un~vers~ty. 
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that The Bulletin preferred Swinburne to Browning, and 
<C.· 
concluded that Ethel Turner, Lilian Turner and Louise Mack 
had brought the paper the best literature that it had 
published because "They give char·acters and dig their 
stories out of hearts". 
Stephens published a reply on 21 March 1896 under th0 
heading 11The Short Storyu. In a patronizing tone he 
explained that 11Two or three weeks ago there was printed on 
this page a contributor's condemnation or depreciation of 
the short story, and especially o£ the Bulletin short story. 
The writer was plainly in earnest, and his remarks had the 
interest always attaching to a 'liberation of the soul'. 
Otherwise they gave opportunity to sigh for one's own hot 
youth and vanished delusions 11 .4 Stephens then, allegedly 
for the benefit of "the Mahometan class of people who nourish 
a not-always-enlightened reverence for the printed word 11 , 
proceeded to a criticism of the contribution. Of "J.H.G."'s 
disparagement of the short story as a literary form he 
exclaimed "It is nonsense • . . what uncritical incapacity 
we have here", and he paraded the names of American, English 
and especially French writers of the short story in 
contradiction of his contributor. In defence of the genre 
Stephens asserted that rrcertainly, merit being equal, a good 
4 Stephens was thirty years old at the time. 
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big story is better than a good little story, just as 
a good big horse is better than a good little horse. Bulk 
counts. But what is the use of asserting, with the air of 
Columbus, that a hundredweight is less impressive than a 
ton? It all depends on where and how they hit you. One 
brick judiciously dropped on the cranium is more impressive 
than all the pyramids of' Egypt"· 
The facetiousness of Stephens' reply did not obscure the 
fact that he had not answered 11J.H.G. 11 's charges against 
The Bulletin short story, and ironically in the same issue 
the paper's standard advice to contributors was published 
for the first time on the page. It read: 
"Every man can write at least one book", 
every man with brains has at least one good 
story to tell; every man with or without 
brains moves in a different circle and knows 
things unknown to any other man. Write 
carefully and plainly on one side of the 
paper only, obliterating every unnecessary 
word; then mail your work to The Bulletin, 
which pays for accepted matter . . . 
Short stories, or ballads, especially on bush, 
mining, sporting, social, or dramatic themes, 
are preferred by The Bulletin; 1360 words go 
to a column. If you can possibly keep your 
story within a colmnn all the better. Don't 
write a column on any subject if a half-
column will do, don't write half-a-column 
where a mere paragraph is enough. "Boil it 
down". 
It was just the emphasis on brevity in this advice which 
'\J.H.G. 11 had claimed to result in the sketchiness, 
n:t::· r 
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indigestibilitv and failure to develop characterization 
in many of The Bulletin short stories. Furthermor>e, in 
: rrr: 
the passage quoted on page 80 of this study which 
Stephens had published on 22 February 1896, only one week 
before he published "J.H.G. 11 's piece, he had complained of 
the lack of substance in modern writing and had a~ least 
implied, in comparing Maupassant and Daudet unfavourably 
with Hugo and Dumas, that a predilection for· the short story 
had some bearing on the "incompetency for great C:lfforts 11 
which he considered to mark all the promising young writers 
of the time. Stephens failed to answer the most pertinent 
of 11 J.H.G."'s complaints and made it clear that embryo 
critics could expect little encouragement on his page. 
This period also saw the beginning of one of Stephens' 
embarrassing encounters with an Australian writer. It began 
on 18 April 1896 when Stephens reviewed William Gay?s 
Sonnets. 5 Gay, a minor poF't, was in ill health, down on 
his luck, and very much offended by Stephens tl review in 
which, after noting Gay's illness, he wrote: 
The sadness of Mr. Gay's circumstances may 
be read in the sympathetic criticism which 
his sonnets have received; bnt, taken together, 
they form a strong body of work, ~ith .. 
something of Wordsworth's grave s~mpl~c~ty, 
of Milton's religious elevation. Singly, 
5 William Gay, Sonnets (Bendigo, Wm. Gay, 1896). 
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with rare exceptions, they lack poetry 
workmanship, distinction. Mr. Gay writes 
easily and not unmelodiously; the 
sonnet-form seems to suit him; but he 
has. little grace or fervour, and for the 
most part he is merely gilding commonplace. 
There is so much inaccuracy in the sheet 
of eulogies which Mr. Gay issues that it 
seems necessary to say this, which detracts 
nothing from the impression of earnestness, 
sincerity, and sober dignity which his Muse 
leaves upon th~ reader. 
Stephens might have done better perhaps to omit any reference 
to Gayrs circumstances and to the generous opinions of the 
poet's sympathetic friends, especially as his own review 
followed in their path to some extent. It is difficult to 
understand how the sonnets could have had "something of 
Wordsworth's grave simplicity, of Milton's religious 
elevation" if they ha:i "little grace or fervour". Stephens 
could certainly have foregone his lengthy comment on Gay'o 
reply to his criticism on 23 May, and especially his last 
paragraph: 
And, as Mr. Gay invites the comment, it may 
be pointed out, with the utmost sympathy 
for the man, that the poet shou~d s~and ?n 
his own merits. Mr. Gay's ad m1ser1cord1am 
personal plea - put in the forefront of his 
sonnets, meandering through his shee~ of 
advertising "opinions", shouted by_h1s ~usty 
paragraphing chorus, and even clos1n~ h1s 
complaint above-printed -.unn~cessar1ly 
complicates judgment of h1s l1terary W?rk. 
An artist relies on his Art: not on h1s 
crutches. 
It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that ~orne of 
the unnecessary complications were of Stephens' making and 
.... __________ __ 
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that it was inevitable that he would have to close off 
the exchange with little gain to himself, personal or 
critical. On 6 June in "To Correspondents" there was a 
note which read "W. Gay. Thanks; but the discussion grows 
too personal for print. One regretted injustice was done 
you: the ad mis. plea does not meander through that sheet 
of advertising opinions". 
These two examples of Stephens' ineptitude in dealing 
with an aspiring critic and an aspiring writer were 
indications that he was unable to handle twbanely the 
participation of readers in the making of the page, even 
though he encouraged it. 
Another trend discernible in the LNT period is the 
increasing inclusion of verse on the page. 6 Often several 
pieces were included under the heading 11Reprints 11 with a 
subheading appropriate to the type of' verse. For example, 
on 21 March 1896. under "Reprints" with the subheading 
"Lyrics of Love" w6re printed Gerald Massey's "Not I, Sweet 
Soul, Not I", Walt Whitman's "When I Heard at the Close of' 
Day", and Richard Le Gallienne's "Hesperides". Again on 
11 April 1896 the subheading was "A Bevy of Ballades" and 
6 It seems likely that Stephens also chose the verse to 
be included in "Various Verses", a feature often 
included on a page before the editorial pages as a 
centre column between two columns of advertisements, 
and in "Bards of the Backblocks", a coJ.umn which was 
often similarly sandwiched between advertisements 
on a page towards the end of The B¥lletin. However 
it is impossible to say with certa~nty wfiat 
responsibility Stephens had for these features. 
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more than two columns were occupied by Andrew Lang's 
11Ballade of the Southern Cross" and "Ballade of Primitive 
Man", Austin Dobson's "The Ballade of Imitation", and 
Richard Le Gallienne 's 11Ballade of Old Sweethearts". On 
8 August almost three columns were devoted to American 
dialect verse by James Whitcomb Riley, Samuel Walter Foss 
and :Mat:t1er Dean Kimball. While "Reprints" might have been 
a handy filling devico for the editor they also gav8 readers 
of The Bulletin contact with at least a selection of 
contemporary verse in a variety of forms. 
Topics introduced in the LNT period marked the beginnings 
of some of the extra-literary interests which Stephens was 
to pursue throughout the Red Page. Any work on an Australian 
topic was irresistible to him, regardless of its literary 
merit. On 25 April 1896 he described William Henry Willshire 
as 11one of the men who know and cantt write". Yet he 
devoted a large part of the pag~ to a review of Willshire's 
book about Northern Territory aborigines, Land of the DawningJ 
f~om which he quoted liberally. Like the book itself th~ 
review is unworthy of serious critical attention except that 
j,t displayed Stephens r unque stiuning adherence to the racist 
7 vl. H. Willshire, Land cf the Dawning: Being .Facts 
Gleaneq From Cannibals in the Australian Stone e 
Adelaide, · • K. Thomas, rinters, l 9 
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view of Australia's original inhabitants taken by white 
citizens at the time, a view which had been endorsed by 
The Bulletin at least since the middle of the 1880s. The 
review also revealed that Stephens was interested, albeit 
callously and even pruriently, in aboriginal life and 
customs. Moreover as a journalist Stephens could hardly 
have allowed to pass into limbo Willshire's testimony to the 
ubiquity of the newspaper on which he worked, and so he 
began the review as fo~lows: 
The latest compliment reaches this 
locality with rather a left-handed swing: 
. • . The Sydney Bulletin holds the proud 
sway over all Australian print-producers. 
It not only reaches the combos and 
stockmen of Central Australia, but it 
reaches lepers on isolated islands, 
lighthouse-keepers that are difficult 
to approach, and wild aboriginals have 
used its red cover as the salient 
point of their costume. 
The unapproachable lighthouse-keeper may 
pass; but is it exactly as a leader of leper 
opinion, a-costumier of wild aboriginals, that 
one would wish to pose? 
A fHW weeks after this Stephens gave the first explicit 
indicat:Lon that he felt the constraints which the demands 
of' weekly journalism imposed on him. On 23 May 1896 under 
the heading "Language and Logic" he replied to "Student" who 
had sought to reduce one of Stephens' assertions on religion 
and creed to syllogistic form in order to demonstrate its 
logical .sbsurdity. Aftar attempting a not very convincing 
I 
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semantic justification of his original assertion, Stephens 
under a cloak of defiance entered a special plea that 
"finally - throttli.ng back a hundred other pleas - the 
complained-of assertion was correct in form and fact, even 
acconnng to arbitra~y ways and notions. For its meaning was 
clear enough, and a hurried newspaper-man, with the world 
a-calling to him to write it up, may be praised if he makes 
his phrase memorable, but can hardly be blamed so long as 
it is clear". 
In fact, in the tradition of The Bulletin's pointed 
paragraphs which Archibald had established, Stephens often 
made his phrases if not memorable at least lively and 
entertaining. For example on 28 March 1896 he remarked of 
a two-volume religio-historical romance8 that 11Few large 
underdone pies could weigh on the silent watches of the night 
more than these two volumes". On 27 June he took a line from 
the verse of J. C • Neild : 
Eftsoons the Nocent Waterspout will riset 
I'' and thereafter made it his touchstone of bad verse. Stephens 
i'las careful to point out moreover that Neild was "not the 
l'lOl'st poet in Australia". 
Not only in expression but also in choice of themes 
i:ltephens was influen:>...::.d. by his newspaper setting. At this 
poriod he interested himself in the dissemination of 
8 F.W. Farrar, Gatherin~ Clouds: Days of St. Chrysostom 
{London, Longmans, 18 5), 2 v. 
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literature by the public libraries, campaigning against 
inefficiency, censorship and privilege. On 28 March he 
criticized the Sydney School of Arts Library as inefficient 
and out of date. On 18 April he noted wit.h more than a 
hin~ of scorn the Melbourne Public Lending Library's exclusion 
of the works of Kipling, Zola, George Moore and Ouida. On 
15 August 1896 he complained at length of books missing from 
the Sydney Free Public Library and aired his suspicions that 
the Trustees enjoyed special privileges. 
While Stephens was presenting new themes, his basic 
attitudes remained unchanged or presented predictable 
developments of tendencies already disclosed in the BBE pex·iod. 
Poets laureate were anathema. On 29 February after quoting 
a few lines from Alfred Austin, Stephens remarked that Hit is 
to be hoped that Alfred Austin will be spared to write reams 
of similar stuff, in order that the notion of 'honor' may be 
for ever detached from the office of Court- sycophant". On 
21 March he described Kipling as trthe leading English 
manufacturer of poems by machinery • • • the very best 
oleomargarine". On 28 March ha criticized the rigidity of 
the Christian sexual ethic in a review he titled "Love's 
Material Basistr of an article by Frederick Rochell in a 
contemporary periodical, Free Review. On 18 April he scoffed 
at a series of articles by \-lilliam Gladstone on "The Future 
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Life and the Condition of Man Therein" which he said "in 
view of their originality, value, scope and enlightenment 
might have been penned by a medieval bishop". On 14 March 
in .reply to a correspondent, 11Agnes 11 , who had been shockdd by 
what she described as Thomas Hardyrs cultivation of sex-
topics, Stephens pointed out that 11Jude t s fault is that its 
realism is crude, dull and ugly; not that i.t is realistic". 
On 6 June in a paragraph on Alice Meynell he 1"lrote that "The 
literary woman, if typically feminin~ takes a big risk when 
she starves her body of blood to feed her brain. Only 
atypical women like George Eliot and Harriet Martineau -
practically males with no debt to motherhood to pay - can 
safely defy the sex's physiological laJrr". On 22 August in 
introducing four of Arthur Symons' verses,9 he regretted that 
Australia's provincial sense of propriety in art forbade his 
.reprinting some others, and remarked that 11 Perhaps there is 
in Arthur Symons some taint of modern decade:r~ce. But he is 
dexterous, and a poet, and human, and sweet ••• and ah 
Eros? and 0 ErosJ and 0 Eros, Erost" 
All these attitudes Stephens had already disclosed in 
't·1.ritings in the BBE period. He was against the English 
literary establishment, scornful of Christianity and 
particularly irked by society's acceptance o£ its sexual 
taboos; he was also firmly conv:i.nced of the correlation 
9 The verses were "The Opium-Smoker", "Paris", "Kisses" 
and "Escalade". 
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between physiology and literary production. 
Appeals to physiological causes to account for 
deficiencies in contemporary writing by men as well as 
women were sprinkled through his criticism in the LNT period. 
In his review of Stephen Crane~s Red Badge of CouragelO on 
14 :CV1arch 1896, he asserted that 11It is the red-blooded peop1e 
·~ who make literature, and whose hot passions are literature's 
staples. White corpuscles are the ruin of women-writers, 
and of half the men", and he considered that 11The want of 
this age and this age's literature is more red corpuscles". 
In the LNT period Stephens revealed prejudice in his 
attitude to universities and their contribution to literature, 
prejudice probably more damaging to his growth in stature 
as a critLc than his pseudo-scientific notions on the 
connection between physiology and literature. On 23 May 1896 
he responded to the review of Lawson's In the Days When the 
t·lorld ~las \'lide which Edward Ellis Morris had published in 
the Review of Reviews. Morris held the chair of English, 
French and Germanic languages and literature at the University 
of I,I,albourne. Since Stephens considered Morris deaf to Lawsorls 
rhymes, blind to his pictures of bush life, and insensitive 
to the moods the verse evoked, he dubbed Morris "The Literary 
10 Stephen Crane, The Red Badge of Courage: an 
Episode of the American Civil War (London, 
Heinemann, 1895). 
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Fish", which was the heading of the article. Stephens 
insisted that Morris doubly deserved the title on account 
of his own lifeless biography of George Higinbotham. 11 But 
he also attacked him on a much wider £ront: 
And, seeing that Prof. Morris's extra-
official products are of Ruch a kind, one is 
moved to ask of what kind are his official 
prodt:.cts. wnat is his value to his class 
o:~ students? to :1is University? to Australia? 
'rhe question has urgency. In other 
professional walks a man has to give proof 
of his powers almost every day. The doctor 
whose patients die continuously, the lawyer 
who loses his cases, the journalist whose 
articles grow weak and dull, is soon and 
sharply reminded of his lapses. The University 
professor has no such spur tc continual effort. 
He is appointed, as a rule, not for the 
creative work he has accomplished (as a rule, 
a University professor is a singularly poor 
creator), but because he has passed certain 
examinations with more or less credit - that 
is to say, beuause he has read a certain number 
of books, absorbed a certain number of ideas, 
and given them out again on a certain number 
of sheets of foolscap with a certain amount 
of precision. Once he is appointed, the public, 
which knew nothing of the value of his 
cred~ntials, knows little or nothinb of the 
value of his performances. He takes a dozen 
or a score of students every year, and leads 
them through the same dreary wilderness of 
routine-learning from which he has himself 
doubtfully emerged. But what does he do t? 
stimulate their mi:nds; to teach them to th~nk; 
to show them what a narrow thing a university 
is and how wide is the world; to make them 
original workers, not slavish imitators; in 
short to educate them? Prec;i.ous little -judgi~ by the average University crop. 
11 E. E. Morris A Memoir of George Higinbotham: an 
Australian P~litician and Ch~ef Justice of Victoria 
"{London, Macm'iilan, 1895) • 
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Morris was not the only target for Stephens' wrath. He 
went on to express his dissatisfaction with all academics 
professing literature in the Australian universities. 
We have had two UniversitieJ in full blast 
for a long time now - and their achievements 
in the fields of law, medicine, and practical 
science are around us. But where are their 
achievements in the field of literature? 
From Prof. Macallum [i.e. MacCallu@ of Sydney 
University, we ha12 a dull compilation on the 
Arthurian legend; from Prof. Morris, of 
Melb. University - the Literary Fish aforesaid -
we have the Death of Higinbotham aforesaid; 
there are half-a-dozen volumes of echo-
verse, culture-vers~, of which J.B. O'Hara's 
is about the best;lj and - what else has the 
Australian University mill to show after 
grinding for scores of years under the most 
favorable conditions at the flower of our 
youth? Where is the fire of stimulated genius, 
the slowly-distilled blood of educated talent? 
And Echo answers Sweart 
This outburst must have provoked antipathy towards 
Stephens in the two Australian universities. At. the same 
time Law~on was not likely to have been flattered nor his 
uncritical admirers pleased by Stephens' assertion that 
"This paper isn't fee'd to defend Lawson, though much of 
Lawson~s work has originally appeared in this paper. Taking 
him by and large, Lawson is a second-rate poet - with gleams, 
l2 M.W. MacCallum, Tennyson's Idylls of th~g and 
Arthurian Story from the XVIth Century (Glasgow, 
Maclehose, 1894). 
13 J.B. QtHara, Songs of the South (London, Ward Lock; 
Melbourne, Melville, Mullen & Slade, 1891); and 
J.B. O'Hara, Songs of the South: Second Series 
(London, Ward Lock, 1895). 
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gleams. But he is Australian - and one likes to have a 
little land-plot and a little poetry-plot to call one's 
own; he is sincere; and he has a spark of the divine fire." 
Three weeks later, on 13 June 1896, Stephens published the 
views of a correspondent, 11W11 , who agreed with him on the 
absence of literary creation by university men and asserted 
that universities were of little use to literature. What, 
for example, asked 11W11 , could a university have done for 
Lawson? In his reply Stephens disclosed his intensely 
idealistic concept of the function of a university: 
A University should be genius's fertile soil, 
surrounding it 'With all the encouraging 
influences of learning and culture. A 
University should be genius's pace-maker, 
pointing out the line of effort, mettling it, 
stimulating it by historic examples, drawing 
it with contagious enthusiasm and hurrying it 
on to a definite goal. Genius is often faint 
and weary; a University should be the light 
in its window, bright with the promise of 
the ideal, infusing hope, and confidence, 
and courage to struggle anew. 
What could a University have done for Lawson? 
Just this. Humanity, slowly climbing the 
mountains of Error to the heights of Truth 
and Knowledge, has, like Olive Schreiner's 
hunter at infinite cost of blood and tears, 
hewn o~t a stair. A University could have 
shown Lawson the stair. In the desert of 
books a man may wander long before he finds 
the path. In the sea of facts you may f~sh 
long before you find a pearl. A Univers~ty 
could have shown Lawson where the pearls lie. 
But it is needless to multiply metaphors. 
From readers r own kr..2·.:dedge must come their 
conclusion~. The Australian University may be, 
as "W" suggests) a cook asked to make soup 
II ••·""•. 
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without stock; or it may be a cook who 
throws a scuttleful of wet coals on a 
budding flame, and extinguishes that flame 
for ever. Judget 
In view of these high ideals for a university and his 
respect for learning, Stephens' declaration of war on the 
Australian universities so early in his literary editorship 
in The Bulletin was doubly unfortunate. The feud prevented 
his access to ideas and literary resources which might have 
deepened his understanding of literature; at the same time 
it inhibited the flow of his ideas and thus his critical 
influence. 
Happily there were better influences at work on Stephens 
in this period than either Nordauts pseudo-science or his 
resentment of Australian universities. He was deriving ideas 
from other literary critics, or at least formalizing his own 
theories in his examination of their ideas. On 4 April 1896 
Stephens praised Frederic Harrison and rated him as a 
critic superior to George Saintsbury and Churton Collins. 
On 2 May he discussed at length Harrison's essay on 
Matthew Arnold in the Nineteenth Century.14 Stephens wrote 
of Harrison: "Indeed of all critics now writing, he strikes 
' 
one as likest to Arnold himself - so lucid, so impartial, 
so sane. rr Disagreeing wit:t Harrison's suggestion that the 
capacity to be read aloud was a mark of excellence lacking 
14 F. Harrison A. "Matthew Arnold" Nineteenth Century 
39 (March 1~96), 433-447· 
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in Arnold's verse, Stephens mused on the importance of 
melody in poetry: 
This is a delicate and devious theme but 
the writer, at all events, would be disposed 
to hold that the capacity of poetry to be 
read aloud is not an ultimate, or even a 
necessary, test of its merit; that the poet 
who appeals chiefly to the eye does not 
inevitably take a lower status than he who 
appeals chiefly to the ear; and that 
consequently, since there is no finaiity 
of standard, every poet should be regarded as 
a challenged duellist, and permitted to 
choose, in this matter, his own weapons, his 
own standard - rapier or pistol, eye or ear. 
To take a local example, Victor Daley is an 
exceedingly clever color-poet, but a 
comparatively moderate tone-poet. His 
harmonies often appeal more to eye than to 
ear; his verse often loses, rather than gains, 
by being read aloud. Then why insist that 
reading-aloud should be a criterion of its 
merit? Every cultured person knows that he 
doeR not consciously read letters, or even 
words. The practised reader's eye flashes 
to his mind at once the picture-meani,ng of 
a phrase, a whole sentence. Often, 111rith a 
single glance at a page, he can disinter the 
buried thought, or thoughts, which are its 
message. The sound of letters, or words, or 
sentences, need not concern him at all. Is 
it not then possible to insist too much on the 
canon of vocal melody? 
In spite of this disagreement, with its typical measuring 
up of an Australian writer's work against an asserted 
critical standard, Stephens made it quite clear that he 
endo:t•sed Harrison r s remarks on the gene raJ. principles of 
criticism, which he quoted, and of which the most important 
sections were : 
l 
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Criticism, according to Arnold's practice 
if not according to his theory, had as it~ 
duty to lay down decisive canons of cultured judgment to sift the sound from the vicious 
and to maintain the purity of language and ' 
style. To do all this in any masterly degree 
requires most copious knowledge and almost 
encyclopaedic training in literature, a 
natural genius for form and tone, and above all 
a temper of judicial balance • • • The 
touchstone of the great critic is to make very 
few mistakes, and never to be carried off his 
balance by any pet aversion or pet affection 
of his own, not to be biassed so much as a 
hair's breadth by any salient merit or any 
irritating defect, and always to keep an eye 
well open to the true proportion of any single 
book in the great world of men and of affairs, 
and in the mighty realm of general literature . 
The rare power is to be able to apply to a 
complicated set of qualities the nicely adjusted 
compensations, to place a work, an author, in 
the right rank, and to do this for all orders 
of merit, with a sure, constant, unfailing 
touch - and without any real or conspicuous 
mistake. 
There can be no doubt that Stephens accepted as his duty 
the necessity , .. 0o lay down decisive canons of cultured 
judgment, to sift the sound from the vicious, and to maintain 
the purity of language and style", especially for Australian 
literature. In the LNT period however he could well have 
put into practice Harrison's advice on the avoidance of pet 
aversions and pet affections. 
In addition to them, he adopted a variety of tricks of 
typography and language, the effects of which were often 
unpleasantly idiosyncratic. His writing was often declamatory 
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and full of rhetorical tricks. He was especially fond of 
employing a figure of speech in which attributes are 
accumulated linked by the conjunction "and"; for example, 
11he is dexterous, and a poet, and human and sweet". This 
figure could be considered a form of anaphora. In seeking 
metaphor and simile which were viv.id and down-to-earth, he 
sometimes achieved ludicrous incongruity with his subject 
matter. He also invented words, like "pen-breath" and 
11paper-space 11 which he used on 29 February. He introduced 
his personal pronouns of common gender, 11 se 11 , "sis", 11sim", 
on 27 June. He played with typography to suggest meaning. 
For example, he attempted on 4 July 1896 to suggest 
typographically the gulf which separated poetry from verse.15 
He also resorted to irritating perversity in his methods of 
ending articles and in moving from one topic to another 
within the page. For example on 27 June 1896 he concluded 
a discussion of Louise Mack's work with 11And - but space 
shortens 11 ; and on 18 July after a discussion of rhyme he 
veered on to a new theme by writing "When the reader has 
reached just here, he will notice t~at just here the 
introduction of some amorous verses which YS.-W.' has 
written for The Bulletin comes quite malapropos. They are 
introduced accordingly". 
15 See Illustration 1. 
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And yet Stephens could \qrite lucid prose, serious but 
not dull, forceful but not bombastic, such as the passage 
discussing the importance of melody in poetry which I have 
quoted on page 104. It was regrettable that at this 
time he was inclined to exult in the space he enjoyed in 
The Bulletin and to use it as a verbal playground in which he 
sought to astonish his readers not with the brilliance of 
his ideas but with a series of tricks of diction and 
typography. 
Despite these weaknesses it was the pursuit of one of his 
pet affections which accounted for the best of his work in 
the LNT period. He loved contemporary writing, good and bad. 
On 2 May 1896 after his discussion of Harrison's essay on 
Arnold, he rebuked a lecturer, Mr. W. M'Millan, for his 
advice to a Sydney audience to avoid current literature and 
adhere to the classics in the following terms: 
The chief use of the old classics is as a 
pleasant guide to present conduct, and to use 
them to the utmost of their old classical 
capacity you must have the gloss of current 
literature. Matthew Arnold, for example, 
would probably rank as a classic in the 
M'Millan sense of the word, and doubtless 
Arnold can be enjoyed indepen~e~tly of the 
dicta of Harrison or other cr~t~cs, but the 
lover of Arnold who dips into the Nineteenth 
Century gets a keener zest .fo":" his enjoym~nt. 
He finds maybe his own op~n~on crystall~sed 
in the ibevitabie words which he could ~ot. 
himself command; or he finds an antagon~st~c 
opinion which sets him ~eenly on.t~e ~lert 
to examine and defend h~s own op~n~on, and 
l 
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either way he profits. Classical literature 
is good, but current literature is sometimes 
as good, and always as necessary to a 
complete education. Mr M'Millan's theory 
would deprive his follow-ers of thG high 
privilege of contact with the best minds of 
the age; and to what purpose? 
Stephens then sought to remove the error propounded by 
another Sydney lecturer, Miss Badham, who had urged her 
audience to shun the trivial in contemporary writing. He 
considered that "The first essential of any mind which is a 
mind is catholicity. It gleans in every field, and 
everywhere adds to its sheaf. It cannot, without loss, 
pass on its task of judgment to any other mind whatever: 
Ipse and Ex may give evidence if they like; but from Ego 
must come the verdict. And a local motto for every reader 
might be : No eclecticism before survey. 11 On 20 June 1896 
Stephens gave lyrical expression to his love for contemporary 
literature in an essay in praise of new books. Stephens 
set his essay in a bookshop where 11In the gloss and crackle 
of new books there is a beaute du diable which will stir 
literary blood in spite of all the maxims of experience. You 
have been stirred by it before: you know it won't last: 
you half turn away to the time-tested second-hand shelf: 
then the leaves flutter as some curious Columbus-customer 
peers between the uncut pages, and your heal~ flutters too -
you are undone. rr A week later, on 27 June 1896 Stephens was 
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stirred by the appearance of a new Australian book to 
write that "Australia really begins to be literary. 
Buzz-~~-z t • • • the air is full of the clamov..r of little 
bees hurrying whither the new hive sits bright in morning 
sunshine . • . It is inexpre ~sibly pleasant to stand and 
listen to them all, and to welcome each dusty new~~omer 
struggling homewards with his precious load tucked tight." 
The occasion for this excitement was the publication of 
Louise Mack's The World is Round. 16 In reviewing it, 
Stephens suggested at first that Miss Mack had a long way to 
go as a writer but later in the review his praise was much 
less inhibited, and he wrote that 11All the characters in the 
book are more or less drawn from life - carved from the real 
ham; and the author generally cuts pretty close to the 
knuckle. There is hardly a dull line, or a weak line, or a 
line false in fact or sentiment, anywhere to be found. All 
is most real, and graphic, and convincing, and interesting". 
This passage is an example of Stephens' writing at its worst 
in contrived style and folksy metaphor. He quoted two 
lengthy passages from the book and the review occupied more 
than two columns. Yet it was curiously inconclusive and 
finished \'>"eakly "And - but space shortens". Stephens' 
excitement at the emergence of a literary Australia was 
heightened by the generally favourable reviews which the 
16 Louise Mack The \'lorld is Round (London, Unwin, 
lg96}. ' 
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English edition of Paterson's verse, The Man From SnoWY 
River, was receiving in the Engl~sh press. These he 
discussed at the end of the page on 27 June. ~lliile he quoted 
a paragraph from the Glasgow Herald to illustrate its criticts 
failure to "grasp the rationale of brumby-huntingu, generally 
all was forgiven in Stephens' pleasure at the tone of the 
raviews. He remarked of the Glasgow Herald review that "This 
is 't'l'ell-meant anyway", and he continued nAnd London Times 
thinks that Paterson tat his best compares not unfavorably 
with the author of "Barrack-Room Ballads"', which is a good 
big thing to say. Most of the reviewers lay proper stress 
on the horsey character of the verses - which is as it 
should be, no doubt. Elsewhere Pegasus is a nondescript; 
in Australia he is reallx a horse, and you'll generally find 
him in the saddling paddock". 
Stephens' elation of 27 June was shortlived. On more 
sober reflection, he was apparently not really happy to have 
Auotralian literature continue its journey to Parnassus on 
horseback. A week later, on 4 July, in his review of 
Jameo Hebblethwaitets Verse17 he was in earnest pursuit of 
Australian lyric poetry and in spite of many reservations 
he was prepared to rank Hebblethwaitets as nsome of tl:e most 
essentially poetic verses ever printed in our country." In 
17 
James Hebblethwaite, Verse (Hobart, Mercury, 1896). 
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hif verses Stephens heard echoes of Heine, of Shakespeare, 
of Verlaine and of Arnold. However Stephenst review left 
no doubt that Hebblethwaitets "modest little pamphlet", as 
he described it, contained only odd lines that could be 
called poetry. At the beginning of the review Stephens 
tried,partly by means of the typographic device mentioned 
on page 106 and shown in Illustration 1, to suggest the 
gulf which separated poetry from verse. He attempted further 
explanation in a passage which, while it did little to 
illuminate the nature of poetry, yielded more evidence that 
Stephens' response to poetry was first and foremost 
emotional: 
Verse is the kind of thing that anyone may 
write with a certain amount of culture and 
a certain amount of pains: Poet? y is the 
other kind of thing • And the gu ,f is always 
there - wide, narrow, deep, shallow - still, 
a gulf. Poeta nascitur, poetilla fit. 
Perhaps at supreme crises of existence 
first love, fatherhood, motherhood, the death 
of dear ones - the poetilla may overpass the 
gulf, distribute sis [sic] obnoxious middle, 
and for a moment gain foothold o~ the farther 
verge as true Poeta. But this is rare; and 
even so one seems to discern the artificial 
stimulus to note the lack of native spontaneity. 
It i~ th~ difference between the bubbling 
spring and the artesian bore, between beauty 
unadorned and beauty manicured, cosmetiqued, 
and dressed by Worth. Of the verserts highest 
efforts you can say at once, "This is finef" 
of the Poet's you cannot say it, becau~e you 
feel it so. Certainly, after the nupt~als, 
\•lhen satiety has dulled the fragrance of 
passion, it becomes possible for the critic 
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to look a poet in the feet, and point 
out the ungraces. But during the honeymoon 
at all events, a Poet drowns criticism in ' 
sympathy. 
It is curious to note that neither his emotional 
sensitivity to poetry nor his great interest in and 
professed adherence to the highest standards of criticism 
assisted Stephens in the evaluation of his own verse. The 
LNT period contained two striking examples. On 20 June at 
the end of his essay in praise of new books Stephens 
introduced what he archly described as "some quite unseasonable 
verses written tfor the Bulletin'". The verses, entitled 
"Renaissance 11 , were his own and the first stanza will give 
Eufficient indication of their quality: 
In my ears it is sounding to-day, 
The song of the Springr 
How my heart leaps, and urges the blood in 
swift surges to greet the sweP.t Springr 
And my pulse, from low undertones ~ising to 
thunder-tones, trumpets the challenge 
of mystical May, 
Of \•ritchj.ng September, while ~linter's dull ember 
Glo\'lS fierce in the glamour of Spring, 
The passion-fed furnace cf Springr 
On 25 July he announced that none of the contributors' 
vorses on "The Honeymoon Train" which left Sydney late each 
Ufternoon for the Blue Mountains, a topic ho had suggested 
to them, had proved \'lorthy of printing, and 11So a poetical 
bill on posterity has been drawn on the premises". Stephens' 
o.ttompt \·las no doubt meant to evoke a gentle nostalgia : 
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the effect is more likely to have been hilarity. Though 
all are bad, perhaps the following stanza should be 
acknowledged as the worst: 
That journeyr o, Paradise holds nothing sweeterr (What bliss can be bought for a twelve shilling 
fare f) 
With Nell on my knee (she got off at the stations) 
Pretending to scold when I let down her hair. 
Since Stephens chose to reprint both 11Renaissance" and "The 
Honeymoon Train" in a collection of his writings, The Pearl 
and the Octopus and Other Exercises in Prose and Verse,18 
the conclusion is unavoidable that his inability to apply 
his critical principles to his own creative writing persisted 
1·:all beyond the LNT period. Yet Stephens was quick to 
recognise the limits of the talent of other minor writers 
of verse. The review of Hebblethwaite's verse discussed 
above 11as evidence of this. The column he devoted to the 
r 1'/ork of Mary Hannay Foott on 16 May 1896 furnished f'urther 
i" 
r evidence. In a mood of admitted nostalgia evoked by "Where 
I the Pelican Builds", and no doubt also affected by his long 
friendship 1'li th !-Irs. Foott, he was by no means fulsome in 
1:is praise and yet prepared to allow her to share a little 
of the :reflection of a poet's glory. He wrote that "Her 
flight is low; much of her work is commonplace. But there 
ic a ring of artless :romance in her; and sometimes fervid 
sincerity to abiding poetic glow". 
Pearl and the Octopus and Other 
111,.. 
At this period Stephens reserved the highest hope he 
allowed himself in Australian poetry for Victor Daley. On 
4 April 1896 he was 6.::.tgerly looking forward to publication 
of Daley's first book. 19 He announced that "Victor Daley 
is busy revising his poems for publication, and tho book 
w'ill be issued by Angus and Robertson shortly. A permanent 
place in Australian literature awaits it. It was Daley who 
caught the lyre that fell from Kendall's relaxing fingers, 
and he has sung for us in a manner worthy of his master. 
Since Brunton Stephens ceased to write, there has been no 
Australian to match the color, and brillianc·e, and tender 
sentimei~t, and delicate imagery of Daley's voice". 
In prose Stephens held high hopes for Louis Becke when 
he reviewed his collection of stories, The Ebbing of the Tide;o 
on 11 April 1896. The review ended on the optimistic note 
that "To adapt a big phrase to our little sphere, he might 
b3 called in prose, as 'The Banjo' in verse, the leader of 
an Australian literary Renaissance". Two weeks later, on 
25 April, Stephens warned that Becke's style was satisfactory 
l9 Victor Daley, At Dawn and Dusk (Sydney, Angus and 
Robert son, 1898) • 
20 Louis Becke, The Ebbing of the Tide: South Sea 
Stories (London, Fisher Unwin, 1896). 
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only while it remained simple and that there was evidence 
in some of his stories of loss of simplicity in long 
sentences. This mild rebuke was followed on. 20 June by a 
review of A First Fleet Family21 which Becke had written in 
collaboration with Walter Jeffery and wlth which Stephens 
was obviously displeased. He considered that "In contrast 
to Becke's earlier books, this is dull and disappointing. 
Part is history; part fiction; but the fiction is merely laid 
on top of the history, not woven into it to make a historical 
novel, so the book is neither fish, flesh, nor good red 
herring". On 1 August another story by Becke and Jeffery, 
The Mystery of t~e Laughlin Islands22 was described by 
Stephens as na dull booklet which one is sorry to see 
Australian ·writers' names ton, This was by no means his 
only complaint in this issue of "Literary Notes". Of 
21 Louis Becke and Walter Jeffery, A First Fleet 
Family: A Hitherto Unpublished Nar~ative of 
Certain Remarkable Adventures, Comp~led from the 
Papers of Sergeant William Dew of the Marines 
TLondon, Fisher Unwin, 1895). 
22 Louis Becke and Walter Jeffery, The Mystery of 
the Laughlin Islands (London, Fisher Unwin, 
1896). 
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Ethel Turner's The Little Duchess and Other Stories23 
raaders were warned that "You must take Little Duchessess 
in little doseses: too many sweets cloy", and Stephens 
went on to bera0e Turner for her failure to portray her 
adult characters from life as she did her children: 
Fancy is a vr~ry good thing, but it cannot 
take the pla<~e of knowledge gained by close 
observation. To be strong you must be 
natural; to be natural you must study from 
nature - paint your landscapes on the spo~, 
daisy by daisy, as Scott did; watch your 
characters for a week to get the characteristic 
trait, as Maupassant did. The characters in 
11The Little Duchess and Other Stories" are 
like the shepherds and shepherdesses in the 
china-shop, exquisitely pretty, and dainty, 
and fragile, and utterly unlike any shepherds 
and shepherdesses that ever existed. Consider 
the story "Wilkes of Waterloo", which is 
beautifully-finished in its way. The author 
takes a lot of neat littJ.e emotions, and 
polishes them with a neat little phrase-duster, 
and puts them up on the mantelpiece each 
exactly where it ought to be; and you feel as 
you gaze that they are most elegant ornaments, 
arranged with charming taste, and no 
mantelpiece could look prettier. And ..• 
after all, why cavil that china ornaments 
arentt alive? Only because one hopes for 
living th~ngs from Ethel Turner. 
After dismissing J.D. Hennessey's novel Wynnum24 as 
"emotional cagmag" and delivering the rebuke to Becke and 
Jeffery noted above, Stephens disclosed the seriousness of 
23 Ethel Turner The Little Duchess and Other Stories 
(London, Ward LOck, 1896). 
24 J.D. Hennessey, Wynnum (London, Low, 1896). 
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his complair\.- .... c:,ainst Australian writers: 
There is no getting away from the truism: 
easy writing is damned hard reading. The 
book written in twenty-eight days is forgotten in 
twenty--eight days: the book that lives is the 
book that cost= a life and takes a life-time. 
We want an Australian author to spend, like 
Flaubert, years in meditation before spending 
years in execution; the local writer, so far, 
is too hasty, too scrappy; he will not take a 
large canvas and ample time - or a small canvas 
and ample time - and create a masterpiece. 
One seems to see here and there the minds to 
do memorable things; but where are the zeal, 
the persistence, the capacity to '~oil 
terribly" to a far-off' goal? Is there in 
our febrile national temperament, with its 
quick alternations of exaltation and depression~ 
a something antagonistic to sustained effort 
on any line? Is it our nature always to flare 
fiercely for a moment, never to cast a steady 
radiance over an eternity of time? 
Though readers were then allowed some respite in reprints 
of' three of Arthur Symons' lyrics, 25 as Stephens put it 
"half-way up the hill of' argument 11 , he had by no means 
finished his admonition of' local writers. The passage which 
followed is very important in any assessment of Stephens as 
a critic because it reveals his view of the modesty of' 
Australian writers' achievements to that date and his 
aspirations to assist them through The Bulletin. Noting 
that there were in Australia a few gentlemen fortunate 
enough to be able to spend £1000 a year on books which they 
25 The lyrics were "At Seventeen", "A Prayer to 
Saint Anthony of' Padua" and 11Sl1eep" · 
c 
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did not read and only rarely permitted others to read 
' he suggested that "If The Bulletin were as well off, its 
thousands and its libraries should be devoted as that 
noble bookman Stenhouse (the so-good friend to Kendall, and 
Deniehy, and many a bright spirit else) fifty years ago 
devoted his - to encouraging struggling young writers to 
shun the snares of superficiality and give to their 
generation and their c0untry the best that 't'lfas in them. 
When one cannot be Horace, how fine to be Augustus t" While 
modest beginnings in first books were to be welcomed, 
Stephens insisted that their modesty had to be racognized 
by their authors as wel1 as critics: 
One pardons, of course, a little book to a 
beginner, especially when it is good; but 
good is not enough. We want better, and 
best, and better than best. Several bright 
Australian writers are now bringing home 
creditable first-fruits~ But ••. compare 
them with the masterpieces of literature 
and note the difference, the distance. 
Wherein lies it? That you might toil for a 
year, through a volume, to explain- so hard 
is it to get a clear mental image of the felt 
idea, and to put that image into words which 
do not utterly caricature it. But to say 
that those Australians are comparatively 
lacking in force of thought and_intensity of 
expression; that they want Pass~on and 
Conscience; that their often brilliant 
objective visualisations ar7 presen~ed as 
detached impressions, float~ng outs~de 
themselves not brought home and fused and 
ordered in' subjective consciousness, and t~en 
re-presented in their rel~tion and propor~~on 
to the great themes of ex~stence; - t~at ~s 
to say something of what should be sa~d. We 
t r·rm am wrmrmnr ····· 
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seem to want to think and generalise more· 
our logical processes stop half-way; we a~e 
all induction and no deduction; our details 
bear no reference to principles. 
Of course, one doesn't desire to turn an 
emu into an ostrich: one doesn't expect that 
little Joey will jump as far as old-man 
kangaroo. (This for the benefit of ~illy 
people who won't read with sympathy, and won't 
understand that any given word has ten 
thousand given shades of meaning to a thousand 
different people, and won't be content to take 
the spirit when the letter is impossible.) 
If lovely Thais writes beside you, you take 
the good the gods provide you, and are properly 
grateful. But, all the same, The Bulletin 
will never rest contented till Australian 
authors touch the highest standards set in 
literature; and then it will set the standards 
higher and preach discontent anew. 
Typically of Stephens the conclusion of even so abrasive 
an assessment of contemporary Australian writing was 
optimistic. The highest standards did not seem to him to 
be beyond the reach of Australian literature. Three weeks 
later, on 22 August 1896 in the last issue in the LNT 
period, optimism was the keynote. Stephens decided that 
Th 26 . 't f omas Heney's novel, The Girl at Birrell's, ~n sp~ e o 
its literary shortcomings, had "some claim to be considered 
the most characteristically Australian book published"· 
Stephens rated Heney's prose more poetic than his verse but 
even amid his verse there were acceptable portions, a stanza 
26 Thomas Heney, The Girl at Birrell's: a Pastoral 
of the Paroo, an Australian Story {London, Ward 
Lock, 1896). 
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from which he quoted. S,;.ephens then concluded: 
Crude and faulty enough, this; but poetic -
and true. Wherefore may we not sum up in 
some lines which Robert Richardson has written 
for The Bulletin? 
PAN IS NOT DEAD 
Pan is not dead: he lives to-day 
Here in our South~land, far away 
From Tempe's streams in Thessaly, 
Where once he reigned in pride and gleef 
And ye who list may hear him play, 
By creek and cove and sunlit bay, 
His slender pipes, or sad or gay, 
Touching his reed-stops piercingly -
Pan is not dead. 
And if perchance his Southern lay 
Be fashioned in a wider way 
Than shepherds heard in Arcady, 
Still is j,t fresh and strong and free, 
And wider ·yet shall grow its sway -
Pan is not dead. 
Truly this was a sentiment impossible to put into "words 
vlhich do not utterly caricature it", and yet the fact that 
Stephens felt this way promised well for his continuing 
efforts on behalf of Australian writing. With such a faith, 
works were inevitable. Stephens entered 11The Red Page" 
phase of his literary editorship with ambitions for 
Australian literature larger than could have been his 
reasonable hopes based on work to date. Against the promise 
of his interest in and optimism about Australian writing 
must be set some apprehension that Stephens had not yet 
applied himself to the enunciation of a more consecutive 
theory of literature and that his qui:r•ks and distractions 
\'lere already so much part of him. 
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Chapter Four 
11A Wealth of Ideas": 
The Red Page from 29 August 1896 to 25 December 1897 
A survey of the first sixteen months in which the Red 
Page was published under that title presents difficulties. 
Stephens wrote so much on so many topics that a selection 
must be made, but the selection must be generous if it is to 
convey his achievements and his weaknesses, evidence of both 
his sound critical judgments and his absurdities. His 
criticism in this period ,.was by turns serious and flippant, 
perceptive and pedantic; it covered the great themes of 
literature and dabbled in any subject which caught his fancy 
or appeared to prop up any extreme view he had propounded. 
Distractions from the pursuit of literature abounded. 
On 17 April 1897 there appeared a column _leading, 11Notes and 
Qu::ries", and beneath it an annoancement which began: 
It is proposed to tak~ advantage of 
The Bulletin's unique Australasian 
circulation to collect information from 
all manner of readers and observers on 
all manner of curious and interesting 
subjects. Preferenc~ will be giv~n to 
notes and queries wh~ch are espec~a~ly 
Australasian or kin with Australas~an, 
in their origin and refere~c~ - pa~ticularly 
to those dealing with abor~g~nal life and 
language, natural history, white- . 
Australasian language, customs, exp~o~~s, 
and typical developments, character~st~c 
old-time anecdotes and so on. 
I 
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On 22 May 1897 the page was headed "The Red Page of Notes 
and Queries"; on 19 Jure, 17 July, 7 August and 
4 September the heading was "The Red Page of Australasian 
Notes and Queries". On 3 July and 16 October, one column of 
"The Red Page" was devoted to these researches. On 
22 May 1897 there was a long note by 11T. S, R." on 
Adam Lindsay Gordon's plagiarism, but the subjects were 
otherwise non-literary. Frequently they were trivial, for 
example, red hair and its effects on the personalities of 
those who possessed it. Though the v1Notes and Queries" 
preoccupations were occasionally pursued on the Red Page in 
1898, most of the material gravitated to the 11Aboriginalities" 
page which first appeared in The Bulletin on 21 August 1897.1 
A.G. Stephens apparently took some time to realize the justice 
of James Brunton Stephens' complaint when 11Notes and Queries" 
first occupied the Red Page. Brunton Stephens inquired with 
mock ferocity "What the devil do you mean by prostituting 
that noble Red Page to 'the real Mackay', 'Red Hair', 
'Aboriginal Habits' and so forth ?n2 
1 Charles H. Bertie in his compilation of 
Aboriginalities from The Bulletin (Sydney, N~S.W. 
Eookstall Co., 1913) claimed the page began ~n 
1898 but this is incorrect. 
2 James Brunton Stephens, Letter to A.G. Stephens. 
Typescript copy in The Papers of A.G. Stephens 
1892-1933 vol. 7. Mitchell Library MS A2303. The 
firBt pag~ of the letter is missing and the date can 
only be put between that of the preceding let~er on 
the TS, 21 April 1897, and that of the follow~ng, 
29 August 1897. 
l 
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At least the "Notes and Queries" were discrete f.rom the 
literary matter on the Red Page. Unfortunately St~phens' 
views on physiology as a determinant of all human behaviour, 
physical, intellectual and literary, and on genius as a 
disease of the nerves, were intermingled with his literary 
criticism. On 3 October 1896 he discussed 11The Genealogy of 
Genius" and under that heading introduced his "Nousometer", 
a measure constructed on the basis that slowness or quickness 
of wits "refers to nothing but the vibrations of cerebral 
atoms". 3 The tone of the article was serio-comic. With his 
pseudo-scientific measuring instrument Stephens sought to 
make a point of the proximity of genius to madness, by 
3 NOUSOMETER 
Vibrations Examples 
Madness (say) 
(-1) to 
Intense 
Genius (say) 
Extense 
Genius (say) 
High Talent 
(say} 
Mediocre 
Talent (say) 
Low Talent 
(say) 
Idiocy (say) 
+ 38,001 
- 19,000 
(38' 000 ( to 
(35 '000 
(35' 000 ( to 
(30,000 
(30,000 ( to 
(20 ,ooo 
~20,000 
to 
( 5,000 
( 5,000 (to 16 
-19,001 
to + ).5 
(See asylums, churches, 
&c.) 
)Heine, Poe, Shelley, }Blake, &c. (fill 'em up 
) for yourself) • 
)Voltaire, Shakespeare, 
)Cervantes, Whitman, 
)Homer, &c. 
}Hugo, Goethe, Byron, . )Thackeray, &c. (keep f~ll­}ing: this is meant to be )suggestiva, not exhaustive). 
)Scott, Dickens, our own )(more or less} Marcus Clarke, 
)Gordon, &c. 
}Parkes, Neild, Marie Oorelli, 
}&c. 
(See asylums, Parliaments, 
&c.} 
---====~;;;;;;;;--iiiiiiiiiiiiiaii*iiiiiiirlinflll:w••••••u•-·•z•r•IFIFI' lr•s•;•IJi•r.,... .  , 1 
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establishing that genius was also a disease.4 On the 
antecedents he ve:1tured the opinion that "To make a genius 
is as easy - or as difficult - as making a cheese. You want 
from one parent a good-quality blood with plenty of red 
corpuscles: from the other a good-quality brain and a touch 
of nervous disease'~. This as(~7)rtion could, with the rest of 
the article, be passed over as an absurd aberration if Stephens 
had not adopted the habit of later using in the context of 
serious criticism ideas which he had originally advanced, if 
not in jest, at least in a mood of irresponsible specu~ation. 
The necessity of filling a weekly page containing approximately 
4,000 words surely precluded his giving much mature consider-
ation to a great deal of what he wrote • 5 Stephens however 
attempted to build upon the weak foundations of his 
physiological assertions. On 19 December 1896 for example, 
in reviewing Clement Shorter's Charlotte Bronte and Her Circle~ 
Stephens returned to his earlier claim on the lineage of 
4 A. G. Stephens' intense personal interes~ in ~he nature 
of insanity and its relationship to gen~us m~ght have 
stemmed from a tragedy in his own family when olle of 
his older brothers shot and killed another brother. 
5 During the sixteen months under survey the~e were 
only two occasions on which the Red Page d~d not 
appear namely 12 December 1896 and 6 February 1897· 
It see~s therefore that Staphens in this period was 
allowed only one week's leave per year. 
6 Clement Shorter Charlotte Bronte and Her Circle 
(London, Hodder'and Stoughton, 1896). 
( 
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genius when he remarked that "It was written the other day 
that to get a genius you want from one parent a good-quality 
blood with plenty of red corpuscles, from the other a good-
quality brain and a touch of nervous disease. The Bronte 
family, perhaps the most characteristic genius-family of which 
there is record, fills these conditions admirably." There 
followed details of the miseries of her mother's marriage 
and Charlotte's death in childbirth. The latter event 
Stephens took as further justification for his view that "In 
proportion as is diverted to nourish the brain the blood 
t·lhich maternity demands elsewhere, the result is sterility, 
as in the case of George Eliot, or death, as in the case of 
Charlotte Bronte". Least judicious of all were the 
\ conclusions to which his musings on the misfortunes of the 
Brontes brought Stephens in the last paragraph where he claimed 
that 11These things, among others, are proofs that literature 
is made on physiological principles; and that a family 
J.octor - V<Tho can point to one page, and say - 1Scrofulat' 
to another - tEupepsiat' and to a third - tPhthisisf' - should 
be easily the best of literary critics". 
Stephens returned to the genius-family theme on 24 April 
1897 in introducing an article on Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 
and in it he used his ideas of genius as a disease as a 
springboard for speculation on the debilitating effect of 
literary production. Significantly the passage began with a 
r~ference to Max Nordau, the source of Stephens' ideas on 
I 
physiology: 
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Nordau says Rossetti was a degenerate and 
Nordau is right. To degeneracy we ow~ all 
that is best in every field of artistic 
accomplishment. From degeneracy- that is 
from a departure from the plane of sound ' 
physical health most advantageous to the 
perpetuity of the race - springs everything 
that most beautifully embroiders the coarse 
stt~f of human existence • . • Leslie Stephen 
was quite wrong when he said the highest 
poetry is the product of a thoroughly 
healthy mind. The highest poetry is only 
produced at a high cost of nervous energy -
that is to say, at the cost of degeneracy, 
temporary or permanent. 
1c In seeking physiological causes for all literary phenomena, 
St~phens made many far-fetched assertions. For example \n 
a raview published on 6 March 1897 in 1'lhich he was critical 
of Alex Montgomery's excessive use of iambic rhythms in his 
prose, he remarked that "It is interesting (and quite 
~nprofitable in the absence of evidence) to speculate on the 
physical reasons of Montgomery's marked iambic preference. 
Possibly his heart is weaker in systole than in diastole: 
ir~:;tead of the regular lub-dub it beats a biassed [sic) 
lub-dub - quaver crotchet in lieu of crotchet-crotchet. 
Thus in a slight valve-weakness, making a permanent change 
in the corpuscles, one might find the cause of the strong 
to at, the monotonous music of his prose". Since the point 
Stuphens sought 'to make \'las the need for variety in prose 
rr.1~runo, the analogy of the heartbeat was particularly inept. 
Hie belief in the pO\'ler of physiology probably accounted 
for his interest in medical literature which he often 
--
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discussed on the Red Page. On 9 October 1897 for 
example, he devoted most of the page t.J a di : •!ussion of the 
Australian Medical Journal and to G.V. Poore's Nervous 
Affections of the Hand and Other Clinical Studies.7 In 
musing on the latter work Stephens brought forth one of his 
many extraordinary explanations of female behaviour when he 
1·1rote that 11Female loquacity is probably due chiefly to the 
greater affectability of the female brain - which is, as it 
i·r;;;re, hung more loosely than the male, and reacts more easily 
to evanescent impressions". Stephens' views on women were 
given their most consecutive eA~ression in the period on 
17 October 1896 when he reviewed Eppie Frazer's Human Verses8 
under the heading, "Woman- Man's Parasite?" Stephens left 
no doubt that his belief was in the affirmative, since in 
hio vie'l'l 11Woman is essentially .... naturally - necessarily a 
vesnGl of passion; she ~suffers incessantly the eternal wound 
of lovet, as a Frenchman poetically puts it. Her sex is 
of much more moment to her than his to a man (except 
negatively): a man must be three parts brain; a woman, to 
b::: i·romanly, must always be three parts womb - twomb-man', 
ac the dictionaries show her". 
7 G.V. Poore, Nervous Affections of the Hand and Other 
Clinical Studies (London, Smith & Elder, 1897). 
8 Eppie Frazer Human Verses (London, Circle 
Co-operative'Printers' Society, 1895). 
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While in establishing theories Stephens strove 
continually to ascribe literary phenomena to physiological 
causes, in discussing particular works his deterministic 
materialism was frequently replaced by a fanciful 
romanticism. The following passage appeared in a review of 
Richard Le Galliennets Prose Fancies9 on 19 September 1896 
under the heading "In the Clouds of Fantasy": 
In reality, men and women are nothing but 
balloons: they have a globe of spirit and 
a car of flesh. Sometimes - most times, 
indeed - the globe never gets inflated, and 
the car remains on earth - fulfilling ever 
so many useful purposes and ever so few that 
are beautiful. And sometimes a man has just 
spirit enough to make him a captive balloon -
he would like to soar higher if he could; 
but his £leshy car is too heavy - he is 
tethered always to the ground. And rarely 
you find an individual - like Blake, or 
Shelley, or Keats - whose head is pure 
hydrogen, and who carries so little material 
ballast that he had hardly touched earth 
be£ore he is away again forever, a speck in the 
ether almost undiscernible by the grosser souls 
he leaves behind him. Only sometimes he keeps 
on singing, singing, singing as he mounts, 
and to those who would fain follow, but who 
are left behind like the 1~ tle lame boy of 
Hamelin, the mere song of what he sees is 
very precious. 
':;:h~H\l could hardly be a clearer indication of Stephens' 
:ror:1.anticiam than this word picture, with its deliberate echo 
of 8helley, of the lyric poet as skylark soaring to regions 
inacceocible to other men and becoming for them a combination 
9 Richard Le Gallienne, Prose Fancies (London, 
John Lane, 1894-6). 2v. 
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of high priest and seer. Such a passage was in strong 
contrast to Stephens' strident denials in other contexts 
that any aspect of man transcended the physical. Consider 
for example the terms in which on 20 March 1897 he rejected 
the concept of "soul"; he wrote that "Although the use of 
the word 'soul' in a poetic sense is conceded to those of 
religious habit, it is suggested that in the interests of 
correct terminology 'brain' might be substituted for 'soul' 
in many places • The Brain can do everything the Soul 
can, except live for ever - and the Soul's claims in this 
direction have never been passed for payment by a recognised 
insurance office." In the same article he also maintained 
that 11All that there is of conscious life in any individual 
resides in the brain and attached nervous system • . . it is 
the knowledge of' physiology, not the fear of God, which is 
the beginning of wisdom". Stephens' philosophy wh~ch made no 
attempt to reconcile this view with that of man as "a globe 
of spirit and a car of flesh" was lacking in depth and in 
disciplined thizlking. In fact, though he made no explicit 
admission to this effect, while Stephens looked to physiology 
to explain literature, he looked to literature to explain 
life. Not physiology but art was his substitute for religious 
10 belief. In reviewing two stories by Stephen Cran~! on 
14 September 1896, Stephens asserted that 11The essential 
10 SteP.hen Crane George's Mother (London, Arnold, 
1895); and M&ggie: a Child of the Streets 
(London, Heinemann, 1896}. 
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characteristic of a work of art, whether in fiction or 
elsewhere, is that it should be no isolated presentment of 
detached things or persons, be in contact with every facet 
~" of existence. Every great book is more or less a new 
edition of the Book of Life". 
In harmony with this belief Stephens demanded that 
literature should yield universal truth. On 13 February 1897, 
11 in discussjng Alex Montgomery's stories, Stephens insisted 
that 11To be enduring, literary work must be brought into 
contact with some primal fact of humanity; there must be 
a universal 'moral' in it. Not the 'moral' of the Sunday-
school tract, dragged in brutally in violation of perspective 
and probability, but the natural moral which abstractly 
considered, every incident of life has for all things living". 
By a translation of one Maupassant story and a paraphrase 
of another, Stephens sought to show his readers how fiction 
could embody a universal truth, a real insight into the 
human condition. With grave simplicity he pointed out that 
"It is in the human stories - the stories in which you, the 
reader, might be actor, and not the individual stories, which 
depend on some peculiarity of person or circumstances, which 
you, the reader, do not possess or do not know - that 
Maupassant r s power io g1•eatest". 
11 Alex Montgomery Five-skull Island and Other 
Tales of the Maiay Archipelago (Melbourne, 
George Robertson, 1897). 
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Stephens placed his highest hopes in the artist but 
he professed a firm belief in man generally. He would not 
have agreed with the sentiments expressed in the quatrain 
he printed at the top of the Red Page on 2 October 1897: 
With sad eyes dulled by peering, far, 
In search of God, black voids we scan -
Whilst all around us like a star 
He shines through his shekinah - Mant12 
RES 37 
For Stephens, man?s glory was visible and his own, not a 
raflection of that of Jehovah. Armed with this humanistic 
belief he continually deplored the moralizing in contemporary 
1'lorks by second-rate authors. That man and his world stood in 
no need of redemption by mortification was a belief to which 
he adhered firmly throughout this period. Near its beginning, 
on 5 September 1896, in discussing John H. Nicholson's 
13 
allegory Halek , he affirmed his belief that "Man's built 
just right; all his progress has come through stretching out to 
satisfy his appetites, which want only regulating, not 
mortifying; and the time to be happy is ~' the place to be 
happy is here u. More than a year later he expressed the same 
view in very similar terms. The occasion was his review of 
14 Stephen Phillips' Christ in Hades and Other Poems on 
12 The quatrain was headed "God and Man/ [For the 
Bulletin] " and the pseudonym "Alone" appeared beneath 
it. Acc~ording to A.G. Stephens, "Austrazealand pen-
names 1890-192 5" Mitchell Library 014. 9/S, "Alone" 
was J. Fairnie. 
13 John H. Nicholson, Halek: What Is It All About? 
(Brisbane, A.J. Ross, printer, 1896). 
14 Stephen Phillips Christ in Hades and Other Poems, 
4th ed. with additiOns (London, Mathews, 1896). 
. I 
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6 November 1897, when, parodying the diction of Christian 
aphorism as he often did, he wrote that "Nothing profits the 
man who loses his own world, his only world for we can't 
see life sub specie aeternitatis any longer. The happy 
hunting-grounds are Here and Now". 
Stephens' humanism led him to criticize adversely any 
work based on religious belief. His strictures were not 
limited to the second-rate. In the review of Halek on 
5 September 1896, much larger literary figures than Nicholson 
were also assailed. He ventured the opinion that "There is 
no doubt that, owing to the religious character of their 
vmrk, both Bunyan and Milton (as epic poet) have been 
ridiculously over-valued. Now we are beginning to get them 
in their proper literary perspective. 11 This was typical of 
the provocative asides with which Stephens peppered his 
reviews in this period. Towards the end of 1897 he seemed to 
embark on a determined search for controversy, especially in 
his evaluations of Burns and Tennyson. 15 In the first 
Burns was subjected to analysis in the light of Stephens' 
physiological beliefs, and his verdict was that "Burns was 
of the Shakespeare type _ the type of extense, not intense 
15 The Burns articles were occasioned by the 
publication of The Poetry of Robert Burns. 
Centenary edition by W.E. Henley and T.F. Henderson 
(Edinburgh Jack 1896-7) 4v.; the Tennyson 
article by'Hall~ Tennyso~, Lord Tennyson: A 
Memoir (London, Macmillan, 1897), 2v. ·'. 
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energy - the type with a fair brain and enormous force _ 
with an engine requiring 100 h.p. and a boiler supplying 
300, or 500, or 1000 h.p. The liver of such men is a 
physiological poem better than any they ever gave to 
literature. What beautiful bile Shakespeare must have had r n 
In both the essays on Burns much stress was placed on his 
debt to the old ballads, some of which Stephens printed on 
4 December 1897 alongside the poems of Burns which were 
allegedly derived from them. The comparison hardly made the 
point Stephens was pressing, namely that Burns was a plagiarist. 
Ho1vever that Stephens t intention was to stir controversy 
rather than to make a serious contribution to the criticism 
of Burns was suggested by his quotation in the second essay 
from the closing paragraph of the first. At ~he end of the 
second article he wrote ''Yet again, this notice is not 
intended to exactly show Burns's place in the poetic 
firmament, 'but only to hint how far the tru's conception of 
him is removed from the conception which is legendary and 
Scottish t n. 
On 11 December 1897, Stephens ridiculed Tennyson for his 
effeminacy, his friendship with Queen Victoria, his title, 
his laureateship, his snobbery and his lack of involvament 
in the social issues of his time. Stephens bestowed some 
praise on Tennyson. He wrote for example that "There has 
never lived a verse-writer with greater mastsry of rhythm 
and cadence, with keener appreciation of the sensuous beauty 
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of words". However the praise was soon tempered in 
Stephens' comparison of Tennyson with other English poets 
who were his contemporaries or nearly so. In Stephens' 
view 11Compared with Matthew Arnold t s or Browning t s work, 
Tennyson's is like an artificial fountain beside a mountain 
tarn or mountain torrent • . . His verbal magic is potent, 
but it is never the natural magic of Keats"· 
The controversy aroused by these articles on Burns and 
Tennyson was extensive and will be a theme in the following 
section of this study. In the period under survey there are 
opportunities to study the way in which Stephens handled 
some of the other controversies he aroused. 
Reaction to his "nousometer 11 was apparently swift, since 
a fortnight afte:(' its appearance, that is on 17 October 1896, 
he publisheC. comments by "B .E.". and "0." on his article. 
Ho'\'mver Stephens did not allow the contributions to proceed 
~dthout interruption. He intruded after each paragraph of 
the letters and the interruptions were rude and overbearing. 
"B.E." vlas taken to task for his syntax. no." was accused of 
being slow-witted since he was not receptive to Stephens' 
ideas. The value in the exchange was that it led Stephens 
to disclose, albeit aggressively, some of his critical 
Philosophy. He maintained that "The faculty of criticism 
cannot possibly depend upon the critic's incapacity to be 
Si1ayed by his subject, since criticism is nothing but an 
. I 
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expression of how the subject sways the critic. 'B .E. t 
seems to think that a critic should te an insensiti7e block. 
He shouldn't. The more numerous and more delicate the 
stimuli to which his mind reacts, and the more certainly and 
vigorously it reacts, the better the critic. The nature of 
his criticism depends upon the quality of his brain and the 
extent of his knowledge." 11B .E. 11 suggested that the fact 
that critics, rather than novelists, playwrights, or poets, 
scored best on what he called 11The Bulletin's mind-measure" 
might have been construed as favouritism. In denying this 
charge, Stephens replied that "Roughly speaking it may be said 
that the most distinctive quality of the poet is power of 
imagination; of "the critic, power of analy8is. Imagination 
is constructive, creative, largely synthetic. A critic 
naeds power of synthesis too, but his power of analysis is 
employed precedently in any given case: he starts from a 
passive synthesis, the resultant of his previous impressions, 
analyses actively, and makes a fresh synthesis." 
The worst example in this period of Stephens' inability 
to assimilate adverse criticism occurred one week later, 
on 24 October 1896, when he quoted, in a paragraph under 
"Itemsrr, John Le Gay Brereton's inquiry on whether the Red 
Page was invading the realm of humour in its claim that "only 
the meat-eater can write poetry". Stephens' reply to this 
charge i'tas "Poohr Didntt •.• ". 
--, 
I 
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While Stephens was generous in the space he allowed 
contributors on the page, he continued most ungenerous in 
his editor~al comments on their views, and he well earned 
the ti~le he frequently be3towed on himself in the period, 
namely 11The Local Dogmatist". On 20 February 1897 for 
example, he intrrduced under the heading "A Literary Outlook" 
some comments from "Anglo-.Australian1115A with the promise that 
"for the sake of fair play, the Foreign Dogmatist is allowed 
to say his sooth unhampered by editorial patting and pruning". 
His comments came immediately after the contribution and were 
churlish and pedantic; even the contributor's spelling of 
Si'linburne as "Swinburn" was commented upon. Yet when 11J .M." 
wrote on 3 April 1897 advi~ing Stephens to abandon the use 
of his pronoun of indeterminate gender, 11se 11 , Stephens 
replied that 112 J .M. r seems a fair specimen of the pedantic 
little insects wh\./ block the pathway to reform • • • First 
used in jest it [the pronoun "se"] is approving itself in 
earnest and of real utility, and the 'foreign' feeling is 
disappearing in the habit of use". These e.xtracts are ample 
evidence that Stephens was stubborn and ungracious in the 
face of criticism from his readers, and that in argument with 
his contributors he adopted attitudes which were the 
antithesis of the good humour with which he expected them 
to take his criticism. "The Local Dogmatist" was always 
15A According to A. G. Ste~hens, "Aust9r.7asze~~~d1 p~n;~~J~ an" 1890-1925" Mitchell L:~.brary 014. , ~~ o- u ' 
was George Essex Evans. 
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ready to justify his harshness to contributors on the grounds 
of truth to high literary standards. On 2 January 1897 he 
noted that William Gay's second booklet of versel6 
continued earlier pleas for special consideration on the 
grounds of the writer's health. Stephens remarked that 
"If he is dying, he is only dying as fast as the rest of 
us". Gay died a few months later. Stephens also asked 
11 And why does he set literary teeth on edge by offering his 
new volume to a host of bethanked patrons • Mr. Gay 
has pJ.enty of literary instinct: why will he not avoid even 
the appearance of bartering the muse's favors for woollen 
comforters?" Perhaps with memories of his previous encounter 
'\·lith Gay, already discussed on pages 91-93, and perhaps also 
anticipating further controversy, Stephens continued that 
"Some people say it is in bad taste to write like this; but 
in how much worse taste is it to give reason for writing 
like this. One's pen moves unwillingly; but more duty is 
... 
Oi·:ed to Literature than t,o the litterateur". Somewhat 
quixotically a fortnight later on 16 January 1897, Stephens 
reprinted on the Red Page Gay's "Primroses" which had formed 
the frontispiece of the booklet, and rose to the writer's 
defence against another critic. Of "Primroses" Stephens wrote 
that "This is as good as Wordsworth, in Wordsworth's rather-
tame-rabbit way. And the neat climax of the final lines is 
16 \'lilliam Gay Christ on Olympus and Other Poems 
(Bendigo, W~.-uay, 1896). 
\ ... 
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wholly undeserving of the pedantic censure awarded in a 
Melb. paper - surely by Prof. Morris; the Literary Fish". 
Predictably there was no hint that Stephens' pen moved at 
all unwillingly on 18 December 1897 wh~n he catalogued the 
inaccuracies he had discovered in Professor Morris's 
dictionary of Australasian English. 17 
Stephens had scant praise in this period for any of the 
other critics of Australian literature whose work came to 
his notice. A. Patchett Martin's review of the arts in 
Australia for the British Australasian18 was described in 
the Red Page on 11 September 1897 as 11intere sting enough, but 
hop01t::ssly out of touch and out of date". Of Desmond By:t'ne rt Vl!:cso Australian Writers19 he reviewed on 30 January 1897, 
., StGphens complained that "he has not the critic's instinct or 
capacity, Md rarely lightens his subject with the critic's 
illuminating flash". Byrne was also criticized for confining 
!:i:..: remarks to "the bonny back numbers", Clarke , B::owne, 
Kingsley, Gordon, rrTasma", Mrs Praed and Ada Ca.-nbridge. 
Ho1•i.:V·3r, the critic whose ventures into the assessment 
17 E.E. Morris, Austral English: Dictionary of 
Auntralasian Words Phrases Usa e s • • • T ondon, Macmillan, 1 9 • . 
18 T~e State Library of Victoria is the ?nly Austral~an l~brary which holds British Australas~an for 1S97.an~ no 
article answering this description can be traced ~n ~t. 
19 DGsmond Byrne Australian Writers (London, 
Richard Bentl~y and Son, 1896). 
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of Australian writing most offended Stephens was 
Douglas Bladen. On 24 October 1896, a Red Page paragraph 
reported that Bladen had written in Jhe Queen20 apropos 
Louise Mack's The Wvrld is Round, that "In a city where The 
Bulletin is a power, art and literature have a good deal to 
struggle against". Stephens' rejoinder was "Not so much, 
anyr.·1ay as when Bladen sloped o.round Australia and edited a 
collection of Australian verses for a London publisher21 in 
Vlhich his own tame rhymes take up nearly as much space as the 
poetry of Kendall and Brunton 8tephens. The Bulletin has a 
lot of faults to answer for, but it never sank quite so low 
as to maltreat a thrilling theme i.n the cruel fashion of 
Sladen when he wrote of Mrs Watson, the heroine of Lizard 
Island". Stephens then quoted two stanzas from Bladen's 
20 On 11The Library" page of The Queen, the Lady's 
Newspa~er for 15 August 1896 there appeared under 
riBhortotices" a review of Louise Mack's The World 
is Round which began: "It is not probably all 
r·1iss Mack's fault that her story is crudely told 
and not, apart from the telling, of much value. 
Australia may not offer a society advantageo~s to 
imaginative literature, or perhaps ~he ~act.~s the 
simpler one that a writer of great ~mag~nat~ve 
literature has not yet happened to be born ~n 
Australia • • . n This review is unsign~d rut Sl~den 
edited the page and signed the main art~cle on ~t 
each \'leek. 
21 Sladen edited three collections of Australian verse 
for London publishers, namely Australi~ Ballads and Rh~es (London Scott 1888); Austral~an Poets, ~ -1888 (London, Griffith, Farran, 1888); and 
A Cant of Australian Son (London, Scott, 1888). 
The lastnamed was t e est ~own and presumably that 
to which Jtephens was roferrAng. 
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'~·Trs Watson, a Queensland Heroine 1122 , the bathos of which 
supported his assertions. There is a strong likelihood that 
this outburst of Stephens against Slauen was based on hearsay 
evidence. The reported remark does not appear in Sladen's 
notice of The World is Round in The Queen and its pointedness 
\·1ould hav8 been quite out of keeping with the dignity and 
expensiv~ dullness of a journal which was a model of Victorian 
propriety. 
On 18 September 1897 Stephens used the Red Page for a 
lengthy castigation of Sladen, wherein his verse, his British 
impudence, and most of all his reputation overseas as a 
11rapresentative Australian" were attacked. The article was 
interspersed with a recurrent chorus of 11Let us writhe". 
~·r.11at had particularly upset Stephens on this occasion was 
the inclusion in a new edit'\.<'n of a slang dictionary of 
erroneous examples of Australian usage gathered by the 
l~xicographers from Sladents writings. 23 The review contained 
hints of Stephens t frustration that his antipodean thunderings 
\·;ar~.;: unlikely to be heard in the appropriate quarters· He 
t·;rote, after a page of protest, that 11It is useless to 
protest, apparently. Sladen has been puffed into London 
22 Douglas Sladen Australian Lyrics (Melbourne, 
George Robertsbn, 188;), pp.25-27. 
23 Barrere and Leland, Dictionary of Slang, Jargon 
and Cant (London, Geo. Bell, 897). 
• 
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prominence as 'a representativ~ Australian' and 'The 
Bulletin's' affirmation on behalf of Australia that in 
that capacity he is an impudent literary humbug will 
assuredly never reach the minds of all the purchasers of 
the tSlang Dictionary' . . . One can only hope that the 
tistorian of the period will be able to refer to this notice 
(it is written to that end) and authoritatively contradict 
the philologist". Thus in addition to all of his contemporary 
concerns, Stephens had a mind also that posterity should 
inh~~it accurate information. This solicitude for history 
even allowed him to see some merit in Charles Lyne 's adulatory 
Life of Sir Henry Parkes. 24 In perfect harmony with The 
E~lletin's long established editorial line, Stephens detested 
Parkes and vilified him at every opportunity. He 
c!:nracterized Lyne 'i' s biography as an attempt to "justify the 
i·:aya of Parkes to men" and was scathing of the biographer's 
lita!'nry talents, but Stephens saw that Lyne had "done much 
valuable drudgery by which Parkes's future biographers will 
'tor.efit". 
De&pite all Stephens' prejudices, distractions, 
ec~ontricities o£ conviction, contradictions in philosophy 
u~J aggrussion at the hint of opposition, to write only of 
tb.:lr.'1 i·lOuld be to give a distorted impression of the Red Page 
1:ati·;.aer, August 1896 and December 1897. Stephens was also 
24 Cha~le~ E Lyne. Life o£ Sir H~nry Parkes,G.C.M.G$:6) 
Australian Stat~sman (Syffney, George Robertson, I 9 • 
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bringing to Red Page readers and to Australian writers much 
that was valuable, exciting and unlikely to have reached them 
from any other source. 
Stephens was concerned that Australia should be aware of 
vmrld literature. He complained on 23 January 1897 of 
Australian ignorance of non-English literature, and on 
20 November 1897 of the unavailability of many excellent 
American books in Australian bookshops. His references to 
European authors were frequent, their example was sometimes 
commended as that of Maupassant already discussed on 
page 130 above. On 5 December 1896 he offered a lyric by 
B::1ile Verhaeren for translation by contributors, and his 
comments on their submissions on 23 January 1897 were carpin~ 
and pedantic. However, his major effort in this period to 
impart knowledge of French literature was the page for 
5 June 1897 which he headed "The Red Page of Villon 11 and 
w!:ich ·Nas illustrated with a silhouette of the gallows at 
:.:ontfauc:,on. While the typographical effect was untidy and 
so~e of his comments on translating V~llon were tedious, 
8tephensv effort to bring a European poet to the notice of 
l:.i::; .read·3rc was laudable. American verse was frequently 
rop.rinted on the Red Page. on 14 August 1897 the whole page 
i·:ao an obituary tribute to Jean Ingelow. Her nEcho and the 
li'ur.r:·u vras reprinted and Stephens attempted an assessment of 
tal' total work which was marred by his speculations on the 
? 
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effect of her unmarried state on her literary motivation. 
~· On 11 September 1897 he reprinted Ingelowt s "High Tide on 
Q 
0 
the Coast of Lincolnshire". However, the American poet he 
most frequently reprinted in this period was Thomas 
Bailey Aldrich whom he rated on 10 July 1897 as "probably 
the name highest on the list of living American poets". 25 
Stephens believed that "With Whitman died the second of 
Amuricats two great poets; the first was Poe. The remainder 
are mostly clever men like Lowell, who write forcible verses; 
or cultured men like Longfellow who write tolerable verses 
with a popular and rather crude sentimental appeal, or 
pleasant rhymers like Aldrich, who weave phrases tenderly and 
gracefully, and now and then strike a strong chord of humcr 
or pathos". Stephens also occasionally reprinted on the 
Red Page in this period prose from overseas literary magazines 
and newspapers. On 12 June 1897 for example, George Bernard 
Shaw's essay on IVfereJith' s Essay on Comedy was reprinted from 
26 The Saturday Review. 
More remarkable than the reprints in this period were 
the illustrations on the Red Page. Their improvement over 
the sixteen months was dramatic. On tbe first issue entitled 
"The Red Page n on 2 9 August 1896, there was & reproduction 
25 Verses by Aldrich were reprinted on the Red Page on 
20 February, 27 March, 8 May, 15 May and 
11 September 1897. 
26 The Saturday Review, 27 March 1897, PP· 314-316. 
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of one of Frank P. Mahony's illustrations for Lawson's 
While the Billy Boils; its draught.smanship was poor, so 
i'las its reproduction; its size was out of proportion to 
the amount of surrounding text from which it was fenced off 
with a harsh black line. Yet by 19 December 1896 there were 
good reproductions of two Beardsley drawings, and on 8 May 
1897 the reproductions of four drawings, two by Beardsley 
and two by Phil May, came off very well and the setting of the 
type around them was technically admirable. 27 A series of 
posters printed on 27 February 1897 also came off well, and 
though some of the other blocks, like that for 11The Babies 
Garden", a desig::1 for a nursery wallpaper by Will Bradley, 
on 23 January 1897, were obviously not of highest quality, 
Stephens actually succeeded through the illustrations in 
bringing to the Red Page in this period some of the atmosphere 
of Art Nouveau and the Arts and Crafts Movement. That he was 
able to do this is surprising when one considers the gulf 
i'lhich separated the quality and colour of the Red Page from 
the materials which Beardsley and Morris and their followers 
demanded for their work. During this time Stephens persisted 
in his own art criticism but had little to offer except 
tendentious reminders to local artists of their shortcomings. 
The improvement in the illustrations on the Red Page suggested 
27 See Illustration no. 2. 
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that at least he was learning how to specify his requirements 
and that he took advantage of the technical competence of 
other members of The Bulletin staff in achieving the effects 
he wanted. From ll December 1897 an elaborate printer's 
rule was used to make a border for the Red Page. While its 
blackness brought a faint aura of bereavement, it served to 
emphasize the separate identity of the page. 28 
~ There were important reviews and discussions of 
Australian literature between August 1896 and December 1897. 
\fuile Stephens devoted much space to the cultivation of this 
29 
"little land-plot" , there were signs that not all the writers 
growing in it were treated in like manner. On 29 August 1896, 
28 The conclusion that the Red Page had established its 
own separate identity and even a coterie might be 
drawn from the appearance on the page on 
13 February, 20 February and 27 February 1897 of 
cigarette advertisements intended to make snob 
appeal to Red Page readers. The text of the 
advertisement for "Old Dominion" cigarettes on 
20 and 27 February was: 
Red Page Readers should smoke Pld Dominion 
Cigarettes. Why? Because your "Red Page" 
Reader is a thoughtful man. He probably has 
a critical taste and a refined mind. If he 
gives way to intoxication, it is literary 
intoxication - not beer; and such a man, one 
who could revel in Red Page cleverness, would 
appreciate Old Dominion Cigarettes. They are just as cleverly constructed, ~n~ the.result of just as much thought. Old Dom~n~on C~ga~ettes 
are good_ really good- Nothing.better ~n.the 
shape of a cigarette is made. L~ght one f~rst, 
and read the Red Page after. 
29 See page 102 above. 
. ·~ 
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in the first issue called "The Red Page", Stephens reviewed 
Lawson's While the Billy Boils. 30 He first made the point 
that Lawson's work was widely known and acclaimed in contrast 
to that of Gordon and Clarke in their lifetimes, and he 
remarked that "The quickening of the Australian literary 
sense in the past ten years is wonderful to look back upon. 
Now, if there are not many to detect new talent, there are very 
many able to appreciate it when detected and ready to chorus 
enthusiastic welcome". Stephens' reception of While the Billy 
Boils was not especially enthusiastic, though it was in parts 
perceptive of the role which Lawson was playing in Australia's 
cultural development. In the following passage Stephens 
expressed Lawson's importance for his contemporaries: 
The charm of Lawson's prose is essentially 
that of his poetry. Art he has none; his 
artifices are of the feeblest. For the most 
part he might say with Antony: 
I only speak right on; 
I tell you that which you yourselves do know. 
But what others merely know, Lawson feels. 
He is indeed abnormally sensitive; the trifles 
which make evanescent impression on ordinary 
minds draw blood (and ink) from his: Then. 
ordinary minds with pleasure recogn~se the~r . 
own impressions. "Why, these are Q!!£ thoughts, 
these people are our people; these scenes and 
places are the scenes and places we have known 
for all our lives." 
Precisely; yet until Lawson pictured, revealed 
and vitalised them, those thoughts, those 
people, those places and scenes never really 
existed for ordinary minds. 
30 Henry Lawson, \~ile the Billy Boils (Sydney, Angus 
and Robertson, 1896). 
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Stephens had several specific complaints about the 
book. He disliked the fragmentary nature of some of the 
stories and quarrelled with their overall arrangement. He 
considered that "the least that could be done was to 
concentrate the interest as far as the slight skeins of 
similarity permitted, and instead of half-a-hundred taps, 
to strike half-a-dozen blows". Stephens would in fact have 
had Law~on go much further than the gathering of the stories 
according to their themes on 11Mitchell 11 , 11Steelman", "the 
bush", "the city", and so on. He suggested that "if even he 
had contrived a set of characters to pass from chapter to 
chapter, as Mark Twain manages, and hung his matter on their 
30A 
pegs, his result would have been stronger. 11 Stephens also 
disliked the ec~s of other writers which he detected in some 
of Lawson's work. His most generous praise was for Lawson's 
style. Stephens considered that "His instincts of 
assimilation and selection are matched in his later work by 
his instinct of expression. His quaint simple style suits 
his themes and mode of thought and his manner is strengthening. 
The happy word and phrase come to him easily: the incidents 
fall without effort into place: his picture is made before 
he knows. Lawson is beginning to find himself· 11 Evt!n this 
praise held a strong suggestion that what Lawson achieved 
i·las instinctive and therefore effortless and not especially 
commendable. In fact the whole of the review was tinged with 
JOA For Lawson's reaction see page 30 above. 
' 
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dlsapproval of Lawson, and the insistence that Lawson had 
been well rewarded in public acclaim for anything he had 
achieved. On top of this underlying atmosphere of disapproval, 
Stephens issued a couple of explicit warnings to Lawson. 
After making the complaints about Wrdle the Billy Boils which 
I have outlined above, presumably in the realization that his 
lack of enthusiasm fo:t· lftwson' s first substantial published 
prose work needed justification, Stephens wrote that "the 
standard for criticism of Lawson is rising as he rises. We 
ask from him better things than we asked a year ago. Hitherto 
j he has only had to make a reputation with his endowments an 
'~ 
easy task: now - 0 labor of giants J he ha::1 to maintain it • " 
The implication in this passage that a year before Stephens 
had himself been indulgent in his comment on Lawson's work was 
misleading in the light of his Red Page comments at that time. 31 
A little later in the review Stephens warned that "reputation 
like rank has its responsibilities. If Lawson 7s is not to 
vrane, he must wax continually". 
While from Lawson Stephens demanded high standards his 
requirements of lesser writers were much more lenient. His 
treatment of Roderic Quinn presented a good example of this. 
32 On 19 May 1897 Stephens reviewed Quinn's novel Mostyn Stayne • 
The review was prefaced by a disquisition on the connection 
31 See pages 76-80 above. 
32 Roderic Quinn, Most~n Stayne (Melbourne, 
George Robertson, 1 97). 
l 
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between tubercular disease and imaginative power. In 
Stephens\' view, "When to a weak chest you add Celtic 
ancestry you get a very promising artistic temperament". 
Since Quinn possessed both these qualifications Stephens 
moved quickly over the novel's faults. He complained of 
Quinn's style that "He runs instinctively to rhetoric ; and 
his rombustious [sic) periwig-pated prose sometimes reads 
stagey and. unreal". But throughout the review Stephens was 
•i anxious to find excuses for faults and to see in the novel 
.. 
•r { foretastes of much greater achievements. He announced that 
·~ :'t 11Huch of the matter of 'Mostyn Stayne' is no less poetic 
<·~ ~ ~~ than the style. But as a whole it is unconvincing". This 
1 implied that the style was admirable which was not the tenor 
-,;,"[ 
··~ of Stephens' earlier comments on it. He also pointed out that 
the novel read like "an echo of the current English historical 
romance, mimicking the mannerisms of Stevenson". Law·son had 
been criticized adversely for his first-hand echoes of 
Bret Harte, Mark Twain and others, but excuses were found for 
Quinn's imitation of an imitative genre. In extenuation of 
the unconvincing aspects of the novel, Stephens remarked that 
11The wonder is that, seeing the author has never been out of 
Austl:'alia, it should be as convincing as it is" • Stephens' 
swr~al:'y of the qualities of the work appeared, on the evidence 
presented in the review, to lack both detachment and logic. 
Hin opinion was that "Roderic Quinn's short stories are more 
I' ,.
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successftli as short stories, verses as verses, than 
tMostyn Stayne? a.s a long story. Nevertheless, 'Mostyn 
Stayne' exhibits greater capacity than anything else he has 
accomplished for its slighter result is uttained in a higher 
and more considerable field. Small as a performance, it is 
brilliantly promising". Stephens was not so naive that he 
could have believed Quinn's writing superior to Lawson's; 
he simply applied different standards in judging the 
performance of the two writers. Little of the indulgence 
he showed Quinn was present in his review of Edward Dyson1$ 
Rhymes from the Mines33 on 2 February 1897. Stephens' verdict 
1·1as that "You can say little more. to Dyson than 'Welcome t'. 
His merits are obvious; his defects, in comparison, are not. 
Though he flies neither very high nor on a very strong 
pi~ion, his work is generally pleasant and sometimes impressive. 
And Dyson takes pains to do his best". 
The explanation of these disparities which most readily 
suggests itself is that Stephens at this time adjusted his 
ctandards of criticism according to some non-literary 
attributes of the writers, for example whether or not they 
ware of established reputation and perhaps whether or not 
they took kindly to his advice and perhaps even whetmr or not 
r.e ho.d played some part in the detection of their talent· 
33 Edt'lard Dyson, Rhymes from the Mines and Other Lines 
(Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1896). 
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Another view could be that Stephens sacrificed strict 
standards long enough to give any Australian writer who 
showed a glimmer of talent sufficient encouragement to 
realize his potential. In this period he v~as certainly at 
times inclined to overpraise new work by minor writers. For 
exrunple, on 30 January 1897 in reviewing John Reay Watsonts 
In a Man's Mind34 Stephens claimed that 11In the combination 
of literary skill and intellectual capacity; as developed in 
fiction, I~ Watson has hardly a rival among Australian writers, 
past or present". And after he had quoted a melodramatic and 
~~intentionally humourous love scene from Watson?s novel, 
Stephens felt constrained to add that "Detached, this reads a 
little exaggerated, extravagant, but the book is keyed up to 
it 11 • In othe!' cases the weak were despatched with good 
humour and some finesse. For example, the plot of Lilian Turne~s 
TI:e Lights of Sydne; 5 was mocked for the amusement of Red 
Page read3rs on 21 November 1896, and Stephens' judgment 
1·1as that 11The book is an excellent beginning. Miss Turner's 
literary style is fluent, and her matter has fair emotional 
interest. She should become a very popular writer. And it is 
t:: popularity that pays". 
34 John Reay Watson In a Man's Mind (London, Unwin, 
1896). Watson c~e from Gympie and fragments of 
their correspondence extant in the Papers of 
A.G. Stephens, Mitchell Library MS A2~03, 
suggest that they were at least acqua~ntances 
from the Gympie Literary Circle days. 
35 Lilian TurnBr The Lights o£ Sydney, or No Past is 
Dead (London,'Oassell, 1896). 
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Some of the problems which Stephens encountered with 
his reader-contributors ware disclosed on 1 May 1897 when 
he offered general advice to them. Such elements as clear. 
handwriting and names on every page were covered: and he 
adopted a tone of long-suf'fering forbearance toward~; the 
delinquent. He soug,~t co-operation by asking his o·ontributors 
to imagine his problem. He wrote 11Fancy a tired edi·tor-man, 
vrhose brain should be always at its best, whose nerves should 
be ah.rays strung, and who never has time for half the things 
he wants to do - fancy him wading through forty pages of 
crabbed script like the tracks of a spider walking in his 
sleep. Yet that is what the cheerful contributor asks him 
to do every hour of his life. \'lith the best will in the world, 
the editor-man can tt do it". 
In this article Stephens placed great stress on the 
~~ vol1.lllle of contributions received. Apparently at this period 
r 
he decided that since he had to do ro much elementary editing 
fo:r writers he might as well make a business of it, and he 
set himself up as a litel:'ary agent. He advertised his 
:e:rvices regularly at the foot of the Red Page from 15 May 
1897 om-;ards,36 Stephens was very confident of his ability 
36 The text and layout of the first advertisement 
'\'lere as follows : 
A.G. Stephens, Literary Agent 
Authors advised. MS. criticized and edited. 
Publication arranged,f'or. d · stic. 
Expel:'t assistance in matters l~terary an art~ 
Confidential commissions undertaken. 
Poctal addl:'ess· George Str. North P.O.i.Syd~ey. 
Interviews by appointment. Fees on app ~cat~on. 
I 
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to assess new work and he stated his confidence very 
plainly at the end of his advice to contributors on 
1 May 1897 in assuring them that "possibly, sometimes, the 
editor-man makes a mistake; but that is very rare; for 
experience - the habit of handling copy and the constant 
reference to the highest standards - breed [sic] a knowledge, 
and knack, and judgment which makes it almost impossible to 
miss a good thing". Again on 26 June 1897 Stephens made plain 
hie belief in his ability to judge new writing, when he wrote 
that 11In literature, by many texts and comparisons, I have 
fairly satisfied myself that my mind is well hung, as it 
i·rare - delicately poised - that it vibrates easily to a breath 
of exalted feeling, of natural pathos, and remains stiff to 
conventional artifice and pretty puppet play". These claims 
ca.'Yl only be fully assessed in tm light of his whole Red Page 
~erformance, but in the period under survey Stephens could be 
criticized not for his failure to recognize work worthy of 
publication but for his failure to apply equal measures of 
excellence to all the published works on which he commented. 
The advice Stephens gave to Australian writers with serious 
claims to critical attention was consistent. Firstly, he 
demanded l:'ltrength. Secondly he wanted a basis of reality in 
catting and truth in sentiment. In "The Local Muse"' an 
article on 1 October 1896, he deplored the lack o£ force 
ana o£ Australj.an reference in John Le Gay Brereton's 
> 
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anonymously published Perdita, a Sonnet Record. 37 Stephens 
observed that "Certainly Australian literature should not 
be fettered by the limits of Australia: it should be 
u.r1iversal; and it has a right to draw its material from any 
source it pleases. But a writer who observes and thinks for 
l:imself in Australia cannot .avoid giving his work an 
Australian tinge 11 • Realism, or at least the reflection of 
reality, in the work of Australian writers was a problem for 
Stephens in this perj_od. On 13 February 1897 after comparing 
ttcl achievements of Alex Montgomery and Louis Becke in short 
stol'Y writing, he complained that "Australian writers run 
too much to the easy, detached, realistic sketch - not too 
r.mcl: if it be considered tha.t they are young and learning, 
but too much if they are judged without reference to local 
conditions, as artists merely". Earlier in this article he 
l:o.d asserted, and misquoted Wordsworth in so doing, 38 that 
":i:ht:;l essence of good fiction, as of good poetry is 'emotion 
ramembered [sic] in tranquillity' - but even in the 
tranquillity there should be 75 per cent emotion". On the 
ether hand he had tried to impress upon Australian writers 
37 Perdita: a Sonnet Record (Sydney, George Robertson, 
1896). 
38 "I have said that poetry is the ~pontaneot;ts 
overflm'l of powerful feelings: J.t takes =:ts. 
origin from emotion recollected in tranquJ.llJ.tY"· 
t·Jordsworth. !!yrica:J:_ Ballads, preface .. 
~ I 
\ 
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earlier that emotion imagined without a basis in experience 
and perception led to literary disasters. The following 
admonition was delivered on 28 November 1896 in a piece he 
entitled 11The Rudiments of Fiction", in which he reviewed 
Ethel Turner's The Little Larrikin39 and M. Ella Chaffeyts 
'.i'he Your..gsters at Murray Hom~ 40 : 
Five-sixths of the women-beginna~s who write 
fiction for The Bulletin never dream of 
starting realis·~ically, by describing the 
people and things under their ey~s, which 
they know well, which alone, as a rule, they 
ar-= competent to describe. Net they in..-ent 
some complex situation, dress it in language 
echoed from the books they have read, and 
produce a.r ... unreal monstrosity - because they 
have not the wit or the knowledge to make 
their invention life-like or probable. ~he 
men, less fluent as a rule, are more realistic. 
They do not invent; they describe incidents 
in their experience, characters they have met, 
scenes which have ~.mpressed them. And a 
much higher average of their ncopy" is 
acceptable - flying low, they are nearer to 
Truth. 
Eor.;; i·;~a the edge of one of Stephens' most serious 
~r"blemo as editor o£ thn Red Page. Ho~·r \'/as he to fill the 
g-.;.lf cetueon h:ts aspiz•ations for Auotralian literature and 
, tt:; nasJ oi' undiDtingu:tshed writing lrith \'lhich he had to ~ 
't; lonl';" Ho had to make tho maj-?rity of Australian writers 
> 
39 ~thel Turner, The I·ittlo I.arrikin (London, t·lard 
I1ock, l$96} • 
40 :.!. Ella. Cha££oy, Tho Youngsters at Mu~ray Home 
(tonuon, t·lard Loclt, 1896}. 
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loNer their literary sights to targets within their 
.\ 
J 
limited range. At the same time, for the few in whom, as 
in Lawson, he saw some "touch of literary genius, ho had to 
set standards of universal excellence. The final paragraph 
of "The Rudiments of Fiction" was as follows: 
Doubtless imaginative fiction is the higher 
kind of fiction - the mvst impressive and 
permanent; but it requires the highest kind 
of qualities in the maker. Realistic 
description is comparatively easy. There is 
nted a little knack of observation and 
,sim~lation, and selection, and description; 
•JLlt many people can attain this with practice. 
Very fair results can be attained by 
describing outsides me;,;ely - what people do, 
how ·things look. When you go a little farther, 
and describe what people think, what things 
are, more talent is required. And when, 
advancing, you elevate thoughts and things to 
an ideal height, and finally, rising higher 
still, draw from individual thoughts and things 
their ideal law, and apply the law to the 
farthest extent of human conceptions, the path 
grows too difficult for all but fictional 
genius. But it is always good to begin at the 
beginning - with realism. 
?tis sho\'red one way Stephens saw out of his dilemma. Wh:i.le 
inotructing Australian writers in the elements of their 
craft he sought to induce them to an appreciation of greatness 
in literature. To begin with realism was not to preclude 
~l'ogresc to great imaginative heights. To maintain such 
c~timism in the face of most of the work he received from 
J 
contributors probably caused him more effort than was ever. 
cupo:rficially evident at this time. His thoughts on the effect 
cf the Australian bush environment on artistic aspir~tions 
I 
~~ 
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were gloomy. Despite his belief in man which has already 
been discussed on pages 131 and 132 above, when the Red 
Page entered into a minor sequel to the so-called "Battle of 
the Bards" in which Lawson anct Paterson had led the opposing 
41 
camps in 1892, Stephens came down on the side of the 
pessimists. On 27 February 1897 he published a piece by 
Lawson .:m 11TL . .: Bush and the Idealn which painted a bleak 
pictura of the bt ,n c· :1 in which Lawson complair.:.ed that "The 
people of c .r cities look L .; the bush through the green 
spectacles of bush bards and new-chw: press-writers, and are 
content - wisely, ' tl ;y lmev.; it - to .t down all their 
lives on the ri,n of 1ustralia". Jn .~7 Ma:"'Jh 1897 Stephens 
him"l'llf gav(; a dismal picttU'e of J.ntel· ;ct::~.al life in the 
bush, which he termed na mental "'"omb" for the many in it who 
lacked education. On 3 April Steph&ns put ·shed without 
comment letters from nJ. Jil:.Gle" and Ricl1m . Holt (under his 
pseudonym t6 x 8t), \·Jho both ;jc;c:_,,_;d to Lawson's ~~~terness. 
In the facA of his own convictions and tin experience, 
Stephe:ne ~ optimise about Aust:-:oalia. t s literary prospects was 
remarkable. 
R 1 • h ,f.'\ t -,-"' A'1<·~·""~n-w.;an ea co. use for opt :r.mism on t e ,~. u . Ul'~.... !_,.).. uc '-'"'"'c ....... 
literature reached Stephans later in lg9? • Ii•~ 
41 An extended account of the controversy is given 
in Bruce Nesbitt, "Literary Nationalism and the 
1890s", Australian Literary Studies, 5, No· 1 
(May 197l}J pp. 3-17. 
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Red Page for 28 August with a letter from an anonymous 
contributor who alleged that there was discernible physical 
~ degeneration in Australians compared with their British 
6 
'c: progenitors, while at the same time their intellects were 
;':,_, 
~· sharper. Stephens immediately set out to apply his 
correspondent's ideas to Australian writing: 
• . • transferring his conclusions from life 
to literature, they do not go unsupported. 
It is the writer's experience that young 
contributors to our literary journals - who 
may be taken as typical Australians - prefer 
to express themselves in verse rather than 
in prose - and verse is the weru{ feminine 
of prose. The body of Australian literature 
in verse is probably superior both in mass 
and quality, considered as verse, t;o the 
body of Australian prose, considere~d as 
prose. This affirmation indeed is not capable 
of satisfactory proof: it would bet safer to 
say that our verse literature, so far, tends 
~o be superior to our prose-literature. 
After presenting what he admitted was a "haphazard survey" 
of Australian writing to that date, Stephens referred to 
~ i·Iacauleyt s argument that poetry was essentially the work of 
~·' \ 
a youthful nation and proposed his own reasons for the 
~~ tendency of young Australian writers to attempt verse rather 
than prose. He asserted that "There is no doubt that poetry 
is essentially the work of a youthful individual - simply 
cecause age dulls the senses and sensations, and the kernel 
of lyric force is keen feeling. But (and the gist of the 
matter lies here) it is essentially the work of a nervous, 
> 
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excitable individual". Having apparently reached this 
romantic view of the nature of poetry in argument from 
physiological causes, Stephens went on to review three new 
books of Australian ve-rse, namely G. W. 1. Marshall-Hall's 
A Book of Canticles42 , Arthur A.D. Bayldon' s Poems43, and 
44 
Christopher Brennan's XXI Poems. It was surely in the 
consideration of these works, and especially in the quality 
of the last of them, rather than in physiological speculation 
that Stephens had framed his ideas on the superiority of 
Australian writing in verse to that in prose. He found in 
I•1arshall-Hall' s verse "feminine preponderance 11 , that is, 
~·Teakne ss; in Bayldon he could discover 11no lyrical faculty", 
but in Brennan's XXI (Poems he found 11the lyrical cry". Here 
v1as cause for optimism on Australian writing. The Red Page 
of 28 August 1897 was the first occasion on which Stephens 
published criticism of Brennan, and a copy of his review of 
XXI Poems is included in this study as Appendix 2 · 
Stephens had first encountered Brennan's work a year 
before this, and he later recorded his first impressions of 
it: 
42 G.W.L. Marshall-Hall, A Book of Canticles (Melbourne, 
Atlas Press, 1897). 
43 Arthur A.D. Bayldon Poems (Brisbane, W ·H • Wendt' 
1897). ' 
44 Christopher Brennan, XXI Poems (1893-189~): Towards 
the So'.1:!:£§. (Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1 97) • 
\ 
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I saw. it ~Brennan's handwriting] first in 
1896 ~n l~nes by an unknown writer commencjng 
11The yellow gas is fired from street to · 
street" - setting me agog with sub-editorial 
curiosity •. Her~ wa~ a company of regular 
feet march~ng ~th ~deas and imagery - all 
strictly meditated - not like the "Bulletin" 
bards of use and wont • The verses were 
clear and vigorous.45 
On 11 July 1896 Stephens printed the verses under the title 
"Night-piece 11 on page 3 of The Bul~etin, in a column headed 
"Various Verses", sandwiched between advertisements for 
retailers, hair restorers, patent medicines, mining machinery, 
bicycles and sulkies. When 11The yellow gas is fired from 
street to street" appeared in "Various Verses 11 , the lines did 
not begin with lower-case letters in Brennan's usual 
convention, and there were also differences in punctuation 
and two minor changes in wording between that version and the 
, one reprinted in the review of XXI Poems. It would be 
int€\resting to know whether Brennan or Stephens was 
responsible for the amendments of the ~ version. 
Stephens' review of XXI Poems lacke~ appreciation that 
Brennan in his poetry was embarking on a quest for man's 
lost paradisial condition in Eden. He compared Brennants 
lyrical gifts with those of Quinn and O'Reilly and ended the 
revie\'1 on a sentimental note which implied that Brennan Y s 
i·tork might find a fitting resting-place in a "tear-stained 
scrapbook". Small wonder that Brennan later in a letter to 
lJo:rman Lindsay referred to Stephens as "our master in 
45 A.G. Stephens, Chris. Brennan (Sydney, The Bookfellow, 
1933), p.l6. 
" 
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sentimentalismn46 . Yet, overall the review recognized 
that an unusual talent had emerged and most critics would 
still agree that the pieces Stephens singled out for praise 
and reprinting, "Of old, on her terrace at evening" and 
"The yellow gas is fired from street to street", were among 
the most impressive in XXI Poems. Furthermore, although 
Stephens lacked appreciation of Brennan's philosophical 
content and intent, his warnings on Brennan's tardiness in 
l'looing the muse could now be considered justified in view of 
Brennan's subsequently small poetic output. In 1898 and 
1899 Brennan played some part in the shaping of the Red Page 
·" by his contributions of verse and prose and by his stern 
replies to some of Stephens' wilder assertions. This suggests 
that Brennan was not altogether displeased with the review of 
!XI Poems and that the review might have helped earn StepheJ..s 
> 
a valuable literary influence. 
It 1·1as of course "the lyrical cry" in Brennan's poetry 
I·Jhich most appealed to Stephens. Every pronouncement he 
made on the nature of poetry and the verse he chose to 
reprint between August 1896 and December 1897 confirmed his 
46 Christopher Brennan. Letter to Norman Lindsay, 
dated August 1918. Quoted in Th~ Prose of 
Christopher Brennan, ed. A.R. Ch~sholm and J.J. Quinn 
(Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1962), p.450. 
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predilection for the lyric. In fact any power to evoke 
an emotional response, however trivial, was likely to earn 
publication. The nostalgia it evoked was probably what 
appealed to Stephens in Shaw Neilson's "Polly and Dad and the 
Spring Cart" which he published on 5 December 1896 under the 
heading "Homely Verses". 47 Stephens was suspicious of long 
poems because he maintained that "You may weld lyric passages 
into an epic or a drama, and add the force of narrative or of 
character, but the poetn remains always in the lyric passages". 
F.e gav·e this opinion on 26 September 1896 in a piece entitled 
"Hexameters - More or Less", in which he endorsed 
Edgar Allen Poe's belief that "Paradise Lost" was poetical 
only in parts and to this Stephens added that the same could 
be said of Shakespeare's plays. A little later in this 
article Stephens gave what he would probably have considered 
an exampl;~ of "the critic's illuminating flashrr48 when he asked 
47 Neilson's own account of the publication of this 
piece is given in James Devaney Shaw Neilson 
(Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1944), p.81. Neilson 
recounts that he came across Paterson's "Clancy of 
the Overflow" and "It struck my fancy.very much. . 
I began to try my hand at rhyming aga1n. I accompl1shed 
a rhyme, 'Polly and Dad and the Spring Cart' ~d 
sent it to the Bulletin. I never heard anyth1ng of 
it for three months. Then it appeared on the Red 
Page". 
48 See page 138 above. 
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"\'lhen an ounce of lyric meat is obtainable, why munch 
a yard of epic celery?" However this was immediately 
followed by an admission that "Nevertheless bulk counts; 
and The Bulletin is always on the look-out for an Australian 
poet who shall combine epic scope with lyric force", On 
25 December 1897, the last issue for the period under survey, 
Stephens affirmed the need for poetry to embrace epic themes. 
The passage quoted below is also of interest for its 
intimation that Stephens' thinking on the nature of poetry 
might have begun to be influenced by Brennan by this time: 
Poetry stopped - or flagged - with the 
barbaric races. And it is locally held thFtt .: 
in our civilised day, the most forcible 
poetry refers to the primal subjects and 
impulses - ~· Life, Death, Love. So, 
querv: When we enter the imaginary world 
of poetry are we really embracing savagery -
endeavouring to re-create our ancient Eden -
seeking to become like those "vigorous, 
primitive sons" who saw 11the green earth • . . 
as she was by the sources of Time"? In a 
word, is Poetry first and essentially a revolt? 
Beneath the racy style of writing and amid the bombast 
and absurdity Stephens was considering literature seriously 
nad he \'las especially interested in the nature of poetry. 
:.rany of the tricks of style he adopted, for example his 
f.abit of using dashes in lieu of some more disciplined style 
of punctuation, gav.a the impression that much of his writing 
in the period was hurried. Unfortunately however hasty his 
judgments or their expression he sought to make most of the 
> 
utterances of "The Local Dogmatist 11 sound like final and 
infallible pronouncements. He adopted a formidable pose 
and sought to justify it by the demands of his office. On 
6 March 1897 he wrote that Arthur Quiller Couch was "too 
good-natured" to be a good critic, because "Your 
conscientious critic is almost of necessity a sour malevolent 
fellow \rltn an evil eye - like Javert or the incorruptible 
Robespir·rre - who pitilessly damns, when it deserves it, 
the book of the man he has just dined with". Stephens' 
practice fell somewhat short of precept in the period under 
discussion. He was good-natured in the encouragement he gave 
to new· writers in whom he saw any glimmerings of literary 
talent, and while he wrote harshly of the work of 
John Le Gay Brereton, a writer with whom he probably was 
dining at the time, there was a note of apology withal. On 
6 november 1897, for -example, he remarked of Brereton's 
v;ork that: 
• • • all the verses (three books of 'em) 
are so many stones heaped on the gr~ve of a 
passion which wontt lie quiet. It ~s to be 
feared this reads as it is not meant - . 
unkindly; and the point of view is cert~~nly 
most unfair. When a great poet loses h~s 
mistress and wails her in immortal sol..J, 
we stand'with bared heads in the sanctuary . 
of his grief; and when a small post l?ses h~s 
mistress and processes funerally beh~nd tne-
hearse ~e can only note that the horses are 
lame aAd the trappings tarnished • • · The 
worst of it is that Brereton turns out to 
c 
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have been the author of 'Perdita _ a 
Sonnet Record'l49 - which, as he shows by 
quotation at the end of the new book was 
anathemised on this page as ' • . . ~n 
abomination of bloodlessness ..• flat 
batch of verses' • • . But what is a critic 
to do? Ya.1. must uphold standards and ideals· 
and wh~n a poetical skull has to be hit it ' ~as.to.be hit- not tapped-=-more parti~ularly 
J.f J.t J.s none of your Keats-elggshell variety, 
but a good old Donnybrooker that merely shakes 
off a fly where~rer the blackthorn lights. 
\'lhile Stephens was so alive to ·t:te deficiencies of other 
r:J.inor verse-i-'lriters, he remained apparently oblivious to the 
banality of his own, since between August 1896 and December 
1g97 he published "Without signature at least five of his 
01-m attempts. 50 
The period under survey presented an opportunity to 
co~pare A.G. Stephens' criticism of Australian writing with 
:tat of Ja~es Brunton Stephens. On 2 October 1897 
49 This work by Brereton was originally published 
anonymously, but Stephens' claim th~t he.had been 
previously unaware of the author's J.dentJ.ty was 
of doubtful sincerity. 
50 "Alice and I and Memory" on 21 November 1896; 
"Como' N .s. vl. II on 28 November 1896; "The Four 
Cigars" on 30 January 1897; 11A Fancy/To 
J. Brunton Stephens" on 3 July 1897. In a ra~e 
coy avoid•·nce of the truth, on 26 September 1896 he 
publiohed 'extracts from "Anna Maria, a Tale of. 
Hysteria" a parody of Longfellow, and he attrJ.b~tted 
ito autho~ship to "Boggs". He had. in fact read J.t 
to the Gympie Literary Circle on 24 June 1890 .. 
Goo A. G. Stephens Early Critical t·lork, UnpublJ.shed 
(Gympie, Q., 1889_:1890). Mitchell. Library MS A7000, 
PP. 111-119. 
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Brunton Stephens reviewed Barcroft Boake' s poems Where the 
51 
Dead Men Lie, which A. G. Stephens had edited with an 
introductory memoir. Brunton Stephens' criticism of Boake's 
'l·lork did not carry conviction and was sentimental to the 
point of becoming maudlin. While it is not difficult to 
appreciate that a "Writer invited to criticize work by 
A.G. Stephens on the Red Page would have been under some 
strain such flattery as the following can hardly be excused: 
The memoir by Mr A.G. Stephens is not merely 
a specimen of fine literary craftsmanship. 
It is animated throughout with a spirit of 
loving sympathy which is even more delightful 
than the delicate discrimination with which 
the materials are selected and arranged. 
Had Boake foreseen such a biographer, 
perhaps our brother had not died. But, no. 
I suspect Boake died because he had come to 
the end of his life. 
The interest in Brunton Stephens' piece derivad not from 
'l'lhat he had to say of Boake t s work but in the opportunity 
!:.e made of the review to chide Australian poets who were of 
tho "brutal truth" school and the overlapping group whose work 
expressed "dissatisfaction with the existing state and system 
cf 0ocietyrr. J. B. Stephens was capable of making a nice 
point, for example, when he said of those Australians whose 
i'lritings i·tere anti-society that 11At the very time they are 
turling defiance at Europe, they are almost wholly dominated 
by Europe. In these inspired moments they cease to be 
51 Boxcroft Boake, Where the Dead Men Lie and Other 
Poems, ed. with notes and memoir by A.G. Stephens 
{Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1897). 
------------------------~~~==~J~ 
Australians - they are merely antipodeans". Brunton 
Stephens' remarks stirred Francis Kenna, under his pseudonym 
"K", to v-vrite a bitter rejoinder published on 30 October 
1897, and Brunton Stephens replied to this on 13 November 
1897. Obviously the criticism hit home and yet the ori~inal 
article was rather dull because it fail~.:;,1 to identify by name 
any of the writers of whom he disapproved. His rebukes were 
generalized and delivered with waggj,ng finger. An air of 
schoolmasterly tedium hovered about the essay. In contrast, 
the other item on the Red Page for 2 October 1897, an attack 
by A.G. Stephens on the inconsequentiality of Guy Boothby's 
novels, a topic of far less intrinsic interest than 
Brunton Stephens', fairly crackled with life and vigo~. 
While A.G. Stephens' journalistic training might have 
precluded his writing from dullness and despite his advertised 
confidence in his critical abilities, the period between 
August 1896 and December 1897 yielded evidence that hs was 
realizing the limitations of his setting in The Bulletin. 
On 10 October 1896 he regretted that Australia did not yet 
posoess "a story literature", and he admitted that The 
Bulletin would probably have rejected Poe's "Fall of the House 
of Usher" on the grounds of its length. 52 To the objections 
he imagined his readers would makG to this, he asked "But 
52 11The Fall of the House of Usher" runs to slightly 
more than 8,000 words. 
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what would you have? The Bulletin is The Bulletin - that 
is to say, it is not a magazine. It cannot do everything: 
it does what it can. (Wanted: an Australian magazine)". 
On 28 November l~t96 he complained of the rash of writings 
about Henry Park,e;:; which had followed closely on his death, 
but he ruefully admitted that "The Bulletin itself, in its 
time, has whetted the edges of its circulation on the hone 
of his notoriety". Later in this article he revealed his 
very practical appreciation of the essence of journalism 
\'lhen he wrote that 11The structure of successful journalism 
is built on the proverb that a living doll will sell ten 
times as many papers as a dead lion". 
In whatever way the setting of the Red Page in The 
Bulletin influenced its development, there is no doubt that 
in it between August 1896 and December 1897 Stephens brought 
a \·Taalth of ideas to its readers, in feature articles, in 
controversy, in reprints of verse and prose, and in the 
hundreds of paragraphs of news of literature, authors, editors, 
booksellers, libraries and many other subjects. He also 
presented sound advice for aspiring Australian writers • One 
can only regret that he did not discriminate with more 
dispassionate judgment bet'\'Veen the sound and the unsound 
among the ideas which he culled from a myriad of sources, 
und that. he \'Vas not willing to re-examine his opinions \'lhen 
r 
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they were challenged. It was a paradox that Stephens was 
for some purposes too close to the few people in his milieu 
with literary interests, and for other purposes he attempted 
to set himself too far apart from them. What was rnost to be 
admired in the period was his journalistic feat in bringing 
so much so regularly to Red Page readers which was of 
compelling interest. The least worthy of his ideas were 
about to earn for him determined and informed adversaries 
whose attacks could not be rebuffed with a wealth of ideas 
gleaned from doubtful sources like Max Nordau and his own 
amatetw attempts to use evidence from contemporary research 
in human physiology to account for literary behaviour. 
! < 
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Chapter Five 
"Rather Stimulus Than Statement" : 
the Red Page in 1898 and 1899 
The Red Page in 1898 and 1899 was marked by controversy 
and, for part of the period at least, by a diminution of the 
attention Stephens paid to it. In these years he was trying 
to expand his sphere of operations outside the Red Page. 
Vlith the publication of Will Ogilvie r s Fair Girls and Gray 
1 
Horses in October 1898 Stephens became edi.tor of Th€.l Bulletin 
publ~.cations, and when he announced an expanded publishing 
programme on the Red Page on 10 December 1.898 he wrote that 
11The Bulletin Library" was to "include all the best prose and 
verse which have appeared in its columns during the past 18 
years". In addition to this ambitious project Stephens also 
edited The Bookfellow, a monthly literary magazine, of which 
2 
The Bulletin published the first number on 7 January 1899 • 
Both these ventures distracted his concentration from the Red 
Page and thei.r effects were discernible. 
In 1898 and 1899 Stephens not only allowed but invited 
1 \'!ill H. Ogilvie, Fair Girls and Gray Horses: with 
Other Verses (Sydney, The Bulletin Newspaper Gompany, 
1898).' 
2 The Bookfellow· a Month1· Ma azinelet for Book-b~ ers 
· M 189 ~nee and oak-readers, o. 1- January - ay : , 
Btephens in 1907 and again in 1911 began mag~z~nes. 
called The Bookfel1ow, the five numbers ~ubl~ohe~ ~n 
1899 are frequently referred to as the i~rst ser~e • 
/ 
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::ontributors to write more of the Red Page than they had 
. 1 3 prev~ous y. His search for copy sometimes brought good 
things in occasional articles and in lively debate. At 
other times contributions from local writers were 
undistinguished and reprints frow overseas publications 
uninteresting. For example, while Victor Daley's articles 
on 11Girls'l Song-Games" on 26 February 1898 and on "Harold 
Grey" on 18 May 1898 were well-written and informative, 
Arthur Adams' on 111ee' s Shakespeare 11 on 18 March 1899 and 
Arthur A.D. Bayldon:?s on "Longfellow" on 30 September 1899 
were not; neither did the reprint of nJohn Milton: Poet 
and Cyclist 11 from The Freethinker on 11 November 1899 have 
much ~o recommend it in style or substance. Furthermore, 
Stephens'l policy of allowing protagonists generous space 
meant that controversies were drawn out over long periods and 
ovar topics irrelevant to the original points at issue. 
Stephens pointed out on 26 March 1898 that 11The controv~rsy 
about Burns has degenerated into a controversy about the 
controversyn. The same could have been said of almost all 
the Red Page controversies of the period, and their deger.:lration 
'\·ras largely due to the fact that from mid 1898 to mid 1899 
3 Evidence that Stephens frequently co~issioned 
contributions in this period abounds ~n th~ Red Page 
itself and in The Papers of A.G. Stephe~~ ~n t~e 
Mitchell Library. See, for example, Jcr~.t,. Le Gct.y 8 Brereton, Letter to A.G. Stephens,.28 Decem~er 1 97, 
Papors of A.G. Stephens, vol. 1, M~tchell L~brary 
MS A2297· and James Brunton Stephens, Letter to 
A.G.Stephens, 13 May 1898, Papers of A.G. Stephens, 
vol. 7, Mitchell Library MS A2303. 
' I 
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especially Stephens slackened his editorial control over 
the Red Page • 
While Stephens was to achieve a great deal as editor of 
The Bulletin's books, 4 The Bookfellow lasted for only five 
months. In the fifth number on 31 May 1899 he announced 
that "With this number The Bookfellow dies to the soft music 
of the tears of many well-wishers, in the sure and certain 
hope of a ruddy resurrection on the Red Page of The Bulletin".5 
When Stephens referred to the magazine t s failure as "another 
cairn of Experience piled for the guidance of travellers along 
the local literary road", he 1'1'.'1S apparently \I'Tithout bitt,erness. 
Yet the magazine ·v1as a dream he had long cherished and a 
project he had no doubt constantly urged on The Bulletin's 
6 
management. In seeking to resurrect the magazine within 
The Bulletin, he adopted for the Red Page the whimsical title 
11Under the Gumtree" a title he had used as the heading for 
' 
a collection of paragraphs in the last number of The Bookfellow. 
Topped with a drawing of a sp:r1eading eucalypt which was 
arboreally somewhat unlikely, "Under the Gumtree 11 appeared 
4 Between 1898 and 1906 Stephens edited 33 publications 
for The Bulletin. See George Mackaness ~nd . 
Walter w. Stone, The Books of The Bullet1n 1880-1952. 
an Annotated Bibliography (Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 
I955). 
5 The Bookfellovr, No. 5 (31 May 1899), p.25. 
6 Stephens had announced in the BBE, 17 August 18£5 f 
that The Bulletin Magazine "should1mak~R~hi0Pg~to~er publication in a f'e\"l weeli:s"; see a so 
1896 and p. 168 above. 
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continuously for eight weeks, from 10 June to 29 July 1899. 
Thereafter until 28 October 1899 11The Red Page n reappeared 
as the title once in every two or three weeks. 7 
In the eight weeks between 10 June and 29 July in which 
"Under the Gumtree" was the only title used, Stephens strove 
to recreate the magazine atmosphere. On 10 June he used his 
attack on Walter Murdoch, "The Devil' s Advocatekinling", and 
on 24 June he published "Artists in Australia: III. Sid 
Long" by 11Titian Redde ". 8 Both of these articles he had 
advertised on the Red Page on 3 June 1899 as to be included 
in the fifth number of The Bookfellow. Another series of 
articles begun in the magazine was continued in 11Under the 
Gumtree 11 with the publication on 1 July 1899 of Christopher 
Brennan's "Newer FrA:nch Poetry: IV. Paul Verlaine". There 
was also a marked increase in the n~ber of illustrations 
which had in this period be~ome scarce on the page until the 
adoption of "Under the Gumtree" as its title. Competitions 
abounded as they had in The Bookfellow, and several begun in 
7 11Under the Gumtree n was used eight times, on 
12 August 19 August 2 September, 9 September, 
23 September 7 October 21 October and 28 October; 
11The Red Pag~ n was used' five times, on 5 August, 
26 August, 16 September, 30 September and 14 October. 
8 I have not discovered the identity of "T~tian ~~d~e ";, 
However "Artists in Australia: IV. W. L7ster I~s er 
on 7 April 1900 and "Artists in Austral~a: . V · . 
Girolamo Nerli"' on 1 December 1900 were publds~ed w)thout 
signature. (Part V did not appear on the _Re a~e. 
The ~tyle of t~e whole sehries re~~i~~:~ ~~aa~~n~nd 
and ~t seems l~kely that .e was 
the author of all the art~cles. 
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the magazine were continued in "Under the Gumtree". Stephens 
also signed his major contributions to "Under the Gumtree". 
' 
"A. G. S." was the signature on 10 June, and most of the other 
pages with this title were signed 11The Bookfellow". 9 Both 
these signatures had been used in the magazine. 
Stephens however apparently soon found "Under the Gumtree" 
unsuitable for some of the material he wished to present, and 
between 5 August and 28 October 1899 he again used "The Red 
Page" as the title in some weeks. Presumably he thought to 
preserve a distinction in the material he presented under the 
two headings, but the grounds for distinction were nc1t well-
defined. The division was not between Australian and overseas 
topics, but he might at first have wanted to reserve 11Fnder 
the Gumtree" for purely literary matter, in articles, essays, 
v~rse, news and anecdote, and especially in dialogue with 
his readers. In his first reintroduction of 11The Red Page" 
on 5 August he discussed Robert Green Ingersoll as "A Man 
VJho Fought for Humanity". Ingersoll was an American lawyer, 
politician, and humanist whom Stephens considered notable for 
his anti-religious views and the oratory in which he gave 
them expression. The article implied without specific 
admission that Ingersoll was the aource of some of Stephens' 
humanistic ideas. He quoted as a concentration of Ingersoll's 
teaching his claims that "The place to be happy is here; the 
time to be happy is now; and the way to be happy is to make 
9 Stephens signed the page containing his article "Ar~, 
versus Artists" on 2 September 1899, "The Artfellow · 
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others happy". The pL.raseology was very similar to that 
used by Stephens on earlier Red Pages in manifesting his 
belief in at least the first two of these propositions. 10 
However, efforts to make distinctions between the material 
used on 11The Red Page 11 and that used in 11Under the Gumtree 11 
were soon to break down. In the second reinstatement of 
"The Red Page" on 26 August the matter was literary and its 
method of presentation indistinguishable from the "Under the 
Gumtree" offerings in surrounding weeks. On 16 September 
11The Red Page" carried the aftermath of the storm raised by 
Stephens in an article called 11Art versus Artists" which he 
had published in "Under the Gumtree" on 2 September. "The 
Red Page" on 16 September also contained belated entries in 
a simile-writing com.petition which had been announced in 
"Under the Gumtree" on 10 June. 
The Bulletin for 4 November 1899 saw the virtually 
permanent reinstatement of "The Red Page" as the title, and 
11 
from that date the page was often signed 11The Bookfellow". 
The permanent reinstatement of 11T:1e Red Page 11 on 4 November 
might be taken as marking Stephens' acceptance of defeat in 
his attempt to revive the magazine within The Bulleti~. 
10 BRP, 5 September 1896 and 6 November 1897; see also 
pp. 131-132 above. 
lJ. "Under the Gumtree" occasionally reappeared as ~he 
title in later years, for examplhe, ondl~7S~~~:~b:~ 1900 and on 15 February, 29 Marc , an 
1902 and 3 January 1903. 
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The fact that he 1ersevered so long in his attempt possibly 
indicates what no external evideHce seems to survive to 
prove, namely that the dream of converting the Red Page into 
a place in which he could discuss literature in a whimsical 
' 
discursive, didactic and leisurely way died hard with 
Stephens. Part of the attraction of editing a magazine might 
have been the opportunity to establish himself as a literary 
personality, as "The Bookfellow11 , rather tl.an as part of the 
corporate voice of The Bulletin. It was probably significant 
that, after the magazine died, Stephens frequently identified 
his own writing on the Red Page as he had never done before. 
In other ways, however, The Bookfellow experience had no 
lasting effect on the Red Page. 
Before his involvement in editing the magazine Stephens 
had been challenged by a contributor on the scope of the Red 
Page. "Magnus" asked on 18 June 1898, "Why do 'JOU deal chiefly-
. 
almost exclusively - with fiction and poetry? These aren't 
literature: they're only a section of literature, and not 
the most weighty and important section. Has the Red Page no 
opinions on history, on philosophy, on philology and ethnology, 
for example?" Stephens t repl'.Y" expressed forcefully the 
constraints he felt in time, space and competing demands on 
the Red Page in mid 1898: 
Dear man lend us your ear. (1) The R. P. 
is a lit~rary minnow, and you can't expect 
it to have the swallow of a whale. . . t 
(2) It isn't run by a staff of .~ec:tal:ts s, 
), 
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and no man - no half-dozen men - can cover 
the whole area of literature adequately (3) Time is wanting, as well as space · 
Criticism of history, for example is.only 
worth print~ng_when it's worth printing. One 
beauty of f~ct~on and poet~y is that they dontt 
take many hours a-reading. Yet you can tt get 
critically through even a 200-page novel under 
two hours - that is, you £gg get through but 
¥ou tak~ the risk of receiving an inaccu~ate 
~mpr~ss~on, and commentarily misleading readers. 
And ~f the novel is good - closely packed with 
a style and a thought to it - four hours :ls 
little enough. Well four hours-=-or two hou~s -
is a lot out of a busy day, or a busy week; and 
then, likely enough, when brought to proportion-
standards and compared with other books waiting 
~otice, that book is worth only two or three 
~nches of space. Now if you take a book even on 
the fringe of history - Mahan's 11Sea-Power", 
say, you can spend an hour over a chapter, or a 
week over the book- it cost xears to write; 
and if you disagree you must consider authorities, 
and check impressions, for a hasty and 
unauthorised impression is worth just 0. And 
while you're d(..>ing this do you hear the East 
a-callin', al$to the \'Vest and South and North 
a-callin', and all wanting attention, and time, 
and space, and notice? Etc. - are you beginning 
to understand? Then (4) poetry, and to less 
extent fiction - belles lettres generally -
are in a nearer relation to Art than your 
philosophy and ethnology, or even your history. 
These are all closer to Science, and hence less 
fit for purely literary criticism. For they 
deal with facts· whereas fiction and poetry are 
products of the'imagination, and must ~e ~ud~ed 
chiefly in relation to the Ideal, and ~t ~~ ~n 
the discussion of things ideal that the.cr~~~c 
finds his wings, if he .hav~ ~ny,_also h~s w~dest 
province and his best JUSt~f~cat~on. We could 
go on till (19)~2, but that will do for the 
present. Well? 
lA~ ·tt (19) " is rather puzzling but could pe~haps have be;e~h 
a device meant to represent some date ~n the twent~e 
century. 
l 
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Earlier Stephens had admitted that the Red Page did 
not seek to give a whole view even on literary matters but 
·'· rather to correct i.mbalance in established opinions. 
-
Argument about Tennyson's poetic stature was to persist 
13 
throughout 1898 and Robert Burns' alleged plagiarism was 
discussed at length in the early months of that year. 14 
Stephens' allegations on Burns stirred George Black to write 
at length in defence of the poet and to attack the critic 
forcefully for his bias in attitudes and inconsistencies in 
argument. Under pressure from Black, Stephens replied on 
19 February 1898 that: 
The object of the R.P. is to give rather 
stimulus than statement. For the attempt 
(even) at pres~ntation of wholes, four 
curtailed columns and one hurried newspaper-
person don't suffice. In the matter of 
Tennyson, for example, there w~s as much to 
be said on the other side; but it had all been 
said already. That side had not been said 
already; and it badly wanted saying. So with 
Burns. His other side had been said already; 
but it had been suppressed, overlain, forgotten, 
and clamored to be said again. Also: Good 
readers read with brains and sympathy - express 
the unexpressed, complete the unfin~shed, ~ake 
some allowance, too, for the utter ~ncapac~ty 
13 The Tennyson dispute was provoked by Stephens' 
article on the Red Page on 11 December 1897dand 
continued on 8 January 1898, 29 January 1S9o, 
2 April 1898 and 31 December 1898. 
14 The Burns dispute was Brovoked1~97Ste~h4n~~c~~~!~1I~97 ~dt~~n!~~u!~g~n°s ~~b~~~ef898, 19nFebruary 1898, 
12 March 1898 and 26 March 1898. 
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of words to portray ideas, no matter how one 
tries. From no single Red Page can a final 
deduction be drawn: even a synthesis of 
Pages made by amiable minds will doubtfully 
yield the wished-for conclusion. But one 
does what one can, and tries what one can't. 
'When Stephens began to stimulate his readers to argument 
late in 1897 he probably did not foresee the challenges they 
'\·;ould bring not only to his opinions but to his critical 
competence. In fact in the controversies he provoked or 
encouraged on the Red Page in 1898 and 1899, St,~phens, while 
offering plenty of "stimulus", was quite unable to refrain 
from "statement", and he could hardly have expected his 
r0aders to heed his special pleas for their unde~standing. 
Stephens argued partly to stimulate but mostly to wi.n, and 
much mora interesting than the issues were his attitudes to 
the participants in debate and theirs to him. The disparity 
in background, education, intellect, and ambition as well as 
taste among the participants in Red Page controver•sies ensured 
conflict of opinion. It is possible moreover to divide tnem 
roughly into groups: the intellectual, represented by 
Christopher Brennan and John Le Gay Brereton who tended to 
disagree with Stephens; the traditional, represented by 
James Brunton Stephens, to whom Stephens sometimes deferred 
~ I • 11 
and at other times condescended; the proteges, espec~a Y 
Victor Daley, \'lill Ogilvie and Rode ric Quinn, who tended to 
agrae '\'lith Stephens and be rewarc.iP -~ ,.th praise by him; and, 
apart from the groups, the lonely figure of Lawson isolated 
b 
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from Stephens' approval by his determined pessimism and his 
refusal to forego self-pity. I should like to discuss these 
groupings in detail, beginning with Brennan and Brereton who 
1·rere the most learned and the least prone to accept S·vephens' 
statements. 
One indication of Brennan's influence on the Red Page in 
1898 lay in its frequent references to Symbolism and the 
French Symbolists, and in the fact that Stephens set poems 
of Baudelaire, Verlaine and Fleury for translation 
competitions.15 Brennan also twice contributed verse. Twelve 
!ines beginning 11She listens by the sources" were introduced 
by Stephens on 23 July 1898 with the remark that "Chris. 
Br.;nnan, who has an air of holding up in Australia the banner 
of the French symbolists, is making nev-r verse-steps 'Tow£u .. ls 
16 the Source'". Two months later, on 17 September 1898, tl:e 
Red Page began with four quatrains from Brannan, again 
without title, which began "The pangs tha·c guard the ga:tes of 
joy" .17 Until early in 1899 Brennan also contributed 
15 Baudelaire's "Hymne u was set for translation on t~e 11 Red Page on 12, November 1$98; Fleury's ucred~ Pa~en 
on 11 November 1899; Verlaine's sonnet "Mo~ Reve . Famili~r" was set in The Bookfellow No .. 4 {29 Apr~l 
1899) and entries were discussed both ~n The Bookfellow 
No. 5'(29 May 1899) and on the Red Page on 1 July' 1899. 
16 11She listens by the sources" is reprinted in the. 
:;,ection entitled "Poems Hitherto Uncollected: F~rst 
Period" in The Verse of Christo:Qher ]rennan~ ed. 
A.R. Chisholm and J. J. Quinn (Sydney, Angus and 
Robertson, 1960), p.215. 
t f J'oy" is included, 
17 "~he p~ngs that gU<frd th~ g~T~: ~wilight of Di.squietude 11 \·r:~.th.m:tnor nlterat~ons, l.nN. ht" "'n Christophe:r Brennan, 
oectJ.on of 11The Forest. of J.I913 .... [i e l9l~J ) . Poams {Sydney, G.B. Ph:~.lJ.p, • • 
I 
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frequently to topics under discussion on the Red Page. on 
13 August 1898 he made what Stephens termerl. "an illuminating 
note 11 on a discussion of language in Oscar Wilde's "Ballad 
of Reading Gaol", as well as correcting an earlier error 
Stephens had made in suggesting Huysm.:ms had borrowed ideas 
from Wilde •18 On 3 September Brennan contributed a review of 
Stephen Phillips' "lVIarpe ssa", a poem f:rom which Stephens had 
printed long extracts on the Red Page for 16 April 1898. 
Brennan's review made no concessions to popular journalism 
in its serious discussion of Phillips' handling of myth and 
19 ~~bol. Obviously Stephens was not prepared to forego 
publication of serious criticism in deference to the taste of 
eome of his readers for lighter fare. Before he published 
Brennan'e review, he had apparently been obliged to defend 
his publication of extracts from 1'Marpessa 11 , since, on 
30 April 1898, after filling the page with Sam Walter Foss's 
-
18 11Peccavimus'. C .B. : Red Page, July 30 - 'Huysma~s 
probably borrowed Wilde's thunder'. The suggest~on 
errs. 'A re bours' appeared in November .1884, 'T~e 
Decay of Lying' in January 1889. In W~1de's tP~cture 
of Dorian Grayt'(1890), the atmosphere of 'A.rebours' 
continually makes itself felt: one chapter ~ndeed­
on Dorian's collection of gems, vestments,.etc., 
reads like one of the chapters on Des Esse~ntes 
library flowers or rn•.~uth organ." BRP, 13 August 
1898. ' ' 
19 Brennan's review of "Marpessa11 has been reprinted 
in The Prose of ChristoBher Brennan, ed. d 
A.R. Chisholm and J.J. uinn (Sydney, Angus an 
Robertson, 1962), pp. 188-190. 
b 
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light verse in the idiom of the American farm, he had 
remarked "And ·now it is reckoned 'The Bulletin' is about 
even with the people who wrote to ask where in Australia was 
the sense of wasting a page on the incomprehensible poetry 
of Stephen Phillips". 
On 10 September 1898 Brennan was among those invited by 
Stephens to write appreciations of what they liked best in 
Daley's recently published verse, At D:lltm and Dusk. 20 
Stephens found their appreciations interesting "rather as 
glimpses of the critics' own standpoint than as admeasurements 
of Daley's work". As he had requested of the contributors, 
Br~nnan set out his requirements of poetry and they included 
a demand that "the image would be no embroidery, no garment: 
but the very texture, the very flesh of poetry". He therefore 
f':)und little to praise in Daley's work, and he considered "A 
Sunset Fantasy" a poem in which "Incoherence is too patent • 
and the rich imagery is a mere embroidery, without significance"· 
'.:.'his vie\'f \•las not only a contrast to the views of his rather 
d 
21 b •t d ~G estrian fellow critics on 10 September ut qu~ e oppose 
to Stephens' opinion. On 11 June 1898 when :00 printed "A 
20 Victor Daley, At Dawn and Du~k (Sydney, Angus ~nd 
Robertson 1898). Brennan's comments are repr~nted 
in ~he Prbse of Christopher Brennan, pp.l90-192. 
21 They were J .E. S. Henerie, 11Kiwi ')', ~Till Ogilvie' 
C. Kendall (Henry Kendall's son , and "J • R • \'l. " 
(presumably John Reay Watson). 
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Sunset Fantasy" on ·the Red Page Stephens had commented that 
"It almost makes one doubt the supremacy of the Idea, such 
aesthetic delight comes to a lover of words in this ideale.ss, 
effortless presentation of Beauty". 
The divergence in literary taste between Stephens and 
Brennan made it unlikely that their criticism would co-exist 
on the Red Page for very long. Their dialogue continued 
through 1898, but the Philistines were represented when 
St8phens mounted a Red Page discussion of Mallarme on 
5 November 1898 as a forum. The page was headed 11Was Mallarme 
a Great Poet ?n Brennan's answer was published first under 
11Ye s t 11 , ne.xt came "H. S . R. "' s under "Not 11 , while Stephens 
contributed a final section headed "Yes-No". Brennan's praise 
of I·Tallarme was full of admiration for the man and reverence 
2" for his poetry. c.lv He asserted that 11to turn the steps of a 
generation towards the source, towards Eden, for this end 
Stcphane Mallarme lived", and he sought to convey the subtlety 
of Mallarme t s aim in poetry : 
-~ 
He desired to extract from things just merely 
that essence of poetry, that musicalite du ~out; 
not things, but the harmonies, the para~lel~sms, 
the correspondences between them, what 1n our 
poetry is yet scatter'd comparisons, hints: 
to free the spirit £rom tho reality, elever une 
voix en puret~ as he define~ it, wi~h s~btle 
and decisive simplicity - th~s ~yas h~s a~m • ·t, · 
His was a poetr~ in which the f~~st spon~ane1 Y 
was ruthlessly destroy'd by the ~ntent W111, 
d · The Prose of 22 Brennan's remarks are reprinte ~n ~~~~~~ 
Ghriotopher Brennan, pp. 281-284. 
I . .c~ 
the abstracting contemplation the result 
emerging beyond, with a strange absolute 
spontaneity, a directness of unbodied emotion 
of the idea itself. ' 
Brennan mourned the failure of the world at large to recognize 
r.rallarme' s greatness and dismissed complaints about the 
obscurity of Mallarme' s language with the question "Is it not 
indeed a foolish contention that our fragmentary speech, with 
its virtual signification rubb'd away, as the head of a coin 
is deleted, by daily misuse, should be able properly to render 
all the soul, and yet remain as plain as our street-
conversation?". 
After Brennan's dignified though emotional defence, 
11H.S.R. "' s ridicule struck a jarring note. In his vievv "to 
/ ir.herit the tradition of Mallarme" was 11to cross esoteric 
t with erotic, and breed a conundrum", and he asserted that 
11The craze even reached Australia. It was the fun of the 
1·10rld. First one promising young man was bitten, and he bit 
another, and the two combined to bite a third". The first 
young man was almost certainly Brennan, the second might have 
haen Do'\'r.;ll 0 t Reilly whose verse, 11The Butt.erfly of Night"' 
i·las published at the end of the Mallarme page under one of 
his PS'3Udonyms, "D.'~, with the sub-title "A SymbOlist Poem, 
i·lritten to commemorate Mallarme' s 56th birthday"· 
"" h "I t ad of executing Stephens complained of Mallarme t at ns e 
te dreamt and brooded". Though much more subtle than "H · S · R." 'ls 
b bly also aimed at 
mockery, Stephens' remarks were pro a 
--
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Brennan to prod him to more energetic literary production. 
In seeking to make his point Stephens made the following 
assertions: 
"'' His [lYiallarme? s] friends clung hopefully on, 
and looked forward to a great work which would 
be the liberal harvest of manx years of 
meditat;on.. This was apriori;e3 unreasonable. 
lYiallarme was a poet, not a historian. It was 
his metier to create, not to criticise and 
compile. And no man ever creates anything in 
letters after 50. No man creates anything which 
is worth creatin~ {gives forth a fresh, strong 
original impulse) after 40. In middle life ' judgment matures, but emotion goes. You may for 
a little while appear to supply the place of 
emotion by art, using the technique acquired 
by experience to give an appearance of life to 
the ghosts of fancies acquired 'when the heart 
was youngt. But to the skilled and sympathetic 
reader the difference in the work is manifest, 
and the difference in the appeal. All the 
experience in the world cannot compensate for 
lost Youth, for the intimate thrill of passion, 
the instantaneous reaction to beauty, and for 
the hot 'surge in the head which transmutes the 
impression~of passion and beauty into words 
instin~tively true and irresistible. In poet~y, 
to feel is better than to know; and poetry wh~ch 
is not Young is never (in the best sense) poetry. 
However quickly Brennan rose to this provocation it was six 
1·meks bef'ore his rejoinder appeared on the Red Page on 
17 December 1898, and then Stephens introduced it wi'th an 
irritating non sequitur, nc.B. remarks on the other side".
24 
Brennan not only defended JYiallarme but held to ridicule 
23 It was Stephens' habit to write ~ priori as one word. 
24 Brennan's remarks are quoted in full in Appendix 3 
below. 
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Stephens' beliefs in the power of physiolot:ry and · - t he 
""' • J.n \-'l}'fla 
termed the 1'surge theory" to account i ...~r tt-.1 · ': ~:1g of 
poetry. He c~aracterized Stephens' attitlt:dc;:J <:\:3 nipse 
Physiologus dixi. Punctum.", a'1d cleverJ v parodied the 
confused analogies and careless express::..-:m which invaded 
Stephens' manner when he tried to argue towards literary theory 
from physiological causes : 
Now what i~ behind all.this "physiology"? 
Perhaps thls: poetry lS the product of green 
and salad days, prose the result of thought. 
Therefore, as thought is to emotion - pardon, 
as grey matter is to white • . • or is it as 
white is to grey? - of course, I don't know, 
but no odds - so is prose to 'l[erse. "Verse is 
the weak feminine of prose 11 ,2:; and the man is 
the woman's head. As for the prose which is the 
sturdy - not to say 11 stodgy 11 - male of the verse 
of Aeschylus, Dante, Marlowe, Milton; if I were 
to enquire as to its whereabouts who knows whether 
the''Physiologist" mightn't turn a somersault, 
while still remaining true to the gocd old 
"high priori", and tell me that it was laid up, 
along with physiological certainty, scientific 
truth, final criticism, and Mallarm~'s Oeuvre, 
in Plato's transc~ndental heaven? 
This witty and pointed rebuke brought no immediate comment 
! from Stephens but he was soon to provoke Brennan to another 
protest. Seeking to have the lc..clt word in the Ter..nyson 
controversy, Stephens tried on the Red Page on 7 January 1899 
to make the point that fashions change from age to age in 
literature as in dress and every other area of human interest. 
He urged that "li.ke Qusen Victoria, Milton's epics are heavy 
and faded, and invest~d with a fatiguing magnificence: and 
25 A quotation from Stephens on BRP 28 August 1897, the 
page on "'hich he reviewed Brennan's XXI Poems· See 
p. 158 above. 
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they continue to be revered as Queen Victoria i.s revered _ 
because we have inherited the tradition of reverence from 
our fathers, and are not strong enough to shake it off". 
Stephens' search for idols to cast down did not cease with 
Milton. He continued: 
Simi~arly, thou~h ~o~er ~nd Dante directly 
provlde but an lnflnlteslmal portion of the 
poetical stimulus which this generation is 
receiving, it is continually declared ex 
cathedra that Homer and Dante are the world's 
two g:J:·eatest poets, while modern writers of 
ve~se are little more than the dust which 
drifts about their large historic feet. To 
argue this question with the (other) dogmatists 
it would be necessary to agree upon a definition 
of poet.ry. But such argument is not necessary 
to the affirmation that most Australian readers 
of verse know and care little whether Homer 
and Dante were poets or palmists. They accept 
the tradition, of course; bow to the printed 
name of Dante, and believ~ that Homer is something 
vast and venerable in the verse-line; but the 
poetical areas of their minds are occupied not 
with Achilles or Beatrice, but with the Man 
from Ironbark or the River Maiden. Even if you 
ask of those who may be supposed to possess 
cultured or classical taste, you find they are 
reading Keats, or Heine, or Ste~hen Phil~ips; 
if you notice whom they take paln~ to wr~te. 
about it is Browning, or Mallarme, or Klpllng. 
Dante'and Homer are very fine fellows, no.doubt; 
but they are on the shelf wit~ the old malds 
and Reid's Local Government BllL 
Nor v1ere Dante and Homer to be left there. Further charges 
vlere laid: "Dante lives on; not because of his merit' but 
because five centuries claque for him • • · But the philosophy 
of the 13th century is now exploded, and it is time the poetry 
based on that philosophy exploded too. 11 Homer "may have 
r 
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been merely the editor of a ballad anthology". The point 
of all this hyperbole was to make the case that "Homage to 
'classic' writers is in most persons partly or wholly 
automatic" and that in view of the conditioning he had 
received in his youth, "It would be astonishing if the 
Tennyson impression on Brunton Stephens had not become a 
source of automatic opinion partly independent of his higher 
judgment 11 • 
I should like to leave Brunton Stephens' reaction aside 
for the moment and concentrate on the replies by Brennan 
and Brereton. Stephens introduced the responses of all three 
on 28 January 1899 with the remark that 11Even a humane 
philosopher will not deny himself the pleasure of thrusting 
his stick into an ants' -nest, and contemplating curiously 
the irritated swarm around the ferule [sic] . " Yet his air of 
amused condescension was a thin disguise. He had, as Brennan's 
editors remark, "trailed his coat"26 but, as was typical of 
his conduct in the controversies of 1898 and 1899, he could 
not preside gracefully over the resulting argument. Brennan 
began his reply by remarking that 11I have once before 
descended into this arena in fighting trim, on behalf of 
Mallarme 11 , and he went on to list 11Questions I shall not 
touch". 27 Among them were "the superficiality nf stating 
26 The Prose of Christopher Brennan, ed. A.R. Chisholm 
and J.J. Quinn, p. 194· 
27 Brennan's remarks are reprinted in The Prose of 
Christopher Brennan, pp. 192-194· 
that 'the philosophy of the 13th century is exploded' _ 
nothing dies that ever deeply interested the human spirit, 
it is merely transformed"; and "whether criticism of 
Tennyson's 'conventional ideas' comes with good grat from a 
critic who declares that emotion is the essence of poetry _ 
and who shall establish the hierarc:hy of emotions? Nor 
whether the fact that Tennyson was born befor8 the glorious 
local precedent of writing your poem in half-an-hour has 
anything to do with denunciation of his coldness and 
artificiality". Brennan insisted that "there are chases 
jugees of poetic fame, around whose 'large historic feet' 
the revisionist is merely dust - sand-grain against a pyramid". 
He concluded with the charge that "the man who questions the 
supremacy of Homer, Dante, Milton - and I will add Tennyson -
puts himself outside the pale of poetry and humanity; cannot 
display any good taste in trousers, since he belongs to those 
i·lho don't wear 'em - the barbarians; being just a second 
Attila, or - if a more abusive name is wanted (it ist) -
Nordau". 
Stephens allowed himself more space and a larger typeface 
to present the mixture of condescension, doubtful analogy and 
irrelevant anecdote in which he tried to deny the logic of 
Brennan's attack. The core of his argument was as follows: 
190. 
The generation asks nothing but the 
ma~n~enance_o~ ever¥body's. right to an 
or1g1nal op1n1on - 1f se [sic] has the power 
to analyse and value the drivel of sis ~i~ 
fathers and get an original opinion. The 
local opinion is that Tennyson is high 
amon9 the ~oets and high among the great 
poet1c art1sts. Nobody praised the precedent 
of writing your poem in half-an-hour. There 
are no choses jugees outside of mathematics 
and the man who accepts another's judgment in 
lieu of judging for himself puts his intellect 
in fetters. The revisionist may be sand against 
a pyramid - or he may be a neat nine-pounder 
gun against a fr tish house; matter of opinion. 
Brannan did not again descend into the Red Page arena 
in argument after this confrontation wi'th Stephens, although 
the last four in his series of articles on 11Newer Franch 
Poetry", begun in The Bookfellow, were published in 1899. 28 
From this it appeared that while Brennan was no longer 
prepared to argue with Stephens he was willing to prepare 
original work for him, as Stephens, if his later testimony 
i·las accurate, was prepared to stand firm against The Bullet :.n 
editor and disapproving readers alike in order to have 
Brennan's work published. 29 As well as exposing Stephens' 
inadequacy in argument, Brennan had in 1898 and 1899 pointed 
2$ "Newer French Poetry/ IV. Paul Verlaine" app~ared 
on the Red Page on 1 July :1;899; V. Artho/ R1mbaud 
on 12 August 1899; VI. Stephane Malla~me.on 
9 September 1899; and VII. Henri De Regn1~r on . 
21 October 1899. The whole series is repr1nted 1n 
The Prose of Christopher Brennan, PP· 288-322. 
29 A.G. Stephens, Chris. Brennan (Sydney, The Bookfellow, 
1933), pp. 21-28. 
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up his major weaknesses as a critic, especially the effects 
of his rejection of traditional religious and philosophical 
values and of his replacement of reverence for the ideas 
of the past with belief in the pseudo-scientific attempts 
of his time to explain all in terms of physiology. Less 
obviously, his relationship with Brennan on the Red Page 
demonstrated Stephens' recognition of Brennan's quality as 
a writer and Stephens' determination to publish his work. 
Until January 1899, Brereton was less exacting than 
E~ennan in his criticism of Stephens. Brereton was 
apparently not deterred from contributing to the Red Page by 
Stephens' earlier strictures on his verse.3° On 23 April 1898 
Brereton contributed a polished essay on 11Ths Years of Hamlet", 
n·~d on 28 May 1898 his verse, "Kyrielle of Open Speech", was 
published at the beginning of the Red Page. On 8 January 1898 
Brereton contributed an article in which he dwelt on Tennyson's 
significance as "the representative poet of the Victorian age"· 
It i'las a mild corrective to Stephens' earlier scorn of 
Tennyson. However, on 28 January 1899, in answer to Stephens' 
attack on Milton, Dante and Homer, Brereton contributed a 
a piece of clever doggerel, 11The Purple Page 11 , 31 in which the 
30 See pp. 164-165 aoove. 
s "purple" 31 See Appendix 4 below. The pa~e wa 11 his 
at least in that Stephens use~ purple ~nko~~ra~d in 
editorial markings on manuscr~pts and pro 
his correspondence. 
,. 
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dialogue he suppl~.ed had "the Critic Man" assuring "the 
Poet who craved his aid" that "Homer and Dante were smaller 
men than Paterson, Boake or Quinn". The dialogue between 
critic and poet ended: 
11Short-necked, full blooded, licorous strong 
must the Page-boomed Poet be· ' ' 
(Two liquids mix in the ink of So~g, and one 
of 'em's blood you see.)" 
"MY. neck is long." 
11Then your cake is dough." 
"Ah, spare me the purple restt" 
"Well, red corpuscles are all the go, and a 
short, thick neck is best." 
Stephens' response to "The Purple Page 11 was ill-humoured; he 
asserted that 11This isn't a Purple Page, and ccr"'puscles hate 
to be called corpus' cles, and nobody ever dreamt of dubbing 
local poets greater than Homer". He then suggested that 
Brereton's piece was prompted by Stephens' earlier r~marks on 
his sonnets. Brereton was apparently startled by the 
vehemence of Stephens' reaction. He wrote to Stephens: "I 
regret having sent my verses on tThe Purple Page' if they have 
caused you any annoyance. They were hastily scribbled as a 
mere satirical joke, and were not by any means intended as an 
attempt at serious controversy • • • I brought the 'P · Page' 
to you in person, but you were not in, so I left it. But did 
you (or do you) really believe that the thing was a vengefUl 
return thrust for so ancient an injury as the 'Perdita' 
. d '1 n32 
article? You must think me possessed of a CorsJ.car~ evJ. · 
32 J. LeGay Brereton, Letter to A.G= St~lhensil~~~9~~d 
but marked in Stephens' handwriiJ.ny ~~~~hel~ tibr~ry 
The Papers of A.G. Stephens, vo • ' 
b r;ls A2297. 
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The exchange showed Stephens once again unable to cope 
urbanely with the counter-charges of his wittier critics 
' 
'l'lho, while they might have agreed that the compass of the 
Red Page was too small to present wholes, were not prepared 
to let pass undisputed his presentation of distorted parts. 
A.G. Stephens' relationship with Brunton Stephens was 
more complex. He embarrassed the older man by announcing on 
the Red Page his work in hand. Brunton Stephens wrote to 
him that 11I have several times blushed painfully from top to 
toe as I have come acroBs small pars. announcing as if it were 
a matter of moment that Brunton Stephens is engaged on a new 
poem. Poor souls! Poor Stephenst not meaning you 11 • 33 
A.G. Stephens was anxious to have Brunton Stephens as a 
contributor and was generous in the space he allowed him. 
For example, when on 31 December 1898 Brunton Stephens offered 
"a few words respecting one or two of the adverse criticisms 
which t:mch most closely upon Tennyson's claim to supremacy 
among ··:.:1e poets of his generation", the "few words" stretched 
over al:. fo:1r columns of the Red Page and totalled mora than 
3,500. In his defence, Brunton Stephens claimed for Tennyson 
three c:u-·dinal virtues he found lacking in modern poets, 
nmnely "sympathy, clarity, sanity". Naturally Brunton Stephens 
33 James Brunton Stephens, Letter tv A.G. Stephe~s, 7 13 May 1898. The Pl-apers of A. G. Stephens' vo · ' 
Mitchell Library MS A2303. 
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was displeased when A. G. Stephens on 7 January 1899 
responded to his considered and carefully expressed views 
on Tennyson with a page which began by belittling the 
classics and finished by belittling himself, in order to 
prove that his regard .:fbr Tennyson was "almost of necessity 
beyond Brunton Stephens's control". On the personal level, 
Brunton Stephens, at the time 64 years old, might not have 
appreciated being referred to as 11the ancient disciple 11 • He 
did not appreciate A.G. Stephens' diagnosis of his regard for 
Tennyson as the result of "an infection of fame which pits 
brains as unmistakably as small pox pits bodies". 
Brunton Stephens must have had an advance copy of the Red Page 
for 7 January 1899 since on that day he wrote from Brisbane 
to assure A.G. Stephens that "I would rather have my brain 
'pitted' by Milton, Tennyson and such like rare immortals 
than have it so deeply pitted by a lot of contemporary 
minorities as to destroy my vision for any greatness outside 
the current day and the narrow Bulletin environment. Take 
that ye divvle t "34 He was annoyed by the use A. G. Stephens 
made of this letter when he wrote on the Red Page on 
28 Janua:ry 1899 "So, here is an eminent pismire whose nip 
(not for publication} is followed by a 'Take that, ye divvleti 
34 James Brunton Stephens Letter to A.G. Stephens, 
7 January 1899, The Papers of A.G. Stephens, 
vol. 7, Mitchell Library MS A230). 
.. 
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vihich gives inte.L'esting evidence of outraged feeling". 
Brunton Stephens resentad both the roference to his letter 
and the misrepresentat:Lon of his feelings as "outraged". He 
l'lrote to A.G. Stephens that "I care not a rap about differences 
of opinion. When a man interests me I am not sure that he 
isn't all the more interesting on account of difference of 
vie\V's". 35 In fact there was an important area in which the 
views of the two men were similar. Neither cared for realism 
in literature: Brunton Stephens because he found it at odds 
i·;ith his classical idealism; A. G. Stephens because it jarred 
his romantic patriotism. In his article on Tennyson on 
31 December 1898, Brunton Stephens deplored the pursuit by 
modern poets "of the morbid, the corrupt, the gruesome and 
the brutal", and he added "No wonder so many of them are 
pessimists". A.G. Stephens' treatment of Lawson, discussed on 
pp.204-211 below, showad the disapproval he felt for an 
Australian writer who refused to view his environment with 
:romantic optimism. 
A.G. Stephens' usage of Brunton Stephens at this time 
might have earned the enmity of a lesser man. It was remarkable 
evidence of the i'ormer r s determination to enunciate what 
Brt3nnan had termed "final criticismn36 that in his attempt to 
35 James Brunton Stephens, Letter to A.G. Stephens,l 
2? January 1899, The Papers o£ A.G. Stephens, vo · 7, 
Iv!J.tchell Library MS A2,302. 
36 BRP, 17 December 1898. See P· 186 above. 
t 
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attain it he was prepared to put in jeopardy his friendship 
with a man whom he respected and admired. An important 
ingredient in A.G. Stephens' anxiety to explain away 
Brunton Stephens' opposing views was his determination to 
promote contemporary Australian writing, an aim which in 
1898 and 1899 he seemed to find incompatible with respect for 
traditional literary values and the people who held them. 
While A.G. Ste~hens was incapable of presiding light-
heartedly over the controversies he raised on the Red Page in 
this period or of refraining from passing final judgment, he 
was mora indulgent in his treatment of participants who tended 
to agree with his views, and particularly of those whose 
'l·tritings he was promoting at the time. Victor Daley, 
;Jill Ogilvie, Rodel'ic Quinn, along with Arthur Adams, 
Arthur Bayldon and Arthur Jose, were allowed consideration 
of their efforts, creative and critical, not available to 
tl:oze outside the flock. Nothing demonstrated the special 
trl3atment Stephens accorded this group so \'lell as the contrast 
be:tween his acceptance of Victor Daley's "Narcissus and some 
TaJpoles 1137 and his rejection of Brereton's "Purple Page"· 
37 Victor Daley "Narcissus ana Some Tadpoles"' The 
Bookfellow Nb. 4 (29 April 1$99): PP: 14-19 •... : 
Reprinted in John Barnes, The \'lrJ.ter J.n AustralJ.a a~Qllec:tion of Literary:: DocumJLn:t;.s,$)§.5.9-yr~!; (M~lbourne, Oxford U.P., 19&9), PP· 111- ~ 
.. 
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Daley's piece did not lack point, but throughout it there 
vvas what "The Purple Page" lacked, namely an acknowledgement 
of Stephens f right to be : 
• . • the Critic set on high, 
The Red Page Rhadamanthus I. 
"Narcissus and Some Tadpoles" was humbly submitted by Daley 
uith the hope that "you will not· object to the elegant 
caricature of yourself - done in innocent green ink and the 
purest spirit of friendliness". 38 By contrast Brereton had 
to defend the fact that he had left 11The Purple Page" for 
Stephens without a covering note . .39 Daley admitted that his 
piec(~ vras a caricatlli"e and also acknowledged in it that there 
was a propensity among the poets to 11drinking and swearing 
eternal admiration for each other's work". 40 However in the 
ab~tmce of these qualities uf deference and humility in 
Br~r0tonts piece, and even if his charge that Stephens was 
r.;aking money "at a lordly rate" in running the Red Page was 
concidered as an additional irritant, the differences between 
ti·lo vie1.·1s of Stephens t editorial conduct were not 
.3$ Victor Daley, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 4 April 1899, 
The Papers of A. G. Stephens, vol. .3, Mitchell Library, 
MS A2299. 
39 See page 192 above. 
40 "Narcissus and Some Tadpoles", Scene II. 
... 
,. 
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sufficient to account for the great disparity in his 
tolerance of the two contributions. Cause for his tolerant 
reception of "Narcissus and Some Tadpoles" lay rather in 
the fact that Daley participated, although with a little 
irony, in the mutual admiration society which Stephens 
encouraged among local writers in 1898 and 1899, while 
Brereton, like Brennan, placed himself outside it. 
Local writers were encouraged by Stephens to criticize 
each other t s wo_ .• on the Red PaiSe. For example, Arthur Jose 
on 16 July 1898, under his pseudonym "Ishmael Dare", reviewed 
Daley's At Dawn and Dusk, and in so doing took the lead that 
Stephens had given in his prophecy on 11 June that 11the 
publication of Daley's book will be the most memorable 
Australian literary event since the publication of Kendall 
and Brunton Stephens". Jose t s review was effusive in its 
flattery. He found Daley's verse "thrilled with the _Eoetiq_ 
temper, not with the mere fancy of an individual versemaker" 
and filled with "misty dreams and abounding life". The response 
of Brennan and others, including Ogilvie, to Steuhens' 
invitation to write on what they particularly liked in Daley's 
verse has already been mentioned.41 A week later, on 
17 September 1898, Daley asked for ani was given space to 
publish "his own impression from the book concerning which 
critics' impressions were collected in last issue"· It was 
41 BRP, 10 September 1898. See p. 182 above· 
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:... modest and amusing disclaimer of greatness which ended: 
~ Laurels, like bunches of spinach should be 
gathered 1vhile they are green. When Beckford 
sat up three days and nights drinking bl"ck . 
coffee and writing 11Vathek 11 the fame that came 
to him was.intoxicating because almost immediate. 
So, too, w~th Byron. Smaller people must wait 
longer, _and when their fame comes to them they 
say - "You should have come earl i.er. Have you 
brought any money with you?" 
Daley later remarked on 10 December 1898 in a light piece on 
the number and variety of girls in Fair Girls and Gray Horses 
that Ogilvie t s love poetry was "too melodiously vague", but 
Rode ric Quinn's article 11The New Ogilvie 11 on 18 March 1899 
was earnest in its praise pf the verses, and reverent abo ut 
the fact that they had been reprinted to meet demand. Stephens 
on 3 December 1898 devoted a page to Ogilvie and in measuring 
hio achievement wrote that "Ogilvie stands just now at the 
head of our objective verse-writers; Daley at the head of 
the subjective". Ogilvie was placed ahead of "Lawson, 
Paterson, Gordon., et al. n; Daley ahead of "Quinn, Stephens, 
Kendall) et al. n. Stephens defe.nded his measuring exercise 
in an aside which read "Is it profitable so to compare and 
c:rit.:i ~j.se? It is more; it is necessary: for one cannot 
:rightly praise without reference to a standard of praise and 
a standard involves comparison between (not rivals but) 
concurrent comrades in the fellowship of the muse"· 
The air of concurrent comradeship began to cloy on the 
Red Page bet wee::,. mid-1898 and mid-1899 · Part of the cause 
fo:r the development of the clique might have been the 
l 
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necessity Stephens faced to provide copy for the page each 
week while he was preoccupied with editing Bulletin books 
and with the preparation of copy for The Bookfellow. 
Whatever the cause, the effect was provincial ani stifling. 
It left Stephens open to some of the charges which 
Walter Murdoch levelled in an article in the Melbourne Argus 
on 6 May 1899, 42 and which Stephens set out to refute in "The 
Devil' s Advocatekinling" in 11Under the Gumtree 11 on 10 June 1899. 
Stephens admitted that among Australian writers, "Local 
insistence on their merits, accented by sales - or even 
unaccented by sales - has been followed by sporadic cases of 
megalomania which one would hate to see endemic". But, 
after~aracterizing Murdoch as a Devil's Advocate of 
diminutive stature, Stephens mercilessly dissected his article: 
The multitude of vague premises, loose 
inferences, irrelevant concl~sions, in . 
Mr. Murdoch's two single art1cles rolled.1n~o 
one is a little embarrassing. Perhaps 1t 1s 
better to begin at the beginning: 
Is it true, as we are assured on all . 
hands, that a new note has been struc~ ~n 
Australian verse - a note of more dec1s1ve 
power, more pungent sweetness, more . 
convincing truth, than any that Austral1a 
has hitherto achieved; that at last ~he 
great dumb heart of our vast and var1ed cc~ntinent has, in Carlyle's phrase, got 
:i:'cself uttered? 
And M:t•. Murdoch answe:v:·s his own fi:re-bc;trr~;Iled 
question by "admitting without hes1tatlon 
42 \'laiter Murdoch "The New School of Australian Poets" 
The Argus (Meibourne), ~May 1899, p.4. 
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t~at_a new group of writers has arisen 
w1th~n the last ten years, and present~d 
us w1th a body of verse admirable in 
m~~y ways, ~r~sh, racy, vigorous, instinct 
Wlvh the sp1r1t of Australia. But when we 
ar~ asked to go further and accept these 
wr1ters as poets in the full sense of th 
term, then, indeed, some of us are incli~ed 
to pause. 
Then Mr. Murdoch mentions the names of his "new 
group of' writers" to wit - Paterson Lawson 
Dyson: Boake, Daley, Ogilvie, Quinn: Brady.' 
This is the place where I look round in a 
puzzled way and wonder wherever did Mr. Mtrrdoch 
hear or read those "assurances on all hands"? 
I pay attention to the local press; but I have 
never seen this general statement that "the 
great heart of Australia has been uttered" etc. 
Personally I don't believe it has been ' 
uttered: I think the most the new poets have 
done is to utter some out-lying emotions. And 
personally, until Mr. Murdoch produces some 
evidence of' his "assurances on all hands", I 
shall believe he dreamt them. 
And surely, surely, Mr. Murdoch dreamt that he 
was "asked to accept these writers as poets in 
the full sense of the term". Who asked him? 
where was he asked? what is a poet "in the full 
sense of the term ?11 The devil' s advocatekinlin [sic] 
doesn't say. I can only express the opinion that, 
if' his "full sense of the term" is anything like 
my "full sense of' the term" whoever "asked" 
knew nothing about the matter. Not one of the 
writers named is a poet in my "full sense of 
the term" - a perfect poet; some of them are 
certainly poets in the ordinary sense of the 
term, with more or fewer reservations;_some ?f 
them are better classified as verse-wr1ters ~n 
the ordinary sense of the term, and so class1fy 
themselves. Mr. Murdoch is fighting men of . 
straw. If he didn tt invent them, wher•ever d1d 
he get them? 
I•Turdoch had also alleged i.n his article that Paterson, Lawson, 
Dyson, Boake, Daley, Quinn and Brady were poetically all of 
a Piece. To demonstrate their kinship he took single lines 
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from the works of Paterson, Boake, Dyson, Lawson and 
Ogilvie and welded them into a stanza, making the claim that 
rrYou could not play such tricks with the genuine poets. Try 
to combine a line of Tennyson, with, let us say, a line of 
Arnold, a line of Browning, and a line of Swinburne , and the 
difference in their respective manners becomes palpable at 
once". Stephens italicized this challenge on the Red Page, 
accepted it, and produced: 
The Last Kiss 
As a tired heavy honey-bee 
In this lone, open glade I lie: 
A little patience ere I die: 
Forgive what seemed my sin in me. 
The hopeless tangle of our age 
May make one music as before ... 
One last time, one more and no more, 
Suck out my soul, thy heritage! 
Both stanzas were made up of single lines by Tennyson, Arnold, 
Browning and Swinburne. Stephens was thus able to press home 
his charges that Murdoch wanted knowledge, accuracy and taste. 
Yet when Murdoch wrote of the group of Australian poets who 
had emerged in the previous ten years that "Whether we accept 
them or not they are evidently prepared to accept one another 
in a spirit of the deepest veneration", and cited Daley's 
praise of Ogilvie and Ogilvie's of Daley, he had justification 
for his cynicism. As Brunton Stephens remarked in a letter 
to A. G. Stephens, "I was highly amused by your handling of 
I~urdoch. All the same' as you honestly recognised, it was a 
saJ.utary article, for verily I say unto you it was becoming 
b 
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a leetle [sic] difficult to distinguish between criticism 
and advertisement". 43 Probably a rare exercise of discretion 
led Stephens to subscribe no name but only "Contributed" to 
the favourable review of E. J. Bradyt s The Ways of Many Waters 44 
which appeared on 17 June 1899, the week after Stephens' 
reply to Murdoch. From that date he ceased inviting local 
poets to review each other's work, even though he had defended 
the practice against "The Devil' s Advocatekinling 11 by asking 
nAnd why should not Ogilvie praise Daley, and Daley Ogilvie, 
if both be worthy of praise? The obvious person to praise 
one poet is another poet, who should natural.ly best understand, 
be most in tune with poetry". When he wanted a poet as critic 
of Quinn's The Hidden Tide45 he looked well beyond the local 
circle and on 2 8 October 1899 he published the opinion he had 
elicited from W .B. Yeats that "Mr. Quinn has real imaginative 
energy; and the mastery of expression, of precision of music 
and precision of phrase, which time will doubtless give him, 
should make him a very interesting writer"· 
Stephens' attitude to the minor writers, some of whose 
43 James Brunton Stephens Letter to A.G. Step~;ens, 
21 July 1899 The Pape~s of A. G. Stephens, 'rol. 7' 
Mitchell Lib;ary MS A2303. 
44 E.J. Brady, The Ways of Many)Waters (Sydney, The 
Bulletin Newspaper Co., 1899 • 
45 Roderic Quinn, The Hidden Tide, The Bu~letin Booklets, 
No. 1 (Sydney, The Bulletin Newspaper ompany, 
1a99). 
1: i: 
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writing, like Quinn'·s, he edited for publication by The 
Bulletin in this period, demonstrated not only his weakness 
for lyric poetry but also, again, his partiality for writers 
who were prepared to regard themselves as his prot~ges. 
In his relationship with Lawson, an established author of 
greater talent and wit.h greater achievament than any of them, 
could be discerned his attitude to writers who resisted his 
influence. Conflict between Lawson and Stephens was 
essentially on attitudes rather than on literary values. 
Stephens' nationalism \"las optimistic, and it coloured with 
romance his idea of Australia. On 28 October 1899 in a 
scathing review of Turner and Sutherland's book, The 
Development of Australian Literature~6 Stephens was especially 
irked by Henry Gyles Turner's assertion that the history of 
Australia had been "hopelessly commonplace"· Stephens 
retorted: 
Our history hopelessly commonpl~cet The 
conquest of a Continenti the ru~n of a Racei 
these things commonplace! The tragedy of the 
Convicts! the heroism of the Explorers! the 
contj,nual fight with the Bush and the Desert t. 
thess things commonplace! Oommo~place the ep~c 
of pa6toral development, the lyr~c pa~sag~~l rs' 
of pathos and humor which sing throug se e 
stories the glowing glorious drama of the gold-hu~ters t Why, no country on ~t.,-.'l"th can 
show more thrilling romances, loftl.tl.C the~es' 
grander emotions. Jew·els are ev~rywhere ta~~s 
the artist's setting. And Hky.G.fu~~n~~ ~tarst 
at gaze and cannot see the s 
6 1 d The Development of 4 H.G. Turner and A. Suther an ' - George Robertson, 
Australian Literature (Melbourne, 
1898). 
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Truly, to the commonplace mind all things 
are co~onplace. But that is no reason why 
Australla should be libelled in a notice of 
11The Development of Australian Literature". 
Hope had never been a large component in Lawson's 
nationalism which, by 1899, had almost been destroyed by 
disillusionment. He chose the Red Page on which to express 
his despair of a future for himself as a writer in Australia. 
His article, "Pursuing Literature in Australia" on 
21 January 1899 was a mixture of documentation of his early 
experience and disclosures of his current circumstances and 
feelings. 47 It frankly revealed his self-pity. Lawson wrote 
that 11I don't know about the merit or value of my work; all 
I know is that I started a shy, ignorant lad from the Bush, 
under every disadvantage arising from poverty and lack of 
education, and with the extra disadvantage of partial deafness 
thro1m in". "Pursuing Literature in Australia" raised a 
furore. On the Red Page on 11 February 1899 there were 
admonitions to Lawson from E. J. Brady and Alex Montgomery' 
and not unmixed sympathy from "H.F. ", "7 x 7", Henry Stockdale 
and Bernard Espinasse. Adverse comments on Lawson's personal 
life were included on 11 March 1899 in the five letters 
Stephens introduced with the remark that "These embers have 
for the most part little to recommend them, but they give a 
47 "Pursuing Literature in Australia" is. r~printed 
in John Barnes The Writer in Australla~ 79 
Collection of Literary Documents, PP• 71- • 
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useful glimpse of public opinion on the questions 
raised" . 48 Brunton Stephens wrote a private letter which 
expressed his distress at the "dreadful paper of 
Henry Lawson 1 s" and told A. G. Stephens that he should have 
advised him not to publish it.49 But Brunton Stephens 
seemed to have overlooked the fact that A. G. Stephens had 
provoked it in an earlier Red l?age article, 
On 22 October 1898 Stephens assumed the guise of a 
peripatetic hawker49A to give an anecdotal survey of the 
characters to be encountered in the hard life of the 
Australian bush and in the low life of Australian cities. 
I 8 ~ The correspondents were 11Pat 0. 11 , "M.O'K.", 
11Te. Kuri Pakeha", 116 x B" (i.e. Richard Holt), and 
11CrJ.pps Clerk", 
49 James Brunton Stephens, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 
29 January 1899, The Papers of A.G. Stephens, 
vol. 7, Mitchell Library MS A2303. 
49A Later evidence suggested that "The Hawker", 
whose writings appeared on BRP 22 October 18(;8, 
25 February 1899 28 April 1900, 27 October 1900 
and 2 November 1901, was not Stephens alone. 
On BRP 20 April 1905, Stephens reported that 
'"The Hawker' was a Trinity, of whom one godhead 
went to England and one is going : but t~e 
godhead gone was best. We are sad fo~ hJ.s 11 
epigrams. How dull people do hate epJ.gramst 
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The message of the piece for Red Page readers was that 
"There's hundreds of yarns like that waiting for you; and 
you chaps ought to be able to dress them up a lot better 
than 1 can. I'm only a hawker". However, the hawker's 
sermon was also a deterrent to pessimism in which the 
following passage occurred: 
Don't tell me the Bush is the abode of misery 
and desolation. I know better. These things 
are there; but they are not all the Bush, are 
not even most of the Bush. I know your 
Henry Lawson and admire his talent; but when 
he talks conti1 ually of the accursed country 
out-back - Bah! A town-man who made one 
trip into the back-blocks five years ago, and 
has stuck to the cities ever since. I tell 
you the Bush is beautiful and terrible. She 
has days and nights of glory. If your 
painters could only paint the spirit of 
Australia with her frowning eyes and smiling 
lips - Australia, the mother of heroes. 
~lhat Stephens had done was to revj.ve the issues of "The 
Battle of the Bards" once more and that Lawson would respond 
t·Jas predictable. Lawson's insistence in his article on the 
hard "graft" he had put into his literary work was probably 
also, like his explanation that the order in which the 
stories appeared in While the Billy Boils had been beyond 
his control, an attempt to defend himself against criticisms 
Gtephens had made of his work. 50 
50 See page 147 above. 
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Lawson had concluded "Pursuing Literature in Australia" 
by stating: 
My advice to any your.g Australian writer 
whose talents have been recognised, would 
be to go steerage, stow away, swim, and 
seek London, Yankeeland, or Timbuctoo -
rather than stay in Australia till his 
genius turned to gall, or beer. Or 
failing this - and still in the int~rests 
of human nature and literature - to 
study elementary anatomy, especially as 
applies to the cranium, and then shoot 
himself carefully with the aid of a 
looking-glass. 
As Lawson's confidence in his country and the future of 
its writers waned in this period, Stephens' confidence 
increased. He adopted the hawker's disguise again on 
25 February 1899 to hymn Australia's natural beauties and 
retail anecdotes of her unique characters. Lawson was gently 
rebuked by Stephens in an article in The Bookfellow in which 
\ 
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he vrrote that "Doubtless Lawson is the most characteristic 
literary product that Australia has yet achieved. so far 
as he knows our country, he has scrutinised it with a 
microscope. His work is crowded with intimate detail. But 
as art it lacks perspective: Lawson is always too close to 
his subject. It results that his work is minutely vivid, but 
also scrappy, detached, solitary". 51 While Stephens expressed 
sympathy with Lawson's practical problems he would not have 
blame for them attributed to Australia. He wrote 11I have 
set these things down in a spirit, not of condemnation but 
of regret. Nobody expects a poet to be a man of business. 
But for his failure to make poetry pay, whether Lawson blames 
himself or others, he should not blame Australia, which 
admires and loves and liberally encourages him". 52 
But Stephens dealt more harshly with "Pursuing Literature 
in Australia" on the Red Page for 27 May 1899, To a 
complaint from F. Rollitt that 11Maoriland has no literature, 
~ and her literary men may starve before the public or the 
Government lift a finger on theil' behalf", Stephens reacted 
strongly and laid the blame on Lawson. He wrote: 
b 
51 The Bookfellow No.2 {18 February 1899): p.22. 
52 The Bookfellow No.2 (18 February 1899): p.24. 
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It is s?mewha~ alarming to find a recent 
Austral~an wh~ne so echoed from beyond the 
Tasman sea. One hopes the local literary 
person isn't going to make a habit of it 
for he has ntt the least justification. ' 
The ~ault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, 
But ~n ourselves, that we are underlings. 
There is no country in the world which takes 
more interest in literature than Australia does· 
and Maoriland is quite close enough to win ' 
under Australia's mantle. True; the market for 
occasional verse and prose is small and 
unremunerative. But no "literary man" worth 
the name ever dreams of contentment with 
"Occasional" verse and prose. He aims at a 
book, a dozen books - some solid achievament. 
And if Australia has not yet population enough 
to pay him for his labour, there is London 
£20 away or less. When an Australian miner 
can walk from Townsville to Coolgardie for gold, 
an Australian writer can easily work to 
Europe for gold and fame - if the Root of the 
Matter be in him. Ift Anyway, the Whine is 
cowardly and silly.--when Mr. Micawber came to 
Australia he begat far too many descendants 
who wait for something to turn up. Let the 
local writer go ahead and turn up something. 
Stephens' renewed confidence in the wonder of the 
Auct:ralian environment and his pose as the hawke.:r might have 
boen suggested to him by the adventures of "Tom Collins" in 
Such is Life , since he was at work on Furphy's manuscript at 
Certainly the atti.tudes of Furphy and 
53 Joseph Furphy Letters to A.G. Stephens, 1897-1904, 
The Papers of' A. G. Stephens, Mitchell ~ibrary 
MS A2298. Furphy submitted hi~ ma~uscr~pt tbol~he d 
Bulletin on 2 May 1897; Such ~s Life \'las P';\ ~sne: 
1n 1903. Furphy acknowledged receipt of h~s cop~es 
in a letter dated 8 April 1903. 
,, 
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Arthur Hoey Davis, another local writer who as "Steele Rudd" 
had begun to "turn up something", were more acceptable to 
Stephens than Lawson's. It might also be noted that Furphy 
and Davis took Stephens' counsel. Furphy pruned Such is Life 
as instructed and Davis, at Stephenst suggestion, rewrote 
his stories around the same characters, in the way Stephens 
1'lOUld have had Lawson write his. 54 Endorsing his own 
judgment, Stephens remarked on 16 December 1899 in his review 
of On Our Selection55 "Carrying the same characters through 
250 pages, Arthur Davis gains a continuity of interest which 
almost takes the place of' plot". In this review Stephens also 
contrasted Lawson with Davis and Paterson. He wrote that 
Davis 11take s as a writer of humourous prose the place which 
A.B. Paterson holds as a writer of humourous verse; and is 
oven more racy of' the soil. Lawson's is a saturnine humour; 
but Paterson and Davis bubble with spontaneous fun". Lawson 
( could hardly have expected to stand outside the great 
Australian optimism in the face of' adversity and still be 
re'l·larded With Stephens t liberal encouragement· In an article 
entitled "For Australians" on the Red Page for 9 December 
:899 Stephens suggested that faith in a great Australia could 
54 Arthur H. Davis, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 
19 February 1898, The Papers of' A.G. Stephens, 
val. 3, Mitchell Library MS A2299· 
55 Arthur H. Davis, On Our Selection (Sydney, The 
Bulletin Newspaper Company, 1899). 
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be put in the place of the country's vanishing religious 
beliefs. "Good and evil are mingled everywhere", he wrote, 
"but there is no land with more beautiful aspects than 
Australia, no ideal with greater potentialities of human 
achievement and human happiness". 
In addition to his differences of opinion with local Red 
Page contributors, Stephens in 1898 and 1899 continued his 
arguments with another group, the overseas critics of 
Australian writing. On 29 July 1899 he published and poured 
scorn upon expatriate Arthur Patchett Martin's article, 
"Pursuing Literature in London", a follow-up to Lawson's 
advice which dwelt on the difficulties of supporting oneself 
by writing in London. However on 25 June 1898 Stephens paid 
serious attention to suggestions of deficiencies in Australian 
writing made by the English critic, H.D. Traill in Literature 
for 14 May 1898. Among them was the charge that Australian 
Vdrse was "without distinction of style or originality of 
thought". Stephens replied that "Maybe we can't claim much 
originality of thought: but for distinction of style (taken 
as including lyrical quality) no bette:r minor poetry is being 
'\·Tritten in England than Daley and Quinn are writing in 
Australia; and nobody writes in England with a truer, 
tenderer sentiment than Ogilvie". Expanding his claims' 
Stephens quoted Arthur Adams' 11In King-Street' Sydney"' 
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Quinn r s 11The Hidden Tide" and Ogilvie t s "Bowmont Water" 
' 
and invited comparison of them with I. Zangwill' s "Sic 
Transit", a piece of verse taken from the same issue of 
Literature as Traill's criticism. Stephens went on to quote 
Traill's allegations of Australians' lack of interest in 
literature and "almost entire absence of literary ideals, of 
appreciative study devoted to the English classics, of 
independent literary judgment". Stephens in reply pointed 
to the high rate of book sales in Australia as evidence of 
literary interest, but made some admissions : 
A little of the writer's charge is true, toned 
and modified. We have 'literary ideals', b·o.1t 
we have not enough; we ha\e less than we might 
have of 'appreciative study devoted to the 
English classics' - and other classics as good 
as English; we might have more 'independent 
literary judgment'. Literary societies and 
magazines are wanting; and only small demur 
or qualification can be made to the statement 
that nobody makes a living by writing 
Australian books. And the conditions of 
Australian life and brevity of Australian 
history, though'they help ~o e~lain these 
things, do not altogether JUSt1fy them. 
However Stephens denied that Australian literature should 0e 
made solely on the English model. Probably urged as much by 
sentiments of patriotism as by literary considerations he 
i·lrote: 
Necessarily sprung as we are from the 
English sto~k our literature must be an 
offshoot of E~glish literature. But ~~at 
it should be a devout imitation on.a 1ngo 
basis is n.cither necessary nor des1rab~~~ 
The best prose models are in French. 
., 
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strongest £ _3tic stimuli are French. Most 
of ~he bes·.~ ~11story and philosophy is German. 
A l~ttle 01 the best poetry is Italian. To 
filter Australian ideas through English modes 
alone.would be the depth of folly. We have 
the r~ght and the duty - if we are developing a 
literature - to found it on the widest basis 
the world-widest basis. We are heirs not oniy 
to English literature, but to every other 
litehlture as well. And to march solemnly in 
the ruts which Mr. ~nglish Jingo Traill 
politely points out to us - with God, in the 
guise of a Great English Jingo, hovering · 
approvingly oV'erhead - is not in the least, so 
far as this sc.:ribe knows, Australian 
literature's intention or tendency. 
These were brave words, even though bumptiously expressed. 
Stephens was capable of expressing the same sentiment much 
more graciously. He wrote on 9 December 1899 11Give the same 
care and cultivation to a hundred modest bush flowers, draw 
them from obscurity as the rose has been drawn from the 
parent wilderness, let them be worshipped and adored through 
centuries of sentiment - and we have the rivals of the rose 
herself". In 1898 and 1899 Stephens obviously had the 
aptitude to recognize the potentialities of "modest bush 
flowers 11 like Furphy and Davis, but his lack of a consistent 
theory from which to d.caw sound practices for their cultivation 
'\'las also obvious. In his own musings on the nature of 
literature there seemed to be little growth in 1898 and 1899, 
and development of his literary theory might have been 
inhibited by the fact that the roots of his philosophy lay 
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Close ·!io the surface. "I have no use f 1· · or re 1g1ous dogmas", 
:1e wrott.1 on 19 r.r. -,:-ch J.898, and gave as the sources of his 
convictions Ed' ~·\ait-land' s The Pilgrim and the Shrine 56 
and M. J. Savage's Beliefs About Man57 , "absorbed by an 
impressionable brain of fifteen". 
Throughout the period Stephens adhered firmly to the 
belief, which he stated at the beginning of the Red Page on 
15 October 1898, that 11The essence of art is emotion". But 
when he tried to suggest "l"lhat he meant by "emotion" in this 
sense, his explanations lacked consistency. On 22 January 
189$ he stated that rlthe essence of art is its dynamic 
compelling quality; that this quality represents actual life 
'l'lhich the artist throws from himself into his work; and that 
if he wants his work to carry far he has to make effort to 
give impulse - just as a speaker who wants his voice to carry 
far has, as it were, to take it with his whole strength and 
fling it at his audience". In the same passage in which he 
1'las musing on "Studies in the Elizabethan Drama"58 he rejected 
56 Edward Maitland The Pilgrim and the Shrine: Or, 
Passa es from the Life and Corres ondence of 
Herbert Ainslie London, Tinsley Bros., 1 }. 
57 Minot Judson Savage, Beliefs About Man (~ost?n,. 
G.H. Ellis 1882). The date of publicat1on 1nd1cates 
that Steph~ns born in 1865, must hav~ been at least 
in his sevent~enth year when he read 1t. 
58 Arthur Symons' book Studies in the Elizabe~h~9~9~a 
was first published in New York by Dut~on ~~ whatever 
Stephens must therefore have ~een c~l~~~~~1i~ a 
part or parts of it were earl1er pu 1 
periodical. 
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Arthur Symons' term "the moral idea" as a necessity for 
greatness in literature, saying: 
~ref~r, in~tead of "the moral idea" (which 
lS mlxed Wlth baser associations) the 
universal application - That - th~ all-human 
reference, th~ a?curate judgment, placement, 
of every detall ln due proportion and relation 
to the widest conceivable synthesis - is the 
secret of imperishable Art, which s~es never a 
flower without a tree, never a tree without 
the landscape, never a landscape of the eye 
without the illimitable landscape of the 
creative imagination. 
On 23 September 1899 he remarked complacently that "It 
is settled, of course, that no woman, no feminine woman, can 
be a writer of fiction on the high plane". However, he saw 
for the feminine woman another literary role: 
Poetry is another matter. As philosophy, at 
one end of the mental gamut , calls chiefly 
for intellect, poetry, at the other end, 
calls chiefly for emotion. It~ essence is. . 
passionate emotion and woman lS characterlstlcally 
the vessel of passionate emotion. An overplus 
of intellect spoils poetry as it spoils a woman. 
In this passage he seemed to equate "emotion" with sexual 
passion and absence of intellect. 
Brennan was not the only Red Page contributor to notice 
the confused basis of Stephens' literary theory. Another 
contributor, whom Stephens described b.S "A Foreign Dogmatist 
called Compton", remarked on the Red Page for 7 May 1898 
i·lhich was headed "The Basis of Art" that "Barren as the Burns 
controversy has been, it has - like occasional previous 
.. 
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plunges of the 'Red Page' into Art polemics - accentuated 
the crying need of criticism for something or anything like 
system. Argument, 1tvithout admitted facts or established 
generalisations, generally becomes a mere polarisation of 
personal dogmatisms". Compton rejected as a definition of 
art, 11Nature raised to the manth powar" which he described 
as "the bold and hopeful epigram by which a Bullet:t.li 
contributor once endeavoured to express the true inwardness 
of art achievement". Stephens defended the epigram, or at 
least appeared to do so in a passage notable for its lack of 
clarity. Stephens wrote that 11 tCompton t seems to hold that 
Art is 'Nature t (and occasionally something else) 'raised to 
the m_anth power'. Now, what else is there? Admit his 
contention that man is subject and Nature object, man can't 
spin his Art out of himself, like old Jack Robertson's 
mythical telegraph-wire spider". Stephens might have been 
trying to convey ideas similar to those Brennan expressed on 
10 September 1898 when Stephens had asked him to disclose his 
"standard of poetry". Brennan wrote "Shortly, then as is 
desired - that Beauty which poetry would achieve, is a new 
creation out of the old and lasting matter - Man and Nature; 
both being fused together in unity, that the soul may confer 
on outer beauty significance and in return receive' what 
belongs to it by right of birth, all splendour and glory -
a nuptial exchange". 
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When on 24 September 1898 Stephens discussed What Is 
~?59 he worked through the definitions of art which 
Tolstoy quoted, deciding that: 
. . . the mo~t scientific definition of all 
comes from Veron, whose book on aesthetics 
I myself prize especially -
Art is the manifestation of emotion 
transmitted externally by a combination 
of lines, forms, colours, or by a 
succession of movements, sounds, or 
words subjected to certain rhythms. 
Which in the local opinion, is as near as 
anyone will ever get to defining art. No 
definition which has reference to "beauty" is 
worth a rap, unless the conception of 11beauty 11 
is widened. 
Stephens had apparently forgotten or else changed ground on 
the claim he made on 21 May 1898 in disapproval of Wilde's 
discussion of the injustices of the British prison system 
in "The Ballad of Reading Gaol". At that time he had asserted 
that 11Art must appeal to the mind undivided against itself: 
there must be no hesitation, no reserves. Hence it is that 
pure Beauty is apriori likely to produce the greatest 
artistic effect: to Beauty one surrenders unreservedly". J 
Stephens tried to define some of his critical terms when 
he devoted the Red Page to the measurement of Ogilvie 'l s merits 
against those of other Australian writers on 3 December 1898 · 
He introduced "some arbitrary definitions" which, omitting 
his facetious examples, were as follows : 
59 Leo Tolstoy, What Is Art? tr. by Aylmer Maude (London, 
Walter Scott, 1899). 
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Emotion = a cerebr~l reaction to sense-
mess~ge,s, and ~ar~~cularly an instinctive, 
abor~g~nal, pr~st~ne, racial reaction· 
i.e., a ~e~cti?n to the strongest, si~plest, 
most fam~l~ar ~mpulses - to joy fear 
comradeship, love of woman, hom~, cou~try. 
Intellectual emotion = a cerebral reaction to 
sense-messages, but particularly an individual 
reaction; -i.e., a reaction colored less by 
ancestors than by parents, altered by personal 
ego conscious and unconscious. Usually 
intellectual emotion is not so strong as 
emotion; it is always harder, colder; but it 
is subtler, and sometimes finer and sweeter . 
Fancy = imagination tethered to earth. 
Imagination = fancy freed and soaring beyond 
the stars. 
Stephens, having established definitions which satisfied him, 
continued: 
Now it is possible to make arbitrary measurement 
of the poetical characteristics of some 
Australian poets:-
Daley = intellectual ~mot~on ~lus fancy· 
Quinn = emotion plus ~mag~nat~on. 
Ogilvie = emotion plus fancr· 
Kendall = intellectual en."- t~on plus 
imagination. 
Gordon = emotion plus fancy •. 
Stephens = intellectual emot~on plus fancy. 
Lawson = emotion. 
Boake = emotion plus fancy· . 
Bayldon = intellectual emot~on. 
And so on. Of course spheres oyerlap:. ~aley is 
occasionally streaked with emot~on,,Qu~~ f 
with intellectual emotion; the lmag~nf ~?~ 0 
Kendall is rather in the ~tm~s~he~d00gilvie's 
poems t~an in.the poems;G 0d ~~~ _ sometimes 
fancy ~ngs h~gher than .or 0 h ns's 
almost reaching i~agi~at~on; Stelp e to emotion. 
intellectual emot~on ~s often c ose 
And so on. 
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Stephens' definitions and comparisons relied on the 
assertion of simple measurements of height, breadth, depth, 
proximity, and even sweetness. To have had significance, 
his attempts to rate the poetical capacities of local writers 
would have had to be referred to much more widely accepted 
standards than the comparison of one with another of them. 
His attempt to divide the same writers into "subjective" and 
"objective 11 was no more illuminating: 
The objective men deal with outsides, externals, 
realities, and the sensations they awake: the 
subjective, if they take an external peg for 
thought, speedily merge it in their dream and 
the sensations of their dream. There is no 
hard-and-fast line; but essentially the 
following classification holds. Objective: 
Ogilvie, Lawson, Paterson, Gordon, et al. 
Subjective: Daley, Quinn, Stephens, Kendall, 
et al. (The order here, as elsewhere on 
this-page, is acciden~al. To establish ~n . 
order of merit would ~nvolve reams of we~gh~ng 
and measuring, and then only a personal opinion 
would be established.) 
Em·tever, he had already written that "0gil vie stands just now 
at the head of our objective verse-writers; Daley at the 
head of the subjective", and he later remarked that "Ogilvie' 
like Gordon, is sliding into the subjective and higher rank"' 
thus returning to criticism by simple assertion o£ 
measurement on his own arbitrary scale. His comparisons and 
measurements on this occasion led him to the extraordinary 
claim for Ogilvie that "a poem called 'The Bush, My Lover' . . . 
----------------------~~~~'---
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is the finest poetic utterance which the spirit of 
Australia has inspired". 
The conclusion is inescapable that Stephens' cr?.cicism 
in 1898 and 1899 lacked an adequate theoretical basis 
including adequate standards of comparison. His zeal for 
the encouragement of Australian writing led him to praise 
immoderately the minor lyrists with whom he was surrounded, 
and in attempting to justify his claims for them he was 
prepared to denigrate the classics, to ignore his informed 
and perceptive critics, and largely to give up his former 
practice of comparing Australian writing with the best in 
overseas literature in similar genres. Stephens' critical 
performance in these years proved that as a basis of literary 
theory patriotism was not enough. 
Stephens in 1898 and 1899 had to face the challenges to 
his critical authority which have been discussed in this 
chapter, and he also felt that literary criticism as a 
specialized calling was not appreciated. In "Under the 
Gumtree" on 1 July 1899 he set out to show to what extent the 
critical faculty differed from the creative faculty. As if 
in ans\·ler to an undl::::closed proposition to the contrary' he 
i·rrote: 
It seems evident to me.that th~.citrti~~ferent 
faculty in literature 1S essen 1a eative' 
but not altogether distinct.from,hthe crf 
faculty. They are overlaPP1ng sp eres 0 
b 
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which neither contains the other. As a 
ru~ez the greater the creator, the less his 
cr~t~c~l power? the greater the critic the 
less h~s creat~ve power. To create for 
example, in the most artistic field'of 
literature - Poetry - a man need not be 
equipped with learning: he relies less upon 
knowledge than upon instinct, natural impulse. 
He need not even have thought deeply, if he 
but feel keenly. But to be a capable critic 
one must have su:-:·.teyad a considerable extent 
of the literary fi:~ld; must have read much and 
reflected much; must have formed mental 
standards by continual judgment, by wide 
comparison. If the human brain, and human 
vitality, were capable of indefinite extension, 
there is no reason why the greatest poet should 
not be the greatest critic; and contrariwise. 
But they are not; and he is not. 
These remarks were not an acknowledgement of his own 
deficiencies as a creative writer but the prologue to a 
proud defence of his literary theory based on physiological 
principle o oince he continued : 
For here enters what has been called. my "King 
Charles's head" of physiology (int~ocluced with 
the more confidence because J:F· N~sbet~s.new 
book, "The Human Machinen,bO ~sa repet~t~on. 
and enforcement of the sermon preach~d oz:. th~s 
page for the last five years). Imag~nat~ve 
power sense of beauty, sense of i-vords, 
facility in the use of words, and all the other 
effects which readers a~e still accustomed to 
speak of as causes are as much dependent on 
physical force and'cerebral efficiency as t~e 
power of an engine is dependent on the heat~ng 
surface o:E its boiler and the character of l.ts 
construction. 
60 J.F. Nisbet, The Human Machine (London, Grant 
Richards, 1899). 
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Stephens went on to deplore the fact that "people are 
accustomed to transfer the reputation of rank, or ability 
from one mental field to another". One of his exa:nples of 
this phenomenon was that "If Premier Reid • • . were to 
venture an opinion upon Australian poetry, I am quite sure it 
w·ould be reverently accepted by a large number of illiterate 
persons unable to judge its merits". 
Stephens appreciated the reading and breadth of 
understanding necessary to produce a capable critic; he also 
believed that 11 some amount of poetical emotion every critic 
must have, or his criticism of poetry will be unsympathetic 
and barren". Yet he looked to physiological causes to account 
for the origins of the critical as well as the creative 
faculty. It was ironical that the mar. who denied chases 
5ugees in phj.losophy, religion ai~d art should have been so 
ar~ious to establish physiological first causes. His 
arguments to physiology were almost always irrelevant to the 
literary judgments he sought to make and they invariably led 
!:im into exaggerated assertions like that on 1. July 1899 that 
. ' 
"i:r Keats had possessed much more than the 'scant learn~ng 
i·if.ich Houghton credits him with, he would assuredly have 
dulled his sense of Beauty". Such assertions he could only 
defend, not as he had promised on 18 June 1898 "in the 
diccu::mion of things ideal u' but in further assertions of 
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the "Ipse Physiologus Dixi. Punctum." variety which Br~annan 
had so acutely observed. 61 
It was not in his theories but in the books which he saw 
through The Bulletin press after careful editing and in the 
manuscripts on which he was working that Stephens earned the 
compliment Furphy wrote to him at the end of 1899, "Honestly, 
I ~ conscious of a sort of subterranean conviction that there 
is a Deus ex the Bulletin Co. moving in a mysterious way 
to\·;ards an Australian literature". 62 Stephens t advertisements 
offering his services as literary agent ceased with that on 
the Red Page for 26 November 1898, but on 16 September '.899 
a nevr advertisement appeared for the "Australasian Litl •ary 
Agency" in which Stephens was described as the "Representative 
in Sydney" and Arthur Jose as the 'irflep:r•esentative :in London". 
In the period his experience with The Bookfellow must have 
convinced him that a separate literary magazine could not 
succeed and while in the revival of the agency he sought to 
n~~ist Australian authors to publication he must have realized 
th~t the Red Page was the only forum he was likely to achieve 
for some time. It was unfortunate that the liveliness of 
61 BRP, 17 December 1898. See p. 186 above. 
62 Joseph Furphy, Letter to A.G. Stephel}s,h2lllDLe?~mber 
1899 The Papers of A.G. Stephens, M~tc e ~ rary 
l'lt"' j h-> A2'~0EL 
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Red Page debate diminished a:fter the early part of 1899, 
Stephens' self-righteous vanity alienated the writers who 
could have shared in making the Red Page a vital literary 
force, and who could at the same time have benefited from 
corrununication with him and with each other on it. Winning 
entries in a competition for writing the most appropriate 
speech for an undertakers' picnic on 4 November 1899 were a 
very poor substitute for the best of the contributions by 
Brannan, Brereton, Brunton Stephens, Lawson and Daley earlier. 
~thermore a major distraction from Stephens' concentration 
on literary topics appeared in the last issue of The Bulletin 
for the period on 30 December 1899, when the Red Page joined 
the rest of the paper in its campaign against the Boer War. 
> 
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Chapter Six 
11Bookfellow's Mixture" 
The Red Page from January 1900 to April 1902. 
A.G. Stephens ran the Red Page from January 1900 to 
12 April 1902 with a great deal of verve, leaving the 
impression that he had it under tight editorial control and 
that he had his finger firmly on the pulse of happenings 
in the world at large. When he contributed a substantial 
article to the page he usually signed it. The signature he 
used most often was 11The Bookfellow", but it is indicative 
of the amount of the Red Page Stephens devoted to other 
people t s writing that in more than half the issues between 
January 1900 and 12 April 1902 neither his pseudonym nor his 
initials appeared .1 No announcement of his impending 
departure was made on the Red Page although he was to be 
absent from 12 April to 27 December 1902. 
1 . The s~gnatures Stephens used on the Red Page in the 
period were as follows: "The Bookfellow" on 13, 20, 
27 January, 3, 10, 17, 24 February, 3, 10, 17, 
24 March, 14 April, 9, 16, 23, 30 June, 7, 21 July, 
lS, 25 August, 15, 22 September, 1900; 19 Jan6 uar1y, ~27 April 11, 25 May, 1, S, 22, 29 June, Ju y, 
17 31 Aug~st 1901· 29 March 1902: "Bookfellow" on 
24'August 28 Sept~mber 1901 and 15 February 1902: 
"The 'Feliow" on 14 September 1901: "B. 11 on 
23 February 18 May 20 July and 3 August 1901: 
"A.G.s.n on's Septe~ber 1900, 5 January, 10 Aug~st, 
5 October 7 December 1901· and 25 January 1902. 
"A. 11 on 1 'February and 22 March 1902: "G." on 
8 February 1902: "Bill Spuds", the nal'!le he gave to 
"the hawker" on 2 November 1901.. No S=!-gnljl.t~~~s 0~r 
Stephens appeared on the other s~xty-s~x ~s 
the Red Page in the period. 
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From January 1900 to April 1902, the contents of the 
Red Page reflected Stephens' preoccupation with two 
non-literary events, the Boer War and the Federation of the 
Australian colonies into the Commonwealth of Australia. 
The Boer War served to increase Stephens' resentment of 
Britain, an~ Federation increased his nationalism; in 
conjunction both events led him to seek out and extol the 
individuality of Australians and to urge them towards 
excellence, especially in the field of literature. 
Stephens made clear his views on the Boer War in several 
\·;ays. He reprinted from various sources articles supporting 
the Boer cause. Some were taken from the English press; 
for example, "When and Why the Boers Armed" on 28 April 1900 
and 11The Uitlander Grievances" on 19 May 1900 were both taken 
from the London Morning Leader. On 6 April 1901 he reprinted 
from the Chicago Record Bertrand Shedwell's anti-war doggerel 
"For His Good", and on 2.3 November 1901 S.W. Pennypacker's 
article "The South African War" was reprinted from the 
lie\·1 York Sun. Reprints were also taken from Australian 
sources, for example "In the Death Agony" reprinted on the 
Red Page on 7 July 1900 was acknowledged to its source in 
the Brisbane Worker. In his own writing Stephens brought 
reports of British injustice in diplomatic negotiations and 
on the field of battle to the notice of Red Page readers· 
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on 13 January 1900 in "A Historian's Judgment of the 
Transvaal War", he discussed the evidence in James Bryce's 
I!!lpressions of South Africa2 to show that Britain not the 
Boers had precipitated the war, and he concluded in disgust 
that 11this is the war in which Australians have been lured 
and encouraged to take part! 11 The Red Page containing this 
article had begun with unsigned verses which Stephens 
explained had been occasioned by the call of the Archbishop 
of Canterbury for a day of humiliation and prayer for 
British victory over the Boers. While Stephens did not admit 
to authorship, the "Prayer in Time of War" was probably of 
his making. One stanza will be sufficient to indicate that 
while the lines lacked grace they were not without vigour: 
God of massacre and carnage, give us carnage 
in a flood, -
Murdered fathers, weeping mothers, infants 
dead in tender bud. 
Let our enemies be scattered; let thy altars 
swim in blood, 
Bloodt blood! bloodY blood! blood! bloodt blood! 
Verse by other 1.-vriters was also used in his anti-war campaign. 
t t' II On 8 June 1901 he published William Watson's "Lamen a 10n 
i·thich regretted the fate of ttQur vainly grave in an ignoble 
quarrel". Reputation was no protection for established 
ff t On 23 February \·irite:rs who supported the British war e or • 
1901 Stephens noted that uw .E. Henley (gganto mutatu§.) has 
2 f South Africa, 3rd ed. James Bryce, Impressions o 
(London, Macmillan, 1899). 
I 
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collected his rhyming twaddle about the Anglo-Boer war, 
and has produced in 'For England's Saket3 a booklet fully 
worthy of the subject". On 30 March 1901 Stephens made 
effective use in his discussion of love letters of the 
pathetic letter from a Boer soldier's wife found on his body. 
On 17 August 1901 after devoting more than three columns of 
the Red Page to an account of British action against the 
civilian population of Krugerdorp, Stephens filled the rest 
of the page with Walt Whitman's lines, 11To a Foiled Revolter 
or Revoltress". Stephens pretended no tolerance of readers 
who sought to argue with him about the War. On 20 January 
1900 he wrote that the first salvo in his Red Page anti-war 
campaign, "Why the Boers Must Win", had been reprinted on 
30 December 1899 "chiefly for its literary effect - it was 
fresh, original, and tant 3oit peu paradoxical. Come the 
controversialists - the plain ordinary controversialists -
\'lith solid argume.lts, maybe; but with no devil, no paradox, 
no tongue with a prickle-pickle-tang of unexpectedness. And 
if you don't print tem - 'Where' s yov.r fair play?i So one 
goes - and no more". Having denied interest to the 
contributor's letter so effectively, Stephens saw no need 
to reply to any of the points it raised. Unfair tactics 
perhaps, but, like the rest of his anti Boer War writing, 
effective polemics. 
3 and Son s 
\'l. E • Henley .J. .E.Q;oru~~~M~f-6-nilif~~....::::::::.:;:::::_;;;~_._ 
in Time of war 
• 
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Stephen~J' resentment of Britain also manifested 
itself in a·nti-imperialistic sentiments like those 
expressed in his article "Britain and India" which occupied 
the whole of the Red Page on 22 March 1902. The core of 
his argu.."'lent was that 111fhe work of plunder, so well begun, 
has been systematically continued. 'India must be bledt' 
Britain no longer steals with the mailed fist; she steals 
f" f with the tax-collector's itching palm". These sentiments 
I ( made it inevitable that Stephens would disapprove of the 
royal tour of Australia by the Duke of Cornwall and York in 
1901, arranged as part of the official celebrations of 
Federation. On 8 June 1901 Stephens imagined a lively and 
most unlikely letter from the royal visitor, headed "Being 
a Duke" and addressed "Dear Bookfellow 11 • Stephens had the 
Duke complaining "Where' s the holiday? I'm slaving from 
morning till night: I don't get a minute's decent rest-
not a minutet People complain I look bored: how can I 
brz 
help looking bored? I ~bored. So would you be if you had 
to keep eternally grinning and bowing at people you never met 
in your life before, and never want to meet again - for fear 
they'll say something disrespectful of the monarchy if you 
let your mouth fix for a moment". Even more strongly than 
of the royal tour, Stephens disapproved of the loyal verses 
volritten for the occasion, which he called nLoyalty' s 
--. 
.. 
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Literary Product" in the heading of a Red Page article 
on 25 May 1901. Stephens noted that "a thoroughly loyal 
poet", James Purtell, was "the only professional poet in 
Australia - the only man who makes a living solely and 
wholly by poetry. He invariably refers to his products as 
'effusions' - sentimental gush poured out in a stream - and 
the effusions are sold by thousands to the illiterate bulk 
of Melbourne's population". However, even on the evidence 
of Purtell's "The Soldier's Dream of Home 11 which he reprinted, 
Stephens was prepared to conclude optimistically that "By-
and-by, via Purtell, Purtell's readers may learn to appreciate 
loyalty to Australia. You can't hurry the universe or the 
race • Let us hope". 
The derision with which Stephens greeted expressions 
of loyalty to crown and Empire was in sharp contrast to 
his wholehearted recommendations of Australian patriotism. 
On 8 December 1900, on the eve of Federation, he addressed 
to Red Page readers a stirring call for loyalty under the 
title 11For Australia". In it he explained that he was 
prepared to accept the official celebrations as necessary 
since 11The celebration by Blare and Glare of the establish-
ment of the Commonwealth is the process by which we make 
intelligible to the crowd the supposed significance of the 
Commonwealth: it is a kind of picture-writing by which wo 
N t · " Stephens 
give objective shape to the idea of the a ~on • 
.. 
-----------------
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did not regard Federation as in itself an achievement. 
He wrote that "There is no salvation in the abstract idea 
of Australian union: its chief value is as a stimulus to 
effort, and the effort must always be the concrete effort 
of the men who compose the union". In this article he laid 
down the directions in which he considered the efforts of 
Australian political leaders would best be directed. He 
asserted that "the objects of government must always be 
national existence, racial preservation, and a national 
prosperity in which every citizen may share in proportion 
to his desert". The attainment of these objects he concluded 
would "justify all the enthusiasm to which the establishment 
of the Commonwealth has given birth by proving to nearly 
every individual in the community that Patriotism Pays". 
For the purposes of his argument for "racial preserva-
tion", 3tephens was prepared to allow that "The mixed 
British breed on which we build our race is as good a breed, 
on the whole , as any to be found 11 • It was certainly 
preferable in his view to "the establishment of Asiatic 
settlements, or of a Eurasian breed", or to the immigration 
of South Sea Islanders, because 11the white races have won 
from the centuries a possibility of development along their 
d by the As.;atic or the Islander". o\'m lines which is not share ..... 
i'lhile the preservation of the race depended on keeping 
.. 
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Australia white, "national existence" for Stephens 
depended on the population of the bush. Stephens likened 
the capital cities to "huge cancers whose ramifications 
of disease spread far into national life; and the non-
productive inhabitants whom they nourish are supported at 
the cost of the primary industries of the community". In 
expansion of this idea he asserted that "The city tribe of 
clerks and similar employees is the last class which should 
be encouraged to increase", since 11Every one of them has 
to be carried on the back of some struggling farmer or miner 
or stock-raiser". 
Stephens' belief in the superiority of the country 
dwaller in the Australian population was not only expressed 
in the 11For Australia" article on 8 December 1900. On 
earlier Red Pages he had propounded the view that the bush 
was a healthier place than the city. In his "Letter to a 
Bushfellow" on 20 January 1900 he assured his correspondent 
with some hyperbole that "Yours is the honest sweat in a 
saddle, not enervating perspiration over a desk; you hunt 
your dinner before you catch it, and fatigue your bodies 
into health while we are worrying our brains into disease"· 
Depreciating the supposed advantages of city life he wrote 
"Yet you miss the mental stimulus of a metropolis' the 
mental attrition and polishing - poor stimulust sad polish! 
-
i 
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somehow desiderated by these bundles of contradictory 
appetites - us". He went on to state that "Neither bush 
nor city is better; but both". However, on 21 April 1900 
he wrote that "city life keeps the brain in continual 
excitement while denying the body proper rest and exercise 11 
and on 28 September 1901 in introducing his review of 
Miles Franklin's My Brilliant Career4 under the heading 
11A Bookful of Sunlight 11 he described beliefs that "the 
' 
Bush is desolate, the eucalypt unbeautiful 11 as 11the notions 
of our British fathers, persisting in their children". 
Another article on the same Red Page which Stephens entitled 
"Our Country" he introduced with the note that 11The good 
leaven is working in this exceptionally well written article 
from The Age, Melbourne rr. The article, extolling the beauty 
of spring in Australia, rejoiced in 11the settler's home 
embowered in blossom and bursting leaf" where 11a brave man 
and a brave woman live in strong self-reliance, the solitary 
life of the bush". The "good leaven11 to which Stephens 
referred was presumably the pride of Australians in their 
native land, based on its natural beauties and the sterling 
qualities of the inhabitants of the bush. 
1 k ill. the idealism There were however occasiona crac s 
i·lith which Stephens viewed bush life. On 25 January 19°2 
4 s M kl. My Br-llliant Career (Edinburgh, tella iles Fran ~n, _ • 
Blackwood, 1901) • 
--
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in a bitter attack on Britain, entitled "Australia for 
Australians", Stephens referred tQ Australia t s early use 
by Britain as "a receptacle for felons", and he hinted 
darkly at "unmentionable crimes hidden in the Australian 
bush - the family incest, the passionless murders". He 
resented what he considered govei'nment partiality in the 
provision of amenities for the cities. On 6 October 1900 
he discussed the grant of £200 from the New Sor.th Wales 
Department of Public Instruction to the public library of 
the Rockwood Municipality in Sydney under the heading 11An 
Example of the Gross Waste of Public Money in N .S. Wales". 
He complained that "Every Aust,ralian Government squanders 
on the capital cities money which should be devoted to the 
improvement of the conditions of life and labour in the 
country. In a hundred ways the cities are made pleasant 
places to live in. In a hundred ways life in the bush is 
rendered intolerable n. Typically Stephens ascribed the 
deficiencies he discerned in life in the bush to government 
mismanagement and not to any fault in the inhabitants. In 
fact, Stephens saw in the bushman characteristics akin to 
those of Rousseau's noble savage. On 27 October 1900 he 
,.,rote that "In these days, when human society is an over-
educated irony - blase as a meteorite that has been through 
heaven and earth only to find itself on the cold floor of a 
--
... 
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museum in the demoralising company of dummy nuggets of 
gold - in these torpedo times, when Philosophy seems an 
olio of clues to nowhere in particular, and Art an echo of 
crazes from everywhere in general, it is delightful to meet, 
under a gum-tree in the Bush, the Man who knows Nothing, 
\vho has never been anywhere and wants to go nowhere". 
Stephens apparently saw no conflict between this admiration 
of bush ignorance and his insistence that facilities for 
the improvement of the mind, like libraries, should have 
been provided for the men of the bush. 
What Stephens sought and thought he found in the bush 
\1/'as the type who was distinctively Australian. Russel Ward 
has shown that "the traditional belief that the 'true' or 
'typical' Australians were the men of the outback" was not 
only \V"idespread but also had some substance in view of the 
high proportion of the native-born in the bush population 
in the nineteenth century5. Stephens noted on 25 January 
1902 that "At the census of 1891 there were in this country 
naarly the same number of men of adult age, born in Britain, 
as there were men born in Australia 11 • But he more often 
sought physiological rather than demographic evidence of 
the existence or at least of the emergence of a race 
distinctively Australian. On 28 July 1900 he introduced. 
5 1 d (Melbourne , Oxford Russel \'lard The Australian egen 
University Press, 1958), p.68. 
---
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under the title "The Coming Australian", part of an 
address by Dr. R. Humphry Marten to the South Australian 
Branch of the British Medical Association, with the 
following note : 
Many Australian medical practitioners possess 
valuabl~ data for generalising about the 
Austral~an race - the way in which native-
born whites of European jescent are affected 
by climate, by occupation, by social conditions 
by that environment which includes all these ' 
factors and others too intangible to be 
defined, yet all-important in fixing the 
character and destiny of the race. If leading 
generalisations could be established, even 
as theories, the deductions would be of the 
utmost service to physicians, legislators, 
sociologists and ethnologists. 
The second part of "The Coming Australian" Stephens published 
on the Red Page on 11 August 1900, and, as an example of 
its level, one of Marten's generalizations was that "The 
teeth, as a rule, are extremely bad, this being caused by 
the enormous amount of butcher's meat consumed, and may be 
helped by th~ small amount of lime present in the drinking 
\'later, which is so often purely rain water from the roofs • 
It is cheering to know that good teeth, according to the 
latest French statistics, contrary to what is generally 
imagined, go with a high death rate". On 29 September 1900 
Stephens condensed a paper given by Dr. Joseph Ahearne of 
Toi·moville to a Catholic Congress in Sydney under the 
l:oading "The Australian i11 the Tropics"· On the Red Page 
-----------------. ... _ ... 
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on 13 October 1900 Stephens expressed his disagreement 
'\'lith Ahearne 's view that the white Australian was not able 
to work satisfactorily in the heat of North Queensland. 
f' According to St.ephens, "Given a good wage ano. an eight-hour 
~ ~ day, white men can cut cane just as well as black". It was 
of coarse necessary to Stephens' arguments for a white 
Australia to establish that the white man was capable of 
adapting himself to life and work in all the zones of the 
Continent. 
Besides its nurturing of the 11real 11 Australian, there 
1·1as another element in bush life which would have appealed 
strongly to St9phens, its comparative freedom. In the 
period from January 1900 to April 1902 he championed freedom 
of the individual from a number of restraints. He began his 
plea "For Australia" c11. 8 December 1900 with the assertion 
that 11The object of life, for everything living, is the 
f oatisfn.ction of natural appetites", and in the period he 
.. 
continued his earlier opposition to religious dogma and 
conventional attitudes to sexual morals. On 21 July 1900 
in "The Holy Medical Church" he wrote of a pamphlet' The 
~orality of Medical Practice6, written by the Catholic 
Archbishop of .r-ielbourne, that "\'lithin the limits of his 
6 Thomas Joseph Carr, !he Morality of Medical Practice 
(Melbourne, W.P. Linehan, 1900}: 
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creed Archbishop Carr is acute and forcible - he eats the 
herbage logically bare. But he cannot strain farther than 
his rope will permit. Beyond his bare patch is the 
universe; and he cannot reach it - tethered to his Dogma". 
~ In reviewing a new English edition of Richard von Krafft-
i 
.. 
Ebing's Psychopathia Sexualis7 on 16 June 1900 in an 
article he headed simply "Sex", Stephens wrote : 
We live under the domain of undeviating law. 
For every effect there is a cause, and the 
chain of causation has never with human 
experience been broken. Sex-diseases are as 
much a part of human experience as are any other 
diseases. They do not come uncaused, and 
their causes and remedies should be studied just as the causes and remedies of diphtheria 
or neurasthenia are studied - in the interests 
of humanity. But over sex in European 
countries, and during later ages, a mysterious 
veil has been drawn. Religions have called 
'unclean' the instinct upon which human 
existence depends; and the methods of Nature, 
in every other sphere free to enquiry, have 
in the sphere of sex been looked upon a~ . 
'indecent' 'improper', 'obscene'. It ~s t~me 
to end all'that. Sex is not a mystic myth: 
it is a human fact· and it cannot be disregarded 
or suppressed with~ut the most serious 
consequences to the individual and to the•race. 
On 31 August 1901 Stephens expressed his opposition to the 
l'Gs-craints that were placed on the subject matter and the 
7 Richard von Kraf£t-Ebing Psychopathia Sexualis, 
tr. from the lOth German'ed. (Chicago, W.T. Keener, 
1900) • 
---i-
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attitudes of contemporary novelists. He prefaced his 
discussion of "Two New Novels", Sister TeresaB by 
George Moore and Anna Lombard9 by Victoria Cross, with 
the complaint that "English literary art • . . teems \'lith 
prating praises of 'the mighty Elizabethans'; but if a 
mighty Elizabethan sprang to life in London nowadays, there 
is no 'Respectable' publisher who would print his books; 
there is hardly a 'Critic' who would not revile him". 
Stephens also fought vigorously against literary censorship 
in Australia. Individual attempts were dismissed in short 
order. In a paragraph on 22 June 1901 Stephens ridiculed 
the attempt of the local parish priest to have novels he 
considered "an outrage to Catholic instincts" excluded from 
the Kiama School of Arts. Official attempts Stephens took 
~ore seriously. On 19 October 1901 in an article entitled 
"Suppressing Balzac", he 1.nvited Red Page readers to 
contrast the attitudes of two Australian academics, 
Professor Mo~ris of Melbourne University and Professor 
r.racCallum of Sydney University. Stephens noted that Morris 
had assisted the prosecution in a case in which a Victorian 
8 George Moore, Sister Teresa (London, Unwin, 1901). 
9 Victoria Cross, ~Ann~a~L~o~m~b~a~r~d (London, Long, 1901) . 
.. 
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bookseller was fined for importing translations of 
Balzac's Centes drolatigues and Paul de Koch's Monsieur 
10 Duport. Stephens reported with scorn that Professor 
Morris had found Balzac's stories "thoroughly indecent n, 
Professor MacCallum on the other hand, in testimony before 
the New South Wales Legislative Assembly Committee on 
Working of the Free Public Library, had upheld the right of 
the Library to house and make available for serious study 
books considered "objectionable 11 • Stephens quoted at 
length from MacCallum's testimony in which he argued that 
"there are three classes of oii:: ... ctionable books that any 
great collection ought to have. One of these classes is 
objectionable books of undoubted genius . . . in the second 
place, every great public collection ought to have books, 
even if objectionable, which throw light on the origin of 
literary masterpieGes • , , in the third place I think a 
public collection should have such books as do not possess 
10 The bookseller was George Robertson and ext~acts 
from evidence by Professor Morris appeared ~d 
The Age (Melbourne) for 21 September 1901 u~ er/ 
the heading "Importation of French Translat~ons 
Well-known Bookseller Fine~ £1°0" · d U~~~~ "The Eve 
examination Professor Morr~~ ~verr~ but that there 
of St. Agnes" was not very ~n ec~n hich he 
was in Dryden's 11Feast 11 a gross ~nde?enca w t t 
had not noticed until it hati been po~nte ou 0 
him • 
.. --------------~--~---1111 
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literary interest, but which, though not written by a 
man of genius, are still important as showing the manners 
of the time". MacCallum's testimony amounted to a 
comprehensive claim for the Library's right to buy any book 
ragardless of any objections on moral grounds. 
In this period another Australian academic whose works 
were considered "objectionable" by some members of his own 
university as well as by some of the public was given 
support on the Red Page. On 30 June 1900 Stephens in a 
report of a mock trial headed "The Sin of Witchcraft 11 
ridiculed the Melbourne University Council's attempt to 
discipline Professor Marshall-Hall for his sensuous verses 
which he had ironically titled Hymns, Ancient and Modern11 . 
Stephens had made briefer and wittier comment on this dispute 
a fortnight earlier; on 16 June 1900 he wrote a paragraph 
reporting that nG. W. L. Marshall-Hall, whose term of office 
Will expire at 1900-end, is to be asked to undertake anew 
I·Telb. University music-professorship, despite Bishop Goets 
vigorous protest against tthose immoral Hymns'. A public 
musician's private morals do not matter while he keeps them 
to himself; but there should really be a clause in the Uni. 
agreement insisting that Prof. Hall improve his hexameters"· 
11 G.W.L. Marshall-Hall, Hymns, Ancient and Modern 
(Melbourne, Atlas Press, 1898}. 
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On 11 January 1902 Stephens wrote an article which he 
entitled "The Czar of Customs" and in which he attacked 
the provisions of the Customs Act of 1901, pointing out 
that "The word 'blasphemous t, at least should be struck out. 
It is practically meaningless, except as a tool for the use 
of ignorance or bigotry • • . It is an offence against 
liberty to prohibit the importation of books, for example, 
on the ground that their contents are 'blasphemous', Who, 
in the progress of thought, in the continual enlightenment 
of the human race, can arrogate the right to put a barrier 
to wha~:, shall honestly be written ? 11 His criticism went 
straight to the weaknesses in the provisions of the Act which 
have caused problems of interpretation at law and of 
administration in the bureaucracy ever since. Stephens also 
came to see that official acts of censorship and censure had 
the support of the mass of the Australian population. On 
15 February 1902 he wrote that "The truth is that Australia, 
in point of intelligence, is still little more than a large 
parish. Parochial is written large over almost every 
expression of public opinion; and narrow-minded leaders 
guide continually narrow-minded followers to narrow-minded 
ends". The immediate causes of this displeasure were public 
reactions to the sensuality of Marshall-Hall's verse and 
to the opposition to the Boer War expressed in academic 
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circles in Sydney. As Stephens saw it, "The persecution 
of Prof. Marshall-Hall in Melbourne, the clamour for the 
persecution of Prof. Wood in Sydney, exhibit the instincts 
of the Mob at its basest". And he concluded by asserting 
rrso great a country is Australia t so small a parish t" 
Writing in less seriops vein on 20 July 1901 Stephens 
included women among the enemies of freedom, proclaiming 
that 11We need another Wilberforce to preach a new crusade 
on behalf of the religious savage, pious one day in seven; 
the official savage, with his regulated holidays; the woman 
savage, with her fetish of birthdays and wedding days, and 
her annual repetition of a death-advertisement". He then 
invited Red Page readers to consider "What tame pack-horses 
most of us are, plodding under loads of habit"· 
Stephens in this period continued his habit of publishing 
and praising on the Red Page the work of Ogilvie, Quinn and 
---
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Daley. 12 There was evidence of parochialism in his 
12 On.BR~ 10 Fe?ruary 1900 Stephens quoted from 
O~llVle's trlbute to Harry Morant on his departure 
Wl~h ~he Transva~ Contingent; untitled verses by 
Ogl~Vl~ were publlshed on 13 June 1900 (lines 
beglnnlng "I envy all red. roses"), on 6 October 1900 
("Some men are dreamers mth their oars inboard") 
and on 3 November 1900 ("Let green weeds gather i~ 
our garden ways"); on 18 May 1901 under the heading 
110n the Road to Scotland", Stephens rePorted that 
Ogilvie was on his way back to Scotland on the SS 
"Persia" and he quoted two of the pieces of verse he 
had written on the way, 11Chess on the Persia" and 
11The Land at the Back of the Leeuwin"; on 22 June 
1901 Ogilvie's verses, 11The Reiver's Heart", headed 
the Red Page and on 12 April 1902 Stephens announced 
that Ogilvie had produced 11Songs for the. Buccleugh 
Hunt" and quoted "To Horse and Away", 11Get Away On" 
and "Hacking Home 11 • Stephens commented that 110gilvie ts 
rhymes are really spirited: in fact they challenge 
comparison with Whyte-Melville, and fail only by a 
pulse beat or two". On 12 January 1901 Stephens 
suggested that Lawson had borrowed ideas from Ogilvie 
(mentioned on p. 277 of text) and on 4 January 1902 
he quoted an epigram of Ogilvie'e on a tortoise-shell 
comb which was challenged as a plagiarism by "A. J. G." 
on 11 January 1902. Quinn's contributions consisted 
of prose and verse. The three prose sketches were 
11The Northern Traveller" on 26 May 1900, "Glimpses" 
on 4 May 1901 and "The Girl and the Island" on 
13 July 1901.' The three pieces of verse were 
"Astronomers" on 3 March 1900, 11The Fisher Fleet" 
on 22 June 1901, and "Star-Tryst" on 21 September 
1901. Quinn also wrote a eulogy on Daley's verse on 
12 April 1902. On 20 January 1900 Stephens quo~ed 
Richard Le Gallienne's praise of Quinn's.verse ln the 
London Star and on 22 March 1902 he pralsed a 
pamphlet Quinn wrote for the New South Wales Government, 
The Old Rocks: a Sketch of Their Histor, (Sydney, 
Government Printer, 1902 • Victor D~ey 5 ve~~~ 11 on 
11Father" appeared over his pseudonym Cr~e~~ t 
BRP 17 February 1900, and Stephens quoteM lf9~gnne ' 11Death" on 17 March 1900. Daley on 12 ay . , contrib~ted a denial that ~dh~~ ~o~~~~~~b~~o~d~:d 
from Robert Buchanan as a 901 Stg hens suggested that suggested. On 5 January 1 ep f the 'udges in 
Daley should have been.appoinpt~~sg~~d0by theJNew South 
a verse-writing competltlon s 
--
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encouragement of them, especially when viewed against his 
lack of regard for verse writers from Victoria. On 
20 January 1900 he wrote that 11It is to be noted that the 
Victorian poetic product remains always smaller than that 
of New South Wales. The eastern atmosphere, more nerve-
wearing than the southern seems also more nerve-stimulating: 
in Melbourne you have better bodily health than in Sydney, 
and therefore comes less rarely that ferment in the brain 
which tunes the poetic lyre to high poetic pitch". Stephens 
returned from the rim of absurdity to concede that "Doubtless 
something is to be allowed for the greater encouragement 
which verse writers receive in Sydney", but he disparaged 
the "Victorian cult of John Bernard O'Hara", asserting that 
Quinn's superiority to him would become plain in any 
Wales Government and on 18 May 1901 Stephens 
quoted in his article "Painter's Dise~se" Daley's 
view that Australia at that stage of ~t~ On 
development could not nurture great.art~s~s., 
12 April 1902 Stephens, after print~ng ~u~nn s 
eulogy of Daley's verse remarked that Daley, 
alas t has been in very bad health lately" and 
invited contributions to.t~e V~cto~lJ~de:~~Isement 
Testimonial Fund, for wh~c a ormit was also on 
appeared at the end of the page • . . , 
this page that Stephens introdu?ed Og~lv~e :e 
"Songs of the Buccleugh Hunt" mth the P ra 
t" 11 And, speak of the poet • • • 
... 
... 
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comparison of The Hidden Tide12A with Songs of the South~2B 
It is only fair to note that Stephens had no hesitation in 
awarding the prize in his sonnet competition to Bernard 
QtDowd, a Victorian, on 12 May 1900. Furthermore Stephens 
could contemplate with equanimity the loss to Sydney of 
David Scott Mitchell's collection of Australian books, 
pictures and manuscripts. "They'll be just as useful in 
Melbourne as in Sydney", he wrote on 22 June 1901 when it 
seemed that the New South Wales Government would not meet 
the conditions Mitchell attached to his gift. 
Stephens' parochialism usually embraced the whole of 
Australia. With true insularity it was the world beyond 
his native shores which he chose most frequently to censure. 
In "Australia for Australians" on 25 January 1902 in which 
he declared the time had come for Australia to be Britain's 
independent ally not her vassal, Stephens inquired "What 
essential part or lot have we in foreign ambitions or 
foreign quarrels, British or other? Why should we marry 
. t . ?tl 
our national ideals to the corpses of European ~n r~gue. 
12A Roderic Quinn, The Hidden Tide (Sydney, The 
Bulletin Newspaper Company, 1899). 
12B J.B. OtHara, Songs of the South (Lo~don, Wa~dSeries 
Lock, 1891), and Songs of the South. Secon 
(London, Ward Lock, 1895) • 
- ----------------~--.... 
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On 24 November 1900 Stephens gave wholehearted approval 
to a book by Havelock Ellis, The Nineteenth Century: a 
Dialogue in Utopia, 13 the purpose of which he saw as "to 
satirise the complacent ignorance which sees in the 
successful brutality of the epoch ab~ndant proof of its 
grandeur and glory". Yet Australia, as his "For Australia" 
article on 8 December 1900 implied, needed only the effort 
of her citizens to bring about a Commonwealth in which a 
happy, healthy, homogeneous, largely rural population 
filled with "The instinct of Patriotism, of Love of Race 
and Country" could attain a self-contained and absolutely 
satisfactory existence quite untroubled by happenings 
'.it .~ elsewhere in the world. Stephens, unlike William Lane 7 s 
t Paraguayan colonists, did not believe that it was necessary 
13 Havelock Ellis, The Nineteenth Centur {9oB). 
Dialogue in Utopia London, Richards, 
.. 
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to leave Australia in order to create a Utopia.l4 
Stephens' attitude to New Zealand in this period was 
condescending, and might also be considered evidence of 
parochialism. His disapproval was also influenced by his 
scorn for that colony's pride in being British and by his 
mistrust of institutions of higher learning and f.\Cc:tdemic 
pretensions generally. In reviewing The JuQ'lee Book of 
Canterbury Rhymes15 on 1 December 1900 he asserted: 
14 Stephens brought news of the bitter experiences 
of one of the Paraguayan colonists in the 
following paragraph on BRP 21 July 1900: 
Many people have treasured the poignant little 
verses of "M. J. 0 . " (Mrs. Gilmore) in The Queenslander and The Bulletin. Her Paraguayan 
history reads sadly. Writing recently, she 
sums up her experience of the tragic dream 
called "New Australia" -
Travelled alone from Sydney to Paraguay .. 
Lost father and mo·ther. Married; had a son. 
Resigned from Colony. Baby nearly died. 
Husband absent four months in Patagoniaz 
out of the way of mails; no wor~ from h~m. 
Fever and disappointment. Gett~ng grey, but 
quite prepared to begin life again on 
nothing. 
Poor little woman! 
Mary Gilmore's verses, 11By the Lone Thorn 11 ' appeared 
on BRP 1 March 1902. 
15 O.T.J. Alpers, ed., The Jubilee ~oTkm~; 0i955}bury 
Rhymes (Christchurch, Whitcombe 0 ' ~ 
• 
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Maoriland ~s.a curiously "educated" country • 
The::e ar~ . h1.gh schools" and "colleges" and 
11un1.yers1.t1.es 11 galore; every bright young 
man 7s labelled B.A. or M.A., and likes it, 
and l.S asked to tea for it · and there is m~-..... e 
II ult II t th M L ' .u ... c. ur~ o e . . maiden's square foot than 
tr1.ps w1.th a dozen arched Australian insteps. 
And the M.L. Parliament is about the on.ly 
place nowadays where it is comparatively safe 
t? l~rd a speech wit~ familiar tags fJ.•om 
V1.rg1.l (they spell h1.m Vergil) or Hor1a.ce (they 
call him Horatius). The trouble at Pl"esent is 
that the average Maorilander, like the 
Mugwump, is a person educated beyond ~is 
intellect. 
Stephens levelled a similar charge at inhabitants of the 
Eastern seaboard of the United States. Referring to what 
he considered their excessive regard for Robert Louis 
Stevenson, on 18 January 1902 he descl:'ibed th~ area as 
,1 "populated chiefly by literary Mugwumps - persons educated 
beyond their intellects whose blood looks under the 
microscope like Mr. Casaubon's, full of commas and semi-
colons in place of corpuscles 11 • 
There was inconsistency in Stephens' attitudes to 
education. The remarks quoted above suggested that he was 
opposed to too much education for too many. Yet in the 
Australian context in this period he based his continuing 
opposition to Sydney University on its isolation from the 
community and its availability to so few • On lO August 
1901, commenting on an addres$ by Professor Francis Anderson 
p:z 
... 
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to the N.S.W. Public School Teachers' Conference 16 
' 
Stephens complained that "since Dr Badham died, Sydney 
University has yielded little or no stimulus to N.S.W. 
educational system: it has remained a thing apart, 
content to give more or less efficient aid to the not-too-
numerous students who presented themselves, and to hold 
yearly examinations [i.e. school examinations] which, despite 
Professor Anderson's eulogy, have little value as a test of 
the work of the mass of pupils in primary and secondary 
schools, no value as a test of pupils". Stephens saw no 
justification for the setting-apart of a State high school 
for the education of an elite. The Fort Street School 
ranked equally in his disfavour with the University. He 
wrote that "Professor Anderson referred to the favouritism 
shown to Fort-street school - that excrescence on N.S.W. 
educational system; but even more favouritism has been shown 
to Sydney University, which, from some points of view, is 
no less an excrescence". Opposing the financing of Sydney 
University from public funds Stephens suggested that "if 
Sydney University is to continue to receive subsidy from 
the State, then Sydney University should be made an integral 
part of the State educational system, and should be directed 
16 Francis Anderson, The Public School System of 1901}. 
New South Wales (Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 
.. 
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by the Education Department for the benefit of the State 
' instead of being controlled as a close corporation for the 
benefit of professors and a special class of students". 
Stephens apparently had greater faith in the 
administrative competence of the New South Wales Department 
of Education than in its ability to produce text books. On 
5 October 1901 he described under the heading "A Miscar,..r'iage 
of History", Joseph Finney's The History of the Australian 
Colonies,l7 published by the Department as a text book for 
schools. The work was the culmination of a project begun 
by the Department in 1890. Stephens minutely detailed the 
book's inaccuracies and its typographical shortcomings. 
He included a reproduction 1 presumably by a photographic 
process, of one of its poorly designed pages of thin-faced 
type. t•lith biting sarcasm he concluded that 11Plainly, 
N.S.W. Department of Education has been too rash. Its 
authoritative book will not be fit for use in Australian 
schools until another dozen years have elapseu. The copies 
of the issue should be withdrawn from sale and burnt -
WhJ.'ch should be preserved in idth the exception of one only, 
the Departmental museum for the warning of impetuous 
17 
... 
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officialdom and for the wonder of more enlightened times". 
In contrast to Stephens, two other writers who discussed 
education on the Red Page in 1901 wanted radical changes. 
James Hebblethwaite and John Le Gay Brereton were concerned 
not with authoritative text books but with getting rid of 
the learning of facts from text books and of the tyranny 
of examinations. James Hebblethwaite, a Tasmanian school-
master and lyrist, contributed three articles in 1901: 
"Education and Atmosphere" on 15 June, "Education: a 
Restatement" on 7 September, and "Elementary Education" on 
12 October. Hebblethwaite forecast in his article on 
15 June that "the greatest advance in the Twentieth Century 
i'lill be the reform of education". On 7 September he referred 
to 11that arch-destroyer of youthful happiness - the present 
system of education", and he asserted that he wanted not to 
cram facts into um'lilling ears but 11to gaze at the fact 
until the 'Something' behind burns with light and colour 
like an opening star, and I see it and my children see it". 
Br.areton' s views were included in his article, "What Are 
Schooln For", which Stephens ran on the Red Page on 
10 August 1901 together with a reprint £rom the Bathurst 
li':ree Press o£ an article by a New South t'lales country school-
teacher, "Junius", on "A N .s. W. Bush School" and his O\m 
corunento on Professor Anderson's address discussed above. 
I 
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Stephens gave the page the overall title "Dossier 14. _ 
Scholars and Teachers", listing Hebblethwaite t s article 
of 15 June as part of the dossier. Brereton t s complaints 
against the system were brisker but no less humane than 
Hebblethwaite 's. He confessed that "On a fine sunny day I 
have sat in an inky room trying to induce a crowd of boys 
to learn nonsense, which they had not yet been drilled into 
thinking good stuff; and. I have felt so ashamed of myself 
that : ld have chewed the book to a pulp and kicked the 
blackboard into matchwood. Outside there were wind and 
water, sunlight and waving tre:::s. Under the desks there 
were honest, enjoyable story-books here and there, and I 
had to threaten confiscation if they were opened". Brereton 
considered that "In an ordinary school the 'latent fire of 
insurrection' is fanned to a raging flame. The boys and 
girls are right, and it is time we acknowledged it"· 
Brereton concluded his surprisingly modern views with the 
assertion that "In real education the part of the teacher is 
twofold, and comprises the stimulation of intelligent interest 
and the satisfying of pertinent curiosity. Justice and love 
are indispensable. There must be no competition, no 
cramming". Brereton also believed that "Education should 
be voluntary - not compulsory". Stephens did not agree; 
on the same page as Brereton2s remarks, on 10 August l90l, 
he endorsed as "good and valuable" the measures Professor 
,I 
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Anderson saw as necessary for educational reform in New 
South Wales. Among them was tle insistence "That compulsory 
education should be enforced". 
Stephens had in an earlier period expressed liberal 
views on at least one aspect of education. On 6 August 
1898 he had suggested that 11the whole abominable structure 
of grammar-teaching should be swept away, with its 
out~10use s of analysis, and parsing, and so on. The thing 
to teach is r.."'t [ "Ullmn.r, but literature - not the dry bones 
of the _anguage , but it .J flesh and blood and brain". 
Stephens found it th, perennial wo::der to see with what 
,, vitality and b'i. 7an..:y children surmt .lli the obstacles 
, . th:r.o"m in their , qntal path". Hebblet· waite and Brer-eton, 
~ . tith teaching experience, die. not :. arE his belief in the 
triumph of the pupils over tt} system. In contrast with 
their views, the remedies Stepllens sugt., ·ted in 1901 for 
education in Nei'l Sot .. th 1"Jalee 1·1ere autlw.J.<~a.l:lian and 
... 
conventiono.l. 
Stcrphens wao aloo confused in h:i.CJ ambivalence between 
ad,·or ating edr:cation for ~.11 and believing that too much 
education could be harmful. Aftm:.' L.tlJ. f.ltcp::::cns' national 
hero was the bushmnn vrho had conqueru ' o. ~ontinont with 
little formal education. He wa!3 also 1·;i·.;,hor.·;; : .. '1.1. 
tertiary education himself, yet by no means lacking in 
--------------------~ .... 
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confidence in his intellectual abilities. Then again 
the essence of art for Stephens was emotion, the expression 
of feeling not learning. Yet in another of his 
inconsistencies in regard to education, he was quick on 
22 June 1801 to invoke the authority of 11N. S. Shaler, Harvard 
professor of geologyn18 when he wanted to convince his 
readers that "A new theory of the development of ideas 
suggests that, in inheriting the ancestral t;hought-machine, 
we inherit also a number of latent ancestral thoughts", and 
therefore he advised them 11No; don't read too many books : 
don't acquire so much experience; don't worry your 
overburdened brain. Go out into the sun and. the rain, and 
let your ancestors talk to you". 
Perhaps in pointing to these inconsistencies I have done 
no more than stress the obvious, namely that while Stephens 
loved to speculate he was no philosopher, of education, of 
art, or of life generally. He complained on 27 October 1900, 
again adopting the guise of the hawker, that "Philosophers 
all really mean the same thing, and their seelming variance 
is due to the fact that they have lost themselves in a 
nightmare of nomenclature, and s~ k for truth almost as 
vainly as a lot of flies looking for lucidity in a chaos of 
cobwebsn. In this period Stephens flirted briefly with the 
18 d N S, Shaler, The 
The work to which he :refiff: a~~sDe~tl1 (New Yorr,-
Individual: a Study ~n 
Appleton, 1900). 
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ideas of Nietzsche. On 10 November 1900 he published 
two columns of extracts from Thus Spake Zarathustral9 which 
he headed "The Wisdom of Nietzsche 11 , and he filled the rest 
of the page with his essay on 11The Ethic of Nietzsche"· 
Stephens' endorsement of the philosopher's ideas seemed to 
stem not so much from sympathy with them as from satisfaction 
at their variance from the Christian ethic. He wrote that 
11The vital truth which Nietzsche saw clearly, and which is 
the spirit shining through his imperfect expression of its 
details, is that when the Christian religion and its 
congeners were intellectually overthrown; the Christian 
'i morality fell with them. And upon its ruins Nietzsche has 
4~: 
.. 
erected a system of human ethics to which there are many 
sentimental objections, but to the kernel of which no 
conclusive intellectual objection has yet been devised". A 
week later, on 17 November 1900, Stephens occupied almost 
half the F.cd Page with more quotations headed "The Wisdom of 
Nietzsche". Stephens might have found reinforcement in 
Nietzsche's ideas for his views on "race preservation"' but 
Stephens took from Nietzsche, as he did from other writers, 
only those opinions which supported his own convictions or 
expressed pithily a thought towards which he had been groping. 
19 f l lowing translation: Stephens probably used the 0 (L don 
F. Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra on ' 
Unwin, 1899) • 
~----------
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Stephens continued to use the same method of 
endorsement of other men's ideas about literature when 
they came to his notice rather than setting out to develop 
for himself a complete and consistent theory of literature. 
Just as on the Red Page for 2 May 189620 he had seized upcn 
the words of Frederic Harrison as expressing his own 
thoughts about literary criticism in general and 
Matthew Arnold's criticism in particular, so on 14 April 
1 1900 he wrote that '~iles B. Arnold, in a Lond. weekly, says 
·-t: j 
... 
some true things regarding the field open to Poetry". He 
then quoted a passage which asserted that the proper 
language of poetry was comprised of 11words to which 
generations have knitted innumerable ties" and that "the 
introduction of anything novel and modern in thought jars 
the reader because it sets going in his mind a train of 
newly-acquired, unsettled and possibly conflicting ideas"· 
These views accorded with those expressed by Stephens when 
he discussed Wilde's "Ballad of Reading Gaol" on the Red 
Page for 21 May 1898. At that time he wrote that "Just in 
proportion as the denunciation [of the British prison 
:1 •1 · ece of literature, systemJ succeeds, the poem fa~ s as a P~ 
a piece of Art. To reach its highest potency' the artistic 
emotion should not be complicated by references to anything 
20 See pages 103-105 above • 
r 
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rotten in the State of Denmark. For such references are 
susceptible of intellectual doubt and argument, and when 
argument comes in at the door Art flies out at the window". 
In the period from January 1900 to April 1902 when he 
attempted explanations for his readers of the theories which 
underlay his critical pronouncements, Stephens found it 
. 
difficult to give answers which were relevant, patient and 
serious. They were never complete. In seeking for his 
readers sometimes the reassurance of everyday analogy and 
other times the flash of brilliant metaphor, he often 
confused the issues. On 17 February 1900, for example, he 
published an article called "What is Literature ?11 It was 
occasioned by a letter which purported to be from 11A 
Bushwoman" which read: "Dear Bookfellow, - We remember 
that one of your judgments ran, tit is all very fine and 
large, but it isn't Literature'. And often you seem to 
express the san1e thought in other words. Now, what~ 
Literature?" Stephens' reply began by side-tracking with a 
discussion on "What is Truth?" and speculation on why Jesus 
had not answered Pilate's question. Stephens suggested 
that Jesus might have been silent because he realized that 
"one 1 f and to one's own conception" or a ways argues rom 
"as we are all silent - or superficial - in face of a 
request to reduce the Abstract to the Concrete at two seconds' 
260. 
notice 11 • After this preamble Stephens set out to answer 
the question posed him: 
"What. is Literature ? 11 It is an easier 
qu~st1~n~ because it refers to a thing 
wh7ch 1s the creation of the human mind _ 
wh1ch does dwell in a temple made with 
hands - which can be corrupted by moth and 
rust - which can be borrowed by women who 
never return it: Literature is indeed not 
a concrete thing, but it cannot be entirely 
separated from the concrete. Destroy the 
books which enshrine it, and you destroy 
literature until another book can be written. 
With the burning of the Alexandrian library 
Literature was burnt, though not to death; 
and every borrower's thumb-mark on a 
beautiful page is a defacement of the beauty 
of Literature. 
Stephens, in labouring the point that literature had to be 
written, seemed to overlook the preservation of literature 
in oral tradition, whether in the centuries of balladry 
belonging to English literature or indeed in the old bush 
songs of Australia, the origins and versions of some of 
which he encouraged contributors to discuss on the Red Page 
in this period.21 The precious conceit of the borrower's 
thumb-mark defacing the beauty of Literature added nothing 
to his explanation. Stephens then went to dictionary 
definitions and was not satisfied. According to the second 
definition he quoted, literature was "That class of writ:tngs 
21 See, for example, ~RP, 20 Ju0lYJ 1~yt1 'e~~~l~ille's E. Wilson Dobbs poJ.nted to • • of 
"The Tarpaulin Jacket 11 as the proto-type 
11Botany Bay". 
-
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distinguished for beauty of style and expression, as 
poetry, essays, or history, in distinction from scientific 
treatises and works which contain positive knowledge; 
belles lettres". After this definition Stephens remarked: 
That is better; but still unhelpful - for 
a~asl it beg~ the question as a dictionary 
w:-11. What J.S beauty of style or expression? 
WJ.ll beauty of style or expression by itself 
constitute literature? It will not. - Close 
the dictionary: dive into the expanse. 
Literature is the human mind's effective 
manifestations in written language. 
That is put forward as the best definition 
attainable. For effective, if you like 
read forceful or forcible. Everything, you 
see, is in the adjective. Artistic would 
be more satisfying, in one sense; but what 
is artistic? - where is your criterion of 
art or of beauty? 
Up to this point Stephens' answer, like the dictior .. .., 'Y, 
begged the question. But he pressed on: 
No; beauty must be construed in terms of 
strength - it is a mode of strength, as h~at 
is a mode of motion. When you say effectJ.ve, 
you do not eliminate the tast~-cavil, the 
quality-cavil, but you refer J.t ~o a . . 
quantity-standard which is more J.ntellJ.gJ.ble, 
more ponderable. 
How much and for how many, and 'i'or how 
long, does~ book impress, and move,,and 
thrill? What of active ene~gy does.J.t 
disengage? What is its equJ.valent J.n . 't 
thought-rays? in emotio~-volt~~ tWh~tndst~a~ 
force, its effect? EstJ.mate .a ~ . 1 ' judge that, and you will know J.ts unJ.versa 
value as literature. 
In suggesting that measurement of its worth could be based 
on the degree of a work's appeal, the number of people to 
-
---
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whom it appealed, and the duration of that appeal, 
Stephens moved towards but did not elaborate ideas of 
universality of literary themes and of consensus of 
critical judgment. Instead he focussed his attention on 
"force" and "effect 11 which he treated as synonymous terms, 
as if he believed that literature operated in accordance 
with Newton's third law that for every action there is an 
equ~.l and opposite reaction in the physical universe. But 
his facility with words seemed to lead him astray from 
detailed analysis. He suggested no equipment for the 
measurement of the impact of literature in "thought-rays" 
and "emotion-volts". Yet he continued as if he had designed 
an anemometer capable of gauging literary force, writing 
that "This standard of force is the ultimate standard· 
Tastes differ with individuals, countries, and eras; but 
three and two are five, a~d twice five are ten, everywhere 
in the universe". He then gave an example of how his 
assessment by degree, span and duration of appeal could be 
used to decide literary worth. He wrote: 
The scale inevitably adjusts itself· . 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" impressed many ~d mu~h' 
but for how long? Oatullus has mov@h ~uc ' 
and long: but how many?. ''~e argue t~a~ Oatull~~$ wr:ites bette~ lJ.tera~~~le of "taste 11 , 
Mrs. }je~\cher Stowe - ecalse f "learning" 
people of ncultUI'e{;'lieolf e i~ is so, in the 
prefer Catullus. e ' 1 force of achieved long run Catullus's tota 
... 
·------------------.... 
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impressions will outweigh Mrs. Beecher 
Stowe's. Her work dies; his lives thro h 
the.ages •. His mind'ts "effective ug 
man~festat~on" surpasses hers. 
Thus Stephens concentrated on convincing Rec Page 
readers that t.he ultimate standard in literature was the 
longevity of its impact, an attribute which must have 
remained difficult for them to predict because his attempt 
to analyze the elements of literature and their contribution 
to its force was superficial. When Stephens tur:1ed to the 
ingredients of literature in the next paragraph he 
concentrated on style : 
Style is a requisite of literature; but 
what is style? Merely an aid to effect. 
Individual tastes may prefer the florid or 
the simple; but florid style, as simple, is 
only valuable in so far as it impresses, 
gives force. Having defined literature as 
the mind's effective manifestations in 
written language, you can proceed to define 
the things which go to make effect, and 
style is one of them. But style, and 
thought, and emotion, and interest, and 
melody and picture - these are only factors 
in the' total. The total is force. In the 
last resort literature must be judged, like 
everything else by the force it develops -
the quantity of'latent energy which it makes 
active. 
Perhaps it would be pedantic to argue that style is not a 
"requisite" but an inevitable concomitant of literature' 
but Stephens' failure to attempt to enumerate all the 
factors in the total which was "effect", much less to 
define them and assess their importance, was disappointing· 
p:s 
' 0 
'C 
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In the next paragraph Stephens tried to show how his 
measurement of impact could be applied in contemporary 
literary criticism: 
"Then you must wait ten thousand years 
to judge what is literature?" Yes; and 
~anger than that. But you can make provisional 
J~dgments as you go along, you know. If the 
l~terary effect of Mrs. Stowe is at this 
c~ntury-end equivalent to 10~, and the 
l~terary effect of Catullus is equivalent 
to 7~, you can still calculate on the future 
and defend your preference of Catullus - or 
of Mrs. Stowe. Nobody does, of course; but 
that is the only way to do it which will hold 
logic-water. As between any human. mind, 
as agent, and the whole multitude of human 
minds, as subjects, the only fixed standard 
of measurement possible is a standard of how 
much force exerted, on how many, for how 
long. All the other standards shift with 
time, and place, and individuals, and 
circumstances. 
While this passage hardly attempted to solve the problem 
of assessing new contemporary literature, it did hold a 
nice hint that final literary judgment might have to await 
the world?s end. The conclusion of the article was a slick 
indication that Stephens did not believe in, let alone 
attempt to adhere to a "fixed standard of measurement 11 in 
judging what was literatUl~e. He wrote: 
So that, for humanity, 
Literature is the human mind's effective 
manifestation in written language. 
But, for the individual ~ppraiser, :~~e nt~~e 
a standard ~uch mTorethsat~ysf~;~~r~~shwoman, is -
easily appl~ed. ru , 
.. ------------~----~-.... 
what you believe. Literature is _what you 
like. Admire the corollary: What I like 
is Literature. 
It must be remembered of course that Stephens was not 
\~iting for a learned audience but for general readers 
' 
most of whom knew very little of literature and less of 
criticism and who wanted not analysis in depth but 
enlightenment presented in an entertaining way. At times 
Stephens did well in his work of education of Red Page 
readers in aspects of literature new to them. For example, 
on 19 May 1900 he headed the Red Page "Symbolist Poetry" 
and on it reviewed Arthur Symon~' The Symbolist Movement in 
Literature~2 Before he began the review he informed his 
readers that "There are three foreign critics of the French 
symbolist poets at whose feet it is a pleasure and a profit 
to sit - in Australia, Chris. Brennan; in America, Vance 
Thompson; and in England, Arthur Symons", and hP. paid 
tribute to Brennan that "In the matter of textual knowledge 
our o\·m critic is the most learned of them all." After 
praise of Symons' "brilliant capacity" as a writer and a 
jibe at his conversion to Catholicism, Stephens set out to 
explain symbolism to his readers: 
22 Arthur Symons The SB2bolist Movement in 
Literature (Lbncton, ~inemann, 1899). 
------------------...... 
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~a~ is Symbolism in Literature? Literally, 
~t ~s a method of statement by allusions 
of description by images. In order to ' 
displa¥ an idea, you do not consider it 
anatom~cally or as a criminal is registered 
for identification - for S'O, as a Symbolist 
holds, you would lose the id~a completely 
You are dealing with abstract things not. 
with concrete, and you cannot apply the 
mcthods·of weighing and measuring which you 
would apply to the concr-ete. Thus, instead 
of nakedly stating the idea, you suggest the 
impression which the idea makes upon you, 
in the belief and the hope that such a 
suggestion of an impression will bring the 
reader closer to the idea than any exact 
statement. You endeavour to portray the 
thing, the fact, the thought, not as it is, 
but as it affects yourself - that is, you do 
not stand aloof from it, and describe it 
literally as an object outside yourself, but 
you bring it within yourself, fuse it with your 
consciousness, and hint in words the reaction 
of its action upon your consciousness. More 
than hint, suggest, you cannot.do- since it 
is impossible to state an emot~on by means 
of mere words. So you work roundabout, by 
metaphors, images, symbols. 
Soon after he began his discussion of Symons' book, Stephens 
touched on the relationship of Symbolism to Mysticism, 
another concept which he found necessary to explain to 
his readers: 
ak' is a person 
The My~tic, gener~lly1:~e ft~~ himself unable who, l~ke everyb~ Y e ' t £or the material 
to finally ~xpla~nnfor ~cc~';l~ Hence he spins 
Universe wh~ch co ron s ~o· 0 convince 
a beautiful series o£ ~~~~i;erse does not 
himsolf t~at th~ m~ter~ hantasm a passing 
really ex~st - ~t ~s a P. hi~h is only 
show, an em~nat~on °~ De~~Y ~£what it implies. 
worth studyJ.ng for tb e1 . scap~am in £act, written It is a kind o£ sym 0 ~ ' 
ps 
l!rnr 
by. th~ Almig~ty Poet. The ordinary eatin _ dr~nk1ng-lov1ng-swearing individual sees g 
only the words of the poem - the houses and 
the ~rees, t~e women an~ liquors; but the 
Myst~c, ~Y.d1nt of turn1ng his eyes inward 
or B~ahm~n~cally contemplating his navel, 
real~ses the.s~cret meaning of the poem. 
What the Rel1g~ous Mystic does with the 
universe the Literary Mystic tries to do with 
language; but the literary result is usually 
less satisfactory. The Religious Mystic has 
his world ready made for him to evolve hidden 
meanings from - and very well made too on 
the whole; the creative Literary Mysti~ goes 
to work the reverse way, and hides his meanings 
in a poem. Then his disciples proceed to 
find them out. The Poem is a mystic universe, 
a finite clue to infinity. Yet the literary 
disciple is in better case than the religious 
disciple. If the religious mystic fail to 
find the inner meaning of the universe the 
fault is his alone - it is plain that he has 
not sufficiently contemplated his navel. But 
if the literary mystic fail to find the 
inner meaning of the obscurities of Mallarme 
he can shrug shoulders and hint that the 
Deity is a better artificer than Mallarme. 
The robust Stephens could hardly have been expected to give 
a dispassionate account of mysticism, but he \'lent on to 
quote extracts from Symons' judgments on some of the 
authors he discussed, namely, Villiers, Verlaine, Lafargue, 
!·1allarme, Huysmans and Maeterlinck. Readers however were 
left in no doubt about Stephens' regard for the symbolist 
movement as a whole, and in his final paragraph there was 
a strong note of humanism if not hedonism to combat Symons' 
r.lysticism: 
> 
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Symons's.c~nclusio~ is an eloquent plea 
for mrst~C1S~ - Wh1ch Will convince those who~ ~t 1s.f1tted to convince. To weak and fem1n~ne ~1nds mysticism will always appeal 
and ~~h 1~s appeal comes the emotion ' 
requ1s1te -co the achievement of the highest 
Art. B~t while blood is red, pulses full, 
and bra1n str~ng~ ~o man wittingly adopts 
the creed of 1nd1v1dual renunciation of 
worldly denial, and of living death.' 
Mysticism is associated with individual decay 
or racial decadence. And though Art be found 
in the mystic's quiet moonlit paths rather 
than in the heat of worldly effort and 
struggle, victory and defeat, yet since the 
universal doom is sure, let us rather take 
it fighting than lying down. For, though 
Art is good, Life is always better. 
Whereas the mystic saw life through the eyes of faith, 
Stephens wanted it to be portrayed in art with the eyes of 
the imagination. On the Red Page on 22 September 1900, 
having been questioned on a definition of imagination he 
had given in an essay on painting on 21 July 1900, he 
proceeded to "The Education of A. G. T." n A. G. T • 11 had 
questioned Stephens' assertion that "Imagination is the 
faculty of forming mental images, but, in the high and 
opecial sense, the images must be created by the mind, not 
merely :reflected from a physical object"· Protesting that 
"This education is a t0ilsome business", Stephens pecked 
over every word of "A.G.T. 11 's challenge. But in a later 
0' 
~~ 
I 
3ction of the article which he prefaced with "First 
class in Art, stand up and repeat your catechism", there 
were some interesting reYelations of Stephens' attitudes 
to art. The catechism began: 
Q. What is Art? - A. The forcible 
lnanifcstation of emotion, externally 
interpreted by arrangement of line, 
form, or colour, or by series of 
rhythmic gestures, sottnds, or words. 
Here Stephens added to the definition he had taken from 
Veron23 the notion of force which he had postulated as the 
only fixed standard for literature on the Red Page for 
17 February 1900 discussed above. The catechism continued: 
Q. What are the chief kinds of Art? -
A. Sculpture, painting, the dance, music, 
poetry. 
Q. Into what classes are these kinds of 
Art commonly divided? - A. Into idealistic 
and realistic. 
Q. What is the difference between thes~ 
classes? - A. Idealistic Art i~ more . 
concclrned with the representat~ons of ~deas -
abstract conceptions; realistic with the 
portrayal of objects - visible appearances, 
concrete facts. 
After two questions referring only to pictorial art, 
Stephens went on: 
Q. Which is the greater kind of.art?.- . 
A. From a human-standpoint.the ~de~l~st~c 
kind is clearly greater, s~nce ~t.~~volves a ~ore complex mental process, requ~r~ng a 
higher mental faculty. 
23 BRP, 24 September 1898. 
..,,.,::; .. 
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After allowing that the idealistic painter's work was 
not always superior to that of the realistic painter, he 
made an extraordinary claim for the subjectivity of non-
realistic art in the following: 
Q. Is there between idealism and realism as 
?lear a distinction in practice as there is 
1n theory? - A. No; in practice these kinds 
of Art are merged. But in a realistic 
painting the subject has always greater 
prominence; in an idealistic painting the 
painter. 
Overlooking the fact that all art requires selection and 
.. ~ 
I interpretation on the part of the artist, Stephens continued 
with a passage in which, although he referred only to 
pictorial art, the views expreesed were clearly transferred 
:~ 
from his ideas about literature. It concluded: 
The idealistic artist ranks highest because 
his subject is only valuable as embodying 
h:i. c:; idea, and he has thus more scope to 
c<Jnvey all the nforcible emot:io n" whicJ;l he 
is capable of feeling. Since.the emot1on 
resides essentially in tJ:e ~a1nt~r,.and n~t 
in the subject of his pa1nt1ng, 1t 1s pla1n 
that the more he can subordina~e to h~s 
emotion, the greater, other th1ngs.be1ng 
equal will be his Art • • • the h1ghest 
form bf Art is that which is calcu~ated.to 
produce the greatest possible emotkon WL~h 
the best possible admixture of the materkal 
elements of emotion. 
The confidence of these pronouncements on pictorial art 
was rather ironical coming from Stephens, Who in this period 
d't" On 
continued to contplain about ntransferred ere 
1 
• 
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18 May 1901 he described Walter Savage Landor's 
marginalia on Aubrey de Vere 's poems as "Interesting as 
an argument against the transferred-credit fallacy of 
appreciation. Because Landor wrote good prose, runs the 
extollers' argument, therefore he wrote good verse, and 
• 
was a good critic. More confusion of categoriestt. And 
again on 20 January 1900, disagreeing with Rolf Boldrewood's 
laudatory preface to Ethel Castilla's verse, 24 Stephens 
complained that "The gross public insist on transferring 
credit. When a person becomes eminent for his knowledge of 
chalk, the gross public insist on deferring to his opinion 
about cheese rr. Yet Stephens took umbrage at John Longstaff's 
warning to an audience of art students at the Melbourne 
T-Square Club to beware of the "mere literary critic of 
artn. In a Red Page article on 29 December 1900 headed 
"Literary Criticism of Art", Stephens snapped "Longstaff 
knows when his clothes fit him yet he's not a tailor"· 
Stephens' view of realism, in contrast to idealism or 
imagination in literature, was puzzling· On 1 March 1902 
. P f . n 25 in discussing Shaw's novel, Cashel Bypon's ro ess~o ' 
he wrote: 
24 Ethel Castilla, The Australian Girl and Other 
(Melbourne, George Robertson, 1900}. 
25 G.B. Shaw, Cashel Byron's Profession, newly 
revised. (London, Richards, l90l). 
Verses 
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As ~·or Bernard Shaw, he is a continual 
del~ght •. The real explanation of Shaw is 
that he ~s one of Lever's Irish dragoons 
whom so~e stran~e combination of causes has 
a~med ~th a.qu~ll instead of a sword. In 
~~s plays, h~s novels, and his articles he 
~s always ~laking brilliant Light Brigade 
cha~ges wh~ch dazzle the world fruitlessly. 
H~ ~s Harry Lorrequer in literature, jum~ing 
h~s horse Paradox over the conventions as 
~ever's hero jumped over the Duke of Wellington 
~n B~et ~a:·t~' s parody. The spectacle is gay 
and ~nsp~r~t~ng, but as Shaw's friend 
Max Beerbohm, admits, it does not mea~ very 
much after all. It is magnificent but it 
is not Literature which remains. We have had 
no wittier realism them Shaw has given us· 
but all realistic art is essentially temp~rary 
a.nd incidental. Even style can only delay 
its oblivion, and Shaw has no style, no 
imagination, in the finer sense. His mind 
sheds light only for a meteoric moment. Yet 
why disparage the source of so many joys: 
if he is no sun, at least we have known no 
more ingenious fireworks: blessed be his booksl 
On 22 September 1900 Stephens had defined Idealistic Art 
as "more concerned with the representation of ideas -
abstract conceptions", yet of Shaw's work which bristled 
with ideas Stephens was only prepared to allow that there 
had been "no wittier realism". Idealism for Stephens was 
the romantic idealism of mood and phrase, of silvery 
moonlight and soaring nightingales. He failed to recognize 
the romanticism of Shaw's idealism in naturalistic settings. 
One is left to wonder what Stephens could have understood 
b h h asse
rted that 11Shaw 
Y "style" and "imagination" w. en e -
has no style, no imagination, in the finer sense"· 
There 
·--------
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seems to be here at least a 'hint that Stephens misunderstood 
the nature of creativity. 
In this period Stephens expanded intimations he had 
given earlier on the nature of the process by which lyric 
poetry was created. On the Red Page for 22 June 1901 he 
announced that "the hereditary brain-cells, though they be 
composed of entirely fresh nerve-plasma, are yet arranged 
after an ancestral plan beyond our control, and can 
spontaneously generate thoughts in which individual 
experience has no part", On this insecure physiological 
foundation he built the following speculations: 
Making the befitting literary application, 
this theory furnishes interesting explanation 
of the irresponsible character of lyric 
poetry. From the earlier times the poet has 
been regarded as nposses~ed" by som~ external 
power. In this npossessJ.on" the prJ.estess 
of Apollo raved, the Italian ~mprovisatore 
chanted the Maori tohunga wrJ.thed an~ foamed. 
From th~ earliest times the poet's chJ.ef 
themes have been love and death, the ~e~uty 
of skies and woods ~nd waters, - aborJ.~J.~al 
passions and the natural phenomena famJ.lJ.ar 
from the human cradle. We know. now that the 
power resides in the poet 1 s bra>n, that tl_le 
poetic "possession" is mere escape of braJ.n-
centres from their normal contrGli and we 
infer th9.t lyric poetry is. essentiallY the 
product of inherited emotJ.on. 
In expanding these ideas h• sought the aid of some carefully 
d rted as follows: 
seJ.ected local writers of verse, an repo 
•• 
' 
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. So~etimes the. escape is conscious, the 
~nher~~.,nc~ real~sed. You feel a detachment, 
a dual~ty ~n your brain, as if some primal 
breath had blown across it. In our small 
local sphere, Roderic Quinn tells me that 
there are times when his own individuality 
seems to sleep; when he fancies himself 
standing on a Donegal cliff under a wild sky 
gazing through driving sleet at the dark ' 
Atlantic heaving below; and strange alien 
thoughts come teeming, crowding. Between 
dreams and waking Will Ogilvie, bred on the 
Scottish border, has imagined himself heading 
a reivers' band across the Tweed, and the 
picture has recurred with a vivid, an intimate 
detail which seems neve~6to have Jeen learnt through his own senses. And Louise Mack 
says that "When I write V'$rse I am not 
conscious of words - the feeling and the 
thought are almost dropped on the paper. 
The moment I am conscious, think of a word -
the poem is dead, and I stop - can't hear it, 
dontt feel it. I always write poetry-as-if it 
is someone else's that I've half-forgotten, 
and slowly am drawing down from the ~ecesses 
of the brain, driven to it by some t~de of 
feeling." 
Thus is justified the belief which 
Macaulay reached on other grounds, ·t.hat 
civilisation implies the decay and death of 
poetry. The more we read, the more we.remember, 
the less opportunity we give to the pr~mal 
ancestor within us to picture the emot~ons 
which he felt when red blood surged through 
a virgin brain in the vigorous youth of the 
race. It has been written tha~ every savage 
is a poet however imperfect h~s power of ,. 
. ' It may soon be wr~tten that every express~on. d th e 
civilised man is prosy •. only her~ anfrome~he 
some young and vi~al brh~n, ~sh~p~~gbookish 
worry of m~dern 1~fe' t. e hw~~g with the keen 
ages surv~ves to aston~s · icture 
sight, the fulle h~10~~~ib tg~~u~l~f~aln-cell~ 
born in some pre ~s a 0 perchance ten thousand years g ' 
. , Heart n appeared at 
Ogilvie ts verses~ "Ap ru, 1v;~ ~his dat~, 22 June 1901. 
the head of the .tted age 
·-------
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It might be noted that even in the "small local sphere" 
Stephens was careful not to ask the opinion of a poet who 
had already opposed his idea of youth and the surge of 
emotion as essentials in the creation of poetry.27 
Christopher Brennan would surely have scorned Stephens' 
ideas of the assistance raceived by the poet from "latent 
ancestral thoughts". He would also have found ludicrous 
Louise Mack's confession that 11The moment I am conscious, 
think of a word - the poem is dead, and I stop". I base 
this assertion on the evidence of Brennan's revision of his 
l,~ lines beginning "The hollow crystal of my winter dream" 
'j\ which were published as "The Year of the Soul" on the Red 
r ',(' 
Page for 7 September 1901. Between this date and their 
appeA-rance as "Liminary" in ttThe Forest of Night" section 
of Poems 1913,28 Brennan made fourteen changes in wordi.ng 
and almost as many changes in punctuation and capitalization. 
While "posse::,sion" by the thoughts of their ancestors 
was permitted to the minor lyrists, Stephens doggedly 
Of Plagl.·arl.'sm writers who he considered pursued with charges 
derived their ideas from pre-existing literature. Again 
27 BRP, 17 December 1898. 
28 The lines have been reprinted in !P6 Verse of 
Christopher Brennan, PP• 95-99· 
2?6. 
one is led to suspect that this was further evidence 
of his misunderstanding of the nature of creativity. No 
evidence was unimportant in his work of detection of 
plagiary. On the Red Page for 10 February 1900 Stephens 
reported an English weekly magazine's finding of 
Adam Lindsay Gordon's lines beginning "Life is mostly froth 
and bubble" inscribed over the mantel in an ancient farmhouse, 
Sadly Stephens noted 11 So this also, it seems, may have to be 
accounted with A.L. Gordon's plagiarisms". On Zit February 
1900 he withdrew the charge when E. Wilson Dobbs pointed 
out that Gordon had originally published the lines in 
quotes and asked what evidence there was on the d~te of 
the mantel as distinct from the date of the house. No 
writer was too obscure to escape chastisement. On 
22 September 1900 he wrote that 11Edwin Ma~k':laro' s •Man With 
the Hoe' verses turn out to have been imitated from some 
which Cora E. Chase, an obscure Californian writer published 
in 1893". No amount of wit or style in the presetltation 
was for the most part occupied in 
. £ . art he cuckooed continuallY 
things • • • In l~ e as ~n 
• • • 
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Perhaps never was there a writer so br:illiant at second-
hand". Contemporary Australian writers were included in 
his strictures, whether he considered their derivations 
deliberate or not. On 12 January 1901 in discussing 
Verses, Popular and Humorous, 29 Stephens wrote that 
11Lawson is quite unconscious that he himself, since his 
original inspiration began to \'lane, is occasionally in t.he 
ranks of the men who come behind 11 , and he pointed out verses 
in the collection in which Lawson's ideas atld phrasing 
echoed Paterson, Kipling and Ogilvie. Stephens remarked 
that 11Since Lawson, then, takes his own whe:re he finds it, 
he might be less seve:r.e on the others who, as he ce;nceives, 
take their own from himself". On 7 September 1901 he 
found strong resemblances between Swinburne's poem "In a 
Garden" and a passage from Ethel Turner's Stqry of a Bo.by, 
and he print~d the two passages in juxtaposition. With 
somewhat confused logic Stephens pointed out that "Seeing 
that Ethel Turner's readers are certainly not, as a class~ 
readers of Swinburne, this persistent reproduction in prose 
of Swinburne's poem, as tBy Ethel Turner', is both 
discreditable and surprising"· 
~lhile no suspicion of literary derivation went 
29 Henry Lawson Verses' Popula:r and HumoroU.§. (Sydney' 
Angus and Robertson, 1900). 
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un-noticed, Kipling's work was the main target of 
Stephens' charges of plagiary in this period. on 27 April 
1901 when he devoted the whole of the Red Page to a 
discussion of Kipling, Stephens' main concern was that 
"Kipling prend son bien ou il le trouve; and as he has 
read more than most men, and travelled much more than most 
' 
no single brain can track him to all his sources". Stephens 
thought he had tracked one piece of Kipling's verse, 
"Recessional", to Cardinal Newman's "England" done in the 
metre of Quarles' 11Di vine Emblems"; and he suggested the 
.~ sources of others. In this article Stephens also remarked 
~; 
,,~ that 11That is indeed a befitting connection which links 
Kipling, as Imperialistic poet, with the shoddy union of 
races called 'Imperialism', -the poetical bagman of the 
shoddy-exporters of Manchester". Indeed more than his 
borrowings, the belief that praise for Kipling's loyal 
sentiments had been transferred to his verse rankled with 
Stephens. He \->fro~;e that uon the weakness of 'Recessional', 
to call Kipling a supreme artist, and to hail his product 
as belonging to the highest class of original art -~ 
is indeed a confusion of categories into which only ·che 
ignorant and uncritical can fall". In view of Stephens' 
beliefs on the inferiority of realistic art, there was 
irony in the fact that in this article on 27 April 190l he 
279. 
also complained of Kipling's lack of verisimilitude in 
his references to many topics, including Austr-alia, the 
sea, military life and the United States railroads. 
Stephens ended the article with the remark that "This note 
of some of Kipling's shortcomings is written to assist in 
tputting him where he belongs' and to serve as counterblast 
to the rabid adulation of the mob". In one respect 
however, Kipling's vigour satisfied an important requirement 
Stephens had of literature and he continued 11That he should 
be praised as one of the most forcible writers of the last 
century, in prose and in verse, is no less than his desert; 
though his verse is rarely poetry, and often his prose is 
merely vigorous journalese". 
On 18 May 1901, under "Kipling's Conveyings", Stephens 
published a challenge from a Red Page reader, M.L. MacCallum 
of Elizabeth Bay Road, to his judgment that Kipling was 
a plagiarist • MacCallum asked 11\'lhy gird at Kipling for 
doing this, after the field has been spoiled by countless 
generations of poets?" 
a magistrate's judgment on a complaint by MacCallum as if 
footpads had robbed him in Eli•abeth BaY Road. Stephens, 
'Th ~·nee thievery has as magistrate, concluded that " en oJ. 
Stephens answered in the form of 
existed £or more than 2000 years, and the memory of many 
··hieves' highly praised in their day' is still cherished 
280. 
and treasured, why gird at the footpads who have robbed 
you in the comparatively new ground of Elizabeth Bay Road ?t" 
MacCallum was not convinced, and in "The Case for 
Kipling" on 1 June 1901 he objected that Stephens had 
missed the point of his previous letter. Stephens replied 
that Kipling's borrowings were more deliberate and 
premeditated than those of Homer, Virgil, Chaucer and 
j Shakespeare. The matter did not rest there. Other 
correspondents wanted to argue and Stephens allowed them 
space on 6 July 1901. Percival Serle, "Aletes", 
L. H. S, Brodzsky, Vincent Naylor and "Jeff" argued 11The Case 
of Kipling - Pro:", while under 11Contra: 11 , 11A.M." alleged 
that Kipling had derived the idea for the Jungle Books from 
an American naturalist30 and IIJ,R," complained of Kipling's 
misuse of Indian terms and erratic spelling. The arguments 
of those who were "Pro" were constantly interrupted by 
Stephens: those ncontra" were uninterrupted. Serle' 
Brodzsky and Naylor presented logical arguments particularly 
w~ll and Stephens' treatment of them betrayed again his 
intolerance in argument. 
3
0 ccurate He cited 
nA.M. "' s testimony was not very a son;, when in 
the naturalist as "Ernest Seton-Thomp d if his 
fact his name was Ernest Thom,son S~to~, ~ the 
knowledge of animal ~orew~i~d~~a~~Pi~~:ve'Known 
book which embodied ~t' ~ e well after the 
{New York, Scribner'~' 1~~8~u~e Book which were Jun~+e BOOf an~ the ae1~95 respectivelY· 
pub ~shed ~n lo94 an 
D 
' > 
I 
l.. 
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Stephens ended the page under the subheading "In 
conclusion" on a note of studied rhetoric: 
Because of Art, Justice. 
Th~ best economical incentive to industry 
is t~~s: . that a man shall receive the reward 
of h~s labour • 
. The best incentive to artistic creation is th~s: that the artist shall receive the credit 
and profit of his art. 
In a community of thieves, industry decays. 
In a community of plagiarists, Art decays. 
nstop thieft" Justice cries it. Art 
echoes it. 
Not all correspondents took Stephens' views on 
plagiarism seriously. Introduced with a facetious note 
from Stephens to the effect that 11The furfurous bread taken 
away, here's the i'ur i'urious dripping", on 10 August 1901 
the Red Page bora a letter from "A Converted Thief" which 
began: 
Dear Bookfellow. - You have converted me to 
literary honesty. I shall steal no more. 
The following verse is my first absolutely 
original piece of work: 
Zaqr bmt elly opm. 
Bze lmtrr tsstva? 
FfW wl orhlpmqjdlxz hhht, 
Hobeq npsrvytqj t Jwm yly pmjtuhlxazi u om Rfe telqjy. 
I do not ·think you will be able to tracel. the 
• .. ....o of the above ~ne s 
ideas, emot~ons, or mec ...... , 
to any other writer. 
r 
I 
! ( 
The writer was not entirely content since at the end of 
his l~tter' he confessed that 110ne problem still troubles 
me, and I beg you to solve it. Must pure literature 
entirely dispense with facts, on the ground that, where 
not plagiarised from books or newspapers, they are 
plagiarised from real life ? 11 Stephens t final remark was 
an indulgent 11Dear, innocent fellow! n 
There were positive aspects of Stephens' concern for 
the acknowledgement of an author's rights to his intellectual 
property. This concern motivated his encouragement of Red 
Page readers in their researches on origins and versions of 
the old bush songs. Their researches yielded information 
''J'hich. was interesting in itself and which without Red Page 
publication might not all have survived. Another aspect 
of Stephens' concern for literary property was his interest 
in copyright. Under the heading ncopyright 11 on the Red 
Page for 30 November 1901 Stephens wrote: 
Copyright is a national question. Literature, 
painting, sculpture, music, the dramad, ~d.~~her 
arts which help to make, preserve, an c1v1 1se 
a nation have the very greatest value.to U~· 
We wish to encourage these all. We W1Sh t t 
protect these all. One way of en~ouragemen 
and protection is to give th~ art1st legal 
property in the results of h1s l~b~~~~t to the 
man who writes a book h~s as l!luc n who 
profit of the work of h~s b~~f~t a~f at~; work of 
builds a house has to.t e P k of art should 
his hands. Property 1n a w?r work of 
endure as long as ~roperty :ngh~ should be 
handicraft. That 1s, copyr1 
perpetual. 
au 
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The writer was not entirely content since at the end of 
his letter, he confessed that 110ne problem still troubles 
me, and I beg you to solve it. Must pure literature 
entirely dispense with facts, on the ground that, where 
not plagiarised from books or newspapers, ·they are 
plagiarised from real life ? 11 Stephens' final remark was 
an indulgent 11Dear, innocent fellow! 11 
There ware positive aspects of Stephens' concern for 
the acknowledgement of an author's rights to his intellect,lal 
property. This concern motivated his encouragement of Red 
Page readers in their researches on origins and Yersions of 
the old bush songs. Their researches yielded information 
lvhich was interesting in itself and which without Red Page 
publication might not all have survived. Another aspect 
of Stephens' concern for literary property was his interest 
in copyright. Under the heading 11Copyright 11 on the Red 
Page for 30 November 1901 Stephens wrote: 
Copyright is a nation~ question. Literature, 
painting, sculpture, mus~c, the drama, ~d.o~her 
arts which help to make, preserve, and c~v~l~se 
a nation have the very greatest value.to us. 
We wish to encourage these all. We w~sh to 
protect these all. One way of en?ouragement 
and protection is to give th~ art~st legal 
property in the results of h~s labo~rs. A h 
man who writes a book has as much r~ght to t e 
profit of the work of his brai~ as a man wh~ f 
builds a house has to.the profk~tfo~r~h~h~~fd 0 
his hands. Property ~n a W?r 0 
endure as long as property ~n a work of 
handicraft. That is, copyright should be 
perpetual. 
I 
Australian c: yrig).-. 1 · • 1 t · Australia fi:rst. I.r,.:~·,. . '· i~ls .a ~on should put :1nal copyrig,Ht is 
pra?tically of nl.l v·a.lue 1,0 us. We gain nothin 
by J.t, exc~pt. the rigz1t '.io lie in a backwash g 
of t~e art1st1c s~ree~. ~fu~t we want is the 
Ame=:J.can sys~em, .;r which any foreigner who 
cl.:;nms copyrJ.ght .-.1 bo·Jks, for example has to 
br1ng the book ·to America first and p~int it 
there with local labour, from lo~al materials -
at least as soon as it is printed elsewhere 
America thus gain~ in tw? main ways. First: 
s~e protects her J.ndustrJ.es. The foreigner finds 
h1mself compelled to pay American type-founders, 
paper-makers, cloth-makers, type-setters 
machinists, and other allied artisans. Then 
America comes first, not last, in the matt~r 
of literature. Many of the best English books, 
for example, are published and. read in America 
before they are read in England. Many English 
publishers have an American office. And if an 
author does not choose to do thus, America can 
reprint him. 
Stephens was careful to acknowledge his borrowing of the 
idea for Australian legislation from the United States 
model, and he urged it again in his article "The Czar of 
Customs" on 11 January 1902. Stephens believed it most 
important that the work and prosperity of Australian authors, 
publishers and printers should have been facilitated by 
proper legal prot ~ction, because, .as he reminded Red Page. 
readers in discussing copyright on 30 November 1901, 
"Remember that the Naissance of Australian literature is 
taking place n I 
The assistance Stephens offered at the birth took three 
forms ~~the Red Page between January 1900 and April 19°2 · 
----
1 
~ .·~ 
,. 
'11•-------,~ 
He was concerned with the revaluation of established 
Australi~n writers, with the education of all who aspired 
to writs in the hope that new talent would emerge among 
them, and with the identification of worthwhile contributions 
to the literature of Australia. He made it quite clear that 
his inte:r:est was in literature rather than in the 
sensibilities of the people who attempted to write it. In 
hi~ itLetter to a Bushfellow11 on 20 January 1900 Stephens 
justified his severity towards poor writers in the following 
passage: 
Ours is not a wealthy community, a populous 
country : for our geniuses, if we have them or 
when we get them, there are too few patrons 
and purchasers. Every shilling which a 
worthless "poet" filches from an Australian 
pocket helps to keep the pocket of a wo.rthy 
poet empty. Every atom of credit which a 
worthless Australian "poet" secures means so 
much less in the stock from which worthy poets 
are entitled to draw. It is one's duty as a 
responsible critic, is [sic] is on;'s pleasu:e ~ 
as an intelligent Australian, to 11ecraser l'~nf.ame" 
as soon as "1 'infame" is notorious enough to 
make it worth while. Often there isn't any 
pleasure, and the duty is hard to do. Man¥ 
decent people dribble sentimental verses ~thout 
the least idea that they are committing ~ . 
poetical crime. It is easy to see that ~n the~r 
unpoetical moments they are good fathe:s, fond 
mothers estimable citizens. Nobody ~shes to 
batter the head of a good father.o: a f?nd 
mother, or to hit an estimable c~t~ze~ ~n what 
he conceives to be his tenderest emot1ons. But, 
if the standards are to be upheld1 so~ebody 
must. Perish the individual! F~our1sh 
Literature t 
--------·····~--.---.--......... 
f 
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Stephens put his precept into practice in his 
revaluation of the work of James Brunton Stephens, whose 
verse he discussed in two Red Pages in this period. On 
11 May 1901 the page was headed "'Convict Once, and Other 
Poems' /I. ", and on 3 August 11 ' Convict Once and Other Poems'/ 
II. rr31 A.G. Stephens sought in the article on 11 May 1901 
to show that 11Convict Once." had been grossly over-praised 
by T.J. Byrnes and by Turner and Sutherland.32 Stephens 
. 
suggested that only Christie Murray 11 in one of a series of 
articles written for the local press when he visited 
Australia" had hinted that the poem was marred by 
polysyllabic words and often by metre as well as diction 
more suitable to prose. According to A.G. Stephens: 
If he [Brunton Stephens] had thought of it 
he might have written -
Ponder my troop of words chryselephantine, 
moving their feet in the manner I tel~ them, 
Fettered by shackles of science scho~ast~c, 
owning me Father and Master and K~ng; 
Concatenation of proud polysyllables (Tur)ner 
and Sutherland never could spell them -
Abracadabra where is thy vict?ry? Mesopot~ia where is thy st~ng? 
31 James Brunton Stephens, Convict Once a~go~~~~~ 6~~:~ (Melbourne George Robertson, 1885) · C . t 
. . ' bl' h d separately as onv~c was orl.gJ.i.'lally pu ~s e . 1871) 
Once : A Poem (London' MacmJ.llan' • 
32 d t "a lengthy paper read A. G. Stephens ref err~ 1° . n 1894-" by T, J. Byrnes, to Brisb. Literary S Ct~c ~ ~d, s praise of nconvict 
and to Turner and u e~ af Australian Literature. Once n in 1'_he Developmen o 
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A.G. Stephens then gave an amusing outline of what he 
termed 11the remarkable story of 'Convict Once t n, observing 
on the sudden appearance of the heroine's mother that 
11Until now we did no·t know that there w any mother; but 
she has to live, it seems, in order to die, and to justify 
some reflections about Death which Magdalen has been 
hoarding; and she has to die for Reasons of the Story". 
His final comment on ll May was tha·t 11I feel :cather like 
Cain after the little transaction with Abel; but, in view 
of the utterances of Byrnes, Turner, Sutherla1d and many 
others, this side of tQonvict Once' has long needed 
exposure. Of the other side, and of the other poems of 
Brunton Stephens, there is something to be said on another 
occasion". 
When A.G. Stephens availed himself on 3 August 1901 of 
another occasion to discuss the work of Brunton Stephens 
he described nconvict Once" as 11the work of a sentimental 
Pedagogue rather than a Poet n. He quoted from the poem the 
well-known lines beginning "Linger, oh Sun, for a little, 
'll' t" on which he commented 
nor close yet this day of a m~ ~on ' 
that 11This is agreeable rhetoric, not flawless; but the 
poetical emotion is slight, and is made slighter by the 
t and alleging that 
···----
rhetoric". After quoting other s anzas 
best 
of tConvict Once'", A.G. Stephens 
those quoted "kernel the 
asserted that "Brunton Stephens's qualifications for 
poetry are energy, a little fancy, a little power of 
thought not very new or original - the qualifications of 
his Scottish nation. He lacks imagination and strength 
of emotion - Poetry's most essential requisites; he lacks, 
technically, the finer qualities of Taste; and the Poet in 
him is hampered by the continual obtrusion of the 
Pedagogue • • • Instead of emotimal fervour, Brunton Stephens 
gives us intellectual images, - that is, his mental field 
is essentially in the domain of prose, and not in the 
domain of poetry". 
Though he thought Brunton Stephens lacked "that subtle 
perception of the incongruous which is the basis of humour", 
A. G. Stephens considered that 11A collection of Brunton 
Stephens's witty verse could well deserve perpetuity; and 
it is by these successes, and not by his serious, emotional 
! failures, that he will gain whatever perpetuity is allotted 
.. 
"-:> to him". A.G. Stephens concluded: 
Had he chosen, Brunton Stephe~s might have 
written valuable prose, for h~s f~a~~~~~~f~ 
work in prose is shrewd, sane,.~ nt force to 
expressed; ~d h~ had the P~f~~~r~cal conception. 
execute a hJ.gh lJ.terary or . h · h been 
But always the ro?ted Poet J.llwaJ.~ t~: stony 
craving for the lJ.ght, and alve~ted all but a 
soil of the Pedagogue has pre · So the best 
few stray tendrils fr~m. ap~~:r~:~e in which his 
of his artistic outp~ J.~ free expression, the 
natural faGulty has h~u~ is now borrowed to 
verse such as that w J.C 
adorn this page • 
-
r 
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One of the two pieces of Brunton Stephens' light verse 
A.G. Stephens printed at the end of the Red Page on 
3 August 1901' non a Fork of Byron's II' made his point. 
In it Brunton Stephens made witty play on the connection 
between fork and pen: 
For 'twixt the for.k and the divine afflatus 
The links are perfect; there is no hiatus; 
Fork, stomach, brain, pen, - all one apparatus. 
So when the food that on the fork ascende~ 
Grew into verse as with the brain it blended, 
The fork wrote just as truly as the pen did. 
The other verses, 11A Piccaninny", remain interesting only 
as a grim commentary on the indifference of even educated 
Australians to the plight of the aborigines. Brunton 
Stephens' advice to the black child was: 
Die young, for mercy's sake t If thou grow older, 
Thou shalt grow lean at calf and sharp at shoulder, 
And daily greedier and daily bolder; 
A pipe between thy savage grinders ~hrusting, 
For rum and everlasting tbaccy lu~t~ng, 
And altogether filthy and disgust~ng; 
Just such another as the dam that bore thee -
That haggard Sycorax ~ow. bendir;g o,t er thee I 
Die young, my sable p~pp~n, I ~mplore theet 
However damaging a commentary the choice of these verses 
might have been on A.G. Stephens' racial prejudice, we can 
hardly complain that in general he over-valued Brunton 
St h d as he Sa
.;d, "Brunton Stephens might 
ep ens' verse, an , ~ 
have written valuable prose"· 
-
I i. 
In this period there was evidence of development in 
A.G. Stephens' appreciation of prose. He enjoyed 
John Le Gay Brereton's Landlopers33 which he described on 
the Red Page for 13 January 1900 as "170 pages of excellent 
small beer - with occasional flights towards a dithyramb". 
Although on 30 November 1901 Stephens described Kim34 as 
"an Indian On Ov.r Selection" he immediately pointed out 
among several differences that "Kipling writes better than 
Arthur Davis writes". Stephens gradually revealed his ideas 
on the qualities which went into the making of good prose. 
Simplicity and succinctness were two of his requirements. 
In an article on Ruskin on 10 February 1900 he wrote: 
Ruskin wrote rhetorically, oratorically: his 
prose style is too continually in t~e ?louds 
where his head was. The energy of ~t ~s 
remarkable; the beauty of it is s~metimes. 
remarkable; it is frequently turg~d, and ~ts 
artifices are monotonous. When a thought can 
be expressed in two plain w~rds rou d~ not 
continually desiderate a gl~tter~ng f~fty~ 
Every intelligent reader of Rusk~n must p~ne 
for a diminished torrent and a greatly-
diminished spout. 
Stephens made it olear, however, that simplicity was not to 
When he reviewed Alfred A. Grace~s be confused with monotony. 
33 the Tale of a Pardon and 
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stories, Tales of a Dying Race,35 on 4 January 1902 
under the heading "A Maoriland Writer", he wrote: 
~ales of a D¥ing Race shows a distinct 
~mprovement J..n power and taste; anl some of 
J..ts faults are faults of technique, easily 
mended. For• example, he can mend his writing 
style - at present characterised by a stiff 
~nd undeviating simplicity. Now simplicity 
J..s a good feature of style -it is the best· 
and why? Because on the whole it is the me~ns 
of mos~ c~early, most fully, most forcibly 
~ransmJ..ttJ..ng thought. But this simplicity 
J..S not monotonous or tame; it does not direct 
attention to itself. It achieves its effect 
by being a limpid medium through which thought 
ar, i emotion pass as clearly as light through 
pellucid glass. 
Lucidity was another requirement. On 22 September 1900 he 
commented that D. G. Rossetti "wrote an individual prose, 
quietly melodious, not unlike that which W.B. Yeats 
practises today; but with a sharper note in it ••. In 
strong distinction from his poems, Rossetti's prose is 
· 1 rarely rhetorical _ so rarely that one thinks he deliberately 
set a gulf between the manners of this and that· The 
commentary on Blake's paintings and poems, which is at 
this day the most valuable of his prose pieces is less 
carefully composed than the stories are, yet gives a 
. . . . . h ht sily clothed in words" • OJ..mJ..lar J..mpressJ..on of lucJ..d t aug ea 
Stephens also counselled freedom from rule in the 
interest of force in expression. In instructing his 
35 Alfred A. Grace, Tales of a Dying Race (London, 
Chatto & Windus, 1901) • 
' I I ' 
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contributors on 3 March 1900 on how to write the examples 
of paradox he called "bulls", 36 he assured them that 
11the first principle of rhetoric is that you may defy all 
the rules of grammar, all the formulae of mathematics, 
even all the laws of Nature - as long as you secure the 
effect, i.e., an effect ·which you could not secure while 
maintaining the rules and the formulae and the laws". 
In this period Stephens used Red Page competitions as 
exarcises for contributors after he had given them lessons. 
One example was the "bulls" competition mentioned above; 
another was his call at the end of an article on 
11Anti-Olimaxn37 on 23 June 1900 for 11 some good Australian 
examples of anti-climax". The most successful competition 
in this period was the call he made for a sonnet on 
Australia. He introduced it by devoting a whole page to 
a discussion of "The Sonnet" in which he reassured his 
~ 
t 
I 
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readers that "It is a form of verse in which any cultured 
person, by dint of taking pains, may achieve a tolerable 
success - a greater success than the same talent, the 
same pains, will bring in other recognised forms. Lyric 
poets are born; sonnet-writers are made". After quoting 
Kendall's "Rest" and Charles Harpurts 11Absence", Stephens 
announced that Bayldon' s 11Marlowe" was "probably the best 
single example yet produced in Australia" and that "the 
best collection of Australian sonnets is the work of 
Arthur Adams" while J. Le Gay Brereton "seems to be our 
most productive sonneteer; ani his form is generally 
accurate, but his matter lacks spirit 11 • V. J. Daley's 
11Death" Stephens considered too constrained by the form but 
he believed that William Gay "has perhaps handled the sonnet 
more sonorously than any other local writer", and 
"Australian Federation" was quoted as perhaps his "most 
effective sonnet". Readiers were then invited to compete 
for a prize of £2.2s. by writing a sonnet on Australia in 
the rhyme scheme of one of the six sonnets about sonnets 
\•lith which he ended the page. )B On 12 May 1900' Stephens 
announced t.hat the prize had been awarded to "D · Fenton"' 
tt' 
38 The writers of the sonnets were D.~~~~~~~ 1 ' 
Theodore Watts-Dunton, ~ugeney~~~g Gi~son from 
Richard Watson Gilder' ames and one was 
the Spanish o~ L?pe dye Ve~~ild a sonnet about 
anonymous begl.nn1ng 11 ou 
this plan". 
-
' 
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one of Bernard OtDowd2s pseudonyms, for his sonnet 
"Australia" which began "Last sea-thing dredged by sailor 
Time from Space". OtDowdts sonnet and several of the 
other entries were printed on the page. One of them by 
"R. 0. " undoubtedly earned publication not fc _, any poetic 
merit but for its reference to 11our great Red Page Zeus" )9 
Stephens had justification for his complaint about the 
verse which won fifty guineas in a verse-writing competition 
which had been hastily arranged by the New South Wales 
Government. The winner was George Essex Evans with his 
110de for Commonwealth Day". On the Red Page on 5 January 
1901 in an article he entitled "Verse, Pictures, and a 
Personal Reaction", Stephens printed Evans' ode, after 
't'lhich he remarked "That is the 'prize ode' . That is the 
verse which has won Fifty Guineas in N. S. vl. Govt 's farcical 
competition • . . If Premier Lyne had any sense of his own 
ignorance, he might have had the sense (weeks ago, vmen he 
first babbled) to ask a committee of writers such as 
.39 "R.C. ", who might have been Robert Crawford, 
began his sonnet: 
0 Muse t '\'te are to be l~i~s ~: ~uch a way 
If we can fourteen J.n t 1' a" 
Spin out upontthReedt~:mg~ ~!~~- j;:t ~hinks \·till do • 
As our grea 
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Mr. J. Brunton Stephens, Professor McCallum [i.e. 
MacCallum] , Mr Victor D 1 Mr · a ey, • Chris. Brennan _ men 
i'lhose literary brains are deservedly respected _ to 
formulate conditions, advertise dates, and J·udge competitive 
verses". In terms very similar to those he had used in 
disclosing his c:"ltical stance on 20 January 190040, 
Stephens explained his reasons for pointing out the 
deficiencies in Evans' ode: 
We must keep up the standards. This is a 
young country, \'lith a small population, 
and there is only a small fund of credit 
and cash from which the artist can draw 
reward. So we want to keep the fund for 
the most deserving, and to dole reward 
in proportion to desert. Every atom of 
credit filched by an indifferent artist is 
filched from the different and better 
artist; every penntorth of profit gained by 
the not-good or goad-enough writer is taken 
from the pocket of the better and more 
promising writer. 
Among Stephens' objections to Evans' 110de" was the complaint 
that nit is not representative of Australian capacity, or 
0 
of Australian thought and inspiration .•. Because, for 
the matter of it, it is a catalogue, a bill-of-fare, a 
prospectus; and, for the style of it, it is a statement 
of the trite, a reiteration of the obvious"· He described 
,,l the be ginning o:f Evans t nOde n, n Awake 1 Arise 1
11 
, as "an 
r·' opening so banal that even Henry Lawson has parodied it"· :".,: 
4° See page 284 above, 
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Stephens explained on 17 November 1900 why h~ 
considered that literary competit' ~ons could assist in 
bringing Australian literature to birth. In "Kippered 
Verse with Local Sauce!'' a stern rebuke to the Sydney 
0 ~p ing' s verses, "The :Morning Herald for its praise f K' 1 
Young Queen", he asserted: 
The Herald has evidently no idea thdt there 
are half-a-dozen writers in Australia far 
better.en~itled to the name of poet than 
e~er.K~pl~ng was ••• As for using the ~~p~~ng.m~xture at Commonwealth celebrations, 
~t ~s t~e the ~alq, as an Australian 
newspap~r, set itself' to encourage ~ustral~ans to rely upon their own strength ~nstead of leaning on foreign crutches. To 
be sure the idea of giving a Govt. prize 
for a local patriotic poem has little to 
recommend it. If the occasion does not 
stimulate the poet, a prize will not. Yet 
poets must live; and in Australia they live 
hardly enough. The community which claims 
their labour surely owes them bread-and-
cheese. Let tre wealthy S.M. Herald 
proprietary, instead of spattering Kipling 
with unearned praise, offer fifty pounds for 
a local ode to commemmorate the Commonwealth 
foundation. That would pay as a business 
speculation; and the Herald would certainly 
receive, in a mass of rubbish, some poetry 
worth twenty times aE much as Kipling's 
hackneyed box of tricks. 
In Red Page competitions in this period Stephens allowed 
his contributors to waste a good deal of time on sentimental 
trivia like the writing of love-letters, some of which he 
published on 8 February 1902. The most extended discussion 
he allowed contributors in this period was on the well-worn 
lines of whether Australia should have engendered cheerful 
-
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optimism or black despair in its wr4ters. ..... "0nlys 11 , in 
a piece Stephens headed 11Austerile ?" on 16 February 1901 , 
argued: 
We_have_had for some hundred years the 
glJ.mmerJ.ngs of a national literature - th 
reflex of our }ife. We have Gordon and e 
Mar?us Clarke, Boah and Lawson. What is 
the7r 'not~'? Pessimism, pessimism, and 
agaJ.n pessJ.mJ.sm. The tragedy of desolation 
the half-understood, the vividly-expressed ' 
horror of a vast, vague, and bloodless 
land. A young country, a young nation 
should have a joyous life. Not necess~rily 
sentimental or childish, but strong, clearly 
conscious of present difficulties, with a 
ring of hope for the future. Where is the 
Australian writer whose work is blooded with 
hope? 
At the end of this contribution Stephens remarked that "This 
invites answers and criticism - which will be printed if 
written briefly, with brains". The contributions he 
printed on 2 March 1901 under "Ausfertile 11 , 4l on 16 March 
1901 under "Austerile? Ausfertile ?11 , 42 and on 13 April 1901 
under "Our 'Future' n, 43 were remarkable for their optimism 
rather than for thEJir brevity or their wit • The days of 
the Red Page as a lively and interesting forum of literary 
opinion seemed to have passed. 
41 up· lla" 11Edson" 
Contributors we~e John A;, Ade~, "Ali~e Eybon". ' 
"Schnebelawopskl" z "E:K· ' an acknowledged. 
Seven other contrJ.butJ.ons were 
1.,., rPuk k ·" npoint 
"¥V Contributors were nPuyyaka"' '·Al· ~ J."' Seven other 
Blank" "Barrow-Northe", and " e es · 
contributions were acknowledged. 
43 
nJ 0 R " and nA.B. T • ". Five other 
Contributors were • • • 
contributions were acknowledged. 
-
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Nevertheless Stephens continued to identify what 
was worthwhile amid the mass of new Australian writing. 
On 28 September 1901 he hailed Miles Franklin's !'1Y 
Brilliant Career44 as "A Bookful of Sunlight", and because 
of its author's complete assimilation of her environment 
and of Australian attitudes he described it as "the very 
first Australian novel to be published". Stephens also 
admitted the weaknesses of the girlish odyssey and concluded 
that 11The book is not a notable literary performance; but 
it is fresh, natural, sincere - and consequer;tly charming". 
Despite his distaste for realir:a in fiction, Stephens also 
recognized Barbara Baynton' s talent. He wrote on the Red 
Page on 29 March 190245 that "Barbara Baynton who left 
Sydney for England the other day with a book of literary 
sketches designed for London publication, has written 
several remarkably strong Australian stories, nearly all 
unpublished. As a writer, she is a kind of female Henry 
Lawson, with no less intensity, and even a greater fidelity 
to detail. Her work is uneven; but it holds rare poignancy 
d in the fact that his 
and power". Stephens later took pri e 
44 Stella Miles Franklin, MY Brilliant Career 
(Edinburgh, Blackwood, 1901). 
h 1902 is wrongly dated 
45 The Red Page f'or 29 Mar~ t date appears on 
22 March 1902: the correc 
The Bulletin cover. 
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praise on the Red Page for 18 August 1900 of Norman 
Lindsay's drawings to illustrate Boccaccio t s "De cameron" 
was "the first authoritative recognition of Mr. Lindsay's 
merit in an important newspaper". 46 On the same page 
Stephens also published two of the collection of book-
plates which Lindsay was at that time exhibiting for sale.47 
Ch .. 'istopher Brennan continued to submit verse for Red 
Page publication. On 7 September 1901, the Red Page began 
with 11The Year of the Soul", 48 and on 29 March 1902 with 
"Secreta Silvarum"49. Stephens suggested not. only that 
Brennan should have been one of the judges in the New South 
Wales Government's verse-writing competition5° but that he 
46 A. G. Stephens, "Black-and-Whiters: II. The Moral 
of Norman Lindsay" The Bookfellow 3rd series, 
1 November 1912, pp. 290-291. 
47 See Illustration 3. 
1+8 "The Year of the Soul" appeared as "Liminary" in 
"The Forest of Night" section of Poems _1913 and 
has been reprinted in The Verse of Ohr~stopher 
Brennan, pp. 95-99. 
49 s ·1 n ppeared as 11The Quest of 
"Secreta ~ varum a f N" ht" section of 
Silence" in "The Forest 0 ::g t d · n The Verse 
Poems 1913 and has been repr~n-e ~ 
of Christopher Brennan, PP • l09-ll • 
50 See pages 293-294 above. 
-
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should have been considered for the chair of modern 
languages and literature at the University of Melbourne 
which became.vacant on the death of Professor Morris. on 
the Red Page for 18 January 1902, Stephens suggested that 
the University of Melbourne should eivher "secure a 
Continental scholar under 35 with languages", or "it should 
appoint a local student such as Chris. Brennan, now of 
Sydney Public Library, a man whose knowledge of literature 
and power of mind are uncommon even in Europe". Stephens' 
regard for Brennan's scholarship had not deterred him from 
publishing on the Red Page earlier in this period two jibes 
at Brennan's poetry. The first was the following, published 
on the Red Page on 30 June 1900 over one of Dowell O'Reilly's 
pseudonyms, "D. n, without introduction or comment by 
Stephens: 
The Symbolist 
Comet let us rail at Cyrus Brown, 
The poet pale o~ Syd~ey Town; 
His form is fra~l, h~s curls hang down, 
His hat suggests a ma~tyr's crown, 
He must not fail to mn renown -
As a Symbolist! 
•t in brief -
He writes of a "rose u' but ~ means - for his 
Sweet scents for his nose, and thorns 
grief; and blood - and beef • 
Red sunsets : an~ g~ow~)-will expand to a sheaf, 
One phrase ( ~n h~s an a single leaf, 
And a forest h~ gro~skfl~nomg Symbolist! 
Does th~~ wr~n ~ 
-
! 
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His mind is sure - his purpose planned 
To purge and purify the land ' 
Of poetry we understand. 
"For the.world is curled in a grain of sand, 
And poet ~cal home o:pathy' s grand rr, 
SJ.ngs the tJ.nkling Oymbalist. 
There is evidence that Brennan was not amused by this 
mockery. "It annoyed him as it was never meant to do" 
' 
O'Reilly wrote to Stephens a few months later.51 Only a 
week after publishing Brennan's verses, 11The Year of the 
Soul 11 , Stephens included on the Red Page for 14 September 
1901 a long letter signed 11B.O./(About 4000 years or so)" 
which ridiculed symbolist poetry, and which made particular 
sport of Brennan's verse. The letter asserted that 11A 
title is really an excrescence 11 and disclosed that 11You 
will find the title about the middle of the poem". "B. 0. 11 
went on to introduce his symbolist poem without title 
which caricatured Brennan's style in its diction, elisions, 
and run-on stanzas, and which included capitals at the end 
of lines as well as following Brennan's convention of 
beginning lines with lower case letters. The parody began: 
the matin stroke inaudible expir~S 
winging to caverns murk'd of SJ.~ent sounD: 
steals sinister the cohort of desJ.reS 
where prison'd in voluptuous profounD 
5l Dowell O'Reilly, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 
26 April 1901 The Papers of A.G. Stephens, 
vol. 6, Mitch~ll Library MS A2302 · 
____________ ......... 
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slumbrous obscurities (0 whither flY 
ye_shapes august!) I vision'd overturN 
ya~~ng ~he daisied coverlet awrY 
t~ll v~ctor in the aeon-strife I burN 
with vast resolve jetted from starry heightS. 
11B. C." was undoubtedly Stephens himself. The text of the 
letter is almost identical with the parody of Brennan which 
Stephens presented in the version of "The Crown of Gum-
Leaves" which he included in both The Red Pagan and The 
Pearl and the Octopus.52 
The Red Page version of 11The Crown of Gum-Leaves" was 
published on 7 December 1901.53 Among the contestants for 
the crown before the invisible but "immensely vital, 
splendidly imperious, distinctly feminine" Presence of the 
Genius of Australia were Daley, Paterson, Quinn, Ogilvie 
and Brennan. Brennan, in this version, did not get through 
the preamble to his verse in time to read any of it, but 
the others were imagined reading as examples of their work 
parodies supplied by Stephens. Daley's evoked from the 
Presence "a little sigh", Paterson's "a half-suppressed 
laugh n ; after Quinn t s "the gum-leaves only shivered slightly"; 
reaction to Ogilvie's was lost in the clamour of other 
contestants to be heard, and b .. ~nnan's explanatory 
52 II • Th A G Ste hens "The Crown of Gum-Leaves ~n __J?.. R~d.Paga~ (Sydneyl ThedB~ll~~inp~:~fP~~rt~~mb~~~pus 
1904), pp. lol-19~, an ~n e 114-118 (Melbourne, George Robertson, 1911)' P~· · 
53 See Appendix 5 below. 
____________ ....... 
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introduction to his verse evoked "a sound 1 b scarce y reathed, 
softly modulated; yet a snore, a distinct unmistakeable 
Snore t 11 • When the Presence withdrew, only one leaf from 
the crown remained; which poet got it Stephens did not 
disclose. He finished the piece cryptically, "But the leaf 
remains in the possession of the poet with the best right 
to it 11 • 
"The Crown of Gum-Leaves" was an unusual piece of 
critical writing in several ways. Its setting was fantastic, 
an inn in the remote bush with a sign over the door with 
"Riot" on one side and "Rest" on the other, where only 
mulga rum was served. The parodies, especially that of 
Paterson's manner called "The Honour of the District", were 
cleverly done. The descriptions of the poets were 
accompanied by hints of their weaknesses, for liquor as 
well as praise. Only Paterson was suggested as both modest 
and temperate. 54 "The Crown of Gum-Leaves" was marred by 
its obliqueness. Readers were expected to recognize the 
poets from descriptions such as 11a shortish fellow, with 
a brown face framed in rusty-brown hair" and "a tall 
54 "E. S. S. 11 contributed a comment in doggerel en 
"The Crown of Gum-Leaves" to the Red Page of 
21 December 1901 in which he suggested that t~e 
crown could not be earned because "Some rasca 
has swallowed the Muse". 
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silentious person with a long head and eyes of faded 
blue". The Red Page version of "The Crown of Gum-Leaves" 
was much shorter than that published in both The Red Pag_an 
and The Pearl and the Octopus. Stephens, presumably for 
reasons of space, omitted all but a few lines of his parody 
of Quinn, cut the introduction to Brennan's contribution 
severely and omitted the parody of his verse and the parody 
of Lawson called in the other version 11In the Days When the 
Beer Was Strong". However, the only message which emerged 
with any clarity from the labyrinthine imaginings of both 
versions was that Stephens considered none of the contenders 
worthy of the crown as the poet of Australia. 
"The Crown of Gum-Leaves" should have eal~ned Stephens 
acquittal of a charge made by Walter Murdoch in an article 
on 11 Some Recent Verse: and Criticism" in f'he Argu.§. fnr 
11 May 1901 that English critics remained indiffer~nu to 
Australian verse because it w~s over-praised in Australia. 
Stephens was able to show on the Red Page for 8 June 1901 
that Murdoch's evidence was often :.tnaccurate, and he 
concluded that "As a commentator Mr. Murdoch is either 
ignorant or malicious - he c;:an take his choice"· 
Stephens realized in this period that Australian writing 
did not have wide appeal, though characteristically he was 
inclined to blame English audiences rather than Australian 
writers for this. The Red Page on 15 March 1902 included 
---
the following comments in one of its news paragraphs: 
Reported from London that both Henry T 
and Loui M k ~awson se ac are making preparations for 
return to Australia. The fact is as Patche~t Martin affirmed and Ambr~se Pratt 
re-afflrms, the Australian literary man or 
woman can v~ry ~ell nowadays make sis [sic] 
London proflt Wlthout leaving Australia 
London does not particularly· want Austr~lian 
WG'""'k, l:lnless of the adventurous Becke class wl.~lch. lS readable whatever its field. The ' 
fldellty to Australian life and character 
f?r. ex~ple, whi~h is Lawson's peculiar m~rit, 
glves hlm a forelgn and uninviting air in 
England. The English don't comprehend such 
w·ork unless it is universalised, so to speak -
made plain to limited understandings by a 
levelling of local features and an increase 
of general dramatic effect. 
lJot only in 11The Crown of Gum-Leaves" but in other Red Page 
pieces in this period Stephens overdid the local features. 
On 2 February 1901, for example, ·the main Red Page article, 
"Extracts from Minutes of Proceedings of the Society of 
Irresponsibles, held in the Society's Attic at Sydney on an 
Indefinite Date", was marred by a self-conscious bohernianism 
and there could only have been a small group of readers i'lho 
could have recognized the characters, "Bogs", "Broyne 
11
, 
"Barkis" and "Dorian", or have understood the references 
mad~ in their yarns. 
More often than he was precious, Stephens was sentimental 
on the Red Page in this period. Examples ranged i'lidely • 
There was his report on 14 Apr~~ 1900 of the farewell 
--
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dinner for L'awson at which the poet said "When I lose 
sight of the Leeuwin, thare will be a hole in my heart big 
enough to put all Australia in", on which Stephens commented 
"That's a big heart as well as a big hole". There was the 
competition in writing lovep·letters for which he set the 
tone on the Red Page on 30 March 1901 and for which 
contributors were still submitting entries on 8 February 
1902. In another competition announced on 3 November 1900 
Stephens called for descriptions of the joy of having time, 
place and the loved one coincide.55 In articles from 
contributors there were effusicms of cloying sweetness 
like "M .H."' s "Bush Girls" on 23 November 1900 and the 
description of childish wiles and baby talk in "Bedtime" 
by "R, A. K. " on 4 May 1901. Another a.spe ct of Stephens' 
sentimentality was that while he wrote sensibly about sex?
6 
he could not write about women without extreme romanticism. 
In "The Modern Woman" on 21 April 1900 he wrote that "The 
only way to understand Woman is to consider her as a 
55 The idea must have been suggestTedimto S~e~~~n~l~~e". 
Browning's lines in 11Never the e an · 
Never the time and the place 
And the loved one all together. 
56 See page 239 above. 
---
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foreign country, where the scenery, indeed may bear some 
resemblance to that which you know, but where land and 
water are nevertheless different, where the inhabitants 
have their own language, their own customs, their own modes 
of life and habits of thought - where, moreover, they are 
extremely distrustful of strangers, and will cheat you 
whenever it seems in their interest to do so". From this 
point Stephens moved to one of his typical appeals to 
physiology when he asserted that "it may be ventured in 
ph~rsical terms, that the nerve-paths from the brain to the 
spinal centres are still less-marked in later-evolved woman 
than in man". Physiological argument marred some of 
Stephens' best work in this period. On 4 JanucwY 1902 in 
"A Maoriland Writer", after writing well on simplicity as 
a feature of prose style,57 he asserted that pace in writing 
\·ras determined by physiology. He wrote that "From a slow 
lymphatic man you get invariably slow lymphatic writing · • • 
From a passionate eager man you get naturally eager, 
passionate writing", and that "the slowly-moving mind 
naturally embodies its message in slowly-moving language; 
and some sentences crawl like beetles while others flit like 
butterflies". 
57 See page 2 89 above • 
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The most serious shortcoming in the Red Page from 
January 1900 to April 1902 was Stephens' failure to 
develop sound literary theories. Because of this his 
attempts to educate his readers were often deficient, 
especially in his tendency to retreat to his familiar 
cliches about the supremacy of emotion in poetry. In 
"Voices from the Basket" on 29 June 1901 when he sought 
to explain to unsuccessful contributors why their work was 
not acceptable he told them: 
What you have to remember is that to fully 
and fitly express a round emotion in square 
words is an impossible thing. There is an 
eternal conflict between Feeling and Style. 
You want to find the exact poise which will 
gain most Style while sacrificing least 
Feeling; and the balance varies. Style is 
the preservative; but only Feeling is worth 
lyrical preservation. (Thought, unless 
sublimated to Feeling, belongs to Prose}. 
So the verse-architect's problem is very like 
that which confronts the naval architect: 
you have to gain speed, but wit~out l?sing 
cargo-capacity; and the.theoret1c~l l1ne of 
grace is continually be1ng subord1nated to 
practical utility. 
Not only was the analogy in this passage inept, it also 
suggested again, in the antipathy which Stephens saw between 
feeling and style, his failure to appreciate that the 
elements o£ literature were i1megrated and interdependent. 
It is obvious from the number o£ correspondents and 
contributors in the period that the Red Page had by 19°
2 
--
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earned a large and devoted following. What contemporary 
readers might have found to outweigh the faults I have 
suggested were its novelty, its scope, its contrasts, its 
liveliness, and its humour. Stephens brought them samplings 
from a wide range of literature. On 3 February 1900 he 
presented under the heading 11Poems in Prose" more than three 
columns of ext.racts from the work of Ivan Turgenev. On 
10 March 1900 Ella Wheeler Wilcox was featured as "A 
Passionate Poetess". Neither did Stephens neglect to tie 
off ends of earlier discussions. On 11 August 1900, for 
example, he recorded the death of Stephen Crane and 
summarized his achievements as an "astonishingly clever 
writez:r without being a great writer". So ended Stephens' 
chronicle of Crane's life and writing which had been 
threaded through many Red Page paragraphs since his review 
of The Red Badge of Courage on 14 March 1896, No 
significant adventure which befell an Australian writer 
\'lent unnoticed on the Red Page, even if first reports were 
sometimes inaccurate, On 28 July 1900 he l'epor•ted 
· · Ch' a 5B George Morrison, the author of An Austral~an ~n ~n ' 
58 
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and correspondent there for the London Times, as among 
those killed in the Boxer Rebellion· a report ~ 
, tE corrected 
on 11 August. The death of William Oswald Hodgkinson, 
a well-known newspaper editor in Queensland, brought a 
tlJ.mmary of his life and extracts from his writings under 
"Hodgkinsoniana" on 4 August 1900. Research was encouraged 
among Red Page readers, not only into the origins of the 
old bush songs, but into many other Australian topics. For 
example on 23 March 1901 Stephens published 11Nil'" s article, 
11 Some Australian 'English' rr, which reported some of the 
peculiarities of the pronunciation of English. in South 
Australia. Red Page readers were also given frequent 
observations on life in Europe. 11F. S.D." wrote from Italy 
and Germany,59 and on 22 February 1902 Ambrose Pratt 
reported nsome Impressions of Literary London". Stephens 
also showed tolerance of eccentricity when it was amusing. 
S.A. Rosa was allowed space to take to task both the writers 
of the Federal Constitution and the Prime Minister for their 
English composition.6o Reformed anarchist, J.A. Andrews, 
M h 1900 and of "Australian wrote of his 'inventions on 31 arc 
59 BRP' 12 May 1900' 13 October 1900' 3 November 
1900, 2 February 1901. 
60 · · · d on BRP 9 June 1900, 
The Constitutio~ ~as cr~tE~c~~ish on 11'January 1902. 
and the Prime M~n~ster's ng 
--
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Natural History", especially ants, on 7 April 1900. 
Stephens was amused on 26 October 1901 by the suggestion 
by C.P.W. Longdill in his pamphlet A New Religion61 that 
love-making should be limited to leap years and he remarked 
that "The spectacle of the New Religious swain waiting 
until he reaches a year divisible by 4 before crooking his 
finger to a nymph and murmuring 'Long dilly, dilly, come 
and be loved!' is not without its peculiar charm; yet one 
can understand that there may still be a certain human 
unrest , all too human unrest, among votaries when the 
Georgian calendar misses leap-year (as in 1900), thus 
necessitating a close season of eight years". 
While Stephens in his writing often substituted eye-
catching phrase and emotional prejudice for the 
dispassionate analysis which his themes demanded, his 
prose never lacked life. His expression was sharp, succinct 
and his mastery of words complete. On 25 January 1902 he 
referred to "The vocal O'Sullivan, by the srace of Gab a 
Neither was his vision 
'leading politician' in N.S.Wales". 
always clouded by nationalistic romantic sentiment • When 
M t's death before a news reached Australia of Harry oran 
British firing squad in South Africa for alleged ill-
.. 1 . ns Stephens painted treatment of Boer prisoners and c~v~ ~a ' 
61 C.P.W. Longdill, A New Reli,ion (Auckland, 
printed by A. Spencer, 1901 • 
--
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him or: ~ Red Page for 5 April 1902 not as an Australian 
martyr to British military imperialism but as "an 
accomplished good-for-naught", 
In this period the Red Page contained drawings by 
Aubrey Beardsley, as on 1 September 1900, by D.H. Souter, 
as on 13 January 1900, and by Norman Lindsay, as on 
18 August 1900. Whether the Red Page contained their 
illustrati~::>ns or the work of lesser-known artists, the 
effect was usually pleasing, and illustrations and text 
were carefully blended to achieve a unity of impression 
from the page. Stephens was careful about typographical 
accuracy and errors were very rare. He was also 
discriminating in his choice of ornament, as of 
illustrations, and from 26 January 1901 he usually used 
a graceful tiny prin~er's flower to separate paragraphs. 
The overall impression left by the Red Page between 
January 1900 and April 1902 is one of vitality, generated 
by ·the force of Stephens' personality, his prejudices' his 
prose and his editor,ship. Vitality was the quality which 
made the "Bookfellow' s Mixture" satisfying to its readers' 
not the vapid romanticism expressed in the verse with that 
-312. 
·:~itle which appeared unsigned on the Red Page for 
Ttme 1900 . 62 
62 Bookfellow's Mixture 
No place for dreamers! 
No room for dreamst 
Then why these visions? 
And why these gleams? 
No room for dreamers! •.. 
Oh, bitter fate 
That sends a dreamer 
Through earth's grey gate! 
The birds may linger 
And laugh all day, 
The winds may loiter 
Their lives away; 
And every flower 
And little leaf, 
And tall, red forest 
And yellow leaf, 
And lazy lily 
And jonquil fair, 
May use a life-time 
To watch a star. 
No room for dreamers! • · • 
Oh bitter fate 
That sends a dreamer 
Through earth's grey gate! 
For you, you dreamer! 
With eyes in space, 
The thin grass covers 
Your only place. 
-313. 
Nothing could have shown so dramatically what Stephens 
had achieved in the Red Page by 1902 as his departure 
from it. While he was away, Joseph Furphy, anxious about 
The Bulletin's lack of progress towards publication of 
Such Is Life, wrote to his friend William Oathels that 
"The immoral journal that we wot of is hastening slowly _ 
dam [sic] slowly - with publication. Stephens is away in 
Yurrup [sic] , since April, on a 6 months' furlough, and 
Montgomery has taken his place as editor of the hog-wash 
in question". 6.3 Presumably it was to the manuscript of 
Such Is Life that Furphy referred as 11the hogwash in 
question", but he could almost as easily have been referring 
to the Red Page, of which Alex Montgomery was also editor 
in Stephens' absence. ·Montgomel'Y adhered to Stephens' 
formula of publishing verse, articles contributed and 
reprinted, answers to correspondents, reviews and general 
comment. He used many of the contributors Stephens used, for 
example Victor Daley on 18 October 1902, Henry Lawson on 
20 December 1902, and Furphy as 11Tom Collins" on 30 October 
1902. On 20 September 1902 Montgomery showed that his 
taste in illustration was similar to Stephens', since he 
used in an article by Ernest Favenc two of the illustrations 
which Stephens had already used on 2 December 1899, though 
6.3 J h Fu h Letter to William Oathels' 1902' 
osep rp y, h Mitchell Library, 
Letters of Jo[seph ?WhP ~'been added to the 
MS A1964. " July ·J a 
manuscript. 
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they were not from identical blocks. Montgomery echoed 
Stephens' opinions. An example was his article critical 
of "The University of Sydney" on 18 October 1902. Yet the 
life of the Red Page had departed. While Stephens' 
advocacy of the supremacy of the brain and of emotion in 
poetry and his insistence on Australia's potential greatness 
might have become monotonous, to have the Red Page offering 
no guidance on such questions made it seem insipid and dull. 
Many other readers must surely have looked forward to 
Stephens' return as eagerly as did Furphy. 
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Chapter Seven 
"The Autumn of' Our Discontt:lLJ.+.": 
The Red Page f'rom December 1902 to December 1904 
A.G. Stephens marked his return to the Red Page on 
27 December 1902 in two ways: he used "Under the Gumtree" 
as the title and he signed the page "A.G.S.n. "Under the 
Gumtree" lasted f'or only two weeks, 27 December 1902 and 
3 January 1903, but Stephens' initials appeared on all but 
f'ive Red Pages f'rom December 1902 to December 1904.1 He 
thus f'irmly re-asserted his control over the page, and yet 
he seemed anxious to surround with mystery the reasons f'or 
his absence. On 27 December 1902 he began "Under the 
Gumtree" as f'ollows: 
Now that there is no risk of' embroiling 
Australia and endangering the peace of Europe, 
I naturally grasp the f'irst opportunity of' 
explaining the matter. The Coronation has 
become ancient history; and however King 
Edward may be vexed, I have myself' to 
consider. I scrupulously ref'rained f'rom 
promising secrecy. And it has become 
impossible to endure longer the eternal 
chant: "Did you see the Coronation?" 
"What did you think of' the Coronation?" 
"How was it that you did not write about 
the Coronation?" Quid-nunc or crony, they 
have no other greeting. ' 
1 The initials "A.G.S." did not appear on 24 September 
1903, 26 November 1903, 24 December 1903, 
31 December 1903 and 1 December 1904. 
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In fact during his absence from Australia between April 
and December 1902 Stephens had written for The Bulletin 
neither about the Coronation nor on any other subject. 2 
That his trip was a private venture later references leave 
no room for doubt.3 However in "Under the Gumtree" on 
27 December 1902 Stephens appeared anxious to mislead Red 
Page readers since he continued his article: 
Of course, when I knew that there was going 
to be a Coronation and that I was travelling 
from Australia to write about it, I 
realised that there and then was the chance 
of my journalistic career. 11The Coronation", 
I told myself, "will never occur again; 
2 The only mention of Stephens in The Bulletin between 
April and December 1902 was in the following 
paragraph which appeared in "Personal Items" on 
page 15 of The Bulletin for 26 July 1902: 
3 
George Black, who hasn't any love for 
A.G. Stephens since that little Burns squabble, 
devotes a column or more to slating A.G.S.'s 
110blation11 in last week's Worker. It concludes: 
The pamphlet _s dedicated to the late Brunton 
Stephens. He did not long survive the insult. 
Stephens pasted into a scrapbook an undated cutting 
from The Weekly Press (Christchurch) of an article 
titled "The Bookfellow" which, in outlining his life, 
remarked that 11He remained with 'The Bulletin' some 
twelve years (broken by another travel-trip to 
Europe in 1902). 11 Since the article mentioned that 
the Bookfellow had "turned 50 years of age", its date 
must have been between 28 August 1915 and 27 August 
1916. In the same scrapbook tm re ~sa ~te-up of 
an article entitled "A.G. Stephens" ~ Camden 
Morrisby; Stephens has written the name of the 
newspaper indecipherably with the date 1130/11/29" 
beneath. This article referred to his work on The 
Bulletin having been "broken by a journey to Europe 
to study pictorial art". A. G. Stephens, Scrapbook 
No. 258, Hayes Collection of the University of ' 
Queensland. 
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and if it were to occur, you will [si~ 
not be there to see. What is your life 
but a newspaper that endureth a little 
time and then vanisheth away? Out of all 
possible Coronations there is given to 
you just this one Coronation to write 
about • 11 
Stephens went on to give an answer to one of the questions 
which he had alleged was constantly being put to him, 
namely, "How was it that you did not write about the 
Coronation?" His answer began with a few facts but reality 
was soon displaced by fantasy: 
So I set sail; I arrived; I found a 
boarding-house with a bathroom; and at 
five o'clock on my first London morning, 
even in the very thrill and moment of 
waking, I was admonished of an Omen and lay 
expectant. 
The next moment I saw my Coronation Article. 
Stephens then described the literary qualities of the 
article in his vision: 
I remember quite well the style in which 
my Article was written. Sometimes it had 
scintillating facts that suggested 
G.W. Steevens, and sometimes there were 
abrupt dashes of colour that reminded me of 
Stephen Crane; but chiefly it came sonorous 
from the soul of that mighty-mouthed inventor 
of harmonies, Thomas de Quincey. Nothing 
so gentle as its fluting in the piano 
passages; and when it rose crescendo I 
thought of the voice of the great Lord Romney 
thundering at the close of Beauchamp's Career. 
It was gay, delicate, audacious as 
Max Beerbohm. It was stern, acrid, 
undissaudable as Walt Whitman. Now it held 
the singing sweetness of Keats, and now the 
reverberant majesty of Marlowe. In br~efz 
it was a masterpiecei· and I wordered ~f ~t 
would do for The Bul etin. 
I ·~ 
c 
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Since Stephens later recorded resentment that William 
Macleod, The Bulletin's business mana~er, had refused 
11when I went to England - to make ar; engagement for a term 
of years on my return", 4 there might have been a touch of 
irony in the last sentence. It is also tempting to 
speculate that Stephens had offered to write for The 
Bulletin from London on topics including the Coronation and 
that this offer had been refused. Certainly the rumour 
that he was in London to report the Coronation had gained 
currency. Will Ogilvie wrote from Scotland to Stephens in 
London on 24 May 1902 that 11I believe you've come to report 
the Coronation for the Bulletin - I wonder at such a red 
republican as yourself coming near London at such a jingo 
time 11 .5 
Stephens in 11Under the Gumtree" on 27 December 1902 
went on to recount the loss of the vision of his Coronation 
article between dream and waking. The cause of the loss was 
the appearance among the throng of dignitaries in his 
4 A.G. Stephens, Diary, entry for 12 January 1905, 
p.87, Hayes Collection of the University of 
Queensland. 
5 W.H. Ogilvie, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 24 May 1902, 
The Papers of A.G. Stephens, vol. 6, Mitchell 
Library MS A2302. 
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vision of the Australian Prime Minister, the sight of whom 
supplanted the Coronation in Stephens' imagination with 
another vision, that of Australia: 
Unluckily, just as I was ra~s~ng myself 
cautiously on an elbow, I saw Barton, and 
I cheered, cheered lustily - "Hooray!" 
and "Hooray!" again. I did not chee.~." 
B~~ton; I cheered Australia. The warren of 
Lo~,~~.on and all the pallid, driven, rabbit-
faces disappeared; and I was back among 
brown-necked men in a land of infinite 
purple vistas, where the million-varied 
eucalypts lean one to another to croon 
secrets old before Britain was born. And 
I cheered with all my heart and soul and 
strength. 
Then I heard alarmed nqises in the next 
bed-room, and knew that my coronation article 
was gone. 
o Stephens then pretended that when news of his loss reached 
Bucki~ghrun Palace the Coronation was postponed,6 but that 
the delay was to no avail since, as he had had to explain 
to the authorities, 11! had lost hope of recovering my 
article, and could not condescend to makeshifts". While 
Stephens no doubt intended his article to be light and 
whimsical, his heavy hand with fantasy must surely have 
6 . f 11Plans went ahead for the elaborate ceremony o 
the coronation which was fixed for June 26th 1 1902. Two days beforehand when London was filled ~th 
distinguished foreign and imperial visitors the 
king had to undergo an immediate and dangerous 
operation. He recovered and the coronation (though 
shorn of some of its glory) was held on August 
9th". Article on "Edward VII", Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, 1967 edition, vel. 8, p.9. 
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mystified, if not misled, all readers except his close 
friends and his Bulletin associates. 
Stephens gave no factual account on the Red Page of 
his experiences abroad in 1902. Obviously Red Page r-e-aders 
were eager to have his impressions. In "Correspondence" on 
3 January 1903 he assured "H.M." that "No, there is no 
animosity against him. Considering his ·temptations, 
considering his opportunities, King Edward's record may be 
held an uncommonly good record - for a munarch". Yet almost 
all Stephens' references to his ~verseas experiences were 
indirect. On 13 August 1903 in reviewing George Moore's 
anti-clerical stories about Ireland, The Untilled Field,7 
Stephens mentioned that "In the Naples arcade I have seen 
two men, sitting outside a cafe, spit contemptuously as a. 
priest passed". In an article on the poor health uf the 
British royal family, entitled "Monarchs Dying", which 
appeared on the Red Page for 11 April 1903, Stephens included 
detailed descriptions of the appearance of both King Edward 
and Queen Alexandra. Again on 2 May 1903 when a 
contributor, "Fax", asserted that neither the King nor 
f the Prince of Wales, who had visited Australia in 1903 as 
the Duke of York, spoke English with German accents, Stephens 
remarked that "These ears heard the Duke of York speak twice 
7 George Moore, The Untilled Field (London, Fisher 
Unwin, 1903). 
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in Australia; King Edward twice in England. If both did 
not say 'Dank yout' then these ears are German too". 
Stephens also referred on the Red Page for 24 January 190.3 
to having seen and listened to the Boer leader, 
Christiaan Rudolf de Wet, in London. Stephens gave the 
most direct report of his impressions of London on 
22 October 190.3 when he presented a discussion he called 
11The Sweet Uses of London". He printed first a contribution 
from Henry Lawson with the subheading "One View", and he 
followed this with "Another View", his own, in which he 
asserted: 
London is, from one point of view, a nice 
friendly, familiar city - with that curious 
air of hcilieliness that Sydney has, among 
Australian cities. From another point of 
view it is a filthy hole. The men are 
beasts of burden and the women beasts of 
pleasure - hard driven. The air is 
unspeakably foul. The climate is vile, with 
variations. In good weather, it is a good 
place to visit. To live there is ghastly. 
This is no wail of the disgruntled, because 
Australian journalists do well in London, in 
their modest journalists' way. We'll talk 
of that another time. 
Stephens made good his promise in "Journalists in London" 
on the Red Page for 14 January 1904. Again he made no 
detailed disclosures of his own experience, but some of the 
ambivalence of his feelings about life in London came 
through in the following passage in which he recommended 
trav~l to young Australian journalists: 
l ' . 
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But, Question: is it worth while gcing 
to London? Certainly! even if one comes 
back agai~. Go not to London only, but to 
Europe and Amer~0a; go to gather experience 
and to adjust your valuations of life and 
affairs; go for the sake of new sensations and 
fuller sensations. Every young Australian journalist should see the elder world before 
he is thirty, if possible before he is 
twenty-five. Let him spend his savings 
cheerfully: he will get value in an enlarged 
mind and increased capacity. 
Yet again: Is it worth while going to 
London? That is a matter of taste. After 
clean Australian air, and bright Australian 
sunshine, London filth and gloom are 
depressing things. For some people, London 
has not enough compensations. It is all right 
as long as you can leave it when you wish; 
and of course you leave it easily if you can. 
There is a gay Continent a few hour~ away, 
and any number of cheap week-end and holiday 
trips which can be turned into a continual 
feast. As a perpetual residence (speaking 
always from an Australian journalist's 
standpoint, fixed as nearly as possible), 
London palls. Of course, in a sense, a 
higher value of life can be reached there. 
Good music, good pictures, can be heard and 
seen. You are close to the art-pulse of the 
world at Paris. Club-life offers pleasures, 
and the bustling crowd whirls you along. 
~fuile this passage conveyed the impression that London's 
major attraction for Stephens was its proximity to 
Continental Europe, in it he revealed at least the 
superficial aspects of the conflict which marked his 
attitudes to Britairl. In fact Stephens returned to Australia 
in a dilemma caused by more serious considerations than the 
attraction of London's literary and artistic life and the 
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repulsion of its weather and polluted air. The force of 
circumstances and events had been borne in upon him and 
had effected modification of his views so that after his 
return to Australia he was no longer quite the "red 
republican" Ogilvie had dubbed him. 8 
On the one hand, Stephens remained fiercely anti-
British in his attitudes. He railed at Australian Prime 
Minister Barton's agreement at the 1902 Colonial Conference 
to pay £200,000 per year for British naval protection, which 
he described under the heading 11Naval Tribute" on the Red 
Page on 6 June 1903 as "a clear case of taxation without 
representation". On the other hand, Stephens was convinced 
that Australia's geographical isolation made the country 
vulnerable to attack and that Britain's protection was 
necessary while Australia's population remained small. On 
24 January 1903 when he reviewed Christiaan Rudolf de Wet's 
account of the Boer War, Three Years War,9 he appeared to 
retract some of his former sympathy for the Boer cause and 
he revised his beliefs on the desirability of an Australian 
republic. He wrote: 
8 See page 318 above. 
9 Christiaan Rudolf de Wet, Three Years War, October 
1899-June 1902 (Westminster, Constable, 1902). 
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De Weij' s book, in f'act, has c.''"~anged the 
writer's views of' several things connected 
with the great contest. He af'f'irms (p.99) 
that 
had not so many of' our burghers proved 
false to their own colours, England -
as the great Bismarck foretold -
would have found her grave in South 
Af'rica. 
Well, it would not be pleasant to Australia 
to see England in her grave at any time. All 
faults and merits reckoned, the English are 
about as good as any other nation, and better 
than several other nations; and when the 
hegemony of America or Russia does come, there 
is no clear probability that the world will be 
better of'f. At the present time, with a 
£'our-million population to defend the continent, 
Australia certainly cannot afford to see 
England in her grave. Times have changed 
since the United States grew up; and there are 
nowadays too many earth-hungry powers and 
ambition-bitten rulers f'or an isolated 
Commonwealth's security. The Commonwealth 
Cabinet does not seem to have any time to 
spare to direct diplomatic relations with 
aggressive Russia or restless Japan; not to 
mention other boundary-extending or colonies-
desiring countries; and the Commonwealth 
revenue seems hardly yet elastic enough to 
provide f'or an army or a navy on a war footing. 
Until we have grown a bit, we shall have to 
stick to England; and all we can do is to see that 
England makes as little as possible a fool or 
a knave of' herself - pending our arrival at 
the 25-million population mark, and our 
establishment of' (say) half-an-ammunition 
factory, seeing that nobody seems to care 
about the urgent necessity of' getting a whole 
one. 
Stephens f'ound little reassurance in Australia's dependence 
on Britain. The convenience of' the arrangement was 
counterweighted by his f'ear th~t it brought extra danger 
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of Australia's unwilling involvement in armed conflict. 
On 13 June 1903 he began the Red Page with a piece of 
verse entitled 11A Marching Song". Though it bore no 
D signature the ideas were as unmistakeably those of Stephens 
as the declamatory style and ungainly expression. The 
second last of the eleven stanzas was: 
Come what may, that the old beast-nature 
Snarls and crouches and reeks our doom: 
Why for that shall we brook dictature 
When we shall war, and how, with whom? 
Self-revering, an armed Australia 
Well may fight for her own young blood -
Never, to gild a kingts regalia, 
Never in a foreign feud. 
Japan was the country from which Stephens considered 
Australia most likely to suffer aggression. In the spate 
of books about Japan which he reviewed on the Red Page 
between December 1902 and December 1904, there was none in 
which he did not find reason for boreboding, regardless of 
the subject matter of the work in hand. On the Red Page for 
2 May 1903 he considered Clarence Ludlow Brownell's The 
Heart of Japan10 and concluded that 110nce more we are 
impressed with the utter difference between European and 
Asiatic modes of thought 11 • On 25 February 1904 after 
"''./ reviewing R.I. Hancock's Japanese Physical Training,ll 
10 Clarence Ludlow Brownell, The Heart of Japan 
(London, Metht~n, 1902). 
11 H.I. Hancock, Japanese Physical Training (New York, 
Putnam's, 1903). 
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Stephens asserted that "It will be useful to count some 
early traces of Japanese ambition. Later Jap diplomacy 
has been suave and careful, biding its time". H8 then 
quoted excerpts from sources dating from 1895 to 1901 in 
support of his claim. 12 The array of quotations looked 
very much like the gleanings from a scrapbook kept over a 
number of years. His comments after them suggested that 
he was approaching conviction that possession of Australia 
was Japan's goal. He wrote: 
All these footprints lead into the cave. 
One wonders if at the end of the cave 
there will be found a 
••. radiant landt o'er whom the sun's 
first dawning 
Fell brightest when God said "Let 
there be light" ; 
O'er whom the day hung its bluest awning 
Flushed to white deeps of star-lustre 
by night! 
as the local rhymester rhetorically puts it. 
On 26 May 1904 Stephens reviewed Life in a German 
Garrison Town13 under the heading "A Heroic Soldier". The 
12 The sources Stephens cited were: "The Japanese 
paper Kokimino-Tomo, translated June 21 1895", 
"W. Griffiths in Empires of the East reprinted from 
the S [out@ A [ustraliartl Register 1895 11 , "Audley 
Coote interviewed by The Brisbane Courier 19 September 
1896","The Spectator, London 1897", "C.H. Cramp in 
The American Magazine, October, 1898", "London cable, 
1898", and "Prince Konoyl, president of the Japanese 
House of Peers, in the Japanese magazine Joya, 
translated by The Daily Telegraph (Sydney 
correspondent, June 15, 1901". 
13 O.F. Bilse~ Life in a German Garrison Town (London, 
Lane, 1904J. 
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book was an exposure of attitudes and conditions in the 
German army, and Stephens agreed with its author, 
Oswald Fritz Bilse, on the baseness of the professional 
soldier. "Military mentality", he remarked, "is everywhere 
of a low type 11 , but his fears immediately flew to Japan, 
and he continued: 
The point is not without its local application. 
To the north we see in the Japanese a race 
in whom barbaric instincts persist 
vaingloriously. Death for the Mikado is 
prized as an individual ideal . . . the 
Japanese mental attitude is still the 
slave's attitude of implicit obedience to 
a master; the civilised European mind 
demands an explicit reason for authority, 
a clear justification of self-sacrifice. 
And with this nation of scientific fanatics 
Australia may presently be contending for 
the empire of the Pacific, even possibly for 
the empire of Australia. Is she ready? Is 
she making ready? 
Although Stephens' nervousness about the future of Australia 
might not have originated during his travels in 1902, the 
impressions he gathered abroad did nothing to allay his 
fears and an uneasy conservatism entered his political 
thinking on his return. 
In Stephens' view, safety for Australia lay in numbers, 
and on several occasions he deplored the falling birthrate. 
On 2 July 1903 he considered T.A. Coghlan's pamphlet, The 
Decline in the Birth-Rate of New South Wales, 14 and while 
disappointed in its generalizations he judged it "An 
14 T.A. Coghlan, The Decline in the Birth-Rate of New 
South Wales: and Other Phenomena of Child-Birth: 
an Essay in Statist~cs (Sydney, Govt. Pr~nter, 1903) • 
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important contribution to social statistics". On the 
same Red Page appeared his 11Ballade of the Birth-rate", 
one of his heavy-handed attempts at light verse, with a 
refrain asking 11But why don't statisticians marry?" 
Generally Stephens' pursuit of a solution to Australia's 
population problem was in earnest and it brought him into 
conflict with James Edmond who had taken over the editorship 
of The Bulletin from J.F. Archibald in January 1903. On 
10 December 1903 the Red Page was occupied by a full-
page article by Stephens called 11Bef'ore the Day". Stephens 
began it by calculating that at the rate of' increase then 
taking place, Australia in 1953 would have achieved "only 
from eight to ten millions of' inhabitants", and he went on: 
Why the deprecatory 11only 11 ? For two reasons. 
First, f'rom the point of' view of nation 
and race, a large population is better 
than a small population, if the standard 
of' individual happiness be maintained. The 
resources of' Australia are vast enough to 
maintain fifty millions of people as 
comfortably as they maintain four millions. 
Second, seeing the risk of the British 
connection, which exposes us at any moment 
to war in a foreign quarrel, - and seeing 
the possibility of attack by our Asiatic 
neighbours, - the practical safety and the 
complete independence of' Australia will not 
be assured until, if need be, we can place 
in the field a million men trained to bear 
arms. Australia's present position is a 
position of grave risk, even of' grave danger. 
Stephen~onsidered that the solution to the population 
problem lay in attracting migrants of' r:the agricultural and 
stock-raising class". True to his idealism of the \?ush 
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Australia, he remarked that "'the man on the land' is 
often and foolishly ridiculed; but he is in many national 
aspects the best man in the country to-day, he will always 
remain in some aspects the best man in the country". 
Repeating his complaint of 6 October 1900,15 Stephens also 
asserted that "More and more residence in the cities is made 
attractive, and life on the land is made intolerable. Every 
atom of governmental influence should be thrown in the 
opposite direction. Decentralisation, and again 
decentralisation, and again and again decentralisation, 
until for the mass of the community the Bush has ceased to 
be a word of terror, and life in the Bush has been made on 
the whole preferable to life in Melbourne or Sydney or 
Brisbane 11 • In the short term, Stephens considered that 
suitable immigrants could have been attracted to the bush by 
the Government's provision of 11Free land to the cultivator -
and care that the gift is not barren". Stephens justified 
his suggestion of this public expenditure by asserting that 
"Every settled family is a new contributor to national 
taxation, a fresh pillar of national stability. And, if 
fertile and rain-blessed lands grow scanty, national 
irrigation and a graduated land-tax to pay for it 11 • This 
was too much for Edmond, who in a foot-note signed 
"Ed. B. " pointed out that 11The Bulletin's view somewhat 
15 See page 235 above. 
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differs from the above. The N.S.W. selector already, to 
all intents and purposes, gets free land; the money 
received from him by the State goes back to him, every 
penny, in reductions of railway rates". Edmond also 
warned that "Nobody who knows the far-back country has much 
faith in irrigation; the lack of water to irrigate with is 
too pronounced. If N.S.W. was decentralised, and the farmer 
got free land, but was expected to pay for his own local 
works and pay for the carriage of his produce exactly what 
it cost, his position would probably be worse than it is 
now. On a great part of N.S.W. no price that the State 
could afford to pay would fix settlers permanently". 
Undeterred by Edmond's intervention, Stephens went on 
in "Before the Day" on 10 December 1903 to develop his 
theory that the falling birthrate had nothing to do with 
declining personal morals but depended on the simple 
pragmatism of the individual who could only be induced to 
act for the good of the state where this was shown to 
coincide with his own. Stephens' concern for the birth 
rate also led him to suggest an extremely conservative roJ,e 
for Australian women. He asserted: 
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The simple life is essential for mothers 
above all, if population is to increase as 
we wish it. From the community's point of 
view they are vehicles of reproduction and 
little more. It is not essential that they 
should be one whit more. If they will only 
be good mothers, the best possible mothers, 
they fulfil the greatest service of which 
they are capable. Nothing matters but the 
children. The children, well born and 
properly cared for, demand the whole of their 
time, every atom of their energy. And here 
have our mothers been burdened with the business 
of government, the responsibility of the voter 
He found comfort in his belief about the Australian woman 
that 11Taking her by and large, she relies upon her instincts, 
and uses her reason to vote as her husband directs her", but 
he inunediately added the warning that 11Neverthele ss, in so 
far as woman's suffrage is effective~ it is a clear menace 
to the birth-rate". 
Little as Stephens' ideas on moral, social, agricultural, 
political and economic issues added to the sum of Australian 
wisdom in these matters, I have quoted a sampling of thPm 
because I uonsider them important as symptoms of his 
hardening conservatism, of his dissatisfaction with many 
aspects of Australian life, and perhaps of modification of 
his hopes for Australia generally. 
Less subtle than any of these changes in Stephens' 
attitudes was the increase in the egotism of his editorship 
of the Red Page immediately after his return from Europe. 
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Correspondents were snubbed. In 11Under the Gumtree rr under 
"Correspondence" on 3 January 1903, he replied to rrw.H.R.", 
11Thanks for kind enquiries. In politics, The Bookfellow 
is a radical conservative; in literature and other arts 
the modern spirit permeates his ancient wisdom, in 
philosophy you may call him a cynical epicurean stoic". A 
fortnight later, further enquiries from "W.H.R." were less 
kindly received, when, again in "Correspondence", Stephens 
replied that "Since you are dense: the meaning is that he 
is epicurean when he can afford it, stoic when he can't, 
and cynic all the time. But all-too-human". The implied 
humility in the last phrase was not mirrored in his Red Page 
1"lritings in the first few months of 1903. On 31 January 
1903 in a type font of reduced size along with a set of 
particularly ugly pseudo-gothic letters for headings, 
subheadings and initials, there appeared on the Red Page an 
article entitled 11Creeping Up 11 • In it after mocking earlier 
publications of members of the Australian Literature Society, 
a Melbourne group, he discussed seriously two pamphlets 
recently published by the Society. He found A.W. Brazier's 
Marcus Clarke : His Work and Genius16 11though vigorous • • • 
16 A.W. Brazier, Marcus Clarke: His Work and Genius 
(Melbourne, Echo Publishing Co., 1902). 
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sometimes awkward in style and doubtful in substance". 
Of Professor Tucker's pamphlet, The Cultivation of 
Literature in Australia, l7 Stephens remarked that 11Professor 
Tucker speaks from his chair in Melbourne University as one 
having authority, so it is pleasant to find him reflecting 
(in a very sane and lucid paper) the opinions of The 
Bulletin scribes". He repeated this claim a little further 
on in the article, adding a touch of modesty when he wrote 
11In fact many of his ideas have been already expressed in 
The Bulletin, though Prof. Tucker usually expresses them 
better 11 • Then lest anyone should have doubted that his own 
judgments had priority, Stephens placed beside quotations 
from Tucker's paper extracts from his Red Page writings 
with the dates of their publication. Such pride in his 
earlier judgments might have been passed over as legitimate 
though bluntly expressed. Howeve~ Stephens chose to conclude 
the article with an insult to the Australian universities: 
And so on with half-a-dozen passages that 
we could parallel. The Universities are 
''creeping up 11 • Pleasant to see them 
stepping into line like this: they move 
slowly, but we always said they would ~'get 
there", given sufficient time - sufficient 
time - (or sufficient eternity). 
17 T.G. Tucker, The Cultivation of Literature in 
Australia, Australian Literature Society 
Occasional Papers No. 2 (Melbourne, Echo 
Publishing Co., 1902). 
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The employment o£ the £irst person plural in this passage 
was typical o£ his usage at the time. He archly introduced 
another quotation £rom his own writing on 7 March 1903. 
Consideration o£ Part I. o£ J.H. Maiden's The Forest Flora 
o£ New South Wales18 led Stephens to complain that 11we have 
but a scanty poetical.nomenclature £or our £lowers and trees". 
In the midst o£ his complaint he remarked: 
As a distingui5hed writer has pointed out, 
11The rose is a beauti£ul £lower, but the 
most beauti£ul only because thousands o£ 
years o£ care and cultivation have been 
lavished to bring it to perfection, because 
thousands o£ lovers have breathed its 
perfume, thousands o£ poets have 
apostrophised its exquisite £orm. Give the 
same care and cultivation to a hundred modest 
bush £lowers, draw them £rom obscurity as 
the rose has been drawn £rom the parent 
wilderness, let them be worshipped and 
adored through centuries o£ sentiment - and 
we have here the rivals o£ the Rose herselfn. 
The "distinguished writer" was Stephens himself. He had 
published the passage quoted on the Red Page on 9 December 
1899. 
On 21 March 1903 there was evidence of Stephens' self-
conscious condescension to Red Page readers. In his review 
of r~s. Craigie's 1ove and the Soul Hunters19 he strove to 
18 J.H. Maiden, The Forest Flora of New South Wales 
(Sydney, Govt. Printer, 1904-1924). Published in 
77 parts. 
19 Mrs Pearl Mary Teresa Craigie, Love and the Soul 
Hunters, by John Oliver Hobbes [pseudJ {London, 
Fisher Unwin, 1902). 
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convince his readers that the book was "stagnant, dead; 
and all the best literature moves". In the midst of his 
argument Stephens interpolated the following paragraph: 
(Dead means dead. Dead does not mean 
dead. This refers to Mrs Craigie's book. 
This does not refer to Mrs Craigie's book. 
The clue through the maze of figures and 
[verbal] [sic] fallacies is clear; but you 
must unwind it yourself. If we are always 
as obvious and ingenuous as Sydney Telegraph's 
crusade against boxing contests, you will 
reproach us for becoming unstimulating.) 
The self-consciousness of Stephens' criticism abated 
by the middle of 1903 but his editorship of the Red Page 
was thereafter occasionally marred by the affectation of 
aored superiority. On 18 August 1904, for example, after 
noting that "John F. Macdonald has invented a new 
journalistic style for the Saturday Review", Stephens 
indulged hi&' love of parody and adopted Macdonald's 
staccato manner to write a report of a concert given in 
Sydney by ·the pianist Paderewski. He identified the 
audience as suburban and wrote of them that 11Suburbs are 
obese and shapeless, even in youth, or scraggy and horrible. 
In a hundred faces, not one fresh and healthy. And the 
features of the Suburbs, mon Dieut Their fishy lustreless 
eyes; their aborted noses, their weak mouths, wan lips, 
receding chins. They are terrible, these Suburbs I - a 
national mishap". Reverting to his own prose style, Stephens 
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maintained his pose of superiority and he concluded that 
11Today he [Paderewski] is distinctly in an elder phase. 
He has lost freshness; ardour, la fougue de la jeunesse, 
since I heard him play eleven years ago; but he has added 
an effortless grace, a perfection of mastery that I do not 
remember to have noted then". The casual inclusion of a 
French phrase in this passage was typical of Stephens' 
method when he chose to affect either ennui or archness. 
At other times he sought to impress Red Page readers with 
his easy familiarity with French literature. On 25 February 
1904 he wrote a facetious passage on George Moore's 
devotion to the music of the barrel-organ when he heard it 
in the poetry of Mallarme but not in the street outside his 
home. Stephens then wondered "What should be answered to 
distant Bill, turning over to ask Jim 'Who is this [blank 
space] Mal something that this Red Page bloke is gassing 
about?' Inviting topics for a more spacious dayt 11 On 
2S July 1904 Stephens claimed that 11The memory of Taine 
returns with the new volume of his Life and Letters20 n. 
He then described Taine, Comte and Renan as "three chiefs 
of French philosophy in the nineteenth century", of whom he 
20 Hippolyte Adolphe Taine, Life and Letters. Tr. 
from the French (Westminster, Constable, 1902-1908). 
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asserted, without bring forth convincing supporting 
evidence , that T aine was the greatest . In "The Man of 
Purple" on the Red Page for 10 November 1904, Stephens 
discussed Pierre Louysr L'Homme de Pourpre, 21 and he 
compared Louys with Hugo, Leconte de Lisle and Merimee, 
and he advised readers that "Since probably Merimee is 
better known in Australia [i.e. than Leconte de Lisle] if 
you remember Merimee's Roman simplicity, and conceive of 
Louys as a Grecian parallel, fainter and more feminine, with 
a form less boldly, more exquisitely chiselled, and colour 
added to the form, you may get an idea of the manner of 
Louys 11 • In view of the very small number of Red Page readers 
... 
at that time likely to have heard of either Merimee or 
Leconte de Lisle, Stephens' advice could be considered 
pompous if not ludicrous. He seemed after his return from 
Europe in 1902 to find solace at times in the pretence that 
he was operating in a cosmopolitan milieu such as only 
Europe could have given him. 
The frequency with which Stephens published his own verse 
on the Red Page between December 1902 and December 1904 
21 Pierre Louys, L'Homme de Pourpre (Paris, Borel, 
1901). 
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might be adduced as further evidenc~ of his increased 
egotism.22 His attempts at serious verse were extra-
ordinarily ungainly in expression and turgid in sentiment 
but some of the occasional verse and the parodies were 
22 The verses in tni3 period which can be identified 
as Stephens' were: 
"Three Cliffs" (BRP 14 February 1903); "For a 
London Commercial/By Our Reporter (In the 
Standard)", a sonnet on price of wheat in the 
manner of Rossetti (BRP 28 February 1903); 
"Ballade of Purple Pimples" (BRP 7 March 1903); 
"Pharoah Australis" (BRP 21 March 1903); 
"A Marching Song" (BRP 13 June 1903); "Ballade 
of the Birth Rate" (BRP 2 July 1903); "A Bush 
Story" (~·tP 10 September 1903); untitled lines 
beginni.ng "Sayonara to the cherry-blossom fading" 
(BRP 18 February 1904); untitled lines beginning 
"Of all the prophets that are smart", aimed at 
Dowie, an American faith-healer operating in 
Adelaide (BRP 25 February 1)04) ; an untitled 
ballade, as if by George Eliot, with the refrain 
"I did not marry Herbert Spen\.!er" (BRP 14 July 
1904); "In Memoriam: 5th August 1903", an 
obituary in verse on Phil May (BRF 18 August 1904); 
untitled lines beginning "A Song, a Song,. with a, 
chorus strong for the sweet September days" 
(BRP 15 September 1904). · 
The single stanzas of political satire which 
accompanied the series of three "Australian 
Bookplates" were almost certainly by Stephens. 
"I. George Reid" was published on BRP 30 May 1903, 
"II. c.c. Kingston" on BRP 27 June 1903, and 
"III. W.H. Fitchett" on BRP 10 September 1903. 
The following verses were probably his: 
"Superstition" by "Darius Hystaspes" (BRP 28 March 
1903) ; "Potts. Point and the Prison" (BRP 
17 September 1903) which is dotted with illustrations 
all signed "H.McC." but the verse itself sounds like 
Stephens' and not Hugh McCrae's. 
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quite cleverly done. On 28 February 1903, for example, 
Stephens produced as an exemplar for one of his competitions 
a sonnet in the manner of Rossetti embodying a stock 
exchange report on the p1•ice of wheat. On 10 September 
1903 in 11A Bush Story" Stephens provided an amusing 
caricature of one of Hume Nesbit's verses from his book, 
Mistletoe Manor.23 Probably Stephens' best effort on the 
Red Page from December 1902 to December 1904 appeared on 
14 July 1904 in a jibe at Herbert Spencer for an avowal in 
his Autobiography24 that he had not been in love with 
I' 
George Eliot. Stephens remarked that 110ne imagines that 
something could be said for the lady; but unfortunately 
she is not here to say it 11 , and he went on to present a 
witty ballade with the refrain 11I did not marry Herbert 
Spencer". However, when Stephens tried to convey pathos in 
verse the results attained remarkable depths of banality. 
The bathos of Oblation25, the collection of his verse 
23 Hume Nisbet, Mistletoe Manor: Part 2: Tales in 
Rhyme (London, Long, 1902). 
24 Herbert Spencert An Autobiography (London, Williams 
& Norgate, 19041· 2 v. 
25 A.G. Stephens, Oblation. Illus. by Norman Lindsay 
(Sydney, printed by Websdale Shoosmith, 1902). 
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published in 1902 with Norman Lindsay's illustrations, was 
repeated in his Red Page verse. Consider, for example, 
the opening line of "In Memoriam: 5th August 1903", an 
obituary for Phil May published on the Red Page for 18 August 
1904. It began 
Phil May! Phil male, virile and vehement. 
His verse-writing might not have been motivated 
entirely by egocentricity. Stephens might have been seeking 
compensation for the lack of stimulus to his critical powers 
which he found in the dreary procession of new books 
received for review between December 1902 and December 1904. 
As an example, nsome Recent Books" on the Red Page for 
7 February 1903 listed nine titles, eight of them fiction. 
Stephens found none of them satisfactory. He commented that 
Jane Barlow's The Founding of Fortunes26 was "slow"; 
Eden Phillpottst The River27 "humourless" but "above average"; 
Eleanor C. Pricets Angelot28 he described as "duller than 
usual" historical romance; and Booth Tarkington's The Two 
Vanrevels29 as "a pleasant trifle". Charles White's History 
26 Jane Barlow, The Founding of Fortunes (London, 
Methuen, 1902). 
27 Eden Phillpotts, The River (London, Methuen, 1902). 
28 Eleanor C. Price, Angelot: a Story of the First 
Empire (London, Harrap, 1902). 
29 Booth Tarkingtoni The Two Vanrevels (London, 
Grant Richards, 902). 
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of Australian Bushranging3° Stephens found representative 
11of a deplorable class of publications" and he added that 
"his story would hardly stimulate a prawn". W.E. Norris's 
The Credit of the County 31 Stephens described as "a dish 
·· of tepid scandal"; Mrs. W. K. Clifford's Woodside Farm32 
as "feeble"; C. Forestier Walker's The Silver Gate33 as 
11poor stories"; and Bernard C. Blake 's At the Change of 
the Moon34 as "poor". On one occasion, on 16 June 1904, in 
his search for stimulus among new books Stephens reviewed 
an engineering firm's catalogue35. At other times he 
appeared to take fiction seriously announcing on 11 August 
1904, for example, under the heading 11Recent Novels", that 
"Despite complaints of decadence, the English novels of the 
last few months have included many worth reading, ani 
several worth keeping to read again". In this period 
30 Charles White, History of Australian Bushranging 
(Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1901-1903), 4 vols. 
31 W.E. Norris6 The Credit of the County (London, Methuen, 19 2T. 
32 Lucy Clifford, Woodside Farm, by Mrs. W.K. Clifford 
(London, Duckworth, 1902). 
33 C. Forestier Walker, The Silver Gate (London, 
Greening, 1902). 
34 Bernard c. Blake, At the Change of the Moon (London, 
Greening, 1902). 
35 Clyde Engineering Company, Catalo9ue of General 
Engineering (Granville, N.S.w., I 04). 
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Stephens also on several occasions commended advertisers 
in the text o£ the Red Page, a practice he had previously 
sternly condemned. On 15 December 1900 he had re£erred to 
"the tribe of third-rate story-books sent for review by 
Geo. Robertson", a remark which he admitted unlikely to 
encourage the inflow of review copies but he added "there 
are already too many reviewers busily tempering the winds 
o£ criticism". In contrast Stephens announced on the Red 
Page for 27 December 1902: 
The Bookfellow has pleasure in recommending 
to book-buyers the long-established house 
o£ Geo. Rohertson and Co. Prop. Ltd., Sydney. 
The firm's advertisement appears on this 
page, and that in itself is a recommendation. 
Orders for any book or magazine, new or old, 
may be forwarded; and the staff take pains 
and pleasure in answering queries. Especial 
attention is given to teachers and librarians. 
And this is an honest pu£f. 
On 13 June 1903 Stephens published a lorg list of sixpenny 
fiction available £rom George Robertson's, and on 7 January 
1904 W. Dymock, another bookseller, was also awarded a 
free advertisement on the strength o£ his having for sale 
an incomplete £ile o£ The Bulletin. On 28 January 1904 
Stephens resumed some o£ his £ormer irreverence to give Red 
Page advertisers more subtle rein£orcement. He referred to 
George Robertson as "one ewe lamb of a regular advertiser 
{besides a gentleman who prefers to sell a really excellent 
{i 
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jujube from this high vantage ground)n36 and he laughed at 
Robertson's conflicting statements on the efficacy of his 
Red Page advertisement. Stephens concluded by advising 
readers that "he will supply you at least as cheaply and as 
efficiently as anybody else, so perhaps you had better deal 
.with him". Despite these concessions to the necessity of 
maintaining advertising revenue, Stephens did not disguise 
his feelings about most of the booksellers' stock in trade. 
On 5 May 1904 apropos "a little book on the artist Turner by 
F. Tyrrell-Gill",37 he remarked, "Regarding Turner she has 
nothing to say, and she says it pleasantly enough. Tromany 
of these sugared nullities cumber booksellers' counters 
nowadays: one grows weary of literary lollipops". 
In addition to his boredom with the ephemera which he 
received for review, Stephens found little cause for 
enthusiasm in Australian attempts at serious writing in this 
period. New books by established authors dis~pointed him. 
On the first Red Page after his return from Europe, on 
27 December 1902, in reviewing E.J. Brady's second collection 
36 An advertisement for Hudson's Ewnenthol Jubes, 
manufactured by a pharmacist in Ipswich, Queensland, 
had appeared regularly on the Red Page since 
2 5 March 1899. 
37 F. Tyrell·· Gill, Turner (London, Methuen, 1904). 
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of verse, The Earthen Floor,38 he compared it with 
Brady's first work, The Ways of Many Waters,39 and wrote 
that 11The new book cannot be said to rank as highly as 
the old". Stephens was also disappointed by Ethel Turner's 
collection of stories, Betty and Co.4°. On the Red Page 
for 12 November 1903 he wrote that 11The title piece is 
rather dull and prim . . . Compared with the author's 
earlier work, the other stories are as a rule cleverer 
without being so effective. Some improvement in grasp and 
handling of the subjects does not compensate us for the 
loss of the buoyancy, the natural gaiety, that were the 
basis of Ethel Turner's charm". A week later, on 19 November 
1903, he described Arthur Jose's essays, Two Awheel,4l as 
"a singularly barren book" in which 11His impressions are 
crisply written but show hardly a trace of feeling or 
imagination". Arthur Adams' novel, Tussock Land, 42 Stephens 
38 E.J. Brady, The Earthen Floor (Grafton, N.S.W., 
Grip Newspaper Company, 1902). 
39 E.J. Brady, The Ways of Many Waters (Sydney, 
Bulletin Newspaper Company, 1899). 
40 Ethel Turner, Betty and Co. : and Other Stories 
(London, Ward Lock, 1903}. 
41 Arthur Jose, Two Awheel: and Some Others Afoot in 
Australia (London, Dent, 1903}. 
42 Arthur Adams, Tussock Land: a Romance of New 
Zealand and the Commonwealth (London, Unwin, 1904). 
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pronounced on 5 May 1904 to have "interest rather personal 
and local than technical". The anxiety to be fair to Adams 
in this review echoed the tone in which on 10 January 1903 
Stephens had reviewed The Nazarene: a Study of a Man.43 
On that occasion Stephens had concluded by commending Adams 
11for trying to do the best that his talent' permits". Of 
Louis Becke, for whom he had once held high hopes, Stephens 
reported in "Memoranda" on the Red Page for 7 January 1904 
that "His work no longer sustains his reputation, and his 
reputation scarcely sustains his work". There was even a 
hint of disapproval of Ogilvie's success in the magazines 
in the following paragraph which Stephens wrote under 
"Memoranda" on the Red Page for 24 March 1904: 
Ogilvie has carried his trenches close to the 
fortifications of Eng. magas; and you see him 
now storming six strongholds a month at the 
point of the lyric. Possibly he is improving 
his form: possibly he is losing his force: 
these points are debatable. But he has a 
trifle more dexterity and a trifle more 
emotion than competitors; and they print him 
in all quarters. Feb. Pearson's has one 
piece; this - "At the Last" - is from Feb. 
Idler; a neat rechauffe of tags and sentiments. 
Among Australasian writers publishing their first books 
Stephens discerned no outstanding talent. On 30 June 1904 
he described Robert Crawford's Lyric Moods44 as "A booklet 
43 Arthur Ada.llls, The Nazarene : A Study of a Man 
(London, Wellby, 1902). 
44 Robert Orawfordz Lyric Moods: Various Verses 
(Sydney, R.R. R~cfiardson, 1904). 
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of verse by a writer who exhibits little more than echoes 
of the last verse he has read". Will Lawson's verses, 
The Red West Road,45 published under his pseudonym 
11Quilp N. 11 , Stephens considered "plainly the work of a 
beginner" though he went on to claim on the Red Page of 
21 March 1903 that nthrough 'Quilp N. 's' frequent crudity 
shines usually the true picture, the vital emotion" and he 
was confident that Lawson would do better. 
There was a new modesty in Stephens' assessments of 
those writers whose work he singled out for praise, and he 
was at pains to point out that their significance was local. 
When, for exatnple, he discussed "Jessie Mackay's Verses" on 
23 May 1903, Stephens described her as 11a writer of decided 
minor promise" and he added that "We need only a sufficier1: 
number of lyrics such as 'The Grey Company' or 'Spring 
Fires' (here printed Dec. 1, 1900) to hail her as the 
equal of - Ogilvie, say - in our little Australasian class". 
He found echoes of other writers in Mackay's verses, notably 
considering that her stanza: 
Pale lieth Poetry 
Passing and dying -
Have they no care for her 
Cozening and canting? 
Have you no tears for her 
Dreaming and ranting? -
45 Will Lawson, The Red West Road: and Other Verses 
by Quilp N. {Wellington, Turnbull, Hickson and 
Gooder, 1903). 
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"revivifies the impulse of J.S. Neilson's 'Sheedy Was 
Dying' in The Bulletin of Dec. 7, 1901".46 Stephens 
o 46 "Sheedy Was Dying" was among the verses published 
under the heading 11A Page of Ver,ses Written for 
The Bulletin" in The Bulletin for 7 December 1901. 
The first two of its six stanzas we~e: 
Grey as a rising ghost l' 
Helpless and dumb; 
This he had feared the most -
Now it had come; 
Through the front door, 
Mocking, defying, 
The Thirsty Land lay, 
And Sheedy was Dyingt 
Why should he ever 
Keep turning, keep turning 
All his thoughts over 
To quicken their burning? 
Why should the North wind speak, 
Creeping and crying? 
- Who else would mourn for him? 
Sheedy was dyingt 
Jessie Mackay's comment was "By the way I never 
modelled my verses on the two Australian poems 
you named- never saw or heard of them." 
Jessie Mackay, Letter to A.G. Stephens, dated 
1 June 1903, The Papers of A.G. Stephens, vol. 5, 
Mitchell Library MS A2301. 
It was not surprising that Stephens noticed the 
similarity between Mackay's metre and that of 
Neilson's "Sheedy Was Dying". Neilson later 
complained of what he considered Stephens' 
excessive editing of tha piece. See 
James Devanny1 Shaw Neilson (Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1944), pp. 86-87. 
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concluded his discussion of Jessie Mackay's verse by 
announcing somewhat cryptically that "Enough has been said 
and cited to show how high is Jessie Mackay's claim to a 
place in our new-born, faintly-shining galaxy". A note of 
his former confidence returned on 13 June 1903 when Stephens 
asserted that 11We should not be permanently on our knees 
before the immortal W.S. Better be up and doing to find 
or create an Australian Shake spear [si~ 11 • However there 
might have been a hint of mockery in the paragraph on 
2 July 1903 in which he discussed the existence of the 
Nobel Prize for Literature and bade 11Bush bards and city 
bards, awaket ariset" 
On 1 October 1903 Stephens presented two columns headed 
11Mary Gilmore's Verses 1147 and in the rest of the Red Page 
under the heading 110ne Australian Girl" he gave a brief 
criticism of her work followed by interesting autobiographical 
·i data she had supplied mainly on her South American experiences. l Stephens saw Mary Gilmore as neither an Australian 
Shakespaare nor a potential Nobel Prize winner. He wrote 
that "Her work is often hasty - the rough embodiment of a 
47 The verses included were "Lovers", 11Sweet-Heartin'", 
11Quarrelin'", 1'Marri'd", "Baby", and untitled pieces 
of Which the first lines were as follows: 11Day 
gives her radiant face whereon", 11The moonlight 
flutters from the sky", "His eyes looked into mine 11 , 
11Sing sweet, little bird, swing sweet, sing sweet", 
1'My little love is sleeping", "Time waits not on 
our idle days" , "You are tlie re " , 11My hand in t hine " , 
and 11Draw down the blind 11 • 
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mood or an idea, quickly seized and crudely put down. 
Yet sincerity and passion give the verse a rare poignancy. 
Such a little homely gem as 'Marri'd' is unique. The 
theme is commonplace; even the vision is commonplace; but 
the power to express the vision at that pitch and in that 
way is memorable". Stephens' enthusiastic nationalism was 
rekindled briefly by Randolph Bedford's novel, True Eyes 
and the Whirlwind,48 of which he wrote on the Red Page for 
28 January 1904: 
The book is particularly welcome because it 
is Australian - the male of My Brilliant 
Career, and could not have been written 
anywhere but in Australia. The author's 
temperament is Australian. His big, breezy 
attitude is Australian, his shyness hidden 
under bluster is Australian; and his work 
represents him faithfully. The cry for a 
distinctive Australian literature can be 
met now with one book and two. And by-and-
by we shall better the art while preserving 
the outlook. 
Stephens, albeit indirectly, made plain that it was as a 
reflection of Australia rather than as a contribution to 
literature that he found the novel admirable. This was a 
48 Randolph Bedford, True E1es and the Whirlwind (London, Duckworth, 1903 • The presence of the 
review of this work, Bedford's first novel, on 
BRP 28 January 1904, makes nonsense of Norman 
Lindsay's claim in Bohemians of the Bulletin (Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1965), p.30, that 
Stephens ignored Bedford's novels. 
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continuation of the spirit in which he had received 
John Liddell Kelly's verses, Heather and Fern: Songs of 
Scotland and Maoriland,49 on 24 January 1903. At first 
Stephens ridiculed Kelly's pretension in having referred 
to his verses as 11poems 11 , and he suggested that there lurked 
within Kelly the "romantic ancestor lurking in all good 
Scots" and 11at the most surprising moments he will come out 
o into a cold, critical world and prove that the survival of 
the unfittest is still possible 11 • Stephens however 
immediately went on to explain "This by way of putting 
,'i things where they belong, in the interest of those Standards 
Which Must be Kept Up. But we are glad Kelly has published". 
In explaining why Kelly's verses were welcome though 
execrable, Stephens wrote "Often one has to hurl stones at 
vocal dogs; but we would not have one dog dumb. Let 'em all 
singt - or if they cannot sing, let them howl: Australia 
has ample Space and Silence for a retreat in extremity". 
Stephens also professed to see some cultural purpose being 
served by verses like Kelly's when he asserted that "People 
are not all fitted to apprehend the high delights of Poesy; 
and there is s. very large class of readers who will find 
49 John Liddell Kelly, £!eather and Fern: .songs of s~otland and Maoriland (Wellington, pr~nted for the 
author by the New Zealand Times Co. Ltd., 1902). 
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e~cellent inspiration, and an air as rare as they can 
breathe, while they ramble with K. about Parnassus' lower 
slopes". 
Stephens did not have to exercise such tolerance when 
he reviewed Bernard 0'Dowd's verses, Da~mward?50 on the 
Red Page on 10 March 1904. Of QtDowd's work he remarked 
q;;. that 11At best it is uncommonly stimulating. His muse is a 
..,_-.:,,~U;. .... 1:\. " 
' l 
half-sister of Emerson's, devoted heart and mind to the 
service of the democratic spirit". Stephens concluded this 
review with a metaphor almost as awkward as some of 0'Dowd's, 
when he wrote that 110'Dowd's bronze does not always run 
freely; but when it does he moulds a statue". 51 Despite 
8 '~ this tribute to the monumental quality of the best of 
OtDowd's verse, Stephens prefaced his review of Dawnward? 
with a frank disclosure of his disappointment at the lack 
of progress of Australian writing. He began the Red Page on 
50 Bernard 0'Dowd, Dawnward? The Bulletin Booklets, 
No. 6 (Sydney, The Bulletin Newspaper Company, 1903). 
51 Among the manuscripts and proofs of Dawnward? at 
the Mitchell Library is the following stanza in 
0'Dowd's hand: 
When Liberty salaams to Fate 
And Havoc's typhoons blow, 
I kiss the shoulders of the great 
And Envy's vipers grow. 
Beside it Stephens has written 110bscure and awkward -just picture it", setting OtDowd a task probably 
beyond even his powers of involved image-perception. 
Proofs of "Hate", in Bernard OtDowd 'Dawnward': 
Author's Proofs, etc., Mitchell Library MS A805. 
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10 March 1904 as follows: 
Comparing current impressions with those 
of some five years ago, we seem to be in 
the hollow of the local lj.terary ripple -
"trough" and "wave" are too ironical. Five 
years ago half-a-dozen of our little bards 
were sweet and vocal together, doing what is 
destined apparently to remain their best work: 
there was a remarkable stirring from 1895 to 
1900. To-day few things that are worth 
reprinting seem to get themselves. written or 
printed: the poetic age is at pause. As to 
prose, the youngsters rarely show brains or 
assiduity for great work; and maybe this is 
merely the autumn o±· our discontent, with 
winter to cor ;3. 
Stephens' pessimi~m was not transitory. He expressed his 
di 'ont• 1t with Aust1•alit ~ writing again on 14 April 1904. 
\\ 
1
\ Undl. the headinr- irMemo~·anda11 he related an anecdote 
illu~ ~·ating tt.e nergy an... dt:.:ter.:linatiun of the Japanese; 
one of them. was describbd ' s having sold his mosquito-net 
to buy a W~bst0r'L Dictionary which another borrowed in 
order to m3.ka tt1o copios. Jphens then invited his readers 
to "con:·1.dol .. the ::;:·a~ing bibliographies of a German like 
lJietzoche, an Italian libJ d'Annunzio, a Frenchman like 
Mirbc;;o.u, a. Belgian like k:T;.onnier - or of hundreds less well 
kn JWn u, n:::1d he exclair.:e d. : 
Here, n;z t·le b:tOVI, if a vrriter lays a little 
rhyme of sixV·cm l:i,noo vl' a little story of 
a thousand wox'dL. :~:~ nnt to cackle over 
it for a wuek C"~l ,~upon it for a month. 
"We must buck UJ:.I n. '~~-t._;ily said. Yes. • • • the 
noted contrast was wo:t•th noting. There are 
natural disadvantages here, to be sure. 
Atmosphere - the writer must create his own. 
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Audience - it is scattered over a continent. 
And printing expenses are enormous - from 
40 to 50 per cent. in advance of London or 
Paris. The Labour paradise must be paid for, 
and imported material costs. But excuses 
cannot content us. After all, is there not 
a lack of the single aim, the strenuous life? 
Is it not sleep upon full stomachs that makes 
the difference? 
Stephens seemed to be condemning as anti-literary those 
features of their way of life in which Australians took 
great pride, good wages, ample :3ustenance, and assured 
leisure. 
It was strange that Stephen::; did not appear to find 
alleviation of his disappointment in Australian writing in 
5') the appearance of Such Is Life ~J. No-one could have known 
better than he the single-minded and strenuous effort Fu.rphy 
had invested in preparing it for publication. Such Is Life 
was published on 1 August 1903, but no full-scale review of 
it ever ap~~eared on the Red Page. Prior to publication, 
Stephens had commended Such Is L·ife to Red Page readers on 
9 July 1903 in the following paragraph under the heading 
"Bookfellowt s Mixture" : 
Such Is Life, the book by "Tom Collins" which 
The Bulletin NewspapE~r Company will publish 
on 1st At;:,-ust, is like no book that has yet 
been published on this side of the line. It 
purports to be a sto1~ of bush experiences i~ 
the Riverina, dated some 20 years ago. But 
52 Joseph Furphy, Such Is Life: Being Certain Extra?ts 
from the Diary of Tom Collins (Sydney, The Bullet~n 
Newspaper Company, 1903).----
J 
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it is much more than that • The author's 
pictures of people and character are 
finished to a finger-nail. He adds a 
commentary, half humourous [sic] half 
philosophical, which represents the essence 
of his life. The Bulletin used to say that 
every man could write one book at least. 
This is 11Tom Collins's". A substantial 
volume of some 300 pages, it is not to be 
picked up lightly, nor lightly flung aside. 
There are many city-dwellers whom it will not 
please. On the other hand, I am far mistaken 
if the Bush does not account it classic. 
Furphy would have had no cause to complain of this notice 
as he did of a review by Frank Morton that 11The praise is 
more rotten than the censure n53. And yet there was not in 
Stephens' introduction of the book to Red Page readers the 
eager excitement of his commendation of the manuscript to 
53 Joseph Furphy, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 29 November 
1903. Papers of A.G. Stephens, vol. 2, Mitchell 
Library MS A2298. I have not been able to locate 
the review by Frank Morton to which Furphy referred. 
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Archibald.54 Stephens apparently followed closely the 
treatment the book received at the hands of other reviewers 
and on two occasions he brought English reviews to the 
notice of Red Page readers. On 7 January 1904 he informed 
them that "The Manchester Guardian, from many points of view 
the best of Eng. newspapers, finds the illuminating word 
for Furphy's Such is Life. 'It is a book for lighthouses 
and long voyages' - and large calm Bush spaces, one may add". 
On 25 February 1904 Stephens reported that 11The Athenaeum 
54 Stephens commended Furphy's manuscript to Archibald 
as follows: 
This book contains all the wit and wisdom 
gathered in Furphyts life-time; it is his one 
book- it is himself. It is thoroughly 
Australian - a classic of our country. 
The interest is diffused and slow, and the 
sale would be slow; it is a book for intelligent 
bushmen - squatters, selectors, drovers, miners; 
and for those city-men who can appreciate it. 
I think it a most valuable oook to add to 
list, and anticipate an English edition. It 
is solid, yet never dull; and the author is a 
man with brains and a sense of style. 
I do not anticipate a "splash" or a big profit; 
but it will cover expenses and something over, 
and sell twenty years hence. 
A.G. Stephens, Memorandum to J.F. Archibald, 
15 July 1899. Papers of A.G. Stephens, vol. 2, 
Mitchell Library MS A2298. 
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reviews Such is Life, by 'Tom Collins', in a liberal 
space and spirit". He objected to the review's disapproval 
of the book's "large and irreverent manner", but he quoted 
with approval a passage which included The Athenaeum's 
statement that the book "is as essentially Australian in 
its every line as the wattle, the waratah, or the Sydney 
Bulletin". 
The fact that Stephens had to wait more than-ten years 
to tell the full story of his tribulations in editing 
Dawnward? is understandable55, but why he did not disclose 
the story of Furphy's and his own hard work in bringing 
Such Is Life to publication, why he did not advertise it 
more forcefully on the Red Page, and why its appearance did 
not allay some of his pessimism about Australian writing 
55 A.G. Stephens, "The Most Conscientious", The 
Bookfellow, 3~d series, 3 (June 1914), p.l?2. 
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generally, remain difficult to understand.56 
Stephens was also disenchanted with contemporary overseas 
writing. He complained on 5 May 1904 in his review of 
56 Such Is Life appeared in Red Page advertisements 
on 9 July and 16 July 1903. The only other 
advertisement for it which I have been able to 
locate in the body of the paper appeared at the 
end of "Sporting Notions" on p.26 of Th•,. Bulletin 
for 6 August 1903. It read simply: 11Nbw Ready. 
Such is Life! by Tom Collins. A real Australian 
bush yarn; 4s. 6d. 11 • G.A. Wilkes, in his article 
11The Eighteen Nineties" in Arts I (1958) 17-26, 
and reprinted in Australian Literary Criticism, 
ed. by Grahame Joh,nston (Melbourne, Oxford 
University Press, 1962), pp. 30-40, attributes 
to Furphy an unsigned notice of Such Is Life in 
a lengthy advertisement on the inside back cover 
of The Bulletin for 30 July 1903. The lack of 
Bulletin advertising for Such Is Life contrasts 
with the regular announcements, especially between 
August and December 1903, of some of its other 
publications notably The Bulletin Story Book and 
Our New Selection. 
The only other Red Page references to Furphy 
between December 1902 and December 1904 appeared 
in a contributor's comment and a reply by Furphy. 
11Kaiata 11 alleged on 8 September 1904 that 
"'Tom Collins' 1 author of Such is Life ••. is 
scattering an agricultural water-cart among Vic. 
mallee cockies. Upon each cart, under the maker's 
name, appears the following 'poem': 
Good, Better, Best, 
Never let it Rest, 
Till Your Good is Bett~~, 
And Your Better Best." 
Furphy responded on 22 September 1904 pointil".g out 
that the water-carts were "manufactured, not by me, 
but by a well-to-do and correspondingly ~ight~ . . 
thinking relative of same sur-name and fJ.rst J.nJ.tJ.al", 
and he exclaimed 11Hear, O_Israelt.I am not 
.responsible for perpetratJ.on of' lJ.nes quoted by 
laiata11 • 
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Arthur Adams' Tussock Land that 11The English seem wedded 
religiously to ·the transportation system: formerly they 
sent us their bad characters, now.they send us their bad 
novels". On the same page under "Received", Stephens noted 
that Walter de la Mare's Henry Brocken57 was "an excursion 
into literary dreamland, careful and dead". J.M. Barrie's 
The Little White Bird58 he dismissed on 24 January 1903 as 
"faint sketches strung on a thread of feeble story" by 
"an exhausted author". Stephens titled his discussion of 
George Bernard Shaw's Man and Superman59 "Shaw and 
Superficial" on the Red Page for 15 October 1903, and 
before reprinting several passages ftt ·che play he 
complained that it was "Singular, indeed, how little on the 
great scale Shaw has achieved, for all his pother and fuss 11 • 
Stephens was not prepared to accept wit an~ style as 
literary qualities ranking equal to feeling, nor ideas as 
substitutes for emotion. At least these are the premises 
on which he appeared to have reach~d the following conclusion: 
57 Walter de la Mare, Henry Brocken (London, Murray, 1904). 
58 J.M. Barrie, The Little White Bird (London, Hodder 
& Stoughton, 1902). 
59 G.B. Shaw, Man and Superman: a Comedy and a 
Philosophy {London, Constable, 1903). 
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We must come to the explanation of 
shallowness, superficiality, despite all 
that equipment. 'Shaw has no back to his 
head'. He thinks without feeling. This 
seems a strange conclusion to the Socialist 
the sympathist, the champion of lost causes: 
Yet, closely scanned, Shaw's pathos, Shaw's 
indignation, Shaw's wrath against injustice, 
look like pure feats of intellect. The whole 
of Shaw's work gives you the impression of 
disembodied intellect in a state of 
effervescence. Assuredly he does not lack 
sincerity, yet he rarely conveys the force 
of sincerity. He gives light without heat. 
Superficiality was also the basis of Stephens' 
dissatisfaction with the work of G.K. Chesterton. On 
21 April 1904 in "Memoranda" he referred to Chesterton as 
"a bright, shallow, ingenious journalist, dealing at present 
in too many half-truths and hasty impressions". On the 
Red Page for 5 May 1903 he wrote of Chesterton's book on 
the artist G.F. Watts6° that 11His little book resolves 
itself into an explanation and defence of Watts, interesting 
and impermanent. Why impermanent? Because Chesterton does 
not think deeply enough, does not range widely enough: his 
mind gives no steady light, but lightens by eloquent flashes 
that bring the details of his subject into bright relief, 
and leave the proportions of the wh?le unascertained". 
Stephens ~eprinted on the Red Page for 24 September 1903 
Hilaire :aelloc's "How to \'lrite a Lyric" from Caliban's Guide 
60 G.K. Chesterton, G.F. Watts {London, Duckworth, 
l904). 
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to Letters61, a work which he had said in his review on 
13 August 1903 "belongs to the class of jeux d 'esprit that 
would be very humourous if they were written with humour". 
In noticing Kipling's The Five Nations62 on 19 November 
1903 Stephens asserted that "All the life has gone out of 
Kipling as artist; and there remains only the preacher who 
fits laborious morals to dull tunes". In summary, Stephens 
viewed contemporary English writing either as lively and 
superficial or as laboured and dull. 
In a review of Swinburne's A Channel Passage and Other 
Poems63 on the Red Page for 3 November 1904 which Stephens 
entitled 11Swinburne Grown Old", he remarked that 11It is 
curious to trace the failing pulse through the body of 
familiar devices". It is also interesting to note that the 
tracing brought Stephens once more to his familiar standpoint 
that lyric poetry was written in youth and inspired by 
instinct. He wrote: 
61 Hilaire Belloc, The Aftermath: or, Gleanings from 
a Busy Life. Cover title: Ca1iban's Guide to 
Letters. (London, Duckworth, 1903). 
62 Rudyard Kipling, ~Five Nations (London, Methu~n, 
1903). 
63 A.C. Swinburne, A Channel Passage and Other Poems 
(London, Ghatta &:Windus, 1904). 
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Melody in verse comes by natural magic: 
art's service is in the avoidance of 
obstacles to smooth expression. Consciously 
doubtless, Swinburne has done this or that, ' 
omitted this or that; but one feels sure 
that his fine effects are instinctive and 
not conscious. He follows his daemon. At 
his height he is plainly possessed, dominated, 
drunken with sweet influences of sound. 
11Quo me rap is ? 11 he may mutter, evading the 
pits and brambles of the path; yet the path 
is set beyond his power to alter, and on each 
side is the wilderness of unknown words. If 
he cannot follow now, it is because age's eyes 
dim and age's feet tremble, and the voice of 
the god calls only to worshippers quick with 
the divinity of Youth. 
In this period Stephens' assertions about particular 
works were seldom supported by theo~etical justification. 
He took for granted acceptance among his readers of views 
he had earlier expounded on the Red Page. When he introduced 
new general ideas about literature they were usually trivial. 
On 8 September 1904, for example, he reviewed Robert 
Buchanan's Ballad of Judas Iscariot64, in doubt whether it 
was deserving of reprinting as a separate item because its 
inspiration depended on Hood and Coleridge. Stephens 
continued: 
And then one marks again a point not 
commonly stressed: that a reader's 
impression of verse {especially) changes 
with the type in which the verse is presented 
to his eye. Buchanan's ballad, reprinted 
in large heavy type, with three verses upon 
a page, ~eems inferior to the same ballad 
64 Robert Buchanan Ballad of Judas Iscariot (London, 
Priory Press, 1904). ~) 
<<!''<<<<lri<':< 
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printed in small light type, with eight or 
nine verses on a page. Why? Because the 
larger type directs the eye to minute faults 
of workmanship, while preventing you from 
receiving the narrative impulse that counts 
for so much in a ballad. It may be accepted 
as a general rule that, the less perfect the 
technic [sicl, the smaller should be the type 
used. Very l'ew poets can bear pic;:-.. .Af::ain 
there should be a c·· !'respondence betwe-en the 
character of type a1.d that of verse • A 
certain strain of bland banality in Tennyson 
unfits him for old-style type: plainly he 
should be printed in a plump and delicate 
modern-face, rather large than small, to display 
his fatuous aspects while doing justice to his 
art. Swinburne requires a small, fierce-
looking, heavy, and widely spaced type, 
suggesting compressed energy. We would give 
Arnold an old style of clerical cut, such as 
The Century uses, but larger; Browning's type 
should be tall, thin and peculiar. 
These distinctions are not enti .... ~ly fanciful. 
Quite clearly type and page should follow the 
mood of the verse. 
Stephens' words call to mind William Morris and the effort 
he expended to design a type face for his verse in which he 
could spell "sudden" as "sodaine 11 and have it look natural.65 
However while these ideas have application in typographical 
design and were, as Stephens wrote, "not entirely fanciful", 
and while they showed that he was influenced by the revival 
of interest jn typography which had occurred in Britain and 
Europe, characteristically he pressed them too far. In a 
statement later in the article he claimed that 11'L' Allegro' 
65 William Morris, A Note by William Morris on His 
Aims in Founding the Kelmscott Press (London, I908). 
should be printed twice as large as 'Il Penseroso': sombre 
verse generally demands small type on a small page". In 
the same article Stephens o£fered Australian verse-writers 
a lesson in the importance of quantity as well as accent 
in verse. He described as a "very common fault with 
Australian verse-writers" the fact that "they will not let 
words take their proper quantity-value", and he instanced 
Gordon as a frequent offender. He pointed his lesson in the 
concluding paragraph: 
Gordon, of course, did not pretend to do 
better; but that is no reason why his 
successors should do worse. There is the 
ungracious pastor's steep and thorny way to 
follow; it must be followed by all who 
aspire. It is not sufficient nowadays to 
count your syllables, square your rhymes, and 
make passable sense. Our young writers are 
urged to cultivate Swinburne's feeling of 
words, mark what he does with stress, and 
pause, and cadence; how he seeks mellifluous 
unions and avoids harsh juxtapositions: for 
by science comes art, and by art comes poesy, 
given the ori.ginal breath of the Muse. The 
rest is the crackling of thorns under the 
pot-boiler. 
Stephens did not suggest to Australian writers in any more 
detail how such elegance was to be imparted to their verse 
and the strong accents and monotonous metres vf his own 
provided them with no examples. 
~lhen Stephens reviewed Christina Rossetti's Poetical 
t'1orks66 on 21 April 1904 his analysis of her talents went 
66 Christ inn Rossetti, Poetical Works (Lot1don, 
Macmillan, 1904). 
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no further than a reiteration of his idea on the 
physiological basis of genius, and in the following 
passage he referred with pride to the issue of the Red 
Page on '\'lhich he had put forth his 11nousometer": 
Genius, in a general sense, is a fever of 
the brain - the brain itself being due to a 
localised fever or ferment of the ancestral 
organism. Every specialisation of function 
is accompanied by increased energy in the 
specialised part, and probably every 
physiological gain has had a pathological 
beginning - since a ferment in one part of the 
organism robs the common store of energy. 
Fancifully, therefore, life is a disease of 
the universe and man an evanescent pustule. 
Genius, is [sic] a special senne, is a 
.iisease of the pustule. Setting aside 
structural and chemical causes, '\'le can 
consider it in effect as representing an 
abnormal series of cerebral vibrations, since 
last year's experiments wi.th radium have 
confirmed the theory (here expressed 3/10/96} 
that "the atom is really a sort of solidified 
vibration - half-a-dozen spirit '\'laves tied, 
as it '\'lere, into a knot of matter 11 • The 
abnormality is pathological, because gained 
at the expense of the life-sustaining forces 
of the organism. 
Stephens' criticism of prose in this period \'las less 
marred by fanciful pseudo-science than his criticism of 
verse. He made some progress tOi'iards coming to terms \nth 
realism in prose, moving a little from the vie\'1 he had 
expressed on l March 1902 that 11all realistic art is 
eoE~entially temporary and incidental". On 14 February 1903 
under the heading none Realist and Another", he compared 
the painter Millet \·lith the Australian \'triter Barbara Baynton 
in order to highlight the limitations of the realism in 
her Bush Studies67. The contrast with Millet had 
apparently been suggested to him by the receipt for review 
of Romain Rolland's book on the painter68. Stephens 
asserted that "Realistic art, as reiterated, is the 
universal expression of a particular impression", and that 
he considered Millet's picture "The Sower" to have reached 
"the apex of realistic art". He then wrote that 11The 
steps of that art are thus three in number. First, there 
is the statement of the thing seen. Second, there is the 
statement of the thing seen so that it becomes a type of 
its class. Third, there is the statement of the type so 
that it is seen in relation to all things, all types; 
becomes universal in its reference - a key to unlock every 
comprehending mind". Stephens considered that Millet had 
taken the first two steps. On the other hand: 
Barbara Baynton has taken only the first step. 
Her studies of some Australian people and 
scenes are realistic beyond anything of the 
kind yet written here - beyond Lawson, even 
beyond Miles Franklin. Bit by bit, with 
careful epithet after epithet, the work is 
built up until nothing could be closer to the 
life. Flaubert would have been in ecstasy 
over such a pupil: for minute fidelity there 
has been no writer anywhere to surpass this 
writer. 
67 Barbara Baynton, Bush Studies (London, Duckworth, 
1902). 
68 Romain Rolland, Millet (London, Duckworth, 1902). 
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But always or nearly always Mrs Baynton 
remains on the £irst plane o£ realism -
she describes wonder£ully well the thing 
she sees; but that thing is not a human 
type, or is a human type £or Australia only. 
So that the reader, on the third plane, has 
to strain his mind to an un£inished piece o£ 
realistic art, i£ he would receive the 
message which is that art's justi£ication and 
climax. And, i£ he have not Australian 
knowledge, this is a task which the reader 
cannot achieve. 
The value of Bush Studies f'or Australians 
is another matter. Despite inequalitiGs and 
some lack o£ £inish, they deserve the 
warmest praise • • . 
The book contains only hal£-a-dozen sketches; 
and £our o£ them are in all essentials per£ect 
so £ar as they go. This is uncompromising 
commendation; but Bush Studies deserves 
uncompromising commendation. So precise, so 
complete, with such insight into detail and 
such £orce o£ statement, it ranks with the 
masterpieces o£ literary realism in any 
language. 
On the £irst plane only. 
While it could be pointed out that Stephens overlooked 
the dept.h o£ some o£ Baynton' s dark psychological insigl:rcs, 
his analysis captured exactly the simultaneous promise and 
disappointment one £eels in reading her stories. Furthermore 
his criticism was written in admirably plain la.lguage which 
clearly conveyed his meaning. On the Red Page £or 28 February 
1903 when Stephens returned to Bush Studies and quoted 
e.J:tracts £rom nscrammy t And", he was concerned that the 
stories would provide bad publicity f\:n" Australia. He wrote 
,, 
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that "Bush Studies represents one phase of Australian life, 
in one place, at one time; and it would perhaps have been 
well if the author had said this in a preface, for foreign 
:readers are sure to refer the descriptions to Australia 
generally". And yet Stephens had to adinit that "never has 
the desolate barbarism of the Bush been so powerfully 
depicted 11 • He hastened to point out however that the bush 
itself was not to be blamed, asserting that: 
One revolts in reading for the ghastly facts 
endure within a day's journey of the pleasant 
bustle of Sydney, that great cancer-city 
sucking the blood of the Bush for its 
sustenance. If ever a statesman arises in 
Australia, it will be a cardinal feature 
of his st~tesmanship (so far as Govt. 
expenditure goes) to starve the gross cities 
so that the men and. women on the land, the 
essential creators of Australia, may be 
helped to a life with some breadth, some 
humanity, some intellectual aspiration. 
:-:;1 his criticism of prose in this period Stephens was 
frequ.;ntly concerned with what he described on 2 May 1903 
in the heading of an e~~ract from Anatole France as 
11Morality and Mummy", that is, the conventional standards of 
morality which forbade the exploration of sexual relation-
ships and demanded obscurantism in such matters from writers 
generally and from newspapers in particular. Stephens was 
proud that The Bulletin did not adhere to these standards 
and on the Red Page for 28 February 1903 he concluded his 
discussion of Barbara Baynton's stories, some of which had 
. ' , 
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originally been printed in The Bulletin69, as follows: 
Before leaving Bush Studies note two things: 
one that its truthful glimpses of Australian 
life, graphically expressed, could not 
(would not) have been printed in any 
Australian paper, though they rank highly 
as literature and are circulated widely in 
book form when issued by an English publisher. 
We are too mealy-mouthed (in print), and stuff 
far too much "respectable" wadding in our ears. 
With all their breadth in some directions, 
Australian audiences are still parochial, or 
the newspapers make believe they are. - The 
second thing is this: ~ush Studies, written 
to the fact, stresses what may be called the 
predominantly obstetric quality of typical 
Bush life. This quality comes naturally: the 
increase of flocks and herds is the daily 
business, the source of living income. There 
is no prudish shame in referring to the 
accidents of begetting and birth: they form 
the staple of conversation in many a home, 
and the children calmly discuss chances with 
their parents. Transference of ideas to the 
human species is easy; for apart from begetting 
and birth the Bush yields to many of its 
denizens little excitement, scanty dive~sion 
of monotonous occupation. So Bush Studt ' has 
already appeared "shocking" to some city 
critics~ smug in the solace of chur~}hes, and 
theatres, and "down-the-harbour" picnics. 
But the thing goes on. 
Such a passage reminds us forcibly of the cant-ridden 
society in which Stephens operated. Sometimes his reaction 
to it led him to express sane views sensibly. For example 
on the Red Page for 14 March 1903, in what he himself 
69 "The Chosen Vessel" for example, was published as 
"The Tramp" in The Bulletin, Christmas number, 
12 December 1896. 
described as 11 A long introduction to The Egregious English 
by Angus McNeill 1170 , Stephens embarked on a description of' 
the racial characteristics of' the Scots, Irish and 
English in wh.ich he complained that "humourless people 
cannot understand that expressio unius is not ai'firmatio 
alterius, unless that other be a precise logical opposite". 
He then cited the following example: 
The Bulletin was formerly considered by some 
narrow people "a scandalous paper". 
(11Formerly11 - because opinion has apparently 
changed. In Sydney Telegraph of 28th 
February, for instance, the Palace Theatre 
advised at the head of' its list of 
complimentary press notices -
Bulletin says: "One commendable 
feature of' 'The Wrong Mr. Wright' is the 
fact that all its fun is CLEAN and 
WHOLESOME from the beginning to 'the end 
of' the piece." 
- making The Bulletin, you observe, a 
criterion of' what is "clean and wholesome".) 
When Hebblethwaite's book of verses71, 
breathing simple devotion to God and published 
by The Bulletin, reached some narrow people, 
their astonishment was great. Even the two or 
three Maoriland writers under solemn league 
and covenant never to offer verses to The 
Bulletin - because it was 11 such a scandalous 
paper" - found it necessary to revise their L, 
7° Angus McNeill, The Egregious English (London, Grant 
Richards, 1903) • "Angus McNeill 11 was the 
pseudonym of T.W.H. Crosland. 
71 James Hebblethwaite A Rose of' Regret. The Bulletin 
Booklets No. 2 (Syd~er, The Bulletin Newspaper 
Company Limited, 1900}. 
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i.mpressions.72 From letters and comments 
it appeared that into their narrow minds had 
at last £iltered a conception of Breadth -
the Breadth which includes "niety" and "impiety" 
alike as manifestations of the Human, each 
worthy of appreciation from the standpoint of journalism or of literature. These humourless 
illogical critics had been arguing that ' 
because Jhe Bulletin included h, i, j, 
therefor(a it could not possibly include 
x, y_, ~· 
At other times Stephens reacted to the narrow-mindedness 
of contemporary society with irony and with deliberate 
attempts to be shocking. On 8 October 1903, for example, 
under the heading 11The Wickedness of Woman", Stephens 
reviewed the novel, Six Chapters of a Man's Life by 
Victoria Cross73, twice, "once for the moral and once for 
the a-moral". His "a-moral" i'eview concluded that 11The 
whole is a fine performance, and an interesting proof of 
the inferiority of the naturalistic method in literature". 
His "moral" review included heavy-handed ironies like 
"Illicit sexual relationships unfortunately exist; but that 
is no reason why they should be written about"· In one of 
his deliberate attempts t.o shock, under "Comments" on 
72 One of the covenanters was Jessie Mackay who 
wrote to Stephens telling him that 11We all read 
the 'Bulletin' in my country when it comes our 
way: we all laugh over it; we all especially revel 
in the Red Page. But one or t~o Maor~landers ha~e 
taken a medieval vow not to wr~te to ~t - I among 
them". Jessie Mackay, Letter to A. G. Stephens 
dated 3 Januarl 1903, The Papers of A.G. Stephens, 
vol. 5, Mitche 1 Library MS A2301. 
73 Vic~oria Cross, Six Oha9te}s of a Man's Life: 
Novel (London, Scott, I 03 • 
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2 May 19C3 Stephens quoted a notice of the stage version 
of "The Light That Failed" from Playgoer which referred to 
the heroine's having taken down her hair. Stephens 
commented "It is woman's antepenultimate take-down and weak 
\ 
man usually falls before the bodice and smock" because 
11hair-roots are the profoundest roots of sex". 
6'1 
Forsaking innuendo, Stephens complained on 11 August 1904 
in discussing 11Recent Novels" that trThe American tribe are 
pleasant for a change; but the substitution of sentiment for 
passion, in deference to the nee-puritan ideal, ends by 
devi·talising them. The glory of art tarnishes as soon as it 
comes in contact with a hypothetical standard of morals". 
Yet the most effective demonstration of the hypocritical 
prudery of the times was provided not by Stephens in attack 
on accepted standards but by Henry Lawson in conformity with 
them. The following paragraph appearcc on the Red Page on 
14 February 1903 under "Culled Contributors": 
H.L. : Note that My Brilliant Career was 
published against the judgment of Blackwood's 
London manager and reader, nor did 
William Blackwood think greatly of the book. 
I told him that it would go in Australia; 
and he published it at [sic] a venture, as 
you may ~lee by the cheap get-up. And I was 
right. r had to barrack for many reli~ious, 
political, and sex-problem passages wh~ch 
I blushed at myself, while I was assuring 
him the Australians wouldn't blush- and he. 
saw the blush and struck tem out. Old Harr~s, 
the schoolmaster, is my f~vourite-character 
in that bo.::>k. I think the schC?ol scene 
where Harris shapes up to the ~nspector 
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is a grand touch. The McSwats are well 
drawn, and McSwat's diary and Harold's 
letter to his sister are gems. I've read 
columns of London reviews of "that 
extraordinary book" - a to-be-continued 
notice of four columns altogether, for 
instance, in the Sunday Sun; a.nd I've had 
many letters about that book; but I never 
saw mention of old Harris, for whose sake, 
especially, I took it to England. He is a 
man and a gentleman, in spite of the drink 
and his disreputable appearance - the one 
hero - though he only has a page or two -
the one solitary hero in My Brilli/.~(i.t Career. 
Miles Franklin was one r.:f the few Australian writers 
with whom Stephens dealt kindly in this period. There 
appeared on the Red Page for 31 March 1904 witb. her 
photograph an amusingly girlish account of her experiences 
incognito as a housemaid in wealthy homes in Toorak and 
Potts Point. On 14 April 1904 Stephens printed under 
•:contributors" the following attempt at a gallant reply 
by "E.S.S.": 
Oh, had I known in time, alackt 
ill1 authoress so fair 
Was washing dishes at Toorak 
I'd been a gardener there. 
Stephens might have regretted that there was not among his 
readers a wit capable of turning a more polished and origir1al 
complim~nt to a talented, young and pretty writer. 
In general the period between December 1902 and 
December 1904 marked a deterioration in Stephens' personal 
relationships with Australian authors, the causes for which 
! 
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were obviously in large part at·tributable to what he wrote 
or allmred to be published on the Red Page. On 14 February 
1903 Stepl•ens opened the Red Page with the following piece 
of verse, unsigned but surely his own: 
Three Cliffs 
From that cliff Daley fell: 
The lYfuse s' lover, 
He cast his line too well 
And himself over. 
Shrieked all the tuneful Ninet 
Fled all the fishest ... 
(One basketful divine: 
Seventeen dishes.) 
From this cliff Lawson fell: 
Our Bush reflector, 
Losing in hydromel 
His poise of Hector. 
Were nerves awry his foes? 
Did his wrongs rankle? ... 
(Broken, a noble nose; 
Item, an ankle • ) 
Sometimes, in dreaming dull, 
By a cliff ghastly 
I see a human hull, 
Shroud and rent mast lie; 
And humbly meditate: 
Here, in this life-hell, 
But for the grace of Fate 
I, even I fell. 
Presumably the verse was suggested to Stephens by Lawson's 
accident which had been reported in The Bulletin ::.n 
"Personal Items" on page 15 oi' the issue for 20 December 
1902 as follows: 
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Henry Lawson who since his return to 
Australia has suffered much from ill 
health and worry, fell over the cliffs at 
Manly {Sydney) last week. Like Horace he 
can claim to be surely under the protection 
of the Muses, for a fall which would kill 
most men only inflicted on him comparatively 
slight injuries (including a broken ankle) 
from which he is now recovering. 
On the Red Page on 28 Febntary 1903 Stephens commented wryly 
on an exaggerated report o£ the incident in the London 
Daily Chronicle t.ha·t 11La'\-:son' s hist.oric 'fall' has given 
him a fine advt. anyway'". In "Three Cliffs", Stephens might 
have been referring also t.o some accident which had befallen 
Daley, or else the reference might have been to his ill 
health. Whatever events suggested the piece to him, its 
publication was extraordinarily tactless when Daley was ill 
and destitute and when Lawson '\'Tas as always low in funds and 
more than ever low in spirits. Furtherroore, the last stanza 
strrngly hinted that Stephens derived some satisfaction from 
his own preservation from a "life-hell" such as Daley ard 
Lawson inhabited. Part of the offensiveness of "Three 
Cliffs" might well have sprung from no more sinister cause 
than Stephens' ineptitude as a rhymer, but this piece formed 
part of a pattern of insensitivity to the feelings of 
m·iters of which Stephens' treatment of Lawson and Daley in 
this period provided obvious examples. 
Stephens published on tl->. "·ed Page for 8 October 1903 a 
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bitter attack on Lawson by John Le Gay Brereton. Brereton 
sent his verses entitled 11To Joe Swallown74 to Stephens with 
the following letter: 
There are times when all a man's friends 
feel that it might do him good to have a 
kick on the backside; but all shrink from 
the odium of the act - from the "kicked him 
when he was down" sneer, and from the 
uncomfortable sensation of having {however 
unwillingly) assumed a "moral" and 
11Superior" attitude. Now poor old 
Harry Lawson is fairly starving for a kick. 
Is the enclosed too personal for the 
Bulletin? If it would pass on the ordinary 
grounds, I wish you'd use your discretion, 
as an acquaintance of the parties with 
some conception of the possible effect of 
publication.'{ 5 
Three days later Brereton wrote again to Stephens 
dissatisfied with the tone in which Stephens h~\d. repJ..i.· .. Hi 
to him and in particular with a suggestion that. pert (.'\!' 
his motivation was a tendency to 11want publicityn. 
Brereton's letter read: 
Don't feel satisfied at yr. note. I don't 
exactly "want publicity" - not in this 
unconditional way. I wrote as Lawson's 
friend of ten years, and because I hoped 
such a reply to his EUblic blithering ~ight 
do him good. Personally ! hate aprsar~ng 
in the matter. It will bring me no credit, 
and I'll be misunderstood by nearly everybody. 
74 "Joe Swallow" was one of Lawson's pseudonyms. 
75 J. Le Gay Brereton, Letter to A. G~ Stephens, 
25 September 1903. The Papers of A.G. Stephens, 
vol. 1, Mitchell Library MS A2297. 
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I asked you to be a kind o£ intermediary 
between me & the Bulletin - to act as a 
second, revising sel£ £or me, £or - the 
matter being somewhat delicate - I did not 
care to trust my own judgment alone. The 
thing is between you and me, o£ course -
I'm not trying to make you carry the corn~r 
o£ responsibility. Well, there it is - 7b 
Stephens, in spite o£ his initiial reservations, Brereton's 
indecision and the tone o£ the verses themselves, went 
ahead and published 11To Joe Swallow" on the Red Page on 
8 October 1903 wi1:ih the signature 11 J.LeG. B. 11 • The verses 
attacked Lawson £or his complaints o£ the rottenness o£ the 
world and o£ the per£idy o£ his £riends, and £or the loss 
o£ his ideals. The £allowing stanza was the most bitter: 
The ash will never £lare again; the old 
ideal's dead, 
And you have ntt learnt enough to light 
another one instead; 
But when manhood, reawakened, bids your 
canine nature shrink 
From hungering ru1d howling £or your vomit 
in the sink, 
You may drop your tale o£ wrong, 
And, by God, I swear your songs 
Will be better than your "alley" hymns o£ 
"drums" and muck and stink. 
Brereton concluded his tirade with the hollow-sounding 
reassurance to Lawson that: 
I am :• ... ere, at any rate 
And am quite content to wait 
Till your lonely heart is crying £or the 
solace o£ a £riend. 
76 J. Le Gay Brereton, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 
28 September 1903. The Papers o£ A.G. Stephens, 
vol. 1, Mitchell LibraPy MS A2297· 
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Whatever Stephens trought was to be achieved by 
publication of "To Joe Swallow" no lively debate ensued. 
Two weeks later, on 22 October 1903, he puolished without 
comment a reply by Dm'J'ell O'Reilly. It was also in verse, 
headed "To J. Le G. B.", and it was a weak rejoinder to 
Brereton's provocation, which concentrated on trying to 
arouse pity for his friend Lawson whom he claimed was "In 
the Valley of the Shadow of Death 11 • 0 Y Reilly saw Lawson as 
a prisoner, as he addressed Brereton: 
My eloquent friendt So you've come at the 
end to weep in rhyme and pray 
For this Self, condemned, whose comrade Self 
lies murder'd by the way. 
Fresh from the flowers and sun-lit hours, 
the evening and morning stars, 
You tip-toe along the dark prison of wrong, 
and prattle reproof through the bars: 
To the whites of your eyes 
You are shocked at the cries 
Of your old chum, who dies 
In the Valley of the Shadow of Death. 
O'Reilly signed his verse "D.O'R. (with love to the Prisoner.)"· 
Even if Stephens' publication of both pieces could have 
been justified as news-worthy in a time when there was 
little activity on the local literary scene, in the 
interests alike of justice and lively debate he would have 
done better to have persuaded Lawson to ansHer for himself. 
On the same Red Page as O'Reilly's reply Lawson wrote what 
Stephens headed "One View" of "The Sweet Uses of London", 
and though Lawson rated London generally unsatisfactory as 
________________ \ ~ 
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a writing place he remarked 11But I must say this: That 
the smallest men of London journalism are many times 
larger and more broad-minded and generous than are the 
little men of Australian literature". Stephens might 
therefore h,.,j,Ve got better copy if he had persuaded Lawson 
to defend himself against Brereton's attack. When on the 
same page Stephens presented "Another View" of London, he 
made unmistakeable his view that Lawson's greatness was 
behind him. Pointing out how different Lawson's case had 
been from that of most Australian writers who went to 
London seeking success, Stephens wrote 11And Lawson was the 
genuine article: there was no mistake about that. There 
was enthusiasm for him ten years ago: there is appreciation 
still. Vlhen his first little book was published by his 
mother, it was written for The Bulletin (5/1/'95) that 
tHenry Lawscn is the voice of the Bush, and the Bush is the 
heart of Australia' - and so on with words of warm 
commendation and encouragement. His work does ntt amount to 
much on the grand scale; yet it is a big thing for Australia, 
and a fe\'1 Englishmen could understand that". 
Stephens considered that Lawson had squandered his 
opportunities and his disappointment in Lawson's later work 
was not tempered by personal regard. Perhaps it was 
therefore not surprising that he should have printed 
Brereton's wild cry against Lawson. However, two other 
f.. 
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writers for whom Stephens later recorded the warmest 
feelings of affection did not escape Stephens' tactlessness. 
These were Christopher Brennan and Victor Daley, of whom 
he wrote in his monograph on Brennan: 
Only one other man of the writing tribe has 
come into my mind like that - Victor Daley -
still cerebrally my possessing possession: 
and I have known many of the notable. Save 
Daley and Brennan, all or nearly all remain 
external in their writings, figures of life 
that is not closely and deeply my life, 
figures of labour, figures of dream, shapes 
passed or passing. This, in degree, 'Qy reason 
of circumstance; but chiefly, I feel, by 
reason of sympathy or lack of it. Daley 
and Brennan always cama back to me, they shall 
always remain with me."t7 
Daley was ill \'lith tuberculosis and Stephens was among 
the instigators of the testimonial fund collected for him 
by The Bulletin in 1902.78 On the Red Page for 23 May 1903 
Stephens wrote a paragraph about W.E. Henley's pension from 
the British Government and went on to remark that "the 
Australian Govt., on the highest public grounds, should 
follow the example in the case of Victor Daley". In the 
column headed 11Bookfellow's Mixture" on 30 May 1903 Stephens 
77 A.G. Stephens, Chris: Brennan (Sydney, The Bookfellow, 
1933), p .15. 
78 Among Stephens' papers is a notice of meeting of the 
Victor J. Daley Testimonial Fund on 22 March 1902. 
Stephens commended the Fund to Red Page readers and 
formally advertised it on BRP 12 April 1902. 
Stephens renewed the appeal for Daley on BRP 
27 April 1905 and there are references in Daley's 
letters and r~ceipts which suggest that Stephens 
administered the Fund in 1905 and 1906. (Papers of 
A.G. Stephens, vol. 3, Mitchell Library MS A2299.) 
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announced that Daley was off to the Solomon Islands to 
find "his long-lost Ideal". On 16 July 1903 the Red Page 
began with verses by Daley entitled 11The Quest". Later on 
the page Stephens presented 11A Day's Work", first "As Seen 
by Mr. Dooley", the American frontier character created by 
F. P. Dunne whose humouJ~· has not worn well, and then "As 
,. Seen by Mr. Daley". Daley recounted lightly the story of 
his day's adventures which· were concerned mainly with the 
avoidance of one of his Manly creditors. In a paragraph 
under '1Bookfellowshipment", again on the same page, Stephens 
announced that Daley, "our most poetical figure" had left on 
a cruise on 1 July, and that "The Quest", Daley's verse 
published at the head of the page, 11may be presumed to be 
his thoughts on leaving Australia for first time in twenty 
years". There were several references in the verse to the 
poet's "Brunelys rr. 79 
On 23 July 1903 the Red Page carried a piece headed 
"Noffolk Island" in which the description was facetiously 
. 
interspersed with messages to Brunelys about the writer's 
~~ming. It was not signed but was obviously meant to be read 
as from Daley. On 30·July 1903, the Red Page began with 
v~rses entitled "A Sunrise Fantasy". Again there was no 
79 11Brunelys" was obvio'l:lsly a deriv~tion ~ro~ Daley's 
poem "Blanchelys" which was publ~she~ ~n A Page . 
of Verses Written for Th~ Bulletin" ~n The Bullet~n 
7 December 1901, p.l6. 
i' 
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signatur\:3, ~~td they might have been a pa:cody of Daley by 
Stephens. In them Brunelys featured s t.b.e obj9ct of the 
poet's delight. On 6 August 1903 the Red Page carried a 
11Song of Brunelys" by 11Brunelys" on which Stephens 
commented as follows in a paragraph under the heading 
''Memoranda": 
Judging by the verses in another column, 
our absent poet is getting closer to the 
Ideal of his "'1ue st - he is "burning", as 
the children say at forfeits. Apparently 
he has put himself imaginatively in the place 
of his heroine, 7.n orde :r to utter the passion 
he attributes to her. There will be a mail 
from the Solomon Islands next week, and we 
must hope for good tidings. To-day's record 
appears to have been composed at the New 
Hebrides. 
In view of the unlikelihood of regular mail deliveries from 
the South Pacific at that t .. tme, the "Song of Brunelys" might 
also have been composed by Stephens. On 13 August 1903 the 
Red Page began with the first two stanzas of an 
"Epithalamiumn, but almost ha.Lf the second stanza consisted 
of asterisks, as the writer described his delight because: 
Her, the banana on the topmost bough 
That all the gatherers missed, I gaths~ now. 
At the top of the third column on the Red Page for 13 August 
· was a drawing witho•1t caption which was a caricature 
showing a black girl in the foreground and behind her a 
frock-coated man with a large head strumming a lyre. The 
------------~---~ 
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man was obviously meant to repn~sent Daley. 8o Beneath 
the drawing at the beginning of "Memoranda", Stephens 
wrote: 
There is to hand an "Epithalamium" of 
twenty-one stanzas, representing certainly 
the finest poetical performance yet 
consummated south of the equator. Our 
favourite writer rises to heights unknown 
e.r1d unimagined before. In the face of his 
transports, those of Joannes Secundus seem 
tame and paltry. It is keenly to be 
regretted, therefore, that the poem cannot 
be printed. In the latitude of the Solomon 
Islands such a glorification of Hymen is all 
very well; but in Australia we have to 
consider N.S.W. Legislative Council. Even 
in the stanzas preserved, it has been found 
imperative to deploy asterisks. The remaining 
nineteen stanzas would be substantially all 
asterisks. 
Stephens had thus carefully built up an elaborate 
framework for the deception that Daley's voyage around the 
islands was to be a succession of sensuous delights. The 
extbrlt of I:aley' s participation in the early stages is 
impossible to discern, but by 20 August 1903 Stephens was 
quite carried away. In the third colW,mn of the Red Page, 
headed 11Bookfellow' s Funeral", Stephens introduced "the 
account of the tragedy at the Solomon Islands" with a 
paragraph beginning "The sad news communicated to-day will 
be received everywhere with profound grief. Et tu 
Brunelys! ", and he continued in this vein with a succession 
SO See Illustration No. 4. 
/ 
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of statements punctuated with. Latin tags. Stephens alleged 
that the account had been written by 11 James Harrison" who 
"appears to be established as a trader on the island of 
Choiseul". In it was detailed the arrival of "your friend" 
on the island, his reception by the natives as the long-
awaited 11Red Conqueror", and his immediate betrothal to 
the chief's daughter. Before their marriage could take 
place on the next day the island was overrun with heads of 
tribes from neighbouring islands, all wanting to present 
their daughters as brides for the Red Conqueror. After a 
great feast lasting five hours at which the ~ed Conqueror 
"made several speeches, and the natives literally hung on 
his lips", he was given his total of thirtyfour brides. 
"Harrison" related that he was then "kept under a kind of 
surveillance" because "the chiefs were afraid I might 
interfere", but he did manage to get news of the Red 
Conqueror's plight to the District Commissioner. Next 
morning "Harrison" found the Red Conqueror under a palm tree, 
and "He handed me some manuscript, with the ink still wet, 
and requested me to forward it to you. An hour later he 
breathed his last". .,Harrison" t s account concluded that 
·"At noon the Commissioner came in his launch. I gave him 
the body, embalmed by a native method which gives it all the 
appearance of life. It will be taken to Sydney in the 
Qyglau 11 • 
f 
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Daley's name was not mentioned in "Bookfellow' s 
Funeral 11 which it might hRve been possible to dismiss as 
a joke in exceedingly bad taste, or at worst as ev~dence 
of a mildly deranged imagination, had not Stephens headed 
the following column on the Red fage for 20 August 1903 
11Victor James Daley 11 and in it written a perfectly serious 
and straightforward obituary. In fact all but a few 
sentenGes of it Stephens used in the monograph he wrote on 
Daley and published in 1905 after Daley had died. 81 / 
ludicrous sidelight on the 11Red Conqueror" episode was 
Stephens' assertion in the obituary column on Daley on 
20 August 1903 that "For a man, he was curiously virginal, 
with a notable repugnance for gross thought and-expression 11 • 
After the initial shock it should have been obvious to 
Bulletin readers that Daley was still alive on 20 August 
1903 since in the:tt issue there appeared on page 35 a long 
report by him entitled nNoumea", and the following week his 
verses "Land Ahead" were published among the "Various Verses" 
on page 3 of The Bulletin. Contributions from him also soon 
Bl A.G. Stephens, Victor Dale : a Bio ra hical and 
Critical Notice Sydney, The Bulletin Newspaper 
Company, 1905). 
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began to re-appear on the Red Page.82 However, simple 
souls and careless journalists were misled. An embarrassed 
lady wrote to Stephens from the Public School at Sunny 
Corner, New South Wales, saying that she had been "convinced 
on a second reading, of the huge joke! and recognized 
Daley's own extravagance )f fancy in 'The Red Conqueror', 
and the 35 wives!" She hoped that Stephens would not be 
11mean enough" to show her original letter to Mr. Daley.83 
On the Red Page for 10 September 1903 Stephens reported 
gleefully in a paragraph under 11Memoranda 11 that Daley had 
sent him an account of his death taken from the Red Page 
and reprinted by what Stephens termed 11a most reputable 
paper", The South Australian Register, on 25 August 1903. 
Stephens closed the item with the quip that 11If he reall~; 
82 On BRP 24 September 1903 Daley in "Distinguished 
Authors" reminisced on the poverty of Australian 
authors generally and told several anecdotes of 
Marcus Clarke. On 31 December 1903 he wrote an 
article entitled "Irish" on the Irish language, and 
on 21 April 1904 Stephens introduced as "The 
Australian bachelor's soliloquy, by a jealous 
married man" some untitled amusing light verse by 
Daley. On 30 June 1904 verses by Daley, also 
untitled, beginning nwe bought a volume of 
Anacreon", headed the Red Page. 
83 Gertrude Williams, Letter to A.G. Stephens, undated, 
Papers of A.G. Stephens, vol. 3, Mitchell Library, 
MS A2299. 
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were dead, as The Register affirms, he could not be 
expected to admit it 11 • It is apparent both from Daley's 
having sent this notice to Stephens and from the letters 
he wrote to Stephens in 1904 and 190584 that the "Red 
Conqueror" episode and the obituary made no lasting 
dif~erence to their friendship. Daley also wrote amusing 
verses entitled "Wrecked Illusions, Dedicated to Louis Becke" 
which were published in The Bulletin on 17 September 1903. 
In them he reproved Becke for the romantic pictures he had 
painted of 11women brown" and hard-drinking island traders. 
The second last of the eighteen stanzas read: 
You may say in weak excuse -
Being gnawed 
By your conscience - that the loose 
Stories that you did produce 
Dealt with other isles. No uset 
You're a Fraud! 
In the circumstances it is hard to concede much likelihood 
to Norman Lindsay's accounts of Daley's rage over Stephens' 
articles.85 Even on face value his report of Daley's attempt 
to wreak physical vengeance on Stephens seems unlikely in 
84 Victor Daley, Letters to A.G. Stephe~~' Papers 
of A.G. Stephens, vol. 3, Mitchell L~brary MS A2299. 
85 The accounts appear in Norman Lindsay, Bohemians 
of the Bulletin (Sydney, Ang~s and Robertson, 1965), 
p.46 and in a letter from L~ndsay to . 
W .E.' Fitzhenry quoted in his "Some Bullet~n Books 
and Their Authors" in Mackaness and Stone, The 
Books of The Bulletin, pp. 24-25. 
---------------------
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view of the state of Dal,ey' s health at the time. However, 
whether or not the hoax was readily forgiven by the victim, 
the articles reflected no credit on Stephens and were 
evidence of an astounding lack of sensitivity, not to say 
sense, on his part. I suspect that the idea might have 
/? been suggested to him by a rumour current in London at the p 
time that Lawson was dead; on the Red Page for 16 May 1903 
Stephens had noted in a paragraph under 11Bookfellow's 
Mixture" the report of Lawson's death and an obituary by 
E.C. Buley in To-Day (London) for 25 March. Stephens' 
comment was "E.C. Buley has killed himt 11 
On the Red Page for 2 June 1904 Stephens advertised a 
series of lectures on nsymbolism in Nineteenth Century 
Literature" to be given by nc.J. Brennan, M.A., an 
occasional contributor to this page 11 • A postcard from 
Professor Francis Anderson among Stephens' papers suggests 
that Stephens played a major part in the arrangement of the 
lectures. 86 He reported on cne of them in "Bookfellow's 
Diary" on the Red Page for 4 August 1904, where the entry 
for 11Fri. , July 22 11 began: 
86 Francis Anderson, Postcard to A.G. Stephe~s, d~ted 
26 March 1904, ~ayes Collection in the Um.versJ.ty 
of Queensland LJ.brary. 
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Attended lecture on "Symbolism". A score 
of persons, male and female, scattered about 
a large hall filled with fog, through which 
darted at intervals a flash of light with 
the name of Blake, or Navalis, or Mallarme 
tacked on to it. Fixed my eyes on a lovely 
thing in (?electric blue) sitting a few 
rows away, and meditated. 
In other words Stephens was bored by Brennan's lecture. 
Later in his report he remarked 11Though this lecturer is 
n't amusing; he's a brainy chap, but the pen's his weapon". 
Musing on Brennan's lecture Stephens decided that "Lectures 
are out-of-date, a survival from the age before printing", 
which he considered 11All right for a class of students, if 
the lecturer has personal magnetism to enforce his speech 
to minds still unfamiliar· with the printed word; all right 
for subjects merely pictorial; all right for an orator. 
But when a chap attempts to give you in an hour the result 
of ye,;.\rs of reading and thinking on an abstract question, 
and every sentence requires weighing and chewing, there is 
nothing in it". Downright as this criticism was of Brennan 
as lecturer, Stephens was at least tactful enough not to 
refer to another of Brennan's shortcomings, namely his 
drinldng, which caused Stephens one notably embarrassing 
expui'ience in this period. Stephens recorded the following 
incident in a diary: 
-----------------------
' 
. 
. 
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Meeting C. Brennan ~n Power's bar, George 
St., we had several dr~nks & dined at Paris 
House. I had arranged to take Mrs. S. later 
(Sat. ~vg.) to one of Lemarets organ recitals 
at the Town Hall, & asked B. to come. He 
agreed, & telegraphed to his wife at Mosman 
that he was not returning till late. Entering 
the hall, ·at 8 o'clock, the liquor he had 
drunk took effect, and a doorkeeper recommended 
me not to take him in. I thought I could keep 
him quiet, & we sat down. - Some half hour 
later, a~ Lemare was playing on the organ a 
Wagner p~ece that B. knew, he commenced droning 
the melody with a voice gradually rising to a 
roar. I could not silence him. 
He rose from his seat & droned on from a 
closed mouth, waving his hand in time with the 
music - a red, fantastic figure, with his 
large head gorged with blood & his mouth 
emitting strange sounds. People turned & 
stared. Presently two ushers came, and 
listening to no entreaties of mine (indeed, 
entreaties were baseless, for B. would not sit 
down or be silent) they half carried, half 
dragg~d him to the vestibule. 
There he collapsed completely & lay on the 
floor. I tried to lift him; he could not walk; 
& with the assistance of an usher I might have 
got him to a cab. Unluckily he had been 
carried to the main entrance, & someone had 
sent for the police. One came, then another, 
& they dragged him, walking heavily between 
them, to the watch-house in Keat-e~ [sic] 
Clarence Street, close by. I offered a sov. 
to be allowed to put him in a cab as we passed 
the rank, but they said it was too late. 
Reaching the watch-house, he was at once 
placed in the dock before a sergeant. I 
hovered round in distress till I was told that 
if I did not cease importunity I would be 
locked up too. I offered bail, but was told. 
it was useless till he grew sober. Mrs. S. 1n 
meantime was in the Town Hall. I saw B. 
csrried to a cell, & returned to her, & sat 
the performance out. 
__________________ _._,.._ 
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• • • At, the close of the recital she went 
home a;,one, and I returned to Brennan. My 
plea a~fected the sergeant-in-charge & we 
went to see B. in the cell. He was ~houting 
uproarious. nYou see we can't let him go ' 
like that". He was allowed to put his head 
th~ough the little hatch, & we gave him a 
dr~nk of water, & I counselled him to keep 
quiet till I returned later. 
At 11 I was back, & though he was still 
far from sober the sergeant permitted me to 
take him away - on the urgency that we were 
both householders, with wives waiting, & would 
miss our "last boats" - I to Chats-vlOod per 
train, he to Mosman. We signed our names 
& were bound over to appear on Monday at the 
Central Police Court, Goulburn St., & I put 
B. into a cab & took him to Circular Quay. 
He was much better when we reached there, & 
I put him on his boat and went home. 
On Monday I went to Central P.O., & could 
not see Brennan. I hired old Vardy, who spoke 
to the clerk, & the name was mumbled merely. 
I paid 6/- fine & charges, & 10/- to Vardy -
total 16/- & went to B. office. Some hours 
later B. called, & explained that he & bis 
wife ("She acted like a trump; I told her all") 
had been in an inner room of the court, & had 
feed another solicitor & paid another fine. (The other solicitor did nothing, & of course 
two fines could not be paid) • He said "I 
have no money now". I said, "That doesn't 
matter". (He has not repaid 16/- to date 
6/10/4) I suggested in as friendly a manner 
as possible that I had heard reports that he 
was drinking too much, & that as he could not 
carry his liquor it wd. be better to stop. 
Some days later he met me in the stre~ts.& 
thanked me saying "That was good adv~ce, & I 
will act upon it". I think the incident gave 
him a shock & certainly his public conduct 
(which was being commented upon by ths clerks 
at the Library where he is employed) has be~n 
more circumspe~t since. His father was (or ~s) 
a publican in ? Surry Hills so that he has a 
dangerous heredity. 
II 
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I met Mrs. B. in the street recently (Sept. 1904) & she spoke kindly & asked me 
to dinner - seeming to impute no responsibility 
to me, as indeed is just. However, B. has 
become alienated from me, whether from shamr 
real or false or from an idea that I am 
reckle§s company & I have seen little of him 
since.87 
Ct.ephens m: ;ht have made a veiled attempt to reinforce 
-the personal advice he had offered Brennan when he wrote 
an article entitled "Writers and Alcohol" on the Red Page 
for 12 May 1904. Stephens was not convinced by the 
statistics quoted by T.P. Whitaker who had claimed in an 
article in The Contemporary Review for March 1904 that 
abstinence from alcohol promoted longevity. Stephens 
claimed however that "Physiology gives us surer ground 
Li.e. than statistics] for individual reasoning. It may be 
aoserted at once, with the reference here befitting, that 
the 't'lhole clan of brain-workers - and especially the tribe 
of writers, irritabile genus - should use alcohol as little 
as possible". There was irony in the fact that Stephens 
became estranged from Brennan to \'lhcm he had shown some 
87 A.G. Stephens, Diary, pages 80-83z Hayes Collection 
of the University of Queensland L~brary 
Although Stephens has dated the entry. "1903, Ag", 
he discloses within it that it was wr7tten on 
6 October 1904. Stephens wrote a rev~ew of 9ne of 
Lemarets recitals on BRP 16 July 1903, ~nd.s1nce 
the organist gave a series of them the ~nc1dent 
might well have taken place in August 1903. 
----------------------
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discretion and done some kindly service but not from 
Daley to whom he appeared to have given ample cause for 
irritation. 
The 11Bookfellow's Diary" which Stephens published on 
the Red Page for 4 August 1904 was interesting not only for 
the evidence of his boredom at Brennan's lecture. It 
provided a view in microcosm of Stephens' activities and 
attitudes at ths time. In the first entry dated "Wed.; 
July 20 11 , Stephens reported his unsuccessful attempt to 
obtain from a dilatory artist the design for a book cover, 
·~ for the block of which the binder was waiting. The incident 
~ 
threw some light on the pressures under which Stephens 
i'lorked as editor of The Bulletin books. The second entry, 
dated 11Thurs. , July :21", recorded the visit of the author 
of The Villainy of War,88 who wanted a Red Page review of 
his work. The author also promised to bring Stephens a 
copy of a new American magazine. Stephens prepared two 
reviei·TS, one unfavourable, one favourable, and resolved "To 
use t·lhichever the case demands". The entry disclosed 
88 There is no bibliography which lists.by title 
Australian works published at this tJ.me . However, 
it seems unlikely that The V~lla~ny of.Wa~ was an 
actual work. No such title J.S lJ.sted J.n the 
English Catalogue of Books for 1903 or 1904. 
--------------------
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boredom vvith the probably fictitious representative of 
importunate authors and an affectation of a cynical 
willingness to barter good reviews for favours received. 
The entry for "Fri. , July 22" reported his boredom at 
Brennan's lecture discussed above. In the entry for "Sat, 
July 23", th1; moralizing in "a local writer's yarn about a 
maternity home, with incidental varses" caused Stephens to 
reveal his exasperation at the hypocrisy of conventional 
moral attitudes. He abjured Red Page readers "Let us avoid 
even the appearance of cant, social or otherwise. In view 
of the birth-rate fuss, it ought to be recognised by this 
time that it's a woman's business to bear children -
··.~ }. legitimately if possible; but, anyway, to bear them". The 
entry for "Sun., July 24" revealed that he 11Read Truth and 
the Phaedo". The juxtapositi·on of John Norton's Sunday 
scandal-sheetB9 and a classic of Greek literature made a 
89 Stephens had already defended Truth on.the R~d Page 
for 16 May 1903, describing as "not qu~te fa~r" 
11G. C. W. "' s epigram: 
Truth is John Norton's honoured wife, 
And that her garb be decent, - see 
How ~very Sunday of his life. 
He clothes with mud her nud~ty. 
Stephens added that "Norton's paper i~ a useful 
vehicle for a great deal of matter wh~ch t~e 
'respectable' press will not carry? and wh~le so 
many people believe that her wall ~s ~.go?d place 
to drown Truth in one must not compla~n ~f when 
she is lugged out'she drips and looks muddy" • 
----------------~----
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nice contrast between the philistine and the intellectual 
in Stephens, as he no doubt intended that it should. For 
"Men., July 25" Stephens reported that a 1 :>cal painter 
brought him his problems in being pursued by the daughters 
" of several landladies, and that they also gossiped about 
Julian Ashton, who appeared as "J--- A,----" The 
( visit left· Stephens musing that "local painters see everything 
with a singl'e I''. This entry is a reminder of the time and 
space which Stephens devoted to the discussions of art and 
--------------~---
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the problems of artists in the period being studied.90 The 
entry for "Tues., July 26" saw the return of the author of 
90 Stephens was perforce as editor of Bulletin 
publications much involved with art and artists in 
1903 and 1904. He prepared for publication 
Phil May in Australia. (Sydney, The Bulletin 
Newspaper Company, 1904), and On the Hop! a 
Selection from the Australian Drawi s of 
Livin stone Ho kins 11Ho " of "The Bulletin") 
Sydney, The Bulletin Newspaper Company, 1904). 
In 1903 he prepar~d two catalogues of Phil May's 
drawings to accompany exhibitions in Sydney and 
Melbourne (see Mackaness and Stone, The Books of 
The Bulletin pages 72-73), and in 1904 he also 
put out the first three series of "The Bulletin 
Postcards". 
Stephens alQo voluntarily involved himself in the 
controversy over the control of art education in 
New South Wales. He los·t no time after his return 
from Europe in entering it. He gave an account of 
the current situation on 3 January 1903~ 
Thereafter he made many passing references to it 
on the Red Page and on 6 October 1904 he published 
a long article called "Voices Crying from the 
Desert". He then embarked on a series of "Letters 
to a Minister of Instruction" which he headed 
"Complete Letter-Writer" and numbered in a 
sequence which began with "XC 11 on 13 October, and 
continued with XCI on 20 October and XCII on 
27 October 1904. On 22 December 1904 he wrote an 
article called "Currency" in which he reported the 
representations made to the State Parliament by 
the Ne~r South Wales Art Students League, requesting 
a national art school. Stephens criticized 
Australian pictorial artists for their lack of 
singlemindedness in the pursuit of excellence (for 
example, BRP, 9 May 1903} a~d for their tendency 
to offer the Australian env~ronment as excuse for 
their shortcomings (for example, BRP, B October 
1903). In other words, Stephens wa~ as dissat~sfied 
with Australian artis~~ as he was ~th Austral~an 
authors and .for .... he same general reasons. 
I. 
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The v:_llainy of War with the promised magazine which 
Stephens found "familiar and worthless", ar:d he therefore 
resolved to use the unfavourable review. The final entry 
for "Wed., July 27" recorded the visit of a London 
journalist and Stephens' resolve to 11Be a father to him". 
No doubt the "Bookfellow's Diary" was carefully posed 
and the incidents reported not haphazardly chosen. Their 
interest is therefore heightened rather than lessened since 
obviously they offer in sum the clues for the self-portrait 
which Stephens wanted his readers to see: the portrait of 
the critic as busy man of affairs, his time taken up by 
importunate unknown authors and improvident unreliable 
artists, a little bored with established writers, exasperated 
by loc'al parochialism, but kindly to newcomers withal. 
The air of bored condescension which pervaded the 
11Bookfellow's Diary" appeared also in Stephens' attitude 
towards attempts being made to create a literary milieu in 
[" Melbourne. On 16 May 1903 under the heading "Newly Published" 
he reviewed H.G. Turner's The Aims and Objects of a 
Literature Societ~91. Stephens wrote: 
91 H.G. Turner, The Aims and Objects ?f a Literature 
Societx Australian Literature Soc~ety Pamph}let 
No. 3 (Melbourne, Echo Publishing Co., 1903 • 
0 
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H.G. Turner, as most people know has waved 
a useful flag in front of the lo~al literary 
bat~l~; but he was born too early to 
a~s~m~late.mode~n notions of literature, and 
~~s enthus~as~ ~s more admirable than his 
J~dgment. St~ll: a pleasant little paper, 
w~th a plethora of loose expressions. One 
sentence flashes out as a motto for the 
schism-rent "Australian Literature Society" 
if it want a motto - ' 
We •.• like to get together and talk 
especially about things we are not v~~ 
familiar with. · 
The more you study that sentence, in regard to 
H.G. Turner, and in regard to 11The Aust. Lit. 
Society", and in regard to Australia, the more 
you will find in it. 
Anticipating that objections would be made to these remarks, 
Stephens continued: 
And ..• "conscience" (the instinct of order, 
the instinct of justice) rises and asks, Is 
that i'air? Is that just? What is there on the 
o~her side, with paraphernalia and propaganda 
and a set of polished ideals. Their whoop 
for Brallaghan will balance any outcry on 
behalf of OtCallaghan. By all means let them 
whoop. There is n't much i~ literary societies 
of dilettanti: they play prettily and create 
nothing - not even standards. The Melb. 
society is better than its class: it gives us 
pamphlets, and the pamphlets are readable. And 
as a focus for scattered aims, an advertisement 
for current literature, a spur to the purchasing 
public, it has a claim upon affection. The 
working tribe of Australian writers wants as 
much encouragement and advertisement as - as it 
deserves. Even H.G. Turner does not always 
praise all the wrong people. So~etimes you ca~ 
see him doubting if Art really d~d stop sh?rt ~n 
tl.;e cultivated court of tha Empress Joseph~ne, 
or thereabouts. 
On 2 May 1903 Stephens dismissed the aspirations to greatness 
of a Melbourne poet when in "Notes and _ 11 he wrote 
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simply that "Some Verses by Frank Wilmot (The Microbe Press, 
Melb. 6d. ) were not worth the pains of printing". It 
could be pointed out that both these attacks were, like 
"Creeping Up", the article on the Red Page for 31 January 
1903 about the first two pamphlets of the Australian 
Literature Society, written in the period of Stephens' 
excessive egotism in ·che six months immediately following 
his return from Europe. However Stephens clearly paid no 
heed to the warning given him by Louis Esson in a letter' in 
1902 that "I may say that in certain quarters, not so very 
far distant from the University Wilson Hall, you are 
decidedly unpopular. I have had many an argument at the 
!Shop', regarding the R. Page. This is meant to be taken 
as a compliment for there is even less literature at the 
University than anywhere else". 92 
Yet self-satisfaction did not always insulate Stephens 
from reality. On 1 August 1904 The Bulletin published a 
collection of Stephens' writing, The Red Pagan, 93 and a 
92 Louis Esson, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 22 February 
1902 Letters to and Stories by A.G. Stephens 
1892:1922, Mitchell Library MS Al926. 
93 A.G. Stephens, The Red Pagan {Sydney, The Bulletin 
Newspaper Company, 1904). 
----~--------_._.__ 
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note on the verso of the title page announced that "The 
greater part of the contents is reprinted, with some 
alteration, from 'The Red Page' of 'The Bulletin'". 
Stephens made an entry in a diary on 1 August 1904 which 
began "Published The Red Pagan, 1st month's sales abt 200 
copies. Abt 200 more sent for review. A good deal of 
hostility among incompetent authors. The B. erwity 
transferred to me, & I've earned a good deal on my own a/c". 94 
Despite this consciousness of accumulated hostility 
expressed in August 1904, Stephens was soon to earn more by 
his inability either to curb his imagination or to refrain 
from exercising his talent as a parodist. His article "The 
Ghost" occupied the whole of the Red Page for 8 December 
1904. It described an imaginary visitor to his office in 
the person of "a small neat colourless man with vague 
features, a slight moustache, and a deprecating air of being 
nobody in particular". However Stephens' fantasy soon 
revealed that t~1·1 s nondescript figure was indeed the author 
of "Steele Rudd"' s, Henry Lawson's and Edward Dyson's 
stories. He laid claim to "A Golden Shanty",'~~ and parodies 
94 A.G. Stephens, Diary, p.80. Hayes Collection of 
the University of Queensland Library. 
95 Edward Dyso.n t s story "A Golden Shanty" w~s the 
title-story in A Golden Shanty: Austral1an 
Stories and Sketches in Prose and Vers~ b 
"Bulletin" Writers ydney, The Bullet,1n Newspaper 
Dompany, 1890) . 
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of the styles of A.B. Davis and Henry Lawson were offered 
as proof of his ownership of their stories. Stephens 
entitled the parody of Davis "Death of a Hero", and it 
extended over more than one column; Lawson's manner was 
caricatured in a paragraph. The imaginary visitor explained 
of Lawson that "The young man whom I employed under that 
name took to writing on his own account and mixed the style. 
I was forced to dispense with him 11 • Stephens came at last 
to publish "Bill's Idee", an overworked attempt at a prose 
sketch of working-class humour, which Stephens alleged 
the imaginary visitor had offered to him to be published 
under his name. Presumably the publication of "Bill's 
Idee" was Stephens' real purpose in this otherwise pointless 
excursion into fantasy. 
Another entry in Stephens' diary indicated that though 
The Red Pagan was dedicated to J.F. Archibald, co-founder, 
part-owner and, until 1903, editor of The Bulletin, 
Stephens did not enjoy friendly relationships with 
\'l illiam Macleod , the paper' s business manager. In fact 
by the end of 1904 his connection with The Bulletin had 
rea'.:hed a crisis point. In his diary there is an entry 
dated 12 January 1905, evidently written up after the event, 
which recorded an interview he had sought with Archibald 
! il 
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and Macleod seeking reassurance of his future security.96 
Stephens summed up the interview as "in effect a statement 
by Macleod that there was no sentimental bond between us, 
but purely a commercial one; and- inferentially that I had 
nothing to look for from him, & that he had already faced & 
met the contingency of my dismissal or resignation. This 
is in line with his refusal - when I went to England - to 
make an engagement for a term of years on my return". 
Stephens' account continued that 11In the afternoon I saw 
Macleod again - said I had decided to stay on. He said -
'I'm glad. to hear it' & was apparently cordial. I judge 
Arch. had talked to him meanwhile & urged my retention if 
possible". 
Other entries in Stephens' diary in this period late in 
1904 and early in 1905 show that he felt underpaid and 
lacking in status on The Bulletin and ill at ease with 
Macleod. Macleod he summed up as "a small-brained rather 
narrow man, not bad-natured, inclined to be generous 'as 
long as it doesn't hurt himself', fond of approbation & 
96 A.G. Stephens, Diary entry dated 12 January 1905, 
p.88. Hayes Uollection. The date of the 
interview remains obscure. Later on p.93 of the 
diary in the entry for 1 February 1905 Ste~hens 
rewrote his account of it, with added ~etakls: 
This re-writing indicates that he cons1dered kt a 
significant event in his career. 
\ 
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flattery. He likes crawlers & abets tale-tellers".97 
r Stephens was therefore by the end of 1904 estranged 
t not only from authors he had criticized and academics he 
I I had ridiculed, but from the most powerful figure on The 
i 
Bulletin itself. 'Ihe reason..: in all cases were as much 
personal as professional. On the face of it The ~ulletin 
management had little cause for dissatisfaction with his 
services. Earlier Bulletin books must have been selling 
( steadily. In "Notes and -" on the Red Page on 2 May 
1903 Stephens announced declaration of the first dividend 
of £1 per recitation for contributors to The Bulletin 
Reciter98 and on 17 December 1903 he also announced on the 
Red Page the first dividend of ll/6d. per share for 
contributors to The Bulletin Story Book.99 In 1903 and 
1904 Stephens had edi'ted twelve publications for The 
Bulletin, 100 so that his diligence at least could hardly 
97 A.G. Stephens, Diary, p.94. Hayes Collection of 
the University of Queensland Library. 
98 The Bulletin Reciter: A Collection of Verses for 
Recitatio1-' from "The Bulletin" (Sydney, The 
Bulletin Newspaper Company, 1901) • 
99 The Bulletin Story Book: A Selection of Stories 
and Literary Sketches from 11The Bulletin" (Sydney, 
The Bulletin Newspaper Company, 1901). 
100 See George Mackaness and Walter W. Stone, The 
Books of The Bulletin 1880-19 2: An Annotated 
liibliography Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1955), 
pp. 69-77. 
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have been in question. That the Red Page cont::.nued to 
enjoy a large following was indicated by the number of 
correspondents to it and by their readiness to participate 
in competitions and discussion. Furthermore though 
Stephens professed himself in the autumn of his discontent 
with contemporary Australian writing, he included in the 
Red Page between December 1902 and December 1904 much 
interesting reminiscence of earlier authors and journalists, 
as well as of Australian life generally. A contribution by 
11M.B. 11 on the Red Page for 18 August 1904 began discussion 
of the events of Marcus Clarke t s life. "Old Adullamite 11 
questior>ad the data on 1 September, and 11M.B. 11 replied to 
him on 22 September. The focus of the discussion moved to 
Clarke's sources and after "1'. F .M. 11 ' s contribution on 
20 October under the heading "Marcus Clarke's Sources", 
Stephens summed up sensibly that Clarke's sources were the 
convict records which were available to all but "No one else 
has had the talent to sift the wheat from the chaff, or to 
create a rival to the book which in our small local ~ray and 
degree is a masterpiece". Frank Morton was a frequent Red 
Page contributor in this period. He wrote a series of 
articles entitled "Three Founders" on 22 September, 
13 October and 20 october 1904 on the newspaper entrepreneurs, 
John Fairfax, Edward Wilson and David Syme. Morton also 
Cj 
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wrl>te well about Rolf Boldrewood on the Red Page for 
1 Decamber 1904. Stephens himself on 16 May 1903 
published with commentary several of Brunton Stephens' 
letters to him under the heading 11J.B. Stephens: Some 
Letters", and on 28 April 1904 Stephens presented a column 
on Peter Airey, who had contributed often to The Bulletin 
as 11 P. Luftig" and who had just been appointed Minister for 
r-Iines in Queensland. Stephens headed his article "M.M.M. ", 
suggesting that Airey should have been Minister for Mines 
and Muses. On 10 January 1903 Stephens devoted two 
columns of the Red Page to a discussion of James Bonwick's 
An Octogenarian's ReminiscenceslOl and on 28 April 1904. 
he reprinted a column of extracts from W'illiam Craig's 
My Adventures on the Australian Goldfields102 under the 
heading "An Evening in Old Bendigo". 
The Red Page between December 1902 and December 1904 was 
not lacking in wit. Occasional lapses into sentimentality 
like James Hebblethwaite's verse103 and nc.r.I.A."'s prose 
101 · R • • s James Bonwick, An Octogenar~an's em~n~sce~ 
(London, James Nichols, 1902). 
102 t·Jilliam Craig, My Adventures on the Australi,ill! 
Goldfields {Lonaon, Cassell, 1903). 
103 Stephens published Hebblethwaite's "A Psalm of 
Life and Death" in three parts on BRP 23 July 1 1903 6 August 1903 and 20 August 1903. In al 
it o~cupied more than four columns. 
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sketches,_ "Bush Township Children", on 9 June 1904, were 
redeemed by amusing contributions like "Junius Junor"' s 
suggestions on how Australian poets could secure markets 
in 11The Poets' Corner" on 7 February 1903 and by Stephens' 
scorn of the inflated claims and advertising devices of the 
Encycloapedia Britannica in a paragraph on 22 September 1904. 
Stephens' lively wit was also obvious in occasional thrusts 
at bad books. He remarked in 11Received 11 on 10 September 
1903, for example, apropos Hume Nisbet's Mistletoe Manor104 
that 11He draws very well for an amateur, and he writes v-ary 
badly for a professional". 
Apart from Edmond's intervention on 10 December 1903 
to express his disagreement with Stephens' views on 
immigration and irrigation, there was nothing to indicate 
The Bulletin management's dissatisfaction with either the 
content or the tone of the Red Page. Stephens dedicated 
Tho Red Pagan to Archibald, and Macleod must also have 
acquieoced in the publication of that collection of 
Gtophens' work. Furthermore in this period Stephens was 
ti'lice allowed to extend his empire within The Bulletin· 
On 25 April and 2 May 1903 the Red Page was continued on 
tho inside back cover of the magazine, with the heading 
11Tho Other Red Page". Again, any references Stephens made 
104 Hume Nisbet, Mistletoe Manor (London, Long, 1902 ) • 
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on the Red Page to The Bulletin as a whole expressed pride 
in its superiority to the rest of the Australian press. 
One example occurred on the Red Page for 14 March 1903 in 
the passage quoted on page above. It is therefore 
difficult to ascribe Stephens' problems with his employers 
to any cause other than his ineptitude in getting along with 
people. 
Another puzzling feature of the Red Page in this period 
was its dearth of illustration. The Bulletin had entered a 
period of brilliance in the quality of its black and white 
art. The work of Norman Lindsay, D.H. Souter and Alf Vincent 
\'las outstanding. Yet none of their work appeared on the 
Red Page between December 1902 and December 1904, and the 
fe'\'l illustrations which appeared there were undistinguished. 
In fact one reproduction, "The Kiss" by 11Cappiello", which 
appeared on 8 October 1903, Edward Dyson described to 
· l05 Th . ht Stephens accurately as "emasculate rubbJ.sh". ere mJ.g 
i·tell have been elements of truth in Norman Lindsay's later 
reminiscences of the difficulties of working as an 
illuctrator for Stephens whom he alleged "was infected by 
tho editorial illusion that a drawing could be sub-edited on 
105 Edward Dyson, Letter to A.G. Stephens, 8 9ctober 
1903. PapGrs of A.G. Stephens, vol. 3, MJ.tchell 
Library MS A2299. 
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be an area in which Stephens' personality tended to cut 
him off from some of the most talented people in his 
·' environment. 
The major problem facing the student of Stephens' work 
on the Red Page at the end of 1904 is whether his discontent 
was forced upon him by his environment or whether it was 
created and sustained by qualities within himself. There 
was a lack of good contemporary writing to challenge him, 
and he '\'las aware of the petty jealousy and animosity of 
inf~rior vtriters who resented his criticism. However he had 
alco adopted a critical stance alternatively overbearing and 
conjescending, and his quirks of philosophy and his 
8gccentricities of opinion had robbed him of communication 
vdth the best minds in his environment. Perhaps most 
acsiotance in the solution of this problem is to be obtained 
from an article he wrote on the Red Page for 24 March 1904 
't·thich revealed on the one hand his difficulties and 
shortcomings and on the other his conception of the critic's 
role. 
Stephens' article was prompted by an article by 
r,rax Beerbohm entitled "The Critic as Pariah" in The 
l06 Norman Lindsay "Recollections of A.G.S." in 
Mackaness and Stone, The B~vks of the Bulletin, 
p. 37. 
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Saturday Review. Having first quoted the scorn of critics 
expressed by Hippocrates in De Arte, Stephens claimed that 
"bantering Beerbohm, professing to probe the hatred of the 
criticised for the critics, merely lantJes the surface of 
dislike.". Stephens then commenced his own probing and he 
wrote: 
That dislike is in large part due to the 
critic's perennial attitude of superiority: 
11Confound his impudence!" is the natural 
reaction. But resentment is here a confession 
of inferiority: the really superior artist 
is too sure of his worth to pay attention 
to attitudes; him criticism does not disturb, 
for he cannot be patronised or contemned. 
It is the inferior artist, with his 
knowledge or suspicion that the critic may 
be right, who is angry with his assailant. 
Maybe he does well to be angry; but anger is 
none the less a sign that he has done badly. 
If he were truly mastiff, and the critic 
were truly barking cur, he would not merely 
affect the mastiff's noble indifference. 
Stephens would not accept Beerbohm's statement that the 
critic was "wound up from the outside"; he asked "But 
where, dear Art t is the creator who is not wound up from 
the outside?" Again he asked rhetorically "is not the 
whole literary tribe a tribe of parasites upon the actors 
and makers of the world?" Ai'ter comparing English 
criticism unfavourably with that produced in France, 
Stephens expressed his views on the nature of criticism 
lucidly and logically, with a physiological analogy for 
---------------~ 
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once apt, in the following passage: 
Criticism is not a matter of finding flaws 
or even of stating merits. It is not 
m~rely a business of labels and classifica-
t1on3 though the most impressionistic critic 
cannot avoid some implicit classification. 
Then what is criticism? Well, cutting the 
knots of the schools, we may say that it 
stands for an original reaction from Art just 
as Art is an original reaction from Natu~e. 
(In the wide:r· sense, of course, Nature 
comprehends Art, and Art comprehends criticism.) 
And just as painting depends for its value 
upon the personality of the painter, so 
criticism depends for its value upon the 
personality of the critic. His work is 
creative if he has power to make it so; his 
rtarting point is merely a musician's keynote, 
from which the harmonies of all the world 
may spring. Yet the impression is not all, 
and Brunetiere is not all wrong in his 
endeavour to make criticism an exact science. 
For the critic is controller: he sets bounds 
to the inevitable banks through which the 
current of art must flow, Realise how much 
one owes physically to the faculties of 
balance and orientation. Were it not for the 
regular tension of the spinal muscles 
maintained by the cerebellum and its 
connections, we could not hold ourselves 
upright or hold ourselves in a given place. 
Amid uncoordinated theories criticism comes 
similarly as governor and director - art's 
cerebellum. Ignorance replies that the man 
with the power to do a good thing just goes 
and does it. But no. Every artist is first 
a critic. He reasons upon what he ha~ seen; 
consciously or unconsciously he assoc1ates 
memory with memory; and then, up?n the. 
vantage of his criticisms, he bu1lds h1s work. 
Critic-artist's analysis, artist-critic's. 
synthesis, constitute the rhythm of creat1on. 
Evidence for the validity of Stephens' insistence on 
the personality of the critic as a determinant of the 
0 
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quality of hi..J .. urk mi.ght be gathered from his writings 
on the Red Page between December 1902 and December 1904. 
His own personality had been shaped largely by self-
education in a parochial eL~ironment. In that environment 
he was distracted from the pursuit of literary ends by a 
paucity of stimulating writing as well as by a patriot's 
concern for his country and a journalist's pursuit of 
news-worthy copy. Discontented with his standing as with 
the achievements of the artists he criticized~ Stephens 
lacked the qualities of mind and of temperament which would 
have allowed him to rise above conflicts of personality to 
the formulation of a consecutive theory of criticism 
capable of reconciling his own uncoordinated theories. 
By the end of 1904 it was obvious that Stephens no 
longer felt as secure as editor of the Red Page as he had 
formerly and that his truce with The Bulletin management 
was unlikely to result in his being content for much 
longer to remain their employee. 
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Chapter Eight 
"Letters Must Breed Life": 
The Red Page from January 1905 to October 1906 
To the end of his editorship of the Red Page Stephens 
doggedly pursued his ideal of a distinctive Australian 
- literature. Whatever his difficulties with The Bulletin 
management, of which the decline in publication of Bulletin 
books might have been a symptoml, no hint of personal 
discontent with his situation seeped into his Red Page 
writings. In 1905 he conducted a vigorous campaign aimed 
at ensuring the enactment by the Federal Parliament of a 
~atisfactory law on copyright. His articles and comment 
on the subject were frequent and forceful2 . As he 
1 There were in 1905 only three Bulletin publications: 
Stephens' Victor Daley, On the Trail of the Trust 
which Mackaness and Stone describe as 11A series of 
articles dealing with the Internationa: Harvester 
Co.", and the reprint of a chapter from Richard Jebb 's 
Studies in Colonial Nationalism entitled "The 
Bullet,in": Richard Jebb's Criticisms. In-r-906 there 
were no publications. See Mackaness and Stone, 
The Books of The Bulletin, pp.?B-79· 
2 On the Red Page for 4 May 1905 Stephens announced 
that a copyright bill was being drafted, and 
substantial articles on copyright appeared on 
31 August 1905, 21 September 1905, 28 September.l905, 
19 October 1905 and 2o October 1905; Shorter p1eces 
covering from one to a few paragraphs appeared on 
5 October 1905, 12 October 1905, 2 November 1905. 1 and 16 November 1905. On the Red Page for 5 Apr1 
1906 Stephens inquired tersely why the Act had not 
0 
been proclaimed. 
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remarked on the Red Page for 12 October 1905 at the 
head of a column headed "Copyright 11 , "This has become a 
permanent subject, apparently. Because it is important"· 
Stephens made no secret of the fact that the importance 
of copyright was closely associated with his nati0nalistic 
fervour. On the Red Page for 24 August 1905 he quoted an 
overseas report of the concern of some Hungarian citizens 
that patriotism was declining among their youth because 
their government's failure to subscribe to the Berne 
Convention~ on Copyright had led to the flooding of the 
country with pirated foreign literature.3 Stephens' 
comment was that "Australia is in the same case • While 
this country continues to borrow its literature from 
Britain, the emergence of a patriotic national spirit will 
always tend to be thwarted or delayed". 
Since the Copyright Law passed in Australia in 1905 was 
based on the British and not the Canadian model as Stephens 
had urged, his campaign was not a notable political success. 
Its significance for this study lies rather in the evidence 
it provided of Stephens' unwavering devotion to the ideal 
of Australian nationhood and his belief that a distinctive 
Australian literature had to exist in order for Australia to 
attain that ideal. His copyright campaign also showed that 
3 The report was quoted from an article in the 
N.A. Review by G.H. Thring. 
"  
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Stephens was capable of analysis in depth as well as of 
persuasive argument. The most notable evidence 1·/as his 
article entitled "Copyright 11 which occupied the whole of 
the Red Page on 28 September 1905 in which he gave a 
detailed comparison of the provisions of the Australian and o 
Canadian laws. 
Stephens' patriotism was expressed in many contexts on 
the Red Page in 1905 and 1906. In an article on 16 February 
1905 he firmly rejected a suggestion by The Age newspaper 
that Federation had proved an expensive failure. Stephens 
asked: 
How can Australian Federation be expensive? 
or a failure? Was it not the cheapest 
national union that ever was purchased? -
bought not with the price of blood, but at 
the easy cost of a few speeches, half-a-dozen 
bottlesful of fervid ink. How possibly can 
that be a failure which embodies a national 
hope, cements a national union, and gives to 
six petty States, representatives.of one 
race in one country, a common bas~s of defence, 
a common goal for aspiration. If all the 
revenues of all the States were squandered 
for a dozen years, or fifty years, what . 
difference would that make to the essent~al 
virtue of Federation? 
~loreover Stephens warned his readers 11In grumbling at the 
long bills of Federation, let us remember that it will be 
a buckler for our children's backs at Armageddon"· Stephens 
persisted in his belief not only that Australia would have 
\ 
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to fight for its survival but that its opponents at 
Armageddon would be Asians and that the Japanese were at 
once the most likely and the most formidable foe. In 
11Three Points of View", an article in which he reviewed 
K. Asakawa's The Russo-Japanese Conflict4 on the Red Page 
for 24 August 1905, Stephens wrote a justification of the 
White Australia Policy quite captivating in its naivete: 
Since Japan must expand, we want her to 
expand in Asia, not in Australasia. It is 
true that the greater her expansion, the 
more formidable will be her menace to this 
country. In 50 years of unimpeded progress 
she may have nearly 100 millions of 
population; and apparently the Chinese and 
Koreans cannot be squeezed much closer. But 
the menace of her impeded expansion is much 
more formidable here and now. ~Vhat is quite 
clear is that Britain must not be permitted 
to break down the White Australia policy in 
favour of Japan. As North Queensland knows, 
the Japanese are industrially the most 
dangerous competitors of al~ the coloured 
races. The Kanaka is tractable; the Chinaman 
is manageable; but the Jap wants to own the 
country, and shows fight if hindered. 
There is no need for exclusion to be 
offensive. Britain can tell Japan wha~ is in 
some ways quite true, that the Austral~ans are 
an inferior race who must be shelter~d from 
the superior Jap if they are to surv~ve. . 
Put that way, there is no ground for compla~nt. 
The only amelioration in Stephens' attitudes towards 
the "coloured races" was the notable change in his Red Page 
4 K. Asakawa, The Russo-Japanese Conflict (London, 
Constable, 1904). 
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writings in 1905 and 1906 about Australia's Aborigines. 
In "The Bad Westralian Nigger" on 9 March 1905 he savagely 
sat.irized the reactions of Mr Francis Connor, a member of 
Parliament for the Kimberley district, to a report made by 
Dr Roth on the condition of Aborigines in Western Australia5. 
Roth's report brought a reaction from the Russian 
publication, Novoe Vremye, and on the Red Page for 18 May 
1905 Stephens quoted a translation of the Russian 
criticisms which had appeared in St James's Budget. 
Stephens had obviously been impressed by the warm praise 
Tom Petrie accorded Queensland Aborigines for their 
trustworthiness and kindness in his Reminiscences6• Stephens 
did not review Petrie's book until .30 March 1905, but in 
"The Bad Westralian Nigger" on 9 March he quoted a long 
extract with anecdotes illustrating the virtues of the 
Queensland Aborigine. Stephens followed up the quotation 
with biting sar~asm: 
5 Western Australia. Royal Commission on the 
Condition of the Natives. Report by W.E. Roth. 
Minutes and Votes and Proceedings of the 5th 
Parliament, 2nd Session, 1905, vol. 1, Paper no. 5. 
6 Tom Petrie, Reminiscences 
Recorded by is Daughter 
Ferguson, 1904). 
. . . 
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The Westralian black is not like tha·;, 
He doe~ notr return good for good, and evil 
for ev~l. rhe Northwestern squatters are 
w~ong to treat him.as kindly as they do; 
k~ndness makes no ~mpression on his black 
heart: The best t~ing is to get rid of him 
as qu~ckly as poss~ble. As American slave-
owners used to say, "the only good nigger is 
a dead nigger". While he can be used 7 he 
may be used under a suitable term of 
in~entures - say 99 years - with some good 
st~ff clauses t~at will constitute an employer 
his own tribunal of justice, and permit the 
nigger to be flogged, maimed or killed at an 
employer's discretion, like the wild animal 
he is. Talk of charity is monstrous. Talk 
of Christianity is ridiculous. Talk of 
setting apart areas of land as reserves where 
the aboriginal can live out his days without 
white interference is the greatest piece of' 
moonshine that was ever spun by Easterners, 
who know nothing about the matter. 
Dr Roth's report should be smothered and 
shelved as quickly as possible. It was a 
mistake ever to obtain it. If a report is 
wanted, the proper body to furnish it is a 
committee of Northwestern squatters, under the 
chairmanship of Mr. Francis Connor. They know 
more than anyone else about the matter. The~ 
know what to put in a report, ~nd what to om~t. 
Nexb to the aboriginals, who do not count, 
they are the persons most interested. One is 
quite confident that their re~o~t would show. 
that for the Westralian abor~g~nal, everyth~ng 
is f~r the best, and a lot better than he 
deserves. And, as the natural protest against 
Dr. Roth's report shows, that is the report 
that was wanted. 
Stephens chose to lay the blame £or white Australians' 
bad treatment of and attitudes to Aborigines on their 
British heritage. On the Red Page for 6 April 1905 in 
"Australian and Briton", he deplored the calumnies in 
~ 
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descriptions of the Aborigines as the "lowest race on 
earth" in school text-books. 7 Stephens asserted of the 
Aborigine that "The prejudice against him is a British 
prejudice entirely•·?, and he }J-~~.inted a romanticized picture 
of Aboriginal happiness before the coming of the white man. 
He \'!rote : 
Civilisation is not synonymous with felicity. 
The condition and character of the early 
Australian, and of the Australian today in 
districts where the British have not 
intruded, are almost certainly better -
more to be desired and more to be imitated -
than those of thousands of dwellers in the slums 
of British cities. The Australian is natut•ally 
generous and affectionate, gallant and gay. 
In the early days his life was a perpetual 
picnic. The land gave him food bountifUlly: 
to hunt and fish was a pleasure: climate and 
environment alike were beneficent..; and the 
Australian prospered. Like Paddy McGee, he 
was always free and hearty. There \'las no 
happier race than his under the nourishing 
sun. 
Even Aboriginal cannibalism was to be preferred to British 
industrial society, as Stephens explained that "To be sure • 
the Australian was only an accidental or occasional 
cannibal: his offence was a very little one. He was not 
a monstrous cannibal like the British industrial system, 
devouring the flesh and blood of a hundred thousand victims. 
7 Stephens cited "Hughes's Class-Book of Modern 
Geography 1902 ed." 
0 
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But 'wholesale' is 'respectable', and 'retail' is 
'degraded'"· As a policy for the future Stephens advocated 
a sort of benevolent and quite impractical apartheid. He 
claimed that "British vice and disease have destroyed 
probably more than half of the aboriginal race; and it seems 
a fair thing to give the rest a chance to live and die 
quietly. There is no 'problem' to solve. If the blacks are 
to live on, they must be kept entirely apart frem the whites. 
Difficulty arises only at points of contact between the 
aboriginal race and other races". Stephens' comments on 
Aborigines in 1905 and 1906 always laid stress on his two 
contentions that the Aborigines had been idyllically happy 
before the coming of the white man, and that the white man's 
misdeeds were inevitable consequences of his British 
background. So on 13 April 1905 Stephens commented on a 
Saturday Review article critical of the Aborigin(·s' failure 
to develop a settled way of life that 11when a whole race 
es~aped from the burden of British civilisation, the Briton 
shakes his wise head and conuniserates - the other fellow!" 
, Again in "Aboriginally Speaking" on the Red Page for 29 March 
c 1906 Stephens was angered by what he termed the "preliminary 
patronage" of Andrew Lang's preface to Mrs. Langloh Parker's 
The Euahlayi Tribes. Stephens resented the patronage 
8 Mrs Langloh Parker, The Euahlayi Tribe (London, 
Constable , 190 5) • 
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because he considered that the Australian Aborigines 
"lived in a blessed condit1on which three-fourths of 
Europeans waste their lives endeavouring to secure", and 
that "If ever there existed a Golden Age on earth, it 
existed in Australia before the whites came". His last Red 
Page comment on the subject was very much in keeping with 
his new attitude to Australia's original inhabitants. On 
11 October 1906 in "Central Australia", his review of 
J. \•l. Gregory's The Dead Heart of Australia9, Stephent 
exulted that 110f the aboriginals Prof. Gregory can 
scarcely speak too highly. The S1_~perstition of degradation 
finds no support in him. He refers to the repetition of 
the original blunder as 'wild misrepresentation'". 
In view of his new-found romantic enthusiasm for the 
Aborigines, it was not surprising that Stephens found 
r.1:rs Gunn' s Little Black Prince ss10 to his liking. He used 
tht; heading "A Book of Gay Blackfellows 11 for his review of 
it on the Red Page for 11 January 1906. Stephens considered 
I<Irc Gunn' s idealized picture of Aboriginal life on an 
outback station "a bright and charming narrative", and he 
concluded that "No a.uthor gives a more vivid or attractive 
9 J. T:l. Gregory The Dead Heart of Austral~ (London, 
Murray, 1905} • · 
10 Mrs Aeneas Gunn, The Little Black Princess (London, 
De La More Press, 190$). 
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glimpse of aboriginal life and character". 
Apart from the notable modification in his attitudes 
to Aborigines, Stephens evinced only subtle changes of 
approach in his conduct of the Red Page in 1905 and 1906. 
Though thepe were a number of articles by contributors and 
a number of competitions, readers shared somewhat less in 
the making of the Red Page than they had formerly. However 
Stephens derived much of his material from current issues 
of English, and occasionally of American periodicals. There 
\'l.are few Red Pages between January 1905 and October 1906 
\·rithout at least one column of news, quotation and anecdote 
derived from these sources. Often his reviews of new books 
also consisted largely of quotation. On 28 December 1905 
under the heading "Sportive Scholarship" in his review of 
Hugh Platt's Byways in the Olassics11 , Stephens remarked 
that "We have excerpted shamelessly". This admission could 
have been applied to many of his reviews in this period. 
Yet Stephens always excerpted skilfully, and realization 
that the Red Page in 1905 and 1906 was more carefully 
contrived than it had been previously is derived not so much 
from immediate impressions as from recognition of a number 
11 Hugh Platt, Byways in the Classics (Oxford, 
Bla~kwell, 1~05). 
! 
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of minor changes in editorial policy. For example in this 
period Stephens became a more careful bibliographer. 
Contrary to his previous practice, he cited the place of 
publication, publisher and price of almost every item he 
reviewed. He also adopted a consistent policy of signing 
every Page with his initials, 11A. G. S. 11 , even on those few 
occasions when his own contribution was insignificant. 
This again was a departure from his previous practice.12 
Study of the format of the Red Page from January 1905 
to October 1906 also reveals that Stephens made efforts to 
tailor his matter to fit columns exac.tly so as to have 
headings appear at beginnings of columns. To achieve this he 
sometimes used single paragraphs as fillers at the end of 
preceding columns. He continued to use various titles to 
describe the collections of paragraphs on assorted subjects, 
and occasionally his choice was precious, as in his use of 
12 For example on 5 July 1906 the Red Page contained 
reprints of' Yeats t verse headed "Poems of W .B. Yeats", 
and the works "The Rose of the World", "For a 
Book of Irish'Stories" "Fairy Song" and "The Song 
of the Happy Shepherd"' filled the first column; 
the second and third columns and all but a f~w 
inches of the fourth were occupied by an art~cle 
by Frank Morton on John Macarthur, Robert Campbell 
and \'lilliam Bligh entitled nsome Lost Leaders"· 
Stephens' only co~tribution was a final.paragraph 
praising the latest edition of Henry Ma~n~'s 
Ancient Law (London, Murray, 1905), yet h~s 
initials appeared beneath it at the foot of the 
fourth column. 
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"Loose Ends Tied 11 as the heading of the third column on 
12 July 1906. However, Stephens tended in this period to 
use less fanciful headings like "Memoranda" and "Receivedit 
' 
and he often contrived to have one of these headings appear 
at the top of the third or fourth column of the Page.l3 
Another factor which contributed to the uniform appearance 
of the Red Page in this period was its lack of illustrative 
matter. 14 When Stephens sought to achieve yariety in 
typographical effect, his attempts were irritating in their 
idiosyncrasy. For example, on 17 August 1905 his article on 
"Two-Up 11 was interspersed with blanks to suggest the 
profanities which were part of the normal speech pattern of 
the entrepreneur who ran the two-up school. Again in "An 
Interrupted Article n on 7 June 1906, he bade the compositor 
exhibit graphically not only "a necklace of negatives 11 but 
l3 For example "Memoranda" was the heading of the 
fourth colukn on ERP 16 November and 23 November 
1905 and on 22 February 19 July, 26 September 
and i1 October 1906, and'of the third col~ on 
BRP 16 March 1905; "Received" was the head1.ng of 
the fourth colum~l on BRP 19 January, 9 March, 
16 March, 30 Marph and 27 April 1905. 
l4 The only illustration which appeared ~n the Red 
Page in this period was -the good-qualJ..~Y half-tone 
block of the "Mona Lisa" published on .~.2 March 1906 
to illustrate Stephens' article, "Leonardo and 
Others 11 • 
"moons of both sexes". Not surprisingly, the results 
were absurd. However, the direction of most of the changes 
in Steph'3ns' editorial practice in 1905 and 1906 was 
towards a more unfform appearance and thus perhaps less 
spontaneous impact than it had had previously. 
There is no evidence to suggest that any of these 
changes were other than of Stephens' own choosing. Indeed 
the decline in spontaneity of presentation as well as in 
" intrinsic value of some of the material presented on the 
Red Page in this period was to a large extent obscured by 
Stephens' prowess as a journalist. In addition to the 
I 
skill with which he interpolated quotations into book reviews 
and excerpted paragraphs from the current periodical 
literature, he perfected a technique for presenting 
interviews in the first person in such a way as to make the 
revelation of personality appear perfectly natural, whether 
his subject was a musician, an artist, a troupe of acrobats, 
j ~ 
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or a youth talking about collecting cicadas.l5 
Stephens also put his effective prose style and 
considerable knowledge of literature to good use in 
some of the articles he wrote between January 1905 and 
October 1906. The topics were almost always suggested 
by books he received for review. Yet the articles were 
more than reviews because Stephens enriched them with 
literary and philosophical comparisons, with humour, with 
occasional wit, and above all with his own joy in 
literature. For example, on 16 February 1905 Red Page 
readers were presented a one-column essay on '~axim 
Gorky", in which Gorky's life and work were outlined and 
15 The interviews Stephens published on BRP in 
this period were: "Said the Photographer" on 
16 February 1905; 11Said the Cellist" on 
23 February 1905; "Said the Man from Jewburg" on 
2 March 1905; "Lady Contributors" on 23 March 
1905; 11Said Frank M'Comas" on 11 May ~905; 
"Children's Ways" on 25 May 1905; "SaJ.d the 
Bookseller" on 13 July 1905; "Two-Up" on 
17 August 1905; "Said t:P,e Acrobats" on 31 August. 
1905 · "Said the Chemist 11 on 2 November 1905; 
11Said the Nature-Student 11 on 28 December 190?; 
"Cracking a Stockwhip" on 15 March 1906; "Sa:~.d 
the Astrologer" on 2l,. May 1906; "Said Dattilo 
Rubbo" on 28 June 1906. 
In the same style and presumabl¥ by cont~ibutors 
in imitation of Stephens were 11SaJ.d the StJ.~l-. 
Runner" by "Falder" on 10 August 1905, and SaJ.d 
the Adsmi th" by nw. II on 7 June 1906. 
Stephens later claimed the method a~ his own 
invention in Interviews, BookfellowshJ.p No. 2 
(Sydney, 1921). 
-------------------~ 
-in which Stephens neatly summarized his impressions of 
the qualities and shortcomings in Gorky's work in the 
following paragraph: 
G~rky's message should be received from 
hlmself: many of his stories have been 
translated to English. His utterance seems 
cudriNo~stly c~mpounded of Borrow, and Byron, 
an le zscne: men to whom probably he is 
~ot ~ndabted for one idea, one phrase: it 
l~ llfe that has taught him their meanings. 
L~ke Borrow, he would wander everlastingly 
drunk with "the wind on the 11 steppes· and ' 
like Byron, he is a tragic figure be~ailing 
a world awry; and like Nietzsche, he affirms 
the rights of one's-self and extols the 
superior morality of Strength. First of all 
he is a Russian writing for Russians a 
literature that holds a political meaning of 
suffering and revolt. His rebellion from 
) conventional morals, his deification of the 
-force and freedom of King-Vagabond, represent 
a reaction from the body-and-mind-sickness 
of the Russian nation. The Russian peasantry 
still lives and dies as naturally as the 
beasts; and Tolstoy, after sounding all the 
resources of reason, has taken refuge in 
their inconscient faith - too late. But 
advanced Russians have lost their grasp upon 
eternity without gaining sure foothold in 
life. Old Russia solved the riddle of 
existence by existing: New Russia is torn 
by the Sphinx. Gorky and the rest have.still 
to discover that the best way of answer~ng 
a riddle is to pose one. How many of us 
fail to realise that the devouring 11WhY? 11 is 
itself devoured by "Why not?" 
On one occasion Stephens attempted a polished account 
of an incident in his own past experience. The result was 
"The Wittiest Man in London" which appeared on the Rsd Page 
/ 
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for 25 April 1906, but generally his essays were book-
based. On 30 August 1906 he devoted the whole page to an 
entertaining essay on "Richard Burton", a topic suggested 
to him by the appearance of Thomas Wright t s biography .16 
Stephens' joy in literature was never better conveyed than 
when the crop of new books brought to his notice lesser-
known writers of the past. His introductory remarks and 
the interweaving of apt quotations from the works were 
calculated to ensure that Red Page readers went on to 
discover more of authors hitherto unknown to th~m. No 
better example was presented on the Red F~ga than Stephens' 
review of a new edition of Matthew PriorYe poemsl7 on 
2 August 1906, which he introduced as follows: 
He caught more than an echo of Horatian 
charm; and half-a-dozen generations have 
found him lovable • He "had rather be 
thought a good Englishman, than the best 
Poet or greatest Scholar that ever wrote 11 • 
Yet he was Poet too, in the mode of Queen Anne when verses and gardens we:e 
trimmed rigorously - and Schol~r conn~~g 
his mellow Augustans - and spr~gh~ly ,w~t as 
well, apt in antithesi~, buoya~t ~n fancy, 
bearing a sound digest~on ·to h~s books and 
bubbling with the discreet mirth of a 
philosopher. 
l6 Thomas Wright, The Life of Sir Richard Burton 
(London, Everett, 1906). 2v. 
17 M Tl w 't · of Matthew Prior • 
. atthew Prior, 1e r~ ~ngs University Press, Ed. A.R. Waller (Cambridge, 
1905). 
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The same infectious enjoyment of the verse and temptation 
of Red Page readers to sample it for themselves were 
conveyed in Stephens' article entitled "Shining Singers" 
published on the Red Page for 1 March 1906. The "Singers" 
were the poets, mainly of the seventeenth century, 
represented in a series of booklets edited and published by 
J.R. Tutinl8. Stephens' ability to whet literary appetites 
by apt quotation was also displayed in his essay on 
Emily Dickinson on the Red Page for 12 April 1906, occasioned 
by a new edition of her poems.19 He judged her: 
An unusual poet&as, without a doubt. 
T.W. Higginson, who prefaces her book, is 
reminded of Blake; but not happily, one 
thinks. Blake's mind was a crystal, with 
whatever flaws - the mind of a madman child: 
Miss Dickinson's mind suggests rather a 
witch-broth, with New England religion, 
Emerson's philosophy, and ~onely w~ma~ood 
bubbling together in turmo~l, and Jett~ng 
forth hot spouts of doctrinal emotion. 
Thereafter in the review he skilfully interpolated extracts 
which conveyed the flavour of Emily Dickinson's verse. 
One of the most interesting of the essays Stephens wrote 
for the Red Page was that entitled "Q. Horatius Flaccus 
Day"· It appeared on 7 December 1905. Stephens began the 
18 They included Charles Cotton, Poems (Hull, 
J.R. Tutin, 1903) and Richard Crashaw, Poems 
(Hull, J.R. Tutin, 1905). 
19 (L d Methuen, 1904) • Emily Dickinson, Poems on on, 
I• I 
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essay by announcing that "Tomorrow we shall celebrate the 
1970th anniversary of the birth of Horace (be the same more 
or less). One trusts this notice will enable the daily 
press to publish mendacious memoirs and misleading 
descriptive articles (as recently for Nelson and Trafalgar)". 
Echoing the antipathy he had earlier expressed to the 
observance of anniversaries20 , and in accord with his belief 
in the value of contemporary writers, Stephens complained 
that "Too long a foolish human race has been wasting To-Day 
in awe-stricken contemplation of Yesterday, and worshipping 
its dead ancestors instead of its living children". He 
went on to explain: 
One of the reasons why Horace may be extolled 
on his 1970th birthday (and at any. other time) 
is this: he was among the first to unders~and 
the significance of To-Day. "Don't ~ast~ ~t", 
he said in effect; 11bury Yesterday mth ~t". 
Horace realised fully that Yesterday h~d 
become an attractive subject for occas~onal 
poetry; and instead of looking bac~ for 
famous anniversaries, he very sens~bly looked 
forward for his fame - not for a centu:y, but 
in saecula saeculorum; and so he gets ~t~ 
But he only gets it because he deserves ~t -
as much to-day as yesterday and no more 
to-day ·than to-morrow. The de~ds of Nel~on 
and Augustus are in the s~me l~mbo, and ~n 
process of time one set mll seem as musty 
as the other. Trafalgar will be remembered 
in 2905 as Actium is now -.or ~ot s~ much, 
unless a new Shakespear [s~cJ ~llum~~ate 
Nelson and Emma as the old one has l~t 
Antony and Cleopatra. But,,short.of a 
cataclysm, Horace in 2905 w~ll st~ll console 
and inspire his readers. 
20 See page 244 above. 
J 
-On reflection, Stephens was prepared to allow some 
usefulness to regular celebrations, because: 
Life is a petrifying spring, and many people 
require the consentaneous impulse of the 
crowd to force them for a moment to stand 
from under. The work-habit, too, is more 
pern~c~ous than morphia; now and again we 
may see the Time-Spirit as healer, applying 
his calendar-holidays and antidotes to the 
quick poison of toil. And some festivals 
of the earth we as earth-animals can never 
escape from. While the Spring surges, there 
must be a yearly anniversary of rejoicing 
that the system of telluric hydrostatics 
can raise even the most bigoted vegetarian's 
blood-pressure. 
However, Stephens insisted that these admissions of the 
utility of regular celebrations did not destroy his 
essential argument that "A true symbol fully embodies the 
substance 11 and needs no set occasions for recall. 
Anticipating objections to his choice of Horace as 
an object of devotion, Stephens suggested to his readers 
that "If you don't appreciate Horace, the argument suggests 
that the fault is in you: for Horace nineteen centuries 
are barracking". Stephens apparently chose not to notice 
that this argument to the authority of the centuries was 
one he had deplored when adversaries had used it of Dante 
in an earlier Red Page debate.21 Pressing Horace's 
claims on 7 December 1905, Stephens went on to assert that 
21 See page 186 above. 
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"It is because Horace said his deed that he outlasts 
Nelson, and because of the way in which he said it rr. Yet 
Stephens could not entirely dismiss the value to society 
of the Nelson spirit. Before going on to discues in 
detail the pocket text of Horace· which had suggested his 
musings22, he closed his essay with the following warning: 
The half has not been said, but this should 
be said in safeguard : that from another 
aspect Horatian retirement, the Horatian 
philosophy, represent (like Thoreau's) the 
weak man's excuses to himself and others for 
declining combat. Horace was too wise too 
young, because his pulse failed early. His 
literary decoration of the quiet life is 
somewhat narco·tic for the strenuous business 
of the world. A community of Horaces in 
Australia would lead a delightful existence 
doubtless - until the Japs came and blotted 
them out. Is to do better than to be? -
remembering that to be is to do. One could 
not argue it for the individual but the 
community is compelled t~ dispense wit~ 
argument. Life, to be L~fe, must :ema~n 
dynamic wlth Turgenevts motto beh~nd ~t, to 
"fight bn and damn it all". So, after all, 
we must stick to the idea that Nelson and a 
thousand others represent; and if the 
Nelson-label is the most convenient for the 
idea, by all means glorify Nelson. But.not 
at a stated time and season; at every t~me, 
all the seasons. 
Ironically Stephens thus finished his essay o11 "Q. 
Horatius Flacctts Day" on the side of Trafalgar Day' though 
22 Q. Horatius Flaccus, The Works of Horae~: the 
Latin Text with Conington's Translat~on 
(London, Geo. Bell, 1905). 
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this conclusion could hardly have surprised attentive 
Red Page readers. Whenever Stephens had to choose between 
action and reflection, between hero and poet, between 
politics and philosophy, his decision was always on the 
side of the deed, the doer and the practical solution. 
One aspect of his pragmatism was forthrightly expressed in 
his review of Benjamin Hoare's Preferential Trade23 under 
the heading 11The Gospel of Protection" on the Red Page 
for 18 May 1905. Of Protection Stephens then wrote "The 
principle stands; but the extent of the application of the 
principle may well depend upon time and place, and 
circumstances". 
Stephens' mistrust of academics was associated at once 
with his pragmatism, his optimistic humanism :;nd his 
egalitarianism. In a paragraph on the Red Page for 6 July 
1905, he reported Professor MacCallum's reference in a 
public statement to "the benefit of studying modern history 
as corrective to 'that tendency to look at ourselves as 
the roof and crown of things'"· On which Stephens immediately 
commented "But we are: of existing things, and in relation 
to ourselves". He further protested that "'While wa see 
so many people doddering over the dead Past we are bound 
23 Benjamin Hoare, Preferential Trade: a Stud of 
its Esoteric Meaning ondon, Kagan Paul, 19°4 · 
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to insist on the virtue of the living Present and the 
promise (that with the advance of the Past and the labour 
of the Present we may make performance) of the Future n. 
Stenhens was scornful when he considered that an academy 
1vas making progress at the public's expense. He was 
enraged at the purchase of a block of land in Martin Place 
by the University of Sydney. In fact the purchase was 
made from the munificent Challis Bequest, but Stephens 
believed that the University was misusing public money and 
he commented on the Red Page for 25 January 1906 that 
"Sydney University appears to be practically governed by its 
chancellor, Dr Maclaurin, who (in the writer's opinion) may 
be described in his public capacity in two words - a 
conscientious pig", Furthermore, Stephens claimed that 
"\'lith all this heaping of money, Sydney University is in 
a bad way. It lacks enthusiasm for learning, it lacks 
liberal spirit". 
Stephens rejoiced wholeheartedly when he found 
scholarly writing which was to his liking. On tho Red 
Page for 15 February 1906 he reviewed the first number of 
the Modc:t-n Language Review24. He approved Paget Toynbee 's 
article entitled "English Translations of Dante in the 
Eighteenth Century", remarking: 
24 Mod~-n L Review vol. 1 no. 1 (October I9o5t: L~~~~§~ cambridge University Press, 1905. 
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Toynbee handles his article lightly as 
befits. Scholarship should not be ~ dull 
and ponderous thing: it should exist to 
egayer le monde, like Rabelais': perish 
the learning that is a prior death! One 
would watch the old controversalists 
hu:r:,ling epithets like 11Stercus diaboli t" 
around thei~ lurid arena, rather than attend 
a funeral march of mummies resuscitated to die 
anew in the odour of sanctity. Letters must 
breed life: that is their end and virtue· Q~ 
we shall cleave to buckjumping exhibition~.~; 
Another article in the first number of the Modern Language 
Review, A. C. Bradley's 11Notes on Passages in Shelley", i also pleased Stephens. Although he described it as 
"' 
: "curiously considered with intent to amend that lovely 
J 1 text for scholiast s", Stephens commented that 11He also 
1 can be commended. Really to be erudite is to be born again 
'"' ~ i like a little child, with a child's zest for riddles, and 
a child's innocent d~ light when the answer is round and 
perfect ; for it is the c ... 'l.ild '\tiho lives the keenest life"· 
Despite his joy in literature in which learning was 
i·mrn lightly, Stephens appeared on the Red Page in 1905 
and 1906 curiously inhibited from a total commitment to 
tho otudy of literature for its own sake. There was, in 
fact, in some of his ideas almost a mistrust of literature 
itcel£. On 15 February 1906, for example, in reviewing 
a UG'\·l edition of the works of Byron26, he referred to him 
25 For ~egular readers these words would haye had an 
extra significance since Stephens ~ad ':frJ.tten a~11 
article reporting on :Martint 9s0b6uck~~~!dg"~~~~t r~'ld tho Red Page for 4 January 1 en J. 
a Spectacle". 
26 George Gordon Byron, h:th Baron, :rhe Poetical \~orks 
Q.f Lord Byron (London, Murray, 1905) • 
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as none of the authors - like Shelley, Browning, 
Shakespear [sic], Spenser, Chaucer, and their high 
kindred - who by most of us must be read before twenty 
if they are to be read right through". One inference 
could be that Stephens considered time in adulthood too 
precious to be sacrificed to the study in depth of 
literature. Perhaps another deduction could be that 
Stephens also felt that the works of even the greatest 
poets did not always "breed life" and that they could not 
be read in entirety by a mature person without inducing 
,1 boredom. At the very beginning of the final period of his 
. 
RGd Page editorship Stephens announced that boredom was his 
enemy. On 5 January 1905 he remarked gratefully of 
!LC. Thurston's novel, John Chilcote, M.P., 27 that it was 
r:a good piece, and does not weary one. L'ennui voila 
ltonnemit A book's virtue is to give life: if it take 
\·;ithout compensation it is merely another path to perdition. 
rrrho modicine of the mind' should be tonic : we need no 
bromidG of bore u. He made it clear also that boredom was 
a factor with which he had to contend in the reviewing of 
contempor~ry literature when on 15 March 1906 in an article 
to called "Little Books" on the several series of pamphlets 
i"thl.ch \'l.:ro then in vogue with publishers, he wrote that 
"Luckily the plague of little books ccmes not without 
27 K.C. Thurston John Chilcote, M.P. (London, 
Black\1ood, 19041. 
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occasional benison. Detestable little b~oks are those 
summarising bigger books that must be swallowed whole to 
yield their value, or those squeezing the last drop of 
weariness from a staled subject". 
Examination of Stephens' dictum that "Letters must 
breed life 11 in the context of his Red Page writings in 
1905 and 1906 reveals that Stephens did not mean that 
' 
letters must promote action. The "life 11 to which he referred 
was a quality in letters transmissible to those who read 
them. Among the qualities which Stephens continued to 
demand fro:n literature in this period 1'las 11emotion 11 , which 
i·Jas clearly his term for at least one of the ingredients 
i·Ihich imparted "life"· to letters. On the Red Page for 
lS May 1905 in reviewing John Todhunter's verses, Sounds 
and Swaet Airs28, Stephens wrote that 11His style is 
careful, his expression cultured; but his pulse, even with 
the force of Irish legend behind him, is nearly always too 
faint to thrill us. And above all we want to be thrilled, 
to have and hold emotion". On 22 June 1905 he quoted from 
an English magazine, The Fortnightly, what he described as 
"a Japanese poet r s dictum" that "'What is called poetry 
arises in the heart: man must put into words what he 
fools. How diverse are our emotions! Well, emotion in 
.Y~oe is Poetry'"· On this Stephens commented "Didn't 
28 John Todhunter, Sounds and Sweet Airs (London, 
Elkin Matthews, 1905). 
:.1 
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we say so?", which suggests that he might well have added 
the italics to the quotation from The Fortnigh~ly. 
Indeed "emotion" seems to have been a quality which 
Stephens demanded from art generally, since on 27 July 
1905 in a Red Page review of a recital by a visiting 
violinist, Hugo Heermann, he wrote that "We are of those 
who like personal emotion in music". 
Though Stephens attempte0 tn this period no definition 
of his concept of emotion, his demand for the re-presentation 
in art of emotional experience was obviously closely related 
to his romantic outlook on life, and his romanticism 
pervaded his criticism. At no time was it more obvious 
than when Stephens wrote about women. Of Christina Rossetti's 
verses in an article entitled "Saint It 0 Christ is Rest" 
on 30 March 1905 Stephens wrote "Not to know them is not to 
know the work of the best woman poet in English"· Yet for 
Stephens her verses had significance only as a guide to 
her sexual aspirations and disappointments. He wrote that 
"They tli vide themselves naturally into three moods' 
corresponding with three life-epochs - gi~lhood unawakened, 
young woman-hood passionate with a dream of love soon 
relinquished, a middle life and age of thwarted instinct 
vainly seeking consolation in religion"· Stephens' view 
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of the benefits to be derived by woman from sexual 
experience extended to the improvement of her singing 
voice. On the Red Page for 20 April 1905 when he 
discussed the fourth volmne of Havelock Ellis t Studies in 
the Psychology of Sex29 under the heading "And Ohl Her 
Voice 11 , Stephens claimed that "Many an unmarried woman 
tends to wither and decay, her voice sharing in a general 
physical failure. But marriage expands a bud into fullest 
bloom, with often a real accession of vitality; and the 
more complete and intense the emotional life, the greater 
is likely to be the emotional value of a singer". 
When he took a wider view of the human condition 
Stephens added determinism to his romanticism. In "An 
Interrupted Article" on 7 June 1906 he wrote that "The 
moment I overstep Me, I am on the foreign territory of You1 
who own other allegiance, speak another language. Nor is 
there refuge in a parallel of identities. Between all 
agreements remains the difference between Me and You. No 
metaphysical arbitrator can justify a common rule of conduct 
from You to". Here Stephens broke off' with the remark 
"- at which point Hubert Church came in" • Stephens ·bhus 
introduced a deliberate echo of the interruption of 
29 Havalock Ellis, Studies in the Psychology of' Sex, 
vol. 4 Sexual Selection iri Man (Philadelphia, 
F.A. Davis, 1905). 
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inspiration suffered by Coleridge when the making of 
"Kubla Khan" was interrupted by the arrival of "persons 
from Porlock". This was a ploy in keeping with the 
idiosyncrasies of st.yle and typography in the rest of the 
article rather than convincing evidence that the depth 
of Stephens' thought was such that he could not readily 
resume it. Indeed the following week, on 14 June 1906, 
Stephens returned to his theme, beginning the first column 
without heading simply 11Resuming then:"· In the second 
article he sought at first to establish that "Egoism is 
my only basis of virtue", and having established this 
proposition to his own satisfaction he continued: 
The virtue of Altruism thus comfortably 
abolished, see how the virtue of Egoism 
accompanies it to limbo. For being what 
I am a momentary link in the universal chai~, how can my deeds be mine? They 
belong to the unending procession of causes 
in the past - to stars and suns, ear~h and 
moon, to my myriad ancestry and my l~fe­
environment to books and men and th~s 
morning's b~eakfast. All thes~ thin~s ~um 
in me· and when I decide for v~rtue ~t ~s becau~e there is no other decision open: 
my majority-verdict was given already.by 
the inevitable Past. How shall I cla~m 
merit then for acts which I cannot help 
' ' or hinder? 
According to his final paragraph, the point Stephens sought 
to make in the two articles was that "The only virtue is 
community-virtue: the individual~s is null. We are 
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glow-worms who shine if 'it is our nature tot: the light 
is neither creditable nor discreditable, but may be 
useful". 
Having concluded the second article on 14 June 1906, 
Stephens proceeded immediately to a discussion of Ibsen's 
plays, and the two articles might in fact have been 
prompted by the necessity for justification of his 
disapproval of Ibsen. Certainly in them Stephens had 
sought to establish that moralizing was pointless since 
our behaviour is determined for us by factors outside our 
control, and on 14 June 1906 he wrote that "Moralist and 
dramatist Ibsen was called: the fit word was moraliser". 
Having given him this label, although Stephens was prepared 
to admit that in Ibsen's plays "the plot moves, the 
characters live, the mummer feels that he is portraying 
flesh and blood, not a literary puppet 11 , he objected that: 
A play like any other piece of art, should 
be bro~ght into relation with the human 
universe: it must, if it is to last. That 
means that the characters must be, n?t 
figures merely, not even representat~ve 
figures of an age or country, but ~um~.types. 
Here Ibsen fails: his people are ~nd~v~dual, 
his method episodical. He is conf~~ed ~o 
statement is never symbolic. Cons~der~~g 
his method one might find one word for ~t -
stark. It'is bare and brutal and strong, , 
and after that - what? It expresses Ibsen s 
ideas. 
b 
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It is interesting to probe Stephens' misreading of 
Ibsen. I suspect that his refusal to recognize the 
universality of Ibsen's characters stemmed from their 
basis in commonplace reality rather than in sentimental 
fantasy and in particular from their failure to conform 
to Stephens' norms of sexual romanticism. Stephens 
summarized his dissatisfaction with Ibsen as a lack of 
"heart", since he concluded his discussion with the remark 
that 110ne cannot call Ibsen 'is a life of fruitless egoism; 
but barren egoism? - there is room for dialectic. Art 
without heart comes perilously close to Dead Sea fruit". 
To substitute "sentimentality" for "heart" would be to do 
Stephens an injustice. Perhaps "romance" is the nearest 
equivalent to his meaning. He certainly deplored social 
realism of the kind he found in Upton Sinclair's The 
Jungle3° of which he wrote on the Red Page for 31 May 1906 
that "The book makes no literary appeal; and even in America 
its significance as a social plea is one-sided" • Obviously 
Stephens found exotic stories of adventure with a touch of 
magic more relevant to his literary values, since on 
4 January 1906 in musing on his distaste for Rider Haggard's 
30 Upton Sinclair, The Jungle (London, Heinemann, 
1906). 
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Ayesha31 he Nrote "If it be hinted that the reason is 
subjective .•. but no! last week the critic burned 
midnight gas in - guess Y - The Arabian Nights". 
Stephens' canon could not accommodate unsentimental 
criticism of life as revealed in the lives of commonplace 
people in commonplace circumstances, whether in Ibsen's 
plays or Sinclair's novels. Yet force was a quality he 
was prepared to accept, at least in Browning's work, as a 
substitute for what he called "the highest kind of poetical 
imagination 11 • In a review of C. H. Herford's Robert Browning.32 
on 8 June 1905 he wrote : 
Herford agrees that Browning wanted the 
highest kind of poetic imagination, and 
would possibly agree that splendid energy 
was his best possession. 11His senses were 
efficient servants to an active brain, not 
magicians flinging dazzling spells i~to 
the air before him or mysterious mus~c across 
the path", "The implicit realism of his 
eye and ear was fortified by acut~ t~ctual 
and muscular responsivene~s". Th;-s. ~s n~ar 
one's own idea that Brown~ng has ou~lt h~~ 
poetry, architected it, engine~red it; h~s 
mind was rich and strong, but ~n qual~ty 
ordinary. It is by his rushing force that 
he succeeds. 
Originality of thought was a strong element in Stephens' 
understanding of literary force; and grace, subtlety and 
.3l Rider Haggard, Ayesha (London, Ward Lock, 1905). 
32 C.H. Herford, Robert Brownin · Modern English 
Writers Series London, Blac ood, 1905). 
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wit did not compensate in those writers in whom he 
discerned its lack. In reviewing R.H. Sherard's biography 
of Oscar Wilde33 on 9 August 1906 Stephens asserted: 
Wilde had the genius-temperament but not 
genius-intensity. His mind was feminine 
and receptive, not highly original, lacking 
propulsive force. His beautiful verse is 
full of imitations; the epigrams of his 
brilliant comedies decorate familiar dramatic 
themes, like new spangles on Harlequin's 
old jacket; Ruskin inspired the aesthetic 
pose, Whistler claimed the ideas of the 
Renaissance lecture - and so on. 
Stephens' generalizations on the nature of poetry in 
this period made it obvious that he had no thought of 
abandoning his preference for the lyric. On the Red Page 
for 23 August 1906, in discussing a paper on Robert 
Brovming34 delivered by H.G. Higgins to the Literature 
Society of Melbourne, he wrote: 
Now the local doctrine is that, the less 
baggage of thought a poem ?arr~es, ostensibly 
and painfully, the better ~s l~ke to be. the 
poetry other things equal. To the mak~ng of 
poetry'thought goes necessarily, as.to.the 
making of every form of art; but th~nk~ng a 
poem is an antecedent process and only when 
the thought is fused in emo~ion does the 
poem flower into true gener~c fragranc~. . 
Chloris, no doubt, smiles with her sph~ncters, 
but ah, her smile! 
33 R.H. Sherard~ The Life of Oscar Wilde (London, 
Laurie, 1906 J. 
34 H.B. Higgins, Browning: His Mind and Art. 
Literature Society of Melbourne Booklet No. 5 
(Melbourne, Atlas Press, 1906). 
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Red Page readers in this period were offered no guidance 
on how this fusion of poetic thought in emotion was to be 
achieved. Though in this period he offered little 
technical advice on how to write poetry, Stephens made it 
clear that he considered success lay in the careful 
application of subtle rules. He neither admired nor 
approved the freedom of Walt Whitman's verse. In a passage 
on the Red Page on 11 October 1906 discussing 
Ed1.,rard Carpenter's Days with Walt Whitman35, Stephens wrote: 
Noi'l that turbid impressions have cleared, 
it is generally understood that it is 
Whitman's personality and ideas that are 
worth remembering, not his literary 
accomplishment, albeit some aspects of him 
are fine merely as literature. But in the 
limited senses he was prophet rather than 
poet, and his written expression of himself 
is an accident of his era. Had he possessed 
the gifts of an orator he would have been 
magnificent in remaining himself. He ~ad the 
doctrine and vocabulary of another Isa~ah, 
but "the power of the press" and some 
personal weaknesses thrust him into the 
artificial writer's groove, where he never 
quite fitted. So he remains, more than most 
authors an author who must be taken apart 
from hi~ authorship if one is to win the 
best of him. 
Stephens believed that the future of English verse lay not 
in freedom of rhythms and in dispensing with ~hyme but in 
closer attention to its music. Having undervalued the 
35 Edward Carpenter, Days with Walt Whitman (London, 
George Allen, 1906}. 
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importance of ideas in poetry, he quite mistook the 
direction of English verse when, apropos verses entitled 
"Renaissance Gentlemenn by 11Anodos" in !he Acad~~.mz which 
he reprinted on the Red Page on 6 July 1905, hci wrote: 
It is now quite clear that En~~ish verse of 
the future will be moulded partly by the 
quantity of words, that feature which 
generations of critics have assured us 
could not exist in English verse. Note the 
little blots above. Wooed may be held as 
long as mood, but practically the ~ makes 
a difference to the eyes at least, with the 
result of a rhyme not quite beautiful. 
In his advice to Red Page readers on verse rhythms, Stephens 
took it for granted that they would have been aspiring to 
11rite in regular metres. When he discussed "Verse and 
Stress" on 19 April 1906 he explained that: 
every word must bear its due burden of 
stress, neither less nor more. If your 
metre demands a heavy stress, you must have 
a heavy word to meet it; and conversely. 
It was because he had no ear for this rule 
that Gordon wrote such rattletrap verse: 
he seems to take his words by the head, as 
he would take a reluctant steeplechase~, and 
hurl them clattering at the metrical l~ne. 
And it was partly because K~ndall~had an 
unconscious knowledge of t~~s rulL,h~d f' 
disposed words so as to br~ng out ~ e1r 1ne 
values, that his verse is comparat1vely 
melodious. . 
But enough technic. [s~cJ 
Stephens rarely dallied long in the discussion of 
· t · s of technique. He preferred to give lush descr1P 10n 
b 
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verse which appealed strongly to him. For example, on 
26 October 1905 he wrote an article on "Heredia~ s Sonnetsn36 
of which he asserted: 
One after another they pass in spJ.endid 
pageant: a legend of the centuri~~s related 
with all the concision [sic] that Hugo lacked. 
Their colour, their sonority, are obvious 
attributes. To the eye they appea:~· like 
some brilliant tropical plant, its gorgeous 
leaves glistening with a metallic lustre. 
To the ear they may suggest the falling 
clash of the old Conquistadorets armour in a 
marble hall. Each is struck like a brilliant 
medal into perfect form; and as the coin 
outlasts the city, so it is possible that 
the miniatures of Heredia may outlive tha 
sprawling grandeur of Hugo. 
Happily Stephens' style was seldom so close to the rococo. 
Hin ideas on poetry were however at times overlaid with 
Buch a thick coating of romantic nostalgia as to obscure 
their meaning. For example, on 21 Ju.ne 1906 he closed a 
dincussion of Yeats with the following paragraph: 
Yeats creates his atmosphere; he transfers 
his mood· he follows, singing, an exalted 
quest: he is a true poet and a f~ne •. And. 
if his inspiration remain aspirat~on, if h~s 
deed be but a dream, we are ne,ver ~ure that 
our best moments are not the most ~neffectual, 
or that our happiest moments.are not those 
spent in musing ~dth a beaut1ful regret. 
36 Jose-Maria de Heredja, Sonnets from ~he Troph~es 
of Jose-Maria de Heredia. Renderded(~S toF~~~~i~~o 
by Edward Robeson Taylor. Jrd e • an ' 
Elder, 1902). 
f) 
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Neither the passage on Heredia nor that on Yeats 
seem to conform to the advice Stephens gave his readers 
in an article entitled "Literary Style" on the Red Page 
for 3 August 1905. In it he disagreed with the propositions 
of Tancrede de Visan37 that "poverty of thought is always 
accompanied by an anaemic style" while "Abundant intellectual 
life is matched with a style richly-colored and tumultuous". 
Stephens commented: 
A thesis interesting and •.. untenable. For 
the critic confuses categories. He is 
concerned with two ot thought: clear, and 
rich or poor; two of style: clear, and 
rich or poor. Boileau said that clear 
thought implies clear style. This De Visan 
would not deny, nor the converse that 
clear style implies clear thought. But, 
he suggests, the French are apt to believe 
that clear style means rich thought: which 
is unwarrantable. Agreed. Then, lo, he 
blunders likewise. "Poor thought means poor 
style ; rich thought means rich style". But 
we were talking of clarity. De Visan has 
shifted ground. His application to A: France 
and Lemaitre is equivalent to contend1ng that 
clear style means poor thought: a fallacy 
like ·that he combats. 
Stc:phens concluded this article by givirg writers permission 
to evolve their own rules of style, provided they worked 
i·lithin the bounds of clarity. He wrote: 
37 Stephens did not disclose th~ ~ource in which he 
discovered de Visan's propos1t1ons. 
J 
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Rich style o: simp~e is a matter of taste. 
Clear style ~s obl~gatory, if you would not 
waste your thought. Think clearly therefore 
that you may write clearly. But think ' 
fully also, enrich your thought, that you 
may have a worthy load for your admirable 
vehicle. It is prohibited to have a barren 
mind. It is prohibited to have an obscure 
style. But don't regard these prohibitions. 
Trespass, and let the editors and the 
publishers bite you. Then, having earned 
your own wisdom, prohibit yourself. 
The emphasis placed on thought in this advice seems at 
odds with Stephens' beliefs about poetry, and it is 
therefore probable that he meant his remarks on 11Literary 
Style" on 3 August 190 5 to refer only to prose. 
In general in this period Stephens proved mora adept 
in the criticism of prose than of verse. He seemed to hold 
f'ei'ler preconceived ideas on the nature of prose, and his 
re~arks on particular prose works often suggested a deeper 
and \·.rider appreciation of it than he had of verse • 
Unfortunately he seldom gave detailed evidence in support 
of his critical intuitions. For example, one of the 
11Recent Books" he noticed on the Red Page on 4 January 1906 
'\·tao Edith Wharton~ s The House of Mirth38 and he wrote that 
"Bat\·teen Henry James and Edith Wharton there is only sex 
to choose. James's work is just a trifle tenser and 
38 Edith vlharton The House of Mirth (New York, 
Scribner's, 19051. 
~, 
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intenser, his phrasing just a trifle brighter, his sense 
of the shades of an idea just a little more acute". 
However, instead of pursuing the comparison, Stephens went 
on to summarize the plot of The House of Mirth, remarking 
that 11The characters are closely stud:i.ed and well displayed, 
and the book repays reading and suggests meditation. The 
author is not without illuminating passages that are 
almost epigrammatic", and Stephens then quoted what he 
described as "Some fragments". 
To discover Stephenst requirements of literature from 
hio Hed Page writings in 1905 and 1906 has involved largely 
tl;,e collection of fragments. His insistence on life, 
er.:otion, force and clarity in literature generally, his 
belief that poetry was not the vehicle of ideas, his 
diotuste for social realism ware all consistently though 
n;;t concecutively expressed. His requirements of literary 
criticism t'>'ere revealed somewhat less obliquely· On 
19 April 1906 in reviewir~ F.O. Constable's Poverty and 
Hor<Jditary Genius39 under the heading "Two Recent Books"' 
8tophenc asserted that uoriticisrn should be doep as a river 
~u:J clear as a brooktt. Stephens t writing seldom lacked 
clarity but hf' ~ometimes failed to examine in depth 
39 F. C. Co notable PovortJ and HereditarY Genius 
(London, Fifieid, 1905 • 
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interesting issues he raised. Moreover he was at other 
times superficial to the point of silliness in pursuing 
at length an idea which amused him. He chose, for example, 
on 22 February 1906 under the heading "'I D~clare the 
Banns ... '" to suggest a mating of Bernard Shaw with the 
sensational romantic novelist Victoria Cross. The idea 
had <. ·red to Stephens after The Irrational Knot4° by 
Sha~ .. ~ and Six Women41 by Cross had reached him in the same 
mail. Stephens wrote : 
0 meat-fed Victoriat martyr of passion, 
proud mother of perfect Pathans moving 
arrogantly through the imaginations of 
maidens, canst thou then.vanquish a perfect 
Wagnerite? 0 grain-devouring Bernard! 
victim of self-conscious cerebration, ascetic 
foe of instinct, hath the girdle of vehement 
Venus noosed thee defying nuptials, noosed 
and indignantly dragged to hang Haman-high 
with an irrational knot beneath thy love-
tone-deaf ear? ••• 
Stephens then went on immediately: 
These hymeneal flights are exhausting, and 
one cannot be expected to remain at su?h ~ 
height for more than a paragraph; but ~t ~s 
persisted that Victoria is Bernard's true 
mate and complement, and it is.suggested 
that - as doubtingly and certa~nly as the . 
analagous Lydia knew the scar?ely less hero~c 
Cashel Byron - Bernard knows ~t. 
40 G.B. Shaw, The Irrational Knot (London, Constable, 
1905}. 
41 Victoria Cross, Six Women (London, Laurie, l906)· 
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This passage could hardly have been judged other than 
laboured humour according to Stephens' own classification. 
On the Red. Page for 4 May 1905 he wrote in an article 
enti~ ~~ed "Wit and Humour" that: 
Some of our correspondents are still 
puzzled as to the difference between wit 
nd humour. Pr0perly seen, there is no 
Jif ,. r•ence , or no difference of race. 
The. is ~ distinction of clasa and mode 
only. Wi~ is condensed humour, with the 
relationship of forked flash to summer 
light"-ing' of the r ;ef extract to the ox. 
th 3pend essentiall upon a perception 
c in~ongruities, but it farther unfolds 
in .. licit congrr ·.ties. HumorJr has a more 
in<. :vidual aspe ;t; wit c. wider Gcope. 
;- In criticism, as in lit8ratu:t generally, Stephens ~-
> 
demanded life. On 15 Febrt.\Jry 1906 he compared W.P. Ker's 
Essays on ·Medieval Literature 42 to EL.. :~d Dowden's 
Montaigne43. .Stop:lwnc' pr;ference "t'la::; distinctly for Ker, 
and ho ox.plained that "0l!.o vol ues I·:i.:1r beco.use hiG criticism 
is alive and gives l"ife: it recx•o.c~t.es ~1is subjects. 
Dc~iden' s cri~icism is c: ..... ll o.nd doad 11 • ~Jhen Stephens found 
criticism which "~;;as lively ho \ma ~.:wlinu~: to make excuses 
for tcs supex•ficinlity. He began hl;J · "::lclo ontitled 
"American Critics" on 2 November l90~ 8y '·;G· .. ·.,.,~.!.llg 
42 W.P. Ker, Essays on Medieval Literature {London, 
Macmillan, ~905). 
43 Edward Dowden, 
Letters Series 
French I>ien of 
1905'). 
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James Huneker's collection of drama criticism 
' 
Iconoc:lasts44, as "seductive journalismn. But after 
quoting a selection of Huneker's epigrams he concluded 
by remarking "Why should admiration of the stars exclude 
enjoyment of such fireworks? Seen a little closer, the 
stars would be fireworks too". Though Stephens thereby 
admitted his weakness for superficial criticism expressed 
in lively prose, in other contexts he placed great 
emphasis on soundness of critical judgment.. Echoing 
earlier admiration45, on 7 September 1905 in the column 
headed 11Flotsam", Stephens asserted that 1'1Frederic Harrison, 
ai·tay from Positivism and his pets, is soundest of English 
criticsn. Again, in a paragraph under 11Me,moranda" on 
16 March 1905, he dismissed Churton Collins' criticism 
from serious consideration. Stephens' main complaint 
against Collins was his over-praise of contemporary ·writers' 
especially Stephen Phillips and William Wat.sun. Stephens 
proclaimed that : 
The margin for C....1.fference of critical 
opinion is really very small: a mere 
ten per cent. or so of variation from the 
totality of just judgment. Th~t ten per 
cent. is quite sufficient.to g~v~ P~~y to 
temperament, room for a n~ce fla~r 
44 B k of Dramatists James Huneker Iconoclasts: a oo 
(New York, Sc~ibner's, 1905}. 
45 See page 103 above. 
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disport hypercritically. And you may 
permit one freak, one hobby, one great 
revolt as everybody's safety-valve. 
Judged from ~ome of his earlier Red Page writing, 
Stephens' view had not always been so conservative.46 
Other evidence that Stephens had put aside old controversies 
could be derived from the careful and fair review which he 
accorded Tucker and Murdoch's A New Primer of English 
Literature47 under the heading "A School Book" on 
13 September 1906. In it he gave no hint of his previous 
disagreements with Murdoch48. In Stephens' view the Primer 
had "a definite place in the scheme of inquiring scholars 
aged twelv~ to fourteen, and it takes its place admirably". 
Stephens also conceded that "The authors conform to 
conventional standards; but their critical spirit moves 
freely a~1d brightly, and the practical obligation to compile 
has not prevented them from supplying original aspects"· 
The aspect of the work which displeased him was its neglect 
of contemporary literature. He complained: 
46 See, for example, page 178 above on Tennyson and 
Burns, and page 187 above on Dante and Homer. 
47 T .G. Tucker and Walter Murdoch, A New Primer of 
English Literature (Melbourne, Whitcombe & Tombs, 
1906). 
48 See pages 200-203 and page 303 above. 
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The weakness of the book is to stop short 
at the uncultivated court of Queen Caroline, 
?r thereabouts, and the note to the very 
J.nadequate chapter on the "Victorian Period'~ 
is a confession of weakness. The authors 
have no warrant to presume the student's 
acquaintance with recent writers; and in any 
case, that knowledge is what their book 
exists to supply. 11The world has not made 
up its mind as to what the distinctive 
characteristics of the period really are": 
and if that is so, there is all ·the more need 
for the authors to make a beginning of tm 
task. They should help in the work of 
decision, and should refuse to follow in the 
rut and adopt other people'$ choses jugees. 
It is precisely in regard to recent and 
contemporary writers that a "new primer" is 
wanted, for there are many old primers to 
reiterate the praise or blame of the old 
authors. At the breach of honour and 
difficulty A New Primer fails as lamentably 
as the rest. 
In the last paragraph of the review Stephens resigned 
himself to his disappointment, remarking that "We suppose 
it is still too soon to hope for a primer of English 
literature which shall deal only with what is worth 
children's knowledge, eliminating the always-accumulating 
mass of scholastic lumber, leaving historical detail to 
advanced students, and employing the brief available year 
or ti'm in transfusing the beauty and the glory"· 
Between January 1905 and October 1906 Stephens 
discovered some beauty but little glory in new Australian 
i'Triting. He was unquestionably proud of what had been 
... 
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achieved, not least in criticism. On 18 October 1906 
on the last Red Page he edited he wrote, in reviewing 
Bertram Stevens' Anthology of Australian Verse49, that 
urn the last ten years a good deal has been done towards 
establishing a canon of local criticism". Stephens also 
expressed pride in his achievements in philosophy. On 
U July 1906 when he reviewed Otto Weininger's Sex and 
Character 5° under the heading "Weininger's First Part 11 , 
he hailed Weininger as "a new example of the value of the 
philosophical imagination". Of Weininger's speculations 
on the mixture of male and female elements in every 
personality, Stephens commented that 11In the theory 
intrinsically there is no novelty. In the present writer's 
memoir of Barcroft Boake,51 published in 1897, it was 
summarised exactly as Weininger might swnmarise it"· Lest 
anyone should have doubted Stephens' claim to the priority 
of the ideas, Stephens immediately quoted two paragraphs 
from his memoir of Boake after which he commented "That 
' 
49 Bertram Stevens, ed. An Anthology of Australian 
Verse (Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1906). 
50 Otto Weininger, Sex and Character. Authorised 
translation from the 6th German ed. (London, 
Heinemann, 1906). 
5l A. G. Stephens, "Barcroft Boake: a. M~mo~~~ 6~her 
Barcroft Boake Where The Dead Men L1e Po~ms (Sydney,'Angus and Robertson, 1897}, 
pp. 155-208 • 
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was possibly the most definite statement published up to 
t'i 1 that time, and it was formulated upon hints and indications 
~. 
in Weismann, Geddes and Thomson, and others". On the 
! following week, on 19 July 1906, Stephens reproduced in 
quotation marks a long paragraph from an article he had 
b 
originally published on the Red Page for 22 June 1901. It 
embodied his theory that "in inheriting the ancestral 
thought-machine, we inherit also a number of latent 
ancestral thoughts". Ostensibly his purpose in quoting 
from the article was to set readers to work to report 
experiences in their own lives capable of supporting his 
theory of inherited memory. However, the timing suggests 
that use of the passage on the Red Page for 19 July 1906 
might have been suggested to Stephens from a review of his 
achievements. Such a review would surely have not been 
unlikely at a time when he must have been on the point of 
resigning from The Bulletin. 
Evidence of Stephens' pride in the achievement of 
~ t 1 to be found J.' n the no'~e of 
.!iUS ra ian writing generally is 
avuncular indulgence which frequently crept into his news 
reports on established Australian writers· One example 
occurred in a paragraph on the Red Page for 12 January l905 
on \·that he ternted itThe vicissitudes of the local tribe of 
authors, the heads we have pillowed and hit"· In the 
b 
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paragraph he referred to Daley, Lawson, Paterson, 
Brannan, Brereton, Ogilvie, Adams, Quinn, Dyson, Brady, 
Kenna, Church, Furphy, John Farrell, Bayldon, Browne, 
Ethel Turner, Louise Mack, Mary Foott, Mary Gilmore, 
Ada Cambridge, Miles Franklin and Jessie Mackay. Stephens 
ended the paragraph by remarking "Are there others? -
little gleams, faded performances? - yet are not these 
enough? They are a handsome tribe, and we love them dearly 
(l·tith the proper reservations)"· In a sense Stephens 
ansv:.ared his own question on their sufficiency bt 
announcing in an advertisement headed "Australasian 
Anthology" on the Red Page for 30 March 1905 that "The 
undersigned is completing preparation of a new Anthology 
of Australasian Verse, presently to be published in Sydney 
and London. He will be sincerely grateful to correspondents 
'\·tho will direct attention to verses worthy of inclusion 
that may hava escaped his notice". That his advertisement 
brought an embarrassingly large response was obvious from 
remarks in his review of Bertram Stevens' Ari. Anthology 
------------~-.... 
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of Australian Verse 52 on the Red Page on 18 October 1906. 
~, On that occasion he reported that, in addition to the 
J mountain of work he had himself been collecting since 
f· (:: 1898, his "possibly indiscreet advertisement" had brought 
b 
him "new peaks to scale, fresh alps to climb". 
Between January 1905 and October 1906 Stephens claimed 
no exciting discoveries of new Australian literary talent. 
The most enthusiastic review he wrote of Australian work 
in the period was that of Mrs Gunn t s Little Black Princess 53, 
but its tone was restrained in comparison i'lith the excitement 
i·lith which he had greeted some earlier Australian books, 
for example My Brilliant Career which he had hailed as "A 
Bookful of Sunlight" on the Red Page for 28 September 1901. 
In 1905 and 1906 Stepherts recognized the talents of 
Shai·l Neilson and Hugh McCrae and frequently published 
52 Bertram Stevens, ed. An Anthology of Australian 
Verse (Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1906) ... 
Stephens' advertisement was also to prove ~nd~~creet 
in that his projected anthology was never publ~shed. 
An entry in his Diary f'or Jan: 18 [19~5]. 
records: usaw Macleod & obta~ne~ aut~. 1or~ty to do 
Aust. Anthology & Book of Bullet~n Verse • . . (A.G. Stephens, Diary, p. 92, Hayes Collect~on ~n 
the University of Queensland Libr~ry.) 't~rT~:nably 
once Stephens severed his connect~don w~ blisher 
Bulletin, neither they nor the L~n on pu 
were willing to continue the proJect • 
53 See pages 419-420 above • 
.. 
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their verse on the Red Page 54. Hmr.,rever he diJ not press 
their claimr.- to greatness. On Neilson he uttered no word 
of assessment, and his only critical reference to 
Hugh McCrae was on 21 September 1905 when he announced 
that the prize for a Red Page competition for a spring 
poem iV"as to go to McCrae "whose work is becom·mg memorable". 
54 Neilson's verse, always identified with the 
initials us~N. 11 , appeared as follows: six 
untitled lines beginning "Shall I have gum black 
night, or stars, or dew" in the column headed 
11Flotsam" on BRP 20 July 1905; 11The White Flowers 
Came 11 was published at the head of BRP on 
10 August 190 5 ; 11The Sacrifice 11 was published 
on BRP on 14 September 1905; his entr•y in the 
BRP competition for an Australian spring poem 
i·.ras among those published on 21 September 1905; 
11The Child of Tearsn was published on 29 March 
1906, 11The Bride" on 19 July 1906, and "h.~ the 
End of Spring" on 4 October 1906. 
rv1cCrae 's "The Day of Judgment II was published 
on BRP 13 April 1905; his winning entry in the 
spring poem competition was publi~hed on . . 
21 September 1905; his untitled l~nes beg~nn~ng 
"~lhen Death comes seeking for a prisontd soul" 
\·;are published on BRP 26 October 1~05; nsor;me~" 
on BRP 25 January 1906; untitled l~nes beg~nn~ng 
"Last night I read within a ragged book" on 
BRP 10 May 1906 "The End of Desire 11 on BRP \. 
24 May 1906 and "Credo" on BRP 28 June 1906. 
McCrae also'contributed three columns of prose 
on "Robert Herrick" to BRP 14 Se~tember 1~0.5' 
and on 7 June and 12 July 1906 h~~ entr¥ 7n a 
ballade-writing competition was d~~qual~f~ed by 
Stephens after consultation with h~s readers· 
br 
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Stephens published his own verse on the Red Page 
more frequently than that of either Neilson or Mc0rae55. 
It did not improve, though the piece which was perhaps 
Stephens' nearest approach to witty verse was also 
interesting as a mirror of his mocking attitude to any 
self-conscious posturing he detected in Australian writers. 
The piece was "The Dying Poet to His Wife" which he 
published on the Red Page for 4 May 1905. Xn sixty lines 
it celebrated the interest anthologj.sts were beginning to 
take in Australian verse. The poet's health showed marked 
improvement after the arrival of the morning mail, and he 
admonished his wife: 
55 Stephens published his own verse on BRP in 1905 
and 1906 as follows: untitled verses on 
\'loolloomooloo on 9 February 1905; 11The Dying 
Poet to His Wife" on 4 May 1905; untitled parody 
on Kenneth Grahame on 1 June 1905; untitled lines 
on a New Zealand anthology on 8 June 190?; 
translations from French verse by Valent~ne 
de Saint-Point on 7 September 1905; "Spasms" on 
14 September 1905; "Re-echoes",. a parody of . 
Kipling, on 5 October 1905; nPa~d. to Do?dlek~ne :, 
\'l. A." on 12 October 1905; "Sal vat~on E'!l~grat~on 
on 19 October 1905; "To Phy1lida, Putt~nf? On Hefr 
Hat" on 2 November 1905; 11Nurse Jan~' s D~sease~ 
on 14 December 1905; "Quintus Horat~us F1~ccus 
on 11 January 1906; a sonnet non the B,urn~ng of 
G. Darrell's MS. Plays in the Great F~re of Sy~ney, 
.3l:::,t March, 1906" on 19 AJ?ri1910~~6; ~ ·~i:dsif~!~n from de Regnier on 26 Apr~l 1 ' un ~ 9o6· br)ginning "When Deakin talks" on 10 ~ay 1 ' 
translations of Heine on 17 May 1906, and 
11The Tote" on 26 July 1906. 
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I think I'm better now, Mary: take that 
wet rag away : 
You know I_hate my forehead slopped_ no 
never m~nd; obeyt ' 
Give me the letters here, Mary and bring 
the bottle too; ' 
You never mix it strong enougi::; Mary you 
never do. ' 
Ahat - here's Jones - yes Jones it ist -
"compiling an anthologylr •.. 
"Make extracts" ••. why, of. course he can 
•.. that doesn't need apology; 
And Robinson- dear me, how stranget is 
"making a collection," 
And begs the honour to include my "Ode 
to Vivisection". 
And Bones asks most politely - yes, he asks 
me: Mary, look! 
To add the lustre of illY name to grace his 
little book. 
Stephens would brook no complaints from local poets 
that they were unappreciated. On the Red Page for 
20 April 1905 he introduced as "'R.Q. t too disconsolately 
to a. <t9fend", Rode ric Quinn's six quatrains presumably 
addressed to Daley. The burden of Quinn's verses was: 
Put by your lyre that sounds a golden truth 
It may not move dead souls with sweet alarm; 
The roses of the heart - the rose of youth 
And love seem spoiled of half their charm. 
Romance is dead, and sing you ne'er so loud 
She will not stir a lash, nor draw a breath, 
The platform liar and the large-eared crowd 
Have shamed the lady into death. 
In fact Stephens' attitude to Australian writing in 
t!:io period was sometimes astringent and sometimes 
indulgent. He did not believe that Australian writing 
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I, was to be over-protected. On tm Red Page for 12 October 
t 
... 
1905 he defended from the attack of a S~nator the 
existence o£ the Australian magazine , Life 56 which 
-- ' 
consisted of paragraphs clipped from other publications, 
Stephens remarked that "if scraps are demanded they may as 
well be clipped in Australia, and provide employment for 
local clippers and printers 11 • Furthermore Stephens saw 
no reason why Australian writers should have been protected 
from overseas competition. He wrote : 
It can be urged, of course, that scraps 
magazines depress the local writer who 
wants to do Australian work and be paid 
for it: but as long as they are made in 
Australia the local writer must accept the 
task of convincing the public that his work 
is better worth paying for. He has a 
majority on his side already, and 
competition for the minority will sharpen 
his talents and improv~ his work. We 
breed good horses in Australia, but nearly 
all of them are batter ridden with a spur. 
Stephens never hesitated to be amusing at the expense 
of the Australian writers of minor talent whose work he 
ravie\':ed between January 1905 and October 1906. For 
exnm.ple, in the column headed "Recently Published" on 
the Rod Page for 3 August 1905 he :remarked of A.T. Strong's 
56 Life: a Record for Busy Folk, January 1904-
March 1938. Melbourne, 1964-19;38 • 
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Sonnets and Songs 57 that "These are written with literary 
appreciation and without any influence from that potent 
r.luse who makes one local bard tear off his clothes and 
~Tithe naked on the floor in travail and mortal sweat. 
(His readers writhe in their clothes ••• later on)u. Neither 
'\'lere more adept verse writers spared ridicule. Stephens 
entitled his review of Hubert Church's Poems58 on the Rect 
Page for 12 January 1905 "A Precious Poet", and he opened 
l it by remarking that 11A certain poet went down from 
Tasmania to Maoriland, and fell among words, which stripped 
him of his simplicity, and stunned him, and never departed, 
loo.ving him half dead". Stephens went on to remind Church 
that 11Eve.ry 'stunning word' is a little rock in the stream 
of o. poem: with a strong current the stream flows over it 
and bours you along; but the interruption is perceptible"· 
In adjition to a weakness for unusual words, Stephens also 
found deficiencies in Church's metrical sense. After 
quoting several single lines from the verses, Stephens 
.. 
askod 11Surely Church does not think these, printed as 
v~rce, are anything beyond elaborate prose?" Stephens also 
57 A.T. Strong, Sonnet~ and Songs (Edinburgh, 
Blackwood, 1905). 
58 Hubexlti Church, Poems (Wellington, Wllitcombe & 
Tombs, 1904) • 
-described as "seriously amusing" Church's attempts to 
discuss New Zealand politics in his verse. Yet Stephens 
also claimed that the poems had "passages of harmony 
that are uncommonly pleasant 11 , and he ended the review 
on a note of optimistic reassurance in affirming that 
11Several pieces in The West Wind 59, several passages in 
the Poems are worthy to be cherished. If he will cease 
paraphrasing the ideas and language of others, and rid his 
work of crudities, obscurities, and extravagances - a not 
impossible task - he has the talent to do better still". 
Obviously Stephens had intended the review's heading 11A 
Precious Poet" to be understood in both senses of the 
epithet. 
On 18 May 1905 Stephens reprinted on the Red Page 
verses which Arthur Adams had had published in the March 
issue of the Monthly Review. Stephens introduced them 
with the comment that nYou can tell an Adams poem in the 
dark by the glittering exclamation points that hedge his 
lines". Stephens was as acutely aware of the declamatory 
effect of Adams' verse as 
same fault in his own.6o 
59 Hubert Church, The 
No. 5 (Sydney, The 
1902). 
he was apparently unaware of the 
After quoting Adams' verses on 
West Wind, The Bulletin Booklets 
Bulletin Newspaper Company, 
6° Compare Stephens' verse quoted on page 460 
above. 
• 
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18 May 1905 he remarked ~hat "The exclamation marks are 
bad form, of course; since a reader, like a nag, may 
justly resent being spurred all the time". At the same 
time Suephen::3 recognized· that Adams 11has done pretty well 
with his talent, and may reckon upon a moderate English 
market for the future". 
An example of Stephens' .indulgence of a minor verse 
writer occurred on 1 June 1905 when he began the Red Page 
with verses by Dora Wilcox en'titled 11In London", and in a 
late.r paragraph reviewed her Verses from Maori~and61 . 
Although he found in the verse 11too many echoes of phrase 
and thought" and co.mplained that 11Unfortun;ttely 
Miss Wilco:.·!s ear sometimes fails her, and several of the 
lines are flawed", Stephens considered that "~he has given 
c: us a little volume to be treasured". 
-
Stephens was also generous to Will Lawson. He 
described him in his review of Between the I:ights and Other 
Verses62 on the Red Page for 26 April 1.906 as "less dainty' 
less subtle, than Ogilvie, and canv0t yet pass from 
61 Dora Wilcox, Verses from Maoriland (London, 
George Allen, 1905). 
62 Will Lawson, Between the Lights and Other Verses 
(Wellington, J.i,erguson and Hicks, J906) • 
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sentiment into passion". Stephens also considered of 
this lesser Ogilvie that "His verse is too fluent, too 
easy, wanting more weight behind it to develop its force. 
His art is simple: he dumps his lines on the rhyme, and 
rattles over verbal obstacles with an energetic beat". It 
was no doubt Lawson's energy which moved Stephens to aesert 
that "Indeed, Lawson has all the vitality that Kipling 
once possessed, and needs only a little more skill with 
words to get Kipling'is effects". \>\lhile Stephens' summary 
of Lawson's qualities m~ght have held a hint of 
condescension, it was also generous. He wrote of Between 
the Lights and Other Verses that 11It is a book of rhymes 
manly, g:rnphic, and sympathetic, with honest poetical 
passages for many honest people". 
In 1905 and 1906 Stephens tended to be bland in his 
approach to the work of minor Austral:i.an prose writers, 
possibly because he had earlier mapped their talents and 
decided what was to be expected from them. He wrote of 
Louis Becke when he reviewed Notes From My South Sea Log63 
on the Red Page for 21 December 1905 that "He had always 
a good dramatic sense and, now that he takes no pains at 
all, his books are as good company as hims~lf (bar the 
63 Louis Becke, Notes From My South Sea Log (London,. 
Laurie, 1905}. 
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stutter) - and Becke:: was always the best of company". 
On 28 June 1906 Stephens published an extract entitled 
11 A Meeting of Creditors" from Louise Mack's Children of 
the Sun64. In a later paragraph he announced that 11The 
new book is as childish and sweet and sincere as ·the 
others", and that 11It breathes devotion to Australia". 
However on the book's literary value, as distinct fran :tts 
sentimental appeal, he was curiously silent. Stephen::! also 
employed delicacy in his comments on Randolph Bedford's 
novel, The Snare of Strength65 on the Red Page on 
18 January 1906. After noting that it had received 
favourable English reviews, he quoted from the notice in 
St. James's Budget which he considered 11the best critical 
appreciation" and which praised the book's originality 
while censuring its crudity. In endorsing ·the English 
periodical's criticism Stephens wrote: 
The journalistic bulk of the book is inferior 
to Bedford's own first-class work (as, for 
example, in the vivid and vital impressions . 
of London recently contributed to The Bullet~n). 
Bedford· has a big talent, and the way to ~ 
do justice to it (in book-f~rm,,at ~11 evento) 
is to take care not to stra~n h~s l~terary 
64 Louise Mack, Children of the Sun (London, Melrose, 
1904?). 
65 Randolph Bedford, The Snare of Strength (London, 
Heinemann, 1905). 
voi?e farther than it will go. The 
ord~nary to~es of that energetic voice 
are level ~th other men's top-notes· 
and Bedford's ~op-notes are steam-whistles. 
WJ;en h~ ~all~ .JU~t short of "fine writing" ' 
h~s wr~t~ng ~s f~~e; when he goes farther 
he gets ~nto fust~an. His keenness of 
observatio~, his pungency of expression are 
alwa¥s man~fest; he has genuine vision and 
emot~on; but throughout The Snare of Strength 
he seems to need the admonition one remembers 
given by a veteran manager to a young actor: 
"Don't strut. Don't scream". 
When Stephens reviewed the fourth book in Arthur 
Hoey Davis's saga of Queensland farm life, Back At Our 
Selection66 in the column headed "Currencies" on ·t:.he Red 
Page for 18 October 1906, the last Stephens edited, he 
seemed to take pride in its crudity. He found the book 
"as full of crude, honest, homely, vigorous vitality as 
were the earlier books n, and he ended his review by 
commenting that n'Bome of the illustrations are technically 
shocking, and some of tte details are rather rough; but 
errors and shortcomings seem somehow to swing with the 
spirit of the whole performance, as if young Australia 
were flinging things around from sheer gladness of heart 
in a reckless and original manner of its own". In this 
period even when Stephens was prepared to examine Australian 
prose more critically his conclusions were still optimistic 
and encouraging. On the Red Page for 17 May 1906 he wrote 
66 A.H. Davis, Back At Our Selection by nsteele Rudd" 
(Brisbane, Steele Rudd & do., 1906). 
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that Edward Dyson's novel In the Roaring Fiftie s67 
"gives new occasion to praise his talent and craftsmanship". 
Stephens found fault wi~jh Dyson's ability to sustain 
narrative and he described the ending of the story as "a 
novelist's disaster". He also criticized Dyson's style 
which he considered "too formal for the highest flights" 
and which he said 11la.cks speed where it is needed". He 
also accused Dyson of "stilted writing". Yet Stephens 
concluded that 11These are faults easily mended, and they 
are far outweighed by merits". 
To those Australian writers whose talents Stephens had 
earlier identified as major, his attitudes varied in the 
final phase of his Red Page editorship. Two of them he 
virtually ignored. Furphy and Brennan were mentioned 
among 11the heads we have pillowed and hit" in the paragraph 
on 18 January 190568. Thereafter he made only two 
J0 references to Furphy. One ""as a note on the Red Page for 
9 November 1905 which read "That bright little paper, 
Barrier Truth, commences publication of nother [sic] 
Australian story by tTom Collins', writer of Such is Life 11 • 
The other was a passing comment in his essay entitlE:d 
"The Dangerous Diarist" on 31 May 1906 that "'Tom Collins' 
67 R · Fifties (London, Edward Dyson~ In the oar~ng 
Chatto & Winaus, 1906). 
68 See pages 455-456 above. 
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has told how he keeps a mnemonic diary; and lo, for the 
fruit of it, a book! - not, one hastens to add, a book 
that by any stretch of language can be denominated 
dangerous". Only one piece of Brennan's work appeared on 
the Red Page in this period. This was a translation by 
Brennan of Heredia's sonnet, 11 A Une Ville Morte ", which 
Stephens published on the Red Page for 26 October 1905 
along with versions by E.R. Taylor and W.P. Reeves.69 
Stephens paid more attention to Victor Daley. In the 
final paragraph of the Red Page on 27 April 1905 he 
reported that Daley was very ill and ask13d for contributions 
towards his support. Stephens' immediatE\ reaction to Daley's 
death was to write on the Red Page for ll January 1906 a 
bad-tempered paragraph on the ugliness of Waverley Cemetery 
after Daley had been buried there. A week later, on 
18 January 1906, Stephens devoted the first two columns 
of the Red Page, which he headed simply "Daley", to an 
assessment which was largely personal and filled with his 
affection for the man. When he referred to Daley's work 
he compared him to Tom Moore and he made no extravagant 
69 That Stephens had not lost contact with Brennan 
is shown by the e:dstence among. the Papers of 
A. G. Stephens in the Mitchell L:~.b::ary of cnMS 
copy of "Towards t.he Source 11 , ~~t:J.tled , 
"Brennan : Poems u and endo;-se. · :J.n Brennan s hand 
"fair copy provisional & :~.ncomplete, for the use 
of A. G. St~phens, March 1905"· 
---------------------.. 
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claims for his friend's achievements 4n ..~. verse. Stephens 
wrote: 
Daley always reminded me of Tom Moore - a 
poet whom he had carefully read and 
scarcely ever referred to. Both lacked 
depth and passion to be great poets· both 
decorated fine fancies with fine ve~ses· 
both had a gay satirical vein; both wer~ 
"the hoigth of company". I think thE.IY are a 
good match, though Daley had a poorer ear 
and 1~ote in pictures; Moore wrote more 
musically, less brilliantly. Both were 
popular, and careful of their popularity. 
On 1 February 1906, in discussing The Sphinx70 Stephens 
remarked that "For local interest Wilde may be compared 
\:, with Daley; two Irishmen: the one weaving verse into a 
sumptuous tapestry, the other painting upon satin". 
Stephens lost no time in publishing his monograph on Daley, 
which was first advertised on the Red Page on 29 March 1906?1 
Along w:i:th his valedictory to Daley on 18 January 1906, 
Stephens published a long review of Bernard OtDowd's 
booklet, The Silent Land and Other Verses72 . Stephens was 
perturbed by the lack of freedom and variety in OtDowd's 
prosody. He wrote that "The book opens stiffly; as he goes, 
7° Oscar Wilde, The Sphinx (London, Elkin Mathews, 
1894). 
72 Bernard QtDowd, The Silent Land and Other Verses 
{Melbourne, Lothian, 1906). 
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. If 
'i the author irnproves his work, and sometimes gives fine 
t i expression to fine ideas. More often he is cramped by 
f his crustacean stanza - a regular 4 - 3 iambic quatrain, 
" § with alternating rhymes; and frequently his ear plays 
~ jc him false". Stephens also remarked that 110'Dowd's 
' 1,, 
' 
capacity is so good that one wishes he would perfect 
himself in the technic [sic~ of verse. This book would 
serve well as a subject for a lesson in prosody to senior 
classes". Stephens proceeded to give such a lesson, 
finding in QtDowd's verses plenty of pitfalls from which 
to warn young aspirants to the writing of verse. Stephens 
decided that some of 0 'Dowd' s verse, notably 11The Common 
Room" from which he quoted three stanzas, was "not poetry, 
but poetical philosophy, finely stated". However, Stephens 
was satisfied with what he called "some of his singing 
stanzas", and he ended the review with four of them 
beginning "We are not the Self we seem" from "The Silent 
Great 11 section of "The Silent Land"· Of them he remarked 
"That is good philosophy, good poetry, and good humanity"· 
<• 
Stephens might also have noticed OtDowd's ability to 
write good criticism. The opportunity was provided on the 
Red Page for 30 November 1905 when, under the heading 
"Australian Writers and an English Critic it, Stephens 
,, 
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introduced The Academz's review of A Southern Garland73 
' 
the collected edition of booklets of verse by Quinn, 
Hebblethwaite, Louise Mack, Church and QtDowd published 
by The Bulleti~ between 1899 and 1903. After reprinting 
the review, Stephens published comments on it by Quinn, 
Hebblethwaite, Church and QtDowd. In hi5 ~.ntroduction 
Stephens was preoccupied w:Lth the patronizing, albeit 
kindly, tone of' the review of what he described as "poetry 
distinguishable only from English minor ver::~e by the fact 
that some of it is a good deal better tha)!l ctu•rent English 
$' minor varse 11 • Quinn, Hebblethwaite and Chur-ch were 
~ offended that the English reviewer expected cruaer lines 
j with a more original point of view. QtDowd~s comments in 
defence of Australian verse's derivations were at once more 
succinct and more acute. Among his answers to the criticism 
\·ms the reminder that "verse of good quality claims to be 
assessed by virtue of that quality, not on what a chance 
critic howevdr able wants to see come from 'the colonies', 
but on its note of' universality". Furthermore QtDowd did 
not rem~in on the defensive: he expressed forcibly the role 
he considered ideas had to play in poetry. He wrote: 
73 A Southern Ga:o:>land (Sv·> ;, .Th~ ~lletin New~paper 
Company, 1904). RE7 ... .:-,;.:r.1GS mth mJ.n?r alte:atJ.ons Bull~tin Booklets Nos. 1-6: The HJ.dden TJ.de and 
The Circling Hearths by RodericDQuinn;,~ ~~:e~fby 
Regret by James Hebblethwaite; . reams J. 
louise Mack· The West Wind by Hubert Church; 
Dawnward? by Bernard otDowd. 
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~inally, in my opi~ion thought is a more 
lmportant element ln the valuation of 
absolute poetry than form or melody: 
form as a~ end, and melody as a:n end, have 
resu~t~d l~ both local.and English 
s~erlll~atl?n: .and orlginality of thought 
(~., lnsplratlD n - "essential brain work") 
must come back to ·che Muse before she will 
become fecund of poetry as distinguished 
from guitar-libretto. 
Stephens remained consistently critical of Henry Lawson's 
pessimism and unprepared to overlook his personal faults. 
At the same time as editor of the Red Page Stephens was 
prepared to use copy written by or about Lawson when it 
was topical. For example, on 13 April 1905 he introduced 
with the words "H. Lawson supplies a personal paragraph", 
a rhyming comment printed as prose on Lawson's reaction t .. :. 
seeing Longstaff t s portrait of himself hanging in the API/ 
Gallery. Stephens also published on 2 November 1905 under 
"Memoranda" the following anecdote: 
All publishing houses should have legends 
for clients to goggle at. Some of these days 
a local firm will recount with pride how a 
favourite author - having been used, a~ he 
conceived, despitefully - so1:1ght. ou~ h"'.s pet 
enemy at the business, and hlt hlm ln the 
full glare of publicity and the eye. '.~he 
turmoil was monstrous; but the author held 
his ground till a policeman c~e. Then, 
as he walked away with the ~ollc~man - or as 
the policeman walked away Wlth hlm- the. 
author grew oratorical upon his youth, hlS 
exploits, and his misfortunes; whereupon the 
bowels or other appurtenances of the 
policeman's compassion were so moved that he 
-------------------.. 
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told the author to go in peace and sin 
no. m<;>re. . And the author, his countenance 
sh~n~ng w~th glorious resolve walked carefu~ly back to tr.te place where he had 
left h~s enemy, gre~ted him kindly (him 
expecta~t o~ a~olog~es and buried hatchets!) 
and - h~t h~m ~n the eye. Our faith in 
the great, the indubitable Future of 
Australian LiteraturE~ dates from that day. 
Other evidence suggests that the anecdote, however 
inaccurately, almost certainly referred to Lawson's 
behaviour towards Fred Wymark on Angus and Robertson's 
premises.74 
74 A.H. Spencer has written what could be a polite 
version of the same incident: 
"One day Lawson or 'Henry' as he was 
affectionately and respectfully known to one 
and all - entered Angus and Robertson's 
bookshop, one of the usual days when beer had 
built him up into springtime jollity. He was 
so full of the joie de vivre inspired by 
Bacchus and his colleagues, indeed, that he 
even dared approach the steely Wymark and held 
out a hand for a 'little something' to aid him 
in further libations to his gods. As a rule, 
Henry avoided the al~rt Wymark, who, underneath 
a brusque manner, concealed the heart of a child. 
Wymark gestured Henry av;ay, whereupon the poet 
raised his walking stick in mock anger, and 
made as if to .-,trike him. Quick as thought . 
Wymark shoutec (Henry was very deaf), 'I'll g~ve 
you five shillings for your walking stick,, 
Henryt' With beer at threepence a glass ~~ve 
shillings was a large fortune to Henry; a~lently 
the exchange was made, and Fred Wymark handed 
the stick to me, sqying, 'There you are, Spe~cer, 
there t s a poet t .s prop. r " A. H. Spencer, 'J'he H~ll 
of Content: Books Art Music Peo le (Sydney, 
gus and Ro ertson, 1959 , p.103. 
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On 21 December 1905 the Red Page was headed "The 
Lawsons - Three Generations", and to it Henry Lawson 
contributed "Tales of a Grandfather'", while Stephens 
wrote "Mother and Son", noticing the similarity between 
some of the verses in Louisa Lawson's The Lonely Crossing 
and Other Verses75 and in her son Henry's When I Was King 
and Other Verses76. After describing Louisa Lawson's work 
as 11a little book of primitive verse; but keenly felt, 
and sometimes adequately expressed", Stephens reviewed 
Henry Lawson's When I Was King. The work did not please 
him. He wrote: 
The book w~en I Was King is below Henry 
Lawson's reputation, and below his merit. 
It was a mistake to collect in a volume 
so many casual newspaper verses, so many jaundiced reflections of bitter hours. 
These are not the best of Lawson, but the 
worst; and he has written so much that is 
good and strong, and brave, that one cann~t be satisfied with dismal doggerel 
of the alleys and the pubs. It is necessary 
to say this, for Lawso~ is regar~ed as.a 
representative Austral~an author, he ~s. . 
possibly the most original and character~st~c 
author that this country has produced; but 
75 Louisa Lawson, The Lonely Crossing ~nd Other 
Verses (Sydney, printed at Dawn Off~ce, 1905). 
76 Henry Lawson When I Was King and Other Verses (~ydney, Ang~s & Robertson, 1905). 
.. 
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his vision ~ncludes only a small arc of 
the Austral~an horizon, and the foreigner 
who relies.upo~ him alone for a picture 
o~ Austral~a.~ll be led very far astray. 
H~s woeful ~~c~ures must not be taken as 
fully descr~pt~ve of the Bush and his 
miserable breedings are far f~om depicting 
the cheerful courage of the men and women 
of the Bush. 
Stephens' final admonition to Lawson on the Red Page was 
consistent with all he had ever written of him there. 
Stephens closed his review of When I Was King by 
suggesting that 11If Lawson will leave himself and his 
troubles right out of his writing, and use his good eyes 
and his good heart to write the joys and sorrows of other 
people - especially the joys - his future work will be a 
great deai more satisfactory". 
On the hbd Page for 23 November 1905 Stephens remarked, 
after qt\oting an anonymous .American critic's claim that 
American literature had been inspired by definite American 
ideals, "A'Ild in this country's literature we want - definite 
Australian id.eals P'. For Stephens these ideals included 
a courageous and spirited optimism which Henry Lawson did 
not supply. In 1905 and 1906 Stephens did not overlook the 
't·Tork of any of those Australian writers who conformed to 
his requirement that "Letters must breed life", whether it 
. 't·la.o ,embodied in the practical advice given young Australians 
by· ~hur Adams in uon Going to London" on the Red Page for 
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22 June 190 5, in "H. G. 11 ' s gentle mockery by parody of 
several Australian writers of verse in "A Real Anthology" 
on 25 June 1905, or in the mock-heroic narrative in which 
on 31 August 1905 Norman Lindsay as 11Norman Victor Hugo 
Lindsay" wrote 11The History of a Crime". Lindsay's 
amusing prose recounted the hanging by the Art Society of 
one of his robust pictures so high that he had to get a 
ladder in order to remove it. Yet Stephens did not 
concentrate entirely on the practical, the lively, or the 
humorous in his Red Page offerings in 1905 and 1906. On 
27 September 190677 Stephens presented in 11The Making of 
a Masterpiece" a serious, scholarly study of 
r.rarcus Clarke's revision of For the Term of His Natural 
Life. Stephens returned to the original version as 
published in The Australian Journal and studied the 
revisions Clarke made before the novel was published in 
book form. Stephens decided that: 
77 The Red Page is wrongly dated 26 Septem~er 1906, 
though the date shown on the cover and ~n the 
rest of the issue is 27 September 1906. 
r 
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I~contestabl~[ ~he work has been improvad s~nce the or~gJ..nal publication. The old 
v~rsion has n~t t~e rounded shape, the v~tal form wh~ch vlarke has given to the 
new. Clarl<;e doubtless had in mind the 
method of publication which Charles Dickens 
adopted - a method which bred monsters. He 
took hints and help from the Tichbourne 
case·; and especially from Les Miserables. 
P.e pillaged the old records ruthlessly, and 
created with splendid talent a boolc that 
remains, whatever its faults, the only 
masterpiece in fiction that has been 
written in Australia. 
At the same time Stephens r~a;lized the importaztce o;f: ·the 
existence o;f: the ~.Htrli· ... r version, and he concluded his 
oxa.mina.tion of the work bY remarking that "there are in 
tho old version many passages of gooc writing, and man;r 
passages of Aust:(lalian inters st, that one would not 
willingly have bUI,ied". 
Perho.ps in considering the factors which led Stephens 
to t-olinquish the editorship of the Red Page on J.8 Oo:tober 
1906, wa ought not overlook the possibilitY that he might 
ho .. ve ·w·o.nted to pursue the opportunitiy to study the mlaking 
of Auocr~liun literature to n. depth incompatible with the 
dcmo.ndo of weekly journulisrn. One other factor was 
oortainl.y more obviouo, Archibald 1 o monttll health had 
declined to ouch un extent that by Jo.nuary 1907 he W~\S 
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confined in a mental institution78. Stephens had lost 
his sponsor and the only power on The Bulletin to whom 
he had given unreserveoly his affection and respect. 
\fuatever !lis reasons i'or leaving The Bulletin, Stephens 
W·~nt quietly. He want immediately to found a bookshop 
in Sydney, the first advertisement tor which appeared on 
the Red Page on the week following his departure, 
25 October 1906, and the last on 10 January 1907. From 
14 February to 14 March 1907 his weekly Bookfellow was 
advertised there. His only epitaph :l.n The Bulletin was a 
paragraph at the end of the second colwnn of the Red Page 
on 1 NoV8tnber l906 which read : 
Readers of this page, so long conducted by 
Mr A.G, Steph~ns, wil:L have no·ced t1_le 
modest advertJ..sement of his nevi busJ.ness · 
The critic turned bookseller h1.:1.S the • 
courage of his convictions; so long occup1.ed 
in telling Australia what books to buy, the 
critic is now J?repared to so:Ll them. "The 
:Sookfellow' s" (7 rtamilton ... street, Sydney}, 
promises to be the happy hunting .. ground 
of the judicious Austra:Lian book ... worm • 
Whatever was ti'l~s decisive ,factor in etephens' decision 
to o.bandon the Red Page, it could not hoW~ been cynicism 
on the future of Australia. or o£ ber literature • He 
78 Stephens w.t'oto of a v:tai.t to. Archibald in th~ . 
State l.Yentc.l Hoop1.
9
• 5f:!. nt J CRll~M~i~, ~n c~l~~c~:t.on dfo.t~d 4 JanufarA"/. Gl f;ltnt'~on~ • Mitchell Library 
o ··aporo o . . • ...., """" ' 
MS No. A3986. 
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professed no other faith than his patriotism. He 
remained sceptical of religion and castigated its 
adherents. Sometimes he saw in religion a conflict 
with patriotism. For example, in "The Pope and Kelly" 
on the Red Page for 2 March 1905 he described Kelly, a 
union official, persuaded from socialisrrt by a Papal 
encyclical, as "a bad citizen" who "in the matter of the 
govarnment of Australia, a matter which is not a 
religious matter, does not put Australia first". At other 
times 3tephens made it clear that he could not believe in 
t;tl.e sincere conversion to religious conviction of 
previously free spirits. Of Oscar Wilde's confession of 
faith, for example, he wrote in "When the Devil Was Sick" 
on the Red Page ;f'or 13 April 1905 that 11Where it is in 
et:l.rnest,, De Profundis79 reads like the last faint cry of 
an infidel expiring a.t the Christian stake. There is 
'a. meaning and purpose in it all' , says !he Daily News • 
The meaning is the pleasure that the sufferings of heretics 
give to the holiest hea.:rt". 
Undoubtedly, Stephens' faith in his own abilities, in 
hie. reputation and in the ;f'uture of Australia was 
79 oocar Wilde, Qe Profundi~ (London, Methuen, l90S). 
sufficient in 1906 for him to believe that he could 
continue to make his way as a critic without The 
Bulletin's backing. The rest of his lif'e was to prove 
his faith unfounded~ and his editorship of' the Red Page 
was to remain his tnost notable achievement. Speculation 
on why he left The Bulletin and whether he would have 
achieved more if he had remained is largely in vain. It 
can only be assumed in view of' his requirements of 
literature that by 1906 much of tb;:~ writing v-dth which 
he had to deal as editor of the Red Page and t.he atmosphere 
of The Bulletin had f'or him ceased to "breed life" and 
that he the:r.•efore decided to seek more stimulating 
employment f'or his talents. Perhaps he applied to his own 
decision the advice he had given Red Page readers at thJ 
end of his article '"Light of the World' - and After?" 
on 5 April 1906. At the end of that article, written 
after the exhibition in Sydney of Holman Hunt's famous 
p2.cture, Stephens wrote n.§.y.um cuigue;: to every man his 
own universe of truth or err•or - and error truly believed 
is truth f'or the believer. The thing essential is to f:Lnd 
your universe and live in it; instead of wav.er:i.ng miserably 
between. two worlds." 
1
11 
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Chapter Nine 
"Towards Establishing a Canon of Local Criticism" 
the Achievement of A.G. Stephens on the Red Page 
In order tc assess A.G. Stephens' achievement in 
criticism on the Red Page, attention must be given to the 
literary theories on which his jud~ments were based. A 
stu~y of his theories reveals the many literary influences 
which had V<lorked upon him. Such a study also allows us 
to see how he selected from various movements in art and 
from contemporary ideas about literature, philosophy and 
science those which he judged most useful in his mission 
of achieving a literature for Australia. Concern for 
Australia's cultural development might well have been 
Stephe~s' major motivation. However if the Red Page is to 
be assessed as literary criticism it mus·t be judged by 
lit~rat.1Y values. Stephens once defined criticism as "an 
original reaction t'tomArt ", 1 and it is by this standard of 
criticism as a noble and necessary pursuit of man, freed 
from boun.darie s of nationalistic sentiment, that I propose 
to j1~dge the Red Page • 
l BRP 24 Mal:'ch 1904· 
... 
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On the evidence of the Red Page there can ·oe no 
doubt that the major assumptions on which Stephens based 
his literary criticism were Romantic. They stemmed from 
the influence on him of the great works of, and the 
traditions which flowed from the Romantic Movement in 
European philosophy and literature which began in the 
eighteenth century and which flourished in English literature 
from the early nineteenth century. Walter Jackson Bate has 
written: 
If the eighteenth c~)ntury began with the 
belief that man's d'istinctive nature is his 
reason, it ended with a common belief that 
what is "natural" in rn~n is his feelings. 
This assumption took various forms. First, 
it encouraged ~n emphasis on such qualities 
in art as spontaneity, immediacy and 
originalit1• If what is best and most 
"natural" in man is his emotional character, 
then, in art, what. is to be p~ized is. the 
original and outgo~~g express~on of h~s 
feelings.~ 
In harmony with the central idea of Romanticism, Stephens 
announced on th, Red Page that 11The essence of Art is 
emotion". 3 stephens was never able to define satisfactorily 
\'lhat he meant by emot.ion. His attempts to do so usually 
led him to specify the effects a poem should create on its 
audience ~ather than to define the qualities of the work 
2 Walter Jackson Bate, P~efaces to Oritici§ill (Garden 
City, N.Y., Doubled~y; 1959), p.lOl. 
3 BRP 15 October 1898. 
/.·· 
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itself. Stephens asserted, for example, that "When a 
poeJJl gives you the sensation of being turned inside out 
and held gasping over the J:nfinite by a single hair~ it 
has gone far to prove that it really is a poem and not an 
- ' 
exercise in varse by an experienced or inexperienced word-
juggler. n4 Such cosmic emotion was not transmitted to 
3tephens by poetry which was the vehicle of ideas or 
ar~ument. Like the Romantics Stephens rejected the values 
of Classicism. Dryden he referred to as "master of the 
artificial Muse" adding that nthere was always too JJlUCh 
intellectual admixture in Dryden's lyrics".5 Far from 
demanding original ideas in poetry, Stephens was prepared 
~· to admit there only familiar ideas. He wrote that "there 
J are some human ideas o:f such general acceptance that they 
f do not complicate the message, and these may be so 
!f. introduced as to heighten the artistic emotiot; · n
6 
Towards ~' 
the end of his Red Page career Stephens explained that 
11 0nly when the thought iS fUSed in emotiOXl doeS the poem 
flower into true gl.)neric fragrance"· 7 More than ten years 
4 BRP 15 October 1898. 
5 BRP 2.4 February 1900 • 6 w ld 1 n:Ba11ad o:t: Reading 
In discussion of Oscar i e s 
Gaol", BRP 21 May 1898 • 
7 BRP 23 August 1906. 
\I 
) 
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earlier he had written in similar vein that "Intellect. 
is great; emotion is great; but 1 fa~ a poet, the greater 
of them is emotion. This it is which fires dull words 
' 
turns ore into gold, and, Pygmalion-like, draws with 
passionate ardor from cold stone warm, pulsating life". 8 
The belief that art was to be the vehicle of spontaneous, 
immediate and original feeling led the adherents of 
Romanticism in literature to place lyric poetry above all 
other literary genres. W.K. Wimsatt has written of the 
late eighteenth rutd early ninet.eenth centuries that 11This 
\'l~S the time • • • when modern li.terary criticism completed 
one of its major shifts in preference among literary 
genres", and that the shift was to the lyri.c as 11the most 
poetic kind of poetry, the most di:~~ect, free 1 and. unlimited 
m~ldng of the poetic mind". 9 A~O. Stephens' p;referencQ 
for the lyric we.s absolute and unu~?hanted. "W'::len an ounce 
of lyt~ic meat is obtainable, why rnu.nch a ya.:rd of ~pic 
celery?" he asked on one occasion, 10 a.r\d :tn pt~a.i:ltical 
criticism he looked indulgently on ·tihe work of Austxw.l.ia.:n 
1yristo who attained any dO'xtet~ity .i.n verse· 
$ BRP 15 Fe bruo.ry 1896 • 
9 W K~ ''lim· (r."tt nQermo.n Idoa.S 11 , ~I ,1\, \li:Lmaatt and 
• • '11 .,. .... ' . . c ..~t·'"',~~.,.n. n Short CleAnth arooks, J ... it.Q;:arx. r:r·:.2~~~~7:ir''!'l_. ... .,.. 
History {London, '"'1mpo, J..9t\bl: ~'l~pt< ... :t • · J 
PP· :nz-37:3· 
10 BRP 26 September 1896. See ~ltlge 1.6.3 abo"~Ji~ .. 
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For Stephens, as criticism was "an original reaction 
from Art" so A:l;'t was "an original reaction from Nature u .11 
Stephens took his concept of nature from the Romantic 
tradition. It was not only the external world but man as 
part of and in relationship to this world and to himself, 
his imva.rd nat'Ure, his dreams, hopes and imaginings. 
From Nature came his intimations of reality, and of his 
origins and his destinations. Therefore the nearer man 
lived to Nature and the less he was dependant upon material 
things oi' his own manui'acture the nearer he must have been 
to the well-springs of' Art. The path to primitivism had 
been traversed by the Romantics, notably by Rousseau in 
philosophy and Wordsworth and Blake in poetrY• Late in 
hia Red Page career Stephens came to regard the Australian 
Aborigine as "the noble savage" •1z But he had also sought 
to establish the existen~e of qualities oi' natural 
goodness and peasant wisdom among the white bush population 
o:f' Austr.:tlia, bravelY confronting Nature in the bush and 
uncorrupted by the evil influences of citY and town life. 
For "lordsworth' s Nature, Stephens wanted to substitute as 
the id~,o.l of Austra.lian literature, "the Bush" wh:l.ch he 
porooni£ied as ttboautit:ul nnd torriblo", 13 and he resented 
ll BRP 24 March 1904· 
12 See pages 4:1.4 .. 419 above • 
13 BRP ?? October 1898 • See page 207 above· 
Lawson's refusal to idealize it and make i"G the core of an 
Australian mythology. 
Stephens' primitivism was manifested also in his 
assertions that "It is the child who leads the keenest life nl4 
and that poetry was the product of youthful nations and 
youthful individuals.15 Stephens' ambivalent attitude to 
education and his mistrust of universities could also be 
said to have had a theoretical basis in his primitivist 
beliefs. :Cn gen~ral of course the primitivism which 
postulated youth in nations, lcHlk of sophistication in 
individuals and society, and closeness to external nature 
as circumstances conducive to artistic creation fitted very 
11ell the conditions i~ Australia at the time when Stephens 
vw.o editing the Red Page, He was able to apply the>3e 
boliefs not only to the Australian bush but to Australia as 
a whole, a youthful nation, innocent of the corruptions 
of the old world~ at the time when he vtas striving to 
bring to birth a.n Australian literature· 
Romantic primitivism also endorsed the fitness of the 
plain man's language £or poetry. Stephens had little to 
oo.y directly on the subject o£ poetic diction on the Red 
Pueo but he published the views o£ mart'/ disputants at'ter " 
contributor, Ste£an von Kot~e, had objected vehementlY to 
14 BRP 15 FebruarY 1906. See page 43:3 above· 
15 See, £or ex~:e~e, BdR!.?e5 ,.P16 ~~m~~a i~~7 n~~e. November lo9o on .t'""g '"' <~ 
the banality of the phrase "in her bed" in the following 
lines from Wilde's "Ballad of Reading Gaol": 
The poor dead woman whom he loved 
And murdered in her bed. 
To end the controversy Stephens published a contribution 
from Victor Daley which he described as "a fine and 
adequate lust word". In it Daley asserted that ncommon, 
homespun words are the warp in which is [sic] woven the 
ideal pictures of the mind" .16 Stephens was also unhappy 
about Hubert Church's use of startling words in his 1yrics,
1
7 
and, on a broader plane, one of his several objections 
to Symbolism in poetry was obscurity of language.
18 
Romantic primitivism also gave Stephens warrant f>:>r 
acceptance in his canon of the buoh ballads whether in 
their folk forms in ~he old bush songs or in Paterson's 
crude and vigorous narrations of more recent bush legends. 
The great Romantics were concerned to probe the 
origins of creative power in literature. Coleridge in 
hio Diographia Literari~ allotted to the imagination the 
contral :rolo in the creation of literary art· He wrote : 
16 The d:Lscuosion ranged over ERP ~ Ju1~r 1898 and 
13 Auguot 1898. 
17 BRP 12 January 1905. Soo page 46~ above· 
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Th~ i.nagination then, I consider either as 
~r~m~ry,,or secondary. The primary 
~mag~nat~on I hold to be the living power 
and prime Ag~n~ in.all human Perception, 
and as repet~t~on iU the finite mind of 
the eternal act of creati~n in the infinite 
I AM. The secondary Imagination I consider 
as an ech~ of the former, co-existing with 
the consc~o~s will, yet still as identical 
~th ~h~ p~imary in.the kind of its agency, 
and d~flerlng or.ly ~n degree, and in the 
mode of 'Lts operation. It dissolves, 
diffuses, dissipate::;, in order to recreate; 
or where this process is rendered impossible, 
yet still at all ever-ts it struggles to 
idealizE, and to unify. Xt is ~ssentially 
vital, even as all objects {as objects) are 
essentially fixed and dead.l9 
Fancy, on the other hand, Coleridge down-graded as 11no 
other than a mode of Memory emancipated from the order of 
time and apace n, 20 The nobility of Coler•idge 's vision 
of tho imagination as a. mighty inward power of perception 
~md oyntheoi,;J round an echo in Stephens. He wrote that 
"Ima.gino.t:l.on. is tl.e faculty of forming mentc;.\l images, but, 
in the high and ope~\al sen~e, the images must be croated 
by tho mind, not merely reflected £rom a physical objectn.21 
but m!l.intoncmce o£ an exalted theory of' imagination would 
lHlV'I? boon very difficult in face of much of the writing 
t·Ihich Gtophono had to diocuoo on the Red Page • There£ore 
19 S.T. Coleridge Biographia Literaria. 1~7d· George Watoon ttondon, Dent, 1906), P· • 
20 S.T. Coloridgo, ,!!io~raphiO. Litel:'ari.a.. Ed· 
George Watoon1 p:I67· 
21 tmP 21 July 1900. Soc pa.go 26g abt.wa • 
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\'then he sought on one occasion to compare the qualities 
of Australian writers of verse Stephens reduced the gap 
between imagination and fancy, defining fancy as 
"imagination tethered to earth" and imagination as "fancy 
freed and soaring beyond the stars". 22 
Stepr~ens was incapabJ.e of sustai.ning allegiance to 
Coleridge's theory of literary invention which has been 
charact~ri~ed as "o:rganic".23 Stephens sought quicker, 
oimpler explanations of literary creativity in physiological 
cau;:;en. of genius and invention. The homage the great 
Romantics accorded imagination was ~educed in Stephens to 
a di;:;taste for realism in literature and a determination 
to oxpooe plagiarism wherever b~ discerned it. At his 
worot, Stephen~ v-:as prone to mistake for imagin~;~.tion 
24 Geo, for example, 
2$ ERP 17 June 1896, 
such ~;~.s his 
Stephens on the Red 
,I 
Page deserv~d Vance Palmer's charge that he "had a. weakness 
for the minor key in literature". Z6 
Intolerant as Stephens was o~~ social realism in 
ir.lagina.ti ve literature, his Red Page strictures on writers 
whom he accused of either copying or echoing other 
vr.ritero t ideas and pnrases seemed to have ar.isen from 
consideration~ of economic justice. Literature was after 
all property t not to be alienated from its owners. 
Furthermore the rewards available to writeJ. .. S ~ especially 
to Australian writers, were scarce and had to be husbanded. 
Those vmre the grounds on which Stephens frequently justified 
the vehemence of his attacks on what he consid~rMl bad 
work. 27 
Ctephens probed no depths in his speculations on 
poetic inspiration. Instead he s~ght to establish that 
lyric poets were possessed by the thoughts a£ their ancesto:t's, 
Thio he conside:t'ect a. ,.1.egit:tmate sotu'Ce of inspirat~A~n for 
thr) lyric poets of Australia. A cynic m:l.g,:t add that this 
thoo:t'y r~'-ld spo cial utility in the Australian sitt.tr.1.tion and. 
might ask f:rom what othe:r sources could come food £'or th'O 
ima.gsin,l.tion o£ poets exiled from their history in an empty 
26 A a· nt.,s,phen"' A 0 Ste hens: Hie Life and Work. 
• " v "" v' . . . . . ··..,tson & u ens Ed. Vance Palmer e ourne , o e... , 
l94l} 1 Foreword, p.29· 
27 Seei. £o::> Qxa.mplei DRP .2od·. Jan~~r~g~90~945a~~n~~£Y 
l90 and o JulY 901 an pag i01 ' 
above. ,/ 
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continent, geographically old but historically new-born, 
and in a society anxious to forge'~ its convict origins and 
quite unlikely to find in them inspiration for lyric poetry. 
~!ore over, in seeking to establish poetic inspiration from 
ancestral thoughts Stephens was able to pursue his interest 
in identifying racial characteristics in national literatures. 
The Celtic rev~val in literature and the Irish character, 
for example, were i'requent Red Page topics. 28 Racial 
prejudices and preconceptions filled Stephens' asses~ments 
of poets like Tennyson and Robert But~ns. As v-tell as being 
concerned to establish the Australian as a racial type, 
Stephens was almoet. certainly in!lv.enced by Taine and 
r•Iatthe\'f Arnold to believe that race had a bear,ing on 
493. 
literature.29 Ideas of race rc.t;)mory were also common in 
popular speculation at the time, and some basis of 
psychological respectability was later found fol:' them :i.n 
what has been called 11the Jungian thesis that beneath the 
individual tunconscio~st - the blocked~off residue of our 
past, particularly childhood and infancy - lies the 
'collective unconscious' ~ the b1o~ked-off memory of our 
re.ciaJ. past, even of our pre-humanity". 30 
Just as Stephens sought to account for poetic 
inspiration by a. genetic m.~chanism of "hereditary brain 
cells 1131 his theory of poetic genius was physiological and 
deterministic. Stephens believed that genius was "a 
disease of the nerves" ,32 and associated w.l.~~ this belief 
\·11.\s hio occasional p~etence that poetry was the product of 
moody introspection by unhappy and unhealthy writers ~ a 
29 Stephens made P.roud alluoion to his knowledge ~f 
To.ine on ERP 28 JulY 1904: see pages );36-3:37 above· 
Matthew Arnold'... influence on the importance of 
race in literature, Stephens could well have . 
absorbed £rom hio essay uon the Study o£ C~l~:~.c 
Litero.ture n, Matthew Arnold, Lectures and Es..,a 
8 
in Criticism. Ed •. R.H. Supa:r •. omp et,b rose 
Works of Matthew .ArnoldL vol, 3 (Ann . orJ.. 
University o£ 'Michigan .t-roos, 1962), 29l-3'i5 • 
30 Ron.: Wo11ek o.nd Auotin T1o.rron~ !.h00?e ot1Li~~;~~ure .• )rd od. (Ho.rmondoworth, Middlesex, . engu n ' 
1963) 1 p. $4. 
3l BRP 22 Juno 1901. Sao page 273 above • 
32 :BRP 3 October 1896. See pagoo 12) .. 126 above~ 
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belief which had filtered into the Romantic vradition 
through study of the biographies as much as of the p·Jetry 
of Byron, Shelley and Keats. Stephens once announced on 
the Red Page that "Poetry is gene :rally mol:>e or less of an 
unhPalthy growth, a morbid secretion" )3 Yet he 
disapproved of Lawson's verses, 11The Vagabond", because 
"there are so many sucking Byrons busy at monotonous 
variations on the bitter old theme". 34 In ;('act Stephens' 
whole temper as a critic was that of a :rudely healthy 
optimist, convinced of the power of prog~ess, especially 
through science, a belief quite at odds with the Romantic 
outlook, and with that of Matthew Arnold who 1 according to 
Re:ne \'lellek, "almost single-handedly, :pulled English 
criticism, out of the doldrums into which it had fallen 
after the G:r>eat Romantic Age 111 .3 5 
Yet Arnold's influence ott Stephens was considerable, 
and Arnold was the frame of :reference th~ough which other 
critica.l influences reached him. It seems likely' for 
ape, 
il 
'I 
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example, that it was ;('rom A:!:'nold that Stephens learnt to 
admire Heine. 36 Arnold was also apparently the standard 
against whom contemporary English critics were measured, 
sLnce Stephens wrote in praise of Frederic Harrison tlat 
11of all critic$ now writing, he std.kes one as likest to 
A"'nold himself - so lucid, so impartial, so sane n. 37 
( There were several. echoes of Arnold on the Red Page. 
Some were obvious and serious like his agreement with 
Harrisont s in·terpretation of Arnold's belief that it was 
the duty of the critic hto lay dowr~ decisive canons of 
cultured judgment n )8 Anothel:' use Stephens made of 
Arnold's counsels on the Red Page was obvious and playful, 
namely Stephens :!."eferen.ce to "touchstones" in selecting 
J.C. Neild's line ttE;('tsoons the Nocent Waterspout will 
rioe P1 as a touchstone of bad verse )9 Other echoes of 
Arnold on the Red Page wel:'e more subtle • For example, 
36 Arnold t s essaY on Heinrich He in~ was publ~shed in 
the 1865 and 1869 editions of h~s Bssays ~n 
Criticism. See Matthew Arnold;. features and EssaY,s 
!n Criticism. Complete Proso works val. 3 t 
pages 107-132 • 
37 BRP 2 May 1896. 
)$ BRP 2 May 1896. 
3 9 BRP 2 7 June 1896 and page 96 above • 
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Stephens used the phrase "natu:r:-al magic 11 , once in relation 
to Keats and again in relation to Swinbt~rne. 40 Stephens 
had apparently so thoroughly assimilated the ph:;;·ase from 
Arnold that he no longer recognized that it wA.s not hi5 o\';rn 
thought. 4l There is also perhaps an echo of .. \r:J,o),dTs 
fg~ous injunction that the critic should "see the object 
as in it,self' it realJ.y is" in Stephens' remark that 
Kipl.ing' s "The Drums of' Fore at4d Af't ", in contrast to 
Stephen Crane's The Red Badge of' Com"age, ttwith fa.r less 
pomp of language, shows you the thing as it is'', 42 
Stephens also stood firmly by Arnold's belief in the dignity 
o:f' the critic's mission, the importance of the critical 
spirit, and the distinctiveness of the critical from the 
creative faculty. 
Stephens like Arnold believed that criticism had a 
didactic function, It was 1 in Frede!'ic Harrison's phrase, 
· · · · 43 A • 1' 1' ke 
"to ~;J..ft the sound £rom the "l:J.CJ.ous". ga:t. ~ l 
Arnold Stephens subscribed, to the belief that poetry could 
be regarded as "criticism .of life" and that it could 
40 BRP 11 December 1897 and ) November 1904· 
41 Al:>nold t s attribution of "natural magic"dto 01Cep~~ 
wao first made in hio essay on MauX'ice e . uer ... 
in. tl}e. ~865 and 110l86~h:d~~~~~s 0~£ c~~~i~s£1~!-r~ur•" C_rJ.tJ.CJ.um •. In n :i.d a· .11 una.tu:ro.l magic 11 1 
'A'.rnold expanded his eo.':' 0 :·· d:i. Keats. See 
discussing many write~s. l.~;du Es~~ s in Criticism. 
Ma.tthew Arnold, Lectm:ss P 4 ana· PP• :n; .. ;na. Complete ~rose or s, vo • ' • 
42 "Battle Pictures", BRP 14 March 1896. /' 
0 abo'V a • 
I 
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substitute for formal religious belief. 44 Steph;';lns also 
believed in "high seriousness" as a mark of great art. 
For Stephens the proper subjects of poetry were loving, 
fighting, birth, death, what he called "the great themes 
of exist~ n-;:·;;" ~5 Stephens believed that "To be enduring, 
literary work must be brought into contact with some primal 
fact of humanity; t.here must be a universal 'moral' in 
it • . . the natural moral which abstractedly considered, 
ever.•y incident of life has for a11 things living". 46 
Stephens made it clear that the "natural moral" existed 
with ref~I·ence to a philosophic ideal not to any code of 
behaviour since he also wrote that "The glory of art 
tarnishes 9-s soon as it comes in contact with a hypothetical 
standard of morals". 47 Yet great art had to be serious. 
Stephens was amused but not moved by the npretty~things" 
of the verse of. .~he .:allow Book. 48 He did not subscribe 
to the doctrine of Aestheticism that art was apart rrom 
and t:.X:empt :C:com the 1~wts of society and to serve no other 
pur.pooes than ita own. Stephens thus shared Arnold'S 
Hornt~.a.n belie£ that art was useful a.s well as sweet' that 
44 BRP 14 September 1896· See page 130 D. rve. 
45 BRP l August 1896 • 
46 BRP 13 February 1897 · 
47 BRP ll August 1904. Seo page :371 above • 
48 BRP 6 July 1895 • See also page 81 above • 
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culture was to carry "light" as well as "sweetness". He 
also acquiesced in Arnold's return to the persuasion of the 
classical tradition that literature was made according 
to rules, however subtle. Stephens wrote that "though it 
is true that poetry cannot be made by rule (alone), it can 
he wended. Genius itself succeeds by unconscious knowledge 
of the rules, ..., by a science that is instinctive in genius". 49 
In the broadest sense Stephens could be said to have 
had a warrant from Arnold for his use of the Red Page for 
the instruction and guidance of aspiring Australian writers 
in the hope of bringing to birth an Australian literature. 
After all, Arnold wrote that "A time o;t true creative 
activity • • • must inevitably be preceded amongst us by 
a time of criticism". 50 However, Stephens as editor of the 
Red Page could not be judged to have satisfied Arnold's 
req\.irement of "disinterestedness" in the critic • 
Rene Wellek has sensiblY explained Arnold's concept of 
"disinterestedness" as "a denial of immediate political and 
coctarian ends, a wide ho~i~on, an absence of p~ejudice, 
h t" 51 :C have coronity beyond the passions of t e momen • 
ouggeoted in Chapter One of this study some of the factors 
49 nverse and Stress", BRP l9 April 1906. 
50 Mo.tthc~·r Arnold, ttTheiFun0cti"ti~~i~~ 0~~~~1!~~11 Prose Lectures and Essays n._r -' 
Works, v\51. :3, p .. 269 • 
51 Rene' Wellek Hi~Gor of Modertl Criticism 7 o .. 
1920: the :Late neteen_:!?. entur • 
•sz .. n•• ........... -------------------------------------·---~---------. .. 
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in 'l'he Bulletin environment which made it anything but a 
zone of quiet for the dispansiona.te consider{=l.tion of 
literature. !.!:!§;. Bull~&1.E·' s flattery of the Philistine would 
have appalled Arnold. :Nir~r~over Stephens o£ his own volition 
narrowed his hot-izons and ind1.1lg·ed his prejudices in ways 
1:1hich would have- been a.nat~hema t~1 Arnold. 
Arnold rejected in::rt:i.t·uti('lnal.i:4ed religion. So did 
Stephens. But Stephens also d.diculed .;~.ll x·eligious belief 
and experience. His athei~)m was Militant an·t pol~mical 
rather thari disinterested. He missed no opportunity to 
belittle Ch~istianity. Stephens had obviously been steeped 
in the language of' the Authol."ised Version of the New 
Testament and he took bis revenge £o:r this imm~rsion in 
hio frequent parod~.es o;e Christian scripture· Several 
insto.nces have be~n quoted in the fox'egoing chapters • None 
~mulct ho.ve given him more so.tisfaction than his anno\mcement 
to ·'.1. correspondent that. nit is not necessary to woncter at 
the outopringing of 'l~tfe' £rom tmo.tter'. Whenever two or 
throo atoms are ga.th(;.Jred tog~lther there is life in the 
midnt of them". 52 Stephen&' mateJ:;ialiot horizons would 
allo\·t no metaphysica.l opoculation on the nature of life • 
P · ""'h"'"" trrJ!e,ea.ph"'sics is s.n He cmugly announced on the Rod age y ..,.y il 
52 Anower to uor:ttos". :tn ·h"Lit~~~,~t~~~~ 'w~. :~o two )0 Jnnuo.ry 1896 • Matt ow ... ., .,... Name 
or throe a.re ga.therod toe;other tn rny ' 
there urn I in the midst ot them · 
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exploded science" and that "all the metaphysicians fr'om 
Aristotle to Kant, and past Kant, have be~n 'hooting up a 
dead limb of the tree of knowledge', darkening counsel 
and confusing understanding". He continued: 
At the.close of the nineteenth-century 
there ~s left but one primal science in 
the realm of human knowledge - the science 
of Physics in the widest sense, the science 
of things ~atural, things as they are; 
and the sc:~.ence of things dreamt of;"" 
dogmas invented, baseless theories sent 
flying like stringless kites into the 
domain of the imagination - the science 
of metaphysics - is in truth, if not in 
fact, as dead as the legendary cock that 
crowed to warn the legendary Peter. 
Stephens added that "All. these centu:t;ties the metaphysicians 
have been poking the smoke; the progress of physiology has 
at last taught people ... some people ... to poke the fire 
11
• 53 
In 11poking the £ire t• with his physiological beliefs 
Stephens was never profound and frequentlY absurd. It is 
ono thing for a materio.listic critic to believe as 
I.A. Richards did, that complete knowledge of neurology 
mi~ht solve all problems o£ the literary imagination and 
tho processes by which observations are transmuted into 
art • 54 But it ~.s quite anothor £or Stephens to have 
53 "Upotairo :t.n the E:rain", DRP 22 April 1899 • 
c:4 . . . .,.. A Richards Principles o£ 
' Soo, £or example, ,~.. •(L. d. . Routledge & Regan .. Lite.t;;~ Criticism . on. on,, 
Po.u:C,21;), pages 120 and ~51· 
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invented neurological phenomena in order to account for 
literary genius in terms of cerebral vi.orations55 a.nd to 
have made wild assertions a'bout the effect on li.terature 
of an author's heredity, bi.s sex and other physical. 
characteristics as Stephens did with the Rossettis, the 
Brontes, George Eliot and many others. 56 
In some of Stephens t be:Lie;f's might be diocerned 
influences of the Positivists who 1 in ~Timsattts words, 
"assigned to art a gloriously continuing imaginative 
function in the phases o;f' human advancement tha.t were to 
cucceed upon the outmoded era.s of religion and 
metaphysics". 57 Stephens in a sense tried to transier 
the Dar~ .nia.n theory of evo:Lution to liter{;l.ture. He 
inointed always that the pl.\ at \qas past 1 that there were no 
literary choses .iuge'es, because he wa.s o.:f.'raid that excessive 
voneration for the classics oi' literature wo'Uld inh.ibit 
AuotraliO.' c attempts to develop a literature of its own. 
I•'rom ouch in~liotence sprang tho Red Page controversies on 
55 BRP 3 October 1896 and 21 April 1904. 
56 See ;f.' or o>::o.mp1e, DRP J.9 December 1896 o.nd 
24 April 1897 o.nd pages 12:3 .. 126 o.bove • 
57' n 1 nd the Social: Art 
- ~l. K. W4mso.tt, "The_ ea A _ d Cleanth Brook a, 
a.o Propugando.~', W.K. Wi~~~~ ft~otory 1 Chapter 2J., Lite:t"tll"Y Crit:~.cioll\: a_ ~-~~=-;,.;;.;;;;. ..... 
P• 2;56. 
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Homer, Dante and Milton. 5S Stephens' stance was the 
re.verse of disinterested. He was passionately anxious to 
have Australia become literary and willing to take from 
any th~ory those element.s which seemed likely to spur 
Austl"D.J.ian writers to ngo a.heact and turn up something" _59 
Happily Stephens' theoretical positions based on 
psoudo .. scientii'ic premises~ largely invonted by himself 
and fraquently postula.ted ? prio,d; were seldom essential 
to his judgments of particular works. When he used 
phyoiology to justifY his enthusiasm ;('or a particular work 
it vtao w;;ually after he had been able to find little of 
·..ralU;) in it according to hio lite:ra~y canon. The 
m.l.tota.n-ding e:x;(.l.tllple on the Red Page is his review of 
Hode:ric Quinn's novel, !!ostyn Stayne,. 60 In discussing the 
i·lorl~ of "tomen writers Stephens invo!ced physiology to provide 
a baoi::• for idecto \-.rhic:n.: wera in fo.ct a part o£ his 
inhoritanco o£ tho Romantic tradition. StephonJ' theoretical 
attit.tlolo to womon could bo oummed llP i.n Eyron' s lineo: 
Man' o lovo io of man' o .lifo a. thing apart 1 
t Tio womo.n' s whole oxiotanco • -r "iv· . ) (Don Juan, ..~... ex" •. 
-~H~ Dco Cha.pto:r S, prtgoo 170·225 above • 
S9 BHP 27 Ma.y 1899. soo page 210 above • 
60 DRP 19 Mn.y 1897 • Soe po.gea 148-1.50 abc-,·v~ • 
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Stephens asserted that 11Her se:x; is of much iilore moment to 
her than his to a man (except negative;t.y): a man must be 
three parts brain i a woman 1 to be womanly, must always be 
three parts womb - twomb-man', as the dictionarie~ show 
her". 61 He was especially proud when he found 
corroboration of his ideas that every individual was a 
compound of male and female e;t.ements, 62 and later 
diGcovories about hormones have proved his intuitions to 
bwo had some basis in biologic.:;ll fact. Ho\'iever, Stephens 
ucod hio speculations as bases for assertions that women 
t·:ho t·:rote powerfully, s- l>Pho .:;1nd George Eliot for example, 
ut;ro pro dominantly male. Yet, paradoxically and 
:ro~antioally, Stephens persisted in :regarding women as in 
thoory "a foreign country". 6:3 PartJ;doxicQ;lly a~a:tn, these 
thcorioo , ,PPQO.l:' to have had no e:f'£ect on hio estimates of' 
tho lita:t'a.ey ta.lento of Aust:t'ali~'l women writers~ like 
•·:thal Turner; rUlos Franklin and MarY Gilmore • 
Goionca wa.o for Stephens a handy otick which he used 
to bola.'bour tho cant-ridden societY of hio time and place 
on co::ual mora.lo. UnfortunatelY argum<Jnto to nnys:Lology 
to juoti£y hio moral pooitiono nlmoot inevitably beQamo 
r:ti.Jtod \'tith aooort:Lono about the o££ecto o£ phyo:Lologioal. 
61 DRP l7 October 1896. Seo page 127 • 
62 DRP l2 July l906. See page:o 454-455 abovo. 
63 DHP 21 April 1900. Seo pageo )05 .. )0t' above" 
traits on literary per!ormance. A notable Red Page example 
occurred in an article on Sa,ppho in wh:i,ch h~ wrote: 
Henry Wharton , . • thinks it necessary to 
try and whitewash his subject in the 
interests o! respectability. For Sappb1 is 
traditionally credited with having loved ~omen rather than men, and sapphism is still 
a current term fur the habit. But the 
adage connecting smoke with fire has some 
validity; and, a priapi, th~ predominance of 
male elements in Sappno wouJ.d, according to 
local dogma, account for her preference. 
And tpough such a pre!erence be abnormal, 
and rJ.ghtly to be depreciated in t!-'e 
interests o! society, it is wrongly called 
11'-\Matur&\l" from the individual point of 
view • 
. :tephena then quoted :t.n French supporting evidence from 
Krafft-Ebing to which he added nSo that Respectability 
need mal~e no wry face at the wor~t stor-:Los of Sappho, if 
only i.t be oo:tenti£ic emmgh not to be stupid"· From this 
point ho proceeded : 
So.ppho oayo r~aximtta. T. y;rius J was u small on. d 
dark" · ! , , This is likely enough • . So.ppho 
wao transcendently vi tell; and the ev~dence n 
e;oeo to ohow that, on tho whole~ dar ... ( ro.ooii.l 
and individualo ponoess tho str~nge~ 
vitality. And as £a:.' .... t~!~1~~~0boonEI~~~lo. 
diotingu:tohed wornan ... n• six timoo I~ von in thea .m.all Auotral.i~t:~' otory or C\ 
in ton tho woma.n ~h~e~~~ ~f\n tho ruck twma 
poom ro.thor mnr3 :1.n i-lk iced crotlturo 
out to bo a :Littl.o baa.go~v c:t.othao bundlod on 
with ... bright aye . an· · . · 1 0 :ton tt 
anyhow. Four timoo in ton ~ 1 :r.:t.a to bo l.ittl.o • 
blacko.viood; bu·t·· ohe1· nno~g~ 0~ax•st that makoo Uor bro.:tna ho.va oto o . 6t.r 
other woman to bod :ton grow • 
64 BRI1 lS Ootobor l898 • 
/'· 
/ 
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Such uncritical assertions were not unchallenged by 
the fevl among his raaders who were of cultivated 
intelligence. Ste~henst inability ~o assimilate 
criticisms like Brennan T s o:f' h:i.g trgood old 'highpriori T" 
Naconing was regrettable. 65 After all Stephens had the 
confijence of Hazlitt in his criticism anj his philosophy, 
ho had the courage to oppose moralistic cant a.s fearlessly 
ac £1natol~ r~,ro.nce 1 and he ho.d the ability to write lively 
interesting. prose :Like that of Saintsbury and Quiller-Couch. 
~:::tJ he boon better disciplined intellectually th~ Red Page 
in 1898 might ho.v~ marked the beginning of a trul;; vitaJ. 
r::ovor::cnt in Australia's cultural development if not in 
Australian literature. Stephens had a good deal in common 
uitr. the Impreooionist cr;:.tics of tlto lata nineteenth and 
actrly t\·rontieth conturieo, even though he di<i not subscribe 
to all their :,olio£s, und ho pointed oU\"t on one occasion 
tl.c4t "the impreooion :Lo not all". 66 Howyvor1 Stephens 
t·:c.c convinced o£ hio own oenoibil.itY: ho :Lnforrnod Rod 
i'c(co roa.doro that nJ:n li toraturo 1 by many toxto cmd 
OOf.1!luriofm.O, I ho.vo £o.ir:t:y oo.tio£iod :-:1yoelf that my mind 
io \!toll hunrs, ao :.lt were ... dal:Lcately poJ.oed .. tho.t it 
•• ,p :t.~od £ao:L:Lng o£ no.tur"l 
\•.tt,r(ttoo oa.oily to a broath o.~. oxn .., · · 1 
r,c.thoo , and that :!. t roma:t.ncr ot :Li'£ to 0 onvent ion()!. !U'I;:U'ico 
6S BRP 17 Docornber J.S9S • Do a page 186 above· 
66 m~P 24 !·~rch l90t~. Soo page 409 above • 
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and pretty puppet play". 67 Like the Impressionists 
Stephens was also convinced o:f: the val1.w and importance 
of criticism. However, he certainly did not subscribe 
to the notion which originated ;t;'rom Ruskin that the artist 
himself was the only person f':ltted. to engage in criticism. 68 
Serious objection can be. made to Stephens' theory of 
literature not on the grounds that it was a compound of.' 
ideas and influence$ :from many sources but because it was in 
many \'lays political, philosophical and social rather than 
literary. Furthermore, as a basis £or lite:raJ:'y criticism, 
Stephens' theory, tho11gh consistent with in itself, was 
de£ic1.ent in that it did not support his attempts to probe 
tht) na:tt:.re o:t' literature. l?erhaps r4is :Love of' parody 
could be ~:t:ttribut.ed -yo the £act tllt~t he round it easier to 
mimic than to analy~e the qualities he discettn~d in 
literatur~. s~.ephens' own ~~xp:Lanation of his :Love of 
parody was typicallY 0 xpro need l<fl:th o. phyoio:Logical anetlogy • 
Ho \1roto thttt naood pn:rodioo are d.oliEShtful criticiom. 
Koon·odgod r.lltd clean-outting, theY dra~l blood a:tmoot vtithout 
~toundiug; and. bl.o~ding io nowo:dayo hoaltht'Ul :l.n lattoro' i£ 
··. 69 C!t 'hont! f·'"O· t,apt\y to mt:\ko 
no longor in o.no.omic li.fo" Of v op >J n• ~ ,., J[ 
67 DIUj 26 Juno 1897. Sao pttgo l5) abova. 
68 BRP l July 1899. Sao pagoo 221-222 above. 
69 · · · t M~:I.1P;1 ~~o~l: ~ · Rev:low of Goo:rgo Foreo ' """~,~··c ~· ·. · ·~. ·!; · ovoml'or 
Pa:rodioo (Ox£ord, nnrvoYt ... *' ' 
"'9U'S'" • ........-
. 
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st"laeping physj,ological assertions, 70 but when pressed to 
expound his theory of literature he tendeo. to retreat 
ultimateJ..y t.o relativism. In nis most sustained 
inV·..:lstiga.tion of the nature of literature on the Red Page 
he carne to tho conclusion that "Literature is - what you 
li.ke. Admire the corollary~ What :C lj,ke is Literature", 7l 
In fact Stephens' whole theory of literature was highly 
subjaotive, and in his insistence on emot;i,on and force he 
'";;a.8 really spec:i.£ying effects rather ·than deJ.ineat:Lng 
qualities whj,ch made literature e;t'fective. Stephens' 
theory of literature lacked synthesis as well as depth. 
For him form o.nd content were separate oo'.1Siderrrtions, and 
1:.·:.; regarded the im~ge as an addition to poetry, as a trope. 
rrhcoo \'la'\'10 led him to ov~r-emphasize the importance of 
l.~torary· genres and of literary figures. R~ sponsored 
:;:·,:J.:ny genre .. writing competitiono on the Red Page and l·e 
liovod tho.t excellence was more ea.sily achieved in some 
co:nroo tho.n in others. The sonnet, £o:t' exa.mple 1 he 
roeo.rdcd ao "il form o£ 'V'I):t-Se in which o.rly eu:Ltured parson, 
bl II 72 
by dint of taking po.ino) mo.y ach1.ovo a toloro. · o ouocooo • 
70 For oxa.mplo 
1 
nJloreo in writing oomeo Wfrth 
congootion of tho cortical oa.pillarioo • 
DRP 4 April 1903 • 
7l "What :Lo Litora:ture?", BHP 17 ~'ebruu:ry 1900' 
Soc page 265 above • 
72 BRP l7 March 19\JO. Soo pogo 292 a.bovo. 
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Ste.,phens left the literary imagination underexplored 
on the Red Page, preferring to side-step from aesthetic 
theory into postulations of a priori physiological 
certainties. Self-criticism was not one of his strong 
points. He was apparently unable to discern let alone 
remcciy the weaknesses of his own verse, and given the 
opportunity to choose from his prose he went une:t'ringly to 
~uch of the most idiosyncratic, most physiological, and 
least interesting of his Red Page writings in The Red 
Pagan.73 Nevertheless, Stephens might have been thinking 
of hio predilection for physiological argument when he 
i-n·ote that to the critic nyou may permit one freak, one 
hobby, one great revolt as everybody's safety-valve"· 7 4 
Stephens' willingness to allow the critic an area of 
unoound judgment was hardly in accord with the best critical 
principles. Yet there is some argument for refusing to 
allovT the existence (;'f an idee f'~ to obscure the rerna.inder 
of a critic's achievement. R. p ~ Blackmur, having discussed 
the danger o:f' a critic's taking a "confused approach" to 
literature , wrote iihe roll owing passage, part of which is 
r.oculiarly applicable to Stephens ! 
73 A.G. r.tt"'phe·n·n. !ho Rod Pagan (Sydney, The Eullbetin 
v ~ -. = l904). Sea pages 398-)99 a ovo. Nawopaper Company, 
74 BRP 16 March 1905. Sea pages 451-452 above. 
___ _.:-
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The worse ev~l of. fanatic .f'a.lsification _ 
~r arro~ant ~rrat~onality and barbarism 
1n. a~l. ~ts. forms - arises when a body of 
cr1t1clsrn ~s governed by an idee fixe a real~y exaggerated her~sy ~ when a notion of 
genu1ne ~ut small scope is taken literally 
as of un~ versal application. This is the 
body o~ te~dentious criticism where~ since 
someth~ng ~s assumed proved before the 
evidence is in, distortion, vitiation and 
absolute assertion become supreme virtues. 
I cannot help feeling that such writers as 
Ma.ritain and Massis ... no less than Nordau 
before them .,.. are tendentious in this sense. 
But even here, in this worst order of 
criticism, there :i.s a taint of legitimacy. 
Once we reduce, in a man like Irving Babbitt, 
the magnitude of application of such notions 
as the inner check and the higher will, which 
were for Babbitt paramount - that is, when we 
determine the limits within which he really 
worlred ... then the massive erwiition ~md acute 
observation with which his wo~k is packed 
become permanently available.'f' 
Stephens' work lacked erudition but he was able to observe 
acuteJ:y the qualities of most of the works he reviewed. 
Decpi.te the rather confused basis of his literary theory 
and the physiological heresY, his intuitions about 
litoratu.ro were usually sound. His did not .f.' ore go judgment 
of contemporury writero and, in the light of subsequent 
ct-it:I.cal opinion, he made :f.\nV' errors. It is interesting 
to note, £or example, that a critic ao different from 
[>tophono ao Rone Wellek has described Edmund Gosse as "a 
75 R.P, Blackmur, ttA Critic'S JUob ~~- Wl~~~j ,fangua@ 
as_ Gesture (London, Allen & nw. ' , 
PUGeO )79-JSO. 
I 
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ver.3atile but trivial critic". 76 These words could also 
be used to summarize Stephens' opinion of Gosse, He wrote : 
Go~se h~s be;ez; a writer of fine enthusiasms, 
br1ght ~ntul.tl.ons, and luminous phras~.9; 
b':lt he has attempted tasks too heavy for 
h1s knowledge, and his critical judgment 
was never to be depended on. Usually 
agreeable, and often suggestive 1 his warm feminine impressions of literature are 
rarely exact. For want of thoroughne~~s and 
acumen his histories of English literature 
have made no mark~ He is good company, and 
has introduced us to many pleasant paths of 
imagination, yet he cannot reach the temple 
at the heart of the wood, and must be left 
always expressing a rather tentative 
admiration for the trees at tho outskirts. 77 
Despite Stephens T obvious preference fo:L' poetry he was 
unable to make a workable distinction between it and prose. 
He on co wrote that "the e ssentiaJ.. difference between Poetry 
and Prose lies in the time-pulse or music ... beat (i.e., the 
rhythm), which is the peculiar property of Poetry" • 78 
'.?his distinction simultaneouslY ignored all the subtleties 
of l.anguage and imagery in poetry, of rhythm and diction 
in prooe, and the role of ideas in both. Yet on the Red 
Page D:tephens wrote some good prose and some good criticism 
cf prooe. J:n occasional essays like 11The Cloud" ,79 in 
7 6 Ron6 Wellek, A HistorY o£ Modern C~i~i_~t!.fm: Th..§. 
Later Nineteenth Century, page 10 • 
77 Review o£ Edmuz:d Gosse/ !'rene£ gro£ile.~ (Lor..don, 
Heinemann, 1905), J3RP z;£1'Iay 9 5 • 
78 BRP 15 October 1898 .. 
79 BRP 23 March l905 • 
" 
' 
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which he voiced his misgivings about socialism af'ter an 
encounter with a Department of the New South Wales Government, 
he revealed a nice talent for irony as well as mastery of 
a simple and effective prose style. He also wrote with 
sound judgment of new works by contemporary novelists, for 
example of Stephen Crane's The Red Badge of Courage$0 and 
Joseph Conradt s The Nigger of the Narcissus81 . Thus 
Stephens in practical criticism was often better than his 
theory. But there were limitations associated with both 
his personality and his milieu which he was not able to 
overcome. 
Australia in the R~d Page years was in Stephens' view 
"So great a country • • • so small a parish". $Z With the 
second a.ssel'tion there can be little argument· Stephens 
could scan the current British and Ame>rican periodical 
litern.ture a.n1 e::x:ce:rpt it £o:r his read~~rs but he could not 
overcome Aust:~:•alia t s remoteness from the flOW of European 
and North Ame1.•ioo.n ideo.s. Australia at the time was 
Prooocupied with ideas not of' :Literature and the arts but 
of no:tiono.listic fervour and :tn these Stephens passionately 
chared. But even ho.d he wished ho could not ho.vo stemmed 
So BltP 14 March 1896. 
81 BRP 4 June 1898. 
82 ERP 15 February 1902. Soo po.ge 244 above • 
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the tide of national pride mixed with fear of foreign 
attack which brought the six colonies to Federation. 
Furthermore Australi naGionalism was not looking for new 
ideas, it was not .Nl ,':' .. .Lutionary. In essence it was, based 
in practical politics rather than on any ferment of ideas 
similar to those which had precipitated the founding of 
the United States of America and the French R~volution. 
51.3. 
he would be unable to col:J.Centrate on the study of 
literature e:x:clusi ve o /.' political and social con~:idei.~ations. 
Having remarked ~ordlicting English critical judgments 
on a piece of contempo;r-ary verse 1 Stephens claimect near the 
outset of his Red Page career that "the Australian minct 
iG s0 peculiarly-situated that its judgments in such a 
matter are much more likely to be sound than those penned 
in the heated literary atmosphere of Loncton". 85 Stephens 
neglected to mention the disadvantages of isolation from a 
"heated literary atmosphere". He might have done well to 
haV·3 pondered Arnold's views on the effects of 
provincialism on literary criticism. Arnolct wrote: 
The provincial spirit, again, exa.ggera~es 
the value of its ideas for want of a hJ.gh 
standard at hand by which to try them: . 0~ 
rather for want of such a standard, J.t gJ.ves 
one id~a too much prominence at t~e ~xpense 
of othe;r-s; it orders it~ ide~s ~J.ss, it 
is hurried away by fancJ.es; J.t lJ.kes ~nd 
dislikes too p!ASsionately 1 too excJ.usJ.vely · 
Its admiration weeps hysterical tears, asct 
its disap~roba.tion foams at the mouth. 0 
wa get the eruptiv~ and the ~gr~ssive ma~er 
in literature. the former prevaJ.lS most . n 
our c;r-iticism; the latter in our ni~~P!P:ria· 
For, not having t~e l~cidity oft~e pr~vincial 
cent ;r-ally placed J.nte .. J.~ge~ce' . it does not 
spirit haS. not its gra~·;~.9u~n~:s not urbanity 1 
per·suade' J.t make it war ofJ.~h~ cent.re: 1 the tone 
the tone of the 0 Y' . i itual and 
which always aims at a sp ~t excluding the 
intellectual effect, ~~~j~ins banter itself 
use of b~nte;r-, nofv~~m ;f.'el:Lcity. But the 
from pol:~.toneso, 
35 BRP 27 July 1895 · 
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:provincial. tone is mo..r:·c violent, and 
seems to q,~m rather at an effect upon the 
~load and s~nse s than upon the spirit and 
1ntellect; ~t lo-ggs hard-hitting r·ather 
than persuading. 
Several of the shortcomings which Arnold attributed to 
provincialism were features of Stephens' criticism on the 
Red Page and were manifested in his exaggerated pride in 
his philosophizing and his calls on physiology to explain 
literary phenomena; in his enthusiastic praise of some 
t-:orks and more frequent abrupt condemnations of others; 
in hi a dogmatism and his lack of urbanity in argument; 
and in his personal confronte.tions with writers. Moreover 
Gtepheno tried to maintain high critical standards and at 
the came time foster Australian writing and educate his 
reo.d·3rs. So he had to attempt to transcond parochialism 
although he was ;firmly attached to his plo.ce and time by 
!~io patriotic hopes for Australia's ;future grao.tness in 
avery Gphere of activity. 
Stephens believed that "fiction and poetry are products 
of tho imagino.tion, o.nl must be judged chieflY in relation 
to the Ideal, and it io in the discussion o£ things ideal 
+-t- h. . . i.p he have any, also his ~.~uQ"t tho critic finds :LS mngs, ... · 
•• , . . .P:f. tion" 87 On tho Red 
··nu.oot province and hio best justi.~o ca • '~6 . . Influence o£ Academiao", 
. ., · M.'\tthew Arnold 1 W,Che.t Li~e[~l~iom Oornpleto Wox-ko ~octures and Eaoo.ya J.n r -' 
vol. 3 , page 2 49. 
S7 BRP l8 June 1898 • See page 177 above, 
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Page, hmvever, Stephens had to reconcile the difference 
betwaen the Ideal and the real t~sk he had taken upon 
himself' as midwife to Australi 1.n literature. Convinced 
of the superiority or idealistic to realistic art' he had 
to urge beginners to write of places and events they knew 
and to \"Trite simply, clearly and with an awareness of the 
rules of' craftsmanship.$$ He had to be pr~ctical while 
vto.iting :for the emergence of the Australial •. ·tto would 
combine "epic scope and lyric i'orce", 89 Stephens had to 
1::ork o.o a critic very close to many or the Australian 
writero whose work he criticized. Though he did not 
alv1ayo treat their wol:'k w:i.th disinterested detachment, 
it ic difficult on Red Page evidence to detect lack of.' 
:i.ntogrity in his total judgments. His overall opinion of 
tho work o£ Victor Do.ley o.nd of Henry LGtwson could ha:t~dl¥ 
ha:vo beon different ~ven had his personal feelings :f.'or 
the t\10 ·writers been l:'everoed. 
Guch io the 'background oga.inst which has to ba 
ovalua.tcd tho claim made by Stephens on hio lao·t Red Page 
that ttin tho lust ten yeo.ro a. good deal has been done 
:Lticiom" 90 It tov1o.rdc o otnbliohing u conan o£ local c.r • 
as ('t . . 1 nTh&. Rudiments o£. Fiction" I nR~,2~0~o~;:~,/)ia96 and paso l'' above. 
89 BRP 26 September 1896 • Soc page 16' above· 
90 DRP l$ October 1906. 
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is sign.:i£ica.nt ;first that his canon was nJ,oca.J,n. Stephens 
never made any secret of the £act that it was the "little 
land plot" o;t' Austra.1ia.n literature that he set out to 
cultivate. 9l And he wanted that :Literature to convey 
"genuine AustraJ,ia.n ideals". 9Z He did not ne\. "\r•ily 
r.:ean patriotic ideas; witness his frequent censure of the 
Vl3rse of Bernard 0'Dowd whose patriotism W9.S beyond 
question. But Stephens was convinced not onlY that a 
nc~tion needod a literature :tn order to be great but that 
110. 1.1riter who observes and thinks :t.'or himself.' in Australia 
co.n."lot avoid giving his work an Australian tinge 
11
• 
9
.'3 
~tophons' viows on what constituted worthY Australian 
idoalc ti'el:'e oomewhat limiting to men :Like Lawson tmd 
Ih,onnan ~ oinco they were to be, ideals o:t.' sturdy independence 1 
optim:Lcm and courage 
1 
enshrining the mythos of the :aush. 
~;topheno believed tha:t, part o£ the £unction of the 
ict:!Glno.tive writer was nto rnetke us perceive what we see~ 
inac:tno what we alroo.dy, conceptuallY or Pl~o.otioo.llY' 
i'now". 94 ~h:l.o bol:l.oi' waG imp:L:I.o:\t :tn hio dedication o.£ tho 
9l DRI> 23 May :t696. Soo pago 102 above· 
9a BRP 2) Novombor 1905.. Soo page 476 abova • 
93 •"l'ho Local Muoo"' BRP 1 October 1896. Soo paso 
154 abovo. 
.. . . . ~hoo~ o£ L:t.te:rntur!!, 
SJ4 Reno Wollek and Auot:l.n War ron !n-wnic tho o.utho:ro 
p. 33. Taken £rom . a: aeo~Eaotman. 
parapb:ro.oo tho viowa o:r. 
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Red Page to the uause of fostering Australian writing 
in order that Australians ahould find self-.expression. 
Stephens made his belief explicit in hi(:) review of 
Eenry Lawson's stories, While the B:llly Boils. 95 The 
central. problem in Stephens' canon was the confl.ict 
tet't:I~en his Austro.lian vulues and his litera.ry va.lues. 
l''o.t• bim Australian life \10.5 rough but honest and to xni:r:ror 
it crude and vigorous vrriting vtas in order. He wrote of' 
: 1::-tley that "Less Australian [i.e. than Lawson or Boakf.ti , 
l:o ic more literarY"· 96 Again, on the last Red Page he 
olitod, Gtephens wrote of "Stee~ Rudd"'s Back at Our 
:::clect:i.on that "errors and shortcominga seem somehow to 
ct·:inc irrlth the spirit o£ the whole perr·ormance, as if young 
AuGtra.lJ.a \'l~J:t1e flinging things around from sheer gladness 
cfl heart in a :rookleoo and original rno.nner of i·t-s own1' • 
97 
Lot't·rJcn tho oxt:romeo of hio insistence that Australian 
t·;.i:"lti:n.c bo judged ultimately by wol"~ld standards mtd hio 
t ranae of cr-~dity in the :Lntoroots of ho.ving Australia 
co itool£, Dtophoncr oometimos worked on a middlo 
Cl"~vt.tnj. on \'lhioh ho triod to tame tho Australian w:t.ldorneoo 
BRP 29 Auguot lS96• Soe page l.4o abova • 
BRP ll Juno 1898 • 
SJ7 DRP 18 October 1906. Sao pogo 467 above· 
/ 
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with se:n:v:!.!l'l~mtality. Thus he set topics in Red Page 
v~rse-l:'ll"iting competitions like "The Honeymoon Train"98 
and "The Dear Australian Villages". 99 Stephens was 
un~ble to reconcile the dilemma of establishing a canon 
of criticism in which both his Australian and his literary 
v~lue~ could co .. e:x:ist. This is in fact a problem which 
ta~ ror.1a.ined to te~t the synthesizing powers of Australian 
cr:i:ticc. J.OO 
Yv~t in other ways Stephens la'oou:red to widen the 
literacy porspective in vthich Austro.:lia \'las to see itself. 
In hie canon Aitstro.lio.n literatux>e was to ba broadly based 
on '~uropoo.n, ruther than exclusively British traditions. 
~;tophona wuo acquainted with French and Gorman literature, 
rm:l to a much lesser extent w·ith European philosophy • He 
r x-aicod Hoine, admired Tainct, delighted in Verlaine a.nd in 
Zola anci .Flaubert, Ua ·~rgod B:t!-ennan to folloW up hio 
intoroct in ,Jiho Frenoh Symbolioto on the Red Pago, t:tnd 
Ltc.cal£ roportod on the work of' Turgomw r Gorky and 
r~ol;-;:toy.. Though Stephana wao overbearing and pedantic 
.i.~~ l:.:lc: tranolat:Lon oompotitions and though ho romainod 
DRP 2 5 July 1896. Sea page 112 abovo * 
C..l J D!tP 13 April 1901. 
l., . , A D tt"'Pi.'i ustandordo: in 
. U,} Geo, £or oxtltltple I .•. ;, c;r~~nt A££ttit'O eein 
Auotralian L:Ltoratura. -m r nte n . .• :ra ·.an (November l956) 35·47 ~ e:p 11 a Johnot"on. · ].itorllrY Oriti~ia~ ·u .~~~r~l~y ~reas, 1962) , 1-15 • {l,relbourno, OXior n.-vv 
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' ~n apparently tmaware of the work of Benedetto Croce, · 
gen~ral he put nis knowledge of European languages, and 
literatures to good use in -c1·.~.e education of Red Pags 
raaders. 
f~tepl1ens insisted that Australian literature as 
literatl.U'~ '\'laS to be judged by world standards. His 
fr-2-;;ue.nt references to Australicdl letter~ in such terms 
ac "our little sphere n101, the small Australian waynlOZ 1 
"\lure na\'f .. born fa.int~.Y-ohining galD.XY"l03, and so on~ made 
cloar hie belie£ tha.t by \'fO:t:'ld standards Australian writing 
\;(~;:: incignifioa~xtj. Stophono made it quite clear £or 
o4~m:l!JJ.o th(lt by intorno.tional standards Lawson was "a 
cJconci.-.rato poet"l04, a.nd tlte:r:'e has never been a more 
t;r .. c::lqui V"t:al condomno.t:tou of dilettantism and excessive 
fl"'li..!o :i.n cmal1 literary' ~'lorformant}e than that Stephans 
~e:li v-erod to Australian wri.tero on the Red Page :foX' 
l t~.ueuot 1096,105 ntopheno' only oerioua orroro a£ 
lOl BHP 11 April lS96. iloo page 114 above • 
J.OZ BftP l8 Ootobott 1898. Sao page 504 above • 
l.O) BRP 23 Mo.y 190). ~au pt:lao .346 o.bovo' 
J.U4 BRP 23 Mo.y 1896 • 
l.U5 Goo pago 0 115·120 ClboVO • 
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judgment in favour o;f' Australian writers lay in his 
attempts in :L898 and 1899 to see in the vapid lyrics or 
Daley and Quinn and in Ogilvie's lyrioal ballads the 
beginning of' a great era o:f' Australian song.J.06 Usually 
Stephens flayed weakness wherever he found it, whether 
in J .r~. Barriel.07 or Jennings Carmichae:t..lO$ There is 
little evidence in the Red Page to support the view of' 
Stephens as flatterer of local authors which seems to 
have gained currency in todaY' s jotu•nal.ism, l.09 
On the evidence o£ the Red Page Stephens col.lld not be 
accorded ranh smong signi:f':T.cant literary critics of' the 
ninElteorth century~ '.L'he Red Paget s significance was. :Local. 
For ita readers it was entertainin$, Nadable and 
oultuX'ally valuable in the range of literature and literary 
idoo.o it. brought them. Xf the Rod Page could not be claimed 
to have inspired writers like Furphy1 it at least encouraged 
thom o.nd put t.hem in touch with Stapnons o.a o. literary 
editor. In editing the Red Po.ge Stephans had to withstand 
l06 Soo page$ 196 .. 204 above • 
107 DIU, 24 JanuetrY l.903. See pago )5S above • 
lOa BRP ll January :u396· Seo paso S.3 abovo • 
l
o() ~~ .. ~ .:"'1. ao ono o£ A.G. Stophonst 
7 Fo1 .. example 1 ntto L.Noihl~.~o~90~0 and 00 \'lith. others literary t:f:t.ndo' ixt t 0 1 ,, ' rotageo ou££erod o:C tha.t d:lot:t.n1eu~ohe~0, n°{~~k~1,fl golumn, fill-n Herald £rom oV,lX'"•PX'O. oe' • )0 Januo.X'Y 1972· 
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the ·waves of trivial books which flowed to it for review. 
He sif'ted them pat'iently, usually with sound judgment, 
His equanimity was dist1..trbed much less by the waves of 
trivia than by his realiz~,t.ion that development in 
Australian literature was to be much slower than he had 
hoped in 1896 when he had rejoiced that "Australia really 
tecino to be literary" •110 Yet Stephens continued to 
~·tork tdth genuine enthusiasm for literature and without 
foregoing hope of' Australian literary greatness. 
The Rod Page always had something to say, It vtas 
Gftcn prejudiced, polemical and overbearing. It was 
neither closely reasoned in its arguments nor profound in 
ito inoights. But it was lively, argument~l;tive and ennobled 
ty r;tephens' faith in liteX'ature as a vital ;force in J.ife • 
The Ued Page mo.de available to a society emerging from 
colonialism a view oi' a \'dder literarY world· It ~'las 
tonic:; and it providt3d ;ror a mass of readers and many 
IWf•iring writo:t'o :tntormatJ.on ()lld idoM which would otherw:i.QO 
havo boon inaccos~iblo to thi)Jl\• :Cn spite o£ Stopheno' 
. • . • . d hi" o"op'' .. c limitatiorw, 
U.J.otractiono ~ idiooyncrO.OJ.OO an P ... ~-~ h"' tr~o Hod Page wo.o ttcm original rao.ction £rom Art"· 
110 BRP 2 7 Juno J.896 • l3eo po.go 109 aboVO • 
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Appendix 1 
A.G, Stephens and The Boomerang 
A. G. Stephens has written b.is own account of his 
acsociati.on with The BoomeraJY£ on the fly leaf o:t' the 
tcund volume o£ the newspaper for 1891 which once belonged 
to tim and which is no~'! in the Hayes Collection o:t' the 
Univer~:d.ty o£ Queensland Library. It is as follows: 
I spent mo Qt of' 1891 as sub~editor of' 
the Boomerang in Brisbane. The edito:r was 
Gresley Lukin, who had purchased the papet' 
from J, C. Drak~ and W'm. Lane, and was 
conducting it as a democratic \'leekly. He 
had not enough capital to keep afloat; and 
:Ln the noxt "~ar- the paper ceased publicf.l.tion .... 
O\'ling m~ abo'l,.l.u £7 .lOs. I applied to the 
liquidator for- a dividend, and received the 
oi'i'ico Bible • ~lhon I came, Henr-y La\'u;~on ~'laS on the . s t.o.:t':f 
at £2 a w~el<:, v'lriting ver~es and. trQountry 
Crumbs" - \'Ihich o£ton were al.so 1n ve:rse, 
printod us pro so , and pounded out . rhyme • by 
rhyme o.o Henrt tramped ~he £loor J.nterml.no.bly • 
l''ro.nk Daly a clover .lrJ..shmani· suppl:Lod much 
o£ tho lighto~ !!'.~:ttor "" not o. WJ.ys ocrupulously 
ucknowlodgod 'C,O o:ri~:t.no.l. aourooo. ·ctAK.G.lYUwen~ 
a convincod ISociu:List \'lho oxpoundo . o.:r ~rx 
until diseta~er convincod him1 ~hatt C~~;~aliiJt doctrine po.id tho Indi vidua · . o.p · a s dna 
bettor, and. who took. a.wl~~0.tabgu~11gndy wro~o 
Morning Hcrald}i ~fi~~~ld r.rooton wao a W)~l ... pcd.d 
loadorottuo. tir-1 :nard nooooo:LtY mado x~~.tk~n 
contributor un . ""' .· .. · oontr:Lbttt:Lng ... .for 
aok mo to o.sk him -eo otop to ohirk unploaao.nt 
lJukin wo.o rather ~~~i~~og:tmaolf; though ho jobo,. o.n1 wrot~.tt~ ble dirootor nn·i o. gono:roua 
wa.o a.lwo.yo. an UJ,~ a " .. . Tho tto.rt:Lot 11 
director whilo ho -b~~t~~~o~~odon, but with o. 
wao J, G. G!tOkillg tf"t ikanotHlOOtt • His portro.ito 
t!llont for getting ""' 
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are trustworthy. 
. A reasonable amount of good work went 
J.nto the Boomerang; and, foJ." the benefit 
of future delvers into the history of the 
Australian Press, I ha.va initialled the 
leading contributors. 
July 29 ~ 1914 A.G. Stephens 
In his Boomerang column, "The Ma.gadne Rifle" 1 between 
J.muo.cy and August lS91, Stephens quoted snippets from 
ovurcoa.s and occasionally £.rom Australian magazines, a 
prOCG(ttU"'e :for which he asserted on 7 February 1891 he found 
ttcr;12ll occasion to apologize v1hilo the inexhaustible field 
of \·;._.;ol<:ly lit.orarY and society .revievt lies open to the 
'J.iocrim:tnating shears'". Stephens uoed to coi!lment on the 
quo.l:Lty o£ the ma.gazd.neo a.a W<Jll as ou the merit of 
:b;,'"Uvidual poems and articles. As ho put it on l August 
l8iJl: "A thing o£ booty is a joy whil.o it lo.ots • The 
tidf:lel:'' oomotimas ravugos noighbotJring as -wall as foreign 
i'iul(to. u On 21 l!'ebruary 1891 be romarkad that 11 A• \'leX'ntar 
1.n a Timo and •.rimoo c~mt:ributoo a opirited lyric that 
~+. - • t .... 
!.1mlo(>y Gordon nood not hll.VO d:i.oduinod to own", a.nd ho W<>llt 
on to quota Got don' o u:&nnnermon o£ Dundt.:mong" • On 
&U .Tuno l69l he oummarJ.~ad ll loctul'<l ill pra:Loo of Thaol<:oray 
Gl Von by J.!iO o Allle:t.:l.a !l. )ldWIIrdP l;o;t'Ol'O thO ll:l.r kbO Ok 
Inutituto and r~portod in oavorll.l Englioll l:l.torarY magaz:Lnoo, 
. ro:Jr!Cd :Lt oo WJll 
cmJ, corr .. *tlantad: ~~'.Cb:t.o i£ wu a"uld havo oxp ~< "' · 
. boon our own opinion 
l;.aa for nbout a quartor of a contu11 
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of the immortal v Snob v ". In April and May of 1891 
Stopl:ens engaged in a spirited debate with nsoribbler" 
of ~oot-;;oomba, Queensland who challenged his judgment that 
r_(l~ .. c:: leaders and sub-leaders which Stephens has 
Lt,..:r..t i.f::l.ed as his own in the Hayes Collection copy J."'evaal 
tt:::.t l:u ·was already an accomplished journalist, witty and 
f0a.:.~1.c co. Commenting on a pro;osed expedition to found a 
' ~:oci.a~·i..ct Utopio. in the ,J\rgentino, o.t the end of a l~ad·.~r 
or.; 16 April lS9l, he bade dissatisfied Auotrr.tliens: "Don't 
C" to tho Argentine, go to the. ballat .. bo';S•" ln e~osing 
D.r ro.l.l.:tng conditiono abc~~d o. :S:ritiol'4 merchant ship on 
:.;;. ~~o r~t.amber l89l he mude o. sta.tu'tct'Y doclarat:l.on tha't his 
l,'. v-:l.C'J.tiono \·tora th9 truth· In nThe r.ragP.\Zine Rl.fle" it is 
r · sc:tt:;.J.o to ooo tho columniot ocr'lin~ his o.pprontioeship 
to tho eritioicm of li'tern.:eux-a,. r.cho cc1l.,tmn also show·s tho.t 
!. ac)cociat:l.on with tho !!9ornei'a.!!!l gavo him tha oppovt;unitY 
tv l:'l>n<;:o \t.ldol')' in hiD I'Ot~ding of thn Eng.Liob and Jlm;lricM 
••1.o:J.lqal litornturo of tltQ tilll<l• :kt io aJ.oc obviouo tltnt 
tl.u v'!.ot/o o£ tho "l·laga?.Lno ll.:l.flor" on tho clasoico and ou 
. . · ~ ad" r1ottlo<l 
u L:,t.a.bl.lohod aontomporttl'Y writoro wvro tu.ro~. · ~ ~.~ · · • 
Appendix 2 
A.G. Stephens' Review of 
Christopher Brennan's XXI Poems 
on the Red Page ror 28 August 1897· 
Chris! Brennan is a verser in ye·b another category. 
Bayldon vtants a dash of the woman ... to give him lat1ghter 
and ~ee.l:'s t and flushes of tendN"'ness, and floods of pass:r.~n; and he wants more vigor ... his brain seems tired, 
ane.em:r.c, vtorking slo\'tly and laboriously. And fvla.rshalJ.--Hall, 
as befove stated, has plenty of woman and a. good deal of 
vigor, oo Arthul:' W .L. Ba.yldon-Hall, if' wa could only mix 
tim, w·ould probably marvY the Muse in immc:t:•tal earnest. 
BNnnan can woo o,lone, but he woos vecy tardily ... his 
'XXI Poemot (Angus and RPbqvtsocl are represented as f'ou:r Y~ill,o' output 
1 
"'hioh m~a.ns em average of less than half ... a ... 
poem o. month. . And the af';f.'lat'Us ... years sliP av'fay so quicldyt ?~ cou:t>no, it. is in vorse, i:t' a,n~1heN, .tlHlt mere ~uality l\ botto:t' t.htm me:t>a quantit·Y, but. q1.1ant.J.t.y o;t' q1.1alJ.ty is 
t•1e final df;} si.deratwn. 
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, · not here . • in some long-gona world , . 
close-locl_c'd in tbat passionate a.rm-clasp 
no wo~d dJ...d we utter, we stirr'd not: 
the sJ..lence of Death, or of Love , . 
only, round and over us 
that tea.r~ess i~inite yearning 
and "t?he NJ..gh~ WJ..th her spread wings rustling 
f'oldJ.ng us WJ..th the st'lrS. 
• • not here • . in i3ome long-gone kingdom 
of old on her terrace at evening 
0, folded close to her heart 1 , , 
,. O:his hno 11hat is call~d in critics• jargon •the lyrical 
;:r:,' ~ D. bird not common J..n @Y lo;t;;itude, but most often 
···:"' 1.·:l .. ore nomes like Brennan or Quinn or OtReilly c.L~ct.or round the parallels,' And ther~ ara two or ih:ree ~~;·""' poetical pieces in Brennan' o booklet •:hich have the -::-:~·.::. feeling, though it is no~,"' tuned to quite the same :t::L.~cn. The most po·w·a:r;t£ul piece is tOities': which was 
F:l.":1.ntod in tThe Bulletin'.* 
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A:r, we had saved. ou.r days and kept them whole 
to whom no part :Ln our oJ.d joy remains 
had felt those bright winds' sweeping thro' our soul 
and all the keen sea tumbling in our veins ' 
ha~ thrill' d to ha:ps of sUI:u~is~, when the height 
Whltens and da~ d:Lssolves ln Vlrgin tears 
or caught acro~s the hush'~ ambrodial night 
the choral musJ.c of the smnging spheres 
or drunk the silence if nought else - But not e.~1d ~rom each rotting soul distil in dreams 
a pols~n o'er the old e.;trth creeping slow 
that kllls the £lowers and cv.rdJ.es the live 
streams, 
that taints the fresh breath of re-risen day 
and reeks across the pale bewilder'd moon · 
- shall we be c::Leans' d and how? I only pray 
red ;t'J.ame or del.uge, may that end be soont 
~ ?oubtless this is already enshrined in i,\le scrap bOalcs c~ tna illuminati, There are not many thl.ngs in life better ;-r:~r:., being a writer 
1 
to happen across some one to whOm yotp:' 
-o.,g-forgotten emotion has b.,en translated through the mag~c 
c;.t: print l and some one who has had that emotion bY. sim [siq'J 
... or years, and has lived w:l:th it and mingled with ~t, and 
tencierly r<garded your version of it at times of birth, 
";..r "'.:.>;:riage 
1 
or burial - o.t the crises of joy or grief, or when 
;::"' ~o~~ felt good or wanted to feel goo<l 1 or when the 
':'r,r>.ng-change was thrilling •this machine •. ~omeone sent 
>.r, t.he other day an old scrap-book compiled ma~nly £rom . 
Parke c' a •Empire • in 1 t s lusty doss 1 and traasured thro•tgh 
tho yo(ll'O since, And upon certain pages wh~re verses nestle 
ovc r the nrune o£ A.J. EveJ.yn, there '!"a stu~ns probabl.Y o£ 
t,:lf'o, yot not impossiblY of ~;ears - ~·o:r tM forgotten f\iu~yn \1!\0 1·torth a tear· A poet wa~s no bei?ter 
:cr..me>:rtulity £or his verses tho.n teo.t>--stains 1n an old 
CCl.'""rA.p .. book. 
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Appendix 3 
Christopher Brannan's Reply to A.G. Stephens 
on the Red Page for 17 December 1898. 
The secret is out. To speak a priori, and settle ~u?s~io~s in advance - envious prestige! - all you want 
l;S pnycJ.ology. HNo man ever creates anything in letters 
wr:.;:.n 9ver 50; no man c:t1aates anything which is wa/'th ~raatJ.ng (gives forth a frash, strong, original impulse) ~ft~r 40. To expect a poetic masterpiece after 25 years 
.:aru s~holastic labor is to fly in the face of physiology." 
Ipa.: Physiologus dixi. Punctum. · 
.... Perhaps the "physiologist 11 is, after all, rrflying in ~~7 face" of fact. T:r'adition, at least, imaged Romer as 
'vr:.e old man in rocky Chios," and Aeschylt.1S. called song '!~ ~·n~.yside gift from heaven to men whose prime is past. 11 
HJ.ctory would have us believe that Aeschylus wrote the 
PromGtheus and Orasteia when over 60, Sophocles the ().;dipus Co1oneus when over SO Euripides his most passionate a~i ~omantic trag;)diea ... a st~iking cont:rast to the r~:.:alJ.stic problem .. dr~1tO.S of hJ.S youth - on the environs of 70. Hilton wrote no ,erse bey~nd scattered sonn~ts for ;;O yuo.rs, sat him down at 51 Qnd dictated nParad~se Lost 11 • ;~nnyoon dH finer lyrical work at 60 and upw~rds than 
7n hio :rout h • Swinburne t s nT ale of Bale n 11 , WI'~ tten at 5 !l' ~9 a" i'r ~ sh Q.nd poignant as the nPoems and Ball,>d.S 11 o:f 
h::r.r; tv-r.::ntie s , Only a fa w examples these · 
"A paot is not there to compile." Perhaps not; ~ut if 
you mean to oay that there is no memov:v ;Cor inspirati~~e" 
no. po~ror oi' developing and Dl!lpli:fyir>g the£ oon;.u~e~h;;t th~ 
tX.t:roof - generallY just the raw m~tter 0 a:r~.;,. his 
r-oot ca.11not patientlY and syatel!lllticalJ;1 e>:err,~~e d flasho a 
voluntary con~oiousnass on the oudden sul:'gos. u~n in 
o. {"'h:~..· o oubconsc:Louo mind~ just o.s a. ~~~h~ ~~o~~~te nFaust", ~ •iO:t' dopartmonto 1 p:r:•o.y hoW come . .. . it liThe 
·c·.ilton to write II'J.'he. Parad:Loes" 1 ~o.1~t! .~~ w~c e &c, &c.? 
ommod.ia.", Hugo uThe Legendo deo uc e~ ' ·' ' 
tJor did all the lyrical poetS' from WhOm the II sUrge II 
tteocy :Ls a hasty generalisation, get them delivered of 
tl:t:ir songs in a frenzy. Technique? - technique can 
r.e:Ltl::er be learned nor 'Practised apart from the matter it 
is Sl:tited to: there is no abstract technique. 
Tr ... e fact is, genius generally "flies in the face 
11 
of 
eve:rytJ::ing; of' pl}ysiology, by living harder and wilder, 
an'!- 7[->t longer than ca':'tious people; also in the face of 
cr:Lt_:-cs. For q,nother :Lnstance, haven't they been telling 
us tn3.t to write one's tongue well and preserve originality 
on: should know only that one tongue. Proofs~ Milton, s~1.ll" d and eloquent in six languages ; Swinburne, 
rn.ytl:mi.cal in f'i ve • 
•• • Um-t \fhat is behind all this 'lp)'lysiology11 ? Perhaps 
... r ... J..s: poetry is the product of green and salad days, 
Froca the result of tl'tought. Therefore, as thOught is. to ~r.lot:i.on - pardon as grey matter is to white • • • or ~s 
J.t as ·v1hite is tb grey? - of course, I don tt know, but no 
od.dn - so is prose to verse. nverse is the weak feminine 
of prose 11 and the man is the woman' s head • As :f'or tl'te 
pro ca which is the sturdy - not to say 11stodgy" ~ male o:f' 
tl:e ver~e of Aeschylus, nanta, MarloWe, Milton i :Li' I were 
to enquua as to its whereabouts whO knows whether the 
11 
pl:;; s :i. a 1 ogiot" mightn 1 t turn a sooner sa':'l t 1 ,.nile still 
l'ar.w.:i.ning true to the good old nhighpr~or~", and te~l me 
tr •. :tt it was laid up, along With physiological 5ertawty, 
9c:tentific truth, final criticism, and Mallarmo 
1 
s Q!>uvre • 
:s n Plato's transcendental heaven? 
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Appendix 4 
THE PURPLE PAGE 
0 this is the song of' the Critic Man and the Poet who 
crav~d his aid, For the SJ.nger came of' a Scottish clan and none of 
his verses E_ai£, ' So he sought the Critic who acts as Fate with an 
aspect keen and sage, · And raises cash at a lordly rate by running 
11
ThGJ, Purple 
Page". The Poet sank 8.t the Critic's boots, and caught him 
about the knees And sobbed: nitm sick of' derisive hoots; so give me 
your counsel, please • I fain would write snch a gallant song that the trump 
of 'The Purple 'Page ' Would tootle its praise with a blast so strong it 
would echo from age to age. 
11 
• 
"Tis a great ambition, " tl':e Critic said. nF;~.rst 
listen - and then despair. You•ve sat at the feet of the ~~~~ghty deadl but the 
dead are defunct - so there t And Homer and Dante were smaller men than Paterson, 
Boake, or Quinn, But there wasn't a Purple Critin 1 s pen to show what 
they should have been, . d th Publi 
And so they scr;l,bbled and scrawled ~;.Wil.Y, an e c 
I.;!,ke ~b~;;:~ ~a~~~~led their wiSP of haY • and by 
primitive wiles ware caught; d th · 
And now the halter is round the~I' nose • an • 
selfsame track theY tread ... d l d · Or did, till •The Purple Page' arose an ° amoure ' 
so do~E J~~ 
1 
~ ~~~~~chs of Royal song, ' and shovel 
them out of sightc 1 • but t':rhe Purple 
The millions echoing p:r"aJ.oe are wrong' 
Page' is right. " 
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nThen how shall we know when a work is great?" the 
Poet enquired, and sighed. 
"I'm coming to that, if you' 11 only wait " the Man 
of the Page replied; ' 
"The poet sings of' the things he knows, and what do 
we know out here? The hills where the. stunted gum-tree grows, and the 
froth of' the thrip'nY beer, 
And. sheep and cattle on burning plains, and dust, and 
the plague of flies, 
And sunbaked saddles and brittle reins, and bush 
where the curlew c.ries, 
.A...."'li men who tramp it and men on makes in the motley 
play of .fate, 
.A...."1d. bummers, and shearers, and coves, and blokes, 
and critics, and lo~re and hate. 11 
"Hm t these are the subjects that lie to hand? - but 
·what mu~t the poet bring -A love of 1>eauty, a cunning hand, and the inborn 
~ power to sing?" . ncfuy, £irst of all, !;$ must calmlY trace h~s manifold 
hopes and .fears To their primal source in the savage :race far over 
the labelled years. He must not think of the noble plan, but most grovel 
and search the dust , . . And must sii't the body and soul of man for h'-S elements 
- greed and lust i d th f hion 
lt'or lust is the glory of Purpleness, an e · as 
I:a ;,
0 
"ii'.a~~~~.~~;~~~s to a PUrple mass fo>' the Future 
Ghort~~e~~:~r ~~li:blooded, licorous, strong, must 
the Pag~-boomed Poet be i o . d 8 oi' teml's (r.J:~·ro liquids mix in the ink of oong, an on 
blood, you see • ) it 11 
''MY neck is long• . h 11 
"Than your cako is dougl. rest J" 
"Ah, spa~o me the purp ~ and a short , 
nt-Toll red corpuscleS are all the g ' 
ihick neck io best· i" rie£ and moaned on tho 
The poet staggered o:wa.y n g ' . . . 
office stair, . . . t pub relief £rom the griP 
And sought in the neo.ro s · • 
of hio fierce despair; 
-· 
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But they cleared him out and they moved him on to 
the last resource of woe , 
And the papers noted at last he'd gone where the 
Purple Poets go. 
J. Le G. B. 
BRP, 28 January 1899. 
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The Cr~\m of Gura-Leaves 
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Upon the other side was written, in black letters, the 
word 
REST. 
Beneath the sign the little iron-grey man ~mokPd calmly. 
His second pipe was half' -f'inished when his at tent :i ve 
eyd perce:l ved upon the eastern horiliwn a blurred patch 
which seemed to be detaching it self from the blurred c1wnps 
of distant mulga, He watched with calm intc:Nst: it was 
a yFta:z:• since he had seen a white face. The patch quickly 
defi:;ed itself and took shapa as a figure on horse-
back, which presently trotted up to the door and asked 
fo:r Scotch whisky. r.rhe littl.e iron-grey man surveyed the 
vicitor cal.tnly, He was a smal.l., boyish fellow, with a 
gooi-natured o;x;pression - his f'a.ce told nothing ir.1. 
.P.l:'ticcla.r beyond good-nature; and he rode an old gray 
r.orce wh:i.ch looked as if it had been hungry ;f'or $ome years. 
"I suppose this :Ls the place?" he asked, with a light 
c::rile. 
t"• • Th~ 1ittle iron-. grey man took his pipe f:rom his mouth. 
11
.1.Xll..::i J..S the place, 11 
"And what about the whisky?" 
. "Thex-e is nothing but mu:tga. rwni yout:re wulcome to 
ttn.t. u · 
The visitor dismounted, and the grah horse i,~d~f~;~Y 
lo.y dovm ... and mo.de noises sugg:dst;he ~ftt~~g~~~n--~rey rno.n ~~t~od h:t.m kindlyi and £ollOWt;;; . . e of woodon v~ts 
J.;.c:t.do to the smct lar room, where o. rowThe l:l.ttle iron .... grey 
ctood behind a co.rvad woodon1·dcouhinthorshone with the deep~ rr:o.n f:i.l.l.ed o. glo.oo with £lu. w . c 
i:ntonoe bl.u~ of the oky withou-t • 
"A.nd thio :to mulga rum'?" 
nAy - distilled £rom th~ oa.p of the mulgo. • " 
't;t. .. nv flo.vour?" he smiled. 
The vio:l..tor to.oted i.t • u,... ~n ~ 
"Tho boot flavour," oaid the little iron-grey mo.n. 
.fl: 
/ 
The visit~r drank, and presently asked for another 
glass~ The .l~ttle iron-grey man shook his head. "Better 
not t 11 he oa~d 1 and went outside. 
"Hold ont I have ntt paid you. n 
T~e little iron~grey man took no notice. He was 
vratch~ng the arrival of two more travE)llers, on .foot. 
"Now 1r1e '11 have an explcnation o!' the mysteryt" said 
the leode~ of the two, a shortish fellow, with a bro~1n 
face frar.~ed in l'Usty .... brown hair. "Are you the proprietor 
of this co.ravanseJ;>ai? • • • Hullo t You here J" He· shook 
hands vn.th the first travell.f"r without pausing in his 
qu.:.:ntion. 
Tho little iron-grey man nodded. 
"Then can you tell me why I and my friend here have 
culdonly felt an iX'resistible impulse to come to this 
?Utlo.ndish place - why we simply had to come - couldn't 
r.:.;or, our £eet away :t:rom it? ... .;md can you tell us, further, 
ih;.o paid our fares and smoothed o.way the obstacles of ~ho journey? - and oan you teJ.l us 1 £inalJ.y, \<[hY we both !:o.J o. promonition that we must bring a poem in our pockets?" 
The little i:roon-g:rey mM paused in re .. tilling his pipe· 
urou will know lo.ter, " he said, calmly· 
''You have ntt sampled thq. rum yet P' said the first 
traveller, with his geniell omile • 
. "Hum t Good O.~d t where is it f Corne Cllong f" .. He ~urried :~.noida, :rollowad by his mo.to, a to.ll:i. silentious perwon ~·;ltb a. long head artd oye s o£ faded b ue • 
. "t'loll, th:t.o io l'tUtlP' He held tho gl.;1so ft~~~~~aY i~~ t!~o lie;ht and on:t.££ad the porvas:Lte t~~~r :i.s tha drink tho.t u~~ttmt It :to nectar ... pure nectar· are the godo, you" ... 
Gunymado givoo ·to the gods· ... dAn.daga~il!!centlY to tho little 
to took o££ h:t.o ho.t o.nd bowo · m " He looked round 
tron-groy mo.n ... nmuot be. Ganymede 1 d nk ... smo.cked hiP 
tr.tumpba.ntly to mark hio e££deict1; t~~ arm which held the lJ.r1c .... and threw out conun!tn . ng. " u 
e;lo.aa., u Anothe.r glass 1 Ganymede 1 
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11Bet--" commenced the little iron-grey man and 
checked himself', looking at his guest. He re-filled the 
glasses. nit's good, isn't it," said the tall man 
tentat:iveJ.y, resting himself loosely on the counter. 
• 11Goad 1" The rusty-brown traveller flung aut his arms 
i'/l.th a gesture of sweeping disdain. "Goodt Here is the 
best liquor in all the earth - in all the earth t - and a 
far better liquor than they have wit to concoct in 
Heaven - and this man says it's good! Good! My Godt" 
But eeei.n~ that there was :no longer an audience (for the 
little iron-. grey man had :returned to the door) , he dropped 
his voice and remarked meditatively, "!wonder what we're 
here; fo:r? There are more of "Chent outside." 
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:rising ~n his seat ~th the importance of a m:.:ster o:f 
ca:remon~es, and mov~ng towards the unoccupied chair at 
the h~ad of ~he ~able. The.little iron-grey man, 
st~nd~ng bes~de ~P 1 shook h~s head calmly. "0h 1 very welJ. -
no matter - I can speak just as well where l am. · 
Gentlemen! - We are met here, as l understand, at the 
invitation o:f ths Genius o:f Australi~'- he bowed raciously 
tov;ards the empty chair - nto decide which o:f our :n.unber 
cta.ll be hailed and acclaimed as Poet Laureate of this 
r.e1gnificent continent." · · 
He paused. In the space upon the table directly in 
front of the vacant chair, there had become suddenly 
dcible a. '-vreo,th o£ gum-leaves. No one had placed it there; 
it cimply manifested itself, like a Mahatma's letter 
arrlving £~om unknown heights of sp~ce. All eyes turned 
to it; even the elderly lad of sevent~~n rega:t,ded it with 
r::lld clll'iosit,,. At the same moment the:t'e w·9s a rustling 
c£ o'llken garments o,s i:f some person had occupied ~he ·. 
CL!lir c\t lii~a head o:f the table i and all vtere consoJ.ous. of 
a no~·r Preoence in the room ... a Presence :Lntensely vital, 
crlendidly impet~iaus, distinotly :t'eminine , The little 
il,on-grey man bent in an attitude o:f ,.,or ship • 
Aft or a. moment the speako:r continued, in a :Lower 
VJica: nwe aro ho:re, gentl~mEm, I say J to decide which .. 
c£ our numbe:r shall be called ~ or ~ Laureate of Australia, 
anJ I doubt nc:>t tho.t you have been impelled Jio. bring : e:r ... 
ac I ho.vo, E.Jome ... e:r ... testimonial o£ your '\'ltl£1 to. thJ.s . 
l.igl'. and :honourable o££ice, t gather that J<t J.S tne wish 
c.£ tha ... or ... exalted Parsonage whom I n?W understand to 
to fll:"a cant n ... he looked . inquiringly o.t ttle Chair I "!~it 
thooa tootimonials shall npow bi,be, :ra~~&n o.£dh~~:\ 0~n:Lsiioct't .. r~J:locaod to :read to you. . oos .J-1 · 1 . u .. · ''it may r.o cazad :tnv:Lt:Lngly o.t tho wroo.th of gum- oo.v~;. ;; He 
t1u thought ... or ... unnacooo~rf:r.i~f~o.£~&n£u~~~a continued; · ooi!od round with an a.ir o,~, .. t · m 1 . gentlemen o.t 11~t hlO thin moment boo~ 1~adto ~~~W:: h~ b~:,od po.tron:tbingly tt.u \·r.Lll of our- gro.oi!ic.tO ~oo . a ·1 NO .. tho.t onould 
to tho. Chair. ... uandi doubtl~oo~r tpo ob~u cgmpobit:tono ooom. to 
c:y ... or ... that ohou d. any o.~. 0 . whiCh ''Ia ooo bo£oro 
!iol" \·rorthy 1 that wreath of gum .. loo.voo . tho brow o£ tho uo \·tlll oi" :l.to own motion o.ooengt~~d c~~~nhair ... uahomt tt 
Lnuraaw. Well, thon," ... he omo ._. 
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The days~ rise up in $..('g~Jnt l .-~;kue, 
The nJ.gnts. are steeped in pl!!I':plE? dreams 
But not i'or me th~ rad:i.a.nt tido, ' 
And not ;f'or me the po:ppied :;~trea.rns. 
'ihe ,. cy;n:ic years have brought no calm; 
.,. t.~o. gl.ory dazzles through the haze; 
.1.n vu:t.n l seek the ancient. balm, 
In vn,.in the light of' other days. 
r;.·bJ,B- Youth flung lm:•ge nse to the winds 
J.;h:1t brought nett gifts .from ever:y clime 1 
t.nl por.:rect Love o.t.tuned our minds, 
And Eeauty cons,~ crated Time. 
lixd bar ... d-in ... hand "fiJ wandered through 
..... A dim, delicic;ruo orchard--close, 
~,·,~;:c:r-c many a l.oVG;ly £1owgr blew 
I:n .:f":ragranco ~.:~o out ... vie the Rosel 
~Jl.o .:f"l.auntad splendour all around 
_ .:\o never since the world began, 
;:o.va ;in the en(~hanted Persian ground 
Of O\v\~ot .. voic~H~ So.ndi' s Gul:i.stan. 
Yo't 'tJhOn you otaya{.t to pluck a. fl~wer 
H::t.ch-doot:t.nod ~o a happier lot· 
W.i:h:i.o rooo w':ll not outliv~ the hour, 
And ove11 fade a. £orgot ... mo .. not;" 
You. oaid1 "" "but when thio do.y has £lownt That you may o.yo remember me . . . . ... r~hrough lito J and doo.th, o.nd o.ll, you:r own Ta~o umaranth 1 end rooomAW • " 
~hon :ln t,ho.t oh:tni.ng orchard tho,rde 
Our dr,I.Hlmo rnado muoio all the . o.y' 
t'lith v:LC~l 1 luto , and dulo:tmor o.rro.'\f. ~·lo wutched them paoo :tn brava 1 
lt.nd yo·~.:t wcro Queen o£ Pbanto.llYt . • 
/1l'l.c.t :t wo.o K:l.nl o£ FttiX' Roms.nco . 
ro uo tho oourt:te:ttll b~nt the kn~~rtoo. ~'*{i'.tJ:" us the minot,rel. ttnd the 
··~. 
Our throne was one great amethyst 
Shapen and carved with cunning arts, 
The footstools that our suppliants kissed 
Were opals shot with fiery darts. 
The arras of our pres@nce-hall, 
Woven by looms of far Cathay 1 
Bade Life a~d Death in ~ors~ip fall, -
So dark l.ts shades, :t..ts nues so ga.y. 
And pages, slashed and furbelowed, 
Spor·ted ~'lith scarlet sho\l.lder-knots 
~fuere m~sical, sweet waters flowed 
From sculptured founts and hidden grot~1; 
And Love and Joy, with hurrying feet 7 
Presided over all our hours, 
Till came a gust of wintry sleet, 
And birds were mute, and drooped the floW·JrS. 
And now, alas t in exile old, . 
From that fond empire fallen low, 
I mourn the days of rose-at -1-gold, 
The halcyon prime of long ~go, 
I know not where your spirit flies, 
In what dar.k ro~lm foX' suocour craves, 
Or if in lost Atlantis sighs 
And wanders fo.r beneath the wav~s, 
Or if. in some Hesperidas . 
Where ble a sed souls, dl. vinely p'l..tt'C' 
Beneath the golden~fruited tree~ 
Walk :Ln a peace to:t' eve:t' su:re; .... 
But whe:t'eooever you maY. b1e' rno grace I pray that God may g ve 
Ono day :Ln £a.:t' eternity . . .· .. To gaze a moment on your face. 
Come then the torment and ~h~h~a;~~lt 
Coma then the tempest 0•. ··" 
I oha.ll be bathe1d1. i~..t·tbCe:t;,01~~:·'·~ ooroll. Till Time aha '(t.J.. '~ 
For owaet Adonia' £estiv:;den grew1 
. The Greeks o£ i ol~ ~~h :renrtel tall, 
Where lattuoe tw na 8l:tp·· of rue; But n.aver came a 101 
j 
/ 
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For when the short-lived feast was o'e:r 
The faded wreaths were thrown away 
And why remember, why deplore · · ' 
(They said) the joys of Yesterday? 
I too . g:rew for the feast of Life 
lrl:Lthin my heart a garden rare 
Where Love and Fam~ , in friendly ' strife 
And every pleasJ.ng flower had sha:re,' 
The rose, and royal hollyhock, 
BJ..ue lavender and lily, too, 
I tended. ... and the Fates made mock, 
For aht their roots were all in You. 
I wa-t chad them one by one depart, 
And of them all remains to me 
This £adele sa blossom of my heart, 
The amaranth of Memory. 
Th~ rusty ... brow:t traveller closed in a candenoe o£ 
ecstacy,. with an expectial\t eye on the wreo.th of gum-leaves .. 
7here was a little oigh £rom the Ohair, followed by a r.;:.y~m.ent of impatience, and the . Wl'1'Path did ~ot move. 
"Or:, v..::::.ry well, then-- ... 1" He sat do\'ln noisllY, and 
oco\·rled a.o he pushed his manuscript.~ about on the table. ~!··...: littl.e iron-grey attendant nodded to the wiry horseman, 
\·~no commenced rather nervously: .... 
THB HONOUR OF THE DISTRICT • 
~a ~·;ao a noble Sngl:l.ohman ... a, ... tro.velling round the ea:rth 
.~.o cure incipient tendency to gout - bi h Or oo ho oo.id; ond ten portmanteaux gttarantead his rt ' 
Eut the Cooma district could ntt rnaJi;e him iouti on ~'"r ho turned up at Kiand:ra, when the earn va ~as ' 
!crtl he \'lOn thO oho.rnpic>n .onowshode ... ra.cda ~~r~ e~~~n he had c~.l~o local. horoe s 'hun~ their he a. a an · ;..! ' 
~ono . . . . k ot 
'Tt-t:x.a pl.Ain tho gout had never reached h:f.o nea wide• 
Hie n,:uno wao oomething ... Choltnondeley; he was. very 
a~ttlko; . · :L .. Al i 6 hat' .. ~n:.i al.l. tlle gitt.t.S admired h o . P.t"' n the ct:i.str:Lot was at· 'Jut~ you oeo it wao tho honour o.~., 
i'"<t. k I h t 
. .... a. o, 1 o-t£ with t a • A.11 thoy could n tt let him tra:re · 
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He ~-;as ~eard of next at Jindabyne, duck-shooting in the 
spr::t..ng, 
An-i he killed his birds without a single miss · 
And tJ:;e veteran Jinda sportsmen, who npreferr~d a lively 
vn.ng, n 
Opened eyes and muttered, "What the gout is this! n 
He was asked to Adaminaby, to see some shearing done 
(He gre1.-; £onde:r of the district every day) , 
And the boys all :Looked delighted when he said that, just 
for £un, 
He vtould shea:r a few to drive the gout away! 
So they chose a heavy wether, with a real mountain fleece, 
Ani they showod him how he ought to hold the shears 
(T.he poin. :ts away) and how t. o pl'uckAthe wool {like plucking 
geese}, ... 
And. ·they stood around prepared wit· cheerfUl jeers. 
But the stranger gripped the wether like a workman with 
. ~=!-s knees, . . . Anu. n:I.. s st:i::'oke was swift and clean .... a r:~.nger' s clip , 
He h:1.d finished that big wether in five minutes, if you 
please! . 
And had pinked as if the boss was at ~is h:~.p. . . .· 
He sai.d he felt that nothing helped llke shear:~.ng for tht:r 
gout, 
1mi he kept the pickers going a.J.l tm day; . 
Tho r:i.nger had shorn eighty five, when Cholmondoley with 
o. shout w 1 · · t " I·hrked "Ninetyt" .. and the bell r~ng .... " 001daway 11 et But he so.id,. of course with p:r·act:~.ce he wou rea Y g 
up speed: .. . 
Tho th:i.ng was to make sheep obeyd Y_oukr ey~'Englishman 
In love , and wa:r 1 and sport, an -wor ' a 
couJ..d laad If he onl.y once made up his mind to try • 
£ the~f had n't a reply~ But tha boys were very sulkY' . or " 0 do And they put their heads togjeth~r uWhp ~d t slap~ nis thigh : 
\'lhcn ouddenly Wild Donegt:m ump through t 
11By Uokey 1 lads, we 1 ll see the begga;;weet three milo or so, 
i·fo t ll. have a little steeplechase'. a in aide· 
And set the oou:rse down Nuinga.r ~du~~~ the gi~la below, ~lo 'll. mako o. jollY day o£ t' · to ride 1" 
And 't-re '~~ otring my noble John~~t~n the little. plan, 
A dcputat ion want at or,ce to s _ £ r o£ course., 
And tho Englishman wo.s willing he 0b~lieved that any man 
Though ho was n't anY hdora~r~it. upon a. horse. ~lit.h good En{tlitfit bloo co . 
. 
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The day came round, and such a crowd was never seen 
bef:'ore, -
From every station round, f'rom every town 
From Turnut, Gilmore, Adelong, they rallied by the score 
To see the noble Englishman put down. 
They gave him a young brumby that was only :ridden twice 
But he managed to stick on through all the chaff; ' 
And the:n the starter called them, and they cantered in a 
tr~ce, 
t•fuile the girls picked places ready for the laugh. 
The start was up among the clouds that hid the mountain 
top, · 
And the riders all seemE}d dropping on your head, 
You'd think that once they tumbled the~/ would never, never 
stop 
'£ill they landed in the rocky streamlet~bed. 
Th.ey came down helter-ske1ter, and the stones flew in 
the:i:r;· wake; 
And they risked their necks, quite ca· ':!less o£ a fall, 
For they knew the tarnished honour ot' \he district was at 
stake -
But the Englishman :rode straightest of them all t 
He brought his mount in lengths ahead, a-tremble and 
,.. a-.f"oam; . • . im.en the others straggled after J..n a tall, 
He was ta.lking to the girls about the hunting leaps "at 
home" ... 
Forty f:eet of ditch beyond a nine-f'oot railr 
He £'eared he had done badly - since he saw they looked 
askance 1 th But he wished he had his Shetland ponyh e~e ht have had a H~ !tad ridden when a youngster - that e tnlg · 
chr.;..nce ~1 d d e J To show the e;i:rla what Englishmen c~... ar 
. Ani the boys of. Adamina.by with .faces .long and g.).umj 
F Loocad bridles and rode sile1ntlY b a~a.~h~Y wished in Kingdom 1 They .f'e:L t too sick £or cut's ng' u 
() ; 
Come th t day 
The Johnny who had beaten ther:tth tndign~tion i'Ull, 
cut jo~l.y Jeanie Mackie was Wl.. th r there: ~n:i ohe gathered all the £gi~1!d t~~a ge~ this JohnnY b;:t the 
ua:yo ort.e, "The boys ha.Ve .a 
~'too:t h h ~m by the hair! ~o \1~ g:t~lu w:J.ll try end cat~ - ~o wonder that they rrownt ... 
ho !}Ut them down quite deiatsili~t is at stake i 
Eu-t the honour o£ the s r 
0 
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And there" s one thing, girls, I wager that he never will 
put do-wn.., 
And that t s a slice of Tumut Christmas-cake r 
Nov;, the Tumut cake is famous over all the country-side 
F0r the recipe is never known to fail: ' 
!~1vas invented by a bushranger to welcome home his bride 
And they hanged him for the crime in Wagga. gaol. ' 
It is tougher than the hair-ball that you find inside a 
cow, 
And the currants break your teeth off when you bite: 
There ~"las no one ever heard of who could eat a slice, they 
vow 7 
And a single crumb will turn a stranger white. 
So they set to work and made it, and they mixed it double 
stre n.gth, ) · 
'Stead of."' treacle using glue, to take no chance; 
They baked it for a week or more, and when 't was done at 
length 
They in vi ted all the district to a dance. 
The nobl.e Englishman came first: his dancing was renowned; 
He put all the local steppers in the shade ; 
And he held the girls so deftly that they never touched 
the ground, . . 
But flew J..ike birds ... no matter what they we~ghed t 
So they £'e1t a little sorry when the supper-bell ran5 ,. "' 
And even Jeaniets voice commenced to shake ~fnen she said, trOh, Mister Cholntondeley, you are hungry now' 
no doubt, . . k J" ~Ton't you try a slice of Tumut. ChrJ.stmas-ca e h d 
But he simply said nWi th plea sure t 11 Lord l that man a 
pluck in stacks t ·1 te 
And sh~ passed him a. great slice upon a P ~il they broke (They'd chopped at it £or half-an-hour, un 
th~ .. axo) it 
And a:ti the people gathered round to wa • 
s black as night inside, 
They aaw i.t was the real thi~' a · hite. ~lith del.us:t ve sugar ioing, p:t.nd~. a~~ wand the women nearly 
Ani ctrong; r:nen gasped and shU er ' 
cvi.ed,. d . take a bite. 
An tho Eng~ishntan prepare. toj :ws a.s firmly as a vyce; 
He took :Lt, and it hald h:t.S a it:l.sh race . . 
But the- courage o£ the doggefd :s:d all hiS muscles to the 
RocCJ w:tth::Ln him, and he sti£ e:nu. 
oJ..:i.ce .. i £rom his places l 11 And he at~ :tt withoUt . stirr ~ he gave a £earfu ye , 
But ha.rdl..y had he £:1.nished w en 
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And leapt in air eleven feet or more · 
He V'lrithed, and squirmed, and fought' and tore, and ~iggled. where h~ fell, 1 
And hJ...s horrld groanJ.ng noises shook the floor. 
They almost felt remorseful as they watched the wreck he 
made, 
So they lifted him and put l'.dm in a bed· 
And all the girls stood,· round. him wi·th their ha.ndkerchiefs 
displayed, 
And when the spasms had left him, thua he said.: 
11Here die I an Englishman, who loved his country well 
And my enemies I honestly forgive; 1 
But there's no man born of woman, and no devil out of' hell, 
Who c auld ea.t a slice of Tumut cake and live t" 
So he died, as was expected, and the people all agreed 
It was right the district honour so to save; 
And his .funeral was elegant as any man could need, 
And three pal:' sons were discoursing at his grave • 
. And the boys all threw a clod upon the· coffin - just for 
luck, 
And the girls sowed weeping willbW:';i for his sake; 
Though bonnie Jea.nie Mackie lost heJ.."' pride and lost her 
pluck, 
And cri.ed at home as if her heart would break. 
They got a Sydney tombstone up, with all his names in full 
(There were nine beside the Oholmondeley) ... and a text; 
For they knew a noble Englishman is pure merino wool, 
And they did ntt want his mother to be vexe~. 
So the job was neatly finis~ed; every r;;an h7s shilling gave, 
For the honour' of the d:I.strJ.Ct was at otake, 
And they tell the stranger proudly:. "He was bravest of 
the brave j k 1" But 1tte put him down ... with Tumut Christmas-ca. e 
. h. Ch ir as of a half-st~ppressed There was a sound £rom -c. e a ·. he wreath did not 
laugh - a. laugh deliciously1ioned~h~u~a~ sevoX'al times move.. ThEt tall, £air tra.ve ez-t, . . · ortunity and read 
hal£-r:ia.en from his seatt seized i~~e~PP o£ which' only here-
in a dreamy chanting vo1ce some · ' o.nd-there-a~one was audible :-
i l alter in the heat • • • The. c:: ·cy . o:y a- swd lian ... w:J..nd tha.\\ leapt • • • 
There crune a win , a . . d d strove £or breath • • • 
And l.i.ttle children gaspe ·i·ii~es on their stalko • • • 
Drooped necks like wearY' ~ 
Until .. and eye~ awoke to ihtnewomen and 
.. iaed • G~d • £or life and love ' a r 
I 
I 
~ 
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he ended wi.th impressive unction; but the gum-leaves 
only shivered slightly, as if a breeze had passed over 
them. The ~ittle iron-grey man nodded to the first-
comer, who rose with an apologet:.,\.1 smile. 
11I 'm a£ raid mine is n' t of very much account , " he 
said; "but of' course I don't take myself very seriously, 
and I'd never dream of expecting any such honour as that 
which is proposed fO:r:' one of the others, whom I'm sure 
are all very much better than I am." This modesty being 
greeted w:Lth encouraging c~~ies of "Go ont" .... and a marked 
'"lave of' sympathy proceedin~ from the Ohair ,.. the speaker 
was embol-dened to read the following:-
BEAUTY'S A-FLOWERt 
The sun goes down in glory, 
The long day's toil is done : 
t T is time to tell the story 
That waits for set o£ sun. 
Gray Ronuld whinnies wait~ng; 
The good horse knows h~s ~ask; 
For Night's the time £or mat~ng, 
And Love has but to ask. 
So mount in haote, ;Cond lovert 
And o'er the plain away; 
There t s fifteen miles to cover, 
And back by break of day· 
Th!:'ough cabbage-gums a-blossom . 
In Springtide's lavish dower· 
W:Lth million-creaming bosom 
The grey Bush is a.-£1owert 
clo up the rocky rid go s' 
Aiong the silent creek . 
Where spiders build their ~r~~ges 
And ghostly curleWs shr e. 'lo " 
T:i.:Ll . swift as Love to own shal X J w~ skirt the timber dead 
And settle £o:r.' \ lt0 gallop ... 
The fence a rn \le ahoad • 
~~t fence would stop a. lovaf 
, With Beauty wt4iting the~~d overt 
<:!: . >t>£ and un • • ' t:~O o.~. • ' • . rd "" spare • 
With halr-a-yar b~ldort 
Wa.s ever goedt~g~:~ Fortune lower. 
What reor. . hio ohoulder ... 
The torunR ..:f'l~lcdks i~e~ ... £lowew t Gray on~ · 
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... •'"1\ d 
.a. c;; .. ~· e , &'1 then I \'fa:nd.e:r 
~ .;:.. n~ garden path I ~"10,.1 ~ 
.... ee t :Ln her \tindow yonder 
~re .... ~st· 1· · 
... ~ . -:.-· . u..,. J ~ng ~ght OUl''US 1 Q'i>Cr ..,~ .. s..... "'"'O.;C t h ~ - .·~"' 
.... w ~;' ;; .... e '"' av need. of token': 
~ Hu.~ ..... ? heart I her pledg;e is t:t"\le: 
Su.ch. :taJ..th 1·1as never broken. S~e 's yours 1 and all for, you . . . 
A f'oo~step patters lightly, 
A .:t ace upturns to mine 
A s~o,.:dr~~ b:~ast heaves' ·whitely 
.H.na. mJ.svy o.1.ue eyes shine: 
0 ~ Love it is Life t s noon-light 
A..""ld this Love t s day and houl.~ -
Her . ~i.ps meet mine in moonJ.ight 1 
And Beattty is a, ... £low·e:t' r 
• 11You t re out o£ itt" ~:1eerfully remarked tho :t'\tsty-
c:o~m travell.er, who hQd :t'ecove:red his nattm:.tl good lltuncnu'. 
11>'iho t s ne .xt ? n 
nr believe I am next, It arid th~ travellOl' irlth the 
Jovian bro~'f, rising rl/.ther pondero~sly. "Tho piocQ iV'hich 
I o.zn no~., about to rea(~ to you, r.tad~~" - he uddrooood tho 
Chair \1ith dignity - 'limay be conside:r\~d somowhat cti££:tcult 
of apprehension; but that is a quality which it oho.roP in oo~on with everything which :rep:resentCl tho tri\UU1;lh of 
raf'J.ned taste as opposed to that of' ~he gross t1~:J:<l .. 
. 'la multitude vile', as Baudelaire f:t.tl;t ctoscr..t.ooo them. 
I admit, how·ever, that the piece is not designed to bo 
ingested in the process o£ oral :recita-tion. Nevo:rtholeso ... u 
He paused.. All eyes, and ears, wore turned to the 
Chair. Yes there it cume again - a. 9ound scal'CillY brotYth~Jd, 
oof'tly modUlated; yet a snore 1 a diot:t.nct, utuni~ takeable 
Sno:ro t 
. A hot-tempered poet rooe, otuttering: "1J .. b ... ~uti thio 
ls m-m-monatrouo r I haVfl n tt read m-m-nt:i.ne yot f 
"Nor I r" ttNo:r me s u ttWe havo n tt road ours t 11 oriod 
fourtoon poets in chorus. 
l d ... titb the o:x:cor-tion of Everybody rose and gesticu ate· " .tnrru tod, · Uo 
tho trave~ler whose reading had1~~0~;t:~ugonop ArliJ in tho c~ntod himoel.£ with the oxproso 
~p-------------------------------
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condemned eel~,, equal to either .fortune. The hubbub 
grew around lllm. The rusty-brown traveller vocifel'ati 11Gent~emen! Gentlemen!" was J?Owerle ss to qu~ll the ng' 
tumult. The little irrm-grey man appeared perplexed 
but calm., ' 
Suddenly there was silence • As myst.eriously as She 
had come> they felt the Presence vanish. For e.' moment 
they 1-"lere awed. Then a poet rose to his opportunity. 
11I nave not yet read mine", he explained; "but mine is 
undoubtedly the best, Therefore -" And he stretched over 
the table and grasped the wreath of' gum-leaves. · 
:Chat. :is 1 he grasped the space where the wreath had been. For, even as he touched it, it disappeared beneath 
his fingers: one would have said it had meJ.ted into air. 
There remained - a single leaf'. 
Instantly the poets nearer to the le$.£ threw themselves 
upon it.. Those farther !'rom the. J.eaf threw themse1ves 
upon the poets. There was combat a.nd a Dcuf'fle • Loud 
voices a.:f"£:l.rmed superiority; louder voices denied. Several 
poets on the outskirts of the struggling mass c9mmenced 
to read their pieces to each othe:r. Then the l:~.ttle 
iron-gre,y man perceived it was ~ _.ae to act. 
Upon his hint several left the room. The others he 
collared and took in turn to th .. e d.oori kicking them ;f'orth 
oalmJ.y, but not 1.\nskil£ul1y. When al were out, he closed 
the door. 
No sooner had a poet reached the open air than he 
tottered and fell and slept instantly where he fell. Not 
one who had partaken of the mulga rum escaped its potent 
ntupor. The youch£u1 antique a.J.one remained. erect 'dga.zing 
peno:L vdehJ.:~ . at i~eil prl~eg. h~o~~a!~~~ s~~e~~~i~ae hf~~~;r ;tn 
a.roun · .,L.m~ flu e i · ;f' th 1 scene When the light 
indi t:i.ng a poem de script· ve rid di~ni£ied 'traveller ;f'or a 
fa.ilod .. he chose the plump a 1 Ab e him in the pillow; nnd slept deliberative y.. . · 0ri of the hostel ne~rJ.y-xoi.oen bree~e off eveni~gbe~~:e;1f.bs legends o£ Riot 
creaked backward andd Rorwta.r And the vast wings o£ Ni~ 
o.nd Rest - Rioti an :.JllL • 
d:t•oope'doveF'i! • 
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~ihen the travellers woke at daylight, aishevelled 
but buoyant, they stared round in surprise. They lay, 
or sat, or stood, among the stones cf' the desert .. The 
hostel had vanished. The more curious searched for its 
site, but found no trace that a building had stood where 
they remembered it. Then - was Yesterday a dream? No; 
for an ambient odour of mulga rum still remained like a 
blessing upon the spot. "The rum at least was real, n 
muttered the rus·ty-brown traveller regretfully. 
It was fortunate that some of them had sandwiches in 
their pockets; and they remembered having pa.ssed a 
waterhole not f'ar away. Gradually they made their way 
back to civilisation. Nobody yet wears the crown ~f 
gum-leaves. 
But the leaf' remains in the possession of' the poet 
t·;ith the best right to it. 
A.G.S. 
BRP, 7 December 1901. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
-··~----
Recent Verse, 
E,·ery\ody with " niclcl acnae of words and 
a je11lClus regard for stl\ndanl& drnws two 
diStinct lines betweet 
POlTH.Y 
--~--~- ~-------
there is & grcnt gulf ti.xf!d,''-
~t·K~ xvi., 2U. 
. YEEiEitrr.-·- ~ 
Yll.fiiC i, the kim~ of thin:; that anyone may 
lf11te; With a. certam amount of cultm·e and n 
~rtnllll~!l'!ount of pains ~ Poetry iw the other 
lppd of unng. And the gulf i11nlwnr thei.'E~- ..... 
w!dll', n!\tfpw. ~r~ep, shr~Uow-still, ~ gu:;. 
Poctn n \!!C!tttr, poettlla. lit. Perh<.ll3 at su• 
Pfefllt;l crises of existence-l:irnt ton•, father• 
llood, motherhood~ t.he death of dOI\r ones-the 
~etUln may uv~rpass the gultf disnihutt,l sis 
obi\O~ious middle, ard !or a moment gain 
foothold on tho f&rthqr verge tul true·Jlueta. 
D1.1~ thi11 is rare ; nnd even so one acoma to 
diFr<;Jm dHJ artificial ;;Umulus, tQ not~ the 
lr.ck o! m.tiVI.l spontaneity. lt is the 1lilfcr• 
once between thQ' bubbling aptill•t rttul tho •rt~ian bore, bl'ltweon beauty unad~n~t ruul 
bf,ltluty manicuredt c~ntctil_\ttetl, nnu 4rcs~u·~t 
by \\'ut'th. Of thi.': VCl"lcr a highest !!tl'orta 
ymt crm Ill')' 1\t ouco. urt:his l:l tlno ~ "-ot thu 
l•uet'l! ynu Cl\nnut e:l)" it. bec;,~;;ec yon !col it 
so. t:cttninty. a{~r thA nupthlt:. when 
Mtioty ha.'i tlnUC<l t!N fragranco nf p.'\!!sion, i~ 
becrum~s lH•I\lUlde for thu critto to look a 
poet m tho fc£•t, t\lld JIHint. our tim ungt'l\cf~ 
Uut 1l•trmg tin• hm~t•ymrmn. at nit ~Jvontll, !\ 
l'w;t th<~wW~ <'nhn-;m u~ a)?nlllathy. 
. "' . . 
Novcrtlwll,lllB, tho {ltQUit n:une of :Poet i!l 
1\n'll~\fc,t by tho 11\CI\Ilt!lt m:lli_qnn· uf the 
ruml ~[•t'lc-tfw person whmlcs1rcst ttt know 
wl.• •!wr '1'1m lh J,t.Ul:f lr:\yll fur {l<lcllli!l in 
I' ,,f ~{bl:J tfl•lK'l, of lhulgefCOUOGln, 
.t.t. ug 
T•1" , 1 a~·"'"' tho lll'k nn<l tht· fllrlJlo ~hn wonU 
l'r.:. ·:1 ; w l !Jrm t•lt ht r plitl" ~·· W<\llltent f 
'f ! ... w r•· ,,u ~th•l tl" y It It t~.•lf •H t.unca 
1:' I • <" "l''I"U t~• '"'' IJI'futllt .lhPJ<•I!Cft ... 
fii;·! . , 1;-f • 1t \'Utb 
'fi · 1 .. ,. II lift t lff'l ft~tCtHJ;l tl gtn& lC~-J .11 
1ll " , 1\t >~ntl .:n tu!:l t ... e r .. r tatku t ;r 
'fh .:1\ ~ Cli<' t• tufttd, \fl:tt. tl\1\{(l'fU\ll gaT~r, 
L! lul.t J,,ruil. t\l11l~~t llul tbtl wllafe. 
!•:• \:11\Ut. Ul thtY Jlll!!h nf (~t\ltCfltiotl!l 
1 d1!11 ~. tn mc1 t rt mudcr·t. httf~ lk'\hlllh• 1~t · Ycrac: hy Jatll!.'$ llobblothwnltt. 
lf.,t,., ~ •" whuh )'t:~ ilt~httle!t hnc!t w~oi!C' 
fM; ' Amt ~nnt,hrlty. •mtl lh\mlt', tlught 
"' :. ,.lit tho !ught'• lith' t•uul!l lhllll<lt 
f ,, , •h !'!<'• w1:<~h ll- hcttcr ball:\!llK!Pnnin" 
!!i\i; '; "·" 
II~ 
'•r. l(t IU thy I\ •!n•ftHI!t 
Ucncl\ll\ 1\l'f M1CtcnC n:tlc, 
: '.rto llhp\ \<)' fl'lllt 1\ IMtdtl\"" 
H;lf:Hif Jil• !l)'lviUt· (olko 
L n n II Wed bet tM:«t M Mll(lftbel\m J 
I lcf Mtr•Jt d..-1\t' 1liiWJ hJlf 
,, on cA<:lt t11dw h1 tf!\tkuo~• J 
•(' ln!W!d rat dtt•~ti\K l1pa. 
~ w111d• .,. •••trr •i~thirtlf 
\'., rt!utt ll'lfll fUl1llld ebtll\ ... 
' !iii!J of dll11llc (Jnl\lf 
tWilll(fll II'J 'fli!· \'11\h 
l '-ICI\t t\tiiU' ftf,JWillift 
'i ·~,Yo • ool<lam• at~Pt 
'rcmthl'lfe' l!tlll' i!O' ii'GWtl'iif 
• 1 .n ~~·of fot:dtl!ll( $llit!ft 
_(;fit' M UbA'kM(!tlflltfllr;.l(!f fA t!tlli 
.. 1 _;..,.,. 
'1·; . .:r""nll ,J~ v •• :re, 
~~~~c-ce w • tr> aiJ r uv;-e, 
'' · , t•ct:: tr ? pit!) l)tl.llf·"" 
~ l ! 
.. f 
c;lllK hi!ttiiQlf itt lines nd<lt'!.lfll'!ed 1 ·To A, B. 
l"'nhn'flon," of whom : 
Nona L11~ 11 pOet oould hava tt1ned the vague fnr 
ov~rword 
'l'h:1t haun~s the lines that tell the tale of Conroy's 
travelhnJt herd~ 
0 pl~fliltom moh of men and alteep that drift the 
uorth·WeHt way! 
My heart still fullnw~ in your trnck along the 
O.tatlo·n•;tgh, 
"~he vngtle ftH' o\'crword "-it is n pht·nso 
wlncl_l ~cntol'l the chnrm uf l\h'. HeblM· 
thwmte s own vct'fJes. 'rh!.ll·u i$ n. nntc of 
Wc!\~llcHs • in them ; a &ldnt•Hs as. u! chill 
twaltght ntrs when one camtm, solitnry, on 
~ornc.btt'ellt We~tc\·n plain : tho writCl''l! pmion 
!~ netthar v~ry atrong tuu• nn-y atcnt!y, mtd i~ 
f!l rare to find c . .;ht lines without; n flaw : 
yet there is somet:11ing in tho acntimcnt rmd 
cndancea. which justifies thEI opinion hero 
act down-thnt thoy nrc aome of tho mu8t 
essentially po:.~tic vcr~os eter T>rintc1l in our (,!Qtll\try. ~UI carry cchoe!l frnm the eldet· 
sons of song, f!'t ilrcll in thE·h· likcncs:l l'rlr. 
Hobblothwaito'll indi\'itluality nnd variety 
nrc app<mmt~ t\ h·cr~dy he hM brullght n 
1mggeation of licinu. of Shl\kllspei\ro : ill 
there . not a q11aint,. decMlcnt, Yerlninish 
tottch 111 thi'l =--
'fliP. OlllLDRfl~'S ~WWET, 
.AI~ ! !lh ! Un:t ia- our holidaf : 
'l'ritt it with ll\lli!htH lll!Mll r 
'flwo lHaco(ully bt·nthlll! m mutlo tha~ h· olde~ 
Wo'll thmco to the mint!c~'aatr!\il!. 
St.lw t ut11w! ailou•nn•l r.o•lrterm--. 
Whito 1:\hP 1\IHIIlllWdlll' 1\ll!l t•lffQ 1 
•W•l "''' thn r•·Cr<\m tha~ float~ drt•ilmily ove' 
Hw• •·t 11 ·•i lt•n* lind ''"~elf y(!lii!K bl!au..-. 
Se,, ! ij!JI);! J'l$t fnr a. mom(ln' 
'l ht\ nht worl'l i~ Wtth ym1 1\g~il'll 
Anti nnw they 1.:\W vamah~ll 1\lld wll Mil b11• 
dut ltr•n 
Tl;.l\t 1htw•• t1• th•· mmu• t.'tt llttnin. 
'l'a quutfi 1\U thu ,;nml thilltt'l wuultl be nlrno~t 
to fJ.I\otu the booklet: tu shuw Mr. ltcl!hl(l• 
thwnltc's utrongcv m~uncr tako 11omo at&n<l;\11 
of wl1idt. witll smilll llltrr.•tinn, 1\f:\tthe\r 
.\t!i(lh\ tMIOtftcl' COinpl\ti~ofl :J 1''HUld llUt PO 
o;slolll!'t{ ; ..... 
'{Tf4YRS~:s, 
'!'h•• Wllll t'T;yuea •tl\llif~t ttpun tl111 etAir, 
H a w~v·· w"m tt\ft IIW>WIIldlyllt hu leo' l To hit Jho •lr<~•Plllif tuil 'hcf!f bhiWiltlil ulr, 
An•l a,ll AI' •ttn.lttt a!lllnt"'• &1\Ve 'llll l11n~ 
m Camtu\ rtf•J•lctt that. !Mito cool the hl!<l\ 
Wtth cuul hf.IJ:ll"i lotll\11, 1\lld on '''" 1: .7;\ll. flOQf Of Wl!ed·l(tuwn ruck, fhi gold on ahl\<lur.n lle~w. 
·\ntl in till! atttl\1'.ffi\ltllltlfiii!Vl'tlllntf' 
'l'lyn•·• hel\f'+l\ cl•.(ln ffqtn! lPI'f tl>\Yil or y~>rtr• 
• • • .. t 
lf•· •. til tho l(fi!Y !'1\d wmdka<t ulm.1 W()()l.ll 
l'ttul\ \lln•mooth I(U!'11 shuul•lrf of thB hilh 
U<• lt~ar• Hut Nmhlm.: uf thn tml!dt l(rccn lluollil 
'fill\\ ltlllltn lhu shnru 1\!ltll\lllhAC pobb\elt th'lll 
\'l'ttll ~latl•tt•tn mu•iwlm 'he ~~rt&bitlft,lllllll 
Unt lllilC•Krn·fl•lltl(u.K. r"•.n rtWAttl. ililtl flhYII •roe 
Utnw tlrrl.\mhkt•, 1\11\1 hi~ c)'t•lulllftlowlt 1111, 
AtHl '•lnh~t fl\ll~ tftll rumol' uf ;.lui~. )\tf tneiiiQff'll hii!ICflllit ~Qtt;!lll\ll'f MIMII feillllllpt• 
. 
" A Ot1stnwnr uf the Barrier," by Davia Si\mp~r!ml.'lw, N~n··~ton aml Co f.uhli~;h 1\t 
J,. Ffllk, of Ar!Phtirl., is " fiUtl QI\Uiplu of worth· o~. lUI !••ll·li~h !<dttllltl uf .T. 1). I 1'1\lli'""''Y'• 
leaa w.,rd•pinning, A New Cal~donian escapee "'!h•• Dt~·Hon.mrnbl~," ~~ lu<'~l nuv~l wftidt ··nn• 
drifts 1\Shore ;Lt Oairns nod m11kes love to a local ~<llllB u:nn,J.a\Jiy pi>Lin reft•r••Hcc~ to the swindle& 
air!, who dociclea sh« will r11ll a WilY with him, and of"' (,_rrner Q. gc,vr•rnh•ll rio::. 1\I:-, Illnne.st~y, a. 
then deoide~~,el\e wml't rnn O.\ViiY with him. Thoao busy Jrttrll'jt~'.lrnnlret who 'VIIY formerly a Wtsleynn 
are thll I:Jook. s 1rleas I the r~st is f<"tian \'urbiage, clergyml\n, hr.~ three Of ~onr other stories in 
~.[h 1- print or pr~pllrHl£. 
U came to her she kn~w not how or whe11, In the r.ouqh 
of the wln.d, lu th11 l>re"thh.•g of the aea,ln the l(ll•mour ~ 0 • 
oft he 1ooonllght, ln. ~hHadlance o!th• tropi<!BII"· Her ~~'Who11 I first began journaliam1" said 
warm nature durlnil'. t~at week un~ou~reJou•lr,lm'hlbetl a John ~Iorley recently, "a Lon<lon morning pnper 
new lite, quivered wilh new emutlnn1, tumb ed to a. new reviewed a. book caaually-oMe in half n yel\rf 
lnl!ltence i' and befoje $11~~·11\ he I' lgnoranoe! kii<W what D()W one of ha lliOSt pop lila" fentlll'OB is a o•r~fu 
I his fr•·sh Y•I\W~k•t)IJd tee I ng was1 •. h• love.u1 at~d loved .. f 11 h ' • ~ ~ ' w11h •II tile undl•9'1)>llned force nl ner patuu, 8\lfr!IY,O a ~ t .o work dol)& Ill Ji~erature, !\tt, llllr;l 
Blow the 1\1\d.ii"Alplin!id force of her nature I. m!lsto. A11d o11n h be 'aid thao the new qulture· Wtdth Implies loss of depth T ~------------------~~~~~~~--------­PIIblished for Information Only...Shares having been over•llpplied for, 
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W 1ether THE Bl'LLETIN pnys· r .. ".'. ,.., • • · " .. ,, V ''Jl Ill 
Pl'l\lSO ()~ Mii'IS J Olli!S, of n~dge :o J~Gla 
commencmg- ' ' 
To the homo:" uf tl,o aiok "''d tlw teeble I! he wenb • 
pndnnntetl nnd firlll 011 ht·t purllllKt• WI\& benh • ' ,~ho dtJI(ij W•·rt• •~II gl.\d tht>Y !toft Uwir old hon~a 
lo glv~ ~~ u•ct•ptwn tn m1t h: :ohw, :\li.i• Jones-
ULYSSES. B&nke:u 1 B.unt OF AUSTRALASIA. 
• Thl'.wi~e Ulyaae$ Htl\nds upon the stair 
His Wl\V(•·Worn rnn SWilVB idly nt his'feeb. 
nut! Wll\thng tip with 
'~nn t\lk Wilt 11 J.a·et ·ue!l forot<!lill\ gn·~t sel\; 
'lhenngt·l~ nt :-;udorn tt,ld L11~ for to fl~e; 
Too Sl'l\ nnd tht• t<'mpest, thnt d:mgero11s gale 
mhd old J um\h, 111HI so llitl thu whnle' 
1 [!l~as1mt, in the puah nf pretentious 
t\lihcs, to l!!OOt 11 nwllest little pamph• 
tot of "Ver~e : by JMnos Hebhlethwn1te 
Hobart," wh1ch yet i.n.cludcs line& whose 
melody, .and simplicity •. 'tllll Jl;wour 111igM 
wdl clntm tho. highoL' htie. <.'oulll 'Heino, 
for O~ll~tple, WlSlt 1\ hette\' bal11\d·bcgmning 
than thts :- · · 
Once 1111 I lay (\·slE'eping 
Benea-.th nn anoiunt m1k, 
Thefe slipt to me a ml\tden-
Oue of the sylvan folk. 
Pnle·~Wef:!il,ber face liB moonbeam; 
Her hatr s cloar dew)' tips 
Fe\1 on !laoh si<lts In qa~knoas r 
::\he k;taeed mr dreaming lips, 
Or this:.-. · · 
Faint winds are sadly si!'hlng 
With;n the ruined ahrtti~, 
',roe rose of day ia dying · 
•ro twiligllt in th& vin,, 
On blnu11t ethel' glowing, 
Al:rove a oold green steep, 
A trell'lbling star is sowing The.a~eds of folding sleep. 
Apd is there no Shakespllt'tlln gt~lcQ tn t'hla 
shght 11ong 1- · 
Like tho l!llent of viol"t, 
H11btly aw!lot with alhegrob, 
Love nnd Spring they p11aa awa:'f-
Ah me, w.,lJ.a·day I · 
Vespq•·be .. U k.thills dying be11m, 
Forrn au(J fe>\ture fllll ~ !lr"a.m, 
Ooue the •·ol<llil, tho love of l\Is.y-
Ah !nii1• wull•i\•day t 
Sigh WI! for the sunliRht flqcl, ~tgh we for thelovu thl\t's •IQad 
Lon 1\Ud viulet decay- ' 
Ah me,. well•i\•dny I 
. .. . 
11 A hnguld. b~~ '' Mr. II ebb' w_.t4t 
To11ft th~ tlro!lping su.il tliere blows 110 1 ' ort !'II t•rjU}td 1• stillness, so.ve the b!t• 
W'tl tlllll'i~t ripples tlll\t make cool the hel\t 
1 1 coo IPP~d sound, and on thll ucean floor 
or JVed·gruwn rook, flit golden "hadows fleet 
Aml 111 1rh~ surg;v,murmurs evermorr ' 
Ulys~~· henr~ u.l}J.'ga from l '\PPY clnys of yore, 
. . . 
Ht• ••••s thu grey 1\Utf win~'l_,;s <-lht•e 'woods • 
ll Upu11 the srnooth .ll'r~en Rhotll!l•;r of the hill• 
•• llel\rs the tnmbhn~ of tho re;,'\lgh green floods 
TVh11t sruito tho shnro_ltrll~ all ''1ne pebbles thrill 
ll \ ith J;ll\d stum !nut!on HI tllo seething mill • 
u; snlt·Kr•·~n snrgu, green. sw11rd, nnd olive tr~e 
Gti).W dr~ull!lrkt!, 1111d his oy~lids slowly fill 
Antltlllnter fallij tl:e rumor of tho ~ea ' 
JJ'or lll~mory'slingering voicu now nnm~s Penelope. 
. . .. . ' 
ln ~~~~~t a11nahine lies ~nob winding 1street, • 
~ur •~ tber!II.tmveluent t!itlwr hif(h or luw 1 
llo hl':lra no vote~, no aountl of nuy feet ~ntl11ll the s?f~ blue air is in a glow 1 
ll rom somo diVInest wellRpring's overflow 
Of tender bliss, 1\1\d in the rainbow dew 
Anti on too stntua'a limbs of 1):1rverl a~ow, ·~nrl un the nulmnnetlrn:~!ble'a pt~achy hiu•, 
'the fliMl yotlllg rnornmg \tgh ~trembles •l!td biOQma 
anaw. · 
0 lm11h! ~p~nk not I bu~ lis~ that ail very aoun;l 
A Odf dnt••M, Anrl ptpes1 nn1l merry ~''Minng diq 
nT llrY of aweet ole:1r voices, f\oattn~ rouutl ' 
, hn t~mpl11 pon:h-0 p:1n it hun a in 
Tn tlunk Apollo nnd lus ahming kin H~ve left Llw gli~terim: mount? .ln colorecl wcetla 
They Ml_owly Iotter p:tst wtwro keen ~:~nd thin ~hhu hot hght cleaves the cbon 11lwle-who le~da 
-> Ia train of temler yottth fresh (rom tho flow11r:y 
meada, 
fhnao:1ttered butla o.,dl\inty Pllthwar. le11ve t 
Frollll\fks 1\lld lap~ttb that the children bring F~~otnt hllllnting g11lea of sylvnn sweetness brl'atha-
As ab;r.l)' Rweat Is ( 116 yonng blue•e)'etl t'1ing 1 
Tha wise Ulyueij yearns to feel her oling 
Abou\ his cbildle~a neck, and with ~hem roam 
DeneMh ~hB fl\\11 of Karltlnds, he11r them sing 
In ravi6he\1 hnrmMY 1 "Spring I Spring !Ia come, 
Ah I le11Ye thu. hoU&I) of atone, the swee• es!th 18 yo~r home," · 
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•ptLAD&LPBIC& 
(W'oa ':raa 'Bur.t.aRI&' 
tltlare'a a faeUog haU-Pia~rn of lonrfnp embryonic 
And wUh eulo'llla.tla;rpa•!!lon aul/tlyatarrtd; 
n•a 'l kind of atcppior1.'latloo 'twh::• MWem and 
adaratloo, ' 
And tha~ name of It l:n brolberly rerard. • 
Z~ \1 ab4f~Gt 'K'I'h ~r 1l1ter1 and (!10 m&~ hOW )'OU'V~ 
kl11~d her~ 
'iVI'b the girl to whom vott 1p9olally belong; 
Jlul "'h~nenr It Ia pre~ent, h't IUperli.tlvely pleaar.nt, 
At~<! n PQMiblyla deml·aeml·WfOnio 
not-long-ago publishw 'Sketch-Book 1 wu· in 
aome degre di1appointing to hia Australi11n 
admirers, in ~hat it did not show an advance in 
capacity ann achievement. commensurate with the 
artist'al\dvance in 1phere and reput,.tion. 'Gut• 
ter·Snipea •-a aeri1111 of fifty akP.tche• of London children-lea•~t•• a better impression of Ma:r 
:n the maturity of his powera. Perba~ 
Ilia result oomes rather from 'I'XI\I!'ICilrlltion than 
frotn pure c~~oricnture-whicb ooneiata ncl in 
emphai!ising indiyidn~~ol and local peculiariti1111 to 
1\0 unoaturnlt..oint, b1;t in accurat11ly repreaentiug 
the ~·ubjeQ~ in no actual or probable r.ituatioo 
which il•1 however, incon~truous w1th the subject's 
chief or tl•ual aopcct~. The two examples chosen 
for repr()dt\Otion on thi, page d11 not illustrate 
this suggested tencl~noy of ., GuttersnipeH,' but 
• Btt wl!ola bel nit Memed to un· 
aloe<!, In &be trnhue• ol 'b• - a.lr, 
Ia U.. cooln• of lh• liUm:n;;r 
enoloc, )i~~lle or thoae rot<c ·.Ill• 
oao' lllrh'-bloo~D>;;.; llowen, <;' llola 
onb' open the h(iarl ot'~lr petall 
u the aun JliiiH~ and ~~w_•.;..';._O' ..... 
ftiiA-"iO. . ' <) \' 
. . ~:-• 
To all ot·tward a.<"<<lming G, 0. 
Orai~r'a "'.l'~a J'e\ierill Defence 
o£ Auatralasi~ ':((Geo. Roberls-
JOD and 0~. Vi• a Book.. n 
ia pllged aili! fohaptore~ like a 
b.,ook, prin~te-'.;like a boolc. bound hke a boo~. In \'ea\it1 bow. 
ever, ibis 1lly • ll!riel'l olnewa· 
paper artH~ua, ciid to tl:.row 
lfow ln oertalp clrcn!Dll~ancea-moon• 
llgh~, aupper, aundry dnnoea-
~lle co•m!o f.Gtces galo an added 
power; 
)lu- she mocka your Yolo~ uoste&dy 
when you hint tha~ JOil ar~ 
ready 
'to fatge\ the bars of friendship tor 
nn hour. 
!.'llt won't ral~e a. blush to please yOU, 
she will tortute you and tease 
you 
~'II! yo!\ wl~b that you \fer' llny· 
when but th11:e; 
":ilheo-0 wonder paat all iU8l!lllng 1-
you wilt feelhsr 6ngen preaslnll', 
And the merest mndd~nlnJ tlo1de ot 
ner h~>lr, 
lloon (It'~ p\lullna' that fall atart..d 
so lndlffem~tly•hearted) 
You grow lnaenelt anxtoua lt.rtd 
lntenae; ' 
YOG\' 'elna beu;in tO. quiver, an<l yotl 
' awear you \Yql\'"t1G<fdVe her ' 
II llhe calla yoil: ,back aaAI!I ~o. oo~ 
mon·leii~K~· ' • • 
)lu~ •t lu~ tb-.lblqsbcomea tremblff% 
~ 11nd ab$ a tops (or a tarts f)1 dill" 
1 s~mbllug-
You ha'e glvec up pntandlpg Nmtr 
betore-.-
~ht mU• Cuplq-devtls ~roop t!l ml~l!l' in, y.Qur mel~, Aa aha aays sbu'JI n~ver tao• you &!l;rmor~. 
9.'M l'a~an. 
I• aeems thn~ .~ubrey UJtud~ley wllt~lw~y~ re• 
main mQ~~~ (au~Mtlo thM\ forclbllil, , ¥1lt1 apart 
from the teohniol\lakill tlwy diJPI"'1t thare i11 rca\ 
power In the fifty dr!'winga wb.loh bll hM just co!.· 
Jeoted itt a volumei• Not only are lll&ny of hts, 
oonl)eptions strikingly artl~tic In lclel\1 bu~ they 
bit.VIl nel\rlY .(l.lway~ tMnta.\ ~llll'Seat\on 1\llq ~alu11. Oba~aotedttiQ benrclaleylsm doe~ nOt M II\ the 
mere mingling or blank and white In dense maa~es. 
and strong coutrl\sts-a6 ao1M of hi~ imitatora 
1\lem t<l euppoae. Nor doetllt lfe e.ltogethl'r In hi$ exa~gerntians at drallght:~manahlp, tl)ough tMso 
are lndead di•;h,oti"e• . It i11 the spirits &0\VOur. 
amanating frnm all h{@ drawings wh!Qh g\Vea them 
ibat qttain' air of intlllleo~tllil other•worldlinm;s. 
Orrlln11ry arti11tic cono~p~loM b<lr.oma refrMltetl 
r.ncl distorted in paa~lng through tlifl at~attgiJ 
medi.nn of hltt mtnd, and k"V!l IIPOn ort.hP<\rf 
peoplo tha kind oC Impression m:\tle. by ~~ ru . .t•~t 
which looks a~ yo1t from a curved mmn~, Unl:l BeMdsle~ b neither to be denougcc.<l \llr hi!\ 
eoc""trio!ty nor tJrl\iserl for ~~~ Mnconfurml.tr. 
Be is to be' valued for his ortgtnalltY', to whNb 
muoh h\tltude may btl a\low11d In a fM•to1o·c:n"r' ngUond 1\FtO· llis ~:>tnbocliment of the h.I'I\R o 
Merlin and Ut>r()(lil\~, h~re roprorlnc;ctl, 1a Wllll 
worthy oonsidemtlon, • 
. ~ . 
Mnoh ot th~:J b"e' of l'hil MaY.'il wmk r ·mt•l~$ 
emh1\lmad in ""a But.t.k'frtl., H. w~~ .whlle lit 
Auatrl\lla that lw t>erfected hill hn& tnh·nt, nml 
for ·humor> vigot,. and olteQttvt• l'aae ,he hM nc.vcr 
aurpM•cd 1\ome o( th()l!l). ~Mii~r draWIIlf($, So .hu 
• llcae into ~na•:ou,ive and oo-
b~rent •h"pe the author baa 
lackttd either arb or oppor• 
tuoity; Thqa to abnd under 
his shower. bath of b etero-. 
ifeneQua faots at\tl b:o{>res>~ion& 
!alike standing under tho tilted. 
oornncopiaofthsl{oddeall l!'lora, 
Yo~:~ may uret·t to be hit with 
normal powdo1· or a pumpkin, 
Federal fl\fts or ~ pimP, a. 
bunci\Of ~ll11es or I'll item abotl/i 
Aus.trnlia. ~ ~hanoes .~~. gainst i.n· 
vnsiou, S(l Mr. Omlg's Blll,lm• 
ing·bonk is. more tediotts nnd 
loss etreotlve than it sho~:~lcl be, 
llll~ hE! h.a& mlloh knowledge 
of ~.i~ •ut-jeot, and . much 
capacity to t~el\t \t ; oo l!ia 
saum\ng·book !a moro inter• 
\hi~ing and mor!lslfcot!vt~ than 
h might h~va been, And bEl 
t!:\ls us, as Ill\ eJCper~, ,t!./1\t 
opr lli'iloi! i\ilU our 1\mmmntlon 
are obsolete): th11t Otlr defen~a , 
are of d,oulitM virhl!l: that. . , . 
II OU\' n~~at llq\l~dron" wduld be prnotlo!lliY l,lse• :£1. ·.It the s .. of· A, R•'e it• aubaodborl •. ; 
Ipsa In· wo~r, booauati as a ft~et It ol\nnot steam• cba~oe to take hbrary only or readlng.room'onlf t 
more than 10 ltnOtQ lin hour or eo, if ~ muob, '4nd at a reclnce<l rat!! lhlugR might improve, Anywa)', I" 
are cha.rmlngly nntllrlll. ex11.mplea of chwilr llln~· 'rn~wnart. And the picturing or liflll\tld chlll'IIO~er thro;ighCIU~ tl\ll whole Sl'rie~ of drawings fa mos~ 
wo. u.ld tb.11.a b.e. ·o.\l.to.la.esed .. and .out-man. ll!uvr·lld.b .. y t.he ln. ~tlt.tl.tio.n IVI\llow. a ln. a. a. Iough o·f.ron.tl.no, .·.·· 1-l.usslan vellsbb of slq_tllnr· type, whtle the 20·knot 'l'ho !' n!ce " books, the new books, the b~oks. tbe ·. 
French, Ger\lll\11 and \~apaue•e merobant oruflr,'rs p_ubhc wanls1 soom nearly alwa;ya unobtalnlloble.~:, 
wotdd wben<1Ver ti1ey ~ilthted It add eonaidorab1y :£ ou can get n ~tn(elb of It tale• olasalas, 'bub' ths · 
to the multitqdnioullll\~a:h~e! of •hutea, 1\Vh'lfl\if(l ,u?.s~rib~;~r do~en 'b wanb a~ale qlauloa. · 
, • • • T. e coJJlmtttlll! badlr wants obnnglng 1 some c,l : 
~ble and aelmirnblo. • · 
. ') . "' 
It 111 ple:l$1111~ to t11rn 1\Birlo lrom tbll' push of thl! tnctnbe're havo P.etrified in their soata1 aad •up~~.' hoial t\!lcl pfotentio.Qs. books .~Q. th.} mocleatJ, ~hit P,.·llt A;.·~~ pe\~.~ed.along with them, 1 
b.'\l- ·\'ery flne 11nd faithful etudfvs ),y Oharfes .f ' ,. • ' · · . -- ·. Uro.ll\!ltll!llahedinHIIcmillau'e1,4ihrflr:f:Jl•storl~s .'.'J.ilte.vea!:l ¥1lrab'of th11 Waters' Is reprinted . 
La a~llienne'd • ~l'ha QIIQ~t of the Golden Gld I 
llf meant to t\lst~> Ilk!! St<)rnu.__ with 11 clifferonoe-
and auhlevtia. tl:l'e d ltfllrenou, '£he 111\~llor, ht {aob, Is 
beginning tt'l bol\t hla gold a. litH~ ~oo thin. ¥1!b 
the book h~~ wtltl\lKh uf pris~ine cnatm to ml\kfllb 
plea.sa.ntly rel\dahle, thlllitfb tho womnn·e\cmenh 
on which it largi!IY te\ieA (or e!TOC~ .hl\ve 1'10 par• 
ticulnr Jlill\11\IIO)'•~ · •.t:h~fe nra IXI~\\~\Onl\1 (lllllin-
llOilQilit& 1\lltl cllptiVI\tlltl\ phfl\lt)S,_ 
of l'ia~)9 ll!ld the VIII!IUJtl'A "I· iTh~y h11ve ke1111 ~o "how·t~e Jlretti''•tofont' of 'W,J\,.B,,' many of l p~ycb91to~lil;IJ ~~.".'1 Mturn!.c. in~or~•st,, ~tnd. sefln;~ }O IY. hostl vo~4e.•, iricft.lHI.Ill.lf 'The Dea.d · Marph, 1 .have . l<iave a on'or• exaot and nt,;<f(nl 1!11Pr~ssfo11 llf dppu&red in THill Bllr.I,R'ttN; nnd who now tbre~s 
tihi\SQ.t of l~n114n life thRn ~he work of ~>it her hi• so(\t~er~d· hea<ts ·irJ1 ti noll~ booklllb · pqblfshed Quit\ a 1 o._. .U11fion OrRWfl.'rd, . Gr11nt1 itllh;'id- liy M:ulvill!!, ~!lllt~n1 •n~ ~~~de, o( Mel~ourpe, 
' ' . ' " ' . . .. . \ 
• , , tho (llunhtl( liHI~ 'f~lh• o! Dal!(:hll~ l\lltl Adad~·o 
tQllowcd llyn troop of Sacyr11 lltlll (11\oth~ntu, which th• 
l\rtl~t tal 1\ tlerorii\(I(J stLt!klnl(•lo(l} hnd d~al~neoJ lq ell• 
oi.-cle QJW of \h& WhJIQ CCliUniUS Of lh!lt 11\\IE> tnatblo 
tcwpl;; whllll> allt belor~ nw, 
• • , led hom my y!lulln•pon tb,e hopeyco111b Qf wom~a, , 
, , • tft~ wlt1l \\·h'lo po~ce ot tlioa~ •11~11~ hours wt.ea 
I'I'>J lay thllll marrlvd -nd tnlldon aide hy aide. 
N<l ~ilk en mada111, by your lel\ve, 
, 'thoUith wQmlro\la wondrous ail$ b,, 
<;'l\•1 hnt this hQM~ upon my •l•ne-
Ftom llltlt pink t•rint Uabe. 
And an Qn, 
• • • 
Sumo litth• 1 t(IUI~ ..,. 
r•porknifa; '"l:ho <~mldtut tlml~r,·ttrron& or • Rob 
ltov • Uku th:IG ~tl no•••se~~~·· '81cl,t.<'onlract,• Cooper'¥ 
• r.."l;t (lf ''" llooliOI\M,'I!t. t'IOtrO'II 1l'aul llhll Vlrotlnb,' 
norr••w·, • tav~illtrl.' nn<l much In thO Mollt ol Swl, 
•ouidll • tkhtqln•r, M•l ~~ucr !llnhuutMn, I• th~ hinted 
auperio~lf.l' \ll aav~ge lilu to N'llilllicm." 
ll.S.: • t>hl VJII over euo 1\rt Ar~l:t donll~)·hoy 011 
tJ,oWI\Y t(}tl\fi l1~r~mi•h,jlrl kink' hi~ tmMppypN• 
ptrly with 1\ ~h'ia•.•HI,IIf ~lh'k? ,\u•l tlhl yotlfq~m 
thRl th& M~hla tm• tl~nlc~y i~ bortlkl tl lit, you 
ncul M Iiiii•& • fl \hll Mljhl ot !be f!Vprcuinn, "llQlc• 
1n1r MtAk ""· i c 1 •nllvcninll' tho btiU who 1\~a tem• 
vor•rlly llt !Wtlll~non\IY t~l~••tit:c<l 1\ittt~,~~ wllh 
llrolltU Poullov ' 
Crlp!l'l CIAtk: ' r.~ II' teCQitl Ut ~l.lltl!f •tAtemen$. 
'thtte I• no b!Jo:t · rel.\tlonehlp h•twe~n "~bllt 
tortlll" 1\lllli\Oft\ lilrk• .\1:\l'!l,\V. Or. "Cheer, liO}t, 
Cheer" ~{aell;ll:• lho f~tlwt of Eti('• numlod. lrr hit 
ohf 1\lf<t, lhv "'"'"' 171 "Ml\rl• Cartl!lt' ~~~~~ 
"M~rl~" nlarr;ed thli:'•' 
• 'rll<t ~rltia abotll•t •r '":t b~flvc~li !hit ~tlUUlf !lntl 
tlif 1nUlt'. to 11111 rormcr 11:"'"~~' 111lvlaor.r cNtlnl91lt, 
lllll!J(8110itft Jtl81i(h'M ! 1 n•~ltt·, h<lllCt~ l'fRlf11 i t(l 
tho httct trw v.pl ;n-h I'H•f tll • flQW taln,,f, ttoo Ill• 
u .. t11 ·t• •1 ,,, th(> rr, Ql) ~>·\lll~ n.ln I, ttw 1\D\' lil Itt 
1,, ·t.'t Uia \ L ~~. tt ttiJ:L-:.\1,to ' 1 1l1tU1 t& .. Jl ,q J.' 
.. ,.' 
l' 
r ' 1' I \' , It ;., 
r.tr; •t'.frl1 1i'' 
.. 
r-:uo L.~Rr<'l •• 
C~vC.<.. vs i\ ('ol'Pt!P..! 
'mt'tl~AD MAROR at; TU. 
• , )V<~nns. ·· 
By '~• ljlllltln(( measmda ,.,altd ill \bt 
~ldu .bealn to d•rll••n1 
"'nd tha!e~Rer llamn .,~,ndlnc "~ill ... 
flout. ~~• t~mpeat'a d\a, 
Swells, myaler!Qut ii!ld tnllnrnlul, aver alt 
II IU!IIIng , , • pe•!kenl , , , 
"l!e lllfi P~4d Yuoli ol ltitf Watera , , . 
and lh~ tlda '• ortU,llnr In, • ·~Jft , 
Met.r &he Jteadl~nd, where \he alt&ooRka ~ 
•wi~R lltelr mlll~noholr '''"''• And thq ,,,,,(!~ ~urow tq h1lll1M all lht' 
ant&r.)' ~rl~rq Ill nllon, 
Wltqr~ I he wrnok Ill qlln!ilP!t ~:n.•lm 'vnr 
~aadtf orR~. <ORrl1m•, ' • 
BrQo.t•,. It\ aollt~rr, alla11oe1 Deeq1ilJiin · 
l'oJIII ,J.l>gOQilP. • , 1 l 
Ttl4re. when 10ttth'• brhf oou"t III'OW• • 
t1Uiff(lah1 •mll~ 1\lr ... have sl~et'' 
, QVet,' ~· I· 
Ale IM D!Ur,)' moun~ll1 waL•r~ to •he , 
bitter ooe.in wed, , 
Alld 1Tte tid•• roll Jte•ty laden wllh •ho ' 
lfRIIU ot a 1(\Vtrr, 
!n·t In ae<lre~t ·~~~ sMrow d'olh ih .. Jell 
~tiVa up Ill 1!e~d, 
Jllver:Mrlt. trol)l hrlhul 0\lt~ll drlh •wan 
llU1AI\dl I(! li\R' W09ln~ J 
atilt ,anti 'wl•ttd, hruleetl 4nd brolrtn, 
·~· aller ('f;aluporl th• tll!lhll r 
Oil•·~~~~ ~~~~ 11 p~IU<l ~atmn~n, 1\~lllletnlltt 
11ll~ und~ln~r1 
U•ll tt. •"•liewl hop• ot m~ut, and a 
el~nohln~r •• tht hand. 
'thoUih t'm •alnt. lo lhat mualtt, t •hall 
nt'fet o.-.ae ~o fut b ~ 
Slut t dr•w liP to lbt fttQ$\dt, happy but 
\o b<1 wllhln. 
Think ll I~W~IIih t , , , tlel•:t f , , • thttil 
Mw' that low li\l)anlnll' I caw you 
h~MIU 
hn \ ... M !\ Vlb.tt.l>'" 111:\f\ nr l!<ttrrlf w:th wiuo '1!. tll' t)~A<l lfltCh (If lh~ Wl\ter• ••• inlltM till• I• 
1-:·lt"t:''-ll\ , ~I" w fll't•, lJ~>tll 11111. cl!• lll'<li!l tf, 1\fll crttplnlt ln. W.A.tl. 
wi•h tl 11:" ~r..;. t" m '''llt•' t\ •lll•'ntttl<! ~pme, nn.l 
_, •. . I. "l'r fl,, t••IIC11 I Ult.t•·f-\tldl 
• • ' ~ • 1.. 1 "' r~•• t•fi ~, :? n !, 
&Lu I r; ' .. :1- \ J • '• i~' l', L ~ ' 
"i·ot& )lave given up prtteudir.~r lont: 
b~fore--
'l:hellttle Cupid-devils troop to mingle In your revels, 
As abo lllLYB she'll never lace you any more. 
7.'hf l'u,tm. 
:ue charmingly nat\lral exnmploa of clov~r illus· 
trntive urt. And tho picturing of life nud oharf\Oter 
throughout th~:< whole serie~ of drawings is most 
able !\lld ndmi1·able. • . 
,. . 
It i~; pleasan>. to turn asida from the push of 
auperhoi!J.l aud pretentious books. to th.J modestJ, 
b•1t very fhte nncl f11ithfu.l studtes hy CltnrTes 
Ura.nt publisltad in !lhcmillau's Librnry·{l! Storie.s 
ofNnples ;~q(l the Cam~ra"l·. Th!'y liuvP-'k"'llll 
psycbologinal JlUd Mtnrnl in~ert•st, nnd Bt'!IIU ,to 
leave a more ext~ct and truthflll i'rnpre~slon iii 
-phnse& of Italian ~if& thnn tl1e w-ork uf l'ither 
• Ouicla' or llni'ion OrnwfQrd •. Gt~>n!i, indt~~d~ 
----+-~-~ 
It seems thut Aubrey Beard~l&y wlll nlw~yd re· 
main mor~ fnnt;astio thr.n fbroible, , fet, apart 
from the tecbniQal skill thlly ditpla)'1 there iR rf'Al 
power in the fifty drawings wbtoh be baa just col· 
leoted in a. volum~ Not only are many of his, 
conceptions strikingly artistio In idea, but they 
have nearly always moqtals\)ggestion nn<l ~alu~. 
Cbaracteristia benidsleyism does not lie in the 
mere mingling of blaok nnd white in dense masses 
and &trong contrasts-as some of his lmlt11tora 
aeem to suppose, Nor docs \t lie nltogethPr in his 
exaggerations of draugh~.amllitship, tbough these 
are indeed distinctive, It is the spiritJ B'lvour, 
emanating from all his dra.wings which giVes them 
;bat qua:inb air of inteUeo~mil other•Worldlipesa. 
Or•Hnary artistic conceptions become tefnulted 
and dtlatorted in passing through tlie strl\nge 
medi;;m of hill mvtd, 11nd leaYe upon ordi~llfY 
pt;"Oplo the kind of ilnpresaion m:1do by 11 fu.co 
which looks at r.ou from 11 curved mirr >r. llut-
Beardsley is neither to be denoupcetl \ur his 
eact'ntric!ty nor praised for hia non~ollfcmnl,ty, 
He is to be valued for his originl\llty, to whtob 
muoh latitude nmy be !lllar •1 in 1\ f~r·too·cnn· 
vl.'ntiona.l age. His ombudllnent of th\1 ld~(l.s of 
Merlin and Hl:'rodias, here roprod11cet1, is WPII 
worthy oonsidention. ' 
• • • 
Muah nf the bPat of Phil Ml\y'a worlt r.•m~>l~, cmb~lmed in Tm: Bur,L&tlN. n wa~ wltlle In 
Auntralill. that h(' pef(ected his linil talrnt, 1\nd 
for•humor, vigor, and e!Iectivt• ra~e he hils n~ver 
surpassed some of thos_a el\rlll'r dr11wings. So ~he 
') • • <I 
Le G\~llienno's • The Quest of the Golden Girl' 
ia mean;b to tns:ll~ like Ste~·na. with o, differance-
and null\e"ea.tb'e dlff!lrenc:le, The nuthor, in fnat, is b~!(inni~IS' to beat his gold 1\ little too thin. Yet 
th~ boo~ }las annugh of pri•tine ohatm to make it 
plensantl)• rendable, ~hoturh t\le Wot'!latl·elementa 
on wh1oh 'i_~ lar~ely 1·e1ieri C6r e!IMt have no par• 
ticular piqt\anuy, '£her11 nre occasional quaint 
conoeita and' c,.ptivating phr11se~..:.. 
••• the Clhi~\In~:little 'frleze ol n~pcuua ~nd Arladn~ 
lc;>!lowed by " troop. ol Satyn 1\IUI. UQQ9bantes, wnlch the 
artist (of 11 '' u:c;>ra~t:d sHibkinl:•top) ilnd de~i~:ned tq en• 
oJ(cla onu of one white columua of thnt little marble 
temple whioh aat be!ore me. . . 
••• ted I rom my youtn upon tt~e ho11eycomb of wam~n, , 
; , • U'te wild \\·bite l'e~ce of lliosa silent hours when 
w~>lay thna ma.rrl~d and m~tde~r side bf eid~. 
No Hilke !I madam, by you;r leave, 
• Thau"h wvndroua wonqlrous aile be, 
Can !uro; ~his hea.r~--IIJ)Q'A IllY •lecve-
From little vlnh:·ptill~ l!ebe, 
And ao on. 
• 
Some littll' 1tems-
r .. p~rknife: "The ,lltr.li'(IV~ under~u~reu~ of I Rob 
J1,oy,' like th;\t of l~o•ts·;I!M!'IlC 'S~cht Conlri\Ct,• Cooper's 
•r...~t of ~h& Mtl.lic~ns,· St. Pierre's 'l'~ul 11nd Vlrginh,' 
llorr•>w's • Lavcu~:ro,' tuul mttch In the books of S~nd, 
'Onida; Bchrc!uer, anfi ~~ncr I• nnla~uthors,lo ll:!tl hlhtcd 
suveriorlt • ilf s:wage llfe to <'I\ lliuUon." 
u.s. : • -Ph\ ~-ou ever ac~ l\lt Arab donke>·boy on 
tl.a- w"y to tht• l'~ rami• Is, lui· king hi~ unh:I.11PY pro• 
perty 1\ ith 11 vh'lo•;allttle stirk t And did touloarn 
th"t tM Mahin fo;o tl~r•k~y Is boral.:-1 It s0, yon 
11 ~e1f nn ligt.t , n till' ori;ln of the txvrcsaion, "pok• 
ing horak "~·'i.e , wliv~ning tho I>Ut~ who has tell\• 
poratil.)i or pcran~nenlly illc~ttiGc<l him~e!i with 
Jlruthn Demko\·.' 
Crlpp9 Cl<lrk: • 1>11 111 rtcetl~ llrt.U11S at:\t•m~nt. 
'rher<' hJ nO' blJo<l· roiMhm•hip Letwcen "~l~rl• 
('or~l!i" 6nclpoct !!!ric ~lad;llY· Dr. "Cheer, lla~a, 
Cheer" ~t~ck•Y• tho l~th~r of Eric, m:mic<l, In hi• 
c;>ld •. "~~'"• thl• rMther ol "ll~rl" CorQlll," and 
"~[1\rle" IIIQrried Erla,• 
• 'rh(l <>rlti<l sho~:~hl st \HI\ bnrwce.n tho llUthol' ~n<l 
his pabli<', to ~ho forllltt ~lving A<l\'laqry cornmcnt, 
anstote3tlona, jq~tiO:\hlc C<•na\tr~, hone$t praisu i to 
thll httcr the c;.;phnMI n of th<• new t~lont, tho In• 
trodm::Wm tu the ltcsh .vounA' mltt<l, the kty Ia Ha 
rn~rlts, the ~:lew to Ita cl~lm ol distinction,' ,.• S. /<'. 
AYJOiluUC,' 
l'oets. )'Oll say, MIIIrf• ligiou~. ~o! 
Their ~:re(cllt l<•vc. l:M< you a )letter 11h~w? 
~' U.ll.' i1~ ''l'ha FtrFt'i•:kfr,. 
The lillie ~tory t~bou' Dot. "ml CMrY 111 t.ISb h~nc 
wM wrltt~tl by )!~!W~ 1\rnMtly, or ~.H. W. 
t•r.pvrhnlte: • All~gqd Olive Schrelnn wl\nte•l to 
n•MrY Uhodoll nne lhuq. II• nee the v~~~~~c3 ol 
her 1\.!11\ll llltmllnMinll' tho new btlok,' 
c.s. : • \"otl Me \Yr~ ··~ !lhout llqchannn and thQ 
l•clly•lllld•l:l\~k nllil~••tlon. It \I'M iiQ~ Lt~bouchere, 
hu~ \<i<lmuud \'ntn, wlio so Ble1v the •~roiulo1" 
• 
MUO ~ • .-..Rr< ~ It 
CH 11 c ~<.. v s 1\ (' o P P e rd 
'l'lUr~DE'AD HAROR· OP Tti:W 
, , ,)VATERS. 
JIT ~~· 1;1huln~ me .. mate H&kd u \be 
~Idea ,J>e!Pn. ro darlr.m, 
"'nd tne:e~ll•r ft<lm•~ ...,.,endln1 -~~~~ ''-
ftou,the hmpeat'e din, 
S"eUs, myaterl11us aq<:l mourn!u,l, over all 
r. aurglng • , •. l:l, ... ~rken~~ .- ~ • 
"ll• tile J>oad Maroh of the Water~~ • , , 
a~d tlJe ~Ide Ia or•'!Ph!l !!!• , ·~tN 
Near the !tea<lland, where the she-onkc .4 
ewlpp; ~heir meltytohaly treiH91. 
And the ti·*Ue turne to twlllp;lt~ all tbe' 
sultr.)lllllare ol n()on, · · 
Where lhe Wl:lolc lo ollll!'lnp; clu.s~era~;nrr 
jJud\t oral!' earesse~1 ' . , 
.Broods, lri soll~nrx_ silence, De~~q1~tJon · 
Po hit ,Lagoon~ •. , · , • ~ ' . 
There; whe!l .rou'\ll's brief. course tnow• , 
sluggish, anti .Its lures. ha.ve riven • 
• 0\·er,~ ~ · ~ 
Me IM '!lemr mountain waters to· •be • 
little~ ocean wed, • • 
And tft~ tides roll ,lleavy l•d~n with tM 
gagea of ;, lover, 
And hi eeareoy~~ond s~rrow d'oLh ille 1~:1. 
l!lv~ Dfl, Ita dead, 
lilver:Mra frol)1 turthest ocean l;!rU; ·w"11 
\l'llrlands to thl\~ wa91ntt ~ 
1!\lff ;aril\ twisted, htulaed iand brbken, 
t\fP they rA.s~ npat~ th., ftl~llild f 
On o!ach la~CI t\ 11'\llld ~8.lmll4SB1 lialf "smllo:~ 
lit Ita undoinll', · 
UaU ~ shatlered hope ol resaue, and a 
¢1onohlng 11t the hand, 
Though I'm awlnt: to th11t music, l ahall 
Mver aeaae tq. leo.r I~: 
Still I draw up to ~be fireside, hnppy bu• 
to M within. 
'thlnl• It toollisht ••• Llatonl , , , th~re 
now; thab tow moaning l ~Ml you 
hellriU 
ho WM 11 vr~la 1nhla man 11t J11ttl'rs with wide '1:' 1 th • Dead lft\rah af thJ Wllters • , , and ~hj! tide Ill I~nru\IMO .-x.r••flf•JICl', ~orn lilt~, d!t·d 188!l,'·dl·flfB oreepln!rlll• 
with II& K<thjl'l't~ Ill <Jllltt• ~ ~!lltl}ltttlc Hptrl~, ~llcl ~=====~~==-====~~~W,::".:'::,A::',;:D~,= 
h;a t·i'd'~ • nrti•'K llllt fnm rlwtortca\ OXI\Ritllfl\tiOn ;;;: ··•• • ~-
or rlr.ma:.t ,. !'nnt.rast, h.<lt from hiw tal!'ll~ fof QOin• PubU•hera! Nottcea. 
P• sioli 111d h!lhtlt'lr «< atmplo hutnt~n poQtUfa. 
• • 
flytln<Y (~hoot of ~\rt~ cloasn'~ "eom extr1\Vt\' 
g~ntly l'f• --!wro•ts:, Rnlacd ~uhscrtptll)n nnd, book• 
sollrrij' '"·"Pl'tltion hnv"o decftlt\&lld rtwan\le nod 
mcmhr"~:hiJI, ll.endhftNollnl 1\nd libmry ~.o~te~her 
lltl' tl•m'•'!"as t•heilp at ll2a, 6<1. ptlr IY/ln,. bnt 
tn:\n)' \'"'pto t!on'b want re(l,tl!m\~,,~"'''r~ aqd cam 
gc~ ll"~ ·~ l·ett•)r, 4!lb !\ m<H".tl\~tr!IOtiY& htmur for 
GooD u nutr~E,;:~ STORm:-~. 
JU.~'l' PUBLISHED. 
ALEX. ·MONTGOMERY'S YARNS. 
l'I'IQA, 1/q 1 }IO!It free> 1/f.J. 
.. -~ 
~.lEO, ROill!lll.TSO~ ~ CO.,. S1.;f):~llf~.". 
llcotcl\ml\0. • ~·*-..,-"'·====--====-=~w~!"iit.~-· -~-~. ~ .. ::;:::;::;:;: 1-
Hut Plwliam•.mtnry ln.ngun.~~~f even when oullcu from tht>· 'flowet•y r~pertoh·o, of' 
the Hou. D. 0'0,, ot• the UHH'O vnrlo<~ nud. LEO.\L .ono o.r om· futm·e K.O.:~LG., 
woulcl fhil to oxpross tho soothing sn.tu:tfnctton derwod fl'om 
C~MEO C I ti J\ RET T E S. 
--·--+ --·--
The Becl-Hoa(ltHl G£rl. 
(WITH BvYR ALT.U!IJ()!( TO SPl\nfG,) 
and h11r tbroue '1\'~'1. upob. ml\ny 
wa\eTS, where tim re<l aun kissed 
~he reo;h RS thor btmt beforo the ho\ 
.,-ind from thQ desert, 'There hi 
phil•~>ophy in thi.~. , , • 
Lilith WR.'l Pl\.'llliol,l-crea.te:l wh.e• 
waw; ethereal, elusive, beAuti· 
wll.'l of Adam's flesh-hia I SPEAK of life~£ lore. I sing tllJl Spring wh!c.h yet, though diml1. aeon, at_!'nds amilmg n.~ u; orer drrfh of Wmtlll' 
'h• 1110\Y; The Spring, the geriJ!e Sprin!f, ~h precioua Spring, forever ahrincd '!"ithm 
' • hear\ of mn.n-its pure.~t heritage from 
., k~f!m-of 'hal I sin~r. Wh;,: should "'" \dt'~m of Death, why foal' his sting, when on ~he ~~ely a'ky the. roi\e-blooJU glo'!"s, 1\llcl on the 
chilly ~m of ~he 'Vinter's ano\Y bright, rosy 
atepa of D:.'\'fn appeal' l 
If the wot''d, as the K!lbbalists say:, be }Jut an emana~ion fro~ the l11,finitG. an 1\toJU in the Arlam 
KadJUon or \h$ Viaible, shall there not be in OYery 
be[ng-;1ea.. in: eYecy n.tom in the frame of every 
btmg, tn. \he m!CTQCOSm I'll in th& mMroco3m ..... o. 
meta.phot- .)f Sprin&" ! As Spirit is tbe Apotlteosill 
of Matter, ao ~thall no\ Ml\ttor be' o.lao I11carno.tion 
of \he Spiri~ f And shall riot \he red•hl\irocl girl 
gll\dden Ull with her P.OMh·blo'l\' chellks, nnd 
wri\hinl{ 'l'inglo~ rn.vialiin[f her ni'Ok o.f BM\Y f 
She i.a' mdeed a me.~n)lhdr of Da\'n and Cl\rly 
Sprinr, for \he ho\ blood tha\ burns benoot'h her 
unowr skin mn.ntlea upon her rounded lip~ nnd 
throlibing bo'IOm., n.nd bla?.OS thoro,, like thu fire o£ 
a pt?lished ruby: hidd(ln ·itt 'I til do&po.~t h!\llrt, 0.11d fl~~o.'lhing forth it4 lam boat mdinnco to commnncl, 
the dazzl6cl eye, 
Ret] hl\h' and bl~k. dl\rk oyoo 11nd hluu, the 
.mivorse hl\~h JNWiin.noB 'fo• thmn all; but some· 
whore in the heart of Mtlm h',lflls a fire tbo.t crint.'!On~ all the hen.vl)ns whun i~ -ohoosoft. 'rhl~ 
' 11zuro skr l:>tmds dc)wu,. tho violu~ an~wol'll it Jn 
kincl; bOth are puru 1\nd gentlu n.ml cole.~tlltl 
of thoir sort ; but on tho sky tha th!Op ret.! g!ow:~ \!h~n momln~ oomoo, anq umlornH<~th th!' vtO!Fl: 
aro flffi.'i without which 1\ll the tendr1ls of 1ts roota 
would 'l'fither in a ohlll and froznn earth: Yo 
kno'l\' h uot,.oh foolish on011 I ~he.red ray qmpkqn!i 
all tljt) ge_rma ot hfe, and AphNchtt~ cm!ld ~ot nso 
above the (01\mT WI\Yll till wll.mt Attrorc\, w1th her 
glo\•ing finger. 11tirro<l thu aurge. 'rhu hl''\t of 
'fllorning d\Yelt\1'ith_iu thll pl_nu~ of r._ Iount Mo.ru, 
else had the DaYa.'l never found tl1t1lotu~ ~!11\YIIIJf 
on the tluotuations of tho \YI\Ve. ,Siflllllll,.llKu thef 
aword of Seraph, through ,thb nmrt Un\VIlt'!lll o Qlods, \he -red fira of fOOIH1thty 1 1\nrl grc\.'1.~~ grqw, 
and lichens fluwe'I'S in th11 Al(lS, am\ hlOO!l·Jtka 
anew liM on Spltr,bergc•n plain:l, 1\ncl Icelnm\ flml(1· g the breath of bloQms upon ths pc\i~,~lng "hul ~all, 
1111, bl!oaU.'Il! the rl!<l ray of the ~un d~mn.nda itB ~omBqe fro~ thel'ympc\thotla wor\ciH, 
u .Rtosa.~ oartlem it-. 11rt ltiiJ int•e••ln,", Alng~ the 
soul of 111an·-" iu tht moulh tho ro~q 11 heart I 
Eve firs~ feU 
she the 
to 
• • Till • • Gr••i Aatl••p~lo 
··-~:1.;, . tot tht (Jure Ill 
Courh• i Oolb I 
BroaobiU•l 
1\11(1 
Jnftu•n••l 
•nd tho l'rliVIIMiOII 
O( (J(.III!\1111!\lltif,lft, 
PA (}E. 
-"~"--+-" 
JU> ITI1 .AL.AJll UJl, 
f. • 
o ~•£at Sun, ll'l•tequ(6.ttv tg !AVIdliuq ( 
~, ' <e 1<rrth, 0 Jltaper!•JJ lt,\4 liar ofl&rtrl: 
70>· •, ·!11/arha~~~i"'~l;r!ir<TI, 
.'., 1 r.~ IIWoiD' •~•latv"tlut'~t# cm4 Ao11e11 
II i1' !ilda. no Tett;nq. 
•r t:i!le u wrMtlhll</ a ~#Jut •cit!l tct;~er urau1: .1:~. "1rr !ling 'I riM ar~t venr~tillgfor trtlbraa~ t 
'''·•·ari<I.:P~v 1 an4 otmld th• IIUufid :ViUht 
1 ;.:lt ~~~ .,wtor to hi. /&eart'l del•;~IIU 
n. 
U t, tfl•llana'114l!n thl topm'"' bo«:i!l 
t'. tt a!lthf" ga.Jhwers mutod, 1 qMMrnow: 
J., tvtc 1Mor•w rmumg 11..,- maid"" talf, 
l:'ci m_,,., dOWI<'d h-r rndumt ~auti<t1 afl: 
! · ,. CIJtl qf /&eartedjl•'d 
II' ra all tho lot/61 of "l( t!ta 'ieorlti compirf; 
!t •• ;ub(<I•~U! of l>ri>•I.Ze,ltroad •et 
r;, 'Jih f!tr midt•faht trtalei coronet; 
ll 'hr~!11t, " '·'''" •• ••• uuu ...... 
tP·"'re u• ., ••• •••li' ••• .,,.,. , .. , .. ; 
11 t titnbf •• , •••••••• , ............ ,., •• 
n t., sa-••,•••• ••••••• ••• ••• ••••• •• ... ,., J.nd••··· ••••••.•••• ,. • 
.... , ······· ········ ..... : G·'·li·1rillt Dav t c.-rld aom1 111~ bli1Bj11l N•':Jhl 
'lilat ltri'll(lt IM ,ietor tq hisluar&'l dci1';JM I 
[~tern. ~at'QO<I~ aun!.J 
' t 'l 'l l_ __ ..., ___ ....;.._...;.;:.......:.:.:.::....:.....:.. ..... Jl.o.hil!.i!.IILI.IIIl..li:.II!L i:tt>l·>t ' lt tt .... .~ l •hit·'t 
HUDSON'S EUMENTHOL dUdUBES 
flllr COl'MI!J, 
<:(lf,'(l~. 
r.os!t ov vmcn. 
lli(ONCtiiTIS, 
an4 1111 Atfcqtlona If 
th• 'thtnt~t 11114 1..1111114• 
74 GANZ 
ELECTRIC 
MOTORS 
with " tott.r capacity ot 
100 ttorsecJt'owor, will 
r 1r.1~0 U:n COiiCWtUitlOht 
"'· ~:i.la~lmti Oll'kco <if Yu~tor,~ .. 
tl!l!lf.~!Ctl. 
•rr ,,,,ok; i; ~ s:itlrt ott t,l!ntTon'a llte1'11f1 method$ 
&til I' r!ottn~nces, ln. th11 fort11 ot ll seti&$ of 1\rtic!fs 
"l1" •t·~ r~prlnted;' and \\Ill• l"'u M hour ngree~bly, 
"l•: c~~•l•an," ~he ll<lrtCrlt0\18 t~'i>Q ol t,oqdon r~wtewer 
~ttd I ;; r••Uer, mlgh~ &tl\ll•l fer 1\ portral~ 'If ltoherl$011 
::;,, 11. with ll;;hlsanl\ 8h~dow11 t\\k;en front .1thcr hcroea 
PI tht \•lllf tqragr3pll. 
.\ ~··tmoe r•ullra! of aorhJ w ... de~lnlmlnp: 1\t his tahlu 
mw cH uill;t a~lliM~ the ('oM•ntrntlon ('<>1111'· llr. t'l.i,~n lh!rn~•l p;ttle'ltl.v, ;~n<l ~~ tb~ eml Qf tt.e 
t·u~t,:<~ll v~d lt'lnlly, "Shall w~ Join Uw ladic•~·· 
'l:l1" rd>ttlut >:<,..no~ lost. 
lin 411otner a«•~>~ion, when some lor•lgnct woa 
mni"U:<lln the papers ns h~·;irl( <louLtc•l Mr. llr"'l· 
I 'II• ftgurcs reiMi~O ~o the llt;IUlt~r& of the !YOCIIIV 
r• •1rm w~ in lh~t llcllt, Pr. !'<tlillln nl<l, with 'Inlet 
.1 :att•. • I~ I• th~ nrst time I hnve he!lr~l th~> wor:l of 
, • ~~ .li~h gontr~m~n c~Juhlt'll." 
'f.ttr ut"'lfilo<l rh~l)teron "llo\icnin~r''; nn<l the In• 
t'fl'""' witiJ 1\iplin!;'. writtecup; <'I~IIJ r •• v llr 1'.1lil·~n for 
'.f;. /;•11"/i IYeck!y, has "' tnu<'h of <'hllrtn. The imlv'( 
ret c. cvcrythinot ~" ''IHlll'lll~t" thl' tm • ($B l1.v "t.H1 
w~·t, bnokt Art! Ill 'lilt'"''' new tt•p •r. t•crh~l"' tlw m•••e 
11tfr •!lrl,c lll~<·t ~t!Y tl.• , ... cr.m~lllin:t instm··ti•lll§ lnw 
t; w:,to "the ahQrt l~w ·· ut tho m~;pa•l'clf. 
j/1 
.. ::-..:,..·--.... -- BooM tNt 
'¢,~~·~%--~ <,;-~t--~ 
BVBU,VBOlJ 
-··~ntlsem~tu. 
~":.;~~l>~~~~· 
-
t*..,A;.;.;l•;.;.;K..,IN;.;.;<;.;.;l ..;A..;.;t.;;.l~ 
r 0Uers from I Self-IQadl merchant to His Son 
lhl "I tht lothre written IIV olth" Or11Mm1 h"lf of the Kou<• of ctr•hllm ani! 04mpany, llor;vl)!l•~•r• '" Olll-..tN1 f•llllllllrlv hnown tl'l ''"'"•' •• tt 0111 Qonron Orlllll\m,'' to Ill• 
""• l'ltrtllltlltf lafltllovtl)'llnt)IWJ' , til• fnllnta!et u 11 PIII'Y•n 
(Wt'l*H EIGrt'l'H~~ lt.M!5'.rn~\'l'IO:-f6,J 
I ·~. 1,• c:ov~;Rf 11~ dt. 1 ct.orll covn~, ~~~. GJ,J posrMJI!, ttl. H.r:tRA· 
at~> pte:. ha has 
nln~h tus~re.) 
The IJook of Duirrwrn Nature, eq. (}, N, Lnndea 
Syd,, W, Howitt; ll!mo 9d, u6 pp,) [Ol'I<'Wil'ion ohex• 
questions by " l•o•tlct~-l ,. produce rnercnant." ''The 
aurfaoa of the who I.e 1~ntalu fQrm sllould !Jt~ •?.harN--
teriaed by tho J1radu.ll and eiiSy tmnMctlon ~1\veen 
the partli "..-p. l2. ..1. Geome, stand (ldruQ!/i. t/11 
~1\11. ant n. igh. I, ~uprorlk~a with d61VV rlropt, .drnl ~~~ thi 
oru.unllllQM hall(! whitt I!Wff 1114 d11rl; MlllopB "..-
1'• fi5. 
A, .... 
HUDSON'S EUMENTHOL JUJUBES Contain no Coc;alne o other Po/!umr't,J!i £!rug 
for COl'QU$, 
CQ!.OS, 
l.,QS$ OF VOtCll, 
liRONCtiiTI"' 
and all Af!"t!CJM C!l 
U1'l Throe& and t,uqg•, 
f ,,fit b · nll CMml**'• ~~~~~. f '4. 
Thl\ Qreat A!ltlleptl~ 
~el!ledy tor tbo Cure 
C!f INFt.UflNZA . and 
PRUVflNTION of CON• 
tltlOPTIQN, 
lnvafunblll for Sl!!ter~ 
!llld Pl!blllf ,:Jpe!l~ere, 
,5otc 1\ttmntncturQl': O, ttl!DSON, Clt~mlst, lpswtch, AnstrAU~. 
1$YPNflY pepon II and 1 Qt Et'i'S i'l AI; H. 1\ifent!l In Mlf tbo Austrn1111n fU11te• lltHI New Z•alan4, 
· · · • · .Mel'boufns ~n:l \\, •· \ • "'•I . ~·t:t:tll!'f, Ut\fl(W<\P~; ,~,: I'U, 
SouUtAultr~lla .. •· "'"•·1•1\•· .'l. I'll. ' It t '" . " A J>. 1nt,r.An $J RO~ JAuncc•IQQ •• :: ., i\\IIHIIIIH!'i~; &; ltl. ; :'>cw O'.tal~nct •• •• Slt.\HM!'ill o% CQ., J.TIJ, 
74 GANZ 
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MOTORS 
with a totr.t cap~oltv ot 
100 Horao•Powor, WIU 
oporl\to tht\1 Government 
Prlntl11tr Ottloe of Vlotoriil• 
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